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Four years elapsed since the publication of our first assess-
ment 1 on the state of consciousness we are leaping in; and
again the promising occasion to assemble friends and way-
farers to share findings, insights and visions is at sight. Some
of us know each other already since long, some other have
not yet met in this textual dimension but share the perspec-
tive desire for a better humanity, a better way and place to
live – a unified state of consciousness in which the other is
no longer ‘other’, but simply our deepest self, where duality is
no longer the main bearer whilst oneness is not yet at bay.

*
*     *

plit the whole into two to engender polarities,
spanda 2 endures its course to fulfil its vocation,
its call to manifest and to be manifested. along
the same thread, but on a different plane,

emerging from the primordial androgynous chasm,
each engendered side keeps its heavenly or earthly
signature, paralleled – in the twin-fissured dimen-
sion – as a pro-tension, a gender advocacy to fur-
ther differentiate. having been the first signature
gender-wise, the pivotal function of sex is ensu-
ing. The vocatio attracting force generates and
emanates form the fulfilled wor[l]d of con-
sciousness, while a counterforce repels it. i am
not me, i am you.

“u’r beautiful, show ur light: nūr upon nūr… do
u like to play the game of life? ;-)” “beauty is
the light that shines forth from within – i like
playing my game with life because we are players.”
“lol, gr8! ttyl.” “ok, i’m offline, bye bye.” 

which kind of post-internet slang conversation is
this? it is up to the individual to inwardly change.
The gravity centre of our being – that point from
which we chiefly act – and humankind’s centre of
‘gravity’ are tuning in changing their permanent
abode. humankind as a whole is leaping to a new
evolutionary stage to permanently dwell in the
next dimension of consciousness right in between
the two worlds: the mesoteric dimension, amid the
exoteric (.zāhir) and the esoteric (bā.tin) planes which
links spirit to matter – barzakh, mundus imaginalis,
parāparā are the similes coming to mind to this
respect – the dash in the spiritual-material experience

stationed in the true human soul (rōh insani) rid-
ing both worlds, a soul freed of self-interest – vast
as an ocean used to say my mentor 3 – the per-
petual substantial ontological entity ground of all
being, indeed the seed of all expansion (unme.sa).
a global expansion of the human consciousness
from the individual to the collective realm, from
duality to non-duality, from locality to non-
locality, from profit to non-profit, in which time
loses its grip and everything holds present. it is
certainly not an altered state of consciousness,
but indeed the real human realm through and
from which the true human soul abides, compre-
hends and intakes the ‘other’ into itself, recon-
necting the original link between mind and body.
in reality, expansion, indicative of the forthcoming
diversity, is itself the contraction (nime.sa) of the
awareness of the unity of consciousness. conversely,
contraction, corresponding to the withdrawal of
previously emitted diversity, is itself the expanding
awareness of the unity of consciousness. Thus, the
expansion and contraction of consciousness, brought
about by spanda, are simultaneously identical with
both as, in reality, they are merely the internal and the
external aspects of the same energy. The plane, state or
dimension, on which this becomes evident, is the
mesoteric locus where, in active contemplation, self-
awareness emerges in consciousness. The mesoteric
breadth is indeed an expression of a tendency of the
highest consciousness (uttavipāra) to express itself in
absolute freedom, unbound to a fixed relative form,
freed from being just one aspect and at liberty to be all
facets at once: formless and omniform, infinite and
finite, simultaneously unity and diversity, self-limiting
but unchanged.
There is no time, time is a mind construct of memory
to enable us to deal with asynchronic events and con-
ventions, to cope with the non-dimensionality of the
real human condition. There is more before and beyond
the space-time dimension than what we actually imagine
or know, time does not exist, is a variable of existence.
in the mesoteric present there is no loss of acquired
knowledge as a species, nor of memory; action unfolds
in the present tense, where where is here and not
there, when you are me and me is you – precisely
here lays the real human dimension to be; not to be,
is not to be here.

THE MESOTERIC LEAP
E D I T O R I A L

When the wind of Change blows, some people build walls, others build windmills.
D u Tc h P rov E r b

S
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it is well known that in the ongoing development
process, transformations, or stages ( .hāl, a.hwāl) are
transitory mansions of the same nature of the soul,
unexpected and temporary gifts (barakah) manifesting
on the same experiential plane, but of a different grada-
tions, ‘tonality’, hue of being – even orgasm is a tem-
porary stage, the shade of a briefly regained unity. by
contrast, transmutations, stations, places, states (maqām,
maqāmāt) are acquired irreversible conditions belong-
ing to the category of ‘act’, of a ‘state’ of consciousness
that can neither be overcome until fully mastered through
its continual possession, nor by its privation; they con-
note and identify a change of nature of the soul. growth
and development are a modality of action, no growth is
possible with[in] inertia. in this respect, the mesoteric
plane is a maqām, an acquired tonal-spatial organiza-
tion of the soul that acts as a tensorial membrane, an
osmotic tensorium metaphorically placed between heaven
and Earth, which maintains the awareness of both
planes, and of the interplay of their unique action4. in
receiving the heavenly ‘impressions’ (eidos, ousìa) the
tensorium acts as a selective filter: by vibrating at it
own frequency it allows to percolate only those fre-
quencies, vibrations, or energies finer or equal to its
own vibrational field, indeed it is that vibration itself,
the individual vibration of life. No eidos can materialize
– become matter, integrate with and regenerate Earth –
without an action of will. when will and action
are paired much can be done and accomplished. in
this passage, freewill merges and becomes one with
the cosmic will (dharma) while the filtered vibra-
tions transmute into earthly teophanic deeds in
which freewill and dharma are but one, a symbol-
sign, a living sign implanted into matter but active
on both planes. if no hiatus is amidst the two
and they are really one (in substance?), where the
personal responsibility is gone? are we still respon-
sible for ‘our’ actions if they are motivated and
spring forth from no time and no where? when
the energy flows freely through the tensorium it
manifests itself in informed actions, and aren’t
these an irreversible entropic utopia, ‘sacred’
under certain aspect? once the inner and the
outer are in a dynamic equilibrium, once form
and content are one, indeed there is no higher
responsibility than to be oneself, to be.
fantasies? Phantasis is an image that failed to
be, an image gone wrong. fantasy, conversely
from creative imagination, a product of creativity,
is made up of images devoid of substance, slipped
away from the tensorium to dwell in their own
realm deflated of consistency, generated either
when the original eidos did not adhere to the indi-
vidual tensorial membrane because tuned to a dif-
fering vibrational frequency, or because motivated

and initiated by one of the self-centred collabora-
tive powers (nafs, nafas; nefesh) on the earthy side
‘beneath’ the tensorial membrane. These powers,
or energetic pattern or forces, are the expression
of the material, the vegetal, the animal and the
human realms, or planes of existence in this split
dimension, each holding its own agenda and
perspective. Depending on which plane we per-
manently abide – that is our centre of gravity,
willingly or unwillingly the permanent station
of our soul (the me) from we chiefly act – and
that bounds the ‘me’ to that plane, and we will
be ‘impulsed’ from that station. in any case
moved and bound to a stage where the ‘me’
does not have the capacity of being reflexive, to
bent back on itself (reflexus), to consciously
reflect5 on itself, a potentiality to be actualized
when the me is properly installed in the i, at its
turn, lodged in the real human soul (rōh insani).
Sensations, thoughts, feelings and actions not
‘received’ from the tensorium, but the outcome
of self-interest drives instead, will unavoidably
imprint all ensuing actions with their own specific
vibration and leave a residual mark in the inner
self and, a consequence of consequences, promote
the karmic process6. in the practice, as the amount
of waste accumulated by the day-to-day self-cen-
tred actions prevents fresh receiving, no further
advancement is possible if a contemporary inner
cleansing process fails to be activated for all the subtle
marks left in the inner self by the actions non attuned
with dharma. it is thus clear that there are at least two
kind of actions under such circumstances: those induced
by the nafas; and those originated from a ‘clean’ karma-
free source, embedded with spiritual-material energy,
clean vessels for consciousness to shape deeds bare of
self-interest and of all the possible debris of the purifica-
tion process. These clean actions, taking place contempo-
raneously  both at individual and collective level, free the
individual soul from the wheel of karma to ultimately
inform the resurrection body (corpus resurrectionem, al-jism
al-qiyāmat) and avoid earthly re-birth; and, at the collec-
tive level, prevent humanity from self-destructive anni-
hilation. indeed much becomes possible when, activated
and cleared of all their residual influences, the mental,
the emotional and the sexual human centres – respec-
tively located in the physical head, in the heart and in
the sex, also corresponding to the homologous seats of
the major abrahamic religions, Judaism, christianity
and islàm7 – are aligned and perform in unison as one.
in the same spirit, all faiths should work paired to one
will as they all aim at the same undifferentiated origin
whose coarser manifestation is well appreciated by
ordinary eyes. but the proved mesoteric sightseer,
centred right in between heaven & Earth where esso
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and exo meet, investigates further the atemporal
present. an inner vision coupled with the ordinary
sight could be very effective in empowering the tran-
sition to a sustainable world, a world aligned with
dharma, sustaining and sustained beyond generaliza-
tions and assumptions, a wor[l]d through and by
which we ascend and descend upon the joyful and
painful ladder of life. Jacob docet.
Each revelation discloses a specific aspect of the whole,
for the entire whole in unveil-able, unless knower,
known and knowable are actually one. knowledge can
be of three kinds: it can be apprehended through the
bodily experience of the world by means of learning, of
science and so forth8; it can arise from within as intuition
and direct appreciation of the event, as a deep under-
standing not mediated by the empirical data but shaped
on the essence of the matter instead; or, at its best, it arises
from the combination of the two, an inner-outer, spiritual-
material mesoteric knowledge. No sacred knowledge is
for sale, it is given for free, free of thought-constructs.
Servants are we, servants of a knowable energy that
encompasses all, that cannot be accounted for if not as
an immeasurable quality9 at the threshold of the ensuing
station, nothing but our own reflection, a reflection of
a reflective sentient being.
a significant new feature of the mesoteric state –
which, by the way, has always been there, hardly
attainable by the majority of us, but very dear and
familiar to its habitual dwellers – resides in the
modality of its access. while in the past a great deal
of arduous practice was needed to accomplish the
opening in the self of the diaphragm between spirit
and matter, nowadays, in virtue of the global shift
of consciousness taking place at collective level, it
becomes more easily and widely accessible. No
guru, roshi, lama, master, teacher, trainer or
coach is needed, as the trainer is embedded in
our own deeper Self. Post-metaphysical evolu-
tionary spirituality, submission to the dharma,
firm awareness of both the path and the world,
metaperspective, with nothing but the intention
to serve for good, closer to vision than to fantasy,
sustainable and deliverable.
we are all migrants, exodusing from the cave to
a new land to disclose issues of mutual interest,
in eschatological terms, to launder the humankind
karma. Discovery is not a quadrant, is an ethical
tensor riding the tiger on a razor’s edge, a conical
wave-cycle spiralling from one station to the next.
Time is really getting short, time is an illusion, a
phantasis, an image gone wrong. The mesoteric
‘time’, the ultimate present denuded of past and
future, that our soul needs to experience while
imbedded in the space-time dimension in order to

perceive and ‘know’ matter, is a necessary gnoseo-
logical step for the soul to progress to the unified
consciousness (insān-i-kāmil; antropos teleios) where
the i is installed on the true human level, whe[re]n
the individual and the collective merge in the per-
fected humanity (kamāl-i insāniyya), and soul, spirit
and body become one. compassion, cum cordis.
although the ‘why and how’ the Fiat Lux, the
Kun!, aka the Big Bang came into being has been
debated intensely among scholars and practi-
tioners alike, no ultimate solutions have been
found, yet. it remains harder to identify because
it ‘happens’ in a dimension clear of space and
time, thus undetectable by our instruments cali-
brated on it. but how and why the spiritual-
material energy, transmutation after transforma-
tions, in a process of gradual condensation (nime.sa,
anado, yin, inspiration, regression, withdrawal,
occultation, bā.tin, anábasi) loses mass and acquires
gravity to solidify into matter until its ‘spiritual’
content is next to zero? and how & why then, at
exactly that zero point, it reverts to gradually expand
(unme.sa, catodo, yang, expiration, progression, man-
ifestation, .zāhir, katabasis) to re-acquire mass and
lose gravity? This process of constant flow of the
two polarities up and down the ladder of creation,
known as the breath of the compassionate (al-nafas
al-rahmān) or the wheel of the absolute (anuttara-
cakra) in a different cultural tradition, can be easily
detected in all segments of the creation from matter
to spirit and from spirit to matter. we should bear in
mind that in nonlocality, freed from the space-time
constraint, expansion and contraction, exhalation and
inhalation (prā.na, apāna) are really happening at once
and are perceived as the polar aspects of unity. This why
& how of the beginning – that some maintains due to a
‘wish’ to manifest and be manifested, to be known; that
other ascribe to the will; or else as incomprehensible,
because alien to the spatial-temporal dimension – is usu-
ally rendered in languages with the sign a (अ; aleph; alef,
;א alpha, α; ālif, ا), the first letter of the sacred alphabet
in which the creation expresses itself – it is worth keep-
ing in mind that ‘sacred’ means to make or become
sacred through a sacrifice. This a is not a symbol, it
does not stands for something other than itself – sym-
bols symbolizes, they refer to a reality of a vertical
order, the symbolized10 – it is indeed the Principle, the
absolute, the beginning in the time-space dimension
of the energetic flows from the anode to the cathode
of the existence, from álpha to omega. from a follows
b, in Sanskrit, the bindu, the dot without area at the
threshold of differentiation, the subtle vibration of
life, the principle of creation, the voiceless emission  .h
(visarga) from which spanda emerges; in arabic, it is
the ‘dot of creation’ under the letter b (b¯a, the ,(ب
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maximum condensation, the origin of the world,
from which all powers emanate and into which they
all collapse, the union in a state of heightened potency,
not yet divided to engender diversity.
The instability of the spiritual-material experience,
until its consolidation, partially resides in the alternating
perception of time – in both its historical/linear and
sacred/circular aspects – and of its absence, of succes-
sion and simultaneity11. The roulette of life does not
have stops, it goes right to its final goal in just one shot.
The mesoteric citizen enlivens the imaginal geography,
spring cleaning before resurrection between the tabula
smaragdina (lawh mahfūz) and Mount Qaf (Meru),
strolling to and fro the cities of Jābalqā and Jābarsā, the
nadir and the zenith united through their centres by the
axis mundi in a holy marriage of heaven and Earth. a
collection of pearls, offered to enjoy the missing necklace.
hermetic sounds, mesoteric utterances devoid of meaning.
To be born, to grow up, to decay and die. a cycle anew,
a new start, a new life. Don’t give it for granted, as it is
granted to anyone. The time of secrets is gone, lost and
gone forever. The unveiling of the mesoteric reality
brings into being the real human kind, in whom the
living sign is manifested: a hierophany and a teo-
phany at once on the plane of prophethood, spiritu-
ality is flourishing outside of religions and each one is
a prophet. in wording the unveiling, we ought to
keep firm the helm in the mesoteric dimension while
‘temporarily’ off-centre our being to its exo side, at
times a painful, but necessary condition12. little
did we know of the impingement of reality on
these stances witnessing void and light as per-
forming partners in shaping the universe. They
are hard to keep at balance for of their perpetual
shifting from quality to quantity in self-disclos-
ing the visible-invisible cosmos. indeed a great
day the day of creation, no doubt. we started
from scratch and joyfully and painfully are
leaping into a new state of consciousness, yet
we are compelled to use an obsolete language
hardly suiting the new. verily, we need to grant
this world a chance of renewal, a possibility to
be, and a purified, clear and refined thinking
mind to comprehend in depth the language of
the new world is far better than a dull one.
lapalace docet.

“;-) Do you mind?” “Not at all” said he, holding
her hand while strolling arm in arm. “good
luck!”, a sudden whisper at their back. “what?” “i
didn’t say anything darling, just life.” Three days
later death found them. “Shit! if it would have lasted
just a bit more… we were almost there…” “very
often i do not recognize myself.” Period.

language is an expression of a people, of peoples,
of their right to speak up in freedom by combining
and recombining with the rest of society, as letters
and signs recombine in assorted manner to cast
into the world novel meanings and shades. The
symbolical plane is one of the means to enable
the ordinary language to convey content other-
wise inaccessible. Symbols are like diacritical
marks wandering in the void, waiting for the
right circumstance or for a favourable probability
to plane upon letters and give them a different
meaning, a different shade to their root – a
storm of diacritical marks will certainly make a
language hard to understand. Triconsonantal
roots languages encapsulate in three letters the
core meaning of a higher order. The same three
consonants, rearranged in a different pattern,
unveil the diverse stratifications, aspects and
shades of that root-meaning. in reality, the ur-
meaning of the root dwells in each of its con-
stituent individual letters, each phonema bearing a
portion of the total meaning, also related to its
symbolical-numerical value. gematriya (’ilm al-
hurūf ) attempts to decipher these meaning by
attributing to each letter a single numbered value,
indeed an occasional device as numbers are expres-
sion of ‘quantities’, even irrational numbers are still
such. in this vein, 1 is the unity, 2 the split of the
original dyadic unity into the two polarities of con-
traction and expansion, the two genders, and so
forth. ideographic languages combine and recombine
signs (ideas) around one single character to give new
meanings to a visual gestaltic root. Pictographic lan-
guages make use of univocal well defines picture as let-
ters, other languages arrange letters and roots in differ-
ing fashions, but only some western languages display
capital letters to confer value to certain concepts and
words – god, the love that transfigures reality, etc. –,
in the hope that miniscule letters will not become arro-
gant and step outside of the box – indeed their inferiority
complex is unbearable, but being deeply aware of the
old saying that “high heads will be the first to be cut
off”, they keep flat. Martyrdom is unacceptable; there is
no other reality than the one we ourselves individually
live. all the rest is illusion – an image gone wrong.
in sacred languages letters and words convey at the
same ‘time’ multiple layers of meaning13. They are con-
sidered sacred because they are issued by the timeless
origin and able to expresses a state of consciousness
not necessarily related to logical categories and, like-
wise poetical languages, to bear extra dimensional
meanings. Even though these are based on the his-
torical and literal sense and coexist and express
themselves through it, they do not identify with.
The beauty of a language nests in its capacity to
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convene both meanings and deeds, facts & words
breaking off their dichotomy to became one, one,
with its own rhythm, a cadence between the inner
and the outer in the hortus conclusus of our being.
Nomina sunt consequentia rerum.

“i’m totally stupid, i don’t understand anything, i
swear it, i don’t, i don’t…” “guess what, guess what!”
“yessss, that’s what i like! y’r beautiful laugh!” “i’m totally
stupid, i don’t understand anything, i swear it, i swear
it!” “i like to hear u laughing! a waving sound coming
from afar, ajar; then a pause, a diastema, an interval, and
again a new cycle, and so on and so forth.”

Style is that particular aspect of the individual imprint
that makes it recognizable from any other, a distinctive
trait of our essence, the hue we confer to reality and to
our own actions, namely, our own individual way to
express something, our own enterprise in this world dis-
tinct from any another. To walk hand in hand is not nec-
essarily trotting up and down the same way, but rather to
acknowledge and respect others people path, which
might greatly differ from ours. To acknowledge and
respect diversity is to acknowledge the ‘other’ in us and
share the intent of a direction. No colour of skin, incli-
nations of gender, diverging of political or religious
views would prevent delivery. resilience and patience
walk arm in arm on the way, direction and intention
at the helm: who would ever dare to stop it? 

“ah aha ah, indeed it seems a difficult task ... i said:
‘to offer’ is ‘to give’ without expected or unexpected
reward, just give for the joy of giving”. “indeed u’r
smile is the glory of the universe unfolding its
splendour to the soul to depict the undepictable.”
“com’on! i know who u’r and u know me, smile:
the universe is infolding! i think u do under-
stand me better than what u think u do, i’m u!!!”
“ok, i told you my worldly age, but how old are u?”
Delete conversation.

a sacred art, as a sacred language, is not the
one relating ‘sacred’ or hagiographic themes,
but the one springing from a sacred inner place,
the origin of creativity, and which conveys in
the matter its original vibration. it is a creation
of nature, as a leaf of a tree, channelling what
can hardly be shaped into words and that, fast-
holding its same meaning at all levels, fine tunes
to its own aesthetic experience. it depicts the
visible and the invisible, morphism or abstrac-
tions, processes, performances or situations with
no limits – if not the hindrances of a split disso-
nant conduit unfit to express an undivided reality14.
The artist, dealing with ethical issue more than
with esthetical ones, makes things with art, with
techné, with conscious knowledge and understanding,

performing an act of love, as the whole creation, and
it is exactly this to make art so cherished by people,
protected and conserved in the collective imaginary
as the goal of perfection... a banjan in a desert, areal
roots a paradox. 
“we’re quite addicted to subtle discussions; / we’re
very fond of solving problems. / So that we may tie
knots and then undo them, / we constantly make
rules for posing the difficulty / and for answering the
questions it raises. / we’re like a bird which loosens a
snare /and then ties it tighter again / in order to per-
fect its skill. / it deprives itself of open country; / it
leaves behind the meadowland, / while its life is
spent dealing with knots. / Even then the snare is
not mastered, / but its wings are broken again and
again. / Don’t struggle with knots, / so your wings
won’t be broken. / Don’t risk ruining your feathers /
to display your proud efforts15”.

unless:
“They scintillate with the diversity of sensations and
resonate in the field of their awareness like the feather
of a peacock unfurled and folded again in the ecstasy
of its dance16.”

while human activity was giving rise to art, cul-
ture and systems of thought, big business was
creating needs and tailoring the market to feed
them. while the western civilization is collapsing
under the pawns of a fierce mercenary financial-
drive and the East is raising its rainbow over a sick
planet, gaea is capsizing under them both. Natura
natura and Natura naturata are at risk. resistance
from the old falling apart, from the obsolete state of
consciousness preventing transformation are felt at all
levels, from the individual to the collective plane and
manifest themselves as cracks in a bygone way of
thinking, of feeling, of understanding, all hindrance to
a further development. wars and destructions are the
whisking strokes of an agonizing democracy dissected
by an unpurposeful  society who has lost direction and
wanders apart as a desperate visionless marginalized per-
sona non grata. greed, selfish interest, lack of morality, the
inability to welcome the other are just some of the cancers
corrupting our society, the result of a toxic self-centred with-
drawing consciousness unsuited to nurture the demand
for an omni-directional development. with the ‘crises’
contracting the moment and grinding into pieces the
last phase of this civilization, with an unpaired wealth dis-
tribution and food supplies in danger, an uncomfortable
disrupting atmosphere is hovering our souls.
complementary, from the union of spirit and matter,
and as a natural outcome of the access to the collective
level, a new creative content is forging unprecedented
development models consonant with a society of indi-
viduals, of real people. No more arrogance, but
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humility in an economy focusing on the common
good, not as a comfortable guise but as a real pro-
tension to our own twin brother. recognizing, con-
sidering and fulfilling the needs of the other is ulti-
mately to recognize, consider and fulfil our own
needs. There is no social development without indi-
vidual development, adapt or perish. To empower a
transmutation of consciousness entails being a con-
scious agent of change devoid of self-interest. indeed
actions performed not for the individual profit, but for
the benefit of the global community are the only way
ahead. No re-enacting of old feelings and paths, cre-
ative collaboration and not competition, a practice of
self-transcending service, an aperspective experience for
a nonprofit society in which the rewarding awareness of
being helpful in co-creating a new type of economy is
itself the real priceless profit. first person spirituality,
authenticity, equal opportunity, social justice, human
and civil rights, collective intelligence, empowerment
of nature in human affairs, ecological responsibility,
gender concern, poverty alleviation in an inclusive
and participatory post-ideological democracy, multi-
stakeholder and bottom-up approach, open source,
copyright-free, nonprofit, unlucrative and solidarity
economics and finance grounded on fair, responsible
and sustainable sharing of resources, are but the few
indicators and the decoded passwords driving the
change and paving the access to the new inclusive
state. Don’t ask around, ask your own self.
indeed now, more than ever, while a focused con-
scious attention attends a shifting humanity con-
verging known, knower and knowable into
oneness, higher spiritual food to re-balance and
advance further is needed. This time is crucial;
time is an illusion, an image gone wrong. with
the sensitivity resonating at a higher frequency,
we are collectively leaping into a new phase to
enliven the human nature and make it perma-
nently abide in the mesoteric dimension. The
new state of consciousness, coessential with
the collective responsibility, is engaged in per-
forming the best strategy to achieve new effi-
cient shared solutions to sustain an initiatory
path of a novel planetary culture. in a global,
enlightened and vivified humankind, natural,
human and social capital are as important, if
not more, as financial capital. with a parallel
shift in global politics, governance and diplomacy,
the uN should align its modus operandi to more
just and humane action. The current western
male-centred society, having reached it maximum
expansion, is inverting polarity and, transmuting
into a more gender equitable society through the
empowerment of women, will bear a predominantly

feminine signature. The surge of the feminine is
already taking place and will certainly lead for a
while before decaying to re-balance again. The
tensorial membrane is hymeneal. we are leaping,
we are shifting, we are changing.

a sneeze in my ear, “god bless you!” ;-) bosons &
mesons are displaying their cosmic nuclear dance.
who will ever prevent light to be? “respect our
body, our temple!” “why u didn’t tell me earlier?”
“Too much information at the same time can per-
turb the communication… too much noise…”
“listen carefully now…”

To facilitate, from the individual to the collec-
tive plane and viceversa, the attainment of a
higher state of consciousness, we individually
and collectively need to be aware of the global
leap into the mesoteric consciousness in which
humankind as a whole  is engaged; we need to
follow and submit our own windmills to the
wind (rūh, rōh) of transmutation and start building
our resurrection body here, in this basic twinned
dimension, with patience and sincerity we ought
to be our own father and mother. The intention
is fundamental: a clear intent aligned with the
direction of action has great probabilities to deliver,
if not, our actions will turn into entropy, the result
of a whatever energetic exchange not aligned with
dharma.
None of us individually holds the whole truth, we
can only savour a few particles of light in a dark
room, but collectively we can grasp the beauty of
creation. Truth is self-evident, we recognize it as soon
as it strikes within us a corresponding chord to which we
unconditionally adhere with a sense of having known it
ever since before time, a sort of mild fulguration in
which we cohere with our inner spouse, a sacred union
within the Self, a mesoteric hierogamy.

*
*     *

These are some of the verbose considerations that came to
my spirit and that I wished to share with you. It took me a
quite a while – a while into a while to be honest – to
record them down here. On account of we, of I and you
becoming one, we wish you the ongoing discovery and
savouring of an ever fresh knowledge.
The ensuing visions displayed by companion wayfarers nar-
rate the state of the art in consciousness studies. They all are
complementary to each other, reflecting the diversity of the
approaches bound for the same goal: the mesoteric plane.
Enjoy the leap.                                                          8
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1 Consciousness & Development (2008). SpandaNews, ii, 4.
2 Spanda is a Sanskrit term – derived from the root spadi: “to

move a little” (kimcit calana) – for the subtle creative pulse of the
universe as it manifests into the dynamism of living form. The term
is a key concept of the kashmir Śaivism monistic philosophy (ix
century) according to which the entire universe is nothing but con-
scious energy, and that everything in the universe is that conscious-
ness expressed in different forms. Spanda can be translated as throb or
pulse or to mean vibration, movement, or motion, referring to waves
of activity issuing forth from an unseen source of spontaneous expres-
sion, emanating not only from the centre outward, but from every-
where at once. it might be described as the essence of a wave in the
ocean of consciousness. an impulse or desire to create and enjoy,
likened to an eternal spring, joyfully overflowing its inner essence into
manifestation and inspiration, yet ever full, complete and unchanging.

3 Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo (1901-1987).
4 a qualified representation of the peculiarity of the tensorium

is often embodied in art. for instance, in the wayang kulit art shadow
theatre, a wooden framed white fabric screen (kelir), on which are
casted the shadows of the leather puppets, stands between the per-
formers and the audience, the two polarities within and of the per-
formance. in older times, the gender chasm was maintained by the
male audience attending the event from the same side of the per-
formers, while women partnering on the other side of the kelir. The
puppets, made of coloured and glided carefully chiselled thin
leather and supported by shaped horn handles (cempurit) and con-
trol rods (teteg), are enacted between the light source, a hanging
brass oil lamp (blencong), and the screen by the puppeteer master
(dalang) sitting cross-legged in front of the kelir, with at his back
the gamelan orchestra. The blencong is shaped like a garuda, the
mighty mythological bird who, during the creation, possessed
the knowledge of the gods and brought it to Earth, serving as a
mediating messenger between the two – a homologous of the
Simourgh, or of hermes, or Semar. in its capacity to unite
haven and Earth through and with knowledge, garuda over-
sees the heavenly Mount Meru (analogous to Mount Qaf ),
the psychocosmic mount focal point of the spiritual ascent
from which top spring forth the elixir of life (see gilgamesh-
utnapishtim). The performance, flourished with actions and
narrations (lakon) of gods, demons and humans drawn either
from the Mahabharata, the ramayana or from indigenous
sources, is mingled with the befitting gamelan music in the
five-tone salendro mode – the number 5 holds a specific
symbolical meaning in Javanese cosmology. The perfor-
mance starts just after sunset to continue without a break
until dawn, a complete nocturnal cycle to coincide, at
anthropological level, with the death and rebirth transi-
tional rite. it begins and ends with the appearing on stage
of the gunungan (mountain) or kayon (forest), a large
leather figure in the shape of a leaf on which traditional
iconography details the Tree of life (haoma, yggdrasil etc.)
and that, in the Javanese variant presents, at its middle
lower section, a gate flanked by the two guardians (demons)
of the threshold – the two polarities – who deny or allow the
access to Mount Meru. Palpably, to the kelir between the
performers and the audience – displaying on its surface the
shadowy (umbra) reality to the audience – corresponds, in its
porous capacity, the osmotic mesoteric dimension between the
two states of consciousness welcoming the eidos on its surface.
undoubtedly, the blencong represents the source of the light of
knowledge ever shining on the world. in its visarga, (lime.sa,
expansion), the light is prevented (absorbed?) to reach the
surface by a puppet manipulated by the dalang, and its shadow

– the opposite of the conscious i, the absence of matter – is
casted on the screen of the phenomenical world. in former
times, an oil “not from the East nor from the west” was used,
nowadays electricity is the source – a synchronic parallel layer
of reality on the historical plane at the collective socio-political
level. Thus, while the audience is captured into a world of
phantasmata, the actors beyond the screen manipulate the
puppets. a metaphor. only when the dalang and the audi-
ence meet and are one in a state of collective quasi-tranche
active and conscious contemplation, the aesthetic rasa kicks
in. in fact, it is the quality of the state of the dalang, the
mediator – the ‘manipulator’ in its negative connotation
when acting from a not clean source – to initiate the sāqi
by offering another round. by cultural dissemination, the
canvas of the painter, the stone of the sculptor, the body of
the dancer and of the actor, the voice of the singer, in the
last instances the body itself, become the tensorium. in
western medieval, as well as in Persian and indian miniature
painting, objects do not cast shadows, they are a product of
and depict the imaginal reality and, as such, are deprived of
any material consistency. a shadow does not have mass, is
the region from which light is bound because of an obstacle
interposed between its source and the receiving surface, a
penumbra in a black-hole. it is light to make things visible,
like the granules of dust in a room in penumbra, made visible,
enlightened, by a ray of light outcoming from a tiny open-
ing in a wall, so does the light of consciousness: it enlighten
our reality in touching upon the tensorium.

5 in neurology, a reflex is an involuntary response to a
stimulus when the nerve impulse from a receptor is transmit-
ted inward to a nerve centre that in turn transmits it outward
to an effector.

6 for instance, an action moulded on the vegetal realm –
where greed and fear are companions and really enjoy making this
world a mass – will imprint all subsequent action with its seal.

7 islàm, by taking avail of a reversed physiological-symbolical
correspondence of the mental, emotional and the sexual centres with
Judaism, christianity and islàm, maintains that by being itself the latest
chronological revelation in the abrahamic prophecy cycle (nihayāt-e
adyān), and by seating at the bottom end (sexual) of the human ener-
getic centres cycle, the prophecy cycle itself has come to an end.

8 Science investigates the gross aspect of reality, of matter down to
the infinitesimal neutrinos, boson and the like. a relic of an obsoles-
cent state of consciousness, it verifies data against replicable events in
the space-time dimension, but is unfitting to investigate the spiritual
energy much finer than matter, for which a different set of tools specif-
ically calibrated on it are needed.

9 Qualities are energetic patterns gravitating at collective level, akin
to ‘angels’ – our own individual angel is actually our own intrinsic quality.

10 in this, symbols differs from metaphors as the former act on
the vertical plane of the language, they refer to a higher (spatial)

order, while the latter shift horizontally their meaning. Symbol and
metaphor come together only at the intersection of the orthogonal
axes, at the point of convergence where the vertical and the horizontal
plane of our existence meet. This centre, depending on cultural vari-
ables, has often been identified with the soul at the conjunction of
spirit and matter, or in the physical heart, or in the liver.

11 The frequency of the alternation of the two phases is the period
of their verification; the pace between one phase and the next is the
rhythm of their manifestation. changing the phase means, also,
inverting the polarity of the frequency, to speed up its pace, to
increase its vibratory frequency to a higher and subtler rate to ulti-
mately reach the limits of its own possible expansions to then trans-
mute into it opposite: enantiodromia (ἐνάντιος + δρόμος, enantios +
dromos, walk backwards). Talete docet.
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12 Pain is a side product of growth, to avoid pain is to prevent
prevent growth, but self-inflicting pain to foster growth is a
bygone practice alien to the current development process. Yet, to
cause pain, wars and destructions are the symptoms of a soul
deprived of collective sentience, bereft of its meta-individual
awareness.

13 In Sanskrit, the insertion in the mesoteric position of the
anusvāra, the phoneme .M (subtle vibration, voiceless nasalization)
between the syllables HA (nime.sa, prāna, inspiration, inhalation) and SA
(unme .sa, apāna, expiration, exhalation) gives rise to the word HA .MSA

(HA, inhalation +> .M, subtle vibration +> SA exhalation) which means
‘swan’, or the spiritual principle of the individual which reunites in itself
the two polarities of expansion and contraction through and by a subtle
variation – the dash in the spiritual-material experience. Instead, the letter
A (the origin, the retention, the suspended point in between inhalation
and exhalation, kumbhaka) at the beginning + the HA (nime .sa, prā.na,
inspiration, inhalation) + .M (subtle vibration, immission, unme .sa,
bindu) at the final position, generates AHA.M (A, origin +> HA, contrac-
tion +> .M, subtle vibration) which means the ‘Supreme I’, the transcen-
dent Self. AHAM, in its mirror image reversed order, becomes .MHAA, the
seed of contraction ( .M, subtle vibration at the beginning +> HA, con-
traction +> A, origin) which connotes, evidently, the process by which
the subtle vibration contracts to reabsorb the whole manifestation
into its origin, parallel to the process of spiritual development, back
to the origin. The same contraction-expansion sequence occurs with
the practice, mostly performed silently in the inner chamber of
consciousness, of the dhikr (mantra): lā ilāha illa’l-Lāh (there is no
God but God, non Deus nisi Deus), where the first half of the invo-
cation, lā ilāha, is remembered in exhaling – the expansion of the
creation; from which, after a short breath retention (kumbhaka),
follows the second half, illa’l-Lāh, in inhaling – the withdrawl of the
creation back to its origin. Here too, the focal point lays in the hiatus
between the two phases, hypostatically corresponding to the
mesoteric dimension.

14 In a message, the information perceived from the point
of view of the medium, is the message itself, for the medium
itself becomes the message. If observed instead from the point
of view of the message, the information conveys a meaning dif-
fering from the medium.

15 Rūmı̄. J. (1994). Mathnawi, II: 3733-3738. Version by
Camille and Kabir Helminski (New York: Threshold Books).

16 Vijñānabhairava, 32. (1979). English trans. by Jaideva
Singh (Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass).

a b

.
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ince the publication of Jose arguelles’ book
The Mayan Factor: Path Beyond Technology
(arguelles 1987) brought to the attention of
lay audiences the fact that the most impor-

tant of the Mayan calendars, the long count cal-
endar, would end abruptly on December 21, 2012
aD, there have been many discussions concerning
the possibility that this prophesised the end of
time or even of the world. Jose arguelles orga-
nized in this connection what became known as
Harmonic Convergence, the world’s first globally
synchronized meditation. it was held on august
16-17, 1987, a date which marked the beginning
of the projected twenty-five-year culmination of
two important cycles of Mayan cosmogony –
the 5,125 year great cycle of history, as well as
the 25,920-year cycle of Evolution, both of them
ending on the same day, December 21, 2012.
as this date is approaching, the mystery of the
Mayan prophecy has become the focus of
many articles, books, and conferences and of a
movie entitled 2012. Similar prophecies about
the end of the great cycle can be found in
many other cultural and religious groups – the
hopi, Navajo, cherokee, apache, iroquois con-
federacy, ancient Egyptians, the kabbalists,
Essenes, Q’ero elders of Peru, the Subsaharan
Dogon tribe, and the australian aborigines.
however, the Mayan prophecy is unique and most
interesting, since it involves a specific date. 

with some rare exceptions, such as the Mayan
scholar John Major Jenkins (Jenkins 1998 and
2002) and a few others, the Mayan prophecy
about the end of the cosmic cycle, the fifth
world, has been interpreted in terms of actual
destruction of the material world and extermi-
nation of humanity, in a way similar to the
interpretation (or better misinterpretation) of the
term apocalypse by christian fundamentalists,
particularly the millions of american christians
who believe that at the time of this global destruc-
tion they will experience “rapture” and be united
with Jesus. People who see it this way are not
aware of the fact that the original and literal mean-
ing of the term apocalypse (greek Ἀποκάλυψις
Apokálypsis) is not destruction but “lifting of the
veil” or “revelation.” it referred to the disclosure of
some secrets hidden from the majority of humanity
to certain privileged persons. The source of the mis-
interpretation of this word is probably the phrase
“apokálypsis eschaton” which literally means “revela-
tion at the end of the æon, or age.”
i would like to suggest in this paper a radically different,
more optimistic interpretation of the Mayan prophecy
– as referring to the end of the world as we have known
it: a world dominated by unbridled violence and insa-
tiable greed, egotistic hierarchy of values, corrupted
institutions and corporations, and irreconcilable con-
flicts between organized religions. instead of predicting
a physical destruction of the material world, the Mayan
prophecy might refer to death and rebirth and a mass
inner transformation of humanity. in order to explore
this idea, we have to answer two important questions,
first: How could ancient Mayans two thousand years ago
know anything about the situation that humanity would
be facing in the twenty-first century? and second: Are
there any indications that modern society, more specifically
the industrial civilization, is currently on the verge of a
major psychospiritual transformation? i will try to address
these questions in the following text.
The Mayan prophecy concerning the 2012 winter sol-
stice has an important astronomical dimension. over
2,000 years ago the early Maya formulated a profound
galactic cosmology. being excellent observers of the
sky, they noticed that the position of the winter sol-
stice sun was slowly shifting toward an alignment
with the galactic axis. This movement is caused by

2012  AND HUMAN DESTINY:
E N D O F T H E W O R L D O R C O N S C I O U S N E S S R E V O L U T I O N ?
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so called precession – the wobble of the rotational
axis of the earth. The Mayans concluded that major
changes of cosmic proportions would occur at the
time of this auspicious solar/galactic alignment. This
is an event that happens only every 25,920 years,
which is the period required for the winter solstice
sun to move through all twelve zodiacal signs. The
sunrise on December 21, 2012, would thus represent
not only return of the light into the world, as it hap-
pens every year on winter solstice, but also enlighten-
ment on a large scale and of a different order.
c. g. Jung used in his book Aion and in his other writ-
ings the term “Platonic Month” for the period that it
takes the vernal equinox point to pass through one con-
stellation of the sidereal zodiac and the term “Platonic
year” for the completion of the entire zodiacal cycle on a
much larger cosmic scale. Jungian scholar alice howell
expounded this perspective in her book Synchronicity in
Astrological Signs and Ages (howell 1990). She pointed out
that the crossing of the vernal equinox sun into another
constellation has been regularly associated with a radical
shift of the dominant archetypes. This would then influ-
ence, for example, the religious and ritual symbolism of
that period, as exemplified by the importance of the
bull in age of Taurus, of the sheep in the age of aries,
and of the fish in the Piscean age.
while the time of the annual solar return can be
astronomically exactly calculated, what happens
astrologically in connection with the galactic align-
ment would not be a one-day event. Precession
shifts the position of the equinoxes and solstices
one degree every 71.5 years. because the sun is one
half of a degree wide, it will take the December
solstice sun almost 36 years to precess through the
galactic equator. astrologically, the transits also
are not momentary events; their influence fol-
lows a bell-curve. Their influence gradually
increases and reaches a maximum at the time
when the angular relationship is exact; follow-
ing this culmination, it gradually decreases. The
influence of the galactic alignment would thus
extend over a period of several decades and the
world changes associated with it would already
be underway. The present form of galactic
alignment occurs only once every 25.920 years.
it is interesting that the last alignment of this
kind coincided with the time of disappearance
of the Neanderthals and emergence of the cro-
magnon culture with radically new ritual and
artistic expression.
astronomers of the pre-classic Maya culture called
the izapa culture devised the long count calen-
dar consisting of thirteen baktuns (each lasting 394
solar years) to target the time when the cosmic
alignment would maximize – December 2012 aD.

To accomplish that, they had to place the begin-
ning of this calendar to august 11, 3114 bc, many
centuries before their time. it is this 5125-year/13
baktun cycle representing a wave harmonic of his-
tory that ends on December 21, 2012. The cultur-
al legacy of ancient Mayans includes also glyphs
and images carved in stone monuments and
paintings on funeral vases, plates, and tripods
related to this auspicious alignment that convey
information open to interpretation (robiczek
1981, grof 1996, 2006). 
i am not a mayologist, astronomer, astrologer,
or psychic. i should therefore say a few words
about how i became interested in this area and
why i should be able to say anything of rele-
vance concerning the enigma of the Mayan
prophecy. in my adolescence and post- adoles-
cence, i was fascinated by Mesoamerican cul-
tures and read many books about the Mayans,
aztecs, incas, and other cultures of central
america ad South america. i also learned how to
paint in the styles of some of these cultures. My
interest deepened even further when i started
working with psychedelics and discovered the
importance of the process of psychospiritual death
and rebirth. The stories about the Mayan hero
Twins and Quetzalcoatl are prime examples of this
process. i later studied these Pre-hispanic mytholo-
gies in some depth as preparation for my books enti-
tled Books of the Dead and The Ultimate Journey
(grof 1994 and 2006). i came to the conclusion that it
is impossible to really understand the Mayan culture
unless we take into consideration the enormous impor-
tance that psychedelics and other “technologies of the
sacred” played in the ritual, spiritual, cultural, and even
scientific life of the ancient Mayans. and i believe that
it is impossible to seriously study the Mayan prophecy
without taking this fact into consideration.
My own main area of interest in the last fifty years has
been research of non-ordinary states of consciousness or,
more specifically, an important subcategory of these
states for which i coined the term holotropic. This com-
posite word means literally “oriented toward wholeness”
or “moving in the direction of wholeness” (from the
greek holos = whole and trepo/trepein = moving toward
or in the direction of something). These are states that
novice shamans experience during their initiatory crises
and later induce in their clients. ancient and native cul-
tures have used these states in rites of passage and in
their healing ceremonies. They were described by mys-
tics of all ages and initiates in the ancient mysteries of
death and rebirth. Procedures inducing these states
were also developed in the context of the great reli-
gions of the world – hinduism, buddhism, Taoism,
islam, Judaism, and christianity (grof 2000, 2006).
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The Mayans had a rich array of “technologies of the
sacred,” procedures that can induce holotropic states
of consciousness. we have ample pictorial evidence
on Mayan stone stelae, sculptures, and ceramics that
they used for this purpose the Mexican cactus peyote
(Lophophora williamsii), magic mushrooms (Psilocybe
mexicana or coerulescens known to the indians as Xibal-
ba okox or teonanacatl), and skin secretions of the toad
Bufo marinus. additional plant materials used in pre-
hispanic Mesoamerica were Salvia divinatorum, also
known as diviner’s sage, morning glory seeds (Ipomoea
violacea) called by the natives ololiuqui, balche (a fer-
mented drink made from the tree Lonchocarpus longisty-
lus and honey), Datura plants, wild tobacco (Nicotiana
rustica), and water lily Nymphaea ampla, Many of these
plants appear as stylized decorations on the beautiful
statue of the Nahuatl god xochipilli, lord of flowers.
a powerful and specifically Mayan mind-altering tech-
nique was massive bloodletting induced by using lancets
made of stingray spines, flint, or obsidian to wound the
tongue, earlobes, and genitals (Schele and Miller 1986,
grof 1994). ritual bloodletting opened up an experien-
tial realm that was not ordinarily accessible before the
time of biological death. The Mayans used the symbol
of the vision Serpent for the experiences induced by
blood loss and shock. This symbol represented the
contact between the everyday world of human beings
and the world of gods and sacred ancestors, who
were expected to appear in their visions in the
supernatural realms. The lancet was perceived as a
sacred object with enormous power; it was personi-
fied in the form of the Perforator god.
because of the extraordinary importance that these
“technologies of the sacred” had in the Mayan
culture, it is reasonable to assume that visionary
experiences induced by them might have pro-
vided inspiration for the prophecy concerning
2012 and played a major role in its articulation.
it is thus fully justified to look at this prophecy
through the prism of the discoveries of modern
consciousness research involving psychedelic
substances and other consciousness-expanding
procedures.
in holotropic states of consciousness, it is possi-
ble to obtain profound revelations concerning
the master blueprint of the universe designed by
cosmic intelligence of such astonishing propor-
tions that it is far beyond the limits of our every-
day understanding and imagination. individuals
experiencing psychedelic states, including myself,
occasionally reported that they had profound illu-
minating insights into the creative dynamics of the
kosmos. More specifically, psychedelic pioneer Ter-
rence Mckenna described in his preface to John
Major Jenkins’ book “Maya cosmogenesis 2012”

(Jenkins 1998) that he received his insights concern-
ing 2012 in his mushroom sessions. These experi-
ences provided the inspiration for his own book on
2012 co-written by his brother Dennis and entitled
The Invisible Landscape (Mckenna, Mckenna, and
Taylor 1976).
individuals who had such revelatory cosmic
visions suddenly understood that what is happen-
ing in the material world is formed and informed
by archetypal principles, beings, and events exist-
ing in dimensions of reality that are inaccessible
for our everyday consciousness. They also saw
that the dynamics of the archetypal world is sys-
tematically correlated with the movements of the
planets, their angular relationships, and their rel-
ative positions to the fixed stars. This led to a
completely new understanding of astrology, its
origins, and paramount importance. it became
clear to them that the sources of astrology were
large-scale encompassing visions of the workings
of the kosmos and not tedious accumulation of
individual observations of correlations between
events in the world and celestial bodies.
richard Tarnas, amassed over a period of more
than thirty years impressive and convincing evi-
dence for systematic correlations existing between
the archetypal world, celestial dynamics, and psy-
chological and historical processes and presented it
in his ground-breaking and paradigm-breaking book
Cosmos and Psyche (Tarnas 2006). Tarnas’ astrological
research has focused primarily on correlations with
the movements of the planets, but there exist astrologi-
cal systems, which pay great attention to fixed stars;
experiences in holotropic states can provide equally
revealing insights in this regard.
an important aspect of experiences in holotropic states
is that they transcend narrow linear time and make it
possible to see events in the universe on a cosmic astro-
nomical scale. in all their grandeur, time scales like the
Mayan long count calendar or the great or Platonic
year are very modest as compared to others inspired by
visionary experiences, such as those found in Tantric sci-
ence, in which the age of the universe amounts to bil-
lions of years (a number similar to the assessment of
modern cosmologists), or to those discussed in hindu
religion and mythology – the kalpas or the Day of Brah-
man – that also amount to billions of years.  The
visions of ancient Mayan seers could thus with the
help of “technologies of the sacred” easily reach many
centuries into the future. 
The Mayan prophecy concerning the galactic align-
ment is not limited to astronomical observations and
astrological predictions; it is intimately interconnected
with mythology, with what c. g. Jung called the
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archetypal domain of the collective unconscious. for
example, the Mayan seers referred to the December
solstice sun as “cosmic father” and to the Milky way
as “cosmic Mother”. They envisioned the center of
the galaxy, where modern astronomy places a giant
black hole, as her creative and destructive womb. The
time of the galactic alignment was thus the time of a
cosmic hieros gamos, sacred marriage between the femi-
nine and the Masculine.
in the year 2012, the sun will have travelled to the edge
of a cosmic dust cloud known as the great Dark rift
that lies along the Milky way and seems to divide its
light into two paths. The Mayans called this dark rift
xibalba be (road to the underworld) and saw it as a
place of birth and death and of death/rebirth. it was for
them the birth canal of the cosmic Mother creatrix,
where the December solstice sun will get reborn in 2012.
it was also a place of death, because it is the doorway
into the underworld, the land of the dead and the
unborn. These associations clearly were not products of
everyday fantasy and imagination of the Mayans pro-
jected on the night sky, but results of profound direct
apprehensions of the connection between the arche-
typal world and the celestial bodies and processes.
The Mayan prophecy has also an important mytho-
logical connection to the story about the hero
Twins, hunahpu and xbalanque, who were invited
by the death gods to visit the underworld xibalba
and play ballgame with them. The xibalba lords
put them through many ordeals and the brothers
overcame them all and, finally, they died and were
reborn as the Sun and the Moon (or according to
some interpretations as the Sun and venus). The
part of the story that seems particularly relevant
in this regard is the battle of the twins with the
bird demon vucub-caquix (“Seven-Macaw”).
he is a vain, selfish, and impulsive ruler, who
pretends to be the sun and the moon of the twi-
light world in-between the former creation and
the present one. he seems to represent the ego
archetype that is dominant at the end of the
cycle. Seven Macaw seems to have an archetypal
parallel in the New Testament – the Endtime
ruler or the “beast,” also known as antichrist.
hunahpu and xbalanque defeat Seven Macaw
and strip him of his teeth (the instrument of
violence), of his riches, and his power. by doing
this, they facilitate the resurrection of their
father, one hunahpu, a just ruler who repre-
sents selfless divine consciousness that is holistic;
it shows concern for all beings, and makes politi-
cal decisions based upon future generations or –
as Native americans say – with regard to how they
will affect seven generations down the road. 

Mayologist and cardiologist francis robiczek believed
that many of the paintings found on Mayan funeral
vases were actually illustrations to a lost Mayan
book of the Dead (robiczek 1981, grof 1994). he
showed that the images depicting xbalanque
(infant Jaguar) in relation to a strange monster
cauac can be arranged in a characteristic sequence.
he believed that this trajectory might reflect a
movement of a celestial body. cauac is a peculiar
creature who can change size and shape; in view
of the Mayan’s interest in death and rebirth, it
makes more sense to see it as related to biologi-
cal birth. Many of the funeral vases, plates,
tripods, and sculptures also portray specifically
scenes of death and rebirth (45-47). kukulkan,
or Plumed Serpent, Mayan deity (equivalent of
the aztec Quetzalcoatl), was a powerful symbol
of death and rebirth. These facts seem to sup-
port the interpretation of the Mayan prophecy
as referring to a process of transformation rather
than destruction. 
research of holotropic states – psychedelic ther-
apy, holotropic breathwork, and work with indi-
viduals in “spiritual emergencies” – made major
contributions to the understanding of mythology.
Myths are commonly considered to be products of
human fantasy and imagination not unlike the sto-
ries of modern fiction writers and playwrights. con-
sciousness research has brought convincing support
for the work of c. g. Jung and Joseph campbell
suggesting a radically new approach to mythology.
according to these two seminal thinkers, myths are
not fictitious stories about adventures of imaginary
characters in nonexistent countries and thus arbitrary
products of individual human fantasy. rather, myths
originate in the collective unconscious of humanity
and are manifestations of primordial organizing princi-
ples of the psyche and of the cosmos which Jung called
archetypes (Jung 1976).
archetypes express themselves through the individual
psyche and its deeper processes, but they do not origi-
nate in the human brain and are not its products. They
are superordinated to the individual psyche and function
as its governing principles. in holotropic states the arche-
typal world can be directly experienced in a way that is as
convincing and authentic as the material world appears
to be, or more so. To distinguish transpersonal experi-
ences involving archetypal figures and domains from
imaginary products of individual fantasy, Jungians refer
to this domain as imaginal. 
french scholar, philosopher, and mystic, henri corbin,
who first used the term mundus imaginalis, was inspired
in this regard by his study of islamic mystical literature
(corbin 2000). islamic theosophers call the imaginal
world, where everything existing in the sensory world
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has its analogue, alam a mithal, or the “eighth climate,”
to distinguish it from the “seven climates,” regions of tra-
ditional islamic geography. The imaginal world pos-
sesses extension and dimensions, forms and colors,
but these are not perceptible to our senses as they
would be if they were properties of physical objects.
however, this realm is in every respect as fully ontolog-
ically real and susceptible to consensual validation by
other people as the material world perceived by our sen-
sory organs. 
archetypes are timeless essences, cosmic ordering prin-
ciples, which can also manifest as mythic personifica-
tions, or specific deities of various cultures. The figures
of Maya mythology – hunahpu, xbalanque, their father
one hunahpu, Seven Macaw, Quetzalcoatl (kukulcan),
and others - like those of any other culture are thus
ontologically real and can be directly apprehended by
individuals experiencing holotropic states. as John
Major Jenkins pointed out, giorgio de Santillana and
hertha von Dechend contributed to the understanding
of archetypes another important dimension that is rele-
vant for the problem of the Mayan prophecy. They
described in their book Hamlet’s Mill the deep connec-
tion that exists between myth and astronomical
processes (de Santillana and Dechend 1969).
in 1948, after many years of systematically studying
mythologies of various cultures of the world, Joseph
campbell published his ground-breaking book The
Hero with a Thousand Faces, which in the following
decades profoundly influenced research and under-
standing in the field (campbell 1968). analyzing a
broad spectrum of myths from various parts of
the world, campbell realized that they all con-
tained variations of one universal archetypal for-
mula, which he called the monomyth. This was
the story of the hero, either male or female, who
leaves his or her home ground or is forcefully
separated from it by external circumstances and,
after fantastic adventures and ordeals culminat-
ing in psychospiritual death and rebirth, returns
to his original society radically transformed – as
an enlightened or deified being, a healer, seer,
or great spiritual teacher.
in campbell’s own words, the basic formula
for the hero’s journey can be summarized as
follows: “A hero ventures forth from the world of
common day into a region of supernatural won-
der; fabulous forces are encountered and a decisive
victory is won; the hero comes back from this mys-
terious adventure with the power to bestow boons
on his fellow men.”
campbell’s inquisitive and incisive intellect went
beyond simply recognizing the universality of this
myth over time and space. his curiosity drove
him to ask what makes this myth universal. why

does the theme of the hero’s journey appeal to cul-
tures of all times and countries, even if they differ
in every other respect?
campbell’s answer has the simplicity and unrelent-
ing logic of all brilliant insights: the monomyth of
the hero’s journey is a blueprint for the transfor-
mative crisis, which all human beings can experi-
ence when the deep contents of the unconscious
psyche emerge into consciousness. The hero’s
journey describes nothing less than the experien-
tial territory that an individual must traverse
during times of profound transformation. Dur-
ing the years of our friendship, Joseph campbell
also enthusiastically embraced the concept of
basic Perinatal Matrices (bPMs), because they
provided for him another important piece of the
puzzle, linking the process of spiritual death and
rebirth to biological birth. and birth is an expe-
rience that all humans share, irrespective of their
culture, geographical location, and historical
period. The story of the Mayan hero Twins is a
classical example of campbell’s hero’s Journey. it
belongs to a vast array of archetypal motifs that
we can experience in holotropic states.
i hope that the above discussion adequately
addressed the first question that i asked earlier in
my paper: “How could ancient Mayans two thou-
sand years ago discover anything that would be rele-
vant for humanity in the twenty-first century?” The
theme of Joseph campell’s hero’s Journey brings us
to the second question: “If the Mayan prophecy does
not refer to the destruction of the world and to extermi-
nation of humanity, but to profound collective psychos-
piritual death and rebirth comparable to what Campbell
described on the individual scale, are there any indica-
tions that such inner transformation is possible or that it
actually is already underway.
My approach to this question is based not only on
observations of the experiences of thousands of individ-
uals in holotropic states of consciousness – psychedelic
therapy, holotropic breathwork sessions, and sponta-
neous psychospiritual crises (“spiritual emergencies”) –
but also on extensive personal experience of these
states. i would like to begin this discussion with an
account of an experiential sequence from one of my
own psychedelic sessions. it provided for me deep
insights into the archetype of the apocalypse, a motif
that occurs relatively rarely in holotropic states, but is
particularly relevant for the topic of our discussion.

about fifty minutes into the session, i started experi-
encing strong activation in the lower part of my
body. My pelvis was vibrating as enormous amounts
of energy were being released in ecstatic jolts. at one
point, this streaming energy swept me along in an
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intoxicating frenzy into a whirling cosmic vortex of cre-
ation and destruction. 
in the centre of this monstrous hurricane of primordial
forces were four giant herculean figures performing what
seemed to be the ultimate cosmic sabre dance. They had
strong Mongolian features with protruding cheekbones,
oblique eyes, and clean-shaven heads decorated by large
braided ponytails. whirling around in a frantic dance craze,
they were swinging large weapons that looked like scythes or
l-shaped scimitars; all four of these combined formed a
rapidly rotating swastika. 
i intuitively understood that this monumental archetypal
scene was related to the beginning of the process of creation
and simultaneously to the final stage of the spiritual journey.
in the cosmogenetic process (in the movement from the pri-
mordial unity to the worlds of plurality) the movements of
the blades of the scimitars represented the force that is split-
ting and fragmenting the unified field of cosmic conscious-
ness and creative energy into countless individual units (mon-
ads, jivas). in relation to spiritual journey, they represented
the stage when the seeker’s consciousness transcends separa-
tion and polarity and reaches the state of original undifferenti-
ated unity. The direction of this process seemed to be related
to the clockwise and counterclockwise rotation of the
blades. Projected into the material world, this archetypal
motif seemed to be related to growth and development
(the fertilized egg or seed becoming an organism) or
destruction of forms (wars, natural catastrophes, decay).
Then the experience opened up into an unimaginable
panorama of scenes of destruction. in these visions, nat-
ural disasters, such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,
crashing meteors, forest fires, floods and tidal waves,
were combined with images of burning cities, entire
blocks of collapsing high-rise buildings, mass death,
and horror of wars. heading this wave of total annihi-
lation were four archetypal images of macabre riders
symbolizing the end of the world. i realized that
these were the four horsemen of the apocalypse.
(pestilence, war, famine, and death). The continuing
vibrations and jolts of my pelvis now became syn-
chronized with the movements of this ominous
horseback riding and i joined the dance, becoming
one of them, or possibly all four of them at once,
leaving my own identity behind. 
Suddenly, there was a rapid change of scenery and i
had a vision of the cave from Plato’s republic. in
this work, Plato describes a group of people who live
chained all of their lives in a cave, facing a blank
wall. They watch shadows projected on the wall by
things passing in front of the cave entrance. accord-
ing to Plato, the shadows are as close as the prisoners
get to seeing reality (52). The enlightened philosopher
is like a prisoner who is freed from this illusion and
comes to understand that the shadows on the wall are
illusory, as he can perceive the true form of reality
rather than the mere shadows seen by the prisoners.
This was followed by profound and convincing realiza-
tion that the material world of our everyday life is not
made of «stuff» but created by cosmic consciousness by
infinitely complex and sophisticated orchestration of

experiences. it is a divine play that the hindus call
lila, created by cosmic illusion or maya.
The final major scene of the session was a mag-
nificent ornate theatre stage featuring a parade
of personified universal principles, archetypes –
cosmic actors, who through a complex inter-
play create the illusion of the phenomenal
world. They were protean personages with
many facets, levels, and dimensions of meaning
that kept changing their forms in extremely
intricate holographic interpenetration as i
was observing them. Each of them seemed to
represent simultaneously the essence of his
or her function and all the concrete manifes-
tations of this element in the world of matter.
There was Maya, the mysterious ethereal prin-
ciple symbolizing the world illusion; anima,
embodying the eternal female; a Mars-like
personification of war and aggression; the
lovers, representing all the sexual dramas
and romances throughout ages; the royal fig-
ure of the ruler; the withdrawn hermit; the
elusive Trickster; and many others. as they
were passing across the stage, they bowed in
my direction, as if expecting appreciation for
the stellar performance in the divine play of
the universe. 

This experience brought me a deep understanding
of the meaning of the archetypal motif of the
apocalypse. it suddenly seemed profoundly wrong
to see it as related exclusively to physical destruction
of the world. it is certainly possible that the apoca-
lypse will in the future be actually manifested on a
planetary scale as a historical event, which is a poten-
tial for all archetypes. There are many examples of sit-
uations in which archetypal motifs and energies broke
through the boundary that usually separates the arche-
typal realm from the material world and shaped history.
The giant asteroid that 65 million years ago killed the
dinosaurs, wars of all ages, the crucifixion of Jesus, the
medieval witches’ Sabbath and Dance of Death, the
Nazi concentration camps, and hiroshima are just a few
salient examples. but the primary importance of the
archetype of the apocalypse is that it functions as an
important landmark on the spiritual journey. it emerges
into the consciousness of the seeker at a time when he
or she recognizes the illusory nature of the material
world. as the universe reveals its true essence as virtual
reality, as a cosmic play of consciousness, the world of
matter is destroyed in the psyche of the individual.
This might also be the meaning of the “end of the
world” referred to in the Mayan prophecy.
The observations from modern consciousness research
that are most relevant for a positive interpretation of
the Mayan prophecy are related to a phenomenon
that is much more common in holotropic states than
the experience of the apocalypse; it is the experience
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of psychospiritual death and rebirth. This experience
has played a crucial role in the ritual and spiritual
history of humanity – in shamanism, rites of passage,
the ancient death/rebirth mysteries, and in the great
religions of the world (see the christian concept of
being “born again” and the hindu “dvija” – a “twice-
born person”). The process of death and rebirth is a
multivalent archetype that manifests on many different
levels and in various areas and ways, but in self-explo-
ration and therapy it is usually closely related to the
reliving and conscious integration of the memory of bio-
logical birth. 
Psychospiritual death and rebirth is one of the most
prominent themes in therapeutic work using holotropic
states. when the age regression in the process of deep
experiential self-exploration moves beyond the level of
memories from childhood and infancy and reaches the
level of the unconscious that contains the memory of
birth, we start encountering emotions and physical sen-
sations of extreme intensity, often surpassing anything
we previously considered humanly possible. at this
point, the experiences become a strange mixture of the
themes of birth and death. They involve a sense of a
severe, life-threatening confinement and a desperate
and determined struggle to free ourselves and survive.
because of the close connection between this domain
of the unconscious and biological birth, i have cho-
sen for it the name perinatal. it is a greek-latin
composite word where the prefix peri- means “near”
or “around,” and the root natalis signifies “pertain-
ing to childbirth.” This word is commonly used in
medicine to describe various biological processes
occurring shortly before, during, and immediately
after birth. The obstetricians talk, for example,
about perinatal hemorrhage, infection, or brain
damage. however, since traditional medicine
denies that the child can consciously experience
birth and claims that this event is not recorded
in memory, one never hears about perinatal
experiences. The use of the term perinatal in con-
nection with consciousness reflects my own
findings and is entirely new (grof 1975, 2000).
The perinatal region of the unconscious con-
tains the memories of what the foetus experi-
enced in the consecutive stages of the birth
process, including all the emotions and physical
sensations involved. These memories form four
distinct experiential clusters, each of which is
related to one of the stages of the birth process. i
have coined for them the term Basic Perinatal
Matrices (BPM I-IV). bPM i consists of memories of
the advanced prenatal state just before the onset of
the delivery. bPM ii is related to the onset of the

delivery when the uterus contracts, but the cervix is
not yet open. bPM iii reflects the struggle to be born
after the uterine cervix dilates. and finally, bPM iv
holds the memory of the emerging into the world,
the birth itself.
The content of these matrices is not limited to
fetal memories; each of them also provides selec-
tive opening into a vast domain in the uncon-
scious psyche that we now call transpersonal.This
involves experiential identification with other
people and other life forms, ancestral, racial, col-
lective, phylogenetic and karmic memories, and
material from the historical and archetypal col-
lective unconscious, which contains motifs of sim-
ilar experiential quality. Emergence of this material
into consciousness constitutes the process of psy-
chospiritual death and rebirth and results in deep
inner transformation.
Some of the insights of people experiencing
holotropic states of consciousness are directly
related to the current global crisis and its relation-
ship with consciousness evolution. They show that
we have exteriorized in the modern world many of
the essential themes of the death rebirth process
that a person involved in deep personal transforma-
tion has to face and come to terms with internally.
The same elements that we would encounter in the
process of psychological death and rebirth in our
visionary experiences make today our evening news.
This is particularly true in regard to the phenomena
that characterize what i refer to as the third basic Peri-
natal Matrix (bPM iii) (grof 2000).
as i mentioned earlier, this matrix is related to the
stage of birth when the cervix is open and the foetus
experiences the tedious propulsion through the birth
canal. This stage is associated with the emergence of
the shadow side of human personality – murderous
violence and excessive or deviant sexual drives, scato-
logical elements, and even satanic imagery. it is easy to
see manifestations of these aspects of the death rebirth
process in today’s troubled world. 
we certainly see the enormous unleashing of the aggressive
impulse in the many wars and revolutionary upheavals in
the world, in the rising criminality, global terrorism, and
racial riots. Equally dramatic and striking is the lifting of
sexual repression and freeing of the sexual impulse in
both healthy and problematic ways. Sexual experiences
and behaviours are taking unprecedented forms as man-
ifested in overtly sexual books, plays, and movies, gay
liberation, sexual freedom and experimentation of ado-
lescents, premarital sex, general promiscuity, common
and open marriages, high divorce rate, sadomasochis-
tic clubs and parlours, and many others.
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The demonic element is also becoming increasingly
manifest in the modern world. renaissance of satanic
cults and witchcraft, popularity of books and horror
movies with occult themes, and crimes with satanic
motivations attest to that fact. Terrorism of suicidal
fundamentalist fanatics and deviant militant groups is
also reaching satanic proportions. The scatological
dimension is evident in the progressive industrial pollu-
tion, accumulation of waste products on a global scale,
and rapidly deteriorating hygienic conditions in large

cities. a more abstract form of the same trend is
escalating corruption and degradation of political,
military, economic, and religious institutions,
including the american presidency and govern-
ment. Scams, shenanigans, and embezzling of
astronomical amounts of money on the highest
levels of society have become commonplace and
reached an all time high. 
ancient Mayans showed profound interest in
death and in the process of psychospiritual death
and rebirth. They saw it happening on an astro-
nomical level every day watching the sunset and
sunrise and every year during December solstice
when the sun got “reborn” and its light started
returning into the world. The highest octave of this

solar return was then the alignment of the Decem-
ber solstice sun with the galactic centre, which the
Mayans saw as Sacred Marriage between the cos-
mic Mother and the cosmic father. 
Much of the Mayan ritual and art was dedicated
to the process of death, from the soul’s entrance
into the underworld called xibalba to a final
rebirth and apotheosis. Mayan mythology and
funereal art described death as a journey whose
challenges were known and its important stages

were depicted on coffins, wall paintings, pottery, jades,
and other objects that accompanied the deceased during
the great transition. Mayan funeral vases of the classic
period were decorated with paintings depicting rebirth
of young lords from cracked skulls, giant turtle cara-
paces, or other types of enclosures and many sculptures
showed similar figures in the process of being reborn
from water lilies.
unfortunately, no specific eschatological texts compara-
ble to the Egyptian or Tibetan book of the Dead have
survived from the Mayan classical Period, since much
of the Maya literary legacy has been lost for posterity.
only a few codices, accordion-like bark paper screen-
folds with rich and colourful illustrations, survived
the hot and moist climate of central america and
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escaped the ravaging of the Spanish invaders. how-
ever, in the 1970s, mayologist Michael coe, follow-
ing the suggestion of lin crocker was able to distin-
guish a group of late classic black and white funeral
vessels painted in the style of the Maya codices, proba-
bly by the same artists (coe 1973). as i mentioned
before, cardiosurgeon and archeologist francis robicsek
was able to assemble substantial evidence for his theory
that certain sequences of the vases of the “ceramic codex,”
placed in proper sequence, actually represented a “Maya
book of the Dead” (robicsek 1981). 
The images on the funeral vases studied by robiczek
portray the adventures of the hero Twins, hun hunah-
pu and ixbalanque, and the story of their ordeals in the
underworld and eventual death and rebirth. The reliefs
on the stelae at izapa related to the prophecy concern-
ing the end of the world link the galactic alignment on
December 21, 2012, to the hero Twins journey and to
killing of 7-Macaw. They also show the sun deity in he
rift of the Milky way and his rebirth at the end of the
age. This suggests that the Mayan prophecy referred
to psychospiritual death and rebirth, rather than
material destruction of the world. 
observations from the research of holotropic states of
consciousness have thrown new light on human
propensity to unbridled violence and insatiable greed
– two forces that have driven human history since
time immemorial and are currently threatening sur-
vival of life on this planet. This research has revealed
that these “poisons,” as they are called in Tibetan
vajrayana, have much deeper roots than current
biological and psychological theories assume –
biology with concepts like the “naked ape,” the
“triune brain,” and the “selfish gene” (Morris 1967,
Mclean 1973, Dawkins 1976) and psychoanalysis
and related schools with their emphasis on base
instincts as the governing principles of the psyche
(freud 1955, 1961 and 1964).
Deep motivating forces underlying these dan-
gerous traits of human nature have their origin
on the perinatal and transpersonal levels of the
psyche, domains that mainstream psychology
does not yet recognize (grof 2000). The finding
that the roots of human violence and insatiable
greed reach far deeper than mainstream academ-
ic science ever suspected and that their reservoirs
in the psyche are truly enormous would, in and
of itself, be very discouraging. however, it is bal-
anced by the exciting discovery of new therapeu-
tic mechanisms and transformative potentials that
become available in holotropic states on the peri-
natal and transpersonal levels of the psyche.
we have seen over the years profound emotional and
psychosomatic healing, as well as radical personality

transformation, in many people who were involved
in serious and systematic experiential self-exploration
and inner quest. Some of them had supervised psy-
chedelic sessions, others participated in holotropic
breathwork workshops and training or various
other forms of experiential psychotherapy and self-
exploration. Similar changes occur often in indi-
viduals who are involved in shamanic practice or
are meditators and have regular spiritual practice.
we have also witnessed profound positive changes
in many people who received adequate support
during episodes of spontaneous psychospiritual
crises (“spiritual emergencies”). Thanatologist ken
ring referred to this group of transformative
experiences as “Omega experiences” and included
in it near-death experiences and alien abduction
experiences (ring 1984). 
as the content of the perinatal level of the uncon-
scious emerges into consciousness and is inte-
grated, the individuals involved undergo radical
personality changes. They experience consider-
able decrease of aggression and become more
peaceful, comfortable with themselves, compas-
sionate, and tolerant of others. The experience of
psychospiritual death and rebirth and conscious
connection with positive postnatal or prenatal
memories reduces irrational drives and ambitions. it
causes a shift of focus from pondering about the
past and fantasizing about the future to fuller aware-
ness of the present moment. This shift enhances zest,
élan vital, and joi de vivre and brings the ability to
enjoy and draw satisfaction from simple circumstances
of life, such as everyday activities, food, lovemaking,
nature, and music. another important result of this
process is emergence of spirituality of a universal and
mystical nature that, unlike the dogmas of mainstream
religions, is very authentic and convincing, because it is
based on deep personal experience. 
The process of spiritual opening and transformation typi-
cally deepens further as a result of transpersonal experi-
ences, such as identification with other people, entire
human groups, animals, plants, and even inorganic mate-
rials and processes in nature. other experiences provide
conscious access to events occurring in other countries,
cultures, and historical periods and even to the mytholog-
ical realms and archetypal beings of the collective uncon-
scious. Experiences of cosmic unity and one’s own divinity
result in increasing identification with all of creation and
bring the sense of wonder, awe, love, compassion, and
inner peace.
what began as a process of psychological probing of
the unconscious psyche conducted for therapeutic pur-
poses or personal growth automatically becomes a
philosophical quest for the meaning of life and a jour-
ney of spiritual discovery. People, who connect to the
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transpersonal domain of their psyche, tend to develop
a new appreciation for existence and reverence for all
life. one of the most striking consequences of various
forms of transpersonal experiences is spontaneous
emergence and development of deep humanitarian and
ecological concerns.
Differences among people appear to be interesting and
enriching rather than irritating or threatening, whether
they are related to gender, race, colour, language, political
conviction, or religious belief. following this transforma-
tion, these individuals develop a deep sense of being
planetary citizens rather than citizens of a particular country
or members of a particular racial, social, ideological, polit-
ical, or religious group, and they feel the need to get
involved in service for some common purpose. These
changes resemble those that have occurred in many of
the american astronauts who were able to see the earth
from outer space (see Mickey lemle’s documentary The
Other Side of the Moon). 
it becomes obvious that our highest priorities as bio-
logical organisms have to be clean air, water, and soil.
No other concerns, such as economic profit, military
pursuits, scientific and technological progress, or ide-
ological and religious beliefs, should be allowed to
take priority over this vital imperative. we cannot
violate our natural environment and destroy other
species without simultaneously damaging ourselves.
This awareness is based on an almost cellular knowl-
edge that the boundaries in the universe are arbi-
trary and that each of us is ultimately identical
with the entire web of existence.
in view of the fact that everything in nature runs
in cycles and is based on the principles of opti-
mum values, homeostasis, and sustainability, the
technological civilization’s frantic pursuit of unlim-
ited economic growth, exploitation of non-renew-
able resources, and exponential increase of indus-
trial pollution hostile to life appears to be dan-
gerous insanity. in the world of biology excess of
calcium, iron, vitamins, hormones, or even
water is not better than lack of these elements
and compounds and unlimited growth is the
main characteristic of cancer.
it is clear that a transformation associated with
the experience of psychospiritual death and
rebirth would increase our chances for survival if
it could occur on a sufficiently large scale. The
great german writer and philosopher Johann
wolfgang goethe was aware of the importance of
the experience of psychospiritual death and
rebirth for the quality of our life and sense of
belonging when he wrote in his poem Selige Sehn-
sucht: “Und so lang du das nicht hast, dieses: ‘Stirb und
werde!’ Bist du nur ein trüber Gast auf der dunklen

Erde.” [Blessed Longing: “and as long as you do not
experience this: ‘Die and become!’ you will be only
a shadow guest on the dark earth”].
in the same vein, the famous English poet, novelist,
and playwright, D.h. lawrence, wrote in his
poem Phoenix: 
Are you willing to be sponged out, erased, can-
celled,
Are you willing to be sponged out, erased
made nothing?
Are you willing to be made nothing?
dipped into oblivion?
If not, you will never change.
holotropic states of consciousness experienced
in a supportive environment and under respon-
sible guidance offer thus an opportunity for
profound psychospiritual transformation of two
different kinds or degrees. an individual who
experiences death and rebirth – usually in the
context of reliving and integrating the trauma of
biological birth – discovers his or her own divinity,
sacredness of all creation, and oneness with other
people, nature, and the cosmos. Deeper explo-
ration of the transpersonal realms and particularly
the experience of the archetype of the apocalypse
then radically changes the perception of the world
we live in. we begin to understand that what we
experience as material reality might be what the
hindu teachings refer to as lila – divine play created
by cosmic consciousness. both of these two forms of
spiritual transformation have profound positive effects
on the individual’s hierarchy of values and life strategy
described above.
various methods of inducing holotropic states – “tech-
nologies of the sacred” – have been an integral part of
ancient and native cultures for millennia (grof 2000).
Modern humanity has been rediscovering the healing
and transformative power of these states in many differ-
ent contexts. Meditative practices of the great Eastern
spiritual traditions and various shamanic techniques are
becoming increasingly popular, particularly among the
young generation. Translation and publication of spiritu-
al literature of many cultures, recording of their sacred
music, and availability of competent teachers have greatly
contributed to this process.  
The isolation and chemical identification of the active
principles of many psychedelic plants, development of
new synthetic psychedelic compounds, and increasing
knowledge about these substances have been instru-
mental in inner transformation of many individuals
who have used these powerful tools wisely and respon-
sibly. The use of psychedelics – the most powerful
means for inducing holotropic states of consciousness
– is seriously hindered by legal restrictions, bad and
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misleading publicity, and difficulties in obtaining
pure materials. however, there exist very effective
forms of experiential psychotherapy, such as various
neo-reichian approaches, primal therapy, rebirthing,
and holotropic breathwork, which can induce these
states without the use of chemical agents.  Their increasing
popularity represents a very  promising trend.
advances of modern medicine have made it possible to
save the lives of individuals involved in life-threatening
accidents and diseases and have increased the incidence
of near-death experiences (NDEs). The development of
thanatology, a discipline studying death and dying, has
amassed and spread information about these states and
made it possible for survivors to use them for positive
inner transformation (Moody 1975, ring 1982, ring and
valarino 1998, van lommel 2010). as the economic, eco-
logical, and political global crisis escalates, it instils fear
and diminishes hope for fulfilling and satisfying life in
the minds of hundreds of millions of people all over the
world. The resulting emotional turmoil seems to engen-
der spontaneous psychospiritual crises (“spiritual emergencies”)
(grof and grof 1989, grof and grof 1990). once main-
stream psychiatrists recognize that these states have an
extraordinary healing and transformative potential - if
they are properly understood - and provide support
and guidance for this process rather than suppress it
by tranquilizers, it could greatly contribute to inner
transformation of many people. 
as gregg braden pointed out, the potential signifi-
cance of 2012 can be supported by scientific obser-
vations (braden 2007). astrophysicists have shown
that we are at the beginning of a new cycle of mag-
netic storms (sunspots) that will peak in 2012 with
intensity 30-50% greater than previous cycles.
although the solar magnetic storms are cyclical,
they have never occurred during the last 26.000
years at the time of galactic alignment and with
the population and the technology we have today;
it is therefore uncertain what effects this phe-
nomenon will have on our future. 
Scientists also agree that the magnetic field of
the earth has been rapidly weakening and there
are indications that we are in the early stage of
reversal of the magnetic poles, which could
occur in 2012. historical analysis shows that peri-
ods and areas of weak magnetic fields are con-
ducive to greater acceptance of new ideas and
change. Magnetic reversals are rare in the history
of civilizations, but common in the history of
the earth; at least 14 of them happened in the last
4.5 million years (one of them coinciding with the
sudden extinction of the mammoths). however,
none of them happened at a time when the planet

had over 6 billion inhabitants with significant
number of them depending on modern communi-
cation technology – television, radio, computers, and
satellites. 
we can now return to the main subject of this
paper – the Mayan prophecy concerning 2012.
whether or not this was predicted by ancient
Mayan seers, we are clearly involved in a dramatic
race for time that has no precedent in the entire
history of humanity. what is at stake is nothing
less than the future of humanity and of life on
this planet. Many of the people with whom we
have worked saw humanity at a critical crossroad
facing either collective annihilation or an evolu-
tionary jump in consciousness of unprecedented
nature and dimension. Terence Mckenna put it
very succinctly: “The history of the silly monkey
is over, one way or another” (Mckenna 1992). we
either undergo a radical transformation of our
species or we might not survive.
The final outcome of the crisis we are facing is
ambiguous and uncertain; it lends itself to pes-
simistic or optimistic interpretation and each of
them can be supported by existing data. if we
continue the old strategies, which in their conse-
quences are clearly extremely destructive and self-
destructive, it is unlikely that modern civilization
will survive. however, if a sufficient number of peo-
ple undergo a process of deep inner transformation
described above, we might reach a stage and level of
consciousness evolution at which we will deserve the
proud name we have given to our species: homo sapi-
ens sapiens and live in a new world that will have little
resemblance to the old one. 8
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ntuition is something that we all have,
whether or not we listen to it. it is as natural
to us as breathing – but we often tend not to
register it any more consciously than we do

our breathing. as central as it is to us, it all too
often assumes a peripheral or muted position in
our consciousness.
So what exactly is intuition? 
Some would define it as instinctive knowing,
but intuition is more than instinct, carrying
instinct’s imprint in much the same way that a
symphony orchestra carries the imprint – or at
least echo – of the first musical instruments. 
instincts are drives, innate and automatic, taking
over with compelling authority when necessity
calls, whereas intuitions are readings, however
instinctually informed, inviting not our sub-
mission but our attunement to and alignment
with their message, however nonverbally struc-
tured that might be. 
So instead of being driven, we are guided. 
where instinct is reflexive, intuition is responsive.
intuition is the result of instinct learning to speak,
to represent the reality of what is happening and/or
what is needed through fitting messages, verbally,
pictorially, and otherwise.

Instinct is a very fast takeover; intuition is a very
fast download.
like instinct, intuition is nonrational (employing
no reasoning processes, except perhaps as a clari-
fying adjunct to its primary message), but where
instinct is prerational, intuition can be transra-
tional to varying degrees (transcending rationality
while retaining a functional intimacy with it). 
intuition does not require any dumbing down
of intellect, nor an end to abstraction, but rather
only enough adequately-lit space in the midst of
cognitive/emotional activity so that its messages
can be registered with minimal interference.
like feeling, intuition is much quicker than thought,
usually arising fully-formed while our thinking
processes are still busy arranging themselves and
their platforms. This is highly practical, given that
most of our thinking is just noise and clutter and
repetitive self-talk, while our intuitions are mostly
quite relevant, as well as being delivered without
fluff, streamlined down to what’s essential. 
as five minutes or so of an unwavering witnessing of
our mind shows, much of our thinking is no more
than internal chitchat, featuring us talking to our-
selves (and eavesdropping at the same time) and
bouncing between various facets of ourselves (each of
which tends to refer to itself as “i”), whereas our intu-
itiveness involves a much deeper sort of communication
(whether verbal or not), conveyed from our depths to
our surface. 
intuition is not a thought-out process, but an express
visitation from within, as mysteriously formed as it’s fit-
ting. Everyday revelation.
it’s also important to realize that intuition is not emo-
tion, even though it may at times seem intimately con-
nected with emotion, as if swept in on tides of feeling.
intuition is energetically and emotionally neutral, regard-
less of its content. 
at the same time, however, emotional connection can
significantly amplify intuition, not so much because of
the fullness or intensity of feeling, but because such
connection, with its multileveled richness of interplay,
can provide more “meat” for intuition. The more that
is happening emotionally between you and me, the
more that there is for us to be intuitive about; and
the depth and significance of our bond, the tacit
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importance and felt sense of it, not only makes
mutual understanding and co-evolution more
important, but also the intuition that goes along with
them. but even though such intuition may carry an
emotional wallop, it itself is no more an emotional
construct than it is a cognitive one.
intuition is direct nonconceptual knowingness, rooted in
near-instantaneous recognition of what is what and its
relevance to us. an enormous amount of highly varied
data and impressions may be before our intuitive capac-
ity, and it not only scans all of this extremely quickly,
but usually also makes compelling sense of it almost as
quickly, resulting in a noncognitive recognition of what
is actually happening or needs to happen. 
This recognition is ordinarily registered first, then felt.
all in the blink of an eye. as fast as instinct and with a
much wider and deeper perspective. No wonder Ein-
stein called intuition “a sacred gift.” A sense-transcending
transmission that makes sense with palpable immediacy.
intuition is more revelation than explanation or descrip-
tion, shining its light with dispassionate accuracy. So
revelation arrives, presented in whatever way best works
for us (visually for some, verbally for others, a mixture
for others), usually followed so quickly by correspond-
ing feelings/sensations – a so-called gut feeling being
probably the best known – that it may seem that such
feeling arose before the arrival of our intuition.
Even when it concerns extreme difficulty, intuition
itself is not desperate. The information it conveys,
the directives it clarifies, the situations it sees
through, are all transmitted in a neutral fashion,
no matter how strong the accompanying emo-
tions may be.
intuition is our innate wholeness broadcasting
live and unedited from our heartland, laying
down fitting tracks for us, even if to do so it
has to derail our train of thought or otherwise
disrupt us. intuition is not the voice of our
disparate selves or thoughts or feelings, but the
voice of our essential uniqueness making itself
clear, and not necessarily in words. 
if we do not consciously hear it, it’s not because
it is not happening, but because we are not suf-
ficiently present to be aware of such hearing.
intuition is always there, but we aren’t.
at the level of pure survival, intuition is not
much more than instinct, giving us immediate
feedback on how to handle danger or heavy-
duty challenge or any situation in which we are
very quickly uncomfortable. for example, we are
driving through an intersection, and a vehicle to
our left is fast approaching us, seemingly oblivi-
ous of us; we take all this in – plus the fact that
there’s another car right behind us and a bicyclist

40 or 50 feet directly in front of us – and know pre-
cisely what to do, before any thought can arise.
This is a level of intuition we all recognize, in
which the optimal move usually makes itself
obvious in a split second. its mix of instinctual
reflexivity and panoramic instant-scan allows us
to navigate our situation as skilfully as possible
(whether we succeed or not).
but even when our survival is clearly not at stake,
and we feel relatively unthreatened, intuition still
shows up very quickly, popping into being in a
fraction of a second. This does not, however,
mean that intuition is necessarily without gesta-
tion; like everything else, its arising depends on
other conditions, which in turn depend on other
conditions, all of which (in staggeringly complex
ways) set the stage for the arising of a particular
intuition. an extremely quick birth is still a birth.
it’s just that intuition usually makes its appear-
ance already fully formed, like athena, the greek
goddess of wisdom, springing forth fully adult
from the head of Zeus.
we can ready ourselves for intuitive flashes by 1)
doing the ground work – gathering relevant mate-
rial, quieting our mind, opening ourselves ener-
getically and emotionally, listening deeply – and
by 2) stepping back after we’ve done so. it’s no acci-
dent that so many remarkable intuitions arrive
when it seems as if there is nothing else to be done
– we lay back, relax, perhaps nap or drift for a bit,
with no ulterior motive. and then... shazam! aha! – at
least some of the time. No guarantees, but we increase
the odds by doing our part as fully as possible.
for example, i may have an idea for a new book, and
spend weeks writing whatever comes to mind regard-
ing my topic, with no concern for structure — and
then one day, seemingly out of the blue, i simply know
the structure, know the thread that runs through the
chaos of writings, know where to begin and where to
go from there. all in a second. 
and many intuitions don’t depend on anything in par-
ticular for their arising. for example, we’re meeting
someone for the first time, and in an instant know
plenty about them; we have “read” them, not from
cover to cover, but enough so that they are no longer a
stranger to us. This is akin to a chess game in which
we rapidly scan the entire board, sensing the possible
moves and countermoves of all the pieces in a few sec-
onds, and then make our move, our pattern recogni-
tion having been too quick for any analysis or reflec-
tion to take hold. 
So what about when intuition doesn’t work, messes
things up, generates unneeded upset, does damage?
i’d say that this is not our intuition’s fault, but rather
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the fault of how it was translated into action. intu-
ition is a given; what really matters is what we do
with it. yes, listen to it, and listen closely, but also be
as aware as possible of the filters it must pass through
as it shifts from realization to action. 
Thus far we’ve talked about intuition as a solo arising,
but it is not limited to being only that. it can also be
collaborative (just like creativity essentially is), as when
the members of a group get so attuned that a shared
intuitive knowing “possesses” them. an obvious exam-
ple of this is a basketball team getting so in sync that
whatever they do – for a time – works beautifully,
almost magically, lit by an effortless grace and coordina-
tion between all the members. Pure flow, as naturally
elegant as it is efficient. 
i frequently have seen the same sort of thing in the
groups that my wife Diane and i lead, especially right
after someone has done a piece of very deep, emotion-
ally riveting work – group members usually enter such
effortlessly rich resonance with this person that a kind
of group intuition, individually flavoured, flows forth
regarding that person. other times someone will
recount a dream they’ve recently had, and i will ask
the rest of the group for their intuitions regarding it.
at first such intuitions clearly come forth as solo shar-
ing, but more often than not they start overlapping
more and more, morphing in and out of each other,
until a few key intuitively-derived insights, collec-
tively birthed, cradle the dream and its significance
for the dreamer.
beyond solo and collaborative intuition is what
could be called divine intuition, anchored in deep
transconceptual resonance with the ultimate
dimensions of life. Such intuition is as grace-sat-
urated as it is obvious, as subtle as it is lucid, as
self-transcending as it is grounded. here, we
know without thinking, see without eyes, hear
without ears, love without clinging, cultivating
intimacy with all that is.
Divine intuition is what has just kicked in when
we directly realize the answer to questions like:
“who am i?” or “what am i?” Such answers
are not mind-made, photocopyable, or even
necessarily true after their moment; they are in
fact not so much answers as raw aha! responses
that indicate a radically full “getting” of the
question, an undeniable “grokking” of it. great
joy may accompany such realization; and if it is
allowed to coexist with a wisely discerning eye,
it becomes a sobering joy, a deeply grounded
non-situational happiness (that is, a happiness
that does not depend on circumstances).
So there are many levels of intuition, ranging from
that of pure survival to that of the profoundest sort
of spiritual illumination. we can intuit the best move

in a basketball game (kinesthetic intuition), we can
intuit where to sit most comfortably in an uncomfort-
able room (spatial intuition), we can intuit the under-
lying motives of the person who is being overly help-
ful to us (psychological intuition), and we can intuit
the presence of unspeakable dimensions of being
(spiritual intuition). There is aesthetic intuition –
sensing the essence of a work of art in less than a
breath; and there is dream intuition – sensing the
deeper meaning of a dream in a flash. and so on.
consider the role of intuition in psychotherapy.
Much of psychotherapy, especially of the cog-
nocentric variety, at best only assigns intuition
a peripheral role in the therapeutic process, as if
it is far less important than rational thought
and analysis. Some psychotherapy, especially of
the New age variety, tends to go to the other
extreme, overassociating intuition with various
psychic capacities, while undervaluing rationality.
between these extremes are psychotherapeutic
approaches that, to varying degrees, value both
intuition and rationality. The most effective of
these are those that are truly integral in nature,
working in real depth with our mental, physical,
emotional, energetic, sexual, social, and spiritual
dimensions.
intuition plays a role, however marginal, in all psy-
chotherapy. it perhaps flows most freely in approaches
that do not operate from behind preset methodolo-
gies, approaches in which structure is allowed to arise
in accord with clients’ needs and energies. when psy-
chotherapists are not relying on a certain methodology,
but are simply present with their clients, they are more
intuitively connected to those with whom they are
working, being therefore much more sensitive to subtle
signals which may, if attuned to, redirect the session in
more fruitful directions. 
intuition is revelatory nonconceptual understanding,
lit by undeniable resonance with the deeper currents of
what is happening. 
when intuition shows up without any significant mental
or emotional interference, we know that we know without
any need to prove that we know – intuition is that self-evi-
dent, conveying opinion-transcending savvy, needing only
adequate reception from us to fully download.
Some call intuition our sixth sense, but it is more of a
meta-sense, a sense-transcending attuning that encom-
passes and employs the other senses in its translation
into meaningful messaging and corresponding action. 
Some overspiritualize intuition, treating it as something
orchestrated by god, but it is simply part of our equip-
ment, no more or less sacred than anything else that
constitutes us. That said, intuition is a marvellous
thing, a visitation for which we ought to be grateful,
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a multidimensional navigational aid, a clear steady
voice in the wilderness of our being. 
let us listen to our intuition very closely and with
great respect, separating it from those thoughts and
feelings that would usurp or masquerade as it. intu-
ition flows through all that is, speaking whatever lan-
guage is needed, creating a communicative network
that touches one and all. let us be grateful for it.
and let us give our intuitive capacity more than our
ear, until it is not so much an “it” as our unveiled
unique essentialness absorbed in pure communication,
transmitting what serves our highest good, regardless of
its reception.                                                              8
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eople generally practice spirituality
under the aegis of a religion. but reli-
gions are based on a particular creed; not
much consensus there about the nature of

reality or god – the head honcho of reality. The
word religion originated from the latin religiere
which means to reconnect. The idea of spiritual
salvation is to save oneself from sin (separateness)
and reconnect with wholeness (god) in heaven.
but how many people today do you meet who

interpret spiritual search this way? Different reli-
gions tell you different things. also, most reli-
gions talk about spiritual paths as if there is a
charted path to follow and achieve your goal.
Some religions even talk about a guru, an enlight-
ened teacher-guide who can take you to the
promised land. Just follow him.
if you try a continuous path, any religion, doesn’t
matter, you will most likely be disappointed, guru
or no guru. what are the religions missing? The
good news is that there is a new science to guide
you, you should see the path clearly with its help.
according to the new science (goswami, 2008): 
~  consciousness is the ground of all being.
~  Manifest actuality is preceded by possibilities
– quantum possibilities. conscious choice con-
verts possibility into actuality. Since this choice is
exerted from a non-ordinary state of consciousness
“higher” than our ordinary ego, we call it down-
ward causation. we will refer to this higher con-
sciousness as quantum consciousness; spiritual tradi-
tions refer to it as god.
~  within one undivided consciousness, there are
four worlds of quantum possibilities wherefrom, via
downward causation consisting of conscious choice,
come all our experiences: the material world that we
sense, the vital world whose energies of movement we
feel, the mental world that we think and process
meaning with, and the supramental world of (Platonic)
archetypes – truth, beauty, love, goodness, justice, etc –
that we intuit, that give us values.
~  conscious choice precipitates the collapse of the mul-
tifaceted quantum possibilities (waves of possibility) in
the domain of transcendent potentia in each world to
become actuality (particles of actuality) in the imma-
nent domain of manifestation. The transcendent wave
and immanent particle are complementary modes of
movement in each world. The multiple parallel worlds
do not directly interact; consciousness mediates their
interaction through simultaneous choice and collapse
(change) of possibility into actuality.
~  collapse is nonlocal meaning that it requires no
local interaction, no local communication involving
the exchange of signals. locality – the idea that com-
munications require signals – holds true only for
space-time. Nonlocality is signalless communication

I NNER CREAT I V I T Y:
A N E W PA R A D I G M F O R A D U LT S P I R I T U A L D E V E L O P M E N T
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taking place “outside” of space and time. Quantum
consciousness is nonlocal, choosing from itself, from
its own possibilities.
~  collapse is discontinuous. before collapse, quantum
possibilities, waves of possibilities really, reside in tran-
scendent potentia, outside space and time. collapse
changes the waves into immanent particles in space and
time. Do you see why discontinuity must prevail. how
else can you depict “outside” space and time? if “outside”
space and time were continuous with what is inside space
and time, we could just expand the boundaries and
include it, couldn’t we? The word transcendent reminds
us of both nonlocality and discontinuity.
~  in transcendent potentia, consciousness remains undi-
vided from its possibilities and there is no experience.
This is what is called unconscious in depth psychology
although it has acquired a much wider meaning now in
agreement with experimental data (see goswami, 2008).
collapse produces “dependent co-arising” of an experi-
encing subject and an object that is experienced. The
subject is not a mere artifice of language. a subject is a
person with a brain with which consciousness identifies
(see chapter 3). The self-identity (called the quantum
self ) follows from a relationship of circular causality
(called tangled hierarchy, hofstadter, 1980) that exists
between brain apparatuses of perception and memory
– perception requires memory, memory requires
perception.
~  The subject of immediate experience is the
quantum self which is universal, not individual.
The individual identity (ego) results from condi-
tioning (Mitchell and goswami, 1992).
~  creativity is fundamentally a phenomenon of
consciousness discontinuously manifesting really
new (previously unmanifest and unconscious)
facets of possibilities from the transcendent poten-
tial to the immanent domain of manifest actuality.
Now you see why in ancient traditions, creativity
is referred to as a marriage between (transcen-
dent) heaven and (immanent) earth. The dis-
continuity of creative experience revealed as a
“aha!” surprise is called a quantum leap of thought
in analogy with the electron’s discontinuous
quantum leap from one atomic orbit to another
without going through the intervening space.
~  creativity that we engage with today is men-
tal creativity, it is about mental meaning. The
mind gives meaning to the interaction of con-
sciousness and matter. Think of yourself watch-
ing Tv. all those pictures are simple electronic
movements on the screen. who puts into those
electronic patterns the picture of Jenny becoming
angry with her boyfriend for paying too much
attention to violet? you do, with the help of your

mind (Sperry, 1983). it’s routine when we watch
Tv. but when our minds are leaping to something
new that brings new meaning via quantum leaping,
we are creative.
~  we value what we intuit, what Plato called
archetypal contexts of thinking: love, beauty,
truth, justice, goodness, stuff like that. what is
truly new is new meaning invented or discov-
ered using old or new archetypal contexts and
combinations thereof. This is the true nature
of creativity.
~  when creativity is directed toward produc-
ing an outer product we call it outer creativity.
creativity directed inwards toward transfor-
mation is inner creativity. Spiritual develop-
ment requires inner creativity.
~  The creative process has four stages: prepara-
tion, unconscious processing, sudden insight,
and manifestation (wallas, 1926).
~  The role of the brain is that we use the brain
to make representations of mental meaning; in
the process we make software in the brain’s com-
puter hardware.
okay, we do develop an ego as adults, an individu-
ality, a separateness. religions prescribe weakening
the ego; this they say will make god (wholeness)
the presiding master of your life. but animals have
weak ego; that does not make them particularly spir-
itual. People have been following the religious pre-
scription for millennia; where is the result? The truth
is we cannot even follow the dictates of values like
love in our lives. There is no continuous path from the
ego-separateness of base emotions and reason-based
living to the nonlocal wholeness of the land of a higher
value; it takes a quantum leap, often a lot of quantum
leaps. and how do we do it? how else but by following
the creative process? This is inner creativity, of course.
Making this conceptual shift is a major achievement.
continuous paths, a guru saving you from sin, sound
so simple. and leaps are risky, especially quantum leaps;
you don’t know where they will take you.
relax. The new science is giving us some guidelines.
ask yourself: what brought about the idea that you
want to try “religion” or “spirituality?” Most likely, you
will realize that it is a general dissatisfaction with life’s
sufferings. Not enough pleasure to make up for them!
Even if you are a creative person, your outer accom-
plishments are not bringing much satisfaction.
only by addressing our lack of satisfaction with outer
activities alone, do we make room for inner creativity,
for transformation. and again, the religions and even
esoteric spiritual traditions have created much disap-
pointments in our pursuit of spirituality by making
it an all or nothing proposition. connect to god or
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bust. god-realization (in some traditions the goal is
called self-realization) is the only goal of life or at least
the supreme goal! So kill the ego, the source of your
sin. Surrender to god or at least to your guru. and
humanity is pursuing this supreme goal for millennia
trying to kill the ego and surrender to god. look
around. Do you see too many enlightened people? 
realize this. Ego-agendas are laden with many desires
to accomplish (the nature of the beast), and desires are
often conflicting. for example, suppose i have a desire
to succeed in my search for god, and i want to work
hard to that end; but i also want to enjoy life, spend
time with my friends, succeed in my job, and so forth –
the desires are not compatible. The first requires killing
the ego; the others require keeping the ego in tact or even
enhancing it if the accomplishment requires creativity.
This kind of conflict brings about tension, unease,
more suffering not less.
Now ask. what motivates you to engage in outer cre-
ativity? The unconscious calling you! The archetypes
calling you! The universe calling you! So you take
your quantum leap, and made a representation of the
archetype as an outer product for others to share. real-
ize that outer accomplishment is no longer enough.
but your accomplishment orientation is still there.
bingo! Turn your accomplishment orientation inward,
toward making representation of those archetypes
in your living. The product of manifestation of the
creative exploration of archetypes is now a new
adult ego with an enlarged relatively conflict-free,
positive relationship with the world, increased
emotional intelligence, an increased access to the
quantum self.
Do you see? you go about inner creativity first
with this goal of embodying the archetypes in
your living and do it one after the other. Engage
in relationships; discover unconditional love.
Manifesting archetypes like love in your living
will produce a brain circuit of positive emotion.
follow this strategy to emotional intelligence –
balancing your negative emotions with the pos-
itive. Engage with ethics with the idea of living
ethics and discover the archetype of goodness.
Engage in deep ecology and teach yourself to be
in harmony with your environment. and so on.
Too much for one life? of course it is. but you
can do it over many reincarnations.
This is important, so let me repeat. The creative
exploration of archetypes requires a strong ego.
Moreover, these creative accomplishments, even
though inner, always strengthen the ego. Surrender-
ing the ego in favor of god or quantum self-identity
requires the weakening of ego’s narcissism. The two
processes are antithetical and must be done in steps.

Do you see that a day may come when you are
tired of accomplishments, even inner ones. you
have done them all, been there, done that. Now is
the time to give up the ego. Now is the time to go
all out, god realization or self-realization whatev-
er you want to call it.
one more comment. when you put your initial
goal of inner creativity as embodying the arche-
types, you can easily see that you don’t neces-
sarily need to be motivated from the negative
side of things – suffering. another intuition
that can initiate the creative exploration of the
archetypes is curiosity: for example, what is it
like to love unconditionally?
The truth is, under the aegis of scientific mate-
rialism which holds that matter is the ground
of being, in the economically advanced coun-
tries, we have become experts in pleasureful liv-
ing and have become very capable of hiding suf-
fering under the rug. consequently, the negative
path draws few people to spirituality today except
that some people do get bored with pleasure
seeking. if you are one of them, your call for
inner creativity will come from the positive side –
curiosity. hear the message that only a few people
can change the world that many of us are intuiting
and that rupert Sheldrake first made into a scien-
tific viability. are you one of these people? are you
curious to find out by engaging inner creativity? 
Ego development not only involves developing a
character of habit patterns and learned contexts but
also developing a persona consisting of various masks
that tend to maintain a self-image. we want to please
other people, so we wear these masks to meet their
expectations of who they think we are. The first stage
of developmental inner creativity turns out to be shed-
ding the self-image and becoming who we really are:
our character, our authentic self. To the extent that we
have self-image, we are much like actors. richard feyn-
man wrote a book named What do you care what other
people think? we make this our motto.

I N N E R C R E A T I V I T Y I N A C T I N G

is there creativity in acting? actors and actresses per-
form in the outer arena, but they do not create any-
thing new in the sense of outer creativity. however,
they do delve into inner creativity (and perhaps even in
outer creativity to the extent that their performances
precipitate in the audience an encounter with meanings
and archetypes).
in Shakespeare’s time, enacting a tragedy was the
actor’s way to practice transcending the ego/persona
level to the authentic-self/character beyond the
masks. The noble heroes of Shakespearian tragedies
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suffer from inner conflict because of the masks that
they wear. There is no resolution except to take off
the masks, which is portrayed as death.
Take the case of hamlet. he is torn between the ethos
of the time – the ego’s ethos – of avenging his father’s
murder and a higher ethos – thou shalt not kill. both
were expected of him and were part of his persona; but
neither were part of his character. The only resolution
was tragedy, the death of the persona, which in his case
occurred through actual physical death.
in primitive cultures, acting involves wearing masks, by
which process the wearer becomes the god or animal that
he or she is portraying. but anthropologists have noted
that masks are worn to stimulate transformative experi-
ences, they are vehicles for inner creativity, for finding
behind the masks the unity of the character/authentic
self. “in these masks you continually find beings trans-
forming into other beings. a man is a bear; a bear is a
killer whale. The artist is showing a shared spirit – that
all beings are in some way the same.”
Today, instead of Shakespearian tragedies, we are back to
a more primitive form of acting, except that the actors
and actresses wear more subtle masks; the characters are
usually ordinary people, not gods and animals. but the
purpose of acting remains the same – to discover for
oneself the unity of the authentic self behind the
diversity of different masks and their different melo-
dramas. “at one point,” muses the actor louis gos-
sett about a role that he successfully played, “i don’t
even know who i am anymore. by the story’s end
he’s (the character) grown into his truest self, and i
didn’t quite realize what a deep thing that would be
to me. when you start to implement yourself and
use your soul, you discover more.”
unfortunately, today many actors and actresses
get caught up in living the life of many personas
and the mind of many masks. instead of explor-
ing deep into their psyches beyond the masks,
they investigate horizontally, expanding the
repertoire of masks they are capable of wearing
to hide their authentic self from themselves.
Thus their performances are no longer ones of
the creative discoveries of his or her authentic
unity but mere technique in the craft of acting. 
This then is the lesson. you can live life expanding
your repertoire of masks and go deeper and deeper
into illusion that these masks create or you can act
the masks out with always the goal of transcending
the mask to unmask yourself. The more unmasked
you are, the easier it is to begin the creative journey
of the authentic exploration of the archetypes.
The truth is, the masks are also representations of
the archetypes, but without any authentic experi-
ence of them, we cannot truly live them; they are

based on what we think the archetypes are and
mere thinking does not make brain circuits that we
can evoke easily without effort when we most need
them. Then we play act them and make them part
of our false self-image. in the process of self-dis-
covery, we play act them with the idea of getting
rid of them as part of the preparation stage and
delve into the rest of the creative process with
authenticity. 
a powerful (and perhaps indispensable) practice
for making life into a union with the authentic
self is self-observation, a radical, unflinchingly
honest, yet non-judgmental observation of your
play-acting behaviour with others – specific ratio-
nalizations, justifications, and other defences –
coupled with self-inquiry into your inner motiva-
tions, feelings, and thoughts while you are doing
it. with ongoing awareness, you can penetrate
deeper and subtler layers of defensive camouflage,
a process that is by turns profoundly illuminating
and acutely painful. Do this practice with compas-
sion for yourself, a compassion that, with advanc-
ing practice, will deepen and extend to others. 

I N N E R C R E A T I V I T Y

I N R E L A T I O N S H I P

while acting, we wear masks and assume someone
else’s identity to explore and gain insight about our
own masks of self-image. in relationship, we have
the opportunity to be in somebody else’s shoes but
more subtly.
The problem is, our ego thrives in homeostasis. This
includes not only our own habits and patterns, but
also the tendency to manipulate others in relationship
into the mould of our own self-perception. and if we
allow movement in a relationship, it is often a horizontal
movement within the contexts defined by our own ego.
breaking through these tendencies is a creative chal-
lenge, and the kind of creative acts that penetrate such
an impasse and restore fluidity to frozen or static rela-
tionships has within them the capacity to catapult us
beyond ego. in other words, growing in a relationship is
inner creativity.
women’s spirituality traditionally has always emphasized
relationship (anderson and hopkins, 1991). and thanks
to the women’s liberation movement and, more recently,
the men’s movement and the work of such people as the
poet robert bly, the demanding “r” word is no longer
anathema to men, even in the west (bly, 1992).
There are many kinds of relationships that we live and
all of them afford us opportunities for exploring arche-
types. below, i will take one such archetype – love –
and examine how intimate relationship can act as a
catapult for discovering love.
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P R E P A R A T I O N :  F R O M S E X A N D

R O M A N C E T O C O M M I T M E N T

in the 2012 election campaign, a conservative (repub-
lican) presidential candidate laid out the republican
doctrine that sex must be used for reproductive pur-
pose only. in contrast, liberals under the influence of
scientific materialism tend to use sex mostly for plea-
sure. human evolution of consciousness demands more
of us than these two primitive use of sexuality.
because of the instinctual brain circuits, our sexuality is
aroused easily and often by a variety of stimuli. when we
are teenagers and these feelings are unfamiliar we become
confused about our sexuality. Most societies have a taboo
against educating the young about sexuality. in some spir-
itual societies, the idea of celibacy is introduced for the
young. unfortunately this is often done without much
guidance as to why or how. The original idea could have
been good: remain celibate until you discover romantic
love when you will no longer be confused about the cre-
ative potential of your sexuality (beyond procreation and
pleasure). romantic love, the ancient traditions intuited,
is the doorway of a creative journey toward archetypal
love. but without any avenue for such education, how
is the confusion going to go away?
if a teenager goes into sex without understanding
the creative potential and purpose of sex (and now i
am not talking about “the birds and the bees” repro-
ductive aspect of sex here that is generally taught in
schools as sex education), he or she will blindly
respond to the brain circuits and look upon sexu-
ality as a gratification, as a vehicle for a unique
kind of intense pleasure. Since the fulfillment of
sexual pleasure with a partner raises vital energy
to the third chakra associated with the ego iden-
tity with the physical body, a sense of personal
power enters the equation. hence it is common
to think of “sexual conquests” in connection
with sex that is not associated with romantic
love. recall that sex in romantic love raises the
energy to the heart chakra.
in the western world, the pattern that has devel-
oped over the last few decades, at least for men, is
this early conditioning of sex for power. women,
thanks to some protective (“conservative”) par-
ents are somewhat exempt, although that is rapid-
ly changing. what happens when we eventually
discover a partner with whom our heart chakra
resonates? we enter the romantic love relationship,
but we tend not to give up the habit of conquest.
So when the romance runs out, which it does
sooner or later because of our tendency to habituate
every new experience, the sex-for-power tendency
returns. we then have a choice. we can look for
another romantic partner, or go deep in the existing
relationship to explore its creative potential.

hence the social custom of a man being the one
who asks his romantic partner to enter marriage. To
enter marriage is to change the equation of sex: i
will commit to change my pattern of using sex for
power to using sex always to make love. which
means we always allow the energy to rise to the
heart after a sexual encounter, we allow ourselves
to become vulnerable. Marriage is a commitment
to make love, not war (to conquest). 
unfortunately, this vital body agreement concur-
rently has to find agreements between the mental
bodies of the partners as well. for mental bodies
of a couple, the individual ego conditionings are
very deep; in the arenas of overlap of ego activity
there will be territoriality, and competitiveness
will emerge and bring the energy down from the
heart chakra to the navel chakra once again
resulting in a return to narcissism. a man says to
his wife when she expressed dissatisfaction with
their marriage: “i don’t get it. your job is to
make me happy. i am perfectly happy. So what’s
the problem?”
The competitiveness and other negative emo-
tions will relent only when we begin to intuitively
glimpse that it is possible to surrender the nega-
tive emotions within the positive energy of love.
a cartoon describes the situation with the narcissism
of the ego perfectly. calvin says, “i am at peace with
the world. i’m completely serene.” when pressed by
hobbes, he clarifies, “i am here so everybody can do
what i want.” from this place, we can love only mag-
nanimously, from the superior level in a hierarchical
relationship. but this is not love and leads to isolation.
when we become aware of our loneliness, in spite of
having friends and partners, we begin to inquire why
we are lonely, why we do not feel loved, and why, in
truth, we cannot give unselfish love either. we have an
open mind. we become curious: if we give uncondition-
al love, does the emptiness fill up? we can stoke the fire
of curiosity until we have a burning question.
it is then that we are serious about engaging the creative
process of discovering love, we have done the basic home-
work, the basic preparation. The next step is unconscious
processing.

U N C O N S C I O U S P R O C E S S I N G I N

T H E E X P L O R A T I O N O F L O V E

our conditioning does not allow incoming stimuli to
evoke all possible responses in our mind-brain-vital
body complex. instead our conditioning acts like a slit
that permits us to process the stimulus in the same
conditioned perspectives that we have seen it before. it
is very much like the case of the electron passing
through a single slit before falling on a fluorescent
screen. it appears right behind the slit, only a little
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blurring of its image due to diffraction gives away
that the electron is still a wave of possibility and not
an entity of complete fixity of a point. but if we pass
the electron through a double slit, the possibility pool
of the electrons is enhanced enormously for additional
unconscious processing. 
in the double-slit experiment, a beam of electrons pass-
es through a two-slitted screen before hitting a second
fluorescent screen. after passing through the two slits of
the first screen, the possibility wave of each electron
divides into two waves that “interfere” with one another;
the result is displayed as spots on the fluorescent screen.
if the crests of the two waves arrive together at a place on
the screen, we get constructive interference – reinforce-
ment of possibility – the probability for an electron to
arrive is maximum that shows as bright spots on the
screen. crest and trough arriving together at a place
make destructive interference – no possibility of any
electron landing there at all – and show as dark regions
on the fluorescent screen. The total pattern, called an
interference pattern, consists of these alternate bright
and dark regions. compared to the single slit pattern,
there has been an enormous enhancement for the pool
of possibilities available to the electron.
what does all this have to do with the creativity in
relationships? unconscious processing always pre-
cedes a creative insight. The more we are able to
generate quantum waves of many possibilities in
our unconscious mind, the more is the efficacy of
unconscious processing.
having a committed intimate relationship is like
having a double slit to sift all your incoming stim-
uli through in this way enhancing your possibility
pool for unconscious processing. The truth is,
you may not yet consciously recognize your part-
ner’s contexts for looking at things; but your
unconscious is already considering them, hence
the change. your possibility pool to choose from
is now much bigger, and chances are better that
new possibilities for creativity are already there
for the quantum consciousness to enter the pic-
ture and choose. with this strategy, sooner or
later, you will fall into a creative intuition of the
“otherness” of the other (to use sociologist
carol gilligan’s language), not unconsciously,
but consciously. you and your intimate “enemy”
have seen the first glimpse that you can become
intimate friends.

I N V I T I N G Q U A N T U M

C O N S C I O U S N E S S T O R E S O L V E

Y O U R C O N F L I C T S :
T H E D O - B E - D O - B E - D O

O F U N C O N D I T I O N A L L O V E

after it dawns on both you and your partner that
your intimate enemy can be your intimate friend as

well, a truly respectful relationship can begin and
you can take more risks. it is in this process of risk
taking that your intimate enemy-future friend can
become a huge boon. your partner is already a
boon because she/he introduces a second slit of a
double slit arrangement through which the stim-
uli you process are sifted allowing an enormous
proliferation of possibilities. is there any other
way to enhance the possibility pool to choose
from even further? is there any way to guarantee
that there will be new possibilities in the pool? 
in the movie, The Wedding Date, to my great
satisfaction the hero said to the heroine some-
thing to the effect, “i want to marry you, because
i’d rather fight with you than make love with
another person.” To practice unconditional love,
it is important to recognize your love partner
shamelessly as also “the intimate enemy.” The
behavioural advice is to use reason to settle the
differences that cause fighting (“renegotiating your
contract”). but unfortunately this amounts only to
suppressing emotions. or if emotions break out
anyway, the behavioural advice is to leave the
scene, to not to let things “get out of hand,” or “to
kiss and make up,” which is usually a pretension
until sexual instinct takes over. These are perhaps
good advice for people who are not ready for uncon-
ditional love. but for you the inner creative, your
challenge is to love your partner in spite of your dif-
ferences. and when these differences cause a fight,
then so be it. remain in the fight explicitly or implic-
itly until a quantum leap takes place or until the situa-
tion become unbearable at your present stage of per-
sonal emotional maturity.
unresolved conflicts are guaranteed to bring new possi-
bilities in your pool for unconscious processing, and who
can process the new but quantum consciousness/god?
gradually, we become capable of waiting out unresolved
conflicts indefinitely until downward causation resolves
them giving us experiences of tangled hierarchical quan-
tum self and the archetype of love. in that experience, you
discover self-reference as a couple: now not only are there
the individuals, you and he (she), but there is also we.
The practice, to hold unresolved conflicts indefinitely
until resolution comes from higher consciousness is a dif-
ficult practice, but the rewards of its manifestation stage
are enormous. The conditions that you impose on your
love now fall away with some effort as new brain circuits
of love take form. The making of a love circuit in your
brain helps you to balance many of your negative emo-
tions – fear, hate, competitiveness etc. The beatles were
right when they sang “all we need is love.”
and then we have choice. once we can love uncon-
ditionally, sex is a choice. we do not need it to make
love. we have a love circuit in our brain now. we can
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still include sex in our love relationship if appropriate
and if we so choose of course, but sex is no longer
compulsory. we don’t have to engage in it helplessly.
in this way, the whole world can become our family.

T H E A W A K E N I N G O F

S U P R A M E N T A L I N T E L L I G E N C E

There are many archetypes of the supramental: love;
beauty; justice; goodness, and truth are some of the
major ones. in our journey of transformation, we have to
explore each of the major archetypes. Each creative explo-
ration will give us upon fruition a brain circuit of positive
emotion that will help us balance the negative in our life.
The primary objective is to move beyond mental intelli-
gence that does not bring us happiness. 
The creative exploration of unconditional love helps us
develop emotional intelligence – the ability to hold inti-
mate relationships and maintain emotional equanimity
in general.
let’s talk about ethics. To be ethical, each of us has to
discover creatively the truth of “love your neighbour as
yourself” which means “be good to your neighbour.”
only when, in a direct quantum leap (an insight), you
experience your oneness with your neighbour and
manifest the truth in your life by making a brain cir-
cuit, can you really live this truth with some genuine
effortlessness and consistency. being good to your
neighbour then becomes an ongoing renewal of
relationship – grounded not in rote fixity but in
present-cantered creative fluidity. you have discov-
ered ethical living. you must similarly discover all
spiritual themes of life – respect, humility, justice,
and other time-honoured values – if you want to
live them.
The ecologist arne Ness gave us the concept of
deep ecology (Duvall and Sessions, 1985). Etymo-
logically, eco comes from the greek word eikos
(meaning place) and logy from the greek logos
(meaning knowledge). So ecology is about
knowledge of the place we live. but in truth, we
live not only in our external environment but
also in our internal environment. Deep ecology
is about the knowledge of both our external and
our internal subtle worlds and it appeals to us to
take ethical responsibility for both our gross and
subtle worlds. 
as our archetypal accomplishments accumulate,
there begins a shift of the ego-identity to a more
balanced relationship of the ego and the quantum
self. i call this shift the awakening of supramental
intelligence, called buddhi in Sanskrit. Etymologi-
cally, intelligence comes from the root word intelli-
go that means “to select among.” indeed, with the
awakening of supramental intelligence we begin to

become aware that we are choosing or selecting
from among the possibilities available. only then,
we begin to take responsibility for our choices. we
grow up, in other words.
The supramental intelligence level of being brings
a welcome freedom from compulsive self-preoc-
cupation. you may sometimes feel this freedom
when you sing in the shower or walk in the
woods. but can you imagine feeling that kind of
freedom during what you call chores, what you
call boredom, or even what you call suffering? it
is like dancing through life. “will you, won’t
you, will you, won’t you, won’t you join the
dance?” This exuberant invitation from lewis
carroll is always open to all of us, but we thrive
in this dancing only when supramental intelli-
gence awakens.
The psychologist carl Jung (1971) also put con-
siderable emphasis on inner creativity of adult
development, which, he said, leads to “individu-
ation” – a stage of development in which the per-
son’s individuality is firmly established within a
cosmic unity. The concept of the awakening of
supramental intelligence is similar.

I N N E R C R E A T I V I T Y :
S E L F R E A L I Z A T I O N

accomplishing the brain circuits of positive emotions
and acquiring emotional intelligence, ethical conduct,
deep ecology, and all that keeps us happily busy for
many incarnations. Eventually, even this urge to explore
begins to habituate. we tend to become bored – been
there, done that. Then what develops is a deep unending
unease that the buddha called dukkha. This is the real-
ization of buddha’s first noble truth – life is suffering.
Suffering comes from the duality of living in the two self
identities – ego and the quantum self. any separation
from wholeness, such as ego-identity itself, is experienced
as suffering. Now the inner-creativity initiate is motivated
to end suffering. To go beyond the accomplishment-ori-
ented self to a state of “no ego-self.” This is the journey of
self-realization approaching from the negative side.
accomplishments of supramental intelligence bring us sat-
isfaction, but even more enticing than satisfaction is the
spiritual joy (that hindus call ananda) that a creative feels
at the moment of the quantum leap, as a by-product of
the unity with the quantum self. gradually, after many
peak experiences, the curiosity becomes intense, becomes
a burning question: can i go beyond duality, can i shift
my identity to the quantum self and forever enjoy the
bliss of that union? To some explorers, the quantum self
reveals itself as an archetype – the self archetype –
almost like any other archetype. This leads to the
intense desire, to know the true self – the nature of
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consciousness itself. This fuels the inquiry – who
am i? what is the true nature of my self? where is it
rooted? This time it is via positiva.
but either way, via negative or via positive, very soon
it becomes clear that now the spiritual journey is very
different – we have to detach from the ego-identity,
give up the accomplishment orientation, etc.
There is a lasting myth in some spiritual traditions that
to be truly initiated into a path of self-realization, you
must have a guru, an enlightened teacher. but the
quantum self, the holy Spirit, is the guru, as some of
these traditions explicitly acknowledge, and it is not
really separate from us. if you are sinking into quick-
sand, you cannot pull yourself up by your own boot-
straps; a law of Newton prevents you. but it is possible
to bootstrap yourself out of the quicksand of ego-identity.
This is because the ego-identity is not compulsory, only
some of the ego-functions are. The ego’s simple hierarchy
and its narcissistic perspective is an aberration (albeit a
necessary one for the creative journey) on the clear con-
sciousness that is the holy Spirit. To expect another,
guru or not, to do your creative work for you is to per-
petuate the aberration.
The problem is that in inner creativity of self-realiza-
tion you are trying to lift yourself beyond the simple
hierarchy of the ego-identity to the tangled hierarchy of
the quantum self. you cannot reach a relationship
based in a tangled hierarchy through one that demands
a simple hierarchy, as in some power-based guru-dis-
ciple relationships. if perchance you encounter one
of those rare individuals who understands and
engages in tangled-hierarchical relationships with
the world, that’s different. in india, such a guru is
called a sadguru.
Now comes the quintessential question. how
are the stages of inner creativity that catapult us
into the exalted realization of the quantum self
of being, the realization that i am the quantum
self, different from the usual stages of creativity
– both inner and outer? 

I N I T I A L P R E P A R A T I O N

Part of the preparation for the spiritual jour-
ney of inner creativity used to be the study of
the literature in order to achieve an intellectual
understanding of the philosophy of conscious-
ness as presented by philosophers and mystics
through the ages. if you were part of a religious
lineage, you studied the scriptures with the moti-
vation of understanding the meaning behind the
form. you also investigated the meaning of par-
ticular rituals and practices.
you would also find a guru, and not necessarily a
human guru, to surrender your ego. it took many

years of study, rituals, and meditation (much like
the creative process today) to break through and
have the realization that “i am the innermost self.”
in hinduism this was called the culmination of
gyana (Sanskrit word for wisdom) yoga. in other
traditions, this goes by a different name. but the
point is that this wisdom did not help much. you
would know the truth, but you still would not
know how to live it. So after the dawning of wis-
dom, you went to practice love (bhakti yoga in
Sanskrit) etc., moving through the archetypes.
Some traditions such as christianity and Sufism
tried to reverse the procedure, love before wis-
dom. but this did not work well either because
without wisdom it is very difficult to master the
conviction (faith) in quantum consciousness to
take on the journey of self-realization. 
Today, as the science of self-realization is becom-
ing clear, it is becoming easy. we have discov-
ered a new gyana yoga, western style. get your
wisdom from the theoretical resolution of quan-
tum paradoxes (goswami, 1993); next convince
yourself that the important elements of the theory
such as nonlocality and downward causation are
experimentally verified. in this way you will gain
faith that this new science is proper science and it
does not fail you, it cannot. This is part of your
preparation. This is, in buddha’s terminology, right
thinking.
at the next stage of your preparation, you investigate
the archetypes. This takes many lifetimes, so in this
lifetime if you already have detachment from accom-
plishments (this detachment is called vairagya in San-
skrit) and yet love, ethics, deep ecology, and emotional
intelligence come easily for you, then you know you
are ready for the final journey of self-realization. you
know already how to live your right thinking. in bud-
dha’s terminology, this is called right living.
if some aspect of right living is still lacking, finish it.
otherwise, the need for accomplishment will still be
there after you experience self-realization and will mess
up the all important manifestation stage. There are
many self-proclaimed gurus today accomplishing away
and enjoying the ego pleasures inappropriately causing
much confusion. it does not mean that they are not
self-realized; but it does mean that they have not been
able to take upon themselves the task of fully manifest-
ing the quantum self-identity from which only befit-
ting action would flow.
The final preparation for the journey of self-realiza-
tion is to find right livelihood for yourself. and this
consists of the life of a renunciate, no less. This
means only one thing: you must not use your liveli-
hood for accomplishing anything that leads to ego
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building. Don’t worry! if you are ready, this step
will not take much effort.

A L T E R N A T E W O R K A N D

I N C U B A T I O N :

W I L L A N D S U R R E N D E R

as with outer creativity and also with the inner cre-
ativity of transformation, much of the work of inner
creativity of self-exploration is unconscious. in inner
creativity of accomplishments, during the stage of uncon-
scious processing we relax from actively pursuing the
problem at hand. in inner creativity of self-realization, we
become quiet, silent; we want to kill the accomplisher.
we surrender to the flow of life rather than trying to
push the river.
Moudgalyana came to buddha with many questions that
he had asked of all the teachers he had encountered. but
buddha saw that the striving student was ready for the
next stage. asked he, “Do you want to know the
answers or know the questions?” Moudgalyana was
startled. he did not know what to say. buddha elabo-
rated, “all worthwhile answers have to grow inside you
[from your burning questions]. what i say is irrelevant.
So stay with me in silence for a year. after the year, if
you still want to ask, i will answer.” Moudgalyana
went into silence. after the year, when buddha asked
him if he had any questions, he remained silent. he
had understood the importance of silence in the
unconscious processing for self-realization.
Supplementing the unconscious processing with
conscious striving to exercise the will is often advan-
tageous. concentration meditation helps to assert
the will, to remind yourself your goal. you may
sit in concentration mentally reciting a chant.
you may stand with both your arms raised hori-
zontally (the posture of cross of the gold) for an
hour a day or whirl like the dervishes to increase
the power of your will.
how hard do you have to practice? it depends.
Some people are so entrenched in their egos that
the heat of much hard practice is needed for
them to jump out of their trenches. others find
it easy. in a Zen story, a spiritual seeker meets an
extraordinary spiritual family in which all mem-
bers have awakened to their buddha nature. in
answer to the seeker’s question, “is it difficult to
awaken to our true nature?” the father says, “it is
very, very difficult.” but the mother says, “it’s the
easiest thing in the world.” The son says, “Neither.”
finally the daughter says, “if you make it difficult,
it is. if you don’t, it’s not.” 

T H E E N C O U N T E R I N T H E I N N E R

C R E A T I V I T Y O F S E L F - R E A L I Z A T I O N

as with outer creativity and inner creativity of
accomplishments, inner creativity of self-realization
also involves an encounter between our ego and
quantum modalities. The existentialist philosopher
Martin buber has called this the i-thou encounter;
the encounter is even more intense than in the cre-
ativity in the service of accomplishments because
your purpose is the transformation of your self-
identity, a radical change in the familiar home-
ostasis of your adult ego. radical change requires
a radical intensity.
a young man did not understand how it was
possible to concentrate on a mantra even for a
few minutes. So his teacher, who happened to be
the king, ordered the young man to carry a vessel
full of oil three times around the palace. “and
while you carry the oil,” cautioned the king, “be
careful that not a single drop falls to the ground.
a swordsman will follow you, and he will instantly
cut off your head if any of the oil spills.” while
carrying out the command, the young man easily
understood the intensity that is involved in success-
ful concentration.
The physician/spiritual teacher richard Moss (1981)
recognizes impending surgery as fostering the
meditative intensity that i am talking about. The
healing path is a great one for self-realization. 
when the mystic/psychologist richard alpert worked
on a prison ashram project, he was impressed with the
level of awareness of the inmates on death row (Dass,
1977). hospice workers too find that high levels of
intensity become available to people facing death. Such
intensity can forge the bedrock commitment that is
required for your spiritual quest.
it is not too difficult to build intensity. Many of us
know this from such “negative” experiences as brooding
on anxiety. what prevents you from looking into your
patterns with the intensity that develops from these
states? we escape with Tv or light reading, or squander
our energy on imagined scenarios of triumphs and fail-
ures, retaliation and vengeance. instead, suppose you
vigilantly observe whatever comes up as precisely as pos-
sible? This was the basis of the teaching of the mystic J.
krishnamurti. Just observe, just look.
ultimately, we are afraid of intense practice. it’s like the
hungry chicken and the pig that were traveling together.
They saw a diner with a sign advertising a bacon-and-
egg special, and the chicken wanted to stop there. but
the pig balked, protesting, “you have to make only a
contribution. but for me, that’s total commitment.”
The mystic ligia Dantes suggests watching our fear
and learning to discriminate between fear as a natural
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survival instinct and fear as fantasy to perpetuate the
illusions of the ego-identity. when you shed fantasy
fear, you can more readily invite intensity into your
practice (Dantes, 1990).
“if i give up my ego, what is left of me?” This is the
eternal question, formed entirely from our desires,
fears, attachments, etc., that makes us shy away from
honest self-scrutiny and prevents us from surrendering
to the quantum self. is there life after the shift of your
center of being beyond the ego? you have to ask the
question with intensity and perseverance, to take a risk
with no surety of reward, and to accept the anguish of
waiting for the “new life” to spring forth.

B I G I N S I G H T

The mystic franklin Merrell-wolff practiced the path of
wisdom (he was a trained mathematician/philosopher)
for years with high intensity. Then two things hap-
pened. one day, he came across the wisdom of the indi-
an mystic Sankara while reading his book Crest Jewel of
Discrimination. The wisdom was, atman (quantum self)
is brahman (consciousness – the ground of being). he
began to ponder this wisdom for days as if he has
found his guru. Then one day, he realized that there
is nothing to seek. To his amazement, this realization
was followed by an experience of the quantum self
(Merrell-wolff, 1973).
what actually takes place in awareness in this
direct encounter with the quantum self? franklin
Merrell-wolff is quite specific:
The first discernible effect on consciousness was something
that I may call a shift in the base of consciousness. [...] I
knew myself to be beyond space, time, and causality. […]
Closely associated with the foregoing realization there is a
feeling of complete freedom. […] I did not attempt to stop
the activity of the mind, but simply very largely ignored
the stream of thought. […] The result was that I was
both here and ‘There’, with the objective consciousness less
acute than normal. (Merrell-wolff, 1973: 38-40.)
in the moment of spiritual illumination of this
kind, primary quantum self awareness floods the
field of attention; secondary-awareness processes
related to memory and ego continue but are
given no attention or importance.
Some people declare that they are “enlightened”
as a result of the experience of self-realization.
but there is a fallacy here. as lao Tzu used to say,
“the one who knows cannot say, the one who says
cannot know.” So here is a genuine difference
between inner creativity of archetypal accomplish-
ments and the inner creativity of self-realization.
in inner creativity of accomplishments, at the
manifestation stage, the ego is the central player. So
the subtle ego-boosting that is inherent in regarding

a product as an accomplishment does no harm to
the product. The ego identity needs to be strong
anyway. but in inner creativity of self-realization,
any such inflation of the ego is a detriment to the
process and must delay or distort the manifesta-
tion of the wisdom of the insight. 
The american mystic richard alpert (aka, ram
Dass) went public with his “enlightenment” only
to realize years later how the declaration had
interfered with the manifestation of the trans-
formation of his being. after he corrected his
mistake, his flowering resumed.
in other words, humility is a necessary ingredi-
ent of the inner journey of the manifestation of
the insight of self-realization. humility is the
recognition that a transpersonal consciousness
beyond ego, beyond even the quantum self is
potentially in charge.

W H A T I S E N L I G H T E N M E N T ?

During the earlier stages of the process of inner
creativity leading to self-realization, a moving
away from the world, a renunciation, takes place.
During manifestation, there is a re-entry into the
world, but from no fixed centre of self-identity that
has shifted beyond ego. This re-entry problem is
alluded to in the Zen saying, “before awakening
[enlightenment], mountains are mountains and lakes
are lakes. Then [during the creative process that
includes manifestation], mountains are not moun-
tains, lakes are not lakes. after awakening [enlighten-
ment], mountains are mountains, lakes are lakes.”
with the realization of no ego-self, the identity with the
ego more and more gives way to the quantum self as we
try to manifest that realization in our regular living. The
ego now serves more and more as the functional agent of
the quantum self. Quantum consciousness/god speaks
to the quantum self which communicates to the ego; the
ego carries out the choices of the quantum consciousness
without interference. 
The East indian mystic ramakrishna used the analogy of
a salt figurine dipped into the ocean to make the same
point. The figurine dissolves; its function, the saltiness,
remains even though merged with the ocean, but its sep-
arate structure and identity no longer exist. This is the
goal of the manifestation stage of the creative act of self-
realization. The challenge is not to run away from
ambiguities that arise or to escape into an action-ori-
ented approach but to remain aware of the movements
of consciousness as they manifest reality.
all three great East indian mystics of recent times,
ramakrishna, ramana Maharshi, and Sri aurobindo,
spent long years in silence after their ‘aha!’ insight of
self-realization. The sixth patriarch of chan buddhism,
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hui Neng, was a humble cook for twelve years after his
enlightenment before circumstances catapulted him to
public life.
as the center of the self shifts beyond ego, the direc-
tion of action increasingly comes from the quantum
self – primary awareness. at the cremation grounds in
india, an attendant stands by the pyre with a stick to
see that no part of the body escapes the fire. when the
job is done, the attendant throws the stick on the pyre.
This is the destination.

S A V I K A L P A A N D N I R V I K A L P A

S A M A D H I

in self-realization, what one experiences is the oneness
of everything, the subject, the object(s), the entire field
of awareness, all seem to become one. in the yoga litera-
ture (Taimni, 1961), this is called savikalpa Samadhi in
Sanskrit; samadhi means the balance of the two poles of
subject and object. Savikalpa means with separation. in
other words, in this experience, we become aware of
the dependent co-arising of the universal quantum self
and the world (object) albeit the self (subject) is
already split from the world (object). we do not ever
experience consciousness undivided from its possibil-
ities. any experience, by definition, involves collapse
of possibility into actuality and subject-object split.
in other words, savikalpa samadhi is as deep (or
high) as we can go in experience. we see clearly
that we are the children of god.
very confusingly to the ordinary mind, the Eastern
literature refers to another kind of samadhi called
nirvikalpa samadhi. The Sanskrit word nirvikalpa
means without split – without subject-object sep-
aration. if there is no experience without subject-
object split, what does this represent?
To understand this, consider deep sleep. in deep
sleep, there is no subject-object split, and there
is no experience. but there is no problem with
accepting that we sleep either. we all sleep and
it is an accepted state of consciousness.
So nirvikalpa samadhi has to be understood as a
deeper sleep in which some special unconscious
processing takes place that is cognized at the
moment of waking much like the experience of
a near-death survivor experiencing autoscopic
vision and later remembering it upon being
revived. This is what the East indian sage Patan-
jali meant when he said, “meditate on knowledge
that comes during sleep.”
what is the special vision that is revealed upon
waking up from nirvikalpa? The mystic sage
Swami Sivananda (1987) describes it thus:

There are two kinds of […] nirvikalpa samadhi. In the
first the jnani [wise person], by resting in Brahman [San-
skrit word for Godhead], sees [processes] the whole world
within himself as a movement of ideas, as a mode of being
or a mode of his own existence […] This is the highest
state of realization. […] In the second variety the world
vanishes from view and the jnani rests on pure attribute-
less Brahman.

clearly the first kind of nirvikalpa samadhi is the
ultimate state of unconscious processing when
we as quantum consciousness – god in religious
jargon – process the entire world of quantum
possibilities including the archetypes. it is not an
experience but a state of consciousness.
Sivananda’s second kind of nivikalpa state is
called Turiya in the vedanta literature. Turiya is
a deeper nirvikalpa state of non-experience. can
there be a (unconscious) state of consciousness
deeper than the unconscious processor of quan-
tum possibilities of the whole universe? what
was before that? consciousness with all possibili-
ties, no limitation – not even quantum laws –
imposed, that’s what. when all possibilities are
included, there is no quality, and there is nothing
to process, a reason buddhists call this state of con-
sciousness the great void and hindus call it nirguna,
attributeless, without qualifications, and christians
call it godhead (prior to god).
So what is the point of all this for enlightenment?
There is a claim in the spiritual literature of india
that people of nirvikalpa capacity are totally trans-
formed, their identity completely shifts to the quan-
tum self except when the ego is needed for everyday
chores, for ego-functions.
So what is enlightenment? for savikalpa creatives, the
discussion above has shown that the self-realization expe-
rience requires an arduous journey, but it is not the end
of the road. you have to manifest the quantum self in
your living.
Now suppose you have the capacity for nirvikalpa state of
type 1 whenever you desire it. if your desires are tuned to
that of the creating consciousness, this would be quite
natural, wouldn’t it? in that case, doesn’t it make sense to
say that all your doings would be carried out preceded by
god’s unconscious processing and creative choice guar-
anteeing appropriateness? and yet, the very fact that one
has desires compromises this exalted state of existence,
doesn’t it?
for the achiever of the nirvikalpa samadhi of the first
kind, now unconscious processing includes the process-
ing of supramental possibilities. This means that tuning
oneself to the evolutionary movements of conscious-
ness and acting from it appropriately would now be
easy without effort. but, there is still “somebody” who
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is walking his/her biddings in real time. a vestige of
ego-identity remains.
The situation is drastically different for a person once
turiya – unconscious processing in the attributeless –
is the case. There is no longer any “thing” to manifest,
all desires (vana in Sanskrit) of manifestation is now
burnt away. So this is nirvana, to use the language of
buddha, the state of no desire. 
when nirvikalpa Samadhi becomes easy without effort,
in a sense it is liberation, because since there is nothing
more to be accomplished, there is no need to take
rebirth. So if liberation means liberation from birth-
death-rebirth cycle, then liberation arrives with nirvana.
but if you have the exulted notion that liberation means
total freedom, forget it. with embodiment, one cannot
be totally free of ego-conditioning, one cannot always be
in the quantum self. hence the wise koan: how does the
Zen master go to the bathroom? a Zen master goes to
the bathroom the same way as every adult using ego-
conditioning. and whenever the ego modality is used,
the identity may come back and play out. 
So in esoteric hinduism there is the concept of libera-
tion in the body that then is recognized to have some
limitations. only for liberation with death, there is
total freedom.
Science is telling us unambiguously that only people
of turiya consciousness are fully transformed in every
which way imaginable. obviously, the great mystics
of the world, from reading the folklore around them,
seem to qualify for this turiya level of being. but
speaking as a scientist, we must reserve our judg-
ment until more data is available.                         8
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P R E F A C E

E N T E R I N G A G L O B A L P E R S P E C T I V E

O N S P I R I T U A L A W A K E N I N G S

hERE ARE PERIodS In oUR hUMAn And

cultural evolution in which humanity
passes through such fundamental trans-
formations that our reality shifts and
new patterns of thought are required to

make sense of our unfolding human drama.
And when we stand back from our usual more
localized perspectives and worldviews and dilate
our minds to a more comprehensive global
vision very striking patterns come into relief.
That we are in the midst of such a profound
shift is beyond doubt, and it is of the highest
importance to have the appropriate vision, lens,
perspective, grammar and technology of mind to
adequately conceptualize, articulate and narrate
the nature of this transformation. 
I wish to suggest that the profound transformation
we are now witnessing has been emerging on a global

scale over millennia and has matured to a tipping
point and rate of acceleration that has been and
will continue to radically alter our human condi-
tion in every aspect. So it is of the highest impor-
tance that we expand our perspective and call
forth unprecedented narrative powers to ade-
quately name, diagnose and articulate this shift. 
There are a growing number of frontier voices
that in recent decades have emerged in announc-
ing, pronouncing, languaging, conceptualizing
and narrating this planetary shift in our evolu-
tion. My own journey over the past four decades
has converged at the same frontier and in these
brief and summary remarks I shall try to focus
on what, for me, is the most fundamental chal-
lenge in processing the evolutionary shift that
changes everything. 
If we can stand back and enter a more expansive
global perspective we readily find diverse visionary
voices on a global scale throughout our evolution
who are speaking from a deeper dimension of literacy
and intelligence – a missing integral logic and technol-
ogy of mind – that is the key to adequately processing
their insight. In these brief remarks I shall focus on this
missing link that is, so to speak, an “access code” to the
“enchanted” universe and to the remarkable global con-
sensus that reality is an integral and holistic unified field
of information and dynamic connectivity. 
This deeper integral logic of consciousness involves
nothing less than a dimensional shift in rationality and
discourse that calls for a radical revision in our world
making, including of course our understanding of cul-
ture, knowledge and the essence of scientific minding
itself. It is in this dimensional shift in rationality
together with its deeper disclosure of Reality that the
expanded and evolved space of integral science emerges.
In my brief summary remarks I shall sketch the philo-
sophical, rational and ontological foundations this
dimensional shift.

P R O L O G U E

A G L O B A L R E N A I S S A N C E I N S P I R I T U A L I Z E D

R A T I O N A L I T Y ,  S C I E N C E ,  R E L I G I O N

A N D C U L T U R E

As we enter the 21st century it is unmistakably clear that
we are in the midst of a profound and unprecedented

S P I R I TUA L TRAN S FORMAT ION S
A S T H E AWA K E N I N G O F G L O B A L C O N S C I O U S N E S S :

A D I M E N S I O N A L S H I F T I N T H E T E C H N O L O G Y O F M I N D

A S H O K K .  G A N G A D E A N
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shift in the human condition – a global renaissance
that affects every aspect of our cultural lives, our self
understanding and, of course, our rational enter-
prise. This evolutionary transformation, when seen
through the global lens, has been emerging through
the ages on a global scale. In this brief reflection I
shall suggest that the dimensional shift we are speak-
ing of is of an order of magnitude that is so profound
that the very concept of a person, of what it means to
be human, of our encounter with Reality, of the nature
of rationality and all our hermeneutical arts, including
the nature of science... are likewise taken to a higher
dimension. I wish to suggest that this global context
along with this evolutionary shift in the rational enter-
prise is the appropriate context to situate the diverse
pioneering voices calling for a great awakening of
humanity through the ages.
In this global perspective we see the macro pattern of the
most gifted minds seeking in one way or another to dis-
cern, name, formulate and narrative that which is First,
an inescapable primal Reality, Force, Energy, Being,
Principle, Arche... that conditions and makes all exis-
tence, experience, worlds... living realities possible.
There is a clear global consensus on this, and if we
pause to scan the spectrum of great teachers and
teachings across the planet – Lao Tzu, Buddha,
Krishna, Moses, Jesus, Socrates, Plato... to mention a
few – it is already apparent that the heart of their
teaching flows from a profound recognition of such
a Primal First all-encompassing forcefield.
Although the Primal Reality is named differently
in the relatively localized grammars and textual
traditions – Tao, Aum, Brahman, Sunyata, Yah-
weh, Christ, Allah, Logos... – it is immediately
apparent that they all purport to name a Primal
Source that must be boundless, Infinite, and all-
encompassing. And although I will not, cannot,
develop this foundational point in this brief
summary reflection, it is all-important to rec-
ognize that the Logic and ontology of this
Infinite First immediately implies that It must
be one and the Same - there cannot be more
than one Infinite First. however, although our
greatest teachers have seen and known that the
Primal First Infinite Source must be one and
the same, there has not emerged a truly Global
or Universal Grammar and Techno-Logic that
formulates and brings out this global truth. nor
has it been clear that this Primal Source of all
worlds and cultures implies an Integral Unified
Field of Reality that is the foundation and source
of all possible worldviews and renderings of reality
through the ages, including, of course, world-
views that have emerged in the diverse sciences.
Furthermore, this missing and eclipsed Primal Logic
is nothing less than the logic of integral reason that

pervades the human condition, although it has been
deformed, repressed and most often eclipsed by cer-
tain egocentric patterns of minding which, we shall
see in a moment, have continued to dominate our
discourse through the ages in all areas of our cul-
tural life, including our scientific enterprise. Per-
haps a main focal point in this brief reflection on
the profound dimensional Shift that is now accel-
erating is that the depth and nature of human
reason has been deformed by these egocentric
patterns. here we see that the global consensus
of our great traditions recognize that we human
make our worlds, our living realities, through
the conduct of our thinking- how we use our
minds- the technology of minding.
And perhaps one of the grandest insights of
the ages is that egocentric patterns of mind,
which deform our true Rational nature, has
distorted the true Integral and holistic nature
of Reason, and thus deformed our human
essence and all of our hermeneutical or inter-
pretive activities. A focal theme here is that our
diverse sciences, and scientific method, scientific
knowing, has likewise been stunted and deformed
by these egocentric patterns of ego-reason. our
reflections here are seeking to correct this very
serious mistake, and open the way to the true and
authentic ground of coherent rationality and the
eclipsed integral and holistic worldview that is
objective reality its, the global and universal cosmo-
logical field that constitutes the missing Unified
Field of the Primal Infinite Source.
Thus, the deep ontology of this Global Unified
Field is the holistic Worldview that has been discerned
in diverse more localized ways through the ages, and
its irrepressible Presence is what is now being mani-
fested in the unprecedented dimensional shift that is
in the offing. 
In what follows we will briefly sketch this shift from ego-
centric reason to the present maturation of the Global
Grammar of holistic and Integral Rationality – the logic
of the sciences – of advancing scientific method and
higher scientific epistemology and ethics. Let’s then
look a little more closely albeit in a sketchy and sum-
mary fashion at the essence of this profound dimen-
sional shift into Global Reason, Integral Science and its
holistic Worldview.

T H E K E Y T O T H E D I M E N S I O N A L

S H I F T T O W A R D S G L O B A L R E A S O N

TH E T R AD I T I O N O F “ F I R S T PH I LO S O PH Y ”  A S P R E C U R S O R

TO G LO B A L I N T E G R A L S C I E N C E

our global lens, which is the aperture of Integral
Reason and the awakened global mind, and which
we now elucidate, makes immediately evident across
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diverse alternative narratives of The First – this is
called the traditions of “First Philosophy”– that the
primal logic, onto-logic, of this Infinite Source encodes
a profound consensus of Global Wisdom, of Global
Truths – valid and vindicated through the ages across
widely diverse philosophies, religions, cultural world-
views and hermeneutical disciplines. The diverse classi-
cal traditions of “First Philosophy” across the planet
which we just alluded to, have all sought to name and
articulate the Infinite Primal Source that constitute
global rational space. 

WE A R E A S W E M I ND -  T H E G LO B A L H E RM EN EU T I C A L A X I OM

The collective global wisdom of this perennial tradition
discerns a fundamental global axiom – that we are as
we mind, that we humans, through our interpretive
activity, co-create our worlds, our living realities. We
may call this the “hermeneutical axiom” – meaning
that the highest human art is the art of world making,
of shaping the ecology of mind wherein we render our
worldview and narrative our reality. This global truth
– that to be human is to interpret, that our experience
is essentially constituted in our interpretive activity,
may be distilled as one of the major findings in the
evolution of philosophical thought. 
once this is recognized, that every aspect of our
human condition is conditioned by how we are
using our minds, that we have no access to “reality”
apart from our subjective, interpretive practices in
the conduct of our mind – it is an easy step to dis-
cern that our technology of minding is all impor-
tant in what appears before us as our living reality.
This is the supreme unifying factor is every
aspect of our cultural life, in every disciplinary
language or field of interpretation. To experi-
ence is to interpret, and to interpret is to render
all that appears through the lens of our mind,
through our mental ecology and through our
technology of minding.

TH E EM E RG EN T I N T E G R A L S C I E N C E :  CON S E N S U S O F

G LO B A L W I S DOM

It is in this consensus and convergence of the
diverse traditions of “First Philosophy” – the
recognition that how we use our minds is all
important in shaping our living realities – that
we find the early seeds of Integral Global Sci-
ence. Aristotle, for example, one clear founder
of “First Philosophy” in the Greco-European
traditions of philosophy and science was quite
clear that there is a primal science, grounded in
logic/ontology – the science of Reason itself –
that conditions every other discipline, every
aspect of human experience and cultural life. 
And now we see precisely why this primal science of
Reason conditions every possible aspect of experience,

hence every discipline, every perspective: it is this
very recognition that how we operate in rational
space – the space of Logos – conditions and pre-
sides in all our experience. And clearly for Aristotle
(and of course for his teacher, Plato, whose teacher
is Socrates) the primal science of Logos – the for-
mal sciences of Logic and ontology – structures
the space and dynamics of consciousness wherein
human experience in all its dimensions becomes
possible and accessible.
But this foundational science of Logos, as devel-
oped in the twin formal sciences of Logic/ontol-
ogy, which was the heart and pulse of First Phi-
losophy, somehow got lost along the way. Logic
is the formal science of consciousness that artic-
ulates the fundamental laws of thought, the
dynamics of rational space; and ontology is
the formal science of Being that is another pri-
mal face of rational space. Together onto-Logic
provides the expanded and dilated rational lens
of the mind together with the dynamics of
minding that frames all aspects of our interpre-
tive activities. And these twin faces of First Sci-
ence unfold in and through our technology of
minding a logistic of mental processing that opens
access to the deeper global dimension of language,
consciousness, experience and our dialogic encounter
with Primal Reality. So let us pause a moment in this
depth probe of the heart of the dimensional Shift
in Rationality to focus further on the “technology or
logistic of minding”.

TECHNOLOGY OF MINDING AS KEY TO THE DIMENSIONAL SHIFT

In our global narrative across diverse worlds and tra-
ditions through the ages perhaps the most remarkable
and startling finding in the collective global wisdom is
the contrast between egocentric patterns of minding
and living, on the one hand, and the more mature
holistic, and dialogic patterns of integral minding that
comes with awakened reason. The great wisdom tradi-
tions that speak from the Primal Forcefield of awak-
ened consciousness concur that when humans become
ensnared in what may be called “egocentric” patterns of
processing self and world certain chronic existential,
rational and hermeneutical pathologies ensue. 
It has been recognized and reconfirmed through the ages
that egocentric methods of minding separate the thinker
from the object of thought, severs from the holistic pri-
mal field of reality, and sets in motion a dialectic of
deep dualities, divisions, separations, reductions, reifi-
cation, fragmentation, alienation and a vast range of
existential, personal and cultural pathologies. The ego-
centric mind takes itself to be a self-existent being
which tends to be monocentric, that is, to process
reality through its localized lens or perspective and
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thus breaks the deeper rational circuits of the inte-
gral field of Reason and Reality. 
By contrast, this collective wisdom in one way or
another recognizes and teaches that we humans have a
choice in our technology of minding, and we can
choose to move beyond the egocentric stage of mind-
ing and living, advancing to a higher dimension of
rational and enlightened life through holistic and inte-
gral dynamics of minding wherein the thinker and what
is through remain in deep interactive and dialogic mutu-
ality. The leading insight of the global wisdom tradition
is that the Primal Field of Reality is the space of Integral
Reason, the Unified and Unifying Field of Logos where-
in everything is dynamically interconnected, interrelated,
mutually constituting and co-creatively evolving.
The basic insight is that we have the rational capacity
to conduct our consciousness in sync with this dynami-
cally interrelational, eventful universe. It is this very
congruence and correspondence between our technol-
ogy of minding with the dialogic and nondual dynam-
ics of the Field of Reality that constitutes matured and
awakened rational coherence and integrity. And the
global wisdom tradition recognizes that the main
event in our human cultural evolution and develop-
ment is precisely this shift from the more adolescent
egocentric and monocentric patterns of reason to
the more mature and healthful integral, hologistic
and dialogic technology of minding and living.
For example, the deep insights of the Buddha
expressed in the Four noble (I would suggest Global)
Truths focuses on precisely this contrast between
egocentric living and the rational awakening to
the higher Integral Technology of minding reality.
The essence of Buddhist thought is the elabora-
tion of the first noble Truth that ego minding is
existential suffering, in the generic sense of a dis-
integral, fractured and fragmented life that lives
in artificial or constructed realities. The other
side of this essence is the transformation and
rehabilitation of habits of mind into the medita-
tive, non-dual, holistic patterns that brings the
thinker into integral connectivity with the fun-
damental relational field of Reality. This awaken-
ing of natural reason is seen as the essence of
human liberation, freedom, encounter with true
Reality, hence scientific knowing and moral
being. It is when our hermeneutical practices of
self-making and world making flow with the fab-
ric of interconnected Reality that we can know
true reality as it is.
In this tradition it was nagarjuna (150-250 CE), the
brilliant Buddhist dialectician, who demonstrated
decisively that egocentric “reason” or “logic” that
presumes independently (non relational) entities
having self-existence is fundamentally incoherent,

unsustainable and self-contradictory. The heart of
Buddhist rationality is this recognition that ego-
centric minding is the source of dysfunctions and
pathologies in all directions and cannot be the
logistic or technology of natural reason. neverthe-
less, cultures and diverse disciplines continue to
remain deeply fixated and lodged in such ego-
centric patterns of minding.
Similarly the heart of hindu First Philosophy as
reflected through the ancient Vedic teachings
and performed in the deep dialogue of the
Bhagavadgita, one of the pillars of the core
Vedantic teaching, makes the same fundamen-
tal critique of egocentric minding, reason and
logic. The rationality of Vedantic First Philoso-
phy, as developed from Sankara (7th century,
Ad) through Aurobindo (20th century) likewise
focused on demonstrated that egocentric mind-
ing is the primary cause of fragmentation, dis-
coherence, incommensurable dualities, self
alienation... that ultimately produces existential
and rational pathologies on the personal and
cultural levels of experience. here, too, it is clear
that egocentric “reason” is pre-critical and pre-
rational and is incapable to bringing us into direct
encounter with objective reality and truth. By
contrast this tradition teaches that the meditative
awakening of consciousness brings us to an integral
yoga of the mind, to integral intelligence and reason
which is nondualistic and hologistic in nature.
of course this fundamental critique of egocentric
“rationality” is played out at various highpoints in the
evolution of Greco-European traditions of First Philos-
ophy as well. We see early beginning of this Logos tradi-
tion in the narratives of Parmenides, heraclitus, Socrates
and Plato. And the move to the frontier of the funda-
mental Primal Field is clearly reached in the inquiries of
Aristotle, and plays out brilliant in descartes’ “Meditations
on First Philosophy”. I should mention that through the
global lens we find a very different descartes than the
one found by those interpreters who are lodged in ego-
centric “reason” with its dualistic and fragmenting episte-
mology, logic and ontology. 
In our reading, descartes was, indeed, awakening his
meditative intelligence in pressing to the foundations
of knowledge, science through profound first philoso-
phy. he was clearly breaking the egocentric barrier and
crossing into the deeper Integral and non-dual ratio-
nal space of awakened meditative intelligence. In fact,
descartes, if interpreted in the appropriate logistic of
Integral Reason would have (could have) been a cru-
cial turning point in the journey into the deeper
foundation of objective science and rationality. This
was the essence of his experiment. And in fact, his
dimensional shift continued to haunt the European
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tradition through the explorations into the founda-
tion of objective science in the radical writings of
husserl and further developed by his eminent disci-
ple heidegger, whose mature philosophy arrived at
this inevitable dimensional shift to meditative ratio-
nal intelligence. 
Instead, descartes profound dimensional shift in reaching
the “I am” has been grotesquely distorted by predomi-
nant egocentric readings of his meditations on first phi-
losophy. And, unfortunately, descartes did not have
clarity on the need for the more advanced rational tech-
nology of mind to express his vital insights and left him-
self open to egocentric hermeneutical abuse by falling
back into the egocentric rational logistic in expressing
his findings. So the fate of descartes is emblematic and
symptomatic of the continued deformation and distor-
tion of Integral Reason and genuine access to the funda-
mental Field of Reality that is the foundation of all cul-
ture and all disciplines. his primary objective was pre-
cisely to uncover the deeper foundations of knowledge,
reason, ethics, the sciences, and the encounter with
objective reality. his lifework stands as a confirmation
of our main point- while his meditative journey into
first philosophy took him into the primal Unified
Field, his reliance on the older egocentric logistic of
minding worked against this dimensional shift, mak-
ing all the more poignant the absence of the univer-
sal calculus or grammar of reason that he sought.
And, of course, we can go on in narrating other
prime examples of earlier forms of the dimensional
shift- the founding of the Judaic Faith (another ver-
sion of first philosophy) in the struggles of Abra-
ham and Moses, and epitomized in the life and
teaching of Jesus. From the perspective of the
global lens it is quite clear that the life of Jesus
bears witness to the urgency of the dimensional
shift to the Unified Field of Logos embodied in
the rite of passage of the “new covenant”. It may
be said here that Jesus, as Christ, the Logos
made Flesh, embodied the dimensional shift to
Integral Intelligence that finds communion and
awakened moral-rational life in the technology
of the Logosphere.
here, again, from the ontological point of view,
the teaching of Jesus may be summed up as
revealing that egocentric life, the life of alien-
ation from Logos, is the primal cause and source
of existential disorders and hermeneutical mal-
practice, while the crossing of the new covenant
into awakened Integral Consciousness – the
light of Reason – is the telos of human evolution.
That Jesus’ teaching of First Philosophy and the
technology of reconciliation with Logos were
mis-appropriated in the lower egocentric technol-
ogy of mind is just another tragic example of
rational and hermeneutical malpractice having dire
consequences. And so on.

Suffice it to say in this brief sketch that a com-
pelling story may be told through the global lens
to document the irrepressible dimensional shift to
the fundamental field of Integral Reason on a glob-
al scale. At the same time in this global perspective
it is also evident that humanity still lacked a truly
global narrative, a global grammar and technology
of mind, to bring out the mature and generic
form of this foundational transformation into
the space of Global Reason. In my research and
publications over the past three decades I have
presented the results of my quest for this miss-
ing global grammar and logistic of awakened
rationality.

I N A U G U R A T I O N O F T H E G L O B A L G R A M M A R O F

LOGO S

I have here introduced some simple notation to
mark the all-important distinction and relation
between the egocentric technology or minding
and the holistic (dialogic, integral) technology of
Global Reason that embodies the dimensional
shift we are speaking of. In this context I have
suggested that the Greek primal word “Logos” be
used as a generic “marker”, “place holder” or “vari-
able” for the Primal Infinite Word that has been
named and narrated in boundlessly diverse ways
through the ages in diverse cultures, disciplines and
textual traditions. So Logos is a holonym (a new
word, not just a “synonym”) for such Primal names
as Tao, Aum, Brahman, Logos, Christ, Yahweh, Allah,
Nature, Spirit, Energy, Cosmos, etc. 

T H E F U N D A M E N T A L ( ( N O T A T I O N ) )  F O R T H E

L O G O S P H E R E

Perhaps most important along with this stipulation of
a Global Primal name Logos for all possible worlds is
the notation which marks the two fundamental dimen-
sions of consciousness, language, reality, experience, cul-
ture and hermeneutical practice: I have found it useful,
even essential to mark any item in the dimension of
Logos with ((...)) “double bracket” markers to make
explicit the crossing into the logistic of Integral Global
Reason, and by contrast, to explicitly mark any word,
utterance, phenomenon, experience, item situated in
the egocentric technology of mind: /.../ “single bracket”
markers.
So any word or utterance, “X”, spoken in the global lens, in
the Rational space of the ((Logosphere)), is marked with
the ((X)) ... as if ((...)) were “quotes” while any word, utter-
ance “X” spoken in the egocentric lens, in the space of /ego-
centric reason/ or the /Egosphere/ is marked with /X/ .

And the all-important dimensional shift we have been
focusing on here may be ((symbolically)) rendered as
the shift from /ego reason/ to ((global reason)).
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here it may be said that the evolution of culture
and consciousness through the ages may be symbol-
ically summed up as the shift from /reason/ to
((Reason)), from /logic/ to ((Logic)) from the /egos-
phere/ to the ((Logosphere)), and for the purposes of
this volume, from /science/ to ((Science)).

TH E E VO LU T I ON A RY D IM EN S I ON A L S H I F T F ROM / CU LT U R E /

TO ( ( C U LT U R E ) )

having introduced this fundamental ((notation)) we
are in a position in this brief sketch to bring these
opening remarks to conclusion. We will not develop
here the dialectical details of the dysfunction and
pathology inherent in /egocentric reason/. We have sug-
gested that egocentric /reason/ tends to be /monocen-
tric/, always privileging its own subjective and localized
“logos” its /worldview/ or /cultural lens/. In this /ratio-
nal space/ the /thinker/ is existentially and logistically
separated from the /content of thought/:

/thinking subject/   vs   /object of thought/
/egocentric “I”/   vs   /content of experience/
/knower/   vs   /known/

In this structurally and logistically dualistic severance
our /subjective field of consciousness/ is alienated
from the /object of consciousness/
It is this chronic and pernicious divide, together
with the fragmenting logistic of egocentric logic
that generates the constitutive dualism, fragmenta-
tion, objectification and /logocentrism/ that gener-
ates not only the rational pathologies but the
human and cultural existential pathologies as
well. In a real sense we may sum up this broken
/rational space/ by saying that this dimension of
discourse in pre((rational)) pre((critical)) and
pre((scientific)). For /egocentric reason/, in
privileging its own prejudiced, localized world-
view or cultural lens is not able to cope with
the global turn in rationality that brings multi-
ple alternative worlds and perspectives together
in ((one rational consciousness)). Put different-
ly, we may say that /egocentric reason/, being
/monocentric/ (even when it alleges to sub-
scribe to a /pluralism of worldviews/) has not
matured ((rationally)) to the level in which it is
able to authentically entertain multiple diverse
worldviews and perspectives in one deep-dia-
logic consciousness. Ant it is in precisely this
((global turn in rationality)) that our ((historic
dimensional shift)) to the ((rationality of the glob-
al mind)) may be seen.
Again, /egocentric reason/ with its /monocentric
technology of mind/ has not yet truly advanced to
((critical thinking)) which is able to engage in legit-
imate rational transformations between diverse

worldviews- the essence of the global turn in ((inte-
gral consciousness)). For this reason, /egocentric
minding/ is /reductive/, /fundamentalist/, /objecti-
fying/ and privileges its own localized /conceptual
framework/. By contrast, the transformation into
((global rationality)) is essentially ((inter-perspec-
tival)) in its rational capacity and enters the
((rational common ground of the Logosphere))-
the foundation of diverse ((worldviews)) and
((perspectives)). It is in this foundational shift in
the ((technology of minding)) in awakening the
((global lens)) that we arrive at the ((hologistic
Unified Field of the Logosphere).
In this light, the trouble with /egocentric sci-
ence/ is not its /materialistic worldview/ or it’s
misguided subscription to the dogmas of /ego
empiricism/. Rather, and more fundamentally,
it is the /egocentric technology of mind - /ego-
centric reason/ itself, that /reduces/ and /objecti-
fies/ itself, its conceptual structures, its world, its
hermeneutical practice- and yields a dis((enchant-
ed)) universe, irrespective of which “official”
/worldview/, /cosmology/or /philosophy/ it alleges.
And it should be evident that even those approaches
which claim to be /holistic/ and /integral/ yet are
lodged in the dis((integral)) logistic of /ego mind-
ing/ have no true ((access)) to the ((hologistic
Unified Field)). It takes the ((holistic technology of
minding)) to access and process the ((holistic Uni-
fied Field of nature)).
Thus, when the open mind of ((critical reason))
awaken in the ((global lens)) we cross into a high-
powered ((hermeneutical)) and ((epistemic)) space
wherein the ((thinker)) and ((what is thought)) are
immediately mutually constituted in a deep-dialogic
and interrelational dynamic:
When our “rational consciousness” advances from the
dualistic and divisive space of /egocentric reason/ with
its chasm between

/thinking subject/  vs  /object of thought/

to the ((global rational and epistemic space)):

((thinker<====>what is thought))

we find the dimension of the ((Logosphere)) in which
the ((thinker)) co-arises with the ((object of thought))
or ((content of experience)), in a mutually constituting
and co-creative interactivity. It is in this ((epistemic
deep dialogic intimacy)) that the ((Knower)) encoun-
ters the ((Known)) in all its mutuality and immediacy.

C O N C L U D I N G T H E M E :  D I M E N S I O N A L S H I F T I N T O T H E

( ( E N CH AN T ED UN I V E R S E ) )

We may conclude this preliminary and sketch reflec-
tion by returning to our opening theme – opening
a ((space)) and setting a ((context)) in which best
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to process, interpret and situate the diverse voices
of our evolutionary elders through the ages. For we
have been suggesting that the ((dimensional Shift))
in ((Global Reason)) opens the deeper ((Integral
Lens)) of global consciousness across and between
worldviews which gives us ((access)) to the ((Logos-
phere)). We have suggested that the collective ((global
wisdom)) of the ages have been witnessing, narrating,
presenting the features of the ((Logosphere)) the fun-
damental ((field)) of ((objective Reality)). 
We have been suggesting that the lower pre((rational))
dimensions of /egocentric reason/ which have continued
to dominate our cultures, our hermeneutical life, our sci-
entific practices, our academic disciplines do not have the
((logistical access)) to the ((Unified Field of objective
Reality: the Logosphere)). And in this light of ((global rea-
son)) it becomes more evident precisely how and why this
((Logosphere)) is profoundly sacred and enchanted, why
((consciousness)) pervades ((nature)), why the ((mind-
body)) continuum is primal, why ((spacetime)) continu-
um is a given, why the ((causal continuum)) holds all
things in ((dynamic interconnectivity)) hence manifest-
ing the ((nonlocal)) or ((butterfly effect)), and so on.
And here it is remarkable that the collective wisdom of
the ages, expressed in – global first philosophy – dis-
closes through the ((global lens)) a Primal ((Logos-
phere)) of ((objective Reality)), beyond /objectifica-
tion/ that fits the ((narrative)) of the ((visions and
voices) of a growing number of frontier thinkers in
this fertile interface between science, religion and
global spirituality. The ((portrait)) of the ((Enchanted
Universe)) presented here is not just the “poetic
vision”, “mystical insight” or “intuitive understand-
ing” of various dreamy voices, but, when processed
through the ((technology of natural reason)) points
the direction for the next evolutionary steps in
((Global Integral Science)) grounded in the ((holistic
Logic of the Logosphere)). 8
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hat is the experiential basis of our
knowledge of the world? What is the
real scope of human perception?
Everyday experience is dominated by

the sights, sounds, smells, flavours, and textures
of the world around us: information conveyed by
our senses. Until recently most scientists main-
tained it is the only information we receive from
the world. The motto of classical empiricism was
“everything in the mind was first in the eye.”
This reduced human experience to a combina-
tion of sensory data. new developments in cut-
ting-edge neuroscience show that the classical
concept is obsolete. 
Sensory information is known to be processed
by neurons connected by synapses in a neuroax-
onal network. This network was considered the
sole basis of our perception of the world. It
turns out, however, that the neuroaxonal net-
work is not the only mechanism that can process
information reaching us from the world. There is
a vast hierarchy of networks below the level of the
neuroaxonal network, extending all the way to

quantum dimensions, and these can likewise
process information, albeit in a different mode.
Subneuronal networks in the brain include
ensembles of cytoskeletal proteins organized
into microtubules. Microtubular networks are
connected to each other structurally by pro-
tein-links and functionally by gap junctions.
operating in the nanometer range, the num-
ber of elements in these subneuronal networks
substantially exceeds the number of elements in
the neuroaxonal network: there are approxi-
mately 1018 microtubules in the brain, compared
with “merely” 1011 neurons.
neurophysiologist Stuart hameroff and physicist
Roger Penrose suggested that the networks of
microtubules process information on the quantum
level. They realized, however, that microtubules
may be still too coarse-grained for this function: it
is more likely that it is the periodic lattice within the
network of microtubules that is responsible for
quantum-level information processing. This “micro-
trabecular lattice,” a part of the cytoskeletal lipopro-
tein membrane, is a web of microfilaments seven to
nine nanometer in diameter. Researchers Ede Frecska
and Eduardo Luna maintain that this is the structure
that responds to quantum-level signals from the envi-
ronment.
Whatever the networks that decode quantum-level sig-
nals, there appear to be two sets of structures in the
brain processing information on the world: the macro-
level neuroaxonal networks, and the subneuronal quan-
tum-level networks. If so, there are two modes of experi-
encing the world and not just one: the mode Luna and
Frecska call “perceptual-cognitive-symbolic,” and the
mode they call “direct-intuitive-nonlocal”. Sense-con-
veyed information gives rise to the sights, sounds, tex-
tures, and odours that dominate our everyday conscious-
ness, whereas quantum-resonance based direct-intuitive-
nonlocal perception gives us more subtle effects that
often do not reach our conscious awareness. 
Perception is a highly selective process. The brain is a
collection of nerve cells that function as multi-layered
frequency receptors, and these are selective as regards
the signals to which they respond. due to condition-
ing from early in life, each receptor becomes wired
to receive a particular frequency. The act of “tuning

TWO WAY S O F KNOW ING THE WORLD :
D I S C O V E R I N G T H E R E A L I T Y O F N O N - S E N S O R Y P E R C E P T I O N *
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in” to the information coming to us from the world
means picking-out the frequency patterns that are
familiar from an ocean of patterns and frequencies that
is unfamiliar – and thus unrecognized and ignored.
As the receptors tune-in to a particular set of frequen-
cies, a pattern-recognition response is generated: the
information-processing networks of the brain inter-
pret the given pattern
in accordance with the
interpretation established
for it. By tuning into
the same pattern time
and time again, a partic-
ular interpretation is rein-
forced. our sensory per-
ception of the world is
created moment by
moment as our brain
scans the available fre-
quency bands and pro-
duces the interpreta-
tions associated with
the familiar patterns. 
Selectivity based on
repeated patterns is typ-
ical for all aspects of
our experience: we have
difficulty in recogniz-
ing, even perceiving,
unfamiliar patterns.
This kind of selectivity
operates also in regard
to the information
processed by subneu-
ronal networks in our
brain. Selectivity here
concerns the transfer of
signals from the quan-
tum-level receiving net-
works to the cognitive
networks responsible
for waking conscious-
ness. Signals received through the latter are unfa-
miliar and disturbing. They are mostly blocked
from waking consciousness. But they can sur-
face in non-ordinary states of consciousness.
Quantum-resonance based information shows
up in dreams, white-dreams, and day-dreams, in
musings and meditations, and in the hypnagogic
states that mark the transition between sleep and
wakefulness. It also surfaces in so-called altered
states of consciousness. Altered states are generat-
ed inter alia in deep meditation and prayer, in
calm introspection, communion with nature, as
well as in spiritual exaltation and profound aesthetic

enjoyment. They are also generated by unusual
experiences, often of a life-transforming nature. We
should consider the intuitions that surface in these
experiences not our sixth, but our first sense, for it
was available in nature long before humans evolved
the capacity to use language and process infor-
mation in the linear mode of the left cerebral

hemisphere. 
Entering altered states of
consciousness, whether
through unusual experi-
ences or through prayer,
meditation, aesthetic
experiences or the con-
templation of nature,
mitigate the dominance
of the left hemisphere
in our perception of the
world: they harmonize
our two hemispheres.
Controlled, repeatable
experiments with elec-
troencephalograph (EEG)
waves show that in
altered states the left and
the right hemispheres
become synchronized:
the patterns that appear
in one are matched by
the patterns in the other.
This contrasts with
ordinary states of con-
sciousness, where the
two hemispheres func-
tion quasi indepen-
dently of each other.
Moreover when people
enter deep meditative
states together, not only
their own left and right
hemispheres become
coherent: coherence

extends to the entire group. In experiments by Italian
brain researcher nitamo Montecucco, eleven of a group
of twelve meditators achieved a level of cross-hemi-
spheric as well as transpersonal synchronization that
exceeded 90 percent. Yet the meditators sat with closed
eyes, in silence, and did not see, hear, or otherwise
perceive each other.
The coherence effect obtains even when people in a
state of meditation are at a distance from each other.
With increasing distance the level of EEG-wave syn-
chronization falls off, but it remains considerably
above random probability.
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Experiences in deeply altered states have been reported
by scores of psychiatrists and psychotherapists. They
include spontaneous contact with persons, things
and events the individual could not have experience
in the classical sensory mode. Psychiatrists practicing
regression therapy find that in these states many
patients can access people and events from what appears
to be a previous life. The experiences that surface in
altered states are distinctly nonlocal. Psi-phenomena
occur more frequently in altered than in normal states
of consciousness; in such states also telepathic phenom-
ena tends to surface.
Psychiatrist Stanislav Grof found that in altered states
people experience a loosening and melting of the bound-
aries of their individual ego and a sense of merging with
other people and other forms of life. In deeply altered
states patients report an expansion of consciousness to
an extent that seems to encompass all life on the planet.
The classical concept of perception needs to be revised.
We are not limited to seeing the world through our five
senses. We can transcend the range of sensory experi-
ences by becoming conscious of in-formation received
through the quantum-sensitivity of our brain’s subneu-
ronal arrays. In that mode our experience embraces
nonlocal elements. Whether these elements remain
confined to the subconscious domains of our mind is
up to us. In ordinary states these experiences seem
strange and disturbing; they do not reach our wak-
ing awareness. But when we realize that they are
based on bona fide processes in our brain and are
not mere imagination we will pay more attention
to them. And if we promote this process of “con-
scientization” by entering an altered state, we can
lift our insights and intuitions to the level of our
everyday experience. The world we experience
becomes enriched with feelings and sensations
that lend meaning to life, and situate us in the
context of the cosmos. We not only know, but
come to feel that we are an intrinsic part of the
web of life, an intrinsic part of an organically
whole universe.                                                8

———
* This article is based on the author’s forthcoming
book New Science for a New World: The Rise of the
Akasha Paradigm, 2013.
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Now, if the cooperation of some thousands of millions of cells
in our brain can produce our consciousness, a true singularity,
the idea becomes vastly more plausible that the cooperation of
humanity, or some sections of it, may determine what Comte

calls a Great Being.
J.B.S. hALdAnE

I N T R O D U C T I O N

ince August 1998, an international team of
researchers has been working with a globally
distributed network of instruments respon-
sive to the influence of intentions and
emotions. The resulting evidence is sug-

gestive of a true global consciousness, an emer-
gent collaborative intelligence in which we par-
ticipate without awareness. This is not a new
idea, but the experiment stretches current sci-
entific models and we need to build some
bridges to accommodate the data.
Rare individuals hold special places in the
minds of huge numbers of people around the
world. When they speak we pay attention, and
when they suffer tragic deaths we share grief
and compassion. If, like John F. Kennedy and
Itzhak Rabin, their deaths are doubly tragic and
fearsome because they are victims of assassination,
the instantaneous shock and consequent syn-
chronous attention of millions is very powerful.
Princess diana’s death was also tragic, though an
accident, and we were transfixed. She was a much
admired figure and the sudden shock of her death
was magnified by her stature as a humanitarian in

addition to her captivating presence as a royal,
an inspiring woman, and a sometimes belea-
guered public figure. Estimates of more than a
billion people around the world were rapt in
synchronous attention during her funeral.
occasions like these have in common that huge
numbers of people come together in a shared
focus and in powerful shared emotions. The
question arises whether this might matter other
than in our mind’s eye – whether it could impact
the physical world in some way. Given a body of
scientific research such as that in Princeton Uni-
versity’s PEAR lab (Jahn, et al., 1997) showing con-
sciousness can affect the behaviour of physical
random systems, it is implicit that mass conscious-
ness and emotion would also have a presence in
the world. The technology used in the lab should
in principle be usable in the field looking at natural
manifestations of consciousness interacting with
physical systems.
Early in the 1990’s, we had built a system that regis-
tered continuous sequences of random number data,
day after day, 24/7. Thus, in 1995 when Prime Minister
Rabin was murdered by a crazed young radical, we
were able to look at data collected during the time of
the event. Though the tragedy took place half a world
away from Princeton geographically, the psychological
distance was very small – this was clearly a tragedy with
world shaping consequences. I happened to be in Ger-
many when the news was broadcast, but I made notes
to enable a formal analysis. The results showed that the
data sequence generated in Princeton had a strong and
persistent deviation lasting half an hour, peaking just at
the time of the assassination.
The next steps toward the eventual Global Consciousness
Project (GCP) were actual prototypes. I asked colleagues
engaged in consciousness research using RnGs to take
data during a web-organized meditation called Gaia-
mind in early 1997 (nelson, 1997), and a few months
later during Princess diana’s funeral (nelson, Boesch,
Boller, et al., 1998). We collected data streams from sev-
eral locations in the US, Europe, and the UK. The
merged results were statistically significant, and sup-
ported our hypothesis that the “network” of a dozen
RnGs would show deviations during the events. 

G LOB A L CON S C I OU SN E S S .
E V I D E N C E F O R A N E M E R G E N T N O O S P H E R E

R O G E R D .  N E L S O N
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These beginning efforts to study mass consciousness
followed decades of laboratory experiments, and years
of field work with RnGs collecting data in group situ-
ations. It seemed worthwhile to ask whether we might
be able to detect faint indications of the “noosphere”
envisioned by Teilhard de Chardin as the next stage of
our evolution (Teilhard, 1959). It is a provocative ques-
tion, but one that is in principle amenable to scientific
inquiry. Technological advances coupled with increasingly
sophisticated experiments on human capacities promise
to yield at least tentative answers.

H O W W O U L D I T W O R K ?

Science has only recently engaged such mysteries, devel-
oping instruments and measures that give us a rough
picture of mind/matter interactions. It turns out that
randomness is our ally, for it seems to provide a field in
which intention, wishes, and prayer can play. Random-
ness in a system means that the process is not deter-
mined, so its nature as it passes through time can’t be
predicted. If we build a good RnG, it follows the laws
of chance, and each sequential bit is independent and
unpredictable. Yet, certain qualities or states of con-
sciousness appear to change the behaviour of such a
device subtly but detectably. A true random source is
labile, meaning its future is not determined, but a
biasing influence can add information and increase its
predictability. While we don’t understand the com-
munication mechanism, consciousness is evidently a
rich source of information potentially available to
the labile RnG sequence. Mind/machine interac-
tion studies indicate that random systems are
preparations that can absorb informational struc-
ture or bias to become detectors for effects of
consciousness, not only in the lab but in the
broader world.
We are far from having devised a mind meter,
of course. The information linkage from mind
to machine is faint and not very reliable. This
is probably because we don’t know enough yet
to create really good experiments. Though we
understand the principles of our random devices,
mind is far more complex and adds many vari-
ables to the equation. We try to ask simple
questions in research with our RnG technology,
but we have learned that when dealing with
human consciousness there are endless degrees
of reflection and refraction in the answers. our
best tools are therefore those which summarize
and integrate information over many repetitions
of each question. We ask whether apparent depar-
tures from random behaviour during major events
are just chance fluctuations, or if the deviations are
correlated with the questions in which we are

interested – if they correspond to mass conscious-
ness. If replicated observations indicate a real
departure from expectation and not just chance
variation, we take it as evidence that conscious-
ness has touched the system and left a mark in
the statistics.

T H E P R O J E C T

Laboratory RnG experiments have been con-
ducted over several decades by dozens of
researchers, and they provide evidence for an
interaction of mind and matter (Jahn et al.,
1987; 1997; Radin and nelson, 1989; 2003). A
smaller corpus of field experiments show that
group consciousness also can affect the behav-
iour of RnGs. (nelson, et al., 1996; 1998; Bier-
man, 1996; Radin, et al., 1996; nelson and
Radin, 2003). But the next step is a big one.
how do we make the leap from local experi-
ments in laboratories and small groups to a
world-spanning network testing for signs of a
global consciousness? This requires an unam-
biguous non-locality that extends the lab and
field paradigms into little-tested realms. how
could there be any effect of a world-wide new
Year’s celebration, or the beginning of a war, or a
billion people watching a funeral ceremony, on
RnG devices placed in far corners of the world?
Attempting an answer to that question may be pre-
mature, but it lays out the basics of the Global Con-
sciousness Project, which is an international research
collaboration of more than 100 people around the
world. We use the same RnG technology developed to
study effects of conscious intention in laboratory
research and exploited also to look for effects of group
consciousness. The GCP application is designed to regis-
ter similar effects of consciousness on a global scale. We
record continuous parallel data sequences from calibrat-
ed physical random sources located in a wide geograph-
ic distribution. our focus is on correlations of data devi-
ations with special states of an operationally defined
“global consciousness”. The idea is that when great
events engage the attention and emotions of large num-
bers of humans, there will be an interaction of our com-
munal consciousness and the physical world resulting in
detectable anomalies in the data. According to standard
physical theory, there should be no structure at all in
these random data. Yet, we find that many global
events are associated with non-random deviations. 
We maintain a network of RnGs located around the
world in 65 host sites, from Alaska to new Zealand. Fig-
ure 1 shows the network, which is a live Google map on
the GCP website, providing detailed information about
the host sites including location, equipment, history,
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and who is responsible for each of the nodes. These
devices send data for archiving and later analysis to
a dedicated server in Princeton, new Jersey.

We collect data at the rate of one trial (a sum of 200
random bits) per second at each node, day and
night, month after month, generating a history of
parallel synchronized readings from all over the globe.
We thus have random data corresponding to every
moment, and naturally covering every momentous
occurrence on the world stage from August 1998 to
the present time. These data are the same kind as
used in the laboratory and field experiments
showing what appear to be non-local correlations
with human intentions and emotions. our central
archive is thus a continuous history of nominally
random data that might show detectable structure
when a major event stimulates an unusual coher-
ence of thought and emotion focused anywhere
in the world.

The experimental protocol is simple: We register
an a priori hypothesis specifying the beginning
and end of each event and the statistical proce-
dure that will be applied to test for a departure
from random behaviour in the corresponding
data. This is a classic and rigorous replication par-
adigm. The results include both hits and misses,
and the average effects are small, but they add up
to a statistically reliable confirmation of the pre-
dicted correlation.

our analyses establish that the non-random behav-
iour cannot be attributed to mundane sources such
as electrical grid stresses, mobile phone activity, or

electromagnetic fields. The evidence suggests instead
that the anomalous structure we see is related to peri-
ods of coherent focus of human attention generated by
extraordinary events. For detailed information, see the
GCP website at http://noosphere.princeton.edu.

E X A M P L E S O F S T R U C T U R E

T E R R O R

Many cases of violent disruptions of the social fabric
have been assessed, and most, though not all of them
show the predicted effects. The clearest of these cases
was the terrorist attack of September 11, 2001, where we
see extraordinary departures of the data from expecta-
tion. The formal test specified a period of a little more
than four hours, and it did yield a significant result (Z =
1.873 and p = 0.031). however, this limited view did not
reflect the full impact of the 9/11 attacks and the world-
wide reactions to them. In post hoc analyses, we took a
broader perspective in order to learn as much as possi-
ble about the effects a powerful event might have on
the network. Simply put, we found that the deviations
in a number of measures matched the intensity of this
event which, without question, affected our global
consciousness profoundly (nelson, 2002; nelson,
Radin, Shoup, & Bancel, 2002; Radin, 2002). 
The measure used in most formal tests is called net-
work variance, which is calculated for each second
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as the squared Stouffer (average) Z across the RnGs. It
was significantly large relative to expectation during
the pre-specified formal event, but the post hoc analysis
showed the deviation continuing for more than two days
following the attacks. The persistence and strength of
this response is extraordinary, unmatched in the data
collected up to that time.
Another measure looks at the variance among the
devices and reflects strong positive or negative depar-
tures from expectation. Figure 2 displays this statistic
over three days, in a format that emphasizes the extreme
deviations on September 11 and makes clear that this
terrible day was different – unmatched elsewhere in the
data. We don’t have a definitive explanation for it, but
the timing also suggests a precursor response, with big
changes in the statistics beginning some hours before
the first plane hit.

R E L I G I O N A N D R I T U A L

The intuition that there is a deep sharing of
emotion during big events on the world stage
leads to asking what states of consciousness
might have manifestations in our data and
under what range of circumstances. Every few
years there is a huge pilgrimage called the Kumbh
Mela in northern India. Millions of people gath-
er for ritual bathing in the Ganges. We have
been able to take data for two of these events,
and in both cases the results show strong devia-
tions in the predicted direction. Similarly, we have
looked several times at the pilgrimage (hadj) to
Mecca, and though the results are variable, they

show an overall positive trend matching our pre-
diction. 
An event that attracted a great deal of media atten-
tion and was followed with positive regard by
people everywhere was the week-long pilgrimage
in March 2000 of Pope John to the Middle East,
to sites that are regarded as the sacred locus of
origin for three of the world’s major religions.
The data showed a persistent trend over the six-
day period that was statistically significant. We
sadly note that the hope and good feeling sur-
rounding the pilgrimage did not progress to a
resolution of differences in the subsequent
years. But a liberal and optimistic interpreta-
tion of the GCP network response is that our
hopes can have a subtle impact in the world.

C O M P A S S I O N A T E D E M O N S T R A T I O N

In early 2003, concern about a possible war in Iraq was
at the forefront of world news, and a focal issue for so
many in the US and around the world that it seemed
likely to provide opportunities to test for the presence
of our hypothetical global consciousness. There were a
number of major demonstrations in the US and in
other countries. on the 15th of February, enormous
numbers (literally millions) of people in the great
cities of the world came together in demonstrations
aimed to show worldwide support for peaceful reso-
lution of the conflicts in Iraq and elsewhere in the
Middle East. The GCP network seemed to respond.
The data shown in the following figure are clearly
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random for the first few hours of the GMT day, but
around 11:00, when people were assembling for
major demonstrations in Berlin, Rome, new York,
and London, the composite measure departed from
expectation with a steep trend that continued for the
rest of the day. 

of course the deviation could be just a chance
variation, but the timing and the strength of the
trend are noteworthy. In the context of similar
outcomes for other major events with global
social impact, for example, the International day
of Peace celebrated each year since 1982, it seems
justifiable to interpret the correlation at least
tentatively as an effect of many millions of peo-
ple expressly sharing their concern and com-
passion. on the other hand, although there
may be evidence of a subtle effect on the sensi-
tive RnG network, the forces of politics and
economics driving world events remain far more
powerful. nevertheless, it is fair to say that these
results support the intuition people have had
from the beginning of culture that prayer and
intention matter, that they can affect what hap-
pens in the world. 

C E L E B R A T I O N S

Perhaps the most obvious global event for which
widespread engagement can be predicted ahead
of time is the celebration at new Years, in which
there always is great interest and participation prac-
tically everywhere in the world, albeit with special

intensity in the west. one of the first items entered
in the GCP hypothesis Registry was a prediction
of non-random patterns in the data to be collect-
ed during the midnight transition from 1998 to
1999. new Year celebrations are a time of shared
thought and feeling. People feel relaxed and easy

in groups whose focus is on friendship and on an
optimistic vision of the future. We proposed to look
for changes around midnight in each time zone using
epoch averaging across all the time zones to compute
statistics. 
We predict each year that the variance among the
RnGs will decrease as midnight approaches and after
midnight will return to normal. While there are some
years with unimpressive results, the composite outcome
is persuasive. Figure 4 shows the average over 10 years
and all time zones, and the data clearly aren’t random;
instead, they show a pattern conforming to our predic-
tion. There is a decrease in variance centered on mid-
night that is visually compelling and statistically signifi-
cant. Permutation analysis yields an estimated p = 0.027
that chance fluctuation accounts for the depth and
proximity to midnight of the variance drop. The fact
that this structure is linked with a physically abstract
but socially immanent transition through a moment in
time is worth noting. I think this distinction makes it
especially clear that the effects in GCP data are associ-
ated with consciousness on a global scale, as it focuses
and gathers into a coherent form. What we are doing
on new Years Eve may not be “important” but we
certainly are doing it together.
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FIG. 3 ~  Gathering great numbers to show opposition to the Iraq war, and support for peaceful
solutions to political crises in the Middle East. A strong trend in the cumulative deviation

begins at midday, corresponding to the timing of the major demonstrations.



T H E B O T T O M L I N E

over the history of the GCP, we have identified two or
three major events every month, suited for testing the
notion that we may be able to detect the presence of a
shared field of consciousness via effects in our data.
Some results are as striking as the pictures of new
Year celebrations or 9/11, while many show no sug-
gestion of departures from expectation. during this
period, we have made over 400 formal predictions
from which it is possible to generate a bottom line
assessment of the project’s basic hypothesis.

The grand, composite result, shown graphically
in FIGURE 5, represents the repeated confirmation
of our general hypothesis in rigorous replica-
tions. This clearly isn’t just a chance fluctuation.
The graph shows the cumulative departure from
chance in 401 tests of the hypothesis that major
global events will correlate with structure in data
that should be truly random. It summarizes more
than 14 years of experience with the GCP network
responding slightly but with statistical reliability
during events of importance to people around the
world. The odds that such a large accumulated departure
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FIG. 4 ~  Changes in RnG device variance during the new Year transition. The midnight epochs
in 37 time zones are signal averaged for each year and then across years.

The figure shows the composite of 10 new Years beginning in 1998.

FIG. 5 ~  Cumulative total deviation of results for 401 formal hypothesis tests compared
with a distribution of 250 random simulations. The dotted smooth curves

show the 5% and 0.1% significance criteria.



from a random relationship would occur by chance
are less than one in a hundred billion. 
We might be able to ignore the data from a few cases,
or argue that if we look long enough we must find
an occasional remarkable pattern in random fields,
but structure appears in the GCP data more often than
it should, and it does so in meaningful correlation
with global events. Though we have more work to do, it
is clear that these correlations are material from which
we can derive insights into the far-reaching capabilities
of consciousness. 
FIGURE 5 also includes a cloud of random simulations
from the expected null distribution. This represents
what is expected for truly random data collected in the
same way as the formal events. The procedure repro-
duces the sequence of Z-scores for 401 events drawn
from the (0, 1) normal distribution, providing a back-
ground against which the real data can be compared. A
still more rigorous simulation distribution can be cre-
ated by resampling the actual data that are not used in
the formal events. This produces an essentially similar
display and comparison background. In either case,
the actual data definitely do not belong to the distrib-
ution of random expectation.

A L A R G E R P E R S P E C T I V E

In recent years our analytical program has gone
beyond the basic proof of principle experiment. The
statistical measure for most events corresponds to
correlations in the RnG network. Specifically, the
squared composite Z-score across all network
nodes is essentially equivalent to the average pair-
wise correlation among the RnGs. Further analysis
shows that in addition to this meanshift statistic,
an independent correlation appears in a parallel
channel that assesses the variance among the
RnGs. (Bancel & nelson, 2008; nelson & Bancel,
2011). The next question to ask is whether the
event data contain further structure beyond
these correlation measures. For example, do the
correlations depend on the location of RnGs,
and does the correlation strength evolve in time
as an event unfolds? 
To consider spatial structure, we need a more
tractable measure than distance from the event.
Although we can localize an explosion or an
earthquake relative to the network, the locus of
new Years or Earth day is ambiguous. Beyond
this, for our purposes the “event” of interest is
the response of people all over the world. We do,
on the other hand, have precise information on
the distance separating RnG pairs, and this pro-
vides an indirect but powerful perspective on the
effect of distance. In spatially distributed complex
systems, correlations among interacting constituents
tend to weaken as their separation grows. Thus we

predict that GCP effects will decrease as a function of
RnG pair separation, and test it with a linear regres-
sion of correlation strength against the distance
between RnGs. The prediction is that pairs of
RnGs which are closer to each other will con-
tribute more to the average correlation – even if
they are far from the location of the physical
event. As an analogy, think of bobbing buoys in
the ocean: Those separated by small distances
will bob together, but those separated by global
distances less so because the swells stirred by the
event have limited wavelength compared to the
dimensions of the earth.
This analysis shows that there is spatial struc-
ture. The inter-RnG correlations decrease as
the geographic distance between RnGs increas-
es, with a distance scale on the order of 8,000 to
10,000 Km. It is present in both the original
correlation of means and to a lesser degree in
the orthogonal variance correlation, and the
composite across both measures has a signifi-
cance level approaching 3s. The regressions thus
give empirical evidence for spatial structure and
indicate that models will need to incorporate
distance-dependent correlations in order to ade-
quately describe the event data. 
To address temporal structure we recall that the
GCP hypothesis proposes that data correlations will
correspond to the human response to events, which
first grows as an event becomes the focus of global
attention, then persists for a time while people
attend to it, and finally dissipates as attention wanes.
The GCP test cases (events) are likely to include null
data before and after the effects because the formally
specified periods are typically over-long in order to
maximize the likelihood that the full response is
included. The expected temporal pattern in event data
will thus be periods of inter-RnG correlation during
the effect, typically bracketed by random data. If this
hypothetical picture is correct, we can devise analyses
to characterize the time structure.
For example, given two independent measures – the
mean and the variance correlation – which show effects
during the events, it follows that both are driven in part
by the same source. Assuming a temporal correspon-
dence between the effect and whatever drives it, we
expect correlations between the two measures during
the actual effect, but not otherwise. Testing this conjec-
ture, we find that the average correlation between the
two measures grows to nominal significance over the
first 45 minutes to an hour of an event. The correlation
has a broad peak of roughly two hours and then
diminishes slowly. This pattern of correlated behav-
iour of our two orthogonal measures of network
structure indicates that the effects are not immediate
(in terms of the defined event), but take time to
build up to detectable levels, after which they persist
for a substantial period.
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our ongoing work seeks to establish linkages with
other indicators of broadly shared perceptions and
emotional states. Although ratings and assignments
are necessarily subjective and have intrinsic variabili-
ty, it is possible to sort the events into categories that
represent various questions. For example, we can esti-
mate the numbers of people engaged by the events
and sort them into small, medium, and large categories
with sufficient reliability to make useful comparisons.
Simple t-tests of differences in effect size reveal that
large events contribute most of the anomalous effect in
the database; the difference between large and small is
significant (p = 0.02, two-tailed). This accords with most
observers’ intuitions; it makes sense and acts like com-
parisons of a similar nature in psychology and sociology.
It is perhaps more interesting to look at emotions repre-
sented in the events. doing so, we find that events cate-
gorized as having a high level of emotional impact are
much more likely to affect the GCP network than those
rated as low in their emotional content (two-tailed p =
0.002). When we ask about types of emotions, we find
that both negative and positive feelings (e.g., fear and
love) are associated with effects in the GCP data; neutral
events are much less potent. Looking at specific emo-
tions, we find that some stand out. For example, those
events that evoke or embody a high level of compas-
sion have a much larger effect size than those with a
low rating (two-tailed p = 0.025). To summarize the
findings in such investigations of the GCP data, it
appears that our hypothesized global consciousness
responds to events in ways that are recognizable,
indeed quite familiar (nelson, 2008).
There are also more general ways of assessing the
data to see if there is any unexpected structure.
This has not been thoroughly explored, but
some probes show promise. For example, a news
intensity measure is correlated with the effect
size of the events (Radin, 2002). Retrospective
analysis of repeated similar events is also possi-
ble, given the permanent archive of continuous
data. In 2006 we identified all major earth-
quakes of magnitude 6 and greater, dividing
the 600 quakes found over the time we had
been collecting data into those on land where
people are affected, and those in the oceans.
The quakes that affect humans show signifi-
cant structure in the corresponding data, while
the ocean quakes have no effect on the GCP net-
work (nelson and Bancel, 2006). 

W H A T A R E T H E I M P L I C A T I O N S ?

our primary results are based on correlating spe-
cially chosen moments, usually drawn from world
news headlines, with data recorded at the same
time by our network. These sequences tend to be
different from what is expected of random data,

leaving only a few possibilities to consider. It may be
that the interest and desires of the people involved
in the project produce what is called an “experi-
menter effect” which is registered by the network.
But the multiple indicators of structure (two cor-
relations, spatial and temporal parameters), and
retrospective findings like the earthquake differ-
entiation are inconsistent with any simple ver-
sion of an experimenter effect. Convergent evi-
dence indicates that the anomalous deviations
are primarily correlated with widespread human
attention and emotion.
As for how it might be explained, the best
quantitative models for the data are field-like.
My personal, informal model sees us immersed
in a consciousness field. It is made of vast num-
bers of individual fields, and is generally quite
chaotic because the components are uncoordi-
nated. now and again, some factor that influ-
ences the structure and rhythm of individual
fields may be common to many of them, and
this can produce something like a resonance or
coherence. The ripples in our separate conscious-
ness fields overlap and build upon each other to
make a ringing chord of shared, coherent activity.
This allusive description goes well beyond the data,
of course, but metaphors can help guide our search
for understanding. 
When we think and feel in concert, there seems to
be a new creation for the moment, a larger con-
sciousness that is at once independent of us, its
source, and on the other hand dependent for its exis-
tence and nature upon us. When our coherence dissi-
pates, the common field weakens and fades away,
though there may be a trace of it remaining in the uni-
verse, a template to allow it more readily to form. over
time, eons perhaps, such a collective construction
should grow stronger and more used to itself, and we
should expect it to develop self-reflection, just as in the
distant past our forbears gradually adjusted to their own
awareness and began to see themselves as observers. 
Philosophical speculation aside, what should we take
away from the scientific evidence of interconnection? If
we are persuaded that the subtle structuring of random
data does indicate an effect of human attention and
emotion in the physical world, it points to a creative
quality of consciousness. one implication is that what
we envision is slightly more likely to happen, and this
confers on us a responsibility for shaping our future as
participants in a conscious evolution. This time at the
beginning of a new millennium seems to vast num-
bers of people to be critical. We have developed new
connectivity through high-speed travel and instant
communication. We are stimulated by the same
news, and we rapidly adopt the same attitudes and
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music and fashions widely over the whole world. It
should not be surprising that there are signs of a
deeper interconnection beyond the physical link-
ages, in which we participate without knowing it. 
Jung, Bergson, Teilhard, Russell, and others of like
mind have suggested that because humanity is reflec-
tive and creative, we can make decisions and take
actions that will direct and shape our own evolution.
There is little doubt this is true, but we have only begun
to sense this power, just in time to take better control
of ourselves so that we may accelerate the maturation
of a “noosphere” or layer of intelligence for the earth.
The integrity of our only possible home is in great dan-
ger from our own destructive and careless misunder-
standing, and it is time for us to see ourselves growing
toward the next stage of humanity. The future of man
is reaching toward us, drawing us into an awakening
earth mind which can begin healing the wounds of
people and planet.                                                     8
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T’S oFTEn SAId ThAT WE LIVE In An ExTRAoRdInARY

time of crisis and opportunity. It’s a time that’s
challenging us – as individuals, families, com-
munities, nations, and as a species – in ways we

don’t fully understand, and to which we’re strug-
gling to effectively respond. It’s a time of social
upheavals, environmental catastrophes, and the
rumblings of economic collapse. Yet it’s also a
time of exponential scientific and technological
progress, electrifying popular uprisings, and, for
the first time in our history, the advent of a
truly planetary culture.
We live in a time, as some have declared, in
which humanity is “waking up,” becoming con-
scious of our unity not only with the beautiful
blue orb on which we’re blessed to find a habi-
tat and home, but with the cosmos itself – this
unfathomably vast, infinitely intelligent, multi-
dimensional living Reality that, amazingly
enough, exists… rather than not. There is “some-
thing, rather than nothing.” Yet it’s also para-
doxically a time, as many acute observers point
out, of lethal slumber, of distraction and denial,
dysfunction and dis-ease, of life lived in the
shadow of an “oblivion of Being” – a failure of
consciousness that’s allowed our greatest materi-
al achievements to threaten not only our life on
this planet, but our very souls. 
To add another twist to the story, many argue that
our present crises are simply the result of our evolu-
tionary success. Yet most agree that the way forward

must involve a transformation of human con-
sciousness – not merely repeating the patterns
of the past.
What is the significance of higher conscious-
ness and development as we face this unprece-
dented era in our lives and world? how can we
become more effective and awakened partici-
pants in this moment of evolutionary urgency?
Clearly, we live in a time that calls for creative,
constructive action – and thus engaged, caring
people must be willing to get their hands dirty
with the hard work of changing the world. But
it’s equally a time for thoughtful reflection and
deeper awareness, and so we must also step back,
let go of our surface concerns, and get in touch
with a deeper reality beneath the rush of events.
As conscious human beings – committed both to
awakening and to the healthy transformation of
self and world – how can we reconcile these two
apparently contradictory impulses within ourselves:
the urge to engage and the call to transcend? how
can we “simply be who we already are,” while also
“becoming the ones we’ve been waiting for”?

T H E R I S E O F I N T E G R A L

C O N S C I O U S N E S S

When we contemplate large-scale positive change,
often it seems that the real action is in the political
arena, or in advanced technology, or perhaps in global
business. Yet in all these areas, we most frequently
encounter a disappointingly narrow view of life and
reality, and what’s truly important within it. In these
areas, the focus is often merely on exterior results or
short-term gains, with little appreciation for the Mys-
tery of Being or the big context of our deep-time evolu-
tionary journey spanning 13.7 billion years since the Big
Bang. on the other hand, within spiritual circles that
focus on higher consciousness and cosmic awareness,
we often find a different kind of limitation of view –
one that privileges “being” over “doing,” or spirit over
matter, and that can seem detached from accomplish-
ment, excellence, and the urgent and practical issues
of 21st-century life.
Yet despite the old apparent opposition between
those who focus on results-oriented action and those
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who focus on deepening or transforming the aware-
ness that patterns behavior, millions of people are
waking up to a new synthesis between higher evolu-
tionary consciousness and the pressing issues of our
fast-paced civilization (both personal and collective).
They are realizing that consciousness itself can play a
pivotal role in helping human beings rise to meet the
challenges of our time. A new global movement of
engaged awakening, a kind of “second renaissance”, is
underway, promising a profound synthesis between the
realms of body, mind, heart, intimate relationships, civic
participation, and spirit. 
This movement has many expressions, only a few of
which use the term “integral,” but these diverse expres-
sions share a recognition of the inherent wholeness of
things, of the whole planet, the whole biosphere, the
whole human and non-human family. As the name
“integral” implies, this movement is dedicated to inte-
grating all the parts ourselves and our world that are
otherwise fragmented, disconnected, or repressed. The
emerging integral worldview seeks to be as inclusive,
balanced, and holistic as possible in considering what
is true, good, beautiful, and valuable in our lives. That
means bringing together all the best wisdom, knowl-
edge, and inspiration available to us in the informa-
tion age – from the teachings of the ancient wisdom
traditions, to the discoveries of modern science, to
the insights of contemporary psychology and neu-
roscience. Integral consciousness often asks a key
question: drawing on the gifts and truths from all
these sources (and many others), what is the most
comprehensive, big-picture story or map of our
human reality and potential? What if we could
see our fast-paced, complex, multifaceted, evolving
reality with a whole new level of nuance, clarity,
and depth? That’s the exciting synthesis that the
emerging integral worldview offers.
From an integral perspective, we see the chal-
lenges and opportunities of our time as insepara-
ble from our consciousness and personal devel-
opment, and as important dimensions of our
being that call for our care and conscious partic-
ipation. In other words, within the space of inte-
gral consciousness, we are not only called to “be
the change” but also to “do the change” as well.
In fact, being and doing are simply two sides of
the same integral coin; our inner work and our
outer work are fundamentally intertwined. 
The bridge that connects inner and outer, self and
world, is practice. There is a radical re-visioning of –
and re-engagement with – practice underway in our
time. My own expression of this, building on Inte-
gral Transformative Practice (Murphy & Leonard)
and Integral Life Practice (Wilber, Patten, Morelli,
A. Leonard) is an approach I call Integral Spiritual

Practice. This article celebrates the significance of this
larger project of revisioning practice, referring to it
sometimes as “integral spiritual practice” (uncapital-
ized) and sometimes advocates for some of the
unique aspects and ideas present in my particular
embodiment (capitalized).

W H A T I S A N “ I N T E G R A L

S P I R I T U A L P R A C T I C E ” ?

At its simplest, a “spiritual practice” is anything
one does regularly and with intention and guid-
ance to experience a higher or deeper spiritual
state, or to promote one’s spiritual or holistic
development over time. Yet, it’s not only about
self-improvement. Sometimes, a spiritual prac-
tice is done as an offering, less for the sake of the
self, and more as a gesture of gratitude or ser-
vice. Ultimately, it’s both – a healthy, intelligent
choice we make for ourselves, and a gesture of
gratitude and generosity that we dedicate to
something greater than ourselves.
When we live our lives in a way that includes
many such practices, and when our practices are
held together by a unifying intention and a higher
organizing principle, then we are no longer merely
doing various spiritual practices, but we can also be
said to have a Practice. This is big deal! An Integral
Practice, in this sense, is one that is held by an integral
intention and awareness, which means it consciously
includes all levels and dimensions of one’s being
(including body, mind, spirit, soul, relationships, and
so on), and intelligently relates to all aspects of reality
of which we are aware.
To “have” an integral spiritual practice means that we
are not just doing this or that practice, in a miscella-
neous way, but that we’re orienting our life as a whole,
at a very deep level, to practice itself. We’re on a whole-
being path of practice; our life has become an expression
of practice; our way of being-in-the-world embodies
the intelligence of practice. In a real sense, we’ve shifted
our identity. We are no longer merely seeking awareness,
or freedom, happiness, or meaning. We are practicing it.
In those moments when we are sincerely practicing, we
have become a practitioner.
If we recognize that life is a school, and that its highest
inspiration is transcendental, and that the school of
life relates to every dimension of our being – includ-
ing body, mind, psyche, spirit, and all our relation-
ships – and if we are doing our best to learn the
lessons of the school of life, then we are doing an
integral spiritual practice. of course, then we may
feel moved to do this as intelligently, efficiently,
fruitfully, and truly holistically as possible.
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of course, this is an art, not a science. The forms of
practice are occasions for engaging the creative art of
moment-to-moment practice. Sometimes practice
requires focus, or surrender, or courage, or discernment,
or humility. In each and every moment it will be an
authentic creative response to unique conditions. no
rigid formula defines practice. But like any art, it needs
form, or else the plastic chaos of the world overwhelms us. 

T H E I N T E G R A L I M P U L S E

Although an integral spiritual practice, by definition, is
a radically open and evolving approach to practice (and
can thus be called by any number of different names and
still essentially be an expression of the same impulse), a
great deal of nuance is implicit within the terms that
describe it.
The word “integral” has been variously used to describe
a level of psychological development, a stage of socio-cul-
tural evolution, a philosophical framework, an approach,
and a worldview. It’s been applied in fields and disci-
plines as diverse as education, art, sustainability, poli-
tics, coaching, business, leadership, and international
development (and dozens more). Each of these appli-
cations draw on some aspects of what the word “inte-
gral” means. Some employ an explicitly integral
philosophical framing, such as the categories of Ken
Wilber’s “All Quadrants, All Levels” (AQAL) meta-
theory. others rely on the fact that their practitioners
are generally operating with integral consciousness as
a feature of their own growth and development.
others simply attempt to embody what might be
called an “integral impulse,” which means that they
attempt, as best they can, to be integrative in their
approach. For example, an integrative approach
to medicine brings together alternative and con-
ventional treatment modalities, attempting to
draw on the strengths of each while canceling
out their respective weaknesses.
To integrate means to bring together, to unite in a
greater wholeness. Thus, in a sense, any endeav-
our that consciously creates a greater whole than
the sum of its parts can be considered “integral.”
We’re integrating what tends to be dissociated –
what our world, mind, and culture construe as
separate and in conflict, but which in reality (or
as a higher potential) are parts of a greater whole.
Yet the word “integral” also suggests integrity,
which connotes an ethical dimension, the expec-
tation that one is embodying a higher ideal,
aligning one’s actions and values, or simply
“walking one’s talk.” There is an important sense
in which being a practitioner is fundamentally
about coming into ever greater integrity (though
so long as we’re human, never perfect), such that
the more we evolve as integral practitioners, the
more trustworthy we become.

Yet “integral spiritual practice” has other meanings
as well. As integral spiritual practitioners we are
integrating:
~  Our whole self; including the different spheres
of our being and life, such as body, mind, emo-
tions, heart, spirit, relationships, work, and
civics.
~  The prior unity of being; in other words, we
are consciously and intentionally opening our-
selves in communion with that Ground or
Source and as the agency of that Conscious
Reality in our everyday lives.
~  Our specific practices; such as meditation,
yoga, service and healthy eating, and the way
in which we do them, regularly, with care and
attention.
~  All of life as practice; by bringing the disposi-
tion of practice to all our relationships, con-
texts, and commitments, not just the individual
practices that we may do during some part of
the day.
~  Feeling and insight; meaning that we open to
deeper and wider feelings, including higher, more
refined and ecstatic, but also deeper, more diffi-
cult feelings that we might not want to encounter;
and we also trust our essential insights and clari-
ties, so that we act in alignment with what we
know to be true, even in periods when we’re not
feeling it.
~  Our evolutionary impulse to serve the world; mean-
ing that we recognize that self-improvement alone is
not a full and adequate expression of an integral prac-
tice, but that the world needs us to be willing, creative
participants, especially during this critical time of
transition to a more sustainable human presence on
the planet. 
~  Multiple perspectives; we are flexibly able to take up
differing points of view and thus engage specific per-
spectives, ideas, other people, and the world. We’re not
shunning points of view; we’re engaging and recogniz-
ing them, without getting lost in them.
~  Awareness itself; we cultivate the ability to transcend
any particular perspective or point of view, and rest in
the freedom and stillness at the heart of any moment.
There is one other important way in which integral spir-
itual practice embodies an integral approach to practice.
It brings together the “sudden school” of awakening –
which holds that this moment is the moment in which
to wake up (in fact the only moment in which awaken-
ing could possibly occur, and that we need only to
awaken to the fact that we are always already free) –
and the “gradual school,” which maintains that awak-
ening is a lifelong process of ongoing liberation,
which depends on our doing things consistently,
with commitment and dedication, to cultivate and
support that liberation.
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of course, both views are correct. As practitioners
of the sudden school, we can at any moment “snap
out” of fixations of attention that appear to be grip-
ping us. We can “see through” the words, ideas, sen-
sations, or perceptions that are occluding our clear
view, and simply recognize them for what they are,
while resting in awareness itself. In other words, we
do not need to sit in meditation, practice a yoga pose,
or eat a special diet to be in direct contact with the
beingness of the present moment. The profound truth
of the sudden school is that awakening is not some-
thing we need to attain; rather, it’s unavoidable. It’s
fully present, fully accessible, at any moment that we
let go of our fixations with particular aspects of reality,
and release into communion with reality itself.
on the other hand, as practitioners of the gradual school,
we also recognize that practically speaking, it is our nat-
ural tendency or karma to fixate, to contract, and to fall
away from the liberated spaciousness of clear awareness,
and that it takes intentional effort to regenerate those
moments of awakening and make them more frequent.
Practice creates the conditions for the “happy acci-
dents” of awakening and revelation. That’s what com-
mitting to a regular practice engenders. Thus, there’s a
role for the compassionate self-discipline of maintain-
ing an intentional practice, even as we acknowledge
the fact that ultimately, we’re always already free and
there’s no need to strive for or seek liberation. This
also offers a clue to how it is possible to do a prac-
tice without reinforcing the sense of lack and seek-
ing that have often been the traditional motiva-
tions for practice.

B I R T H I N G A N E W W A Y

O F B E I N G

The promise of an integral spiritual practice is
that if we sincerely and wholeheartedly engage a
life that’s committed to embodying awareness,
care, and full presence, and to enacting our own
evolution – and the evolution of the whole –
then we begin to embody that evolutionary
process. This commitment is, without a doubt,
at the core of life – it’s the biggest, most impor-
tant journey we could possibly embrace.
of course, that’s not easy! That’s why it takes
practice. It’s never been easy, but our contempo-
rary world is so complex and fast-changing that
we have to approach practice and life with a
both/and consciousness, a consciousness that can
hold paradox and contemplate it profoundly –
not just as a mental puzzle but as an essential pro-
fundity – and discover new depth. We must prac-
tice holding two or three bottom lines, or more, all
at once, so we can be engaging the big picture, the
close-up, the in-between, flexibly dancing and

adopting whatever perspective is appropriate in
each moment.
That’s the essence of an integral approach, and it
requires us to put ourselves on the line – and it’s
not a small line! It means taking full responsibility
for our part in creating our experience. It means
living with authenticity, delving below the sur-
faces, not leaving anything out, not holding
back, going for it, facing what is, finding a
commitment and engagement that includes all
our parts, and all of us on this planet.. It takes
into account all the pieces, yet engages them as
one single seamless unity. It thus acknowledges
the complexity of our world, yet also stands
freely in the simplicity on the other side of
complexity.
The integral approach calls us to whole new
level of responsibility – one in which we con-
sciously care for and steward ourselves, our
loved ones, our communities, our structures and
systems – including the planet we live on and
life itself. It’s not our ego that is called to greater
responsibility, but the wider and deeper aspects
of our identity, those parts of us that literally are
identified with these wider circles of being. Through
our deepening daily practice, we can more finely
attune to the currents and updrafts of Being itself,
as it gives birth to a new world. 
What urgently wants to be born is beyond any-
thing we can predict or control, but the more of its
sacred signal our antennas can pick up, the easier it
becomes to let Being come through us and as us. We
become agents of the ineffable Mystery. We become
the here-and-now conduits of a more beautiful world
manifesting in and through our lives.
We also become more capable of being effective in the
world, because we’re less held back by the parts of our-
selves that feel narrower and more conflicted. We can be
more fully present and engaged in the moment, whatev-
er is happening. Whether you’re a CEo or project manag-
er or political activist, your practice can make you a more
powerful leader. It can make you a more attuned parent
or partner, a more intuitive doctor, a more inspiring
teacher, a more creative artist, or a better student. The
promise of practice is that by going to the heart of the
matter in our lives, and unlocking our deepest potentials
– including specific capacities for focus, equanimity,
and holding multiple perspectives – we liberate our
energies to make our highest contribution.

C A T A L Y Z I N G A

C O N S C I O U S C U L T U R E

Just as integral spiritual practice brings together our
inner and outer worlds, it also unites our individual
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and social being. While there are many specific
practices we can do on our own, such as meditation,
ultimately, we exist (and are practicing) with others.
Those others may not be in the same room or even
the same part of the world as us (in fact, they may not
even be alive in our lifetime!), yet the act of practicing
connects us to the collective field of consciousness
generated by the broader community of practice.
Being an integral practitioner involves not only intend-
ing to evolve oneself, but also participating in the emer-
gence of the broader community – thus co-creating a
new kind of culture. Being an integral practitioner
means participating in a “meta-sangha” (an inclusive
community that creates brotherhood among members
of many communities of practice) that includes trans-
sectarian practitioners around the world. This meta-
sangha has no specific name, official membership, or
organizational structure, but we recognize we’re a part
of it whenever we meet someone who resonates with a
similar depth and breadth of awareness that we feel
within ourselves. A mutual recognition occurs at the
level of essence, even if we might have little else in
common. We realize that we are “on the same wave-
length,” attuned to the same collective field.
Co-creating a global culture of practice – a culture
of spiritual depth, planetary consciousness, mature
intelligence, and ecstatic creativity – is one of the
most exciting and rewarding aspects of integral spir-
itual practice. It’s also a essential part of the transi-
tion we are making as a species to a more healthy,
sustainable human presence on our planet. Prac-
tice is what makes us truly planetary citizens for
the first time.

P R A C T I C I N G A

N E W P O S S I B I L I T Y

Ultimately, to be a practitioner is to engage in a
grand human experiment with huge potential
significance. Can we respond to the crises of
our times – and to the inherent challenges of
simply being human – in ways that are healthy,
intelligent, and sustainable? Instead of acting
out of desperation and separateness, can we live
and act from an ongoing connection to love,
compassion, and prior unity? If we can, then
the many problems we face, whether in our per-
sonal lives or on a global scale, will be approached
as sacred opportunities to awaken, evolve, and
serve a greater whole.
The path of practice is not meant to be glam-
orous. It’s meant to make us more authentically
human. one of the core tenets of the Integral Spir-
itual Practice approach that I teach is that our path
need not involve denying our humanity in favour of

some transcendental ideal or abstract notion of
progress. We’re not out to be “more evolved than
thou.” As down-to-earth practitioners we can realize
that the future of humanity is simply to be more
deeply human. That means becoming more honest
and vulnerable, making peace with our failures
and foibles. It means accepting our quirks – and
sometimes our limitations – as we listen ever
more deeply and become ever more transparent
to the intelligence animating our lives. It means
walking a radically unique path, but doing so in
good company, and with the benefit of the col-
lective wisdom that we’re co-generating each
step of the way.
Yet practice is also an opportunity for greatness.
These times definitely call for all our greatness, and
an incredible tapestry of different kinds of great-
ness supporting one another. It’s not grandiose
to talk about embracing one’s greatness. It’s a
moral obligation to fulfill our highest destiny.
There are many kinds of greatness. The world
needs each of our unique contributions, our
unique service, in very tangible and practical terms.
And any opportunity to serve is an opportunity for
greatness. Greatness doesn’t always have to be shiny
or in the spotlight. oftentimes it’s humble and sup-
portive. But there are no exceptions; no way out.
We’re all in this terrible, beautiful mess together, and
it’s going to take as many of us as possible serving the
highest within us to take the next step in our collec-
tive evolutionary journey.
At the very heart of Integral Spiritual Practice lies a
simple yet profound idea. At a certain point we’re
called to make a fundamental transition in our lives
from being “seekers” of transformation to being authen-
tic practitioners of it. In other words, we can think about
change, talk about it, argue and debate, and that’s all
well and good. But at a certain stage, we must simply
do it. The question is how? how can we “do the evolu-
tion” on a practical, real, genuine, deep, and sustainable
daily basis?
Thus, Integral Spiritual Practice is a contribution to an
ongoing, universal project of defining and refining the
universal integral praxis of embodying a healthy creative
response to each and every unique moment of life. It
describes, in very tangible, practical, moment-to-moment
terms, how we can “become the ones we’ve been waiting
for” and it offers a practical path for us to begin doing
so now, in every moment, individually and together.  8
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The heart, anatomically the midchest area, is at first a
metaphorical center of meaning in life and gradually
opens into a direct experience of a new dimension.
It is the center for the direct sensing of the energies

that represent unconditional love.
RIChARd MoSS, The I that is We.

T H E N E X T R E V O L U T I O N

n ThE LAST MILLEnnIUM ThE EVoLUTIon oF ThE

human race on the Planet has witnessed a
momentous explosion of development. Largely,
this development has concerned itself with

ideas and technologies that have revolutionized the

way in which we, as individuals and as a species,
interact with the external landscapes of our
world. The rapid accumulation of knowledge
that characterized the scientific revolution and
the advent of groundbreaking new technologies
that emerged from the industrial revolution
have allowed us to exert more control over our
external environment than was ever conceivable
before. now add to these developments the
exponentially burgeoning capacity to store,
process, and access information that are a prod-
uct of the current information revolution in
which we live, and the bounds of our collective
technological potential are difficult to place. To
offer perspective, even as few as a hundred years
ago – let alone a thousand – it would have been
virtually impossible to envision the current reality
we have built for ourselves on the foundation of
these advances.
Yet we clearly harbor mixed feelings concerning
exactly where this dexterous ability to manipulate
our outer world has brought us as a species. notwith-
standing the countless benefits offered to society by
modern science and medicine; developments in
mechanical technologies that lift the burden of once-
grueling manual work; and the information processing
power, convenience, and digital interconnectivity fur-
nished by the computing industry, we are left with a
haunting sense that something is missing. There is a vast
emptiness that remains unfilled by these externally-ori-
ented advances and all that they have brought us. And,
with unfortunate irony, even the very ends for which
these developments were supposedly created – improved
health and healing, enriched quality of life, increased
connectedness with one another and our Planet –
remain, all too frequently, sadly unfulfilled.
The source of this growing sense of incompleteness is a
seemingly fundamental imbalance in the direction in
which humanity’s evolution has thus far been focused.
To illustrate, we may pose the following question: over
the same time that we have built towering cities, trans-
ported ourselves around the globe and even into space
and back, looked inside the cell and the very subatom-
ic particles that comprise it, and erected networks of
super-powerful computers that function at lightning
speed – in this same time, how much have we done as
a species to effect a corresponding development in
the world in which we all live in every moment of

HEART INTELLIGENCE AND EMOTIONAL EVOLUTION
A NEX T S T E P I N CON S C I OU S N E S S D E V E LO PM EN T

D A N A T O M A S I N O

I
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our lives – our internal world – the landscape of our
emotional experience?
It is an uncomfortable truth to acknowledge that
while most of us now take for granted the capacity to
control aspects of our outer world with a simple turn
of a key or push of a button, human civilization as a
whole still lives for a large part at the mercy of unman-
aged (and, in our perception, unmanageable) emotional
stress; automatic, conditioned judgments and reactions
that we accept as “self ”; and energy-draining feelings,
thoughts and behavioral patterns that are primary sourced
in ego-driven states of fear. Indeed, fear-based patterns
of greed, judgment, intolerance, and blame dominate
and underlie much of the societal chaos we experience
in our world. And at the individual level, “stress,” and
the emotional and behavioral responses it engenders,
run our lives to a greater degree than most of us are
even aware of, leading to diminished quality of life,
strained relationships, burnout, physical illness, and, in
some cases, even precipitating death.
Certainly, we also experience uplifting feelings that
enrich our lives – moments of love, joy, gratitude, com-
passion, connection and communion with others. But,
for society at large, we may ponder how many of these
internal feeling experiences remain primarily depen-
dent upon fleeting arrangements of external circum-
stances outside our full control – just as relief from
uncomfortable feelings for many people also appears
mainly at the mercy of some change occurring out-
side themselves. And we must also ask to what
degree, as a society, we are truly conscious of the
subtle, nuanced emotional energy dynamics that
govern our perceptions, motivations, and interac-
tions – for it is only in the light of such con-
sciousness that self-willed change is possible. In
sum, taking stock of the mass level of emotional
awareness and empowerment the human race
currently embodies, we find that the large part
of the population possesses only a surface-level
awareness and understanding of their emotional
nature, and only a very limited ability to con-
sciously modulate their emotional world.
Quite ironically, while we are happily driven to
continue to invent new and clever technologies
to manipulate our external reality, we have col-
lectively come to accept this largely disempow-
ered and unconscious state relative to our inter-
nal emotional reality as natural and a “given.” We
hardly give it second thought as we move through
our lives; it is regarded simply as part of the “human
condition.” But what if this so-called “human condi-
tion” – our collective emotional landscape and our
relationship to it – is not static at all, but marks the
locus for the next huge step forward in the evolu-
tion of our species? In a relatively short space of time

humanity has lived through the scientific revolution,
the industrial revolution, and now the information
revolution. But we cannot move forward in a true
wholeness sense without a fundamental shift in the
focus of our species’ evolution. A new revolution is
now in order. This time it will be an internal one.
The next revolution is an emotional revolution;
and it is already going on.

T H E P R I M A C Y O F E M O T I O N

The next steps in humanity’s journey of emo-
tional maturation will not be led by the mind.
It is the mind (and by this I mean the familiar
awareness of our normal, “everyday” mind that
thinks, reasons, computes, perceives, assesses,
believes, and so forth) that has assumed the
driver’s seat thus far in our evolutionary jour-
ney. however, it is also the mind – what I call
the “reactive mind” – that part of our conscious
and subconscious mental process that is gov-
erned largely by the ego’s narrow perspective and
fear-based patterns of personal and cultural con-
ditioning – that has kept humanity quagmired in
the current mass level of consciousness of relative
emotional immaturity in which our world lives.
Many of the formal and informal strategies people
currently use with the intention to facilitate emo-
tional change attempt to impose the “rationality”
of the mind to exert control over the emotions. For
example, a common assumption is that if we can
just manage to change our thoughts about a situa-
tion, our feelings will obediently follow suit. Experi-
ence tells us, however, that too often our deeply held
emotional feelings and attitudes continue to “run the
show” despite our most strenuous mental efforts to
think the “right” thoughts. often this emotional sub-
terfuge occurs at a level beneath our conscious aware-
ness, leaving us at a loss to explain our limited progress
despite our best efforts. Furthermore, thinking alone
generally does little to penetrate the powerful psy-
choneurological defense strategies put in place at a very
early precognitive stage of our lives to protect us from
emotional sensations our body then experienced as
overwhelming.
Science on the primacy of emotion validates experience
(Zajonc, 1980; Ledoux, 1996) showing us that in fact
emotions do not always follow thought; they may
emerge independently of cognition and may even stand
in conflict with our conscious “rational” thinking:
operating at a higher speed than our thoughts, our
emotional feelings frequently bypass the mind’s lin-
ear reasoning process entirely – a process known as
“emotional hijacking” (Ledoux, 1996). Moreover,
studies of the neural pathways linking the cognitive
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and emotional centers in the brain provide neu-
roanatomical evidence that emotional signals exert a
far more powerful influence on cognitive processes
than the other way around (Ledoux, 1994, 1996),
explaining why it can be so difficult to “turn off ” a
powerful emotion, and why “positive thinking” alone
may not always have its anticipated impact on our
emotional reality. 
The mind can help us formulate, organize, and exe-
cute our intentions, but it is our emotions that provide
the fuel. Indeed, it is the movement of emotional energy
that underlies significant movement in virtually all aspects
of life – in our physiology, in our decisions and behav-
iour, in our relationships with the people and situations
around us. It is this vastly powerful source of energy
inherent and largely untapped within us that we must
learn now how to consciously direct, modulate, and
focus in this next phase of our evolution.

A N I N T E L L I G E N C E

B E Y O N D T H E M I N D

A fundamental shift in consciousness cannot be initiat-
ed by the same force that created the status quo. It will
require an intelligence and awareness beyond that of
the familiar mind – quicker than our linear reasoning
and broader than our habitual perception – to chart
the deep, unnavigated waters of our emotions and
produce sustained change in our relationship to our
own emotional experience. 
I use the term heart intelligence to describe a larger
source of awareness that we will increasingly inte-
grate and embody as this shift in consciousness
progress. I see this as a source of intuitive insight
and understanding accessible to all human beings,
which can be drawn on to deepen knowledge of
self and others, guide emotional, relational, and
spiritual growth, and inform choice and action
across all spheres of life. 
I acknowledge the challenge at this point of
defining heart intelligence completely and con-
cisely, as I believe that collectively as a species we
are as yet in the initial stages of unfolding, explor-
ing, developing, and truly understanding this
capacity in ourselves. Because I believe that heart
intelligence operates at the interface between what
we may call our physical-material space-time
reality and an energetic field-based domain that
science has only begun to characterize, we also
encounter the problem of the limitations of our
current vocabulary to adequately describe some of
the multi-level dynamics and processes involved.
Still, my intention here is to outline some descrip-
tive features of this phenomenon, gleaned from my
own study, research, and experience, that together

may point us in the direction of an initial acknowl-
edgment and acquaintance with this capacity inher-
ent in all of us.
Some defining characteristics of heart intelligence
include the following: 
~  Transcends the ordinary awareness of the
mind but interacts with it
~  Serves as a reliable internal guidance system
~  Integrates information from and about the
body, mind, emotions, and spirit.
~  Provides direct insights that are intuitive in
nature, which can be experienced in the form
of words, images, feeling sensations, and/or a
sense of “knowingness”   
~  Generally provides a more objective, encom-
passing, loving, and “wholeness-oriented” per-
spective on situations than we are able to access
through cognitive reasoning alone
~  Can access and communicate information
from a domain beyond the constraints of space-
time reality
~  often emerges naturally when the mind, emo-
tions, and physiology are brought into a state of
coherent alignment through heart-based emotion-
al self-management practices.
~  Can be developed and honed through the con-
sistent application of such practices in daily life.
It is important to note that the function of heart
intelligence is not to replace the faculties of the mind,
but rather to help align the mind with a larger aspect
of ourselves that can both observe and transcend the
ego-driven influences that contribute to our emotion-
al unconsciousness. The “reactive mind” then gives
way to the awakened mind, which, in its clarity, then
becomes a receptacle for insight and a powerful execu-
tor of inspired action (literally, action that is imbued
with spirit).

T H E R O L E O F T H E H E A R T

A N I N T E L L I G E N T S Y S T E M

To explore how heart intelligence can be accessed and
developed, we turn first to the heart itself. There is an
age-old notion, shared by virtually every major civiliza-
tion and spiritual tradition throughout human history,
of the heart as a locus of emotion, inner wisdom, and
insight – a conduit to an intuitive intelligence that
transcends and yet also complements the perceptions
and understandings of normal awareness (Godwin,
2001; Tomasino, 2011). Many ancient cultures regarded
the source of this intelligence as an individual’s spirit
or soul, and the heart as a portal to this essential
and eternal aspect of our being. 
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With the advent of modern science and medicine
in the West, this broader view of the heart was
obscured and largely relegated to metaphor – though
it survives still in the colloquial expressions of our
language, which tend to connect the heart with the
part of ourselves that is most essential, authentic, lov-
ing, and even wise. Yet, ironically, new discoveries at
the cutting edge of science are now beginning to reaf-
firm the validity of this ancient conception of the heart
– for the first time linking this larger concept of what
we may call the “emotional energetic heart” with actual
capabilities of the physical heart (McCraty et al., 2009).
Far more than just a mechanical pump, the heart is now
revealed to be a complex sensory organ and information
processing system, with an intrinsic nervous system of
over 40,000 neurons whose structural interconnectivity
resembles that of the neural networks in the brain
(Armour & Ardell, 1994). Indeed, this “heart brain,” as
scientists now call it, is known to sense diverse forms of
input, process and encode information internally, and
make functional decisions independently of the brain in
the head (Armour & Kember, 2004). There is evidence
that the heart’s brain possesses the capacity to learn,
and even has a form of memory. Moreover, afferent
neurological signals sent from the heart to the brain
continuously interact with the brain’s higher cogni-
tive and emotional centres. In this way, input origi-
nating in the heart constitutes a major and consis-
tent influence in the very processes underlying per-
ception, cognition, and emotion (McCraty et al.,
2009). In sum, it appears that even at the physio-
logical level, the heart not only possesses an innate
form of intelligence, but, through its extensive
communication with the brain, is intimately
involved in the way we perceive, interpret, feel,
and respond to the world.

T H E I N T U I T I V E H E A R T

Perhaps even more intriguing is the recent, grow-
ing empirical evidence of the heart’s prime role
in nonlocal intuition. Experimental findings
in this area, now replicated in different labora-
tories around the world, consistently show
that the heart exhibits an electrophysiological
response to a randomly selected future stimu-
lus before it has occurred. These findings sug-
gest that the heart effectively accesses tacit
information about nonlocal objects and events
from a domain beyond the constraints of space
and time (McCraty, Atkinson, & Bradley, 2004a,
b; Bradley, 2011). While its details are beyond the
scope of this article, a theory has been proposed
that draws on the principles of holographic orga-
nization to explain how this type of nonlocal
intuitive perception accesses a field of energy in

which information about “future” events is spec-
trally enfolded (Bradley, 2007; see also Bradley’s
article in this issue).
This electrophysiological evidence of the heart’s
ability to access information about the future is
indeed surprising, if not astounding, when viewed
in the light of the usual space/time-based frame-
work in which we relate to and interpret the
world. however, the heart’s apparent capacity to
act as a conduit for field-based information that
typically exists “outside” normal conscious aware-
ness directly recalls the ancient cultures’ shared
conception of the heart as a source of intuitive
insight and wisdom extending beyond our reg-
ular perception. Thus, these scientific data may
be seen as providing objective evidence for an
innate intuitive intelligence that humankind has
known and used for many millennia (McCraty,
Atkinson, & Bradley, 2004a).
Venturing briefly beyond the confines of sci-
ence’s current measurement capability, it is my
view that the neurological and electrophysiolog-
ical indicators of the physical heart’s information
processing function and involvement in intuitive
perception are reflections, at the physical-materi-
al level, of a deeper order that exists at an ener-
getic (nonmaterial, field-based) level of reality. I
believe that at the energetic level, the heart is
indeed the principal point of connection with the
nonmaterial, eternal aspect of ourselves (our unique
spirit or soul), whose broad awareness encompasses
not only profound self-knowledge but also direct
access to a universal field of information outside the
bounds of space-time. It is through the heart that we
can consciously increase our connectivity and integra-
tion with this larger aspect of our being and grow in
our ability to draw on its vast awareness. 

L O V E

If the heart is a doorway to another dimension of per-
ception and awareness, then Love is the key that
unlocks that door. In capitalizing the word “Love” here,
I use the term to encompass a range of emotions, feel-
ing states, and attitudes that arise from the heart and
are sourced in love, such as gratitude, appreciation,
compassion, kindness, and personal love for others –
as well as a larger, impersonal Love that transcends the
realm of everyday emotion and relation. 
Research has revealed that these heart-focused states
appear to shift the heart and entire body into a highly
synchronized and harmonious mode of function in
which awareness is expanded, perception broadened,
and emotional stability facilitated (McCraty & Childre,
2004; McCraty et al., 2009). Individuals trained in
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heart-based techniques to enhance these states not
only exhibit improvements in many objective mea-
sures of health, emotion regulation, cognitive function,
and well-being (summarized in McCraty, Atkinson, &
Tomasino, 2001; McCraty & Childre 2004), but also fre-
quently report a sense of gaining increased access to
internal guidance and insight – relative to both their
internal emotional dynamics and to situations and chal-
lenges in their outer world (Childre & Rozman, 2002,
Tomasino, 2011). Typically, the enhanced capacity to draw
on this source of intuitive discernment leads to outcomes
such as deeper self-awareness, improved emotional balance
and mental clarity, more effective decision-making and
problem-solving, greater competence in professional prac-
tice, and improved quality of relationships. These out-
comes suggest that the use of heart-based techniques that
enable people to self-activate and sustain feelings such as
love, appreciation, compassion, and gratitude may be one
practical means of cultivating heart intelligence.
At the psychophysiological level, the practice of inten-
tionally shifting into a feeling state sourced in Love pro-
duces a very different internal milieu from that in which
we typically spend most of our waking hours. Such a
shift produces a profound change in the rhythmic pat-
tern of activity generated by the heart, which immedi-
ately becomes more coherent – highly ordered and
resembling a sine wave (McCraty et al., 2009).  With
this shift in the heart rhythm, there is a corresponding
qualitative change in the information sent from the
heart to brain, as well as in the structure of the elec-
tromagnetic field emanated by the heart, which is
believed to be involved in the reception and trans-
duction of nonlocal intuitive information (Bradley,
2007). Since the heart is the body’s most powerful
biological oscillator, furthermore, its rhythmic
shift to coherence also pulls other biological
oscillatory systems into entrainment or synchro-
nization with it – including the respiratory rhythm
and the brain’s alpha waves – resulting in a body-
wide state of increased synchronization and har-
mony in psychophysiological processes (McCraty
et al., 2009). At the psychological level, in this
state one experiences a distinct quieting of the
extraneous inner “noise” generated by the nor-
mal stream of unregulated mental and emo-
tional activity and often a fuller sense of well-
being. It appears that this movement to increased
order and harmony at the mental and emotional
as well as the physiological level may open one to a
heightened sensitivity and receptivity to field-based
and nonlocal information normally outside of con-
scious awareness (Tomasino, 2011). It is postulated
that such a psychophysiological shift enhances con-
nectivity with spirit (Childre &McCraty, 2001).

S T E P S O N T H E P A T H

O F E M O T I O N A L E V O L U T I O N

As we use heart intelligence to begin to build a
new relationship to our emotional experience,
what markers can we expect to experience?
A first and vital step along the path of humanity’s
emotional evolution will be the development of
increased emotional self-awareness – which, in
turn, begins simply with the ability to reliably
identify what we are feeling in any given moment.
While seemingly basic, so many people do not
yet possess this important aspect of self-awareness,
being largely “numb” and removed from their
emotional experience. Yet to the extent that we
remain unaware and disconnected from the
flows and dynamics of our feeling worlds, we
also remain cut off from our capacity to choose
how to direct these energies. It is awareness that
opens the door to choice. Emotional awareness
in itself has many levels of development, eventual-
ly yielding an extremely fine-tuned, objective
understanding of the often subtle emotional
dynamics that underlie our attitudes, thought pat-
terns, and behaviours. Along with this heightened
awareness comes the felt-sense of being “more
than” the changing flows of our thoughts and feel-
ings, even while being able to experience them fully
at the same time. As we expand our emotional self-
awareness, a related capacity we are able to develop is
relational awareness – the ability to accurately per-
ceive, understand, and sensitively respond to the emo-
tions of others around us.
Emotional discernment is a next stepping stone on the
developmental pathway. This constitutes the ability to
distinguish feelings that are authentic drives within us
from those patterns that are largely rooted in condi-
tioning by society’s norms or by influences from our
own personal past. It also provides a finely nuanced
read-out of the degree to which ego-driven emotional
patterns (generally grounded in fear) contribute to the
layers of our feeling world, often colouring our percep-
tions, motivations, and behaviors. And this discern-
ment enables us to learn to recognize the qualitative
experiential difference between the emotional flows and
reactive patterns that source from this limited facet of our
awareness and those that we may call “spirit-directed” –
emerging from a connection to a larger, uncondition-
ally loving aspect of our awareness that provides a big-
ger-picture perspective. As we grow in this capacity
for emotional discernment, we gain a beneath-the-
surface view of the emotional dynamics underlying
much of our experience that can then inform our
choice to begin to bring formerly “automatic,” self-
sabotaging patterns into the light of our conscious
awareness and control.
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Before anything that is resistant can truly move, it
must first be fully accepted. Emotional acceptance is a
vital step that is too often overlooked by many schools
of self-development and personal growth. In many
cases it is actually our resistance to fully acknowledg-
ing, allowing, and experiencing certain feelings that
keep patterns sourced by these feelings stubbornly
held in place. It is the act of fully accepting, owning,
and embracing an immature or “childlike” emotional
pattern, with unconditional love and without judg-
ment, that disarms it – melts its resistance – enabling
transmutation. heart vulnerability, self-love, and sur-
render are important capacities inherent in this facet of
emotional maturation.
once we have developed and applied awareness, dis-
cernment, and true acceptance that is grounded in self-
love, we have paved the way for emotional modulation –
an act of conscious choice. This capacity to choose how
we wish to color and direct our emotional energy can
be applied in different ways. With this capacity comes the
advanced ability to effectively “slow down” or “expand” a
sequence of moments in which we would have typically
exhibited an automatic, narrowly-focused, emotional
reaction, and to instead choose a response that is
informed by a source of broader insight and under-
standing (Childre & Martin, 1999). Choice can also
be applied over a longer-term timeline, as when we
commit to practices that facilitate our adoption of a
new emotional attitude, so that it becomes familiar
and instantiated as a new neuropsychological “set
point” (Childre & Rozman, 2006; McCraty &
Tomasino, 2006).

P R A C T I C E S T O C U L T I V A T E

H E A R T I N T E L L I G E N C E

A N D F A C I L I T A T E

E M O T I O N A L E V O L U T I O N

Based on scientific research on the heart’s holis-
tic, multilevel role in the human system (inter-
acting across the physiological, mental, emo-
tional, intuitive, and spiritual dimensions of
experience) and the psychophysiology of heart-
focused states, tools and practices have been
developed that enable people to engage heart
intelligence to begin to build a new relationship
with their inner emotional dynamics. The sys-
tem of heart-based tools and technologies devel-
oped by doc Childre and the Institute of heart-
Math utilize the heart as a point of entry into the
psychophysiological networks that underlie emo-
tional experience (Childre & Martin, 1999; Childre
& Rozman, 2002, 2006). These tools enable people
to self-induce psychophysiologically coherent states,

and to become increasingly sensitive to the intuitive
information available to us as we access these states.
Such practices facilitate both a deeper and more
finely-tuned self-awareness as well as the ability to
make more conscious choices to intentionally
modulate, transmute, and redirect patterns of
emotional energy.
In addition to individual practices, increased
attention is being given to the intentional devel-
opment and expression of heart intelligence in
group-based contexts. In such settings, people
choose to come together with an uncondition-
ally loving focus and unified intention to
expand into heightened states of consciousness
in a safe and supportive container. From this
dynamic emerges a resonant, amplified field, as
both the individuals’ and the collective’s energy
becomes more focused, coherent, and refined.
This amplified, coherent field appears to create
an energetic environment that heightens emo-
tional self-awareness and the potential for emo-
tional growth and development to a much greater
extent than would normally be possible for an
individual alone. Among those visionaries who
have been exploring the dynamics of the group res-
onant field as a facilitative container for growth and
transformation are doc Childre, Richard Moss (1981,

1986) Tej Steiner (developer of the “heart circle” model;
2006) and Christian Pankhurst (in press). In his book
The I that is We, Moss describes the dynamics inher-
ent in this process:
Focused group energy refers to the conscious orchestra-
tion of a natural phenomenon whereby human energy
joins and amplifies when it is gathered around a unify-
ing principle. This process is the single most powerful
way, except for the direct experience of Grace, through
which the energies available to the ordinary individual
are amplified.
The state of unconditional love becomes the “air” into
which conditional consciousness leaps in order to behold
a new dimension. The state itself is an experience that
transcends and therefore ultimately disturbs the bound-
ary-creating mechanisms of our personal conscious-
ness. Just being willing to attempt to realize this state
begins a major shift in consciousness. As we open
toward this new experience the very intuition of it subtly
generates an atmosphere that inspires the potential with-
in the individual (Moss, 1981: 118).
It is likely that as we continue to unfold the collective
shift in consciousness, the power of coherent community
to facilitate individual awakening will be increasingly
appreciated and drawn upon (Pankhurst, in press).
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I M P L I C A T I O N S O F E M O T I O N A L

E V O L U T I O N :  A V I S I O N O F

O U R A W A K E N I N G P O T E N T I A L

As we step into the exciting ability to consciously
repattern our emotional landscape, the implications
will be vast. As fear and blame are progressively sup-
planted with love and self-responsibility at the individ-
ual level, the fundamental driving forces that shape our
collective society will also evolve – leading to greater
levels of cooperation, compassion, and connectedness
than our world has yet seen. While technological devel-
opment may continue, eventually it will be no longer by
primarily driven by motives of greed and domination,
but by a collective drive to continue to evolve spiritually
as a species and to further facilitate the expansion of
consciousness. 
In humanity’s present collective state of awareness, our
emotional nature represents a vast reservoir of largely
untapped and unfocused energy. however, once we
have begun to shift the immense power of our emo-
tional energy from the unconscious sway of reactive
mind to the conscious direction of heart intelligence,
the door also opens to develop other innate human
capacities that utilize this energy in highly organized
and focused ways. 
First, I expect that we will see an enhanced sensory
capacity, stemming from a more consistent ability to
access and utilize nonlocal intuitive perception. This
is linked to the capacity to attune to a nonlocal
object or event of interest by directing passionate
attention – focused coherent emotional energy –
toward it (Bradley & Tomasino, 2011; see also
Bradley’s article in this issue). The more agile we
are in our ability to self-regulate our emotional
energy, quiet our “everyday” reactive emotions,
and consciously enter love-based psychophysio-
logically coherent states, the more we will be able
to draw upon and build this intuitive perceptual
sense. once more fully developed, this faculty
will also enable us to attune more deeply to one
another, giving rise to mature capacities such as
“telepathic” information exchange among peo-
ple, as well as enhanced interspecies communica-
tion. I also expect that the maturation of this
direct receptivity to nonlocal information will
radically change the way in which we approach
the process of scientific inquiry.
A second, related competence humanity will
grow into is an enhanced co-creative capacity.
Also termed nonlocal agency, this denotes the
ability to actively influence aspects of our reality
by directing passionate intention – coherent emo-
tional energy coupled with a specific intentional
focus – toward objects or events we wish to affect

in some way (Bradley & Tomasino, 2011; see also
Bradley’s article in this issue). Again, our ability to
work with this powerful ability will be propor-
tional to our capacity to self-regulate and focus
our emotional energy. Coming into a mature co-
creative capacity will constitute an immense step
in the evolution of human consciousness and
will radically change our relationship to count-
less spheres of human activity – not the least of
which will be health and healing (of ourselves,
our fellow beings, and the Earth’s natural envi-
ronment) and technology. It is likely that an
exciting new wave of technologies will emerge
that actively interface with human mental and
emotional energy.
While intuitive perception and nonlocal agency
will become highly developed and integrated at
the level of the individual, it is likely that
increased recognition of the amplification effects
of the group coherent energy field will lead to
many more instances in which people gather in
groups, for significant events, to further potenti-
ate our intuitive and co-creative potential (e.g.,
see the discussion of the Global Coherence Initia-
tive in McCraty & deyhle’s article in this issue).
Thus, collective intuition and collective agency will
be increasingly drawn upon as human beings learn
to work cooperatively at the field level of reality for
the good of our Planet and the realms beyond it.

P O S T S C R I P T –   L O V E :  T H E A L P H A A N D O M E G A

Transformation begins with the embrace of love and
leads to the first essential step, which is the transmu-
tation of emotions. When you begin to tell yourself
that your emotional stance in life is a distortion of
your potential to love, then you have invited a flame
into your life that will gradually destroy and transform
you. Richard Moss, The I that is We: 20.
It has only ever been about Love. It was the beginning – the
living, formative, guiding spark inherent in the heart of all
forms and expressions of consciousness.  And it was always the
destination of all evolution, though the path has often been
obscured, even buried beneath layers of the ambitions of the
ego and ever-multiplying distractions of the mind.  And,
indeed, Love has always been the pathway itself, and the
stepping stones contained therein. There is no growth, no
expansion of consciousness, without Love. Love of Self pow-
erful enough to discard outdated patterns of emotional reac-
tivity that no longer serve us – and ultimately to Surrender
our very concept of self to something far greater; love of
Other deep enough to Look and See and Hear and Listen
in new ways and thereby open layers of sensitivity and
connection previously inaccessible to us; love of Love itself
– our ultimate motivation –  for there is no other end but
to evolve into deeper, wider, more encompassing, and
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more finely nuanced textures of love. Love that, in its
ultimate manifestation, is Intelligence itself – a force
beyond our wildest imaginings and at the same time con-
tained in the deepest core of each of our hearts.
We have reached a point on the Planet where no
amount of externally-focused technological develop-
ment will yield the fulfillment it seeks to deliver until
we have a new internal emotional context in which to apply
it. Without the corresponding evolution and maturing
of our emotional nature, the sum of our external devel-
opment is at best unfulfilling – leaving us empty – and,
at worst, dangerous to our Planet and ourselves. It is an
imperative – our responsibility, to ourselves and to all
of Life – to consciously, and with commitment, take on
this next step in our maturation as a species. heart
intelligence will lead and guide the emotional revolu-
tion, allowing it to give way to emotional evolution –
the next step in the development of consciousness: a
journey through Love, by way of Love, into Love – lead-
ing us forward into a new dimension of experience –
leading us home.                                                     8
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hE HOMO SAPIENS SPECIES IS on A PATh oF PoTEnTIAL

self-extinction. At a crossroads, we face three
self-generated armageddons: Catastrophic
climate change. Global political chaos. Col-

lapse of food and health systems. The escape route
requires a common sense of global community.
The most daunting obstacle to achieving that is
not technology, funding, organization, or human
resources. It is the pervasive existence of mutually
exclusive, existential worldviews.
new York Times columnist david Brooks wrote
“while global economies are converging, cultures
are diverging, and widening cultural differences
are leading us into [an unprecedented] period of
conflict, inequality and segmentation1. “ I believe
this deteriorating external situation results from
an “increasing fragmentation of species con-
sciousness.” Self-segregating subcultures are
becoming ever more isolated. Through the selec-
tive use of modern media, they are further cir-
cumscribing their own members’ minds with
self-limiting worldviews. 
Given our near-universal communication net-
works and global markets – in ideas, goods and
services – the above described fragmentation is
counterintuitive. nevertheless, virulent theologi-
cal antagonisms are fuelling 21st century terror-
ism and social warfare – too often leading to vio-
lence – in all nations. Wealthy elites and sectarian
cults have gone beyond traditional class barriers to
separate themselves from others. Building fortress
neighbourhoods and using defensive social policies,

they seek to avoid contamination by those who
are different.
These trends indicate the human species is engaged
in a profound re-tribalization process – at a time
when weapons for defending culture and territory
far exceed the destructive power of rocks and
clubs. This inability of our fragmented species to
reach consensus on economic, political, and
social policies threatens our very survival. More
than superficial lifestyles are involved.
This situation is an existential phenomenon. Sus-
tainable social and economic policies require big
changes in the present self-deprecating and self-
abdicating ways most humans see themselves in
the universe. A significant percent of humanity
sees our existence as the accidental fall-out from
an unlikely random collision of illusive particles.
But, most humans think we are creatures of a God
that has it all figured out in advance and we simply
live and die according to his whims.
In either case, practically all humans think we are
“just along for the ride” and have little control over
our own destiny. This exegesis of worldviews sug-
gests that such Second-Millennium beliefs must give
way to a Third-Millennium updating of our human
story to encompass new insights into ancient civiliza-
tions and discoveries in behavioral neuroscience and
consciousness studies2.
The result can be adoption of self-empowering world-
views that will literally change the world.

D E F I N I N G W O R L D V I E W

An Internet/Wikipedia search of the term worldview
reveals it is widely used – with a great diversity of defini-
tions. however, the importance of the concept is greatly
under-appreciated. Little attention has been paid to its
emotionally-charged impacts on individual and group
behaviours. Superficial uses of the term worldview
have obscured its fundamental role in the creation of
wars, waste of natural resources, and retardation of
human development.
one definition of worldview is a collection of folk-
tales about human life and nature. Another is that it
is a personal or group story, describing one’s place
in society and nature. A third definition describes it

WOR LDV I EW S A ND E VO LU T I ON
O F H U M A N C O N S C I O U S N E S S

P A U L V O N W A R D

T
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as a collection of presuppositions that guide social
behaviour and give meaning to various life events.
Unfortunately, these definitions minimize the impor-
tance of a worldview’s role in the rate and direction of
evolution in human emotions, mental functions, and
behaviours.
The word worldview comes from the German weltan-
schauung, which literally means the way one views his
or her world. however, what is lost in translation is the
depth and power of this aspect of the mind and its impact
on the continual reshaping of the human species and its
habitat. While our individual and collective worldviews
determine how we perceive our present reality, it also
limits – or enhances – our future development. how
we create our worldview determines what we can create
– peace or war, health or illness, social harmony or civil
distress, etc.
When two people discuss any issue, they are likely to
do so from two different – even mutually exclusive –
sets of assumptions about humans and their place in
the bigger picture. For all perceptual, emotional, and
behavioural purposes, we live in different realities.
Individuals with radically different worldviews simply
cannot cross the emotional lines required to draw
similar conclusions from the same self-evident facts.
Examples of this are found in contradictory reactions
to the human impact on our environment. The same
divergent emotional reactions arise in discussions of
the use of military force in cultural conflicts, the
effects of chemicals in food and health, the educa-
tion of children for future survival, population
policies, and relationships with other species. We
need to resolve these profound emotionally-based
conflicts threatening the future of our species.
Such destructive emotions result from existential
worldviews – repositories of a priori ideas accepted
as truth – based in neural circuits that direct
mental and behavioural responses to external
information. These brain-mediated responses
include deeply engrained assumptions, values,
ethics, emotions, and survival reflexes. only when
these semi-autonomous responses are altered can
changes in a person’s overt habits, manners, rela-
tionships, and decisions occur.
These emotionally-charged worldviews are not
determined by one’s IQ level. Keith Stanovich3

described in the Scientific American Mind that
high IQ can be easily trumped by emotions. Peo-
ple can be “cognitive misers” taking the easy way
out when confronted with difficult choices. This
happens because comfortably embedded world-
views overpower logically reasonable or evidence-
based interpretations of reality. 

While it is obvious that our brain-meditated world-
views emerge from interactions between biology
and information, a working bio-info model of the
human worldview mechanism still eludes us. We
need multidisciplinary team efforts to trace the
process in which abstract ideas shape our emo-
tional and physical responses. humans urgently
need to understand how simple, implicit world-
views can have so much influence on our active
thoughts and behaviours.

S T O R I E S A S W O R L D V I E W S

one way of thinking about worldviews is to see
them as narratives or cultural stories. The reli-
gion-based Cradle of Western Civilization story
is assumed by European and Western hemi-
sphere cultures to account for their modernity
and technical prowess. however, cultures sup-
pressed by the colonizers cherish their own story
and blame the invaders for their destruction.
Sociologist Christian Smith, in Moral, Believing
Animals, developed twelve contemporary “meta-
narratives” he considered to have shaped human
behaviours4. They include the eponymous Capi-
talist Prosperity, Progressive Socialism, Scientific
Enlightenment, Christian [Faith], Militant Islamic
Resurgence, and Unity-with-Brahman narratives.
Successful implementation of one of these narra-
tives requires tapping into previously existing world-
views. As an example, in the political and religious
arenas, would-be leaders have learned to play on
deeply embedded emotions. They use key words that
trigger core beliefs to elicit changes in consumption,
voting, or other behaviours. 
Such efforts eventually fail if the public’s fundamental
assumptions are not consistent with the advertised nar-
rative. The societal evolution promoted in this paper
can only occur when individuals are faced with relevant
and persuasive evidence important to them that is
clearly incongruent with existing beliefs. only then do
humans shift to achieve an internal consistency.
Modern physical sciences can be seen as a collection of
stories. Some deal with new discoveries or outstanding
scientists who offer new paradigms in their disciplines.
But, these science stories created from specific fields
fail to reach the worldview level of an existential story.
That is due to the fact that science is an epistemology,
only a method to test specific aspects of worldviews.
A worldview based on a snapshot in the ongoing flow
of science can only be a temporary proxy for the real,
mostly unknown universe. Such a holding-place cos-
mology can and should use pieces of knowledge
generated by science, but the unknown gaps will
always be filled by beliefs.
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Generally speaking, when practiced with an open
mind, science is a self-correcting process (even when
some individuals are attached to their own ideas or
results). Conversely, religion in general is not inter-
ested in self-assessment and self-correction. 

C O N C E P T U A L W O R L D V I E W S

Scholarly taxonomies of worldviews exist, but it is no
surprise that they are reflections of their creators‘ own
worldviews. They generally relate to the areas of exper-
tise of the instrument maker, and illustrate philosophi-
cal points they wish to communicate.
Willis harman5, as an example, developed a taxonomy of
three distinctive worldviews: 1) Materialistic Monism
sees everything in the universe as based in the material
realm, with matter and energy as aspects of a single sub-
stance that produces the human mind. 2) dualism
assumes that mind and matter are separate and provide
for both 3-d reality and paranormal phenomena. 3)
Mental Monism assumes a universe that comprises con-
sciousness, non-material dimensions, and the physical
universe of science.
dean Radin6 used these three worldviews to demon-
strate how different human reactions to claims of myste-
rious UFo phenomena might contribute to a progres-
sive shift in consciousness. Radin describes shifts from
paranoia to inspiration and from absolute denial to
open skepticism and links then to the individuals’
changing worldviews.
Belief systems in others subject areas can also be cat-
egorized by these three worldviews. The founders of
the Creation Museum in Kentucky have an idio-
syncratic reading of the Bible. They believe that
their God created the Earth in six 24-hour days,
and that the entire universe is only a few thou-
sand years old.
Anyone who does not agree with them, in their
view, will have to experience the wrath of God
when they meet him in heaven. The supernatur-
al aspect of dualism provides cover for Creation
Theories because they cannot be disproved.
Conversely, the Materialistic Monism worldview
provides cover for people like Richard dawkins
who do not accept the possibility of a conscious-
ness beyond their notion of mind as an epiphe-
nomenon of the material brain. he extrapolates
from physical evidence of an evolutionary process,
and declares that no a priori force could have
orchestrated any of the evidence.
In both cases believers interpret the data to suit
their purpose. They avoid discussing the fact that
their basic assumptions cannot be disproved. Both
sides count on their status as authorities to divert

any second-order criticism based on a meta-analy-
sis of their logic.
In my view, attempts to construct a science-based
cosmology to support a new big picture worldview
must make sense of the increasing flow of new
insights from quantum physics, genetics, epige-
netics, ecology, anomalies in ancient history, neu-
roscience, consciousness studies, and other fields.
It must also take into account many areas of
human experience not yet understood by science.
They include near-death and after-life reports,
paranormal sensing through physical space and
other dimensions, perceived contacts with non-
human intelligences, and intuitive knowing.
When I attempted such a synthesis a little over
a decade ago the resulting model was one of a
self-experimenting, self-learning universe filled
with varying dimensional beings – fractals of its
activating force. In this model, consciousness
and matter are co-dependent for their mutual
self-evolution7. over the last decade, the cutting
edge of science has corroborated some of it.
Such a theoretical cosmological worldview can be
used to make sense of disparate phenomena and
widely separated discoveries. But even if its extrap-
olations reflect accepted facts, it must also include
plausible existential assumptions that readers are
able to countenance. otherwise, they will likely dis-
miss it despite the use of credible experience and
evidence-based ideas.
For these reasons, in attempts to develop strategies for
serious social change the first step should be identifica-
tion of the underlying worldviews that are responsible
for the problems. To deal with the most pernicious
behavioural patterns, to use story or conceptual level
worldviews would not make much of a difference. only
changes at the depth of teleological worldviews are deep
enough to redirect the present schizophrenic evolutionary
track of human consciousness.

T E L E O L O G I C A L W O R L D V I E W S

Whether people are humanists or creationists, physical
evolutionists or spiritual mystics, they have developed
their own answers – or accepted answers produced by
others – to three existential questions: Where did we
come from? What are we doing here? What happens
when we die? Regardless of experience and learning, all
of us carry a set of beliefs that represents how we have
come to terms with the absence of absolute answers to
these three questions.
Teleological worldviews assume a purposefulness with
which we can go to sleep at night despite having a less-
than-100% level of certainty of its cause. We cope with
this existential level of physical and mental anxiety by
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articulating the best guesses we can offer ourselves.
This makes it very difficult for anyone else to snatch
away our “comfort blanket” of teleological worldviews.

A T E L E O L O G I C A L Q U A D R A N T

For the last decade I have used a questionnaire
designed to identify the range of teleological world-
views found in student groups, conference participants,
seminar attendees, website visitors, church groups, etc.
It appears to be a reliable method to categorize individ-
ual worldviews at the level of basic beliefs and working
assumptions.
Its simple questions are designed to transcend cultural
barriers (and, hopefully, language differences). By plac-
ing people into different categories based on their fun-
damental beliefs, it works across religious, educational,
and class divisions.
The instrument ranks the strength of the subject’s beliefs
in four different modes of thinking: Materialist, Super-
natural, Mystical, and Integral8. When two individuals
have high scores in different modes of consciousness, it
is likely that they experience life as if they were living
in different worlds or states of reality.
The questionnaire has 32 questions with four possi-
ble answers to each. Based on a forced choice princi-
ple, the response closest to the person’s own belief
must be selected even if it does not precisely coin-
cide with that person’s vocabulary. Each response
is linked (unknown to the subject) to one of the
four modes labeled above and described below.
The four scores result in a profile of the respon-
dent’s teleological orientation.
I: Material: Focuses on a material reality and
depends on the five senses and human technology
to validate one’s beliefs. Subordinates one’s inner
experience to a need for physical confirmation.
II: Supernatural: Assumes a separate, divine
realm from which one’s god rules daily events.
Favors revelations from authorities about the
unknown. dismisses evidence contrary to belief.
III: Mystical: Believes unseen and spiritual energies
control events. Sees humans as spirits with the
ability to directly control outer reality through
personal belief. Uses incantations and rituals.
IV: Integral: Accepts various ways of gaining
knowledge, but subjects evidence to consensual
validation by third parties. Seeks testable, multi-
dimensional connections among all phenomena.
The questions are based on assumptions with no
self-evident answers. Questions like “What is the
design and purpose of nature? Why do things
work as they do?” force subjects to select the best
option for themselves from four like those below.

~  Yahweh created me. Mind rules. God/Allah
decides all.
~  nature is neutral. Allah/God is just. humans
have free will.
~  The universe is an accident. Life is governed
by specific laws.
The quadrant which receives the largest number
of scores is a predictor of how the individual will
respond to a wide range of ambiguous circum-
stances. It serves as a lens through which the
individual interprets one’s own behaviours, the
words or actions of others, and external events.
new issues or situations faced by the subject will
be seen through the same unique perspective.
Since these teleological worldviews involve
intangible aspects of life and the universe, they
can be modified. Many people change from
one supernatural religious sect to another, easily
leaving behind the old and accepting a new the-
ology. But such changes are not teleological;
they do not require new existential assumptions.
Conversely, a transformation from Evangelical
Christianity to Atheistic humanism does require
a teleological death and rebirth of worldview
assumptions.
Abandoning one and adopting a significantly dif-
ferent worldview can occur under a number of cir-
cumstances. Confrontation with clear evidence that
one’s existing beliefs are not supported by objective
reality is disturbing. We have the option of shifting
views to make facts and beliefs congruent. or we can
deny the new information and tighten our hold on the
existing beliefs.
The internal conflict is best settled by adopting new
assumptions. Without a satisfactory resolution, the
individual remains psychologically confused. Psycho-
logical manipulations or physical force can also result
in the replacement of old worldviews.
one example of forceful change of a nature-based world-
view was the campaign to make other groups adopt a fic-
tional cosmology created by followers of Emperor Con-
stantine. They based it on one of the Middle East ancient
gods (Yahweh) and conflated it with distortions of the
teaching of the reformist Yeshua. Forcing this Roman
worldview on hellenic and Pagan natural-science cul-
tures by physical and psychological warfare led to a mil-
lennia-plus era of the dark Ages.
This illustrates how powerful economic or military forces
can redact the prevailing story, insert another version,
and change the course of history. Such a new teleological
worldview can be used by autocratic groups (as in the
supernatural Roman Christian strategy) as a psycho-
logical weapon to condition second and later genera-
tions to unquestionably accept its false assertions9.
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Forced worldviews can be used ex post facto by
plutocrats to maintain vested interests. They can be
used to wage religious, cultural, economic, and mili-
tary wars in and among civilizations.
hitler’s regime was a relatively recent effort to erase the
teleological worldview in one region by demeaning
psychological manipulations and vicious genocide with
the goal of creating a new society based on different
existential assumptions. he failed due to more resilient
worldviews.
At this point it is obvious that such deeply ingrained tele-
ological worldviews are developed by Sunday School-level
lessons or mass media campaigns. however, we need to
examine how simple words can assume such power over
human responses to other people, ideas, and events.

N E U R O S C I E N C E A N D W O R L D V I E W S

Why do humans willfully dismiss new knowledge that
would be useful to their security, health, or quality of
life? Part of the answer is that our embedded worldviews
have a prioritized set of brain reflexes based in previously
created neural networks that link specific experiences
with either pleasurable or painful feelings about them.
If you have positive memories of a summer of rich
food and sex in Rome, pictures of the city activate ago-
nist neurotransmitters that facilitate a sense of plea-
sure. But, if you believe the Pope speaks for a God
that demands penance for such sins, images of Rome
may activate antagonist neurotransmitters that inhib-
it a sense of pleasure. 
Without a set of consolidated neural memory cir-
cuits to direct incoming sensory data, the brain
would become totally confused when presented
with conflicting options. It would send mixed sig-
nals to both sensory and motor neurons. To avoid
this, conscious organisms create a hierarchy of
beliefs, ranging from a few that are considered
immutable to many that are more mutable. This
hierarchy (worldview) is continually reconsoli-
dated by various levels of new learning.
Learning occurs through internal musings, active
dialogue with others, and through emotional
and physical experiences. This multiplicity of
learning feedback loops makes it possible for
individuals to influence others and be influenced
themselves. however, any external input is miti-
gated by the individual’s own worldview predis-
positions.
As an example, psychologists observe that people
experiencing themselves as being in a low status
generally generate more fear and other negative
emotions than people who perceive themselves in
a higher class. The latter group, with a less over-
powering amygdala (base of fear response), can use

their prefrontal lobes to act more rationally when
in the same situation.
While class differentiations shape us, individuals can
modify their sense of self with group support for a
change in group assumptions about status. For
instance, a racial hierarchy in a particular region
that disempowers the lower class can reduce this
amygdala-effect by creating a new set of social
categories (religious, national or cultural).
At this point, it is important to note that these
reciprocal social influences in the evolution of
personal worldviews are only a part of the sub-
conscious interactions among humans. While
our physical brain appears to be separate from
others, the consciousness that defines each of us
is actually a local manifestation of a larger field
of quantum particles activated by an informa-
tion cloud in our quantum universe. Thus, we
are influenced by, and influence, everyone else
through subparticle entanglements. This insight
from physics suggests concepts/beliefs embedded
in the memory sections of one brain are, to some
degree, linked to all other brains.
This reciprocal model of evolutionary develop-
ment involves ongoing dances between two people,
group interactions, and exchanges of views and
experience at a distance. how we view ourselves in
each of these relationships is important. david
Brooks more recently10 introduced to his interested
readers several neuroscience insights I believe are rele-
vant to this discussion.
In one experiment, Americans felt rewarded if they
had considered themselves in a dominant situation.
Japanese also experienced a sense of reward, but when
they believed they were in a subordinate situation.
That the brain’s caudate nucleus activated a sense of
reward equally for these apposite worldviews demon-
strates different self-images still produce the same effect.
Another study reported that Arabs viewing images of
painful circumstances for subjects they considered Arabs
were perceived to involve a higher level of suffering.
Jews in the study rated the level of pain higher when
they considered the group suffering it was not Jewish. It
suggests exposure to the same images elicits different
reactions depending on a group’s worldview.
In the same research, both Chinese and Americans
believed the pain was higher when they perceived it
was happening to members of their own group than to
another group. once again, the brain (anterior angu-
late cortices) reacted according to their worldview’s
self-identification.
This line of research suggests that humans have
synapse-based positive and negative feed-back loops
which select the neurotransmitters that determine
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whether we feel happy or sad, but which one express-
es itself depends on existing embedded worldview
choices. At this point, we do not understand how dif-
ferent intellectual concepts can become drivers of the
same neural responses.
My intuition leads in the direction of energized ideas
having a similar impact on brain cells as epigenetic
forces have on dnA. In other words, the repetition of
spoken ideas by individuals we perceive as authorities
above us or a recalling of personal experiences lay
down new memory-linked circuits. While this is specu-
lative, some process interlacing abstract ideas and phys-
ical neurons is necessary to account for inculcation of
new ideas in some people but not in others.
I am not aware of any behavioural neuroscience project
focused on this conundrum. Much work focuses on
recording the brain images evoked by thoughts, but
these bottom-up responses do not tell us how top-
down views are incorporated. nevertheless, once these
mind-brain connections are made, changes in world-
views become difficult.

E X H U M I N G I M P L I C I T

W O R L D V I E W S

during four decades of cross-cultural work on per-
sonal, scientific, political, and religious issues as a
diplomat, educator, and psychologist, I was exposed
to worldviews in a hundred countries. Identifying
and understanding their varying assumptions about
fundamentals was essential for cross-cultural com-
munication and cooperation. This experience
provided innumerable examples of behaviours
linked to teleological worldviews like those dis-
cussed above. 
When people speak and act on worldviews so
deeply inculcated since birth they are uncon-
scious of the fact they are simply beliefs. At a
conscious level the beliefs are taken as real as
one’s hand.
These beliefs – regardless of the lack of objec-
tive, external evidence – form a gyroscope-type
mechanism that insures the individual’s behav-
iour remains consistent with his or her subcon-
scious sense of self. Such life-defining parame-
ters are embedded over time in personality-
developing experiences. They resist ideas or
interpretations of events contrary to their world-
view reality.
The last speech prepared for John F. Kennedy
before his 1963 assassination included “We in this
country, in this generation, are – by destiny rather
than choice – the watchmen on the walls of world
freedom. We ask, therefore, that we may be worthy

of our power and responsibility. [he was then to
quote “Except the Lord keep the city, the watch-
man waketh but in vain”].
had he lived, Kennedy’s actions would have been
taken with a sense of certainty that he was doing
God’s work and that he really had no other
options. he would have had discussions with his
advisors and heard public opinion, but the implicit
assumption that he and his nation were instru-
ments of God would never have been ques-
tioned. Yet it energized his decision making.
Working with renowned psychologist david
McClelland in graduate studies at harvard in the
1970s, I learned how one’s unconsciously chosen
words point to the emotions and behaviours that
make up a unique personality. That research
eventually led to the above-described process for
exhuming people’s largely unarticulated, but
powerful mind-brain patterns like the following.
A fundamentalist Christian politician who “knows”
that God speaks to him through his pastor will
unquestioningly follow his dictates in making a
decision for all citizens regardless of their views
and civil rights. A fundamentalist Muslim who
“knows” that Allah speaks to him through his
imam will unquestioningly follow his dictates to
fight the enemy, even killing himself. Such is the
impact of theocratic worldviews on both believers
and the victims of their policies.
A political example in the United States is evidence
that a person’s policies on public education “reflects
the deepest differences between liberals and conserv-
atives [...] because every educational conversation
must start with [a] fundamental philosophical ques-
tion [...] our beliefs about the purpose of education
are rooted in even deeper beliefs about the nature of
humanity11.”
Author Sara Robinson’s research corroborates the power
of theocratic worldviews. She writes “conservative [reli-
gious-based] politics springs from one central premise:
they believe that human beings are essentially fallen and
deeply flawed. human beings are swayed by uncontrol-
lable passions, we make consistently bad choices and we
are incapable of governing ourselves. Given our basic
depravity, civilization can only work if we submit our-
selves to the external guidance of society’s appointed
authorities, and stay on the straight and narrow path
our betters have clearly marked out with rules, over-
sight and punishments.”
The worldview underlying this perspective is theocratic
fundamentalism. From its perspective, people are
born evil, destined to a life of eternal punishment by
a demanding god unless they subject themselves to
the conditions established by religious authorities.
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Given these beliefs, educational institutions set the
boundaries, impose order by suppressing the child’s
own potential, and make sure that the existing world
order must be preserved. Their social goal is to develop
dependent personalities that continue to be susceptible
to the will of religious leaders.
A positivist humanistic worldview has a different per-
spective: Self-realization is the goal of public education.
Its purpose is to develop minds who challenge the sta-
tus quo, seeking wider horizons for exploration. Self-
responsibility, consensus building to promote social
development, and experimentation with self-governing
are crucial in this model of public education.
This worldview leads to public education policies that
develop democratic principles. They are based on assump-
tions that people are basically good and can learn to be
trusted to make moral choices. Students are encouraged to
be different and explore their talents and aspirations.
A worldview shaped by unprovable assumptions gives
the person holding it license to either dismiss factual
material or create “facts” that are not real. A former US
navy chaplain and leader of a fundamentalist reli-
gious group recently appeared on a TV show to criti-
cize President obama’s personal view of same-sex
marriage as a civil right. The chaplain did not say
his view was also a personal opinion; he tied it to an
unproven belief that that gay people secrete invisi-
ble, evil creatures that find and possess certain ani-
mals, turning them gay as well12.
Many scientists fall into the opposite parallel of the
logical trap illustrated by the navy chaplain. A
researcher may conclude that we humans are
alone in this solar system because he has not per-
sonally seen a member of a more advanced
species on Earth. But he cannot logically declare
that no such beings exist or that if they did, they
have not been here. The circumscribed absence
of evidence offered by the researcher does not
prove that they might exist.
The relevant point in these two examples is that
regardless of whether a particular worldview
belief can be proven or not, it causes the same
brain-mind stimulations of the central and
peripheral nervous systems. Informal surveys sug-
gest invalidated major worldview beliefs exceed
the number of major beliefs that are fact-based.
Where existential beliefs are involved, unproven
ones seem to be the most difficult to change.
depending on the level of psychological threat
involved, any effort to change one’s unproven
assumptions may only strengthen their emotional
defensiveness. Simply pointing out the difference
between belief and reality will be futile. Unless indi-
viduals perceive they have experienced a life-changing

event (as Saul and Mohammed did in their respective
roles in the creation of Christianity and Islam),
changing worldviews is a complex process. 
An educational or social change strategy that ignores
the brain-based, emotionally cloaked reality of fun-
damental worldviews will be attempting to change
the inner core of a human personality from the
outside. It goes counter to evidence that world-
view shifts are internal.
A case in point is a group concerned about the
increasing dehumanization of various groups
(homeless, unemployed, the mentally and socially
disadvantaged, etc). They eschew teaching new
concepts via textbooks or distant-media learning.
They try to engage those doing the dehumaniz-
ing to learn from their own personal experiences.
Much more research on hands-on-changes in
beliefs that deal with worldviews is needed.

A M E N D I N G W O R L D V I E W S

obviously human worldviews change incremen-
tally in our exploration of the Earth and beyond.
They also marginally shift through the course of
political and economic upheavals and cultural
conflicts. As in the Roman case described above,
significant new worldviews may be forced on a
population over time by powerful groups with ade-
quate resources and no qualms about force.
however, up to the present, no widespread, self-guid-
ed, transparent up-dating of our prevailing world-
views has been undertaken. A species self-experiment
of such a magnitude would require a broad consensus
among disparate groups who already acknowledge
contradictions between new important areas of scien-
tifically validated evidence and the tenets of out-dated
belief systems.
Such an effort would be a daunting, if not impossible,
task. Who would undertake a global effort of this mag-
nitude? They would have to challenge the most coveted
assumptions about the places of gods, humans, other
intelligent species, and non-physical beings in this uni-
verse and beyond.
nevertheless, I believe the relevant principles, methods,
and technologies are now available to us. I also think
that sufficient interdisciplinary evidence indicates that
human consciousness is on a self-destructive evolution-
ary track. Fortunately, it appears, that evolving research
efforts now in separate fields could be integrated to
assemble a new, more plausible teleological worldview.
Given the dire nature of current social, economic,
political, and technological trends, we really have no
another option if we wish to avoid a self-imposed
disaster of global proportions. due to the prevailing
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worldviews held by the leaders of major institu-
tions, they cannot be expected to take the lead. Self-
identified open-minded scholars, social activists,
independent-minded scientists, and highly motivated
volunteers from all walks of life must take the lead.
Everyone motivated to make a contribution to the sur-
vival of Homo sapiens potential must demonstrate how
out-dated, mistaken, self-retarding, and false assump-
tions in prevailing worldviews are responsible for the
challenges that now face us. With such analyses in hand,
they can challenge large institutions to introspectively
analyze their contributions to the problem.
A few brave groups willing to challenge the status quo at a
level of intelligence and specificity difficult to ignore may
help the species avoid losing our place on this planet and
beyond. They will need a coordinated campaign to con-
struct a new teleological worldview based on the edges of
scientific exploration, including areas of research dis-
missed by backward-looking scientists.
Because our present core assumptions in our existential
and teleological worldviews derive from life experiences
and changing cultural knowledge, we know they are
mutable through new experience or learning. Small
group efforts indicate that people can collectively
transform their specific worldview assumptions if the
individuals are generally predisposed. however, such
change is not easy and requires serious steps of con-
scious reevaluation and belief change13.

C O N S I D E R I N G S P E C I E S - S A V I N G I N T E R V E N T I O N

The case is very strong that humans are in a self-
made crisis based on worldviews that benefit a few
and subject the masses to their consequences. Mod-
ern supernaturalism and materialism are based on
assumptions that are conducive to their founders
control over human consciousness.
The same charge can be made about any insti-
tution that demands unquestioned faith in the
infallibility of its leadership. Authority figures
in political, military, corporate, and education-
al institutions use their control over resources,
access to lucrative positions, and less tangible
rewards as recognition and reputation to keep
people in line with their prevailing worldviews.
At this point in history, there are no incentives
for the most powerful shapers of worldviews to
upset today’s status quo. The extreme conflicts
among belief systems generate fearful emotions in
their devotees that enhance the leaders’ power
over them. demagogues excite the emotions that
raise volunteers, voters, and funds to protect their
interests, even to the point of the faithful sacrificing
themselves to cultural wars, even to taking part in
suicidal missions.

Given their benefits, the most powerful institutions
on Earth have no interest in supporting a revolution
in human consciousness. however, without a con-
structive fundamental shift in worldviews, the
challenges of climate change, over-population,
internecine strife, deteriorating physical health,
and isolation from other intelligent life cannot be
met. We are immobilized by these opposing sets
of worldviews.
The existential progress of our species is stalled
between the grips of supernaturalism and mate-
rialism, and they get no help from large groups
of ineffectual mystics who think they can dream
us out of a quagmire. The most difficult obstacle
to change is that we are caught between belli-
cose protagonists promoting mutually exclusive
theism and atheism. We need a new path.
The teachers known as Buddha and Lao Tzu
(two-and-a-half millennia ago) objected to the
theistic model that had grown from early human
experiences with more advanced beings. These
two wise men saw that humans had been trapped
by their own other-worldly projections on leg-
endary rulers. They urged avoidance of supersti-
tious, anthropomorphic spiritual beliefs. Their tele-
ological approach was to identify self-evident prin-
ciples in nature.
The starting point was a neutral investigation –
without a priori attitudes – in their attempts to pene-
trate the mysteries of life. They dealt with fanciful
beliefs from a neutral position, analyzing them, and
developing conclusions based on reasonable use of
facts. Unfortunately, their and later Middle East efforts
to develop natural science and philosophy were smoth-
ered by the god cults blossoming over the next two
millennia. Supernaturalism reigned throughout the
Western world.
A moment of opportunity for fact-based worldviews
arose during the Renaissance. Science re-discovered the
natural hellenic worldview and broke through many
superstitions. Unfortunately the new burst of scientific
thinking was soon captured by the Industrial Revolu-
tion. The realm of supernaturalism was left to the the-
ologians. Without a check on each other, the dominant
human worldviews were divided into material science
and mystical theology. 
neither perspective can move homo sapiens to a truly
new level of consciousness evolution. To create a new
meta-worldview will take many independently-think-
ing scholars who can admit that their basic beliefs are
just that – subjective assumptions based on partial
information. They must be willing to open their
research, writing, and teaching to address the fol-
lowing questions:
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What do we really know about the origins of life?
… the outer boundaries of human consciousness?
... the mechanisms that insure self-learning evolution?
... how deeply and widely do life forms self-propa-
gate in the universe? ... the evidence of transcendent
minds... and more.
Such an effort will lead to greater consensus on tenta-
tive, open-ended answers to the preceding questions.
All disciplines and institutions can become more vul-
nerable. They can publicly admit to the fragile basis of
the continually shifting evidence that now underpins
major worldviews.
discoveries obtained in the above proposed search for
answers will lead to a more inclusive worldview necessary
to global community. Confessing that we do not know it
all, regardless of our positions in society, has the possibility
of holding together our threatened species.                  8

——————
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

“‘Mankind,’ said Plotinus, ‘is poised midway between the
gods and the beasts.’ […] For if men and women have
come up from the beasts, then they will likely end up
with the gods. The distance between man and the gods is
not all that much greater than the distance between
beasts and man. We have already closed the latter gap,
and there is no reason to suppose that we shall not even-
tually close the former. As Aurobindo and Teilhard de
Chardin knew, the future of humankind is God-con-
sciousness […]. But if men and women are up form the
beasts and on their way to the gods, they are in the
meantime rather tragic figures. Poised between the two
extremes, they are subjected to the most violent of con-
flicts. No longer beast, not yet god – or worse, half
beast, half god: there is the soul of mankind. Put it
another way, humankind is an essentially tragic figure
with a beautifully optimistic future – if they can survive
the transition.” (Wilber, 1985: viiii).

ENDERLY HANGING IN THE BALANCE BETWEEN

beasts and gods, here we find humankind.
Surely one of the more enlightened species,
yet one who’s complexity of consciousness

creates problems as well as provides solutions. Today’s
environmental and social crises are created by the

very human mind that can also undo them. Our
potential for this, however, is only half realized.
We have further to go.
The field of international sustainable develop-
ment is concerned with how we, as a human
family, are doing at this moment on the planet –
how are we living with each other and with
nature. It’s main focus and objective is nothing
less than the wellbeing of our planet. In this
article, I suggest that this wellbeing is arrived at
via engaging in the development of conscious-
ness, as it arises in self, behaviour, culture and
systems, from a place of deep presence in our
own awareness. With an integral approach to
international development, as written about by
Ken Wilber (1985, 1995, 1999, 2000, 2002, 2005, 2006)
and practiced by numerous individuals and orga-
nizations all over the world1, integral practitioners
bring a particular understanding of consciousness
into the practice of development. Below, I will
describe two key aspects of how consciousness is
engaged in development from the perspective of
Integral approach used in Latin America and Africa.
Historically, international development tended to largely
focus on exterior indicators of change, the idea being
that interventions for increasing economic growth would
assist the other domains of life (Hochachka, 2009). The
adage underpinning this conventional approach to devel-
opment was, “a rising tide lifts all boats,” and in truth it
did support gains in many arenas, providing, for exam-
ple, important advances in education and medicine. And,
surely as nations moved out of abject poverty, other facets
of their development could arise. In fact, it is not eco-
nomic development that an Integral approach takes to
task. Rather, it is the exclusivity of that as the main focus,
without a concurrent understanding of how human con-
sciousness and culture also weave into the overall achieve-
ment of social wellbeing.
The Integral approach provides a rigorous integrative
framework for how to include interior development
including yet going beyond the more usual focus on
exterior, largely economic, development. This approach
has been extensively written about by Ken Wilber (2006)
and has been applied by hundreds of practitioners in
various fields (see Journal of Integral Theory and Practice),
many of which pertain to sustainable international
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development, such as, climate change (O’Brien and
Hochachka, 2010), community development
(Hochachka, 2009), and ecology (Esbjörn-Hargens and
Zimmerman, 2008). In international sustainable devel-
opment, an integral approach essentially includes:
a ~  A more dynamic, practical integration of disci-
plines particularly those under the broad umbrellas of
psychology, cultural studies, behavioural science, and
systems science, 
b ~  A greater understanding of development, includ-
ing interior development (evolution of consciousness
and culture) as well as exterior development (evolution
of behaviour and systems), and 
c ~  A frame of reference or a way to ‘hold’ reality from
a deeper seated place in one’s own consciousness, one in
which Spirit is recognized and honoured.
To read more about the dynamic integration (item a)
that an Integral approach provides, there are other arti-
cles written which articulate and give examples (see
Hochachka, 2009). In this article, I touch particularly
on the inclusion of consciousness in development, as it
arises in the final two points b) and c) above.

T H E W A Y T O W E L L B E I N G I S U P

In a historical moment where hierarchy has been
heavily criticized and deconstructed, it is rare to find
a developmental approach brought into mainstream
practice. Drawing on developmental psychologists
(Kegan, 1994; Cook-Greuter, 1999) as well as sys-
tems’ theorists (Koestler, 1990), Wilber introduced
the idea of holarchy to be a hierarchy of nested
wholes, each with increasing depth and inclusivity.
His work suggested that reality is construed of
this holarchy, with everything being part of a
larger whole, all the way down and all the way
up. In the same way a letter is part of a word,
which is part of a sentence, which might be part
of a book, the earlier developmental stages we
formulated in our consciousness when we were
children are still parts of the later stages that
were learned and embodied as we grew up, cre-
ating a similar interior holarchy of being.
This holarchy of these stages of consciousness –
from our earlier selves through to our later, more
complex selves – matters in sustainable develop-
ment because it is how our world changes. Wilber
refers to the general worldviews of egocentric,
sociocentric, worldcentric, and kosmoscentric to
refer to these deepening, complexifying stages of
consciousness. With each transformation up this
holarchy, comes a greater ability to include perspec-
tives and extend compassion more widely. Children
are naturally egocentric, as they stabilize their sense of

self. They gradually orient sociocentrically, to their
family unit, their extended social group (tribe, neigh-
bourhood, community), to their nation-state. And
hopefully they grow into a worldcentric orienta-
tion, extending care to communities and nations
on the other side of the planet, to other species,
and to groups of ‘others’ that they don’t normally
self-identify as being part of. As one’s conscious-
ness changes along with it does one’s self-identity
and behaviours, as well as the way one con-
structs culture and designs systems. In other
worlds it has ramifications throughout the
manifest world one participates in.
The key characteristic of later levels of con-
sciousness is that, from those stages, more per-
spectives can be taken. The significance of that
cannot be understated. Especially in times of
social conflict, environmental degradation, or
extinction of other species, we need avenues in
our consciousness to take perspectives beyond
our own, and thus enact greater degrees of care.
The social achievements that have marked the
past century, such as the abolition of slavery,
women’s liberation, and environmental awareness,
have all been arrived at via a stage of conscious-
ness present in humanity that was sufficient to
take perspectives of the so-called ‘other’ and extend
greater depths of care and concern. In fact, even
the field of international development itself arises
from a later stage of consciousness, one that is gen-
uinely concerned for the wellbeing of nations and
care for the planet as a whole, not predominantly
concerned with one’s own family, tribe, company,
nation or bioregion, as has been historically the case.
So, the way to wellbeing is, on the one hand, vertical.
Later stages of consciousness inherently lean towards
sustainability and worldcentrism. That said, on the
other hand, wellbeing can also be horizontal. That is,
how healthy one is in one’s current development is also
an important factor in overall development.
Point being, with an Integral approach, we take the word,
“development”, seriously. It’s not just about bridges,
roads, and incomes levels. But also about how much of
reality one can include in one’s consciousness through
greater perspective-taking and increased care and con-
cern, as well as how healthy one can be at whatever
stage of consciousness one is currently experiencing.
How consciousness develops, then, has become a main
focus of the field of integral studies, and is one that
we are continually practically inquiring into in our
work in sustainable development.
Integral Theory draws on developmental psychology to
describe how this holarchy of consciousness develops:
how each stage births a new perspective, fills out that
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perspective with ways of knowing, being, and doing,
eventually coming to its own limits and then trans-
forming to a new stage. When, however, there is an
obstruction or imbalance, then stasis or regression from
that natural unfolding occurs. When the flow of devel-
opment gets stuck, our work is to inquire into where it’s
stuck and why, and to work towards how it can be
released for the inherent development to re-engage. 
This is quite commonly understood in the work of psy-
chotherapy or counselling. When we work in systems
and social change, we apply similar thinking, with some
important adjustments, to the collective domain.
In international development this understanding of con-
sciousness helps us not fall into the retro-Romantic view
of development being a return to a Golden era of indige-
nous perfection. Nor does it fall into the industrial, neo-
colonial view of ‘third world’ and ‘first world’ countries par-
ticipating in a linear race to a Western- and economically-
defined endpoint. Instead, it sees that healthy develop-
ment arises as a series of ‘nested wholes’ where overall
wellbeing results from each stage being healthy and well-
integrated.
Thus, integrating consciousness into development
practice includes perceiving the whole unfolding as a
holarchy, assessing sticking points and working to
release those blocks that stand in the way of an inher-
ent impulse towards evolution. It also includes laying
the emergent ground for a worldcentric expression
of consciousness, while also contributing to the con-
ditions out of which healthy expressions of all of
stages of consciousness can arise. The work involves
continually engaging these various dimensions of
assisting all stages to manifest as healthfully as
possible, as well as contributing to the emergence
of a worldcentric (and kosmoscentric) stage from
which sustainability and a sustainable develop-
ment are inherent features.
Below, I share one example from a leadership for
sustainable development project in West Africa
to assist in illustrating how this looks in practice.

C O N S C I O U S N E S S A N D

L E A D E R S H I P D E V E L O P M E N T

One of the most recent examples of how con-
sciousness development is brought into sustain-
able development work is found in the Canadian
Non-Governmental Organization One Sky’s work
in Nigeria. One Sky ran a three-year integral lead-
ership development program that engaged thirty
emerging leaders in the social change sector in
Cross River State, Nigeria. The One Sky team
was made up of integral practitioners from a variety
of backgrounds such as social work, life coaching,
community development, and human rights. Their
unifying framework was the integral approach to

leadership and sustainable development. The pro-
gramme sought to work with the holarchy of con-
sciousness development in a very particular way,
which I’ll explain here2. 
As described above, entering into a context, an
integral team must first take stock of what is pre-
sent, where is there flow and stasis, and where is
there ‘emergent ground’ for transformation.
This occurred with the One Sky team through a
baseline assessment that sought to anchor this
project in what is most meaningful and relevant
to participants (their current worldview) as well
as to align with where they are growing toward
(new worldview). Findings from the assessment –
which began in year one and continued through-
out the three years – were used to create, adjust
and refine the leadership curriculum and activi-
ties to be in meaningful resonance with the inter-
ests, understanding and values of participants.
The assessment used mixed-methods: using
objective measurement tools (employing a third-
person perspective) such as observation, partici-
pant-observation; intersubjective methods (employ-
ing second-person perspective) such as group dia-
logue and interviews; and subjective methods
(employing first-person perspective) such as reflec-
tive inquiry and mindfulness. 
Examples of some of the aspects included in this
assessment are listed below.
Interior competencies and consciousness:
1 ~  General stage of consciousness of the group
(with some sense of where the leading edge is, held
by certain individuals);
2 ~  Approximate stage of consciousness for the cogni-
tive line (ability for perspective-taking, complexity of
mindset, mental models for time and space);
3 ~  Approximate stage of consciousness for interper-
sonal line (ability for cross-perspective dialogue);
4 ~  Approximate stage of consciousness for self-identity
(at times referred to as self-stage, with a particular focus
on self-esteem and self-confidence as a leader);
5 ~  Approximate stage of consciousness for moral line
(ego-, socio-, world-centric).
Exterior skills:
1 ~  Skills for establishing and mainstreaming gender
equality;
2 ~  Communication skills (written, spoken, conflict
engagement);
3 ~  Project management skills (project cycle from
visioning, through implementation and reporting);
4 ~  Skills with influencing systems such as policy
dialogues and good governance advocacy;
5 ~  Networking skills.
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We aligned our curriculum design to the findings
and recommendations of this assessment. One par-
ticular recommendation was to assist in providing
the conditions for stabilizing an ‘achiever’ stage of
consciousness (Cook-Greuter, 1999), which is the also
the emergence of a worldcentric stage (Wilber). We
did this partially through including skills and compe-
tencies in ‘all quadrants’ of the integral approach,
including developing the self, engaging culture, as well as
building skills and influencing systems (FIGURE 1). Integral
theory suggests that fostering a balance in all these
dimensions of being (referred to as quadrants in Integral
Theory) assist in laying the emergent ground for a
healthy expression of an existing stage, and may catalyze
transformation to the next unfolding stage.
This attunement to the context and needs in the leader-
ship participants continued throughout the three years,
sometimes re-orienting our entire design for a workshop
or shifting the flow of where the curriculum was headed.

At the end of year two, we had the opportunity
to have the sentence-completion test (referred
to as the SCT or the Leadership Development
Profile) done with all participants. The results,
depicted below in FIGURE 2, found that the vast
majority of the group were at an achiever-
worldcentric stage of consciousness. This was
interesting for a couple of reasons. 
First of all, they corresponded with our baseline
assessment’s main recommendation – to assist the
stabilizing of an achiever-worldcentric stage of
consciousness. Though the One Sky team had
studied these developmental stages of conscious-
ness thoroughly and also employed an array of
methods to get a sense of ‘where people are coming

from’, the team did not use an empirical tool like
that of the SCT. These more validated, empirical
results helped the One Sky team see the value in
it’s more grassroots way of assessing stage of con-
sciousness and also served to orient the leadership
program to better serve the leading edges of con-
sciousness in the group. 
Secondly, it also challenged the biases that some
people may hold about Africans. The person
evaluating the SCT results said that these scores
are exactly what one would expect to find in
any group of leaders in a North American
organization, for example. This is an impor-
tant finding that debunks some of the myths
about Africa and calls into question the many
unexamined cross-cultural assumptions that
are simply incorrect.
In this example, the leadership program sought to
provide a curriculum that would foster a healthy

expression of the existing stage of consciousness, and also
provide the stimulus, the challenge and support for a
shift to the next stage. Not only did the four leadership
retreats support this, but also the participants’ ‘break-
through initiatives’ did as well. These initiatives that were
designed and carried out by participants in the surround-
ing communities to address the pertinent issues in the
region, such as HIV/AIDS, climate change, loss of biodi-
versity, women’s empowerment, and youth employment.
Each initiative was an opportunity to apply what one
had learned, and stretch into the new ground of con-
sciousness evoked by their learning and engagement
in the program. Additionally, the program included
integral coaching as a transformative, one-on-one
approach to scaffolding the changes in conscious-
ness towards new ways of being.
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DEVELOPING SELF BUILDING SKILLS

Leadership Vision and Personal Capacity Workplace performance
~  Coaching ~  Writing skills (email, reports, blogging, internet)
~  Integral Life Practice ~  Visioning
~  Mind (perspective taking; learning elements of Integral Theory) ~  Strategic planning
~  Shadow ~  Fundraising
~  Moral span ~  Media

~  Monitoring and evaluation

ENGAGING CULTURE INFLUENCING SYSTEMS

Organizational Culture and Learning Organizational and Societal Systems
~  Interpersonal skills (communication, group dynamics, facilitation) ~  Policy analysis and dialogue
~  Conflict resolution ~  Multi-stakeholder engagement
~  Team building ~  Networking
~  Diversity and gender ~  Applied learning of systems theory

FIG. 1 ~  Designing curriculum to include and balance interior and exterior dimensions of leadership development.



C L A R I T Y F R O M T H E S T U D Y

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

Integrating a more robust understanding of how
consciousness develops helps to avoid some of the
common pitfalls in the field of international devel-
opment. There are three important ‘facts’ about
how consciousness develops that help in this way.
Firstly, everyone is born at zero – as children
who develop through the infant and early child-
hood stages – so we are all beginning from the
same starting point, no matter what. This assists
in flattening the playing field, so that no one is
superior to another simply by the fact that we
all start from the same point in our conscious-
ness development.
Secondly, although ‘life conditions’ seem to be
critical in the subsequent development through
childhood, adolescence and adulthood, that
doesn’t exclusively refer to affluent systems or
support structures. In other words, poverty does
not indicate one has less chance to develop
through these stages. Lack of education, perhaps;
but not poverty in and of itself. There are fre-
quent and substantial examples of individuals
who sourced the support and challenge they needed
to reach later developmental stages through other
‘life conditions’ beyond the material, such as, through
nterior inspiration, cultural support, community
well-being, and spirituality. 

Thirdly, drawing on many developmental psycholo-
gists, Ken Wilber points out that in any given popu-
lation, there is an approximate breakdown of a larger
percentage of people who act from egocentric to
sociocentric stages and a much smaller percentage of
those at a later worldcentric stage, and an even smaller
percentage at a kosmoscentric stage. So, whether that’s
in an organization in the USA, a community in Latin
America, a neighbourhood in Europe, or in a city in
West Africa – in all these social groups, the spread of
stages are similar. In the above example from this work
with a group of thirty leaders in civil society organiza-
tions in Nigeria, we found this to be verifiably the case.
The same array of stages were present in this group as
there would be in any group in North America or Europe:
generally speaking, with a majority at a socio-centric
stage, a smaller group at a world-centric stage, and an
even smaller minority at a later kosmoscentric stage. This
helps to avoid (or at least be more aware) of the oft-made
errors by Northern development practitioners to assume
that wealthy, educated means a ‘higher’ consciousness
development when in fact that isn’t necessarily the case
at all; consciousness grows and deepens through an
array of conditions that support its developing com-
plexity, which can be arrived at by anyone, anywhere,
anytime. More to the point, in sustainable develop-
ment, we should be identifying for those individuals
who hold a later stage of consciousness wherever they
are, and seeking to challenge and support them as
leaders and catalysts of change.
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F R E E D O M I N A C T I O N

“We have to give ourselves plenty of room to feel absolute per-
fection in everything that’s arising. And yet […] see one person
starving and you will start crying so hard it will kill you. And
if you’re not doing both you’re doing something wrong.” (Wilber,
2005, http://integrallife.com/video/hurts-more-bothers-you-less ).

This above description of engaging the transforma-
tions in consciousness development is only one side of
the story. There is another side to this consciousness
story in development, which makes up the second
important way that integral practitioners work with
consciousness in development. 
According to the wisdom traditions3, the source of suf-
fering is internal. Our attachment to outcomes or pref-
erences that are not currently present, bring us to seek
these in a future state, outside of the ‘now.’ This seeking
binds us into a cycle of illusion (since the future doesn’t
yet exist), unable to rest with ‘what is.’
This is a very different answer to human suffering than the
field of international development has given. ‘Develop-
ment’ as a professional field, has placed the locus of suffer-
ing externally, in unjust political systems, depressed eco-
nomic systems, unfair international monetary arrange-
ments, environmental pollution and lack of hygiene that
negatively impact human health. In a conventional
sense, it is sought to be alleviated through economic
growth, through job creation, through improved
health indicators, through greater infrastructure and
educational systems, and so forth. 
This is obviously not wrong, but it is very differ-
ent to how the (particularly Eastern) wisdom tra-
dition’s wrangled with this human predicament
of suffering. These traditions went in a different
and deeper direction with their inquiry, seeing
how the operation of the mind and of con-
sciousness actually greatly influences how the
world is perceived and how one’s being relates
to that world.
These teachings taught ways out of suffering
that were predominantly internal. Shifting one’s
awareness to become liberated from the wheel
of samsara, or cause and effect, through realiz-
ing the transitory nature of the separate self
and identifying beyond it, to pure awareness.
This comes about through a deep and pro-
found practice that effects changes in one’s con-
sciousness. And such a shift in awareness allows
for a freedom, a refuge, and a radical release on
the other side of lack, pain, and fear. From that
place, there is nothing that isn’t already over-
flowing in wellbeing, there is nothing that need
be ‘developed’, there’s nothing that’s not always
already perfect.
As practitioners of an Integral approach, we see
an important need to integrate these insights on

consciousness from the wisdom traditions and to
practice upon our own consciousness to hold this
spacious view as much and as often as possible in
the very work of development. In fact, this can
completely shift and even dissolve the concept of
‘development.’ That is, yes, we need an increasing
complexity of levels of consciousness, especially in
our leaders and in our social contracts, but we
also need a way to settle our view more deeply, to
see that ‘development’ of form is only one way to
see wellbeing. Even with all the built structures
and system supports through a greater (exterior)
development, without this interior freedom
gained through the profound practice upon
one’s own consciousness, there will still be suf-
fering. The constant search and seeking for a
better state takes one out of the ‘now’, binds one
into a search for a desired future, which, the tra-
ditions say, is only an illusion.
So, as practitioners of an integral approach the
other important way we include consciousness
is in our very presence, our very understanding
of our own minds, of the human condition, and
the role that awareness plays in liberation from
suffering. On the one hand, we work for the alle-
viation of suffering of all beings – seeing suffering
as that which arises in exterior forms as hunger,
thirst, lack of shelter, conflict, etc. as well as that
which arises in an interior form as seeking, desire,
fixation on something ultimately not real. And yet on
the other hand, there is a Perfection to this moment,
to this world just as it is, there is no suffering that
need be alleviated. Holding that presence, even as we
then paradoxically engage in the activities of a sus-
tainable development, really changes the energy with
which we work.
As Wilber says, this paradox is not one that has been
solved, and perhaps isn’t one to be solved. He says, “I
don’t know anybody who has simply resolved that. And
I don’t think you’re supposed to, and I think the people
that do are just playing on one side or the other side of
that street.” It our work in sustainable development, this
is a paradox to be felt and lived: brought into each
moment we regard suffering, and infused with our
efforts to foster wellbeing. 
The field of international development gives us ample
moments in which to practice this paradox. Not only in
the many moments of witnessing hardships, illness, eco-
nomic inequalities, and other difficulties that people
experience daily in developing countries. But also in
the ‘poverty’ of a different sort in the affluent devel-
oped world, a poverty of awareness of these other real-
ities and a poverty of collectivism and community in
the hyper-individualized north. One cannot work in
this field without all these sources of suffering to be
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present and apparent. The other moment in which
to practice this paradox arises from the fact that the
field of development is inherently attuned toward
what is to come next in a region, community, or area
– attuned, that is, to development of a future state,
not resting in the presence of this current state, this
present Now. This orients practitioners into a future
reality such that, often, they become prone to see the
current reality as ‘not enough’ in one way or another,
and thus become locked into a ‘seeking’ and ‘efforting’
mindset. This is exactly what the wisdom traditions sug-
gest locks one out of the ever-present now, out of the
spaciousness found in non-seeking and non-effort, and
out of an awakened state.
Ken Wilber describes how this paradox gives rise to a
state of being in which one is more and more sensitive
to feel and be hurt by the pain and suffering of the
world, and yet simultaneously less bothered by that
pain. He says, ‘it hurts you more, but bothers you less.’
Using an analogy of a dream, he explains how: “So of
course you want to work to alleviate suffering […] but
in the Absolute side [of this paradox], the analogy is if
you’re in a dream at night and there are thousands of
people starving, there are two ways you can stop
their hunger. One is, in the dream, you can try to
feed them all. And the second is you can wake up.
And that will end their suffering immediately. But
they’re both right, they’re both true.”
An integral approach to sustainable development
has us deeply practicing these two dimensions.
Honing our skills and abilities to engage in global
issues, which would be akin to “trying to feed
them all” in the quote above, as well as “waking
up out of the dream” through the various spiri-
tual practices or “consciousness practices” that
can operate on and shift our awareness in ways
that enable this wakeful action. 
Integral practitioners across the board tend to
have practices to support their holding of this
paradox and to assist them in establishing a spa-
cious holding of reality and graceful frame for
making meaning of the world we live in. Prac-
tices that help them establish a view of the
Absolute, be it through the spaciousness of
meditation, devotion of prayer, or the expansive-
ness of yoga, any of the many ‘consciousness
practices’ that encourage this paradoxical hold-
ing of both the Great Perfection as well as the
ongoing search for greater wellbeing. In the
example from the One Sky team in Nigeria, every
person involved in that program – the designers,
fundraisers, coordinators, facilitators, coaches, and
participants – had some form of “consciousness
practice” (some were overtly spiritual and others
were more secular) ranging from yoga, meditation,

prayer, devotional practice, exercise or embodiment
practices like dance, voice dialogue, Big Mind, and
more. These were held personally and only some
were rooted in spirituality or religion, but all were
intended to support the practitioners’ ability to
hold the tremendous energy that is present in this
field of work. Not turning away from suffering,
but rather directly engaging it, metabolizing it
and making meaning of it in this paradoxical
way described by Wilber. Ever ‘hurting more’
and yet somehow ‘bothered less.’
Speaking personally, as the years go by working in
Africa, Latin America and Canada in situations
of poverty and environmental degradation and
fostering a sustainable development, I feel a
sharper pain upon witnessing suffering and I am
less and less able to turn away, yet all the while
less bothered by it, as I am less convinced of our
separate selves, less romanced by the illusion of
the future, and more relaxed into the spaciousness
of the heart.
And I can’t help but wonder and marvel about
how this presence may in turn impact the peoples
and communities we work with in different ways.
Rather than bringing a striving and ‘efforting’ energy
to a situation, would a practitioner who is holding
this deeper presence feel different to others and
engage differently as a result? Like homeopathic
drops in a larger field of the collective, would this
wakeful action have a different impact upon the
world? I’d like to imagine that it would. Everyone
knows that the drop is contained in the ocean, but not
everyone knows that the ocean is contained in the
drop, wrote the poet Kabir 4. And perhaps every drop
– every individual that engages this wakeful action –
has an impact on that greater ocean of which it is a part.

C O N C L U S I O N

The field of international development focuses on the
grossest inequities and the starkest problems of our
time. As integral practitioners in this field, at its essence,
it is about the development and liberation of conscious-
ness itself. With the research and rigor of the develop-
mental psychologists who have studied and mapped the
pathways of consciousness development in hand, we
can now move further than ever before in laying the
emergent ground for existing levels of consciousness to
be enacted with greater wellbeing, and for new levels of
consciousness to become embodied and established in
self, behaviour, cultures, and systems. Yet, we humans
remain part animal, part divine. We hang in that ten-
sion, working our consciousness to both grow and
develop in form, as well as to release back into the
formless Ground, where all that is arising simply is.
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From that place of both developing into our fullness,
and assisting all others to do the same, we also prac-
tice towards a freedom beyond seeking, beyond oppo-
sites, beyond form. That paradox of working towards
both the development of consciousness as well as the
liberation of consciousness in the field of international
sustainable development becomes the signature of an
integral practitioner. Though it is an unsolvable paradox,
it is one that we simply can’t turn away from. And in so
doing, we can hope that it may bring our world just that
much closer to a greater love, truth and beauty. 8

——————

1 See www.integralwithoutborders.org.
2 There are many other facets to this programme that I will not

have the space to describe here, but more information can be found
at www.onesky.ca.

3 Particularly those from the East, such as, Buddhism, Hin-
duism, and Kashmir Shaivism.

4 A drop / Melting into the sea, / Everyone can see. / But the sea /
Absorbed / In a drop – / A rare one / can follow!
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

oST PEoPLE KnoW WhAT IT FEELS LIKE To BE In

a harmonious state, the place where our
hearts, minds and bodies are united in a
feeling of wholeness and peace. This state

is often referred to as “being in the flow,” or
“oneness”. We call this state of internal and
external connectedness “coherence”. When we
are in deeper states of coherence, we typically
feel connected not only to our deepest selves
but to others, our surroundings and the earth
itself. What is coherence? The various concepts
and measurements embraced under the term
coherence have become central to fields as diverse
as quantum physics, cosmology, physiology,
and brain and consciousness research[1]. Coher-
ence has several related definitions, all of which
are applicable to the study of human physiology,
social interactions, and global affairs. The most
common dictionary definition is “the quality of
being logically integrated, consistent, and intelli-
gible,” as in a coherent statement. A related mean-
ing is the logical, orderly, and aesthetically consis-
tent relationship among parts[2]. Coherence always
implies connectedness, consistency, correlations,
and efficient energy utilization. We refer to people’s
speech or thoughts as coherent if the words fit together
well and incoherent if they are uttering meaningless
nonsense or presenting ideas that make no sense as a
whole. Thus, coherence refers to wholeness and glob-
al order, where the whole is greater than the sum of its
individual parts. In the example of organizing words
into a coherent sentence, the meaning and purpose
conveyed by the arrangement of the words is greater
than the individual meaning of each word[1]. For any
system to be functional, it must have the property of
global coherence, and this is also true for our physical,
mental, emotional, and social systems. not only is indi-
vidual coherence highly beneficial, but we hypothesize
that due to an interconnected field, individual coher-
ence can also extend outward and increase social and
global order. Because we are at a critical turning point
in our history, were the development of society and
consciousness is lagging behind our technological and
scientific advancement, the Global Coherence Initia-
tive (GCI) was brought to life by the Institute of heart-
Math, a non-profit organization, in 2008. The goal of
the Global Coherence Initiative is to help facilitate a
positive shift of global consciousness, from stress,
instability and discord to balance, cooperation and
enduring peace. GCI is a science-based, co-creative
project, to unite people in heart-focused care and

COHERENCE AS A CATALYST FOR PERSONAL,
SOC I A L A ND G LO B A L H E A LTH ,  A ND TH E RO L E O F TH E

G LO B A L COH E R E N C E I N I T I AT I V E

R O L L I N M C C R A T Y ~  A N N E T T E D E Y H L E
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intention (www.glcoherence.org). In the following,
the concept of coherence and the research goals of
GCI will be discussed.

P E R S O N A L ,  S O C I A L

A N D G L O B A L C O H E R E N C E

P E R S O N A L C O H E R E N C E

The term physiological coherence describes the degree of
order, harmony, and stability in the various rhythmic
activities within living systems over any given time
period. This harmonious order signifies a coherent sys-
tem whose efficient or optimal function is directly
related to the ease and flow in life processes. By con-
trast, an erratic, discordant pattern of activity denotes
an incoherent system whose function reflects stress and
inefficient utilization of energy in life processes. The
Institute of heartMath specifically researched the role
of the heart in coherence and found coherent heart
rhythms when an individual feels positive emotions.
Positive emotions, such as appreciation and compas-
sion, as opposed to negative emotions, such as anxiety,
anger and fear (see FIG. 1)

Physiological coherence, also referred to as
heart coherence, cardiac coherence, or reso-
nance, is a functional mode measured by heart
rate variability (hRV) analysis wherein a person’s
heart rhythm pattern becomes more ordered
and sine wave–like at a frequency of around 0.1
hz (10-seconds)[3]. The term physiological coher-
ence is associated with increased order, efficiency,
and harmony in the functioning of the body’s
systems. When one is in a coherent state, one
experiences increased synchronization and reso-
nance in higher-level brain systems and in the

activity occurring in the two branches of the AnS, as
well as a shift in autonomic balance toward
increased parasympathetic activity. Psychologically,
coherence reflects increased emotional and per-
ceptual stability and alignment among the physi-
cal, cognitive, and emotional systems (FIG. 2).
hRV is widely considered a measure of neuro-
cardiac function that reflects heart-brain inter-
actions and autonomic nervous system (AnS)
dynamics. All hRV measures are derived from
the assessment of the naturally occurring
changes in beat-to-beat heart rate. hRV is
much more than an assessment of heart rate
since it reflects the complex interactions of the
heart with multiple body systems. An optimal
level of variability within an organism’s key
regulatory systems is critical to the inherent
flexibility and adapt ability or resilience that
epitomizes healthy coherent function and well-
being. While too much instability is detrimen-
tal to efficient physiological functioning and
energy utilization, too little variation indicates
depletion or pathology.

The amount or range of overall hRV is related to our
age, with younger people having higher levels than
older ones. Low hRV is a strong and independent pre-
dictor of future health problems, including all causes
of mortality, and it is associated with numerous med-
ical conditions[1].

E S T A B L I S H I N G A N E W B A S E L I N E O F

I N C R E A S E D C O H E R E N C E

Shifting a system from an old pattern into a more
coherent mode requires effort and energy, especially
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FIG. 1 ~ The heart rate variability pattern shown on the left side of the graph is characterized by ita random, jerky form,
and is typical of feelings of anger or frustration. Sincere positive feeling states like appreciation (right) can result

in highly ordered and coherent hRV patterns, generally associated with enhanced cardiovascular function.



when first becoming familiar with a new state. It
also takes energy to overcome the inertia of the
well-established emotional patterns, stress responses
and hRV baseline modes.  however, there is evi-
dence that the on-going practice of coherence-
building techniques facilitates a repatterning
process in the neural architecture where coher-
ence becomes established as a new, stable base-
line reference or norm. Self-regulation of emo-
tions and stress responses then becomes increas-
ingly familiar and, eventually, automatic[4],[5],[6].
This makes it easier for individuals to maintain
their “centre” which increases their mental and
emotional flexibility and capacity to remain in
charge of themselves. Such flexibility and coher-
ence can dramatically reduce stress related energy
drains during day-to-day activities, even in more
stressful or challenging situations. 

I M P R O V E D H E A L T H A N D O T H E R B E N E F I T S O F

I N C R E A S E D C O H E R E N C E

not only do individuals learn to keep more in their cen-
tre during challenging situations. Coherence-training
also has another substantial health benefits. The use of
interventions utilizing the hM self-regulation techniques
and hRV coherence feedback technology to reduce stress
has significantly improved key markers of health and
wellness. These include: immune function[7],[8], AnS
function and balance[9],[10], and significant reductions in
stress hormones[11]. Several workplace studies with
employees with hypertension showed significant reduc-
tions in Blood Pressure (BP) and a wide range of stress
measures[6], such as reductions in total cholesterol, glu-
cose, as well as significant reductions in overall stress,
anger, fatigue, depression and hostility. The positive
outcome is an increase in caring, contentment, grati-
tude, peacefulness, resilience and vitality have been
measured across diverse populations[12],[13-17]. Most
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FIG. 2 ~ Entrainment. The top graphs show an individual’s heart rate variability, pulse transit time, and respiration
rhythms over a 10-minute period. At the 300-second mark, the individual used the Freeze-Frame positive emotion

refocusing technique, causing these three systems to come into entrainment. The bottom graphs show the
frequency spectra of the same data on each side of the dotted line in the center of the top graph. notice the

graphs on the right show that all three systems have entrained to the same frequency.



people report that when they are in the coherent
state, they experience a sense of connectedness with
their heart intuition, greater clarity on troublesome
issues, a reduction in inner “mental noise” associated
with stress, and a deeper sense of well-being. 
Studies also showed that academic performance, and
cognitive functions were improved through hM self-
regulation techniques combined with hRV coherence
feedback [3,18,19]. one study found that being in a state of
coherence for 5 minutes prior to a discrimination task
produced a six fold greater improvement in performance
than the performance fluctuations typically observed
within a single cardiac cycle. Furthermore, a study in
the US, test anxiety was significantly reduced in high
school students and higher test scores were observed[20].
In a UK study that directly assessed cognitive perfor-
mance there was a wide range of significant improve-
ments in middle school students with clinically diag-
nosed with attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder[19].
Also soldiers at a VA facility, who had recently returned
from Iraq and were diagnosed with PTSd, showed
improvements in cognitive functions, especially in the
ability to self-regulate and inhibit negative responses,
which again correlated with coherence measures[18].

H O W T O I N C R E A S E C O H E R E N C E

Within each individual, the level of stress and degree
of global and heart coherence fluctuate from day to
day, as does the quality or our thoughts and emo-
tions[9]. In varied ways we all strive to increase ease
and flow in our lives and decrease the chaos within
and around us. Many are intuitively aware of the
interconnections between our thoughts, emotions
and physical processes and make conscious efforts
to increase personal, social and global balance
and coherence through such activities as prayer,
meditation, and focused intentions. however, a
good portion of people’s meditation or prayer
time is often spent trying to calm down, get
focused and quiet the mind, leaving little time
and energy for reflective insight[1].
A series of tools and techniques, collectively
known as the heartMath (hM) System, were
developed by doc Childre and his associates at
the Institute of heartMath to provide a system-
atic process that enables people to shift into the
coherent state, increase their resiliency and abili-
ty to better self-regulate stress and improve per-
formance[21-23]. Many of these techniques include
the intentional generation of a heart-felt positive
emotional state combined with a shift in atten-
tional focus to the area of the heart (where many
people subjectively experience positive emotions).
This shift in feeling allows the coherence mode to
emerge naturally and helps to reinforce the inherent

associations between physiological coherence and
positive feelings.
Paced breathing at a 10 second rhythm (0.1hz) is a
common approach to inducing a physiologically
coherence state[24]. This is because we have con-
scious control over our breathing rate and depth
and can therefore use it to modulate the heart
rhythm and induce coherence. When we use
breathing to help shift into the coherent state,
it changes the afferent neural patterns sent to
the brain centers that regulate autonomic out-
flow, emotion, and cognitive processes[3]. Thus,
breathing exercises are effective primarily due
to the modulation of the heart’s rhythmic pat-
terns. While rhythmic breathing methods are
an effective way to induce heart rhythm coher-
ence, cognitively-directed paced breathing is
difficult for many people to maintain. Most
can do so for about one minute before it
becomes uncomfortable and distracting. In our
laboratory at the hM research center we have
found that when people are able to activate a
heart-felt positive emotion rather than focusing
on a specific breathing rhythm, they typically
enjoy the experience more and are able to main-
tain coherence for extended periods. however,
some individuals, especially those who are first
learning the self-regulation techniques, cannot
make the shift into coherence by activation of a
positive emotion alone. In these instances, paced
breathing is an effective way to facilitate the shift,
and for this reason the hM techniques include a
heart-focused breathing component combined with
the activation of a positive feeling. 

S O C I A L C O H E R E N C E

Social coherence pertains to groups, families, work
groups, organizations, sport teams, and a network of
relationships among individuals who share common
interests and objectives. Social coherence is a recog-
nized sense of a larger integrity, unity or wholeness
amongst individuals. It results in a collective intelli-
gence, where a larger picture then one’s own is taken in
consideration, which emerges from understanding the
different needs, roles, interests, abilities and positions
in the group setting. 
Social coherence is reflected as a stable, harmonious
alignment of relationships which allows for the effi-
cient flow and utilization of energy and communica-
tion required for optimal collective cohesion and
action[25]. There are of course cycles and variations in
the quality of family, team or group coherence, simi-
lar to variations in an individual’s coherence level.
Coherence requires that group members are attuned
and emotionally aligned, and that the group’s energy
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is globally organized and regulated, by the group as a
whole[25]. There are obvious benefits to interacting
and working with individuals who have a high level
of personal coherence. When members of any work
group, sports team, family or social organization get
along well there is a natural tendency towards good
communication, cooperation and efficiency. one of the
main sources of stress and incoherence stems from com-
munication problems with co-workers, family members
or teammates. When individuals maintain relationships
over extended periods, a “surface level” of cooperation
and harmony usually develops wherein people are basi-
cally civil and cooperative. This can be considered the
basic functional level of coherence necessary for a group
to endure and accomplish goals. There is a feedback loop
between the individuals in any group and the group’s
level of coherence. When individuals are not well self-
regulated or are acting in only their own best interests
without regard to others, it generates social incoherence.
Stressful or discordant conditions in a given group act
to increase emotional stress among its members. Unfor-
tunately, social incoherence is characterized by a lack of
unity, common purpose, peace and harmony, in or
among families, neighbors or employees in workplace
environments[26]. Consequently, the need for mental
and emotional self-management and high quality
social coherence is greater now than ever. Various
organizations have found that interventions provid-
ing stress and emotional self-regulation skills com-
bined with heart rhythm coherence training, result
in improved workplace communication, satisfac-
tion, productivity, innovative problem solving and
reduced employee turnover which can translate
into a significant return on investment, not only
financially, but socially [27].

H O W T O C R E A T E H I G H S O C I A L A N D

G R O U P C O H E R E N C E

Anyone who has watched a championship sports
team or experienced an exceptional concert
knows that something special can happen in
groups that transcend their normal performance.
It seems as though the players are in sync and
communicating on an unseen energetic level. A
growing body of evidence suggests that an ener-
getic field is formed between individuals in
groups through which communication among
all the group members occurs simultaneously.
Research conducted in the laboratory of the Insti-
tute of heartMath has confirmed the hypothesis
that when an individual is in heart coherence, the
heart radiates a more coherent electromagnetic
signal into the environment, which can be detect-
ed by nearby animals or the nervous systems of
other people[28]. of all the organs, the heart gener-
ates the largest rhythmic electromagnetic field, one

that is approximately 100 times stronger than that
produced by the brain[29]. This field can be detected
several feet from the body with sensitive magne-
tometers[11]. This magnetic field provides a plausible
mechanism for how we can “feel” or sense another
person’s presence and emotional state, indepen-
dent of body language, or other factors[30]. We
have found that there is a direct relationship
between the heart rhythm patterns and the spec-
tral information encoded in the frequency spec-
tra of the magnetic field radiated by the heart.
Thus, information about a person’s emotional
state is encoded in the heart’s magnetic field
which is communicated throughout the body
and into the external environment[11]. In essence,
it appears that a bio-energetic communication
system may indeed exist which serves to in-form
function and behavior in highly coherent groups.
Further support for this hypothesis is provided
in a study examining the possibility that people
trained in achieving high states of heart coher-
ence could facilitate coherence in other people in
close proximity. The results showed that the coher-
ence of untrained participants was indeed facilitat-
ed by others who were in a coherent state. The
authors concluded that “evidence of heart-to-heart
synchronization across subjects was found which
lends credence to the possibility of heart-to-heart
bio-communications.”

G L O B A L C O H E R E N C E

The much anticipated year 2012 is here now. Many
predictions have been made, and we will have the
great opportunity to both witness, and co-create the
remaining year of 2012. how can we, as a global com-
munity contribute to a positive shift of events and
participate in creating a global coherence?
The convergence of several independent lines of evidence
provides strong support for the existence of a global
information field that connects all living systems and
consciousness. humans are embedded within social net-
works on the earth and we are part of the earth, which in
turn is part of the solar system. Every cell in our body is
bathed in an external and internal environment of fluctu-
ating invisible electro-magnetic forces that can affect virtu-
ally every circuit in our biological systems. When Earth’s
orbit and solar flares intersect, many disruptions are expe-
rienced and life and the electro-magnetic potential of
Earth vary with solar activity. In turn, alternating elec-
tro-magnetic fields, like those generated by geomagnetic
storms, change the bioelectromagnetic rhythms in
humans. Therefore, it should not be surprising that
human physiological rhythms, health, behaviour and
global scale events are synchronized with solar and
geomagnetic activity[31,32], and disruptions in these
fields can create adverse effects on human health and
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behaviour.  Solar activity, geomagnetic activity and
weather are correlated to changes in blood pressure,
blood composition and the physical and chemical
state of humans, causing higher rates of depression,
heart attacks and deaths. The most likely mechanism
for explaining how solar and geomagnetic influences
affect human health and behavior are a coupling between
the human nervous system and resonating geomagnetic
frequencies, called Schumann resonances and Alven
Waves, which occur in the earth-ionosphere resonant
cavity. It is well established that these resonant frequen-
cies directly overlap with those of the human brain and
cardiovascular system. 
The influence of the sun is not only reflected in individual
and group biologic and emotional systems, but in natural,
social and political systems as well. Also, human aggres-
sion, as seen in national and international conflicts, terror-
ist attacks and wars, occur in cycles that can be linked to
solar and geomagnetic activity. historically, cultures such
as the Egyptian, hopi, Ancient Indian, and ancient Chi-
nese believed that their collective behavior could be influ-
enced by the sun. The first scientific evidence of this
belief was provided by Alexander Tchijevsky, a Russian
scientist who noticed that more severe battles during
WWI occurred during peak sunspot periods. he con-
ducted a thorough study of global human history and
constructed an index of Mass human Excitability dat-
ing back to 1749 which he then compared to the solar
cycles over this time period[33] (FIG. 3).
Since his pioneering work, energetic influxes from
solar and geomagnetic fields have been associated
with numerous aspects of human health and

wellness, both positive and negative[32,34,35]. The sci-
entific community and the media tend to focus on
such negative correlations, such as societal con-
flicts, crime, terrorism, traffic accidents, mortality
from heart attacks and strokes etc. however, also
the greatest levels of human flourishing occur
during these cycles[36]. The Global Coherence
Initiative (GCI) focuses on examining the inter-
actions between humans and the earth’s ener-
getic fields[37]. one of the projects hypotheses is
that the earth’s magnetic and geomagnetic fields
created in the ionosphere in turn create a bidi-
rectional feed-forward and feedback loops with
the collective emotional energy of humanity.
More and more people are realizing that solar
and universal energetic influxes are part of a
natural cycle with potential benefits to humani-
ty. If all living systems are indeed interconnect-
ed and communicate with each other via bio-
logical, electromagnetic and non-local fields,
increased individual coherence helps to create
co-creative relationships that consciously increase
the social coherence which enhances the global
coherence in the global field environment, which
in turn distributes this information to all living
systems within the field (see FIG. 4). 

G O A L S A N D H Y P O T H E S E S

O F T H E G L O B A L C O H E R E N C E

I N I T I A T I V E

Considering all the above mentioned research, the
Global Coherence Initiative was created to help in the
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FIG. 3 ~ This figure shows Tchijevsky’s original data. The blue line plots the yearly number of important political and
social events such as the start of a war, social revolutions, etc. while the red line plots the solar activity as indicated by the
number of sunspots from 1749 to 1922. The histories of 72 countries were compiled and it was found that 80% of the most

significant events occurred during the solar maximum which correlates with highest periods of geomagnetic activity.



global shift of consciousness. GCI focuses on examining
the interactions between humans and the earth’s energetic
fields[37]. This project has been initiated because millions
of people sense that this is an extraordinary time; that a
paradigm shift of human consciousness is under way;
that we are at the crossroads of change and must move
toward finding a new balance in ourselves, the global
community and with our planet. Many people are feeling
a strong desire to help change our present and future
conditions and are looking for ways to use their hearts
intelligence, wisdom, service, skills and care to make a
meaningful difference in the world. 
GCI has following goals:
~  to help individuals and groups work together, syn-
chronistically and strategically to increase the impact
of their efforts to create positive global change; 
~  provide tools and techniques to increase personal
coherence for the benefit of ourselves and the planet;
~  increase positive social interactions, connection
and harmony. help shift the planetary conscious-
ness baseline from self-centeredness to wholeness
and care;
~  monitor global events to determine where
GCI members’ collective heart-coherent prayers,
meditations, affirmations and intentions can
be directed;
~  empower people’s ability to navigate through
global changes with less stress and more ease;
~  empower stewardship of the planet and
environmental responsibility.

GCI’s main hypotheses are:
1 ~  The first overarching hypothesis of the GCI is
that all living systems are interconnected at an
energetic level and communicate with one anoth-
er via biological (bioelectromagnetic) and geo-
electromagnetic fields, which act at both local and
non-local levels).
2 ~  The second hypothesis is that human health and
behaviours  are affected by planetary energetic fields.

3 ~  Conversely that Earth’s energetic fields are
also influenced by and act as a carrier wave for
collective human emotions and consciousness
(positively or negatively). Thus, much of the
planetary  “information field environment” is
made up of the collective consciousness of the
inhabitants. 
4 ~  Large numbers of people, when coherently
aligned will generate a coherent standing wave
that can encode biologically relevant information
on the earth’s geomagnetic and energetic fields. 

5 ~  Embedded within the above four hypotheses, is a
related hypothesis that the earths energetic fields, in
effect, links all living systems and gives rise to a form
of collective consciousness. Thus, a feedback loop
exists between all human beings and the earth’s ener-
getic systems.
The intention of GCI is to be a catalyst that will insti-
gate, facilitate, and support the maintenance of an
upward spiral of this feedback loop, for the mutual
benefit of human beings and the planet we call home.
To support these efforts GCI has established an interna-
tional web-based membership of individuals which of
mid 2012 has over 44,000 members (see www.glcoher-
ence.org). GCI is also working with various partner
groups and organizations committed to increasing plane-
tary consciousness and coherence. 

T H E G L O B A L M O N I T O R I N G S Y S T E M

In order to carry out the scientific research on the above
mentioned hypotheses, a current focus of the initiative is
the deployment of the Global Coherence Monitoring
System to measure fluctuations and resonances in the
earth’s magnetic field and the resonances created in the
earth / ionosphere cavity. The intention is to install a
global network of 12 to 14 sensor site stragetcially located
around the planet (see FIG. 5).
As of the beginning of 2012, three sites, one at the heart-
Math Research Center in northern California, one in
the eastern province of Saudi Arabia and one in south-
ern England are operational. Three additional sites are
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FIG. 4 ~ Global Coherence Initiative Theory of Change. Feedback Loop Starting with Individual
Coherence feeding Social Coherence feeding Global Coherence, feeding Individual Coherence



in the process of being installed in 2012, one in new
Zealand, Canada and South Africa. Each monitoring
site detects and sends the local alternating magnetic
field strengths in three dimensions over a relatively wide
frequency range (0.01 to 300 hz) while maintaining a flat
frequency response. The data acquisition infrastructure

captures, GPS time–stamps, and transmits the data to
a common server. In addition, each site has random
number Generator that is part of the Global Con-
sciousness Project network.

T H E P U R P O S E O F T H E G L O B A L

M O N I T O R I N G S Y S T E M I S T O :

1 ~  Enable research on the mechanisms of how
the earth’s geomagnetic field and resonances in
ionosphere (like Schumann resonances (SR) and
magnetic pulsations) affect human mental and
emotional sates as well as health and behaviour.
2 ~  Examine the degree to which there is an
energetic resonance between the earth’s magnet-
ic field, SR and other frequencies in the ionos-
phere and the rhythms of human heart and
brain activity.
3 ~  Explore the influence of the earth’s geo-
magnetic field/ionosphere on patterns of collec-
tive human emotionality, and mass behaviours
(either positive or negative) such as peace move-
ments, social change or unrest, crime, hospital
admissions, etc.
4 ~  Examine the degree to which collective human
emotional resonance in response to mass events of

common emotional significance is reflected in the
activity of the earth’s magnetic field and ionosphere.
5 ~  determine if changes in the earth’s geomag-
netic field and ionosphere occur prior to natural
catastrophes such as earthquakes, volcanic erup-
tions, floods, storms, etc. 

6 ~  Provide early warning to the society at large in
order to help prevent and reduce impact of geomag-
netic/ionospheric disturbances.
We believe the Global Coherence Monitoring System
can facilitate a better understanding of the mutual
interactions between humans and our global field envi-
ronment.  It is anticipated that by investigating how
individual and collective emotional energy is affected by
and may affect the earth’s fields that it will facilitate a
growing awareness of humanity’s interdependence with
the earth and with each other. There is evidence in some
cases that people’s brainwaves can synchronize with the
rhythm of the electromagnetic waves generated in the
earth’s ionosphere. When people say they “feel” an
impending earthquake or other planetary events, such
as weather changes, it is possible that they may be react-
ing to the actual physical signals that occur in the
earth’s field prior to the event. It’s interesting to note
that changes in geomagnetic conditions affect the
rhythms of the heart and brain more strongly than
other physiological functions studied so far.
While it is not difficult to conceive that life-forms
embedded in the earth’s magnetic fields could be
affected by modulations in these fields, it is a more
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FIG. 5 ~ Proposed locations for the global network of monitoring sites specifically designed to measure the magnetic
resonances in the earth/ionosphere cavity, and resonances that are generated by the vibrations of the earth’s

geomagnetic field lines as well as ultra-low frequencies that occur in the earth’s magnetic field.



far-reaching proposition to suggest that the earth’s fields
can be influenced or modulated by human emotions.

R E S E A R C H O N C O L L E C T I V E

C O N S C I O U S N E S S

While the field of collective consciousness research is still
in its infancy, some research has been carried out. For
example, Michael Persinger, a well-known neuroscientist
at Laurentian University in ontario Canada, conducted
numerous studies examining the effects of magnetic fields
with the same magnitude as the geomagnetic field on
brain functions[38,39]. not only has he shown that by apply-
ing external fields similar to the Schumann Resonances
altered states of consciousness can be induced, he has also

suggested in a detailed theory that the space
occupied by the geomagnetic field can store
information related to brain activity and that this
information can be accessed by the human
brain[40]. Furthermore, Persinger suggests that the
earth’s magnetic field can act as a carrier of infor-
mation between individuals and that information
rather than the signal intensity is important for
interaction with neural networks[41]. There is a
substantial body of evidence indicating an inter-
action between human emotions and global fields
when large numbers of people have similar emo-
tional responses to events or organized global
peace meditations. Research conducted by the
Global Consciousness Project (GCP), which main-
tains a worldwide network of random number
generators, has found that human emotionality
affects the randomness of these electronic devices in

a globally correlated manner.  The research conduct-
ed by GCP has found that there is a significant corre-
lation between global events that elicit a high level
of emotionality from a large part of the world’s
population and periods of non-random order, gen-
erated by the RnGs[42]. For example, multiple inde-
pendent analyses of the network during the terror-
ist attacks that took place in the United States on
the morning of September 11, 2001 (FIG. 6) corre-
late with a large and significant shift in the out-
put of the global network of random number
generators[43]. The mechanisms for why human
emotions create more coherence in the random-
ness of this global network are not yet fully
understood, however the data clearly shows that

they do have such affects and data now has an odds
against chance ration of over a billion to one[44].

M A S S E M O T I O N A L R E S P O N S E S

A N D T H E G E O M A G N E T I C F I E L D

Another line of evidence for a human emotional energy
interacting with earth’s energetic fields was provided
from measures of the Earth’s geomagnetic field during
the 9/11/01 terrorist attacks. FIGURE 7 shows data recorded
from two separate space weather satellites in geosyn-
chronous orbit in the days before and after the attacks. 
The data from the magnetometers on these two satel-
lites, which are positioned over the east and west
coasts of the US, reveal that a large shift occurred in
the Earth’s geomagnetic field at the same time as the
attacks. Also note the difference in the fields in the
days before and after the attacks. The incoherence
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FIG. 6 ~ The graph shows the shift in correlated output of a global network
of Random number Generators during the terrorist attacks on September 11, 2001.



and discord in the fields during the days after the
attacks may reflect the mass emotional turmoil that
occurred as news of the attacks spread around the
globe. The same patterns were also observed in
ground based magnetometers. Although the data
shown in FIG. 8 does not prove that human emotion
modulated the earth’s geomagnetic field, it, com-
bined with the GCP and other data, supports the
hypothesis that the earth’s energetic systems are
coupled with and exchange information in a bidi-
rectional manor with the collective emotional
energy of humanity. 

P R E L I M I N A R Y R E S U L T S F R O M

G C I I N T E R C O N N E C T E D N E S S

S T U D Y A N D O N G O I N G

R E S E A R C H

during a pilot study carried out by GCI in 2010,
1,643 GCI members from 51 countries completed
a biweekly survey at random times six days each
week over a six month period. The survey con-
tained six valid scales: positive affect, well-being,
anxiety, confusion, fatigue and physical symp-
toms. The survey data was subjected to correla-
tion analysis with a number of planetary and
solar activity variables such as solar wind speed,
magnetic field and plasma data, measures of
energetic protons, solar flux, and geomagnetic
activity indices. For example, the results showed,
that when solar wind speed,increased and the
geomagnetic field was disturbed, the level of
fatigue, anxiety and mental confusion increased[1].
The study also uncovered some unexpected find-
ings. For example, the solar radio flux index was
correlated with reduced fatigue and improved posi-
tive affect, indicating that there are mechanisms

affecting human well-being that are not fully
understood and additional research needs to be
conducted in order to understand the effects of
the various variables and the time sequence of
their effects[45].
Another study with the Prince Sultan Cardiac
hospital in Saudi Arabia, titled, Effects of changes
in Geomagnetic and Ionospheric Fields on Human
Heart Rate Variability recently began to more rigor-
ously test the hypothesis that Schumann resonances
and field line resonances are primary mechanisms
mediating the interactions between geomagnetic activi-
ty and the human nervous system. This study has two
major components. First, sequential, 24-hour heart
rate variability or hRV recordings will be obtained each
day over a one-year period. Changes in the partici-
pants hRV data will be correlated with variations in
planetary and solar activity, including solar wind speed,
magnetic field, plasma data, protons, geomagnetic
activity indices like AE, dst, Kp, solar radio flux (F 10.7
index), locally recoded Schumann resonances (SR) and
geomagnetic field line resonances. It is expected that we
will find strong correlations between increased solar
activity, geomagnetic activity and SR intensities and dis-
turbances. It is also expected that we will find that the
SR intensities and disturbances have strong correlations
with changes in the participants hRV indices, especially
with changes in the VLF rhythms of hRV. The second
aspect of this study involves studying the impact of solar
and geomagnetic activity on a societal level.  Solar and
geomagnetic variables will be examined along with the
local population’s social and physical health parameters,
derived from hospital admissions and traffic accidents,
as well as social unrest. If the hypothesis can be vali-
dated, it will significantly increase our understanding
of the mechanisms by which geomagnetic distur-
bances affect human health and behavior and thus
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FIG. 7 ~ The data recorded from the GoES 8 and 10 weather satellites in geosynchronous orbit over the 
East and West Coasts of the US in the days before, during and after the 9/11/01 terrorist attacks.



significantly increase our ability to predict and take
steps to counteract the impact of energetic distur-
bances on individuals and society.
ongoing data analysis of the worldwide magnetome-
ter network is planned, also to be able to gain a bet-
ter understanding of global-scale events. 

H O W T O C R E A T I V E L Y U S E T H E I N C O M I N G E N E R G Y

D U R I N G S O L A R C Y C L E 5 T O I N C R E A S E T H E G L O B A L

C O H E R E N C E I N T H E P L A N E T A R Y F I E L D E N V I R O N M E N T

The idea that shared intentions can influence others at a
distance is not new, and numerous studies have looked at
the effects of prayer, meditations and groups sending
intentions in various experimental contexts[46-49]. For
example, a peace study conducted by John hagelin, on
the Power of the Collective concluded that: “Since medita-
tion provides an effective, scientifically proven way to dis-
solve individual stress, and if society is composed of indi-
viduals, then it seems like common sense to use medita-
tion to similarly diffuse societal stress”[50]. A study con-
ducted in 1993 in Washington dC with 2500 meditators
participating, showed a 25% drop in crime rate during
the time frame the meditations were carried out[51]. So a
relatively small group of a few thousand was influenc-
ing a much larger group – a million and a half. The
question posed itself, that when crime rate could be
decreased, could a group of meditators also influence
social conflicts and wars? A similar experiment was
done during the peak of the Israel-Lebanon war in
the 1980s. drs. Charles Alexander and John davies
at harvard University organized groups of experi-
enced meditators in Jerusalem, Yugoslavia and the
US, to mediate on the area at various intervals over
a 2¼ year period. After controlling statistically for
weather changes, Lebanese and Muslim, Christian
and Jewish holidays, police activity, fluctuation in
group sizes, and other variant influences, during
the course of the study, the levels of violence in
Lebanon decreased between 40 to 80 percent each
time a meditating group was in place with the
largest reductions occurring when the number of
meditators were largest. during these periods the
average number of people killed during the war
per day dropped from twelve to three, a decrease
of more than 70 percent; war-related injuries fell
by 68 percent; and the intensity level of conflict
dropped by 48 percent[52].
Interestingly, but not surprisingly, Tchijevsky’s
findings also apply to the current Solar Cycle 24.
Social unrest and uprising has increased in many
countries. For example, the occupy movement
which started in the US, spread to many countries
throughout the world and is still ongoing. Also,
social unrest that toppled regimes in Tunisia, Libya and
Egypt happened in a relatively short time period. The

solar cycle is probably going to peak in 2013, so
continued energy influx can be expected for the
near future. 
however, it’s important to remember that increased
solar activity can have a positive impact and used
creatively as well. our global financial and eco-
nomic situation is in a dramatic shift, government
leaderships are in transition, banking and corpo-
rate leaders are resigning, and weather patterns are
unpredictable.  however, it is important to know
our own power in steering through this time of
changes. Suitbert Ertel, a German professor,
found an increase in human creativity in art, sci-
ence and architecture during periods of increased
solar energy[36]. Solar activity has not only been
associated with social unrest, it has also been
related to the periods of greatest human flourish-
ing with clear spurts in architecture, arts and sci-
ence and positive social change[36]. When old
structures which do not serve humanity collapse,
an opportunity opens for them to be replaced
with more suitable and sustainable models. Such
positive change can affect the political, economic,
medical, educational systems, as well as relation-
ships of individuals at work and home and in com-
munities. At times of such pertinent energy influx
we have the greatest opportunity to instate positive
change in our world.  We can learn from past mis-
takes and consciously choose new ways of navigating
energy influxes to create periods of human flourishing
and humanitarian advances. We can change the course
of planetary events. 

C O N C L U S I O N

While solar cycle 24 is becoming more active, affecting
all beings on Earth, we can decide on how to react to
these changes. It is important to remember that the
increasing solar activity can have a positive effect, when
we stay centered – it is a time when opportunity and cre-
ativity can flourish along with increased individual, social
and collective coherence and enlightenment. It’s an aus-
picious opportunity for advancing our intelligence on
how to cooperate more harmoniously with each other
and with planet Earth. This can eventually lead to a
global consciousness transformation and increasing
peace. We can decide to live from the heart, increase our
coherence and co-create actions we can take through
these opportune times that would include committing
to reducing fear becoming more responsible for our
own energy, and increasing love, care and respect for
others and for ourselves. This can do much to restore
balance and energetic alignment between the Earth
and the global community.                                    8
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he neW PaRenTs ReCeIved TheIR neWBORn

with eyes of wonder – a miracle of their
own making. already they had images of
her walking, talking, learning to read, and
eventually reaching adulthood. It is a com-

mon parental expectation that a child will develop,
and they wait eagerly as those transformational
steps emerge in the evolution of their sons and
daughters.
In the past fifty years, however, researchers have
verified continued development through all of one’s

lifespan. While the human body may not con-
tinue to grow, one’s development, it seems, con-
tinues on. Researchers have documented the
developmental stages of the human life span
through adulthood, from evolving ego develop-
ment, (Loevinger, 1970) to the evolving values
(Beck, 1996), to evolving morals (Kohlberg, 1973),
to evolving stages of faith (Fowler, 1981), to later
stages of adult development (Cook-Greuter,
1999). In fact, there seems to be over 100 areas of
adult developmental research all of which more
or less agree on the basic structures of develop-
mental stages (Wilber, 2000) and yet adults so
seldom have this focus in their mainstream life.
While just about every parent consults develop-
mental resources to support the growth and devel-
opment of their children, few adults do the same
for their own.
In contrast, there is also an interest in states of con-
sciousness. There is an abundance of descriptions of
altered states and awakening experiences in concrete,
subtle, causal and non-dual states. Through the tides
of time, the great sages and saints have impressed
upon their students the importance of advancing their
relationship with the ineffable and even if the spiritual
interpretations are abandoned, people still use multiple
means, such as hallucinogens, to achieve altered states.
Yet, states alone don’t seem to be enough to reach the
heights of the human promise. While stages are perma-
nent realizations that people walk around with as ordi-
nary, states are profound apprehensions, but temporary,
even as they are inspirational, and life giving.
More recently, there seems to be an interest in the con-
nection between the developmental stages, and these
states of consciousness (Wilber, 2006). Research is begin-
ning to be conducted on this intersection of life span
development and state consciousness (O’Fallon 2012).

W H A T I S L I F E S P A N D E V E L O P M E N T ?

Piaget’s (1969) developmental theory of stages from
childhood to adulthood is commonly known, such as
the egocentric stage (e.g. two year olds), the concrete
operational stage (e.g. reasoning with concrete objects),
and the formal operational stage (e.g. reasoning
about thinking). Indeed, all of these stages can also
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be found in adults as well (hY & Loevinger, 1989),
so it seems that they do not rigidly conform to age
as one might have once thought. a range of cogni-
tive and embodied complexities exists for all ages in
both children and adults. however the trajectory and
order of the stages themselves seem to be quite reli-
able even if they don’t all happen at the same time in
everyone’s life (Wilber, 1995).
The Cook-Greuter scale (1999) is a measure of adult
developmental levels having the widest span of any of
the developmental scales, and so serves as a useful basis
for research in this area. It consists of nine adult levels
of development (Cook-Greuter, 2002) and more recent
research has added two new stages with tiers of devel-
opment (O’Fallon, 2011). Below is a pictorial model of
how these stages work together. 

This developmental trajectory highlights dis-
tinct patterns with two stages to every person
perspective (early and late). In the first tier of
four stages, concrete perspectives are taken; in
the second tier of four stages, one evolves the
capacity to be aware of thinking, feeling and
contexts as subtle perspectives; the third, causal
tier introduces the progressive capacities to be
aware of one’s own awareness. These three tiers all
have a research base supporting them (Loevinger,
1970; Cook Greuter, 1998; O’Fallon 2012).  In addi-
tion to the stages and tiers that are supported by a
research base, non-dual stages are referred to in the 

literature (Wilber 2006, aurobindo, 2000). aurobindo,
particularly refers to the Intuitive, Overmind, super
Mind and Ishwara stages, which in the develop-
mental approach above, can be thought of as
stages in the non-dual tier. These stages would
be very different from non-dual states, which
are somewhat rare as states are concerned. The
non-dual stages are likely exceedingly rare,
since the latest stage, Unitive, that has research
support, is reported to have only .01% of the
developmental database at that level (Cook
Greuter, 2002). This stage is the third one of
the Causal tier stages so one might surmise a
much smaller percentage at the non-dual Tier.
The non-dual stages are not yet supported by
research. 

Generally the terms “concrete”, “subtle” and “causal”
“non-dual” are generally thought of as states, and not
stages.  When one carefully looks at the characteristics of
the stages within the tiers, it becomes clearer that the
tiers have these same characteristics embedded within
them. The primary difference is that individuals embod-
ied in stages (as opposed to states) are walking around
with these experiences as ordinary occurrences, whereas
states are generally defined as experiences that are out
of the ordinary and not ever-present. Both the tier
stages, and the states, then, have these same words
defining them; states seem to begin the process as
extraordinary and then they settle into a stage where
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they become ordinary. In this paper the terms con-
crete, subtle, causal and non-dual states will refer to
state stages, and the terms concrete, subtle, causal and
non-dual tiers will refer to stage tiers. 
The stages of concrete, subtle, causal and non-dual
states occur in each of the concrete, subtle, and causal
tiers and their developmental stages. Thus, people at
very early developmental levels can have quite advanced
states, whereas people at the latest developmental levels
require previous capacity with certain states, depending
on whether their stage is in the subtle, or causal tier.
Theoretically, in the non-dual tier all the necessary states
would have become ordinary even as there will always be
access to states.  

W H A T A R E S T A T E S T A G E S ?

People have apprehended countless altered states through
the expanse of history, from twirling, exposing oneself
to extremes of weather, ingesting entheogens or hallu-
cinogenic plants, ritual, chanting, prayer and medita-
tion (smith, 1989). It seems that the major spiritual
paths have categorized some of these experiences into
concrete states, subtle states, causal states and non-
dual states (Wilber, 1986). 
These states are defined here as follows:
a) The concrete state is a temporary altered sense of
external sensory concrete consciousness: for example,

a heightened experience from the external senses,
such as the state experience that can come from tast-
ing ice-cream or chocolate, the feeling from a foot
massage, seeing a sunset or hearing beautiful music;
b) The subtle state is awareness of temporary
altered internal senses such as visual flashes/images
(perhaps in day dreaming or night dreaming),
internal audition (hearing internal voices, music,
messages), internal feeling (such as bliss);
c) The causal state is the temporary altered state
of witnessing one’s awareness, resulting in appre-
hensions of emptiness, nothingness, and tran-
scendence;
d) The non-dual state is a temporary altered
state of non-dual consciousness, when aware-
ness, and that which arises within one’s aware-
ness, are the same thing (Brown, 2006), some-
times called “Oneness”, or “suchness”.
The Wilber-Combs Matrix posits a relationship
between states and stages in theory, which can
be summarized as follows: the experience of
states vary based on one’s developmental level; for
every level of development, there could be corre-
sponding concrete, subtle, causal and non-dual
states, and one will interpret those state experiences
through the lens of one’s developmental perspective
(Wilber, 2006). The following image describes this
relationship.
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The developmental stages depicted on the left side
of this model may be called by different names, but
they all represent the same permanent structural
stages of development. across the top are the tempo-
rary states of consciousness. Though this is a theoret-
ical model, there is an intuitive soundness to it. 
In relationship with this theoretical model, research
brings an embodied granularity to this representation
through the use of 1) individual developmental inven-
tories that provide a score indicating one’s developmental
stage; 2) longitudinal methodical inter-observations of
people throughout several years; and 3) structural and
phenomenological research (O’Fallon, June 2010).

P U T T I N G I T A L L T O G E T H E R

The co-joining of adult developmental research with
knowledge of states prompted working beyond the the-
oretical supposition of the Wilber-Combs Matrix,
which shows how states and stages are matrixed. Theo-
retically, states could be conceived in a more interpene-
trated way as the forerunner of stages and eventually
being with them as one. To investigate this theoretical
possibility, combined methodologies described above
were used to apprehend exactly how these two areas
are coupled (O’Fallon, 2011). The research approach
relied on data from sentence Completion Tests,
which is a validated and reliable developmental
inventory (Cook-Greuter, 1999), and used the process
of 1) combing through thousands of sentence com-
pletions, looking for evidence of the relationship
between states and the developmental stages, 2)
examining sentence structures, including verbs
and their objects. From this research, along with
years of behavioral inter-observations, patterns
began to reveal themselves: the early four devel-
opmental stages represent primarily concrete
and subtle perspectives that focus on concrete
objects; the next four subtle stages added subtle
perspectives and focus on subtle objects; the
next four causal stages focus on awareness of
awareness and their objects. Consistently, states

are a necessary component of development from
birth through the latest documented stages (O’Fal-
lon 2012). The following is a brief description of
the trajectory of how this seems to occur.
at the concrete, first-person perspective, internal
senses are developed, which first present as states,
such as temporary visualization flashes (think of
peek-a-boo) and listening to interior sounds.
however, all of these internal states have con-
crete objects (such as mommy, a toy, the dog,
daddy’s voice). Once these internal sensory
experiences develop beyond states, and become
ordinary such that one can walk around with
them permanently, one can use this stable capac-
ity to step outside of oneself and visualize one-
self in another person’s position. This allows an
individual to take a second person perspective,
imagining themselves standing next to someone
else, seeing what they are seeing. Once this
capacity is stable, new subtle states begin to arise
in which subtle objects that can’t be visualized,
appear (such as love and care). 
While subtle states are necessary to move to the
subtle tier, the concrete causal and non-dual states
can be cultivated but are not necessary to move to
the next subtle stages. however they do occur. For
example, in some Theravada Buddhist practices,
walking meditation practice may eventually give the
walker a state of loosing their feet or legs. They sim-
ply seem to disappear! This is one of the concrete
causal/emptiness states that can occur at the concrete
tier. In addition, one may experience a concrete non-
dual state. This would involve the state of awareness
where the mountain (for example) arises in one’s own
awareness such that there is no difference between
awareness and the mountain (Brown, 2006). They have
become  ‘One”.  Below is a chart that describes some of
the possible interpenetrations of the early four develop-
mental stages and the kinds of states that arise. notice
that while they are concrete, subtle, causal and non-dual
states, all of them have concrete objects, or visualized
concrete objects (as in concrete deity mysticism)
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This process of 1) developing a state, 2) maturing it
until it is an ordinary permanent stage, and 3) then
using this new capacity to step outside of oneself to
take an additional perspective, can be seen repeatedly
along the entire scale of development, through all four
tiers. What becomes present is the understanding that
growing up is waking up into new states, which helps
one further grow up.
Continuing on, this process, repeats at the subtle tier.
What was a state in the concrete tier becomes ordinary
at this tier and is no longer a state. When at the third-
person perspective, people experiences subtle stages
with subtle objects as one conducts their daily lives
thinking about concrete thinking, planning, looking
into the future, and experiencing complex emotions,
etc. Individuals eventually use these subtle, ordinary
third person stages to take fourth-person postmodern

perspectives, when they step outside of them-
selves and visualize/experience from the posi-
tion of subtle contexts, gazing from the per-
spective of those contexts at others and them-
selves and seeing their effects (the social con-
struction of reality).
during this time it is common for people to
find themselves in practices that support the
development of causal states (meditation, sports
and embodied practices that induce causal states,
etc) and this stimulates the move into the fifth-
person perspective at the causal tier. 
The chart below shows the relationship between
concrete states, subtle states, causal states and non-
dual states in the subtle developmental stages. For
example, rather than concrete pictures (symbols of
the concrete) which arise in the concrete tier, in the
subtle tier concrete symbols of symbols begin to

arise. The concrete is “subtlized” by abstracting
away from the concrete; an individual may have a
state involving mathematical symbols that result in
the creation of a beautiful building (architecture)
or bridge (engineering). Related to subtle states in
the subtle tier, one might experience a temporary
state of witnessing their dreaming (lucid dream-
ing). a causal state in the subtle tier might be the
experience of thoughts without a thinker. non-
dually one might have the experience of any of
these states arising within awareness such that
there is no separation with them (they become
one with them). similar states can occur in the
realms of the kinesthetic (energetic) and the
auditory (FIGURe 4). 
at the causal tier, the concrete, subtle and
causal states one has in the subtle tier become

ordinary, and people walk around, permanently experi-
encing awareness of their awareness, in the moment.
From this they are aware of their awareness of the empti-
ness of all subtle thoughts, feelings, ideas, and contexts
that they have put such solid definitions and bound-
aries around. When they become mature in this per-
spective they can step out of their personal causal self-
structure and stand in the shoes (beyond contexts) of
the Kosmos, looking at themselves and everything from
the whole of the concrete, subtle and causal indwelling.
Their states tend to move first into formless mysti-
cism and later into non-dual states. For example they
may eventually experience a state experiencing the
emptiness or fullness of the world of matter (con-
crete world), world of senses (subtle world), world
of Mind as experienced through Mind and bring
this all to a non-dual state as they arise within the
Witness as “One”.
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One can only speculate on the experiences of the non-
dual tier based on the patterns of states and stages that
occur in the first three tiers. From looking at the pat-
terns, it may be that the non-dual becomes so ordi-
nary that one is walking around with the non-dual
experience of all worlds arising within the Witness
outside of the World of Mind, first with an individual
sense and later with a sense of just being it all, but
that all is a far different all from what is encoun-
tered at the previous tiers; the world of Mind that
makes distinctions (consisting of the concrete tier,
the subtle tier and the causal tier) that people
mostly dwell in, would perhaps, simply be a tool
as one becomes the Being beyond this world of
Mind that transcends and includes the world of
the senses, that transcends and includes the
world of matter. 

S U M M A R Y

From the initial to the latest developmental lev-
els and states, the representations of vibratory life
are so evident in the earliest renditions of expe-
rience, from breathing, to feeling the vibrations
within one’s being, to vibrating back and forth
between concrete, subtle, causal and non-dual
states, stages and tiers: iterative vibrations repli-
cating themselves across all fields of awareness,
all levels of being. The expansion moves beyond
individual experience to collective experiences,
to contextual experiences to experiences of the
Kosmos as a whole, only step out of that to find
that the container that holds this vastness is noth-
ing but a world of Mind that makes distinctions.
The interpenetration of states and stages support
the gradual evolution through the Concrete tier
where the concrete is an ordinary stage and subtle
states with concrete objects are cultivated. evolution

continues, then, through the subtle stages where
subtle stages are ordinary and causal states with
subtle objects are cultivated. eventually the
causal become ordinary in the Causal tier. non-
dual states are cultivated in the Causal tier and it
might be speculated from the pattern that they
become ordinary in the non-dual tier; where
non-duality with the entire concrete world, subtle
world, and causal world occurs.
It seems that the human heritage and promise is

to rock back and forth in the Kosmic rocking chair,
encountering the Concrete face of God, the subtle
face of God, and the Causal face of God toward a
Oneness to the whole of the sacred, Waking up our
Growing up and Growing up our Waking up.         8
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One extreme is the idea of an objective world, pursuing
its regular course in space and time, independently of any
kind of observing subject; this has been the guiding image
from modern science. At the other extreme is the idea of a
subject, mystically experiencing the unity of the world
and no longer confronted by an object or by any objective
world; this has been the guiding image of Asian mysticism.
Our thinking moves somewhere in the middle, between
these two limiting conceptions; we should maintain

the tension resulting from these opposites. 
W e R n e R h e I s e n B e R G , Across the Frontier.

Reality? We don’t got to show you no steeeeenking reality.
nICK heRBeRT, physicist and author describing quantum

physics while imitating a famous scene in the
film Treasure of the Sierra Madre1.

heRe Is a MIddLe ReaLM OF hUMan and

animal experience that lies in the twi-
light – between the conscious mind in
waking awareness, “in here,” and the

physical world we all take to be real and “out
there.” although Werner heisenberg in the
above epigram only refers to a “tension” existing
between the inner world of a subject and the
outer world of an object, he is perhaps referring to
a new conceptual vision of the universe of mind
and matter that over the last century has been dis-
covered to have its basis in quantum physics. I have
referred to this concept as the “imaginal” realm and
pointed out that it is the ground from which all
artistic creation develops and the self expresses. Let
me take it for the moment again that this realm is
real. Just as in quantum physics where the imaginal
mappings of the flows of probabilities somehow pro-
duce the world of physical matter and energy, out of
“it” arises everything that exists within our perception –
our thoughts, feelings, sensations, physical space and
time, and, as I have attempted to show in nearly all of
my books, even the self. 
albert einstein once said “We can’t solve problems by
using the same kind of thinking we used when we creat-
ed them.” Considering that the discoveries of quantum
physics have only recently been brought to the attention
of common people primarily through the inventions of
devices that quantum physics itself has made possible,
such as the modern computer and the laser which made
possible recording vast amounts of data on new forms
of everyday devices, it is already apparent that quantum
physics has changed our thinking regarding our tech-
nologically advanced world. We now see, practically
instantly, what’s going on around our world as if it was
happening around our corner. 
as Marshall McLuhan promised a long time ago – “the
medium is the message” – the form of the medium is
itself the message or, if you will, the medium is also
the massage. Thus, we enter a quantum age wherein a

HOW TO IDENT I F Y W I TH THE CREATOR
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symbiotic and reciprocal relationship ensues by
which the medium influences how the message is
perceived and that message perception in turn influ-
ences how we make media. McLuhan proposed that
the medium itself, not the content it carries, should be
the focus of study. he said that a medium affects the
society in which it plays a role not only by the content
delivered over the medium, but also by the characteris-
tics of the medium itself.
nowhere else is this more true than in our current
world. We live in a quantum age wherein what we do
affects how we do it and how we do it affects what we
do. not only is the medium the message, but the observ-
er of that medium is also the creator of its message.
Learning to assume responsibility for our creations not
only transforms the world “out there” but perhaps, more
importantly, it transforms us “in here.” 
Why would I, a physicist, even consider such an idea as
sound? My thinking about this began a long time ago,
when I became interested in the overlap between matter
and mind. It seemed to me that either consciousness
somehow had to emerge from matter or that matter
had to somehow emerge from consciousness. It really
doesn’t make too much difference to me which is true
(and one or both of these must be true if conscious-
ness is capable of being studied scientifically: besides,
either way it goes, it is pretty amazing), it is just a
fact that I am made of matter and I am conscious.
This overlap took me deep into some of the myster-
ies of quantum physics. I knew that quantum
physics dealt with a world of imagination and did
not deal with the actual world, at all. It was totally
incapable of making exact mechanical predictions
of the behavior of minute matter, although it
could predict gross properties. It was the ability
to cross over from the world of imagined hap-
penings – the probabilities of quantum physics
– to the world of actual substance that exists as
objective material that greatly interested me.
It is here, in my study of the history of the
subject of mind and matter, that I began to
wonder about how images, feelings, thoughts,
and visions of reality, the self, and God arise.
Could it be that these human experiences of
subjective reality come into being in much the
same way, when we see them?
This puts the observer of the universe into per-
spective. It also makes the role of the observer
extremely powerful. Where does this observer live?
The answer appears to be in the imaginal realm
from which everything comes into being: observers
and observed. What is the process? The answer I
have offered is the process of creation itself.
at some level of my being, I see creations exist outside
of ourselves. We see these creations in architecture, in

political systems, in fairy tales and, of course, in the
movies. These creations tell us that vision can be a
collective phenomenon. not only do people envision
reality, but states of systems do as well. a nation cre-
ates an image. so does a political party or a sect.

B I G P I C T U R E S

I N S O C I A L S Y S T E M S

social systems picture thus create themselves in
the forms of architecture and in their stories
and legends. Political systems imagine them-
selves in architectural monuments such as those
that existed in hitler’s 3rd Reich and in the large
constructions of statues of Lenin in Moscow
before the Berlin wall came down. They also
exist in the structures of our cities’ skyscrapers;
they sometimes confirm themselves with mad
designs and phenomena.
Many unworldly phenomena like UFO and OBes,
images of alien capture in the world, reflect not
just images of individuals but of a whole culture.
are UFOs just fantasies, or are they something
else? artists capture them in their paintings. One
can never forget the artistic impressions of Monet’s
garden outside of Paris, for example. 
Reality, as we presently understand it, is grossly
simplified in terms of our everyday experiences.
We simply can’t grasp it all. This is not only due to
the limitations we have discovered in our sensory
modalities, but also to our present understanding of
the laws of physics. Quantum physics and relativity
have indicated that much of reality is hidden and
mysterious, and this would be directly apparent if we
could experience quantum reality. It is a very bizarre
universe, and mind and meaning are as important as
matter and energy. The mind appears to be present in
matter at many different levels. not only does mind
appear to be present in living complex organisms such
as humans and animals, but also at the level of cells and
even at the level of molecules and subatomic matter.

V I R T U A L R E A L I T Y A N D V I S I O N

I have attempted to show in my book The Dreaming
Universe 2 that this mind, like the matter it observes, also
has structures that arise through self-reflection, a process
that arises in the dreaming brain in its attempts to inte-
grate, learn, remember, and forget, all that is necessary
for self-awareness. Without the ability to dream, there
may not be any ability to become self-aware.
In the latest theory, uniting quantum physics and the
einstein general theory of relativity, the entire uni-
verse can be seen as a two-dimensional information
structure ‘painted’ on the cosmological horizon like
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a hologram. This holographic principle was inspired
by a study of black holes; the insight was that the
informational content of all the objects that have
fallen into the hole could be entirely contained on its
surface event horizon3.
according to the holographic principle, the 3-dimen-
sional world emerges out of information ‘printed’ on a
2-dimensional surfaces called “light-sheets.” Imagine
an apple falling in a room. The light-sheets that encode
the physics that describes this room are surfaces that
contract at the speed of light – the contraction happens
both backward and forward in time, but a contraction
going backwards in time, is the same as an expansion
going forward.
We can visualize these sheets as the flash of a camera.
The camera flashes and light expands until it reaches
the walls, forming a sheet – equivalently light moves
backward in time from the walls to the camera. The
light reflects off the walls and contracts back to a
point. This information encoded on these light-sheets
describes all the physics happening in the room at the
instant the light bounces off the walls 4.
In the Tv show Star Trek: The Next Generation, in an
episode entitled “ship in a bottle”, the crew of the
ship are confounded by the appearance of the entity
“dr. M.”, generated – literally off the walls – in the
ship’s “holodeck,” a room within the ship where 3-
dimensional holographic images are generated that
are so “real” that the members of the crew who
experience the holodeck’s virtual reality can no
longer differentiate images from real objects and
real people.
dr. M. explains that somehow he has become self-
conscious and wants to live in the “real” world
and suggests to the captain that since he can think
self-reflectively, he must be able to exist. The cap-
tain warns him that no holo-generated image can
exist outside of the holodeck. But dr. M. insists,
cogito ergo sum, “I think therefore I am,” and
commands the holodeck doors to open, whereby
he simply walks through the doors, into the
ship’s interior, leaving the holodeck much to the
amazement of the ship’s crew.
The story is resolved when the crew realizes that all
of this has been holographically generated, includ-
ing the image of dr M. leaving the holodeck.
The holodeck encompassed images of a virtual
holodeck, and ship, and its crew. dr M. and the
real crew never left the holodeck. however, dr M.
insists on continuance as a real being, so the cap-
tain creates an image of the whole universe for
“him” and sets up a cyberspace in a cube so that dr
M. is capable of moving about this “universe” while
confined in the holodeck’s library. dr M. has no way

of knowing this and as the episode ends, the real
crew all wonder if they themselves are just images
inside of some unimaginable technology.
and, of course, as I watch the show, I realize that
they are inside of my box, the television set I
observe.
Growing from the technology of cockpit simula-
tion designed for aircraft pilot training, virtual
reality is making its way into our technological
world. In a virtual world generated by simulta-
neous computer-generated stereographic images
– one to each eye of the perceiver and stereo-
graphic holographic sound to each ear – a per-
son enters an environment of pure and often
abstract information that can be seen, felt, heard,
and touched. The touching is generated by
placing one’s hand or hands inside of electronic
gloves that monitor and feedback spatial infor-
mation to the computer which then in turn
feeds back the information to the glove, sound
system, and visual screens. The intent of the
“user” is fed into the computer and it in turns
feeds back information to the “user.” The whole
operation runs in an electronic loop nearly at the
speed of light.
In essence the virtual reality, machine functions some-
what like we do, only in our case we carry the com-
puter atop of our noses instead of outside of our
bodies in a small but powerful microcomputer. Just
as our brains are hidden from our sight, the technolo-
gy for virtual reality is also invisible and carefully
adapted to a person’s activity so that he or she can
behave in what seems to be a perfectly ordinary way.
some time ago I had the chance to explore virtual
reality. although it seems ordinary at first, one quickly
gets the impression that one has entered a very strange
world indeed. For example, by merely moving one’s
hand in an arc, a la Merlin himself, it is possible to cre-
ate objects floating in space that appear as real as actual
objects and then to make them vanish. One can run
one’s hand or body through seemingly solid objects.
One can fly as a bird, through a landscape as real as a
computer-generated image of three-dimensional reality
can make it. In fact, one can become a bird or undergo
shape-changing as magical as any shaman’s transforma-
tion. It is also possible to change one’s own physical
boundaries and go inside them. For example, one
could look at a computer generated picture of one’s
own heart beating, but this time, see it from the
inside rather than the outside.
The distinction between description (a view of objec-
tive reality) and process (a view of subjective reality) is
capable of being completely eroded in cyberspace.
For example, we do not change a book’s words when
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we read them. But suppose, by entering cyberspace,
we become the characters in the book, actually expe-
riencing the author’s imagined intent. We may speak
those words and, as a result of speaking them and
hearing them and experiencing ourselves as the charac-
ter or characters who speak those words, we may have
an entirely different experience of the words spoken.
The symbolic references by the author now become
experiences.
The ability to enter into this technological space in this
manner is really a new experience. We literally cross
over a boundary that we normally cannot cross: the
boundary separating self and the universe. Or perhaps
we do cross this boundary in the world we experience
as the “real” world.

W E S H O W Y O U S T E E N K I N G R E A L I T Y

The latest physics tells us that reality is not made of stuff,
but it is made of informational possibilities that can be
coherent, so that possibilities appear to form into solid
matter. When we talk about the dreams of the state or
the nation for example, we are looking at this holo-
graphic/dreaming phenomenon at a more complex
level of matter, but nevertheless, it is the same process
we experience in the creation of our own individual
realities. The dream is the place where the quantum
reality becomes especially transparent, the mix of
mind and matter becomes revealed.
We are speaking about levels of consciousness.
From these different levels of reality, other sub-
levels of reality form, producing a sense of the
lower levels appearing more inert and mechanis-
tic as when seen from a higher level.
Thus from a cosmic or universe view or planetary
level, when looking back at the whole earth, we
see a somewhat mechanical picture of the planet.
From the earth’s point of view, we see the motions
of rivers and oceans as mechanical. From a national
point of view we see the motions of people and
their machines as mechanical and mindless.
From a personal or human point of view we
sometimes see each other as mechanical or try
to reduce everything to mechanical terms. We
see our own body parts as mechanical.
hard reality is a question of levels. however, if
we go too deep in our search for mind and mat-
ter, the levels begin to dissolve and atoms appear
to be not things; they seem like ghosts, and we
enter into an imaginal realm.
There are legends that have attempted to describe
this. For example the australian aboriginal people
believe that a Great spirit dreamed all of reality, the

whole universe of it, into existence. They say that the
land they walk is a reflection of this Great spirit’s
dream, and when they walk this land, they become
aware of the songs of their legends that resonate
with the land itself. These songs resonate as song-
lines in the earth and give them directions.

W E A L L K N O W T H I S

If you look at human psychological and spiritual
modeling you will find evidence of this “it’s all a
dream” idea. For example, Joseph Campbell in
talking about this concept wrote: “schopen-
hauer […] points out that when you reach an
advanced age and look back over your lifetime,
it can seem to have had a consistent order and
plan, as though composed by some novelist.
events that when they occurred had seemed
accidental and of little moment turn out to have
been indispensable factors in the composition of
a consistent plot.”
so, who composed that plot? schopenhauer
suggests that just as an aspect of yourself, of
which your consciousness is unaware, composes
your dreams, so, too, your whole life is composed by
the will within you. and just as people whom you
will have met apparently by mere chance become
leading agents in the structuring of your life, so,
too, will you have served unknowingly as an agent,
giving meaning to the lives of others. The whole
thing gears together like one big symphony, with
everything unconsciously structuring everything else…
one great dream of a single dreamer in which all the
dream characters dream, too.
everything arises in mutual relation to everything else,
so you can’t blame anybody for anything. It is even as
though there were a single intention behind it all, which
always makes some kind of sense, though none of us
knows what the sense might be, or has lived the life that
he quite intended5.
Chuang Tzu, the Chinese philosopher wrote: “some day
comes the Great awakening when we realize that this
life is no more than a dream. Yet the foolish go on
thinking they are awake: surveying the panorama of
life with such clarity, they call this one a prince and that
one a peasant – What delusion! The great Confucius
and you are both a dream. and I, who say all this is a
dream, I, too, am a dream6.”
Our dreams do not appear to care whether they are
pleasant, good, or evil. When we look at typical images
of aliens from flying saucers, what do we see? The peo-
ple are very thin and emaciated. They have white
skins and thin bony arms and legs. They appear as
very sick, starving or malnourished children. We all
remember the Biafran tragedy in africa, that war
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created camps of starving and homeless people. These
images are archetypal images of the neglected child
who many psychologists recognize as a motif or
archetype. We all have a neglected child inside of our-
selves. We all have suffered the supposed abandon-
ment of our parents whether this was a real abandon-
ment or not. as young children, with underdeveloped
egos, we at time felt so because we simply didn’t have the
intelligence to recognize that mom just went upstairs to
fetch a glass of water.
Freud certainly wrote about this motif, and Jung would
point to the frightening mother and abandoned child
motif. so we all have such archetypal images constituting
our unconscious minds. I believe that these images are
deeper than just our personal experiences and that these
images of archetypes rise from a more fundamental level
of reality, which we might call the dream world. In
this sense the dream is more fundamental than the
objective reality.
When we dream we return to that reality in order to
gain information about how to survive in this reality.
But survival may not be as it seems from a single per-
spective. I, as a writer survive through you as a reader.
Without you, I can’t write for a living. Many themes
begin to weave together as I write. I began to see the
overlap of these themes as I starting writing. Where
did I get the idea of the dreaming universe, for exam-
ple, I don’t know. One day I awoke and I said,
“matter dreams.”
In some way, hard core materialists would agree
with this. The materialist philosophers believe
that consciousness arises from matter. If so, how?
From my point of view it doesn’t matter whether
you are a hard core materialist-scientist or soft
core metaphysician who believes in God, or a
Cartesian dualist who believes in the mind-mat-
ter dualism. If consciousness exists in matter,
then matter is conscious. I am, therefore I think,
or I think, therefore I am, becomes a tautology.
Going back to the images of starving children,
are these just reflections of our primordial arche-
typal images? Or are they something more? do
the images of the children haunt us and then
appear as extraordinary events in our dream
and fantasy life because we are not facing the
reality of the hardship of life on earth? Could
these images be images of real people, not from
other planets or galaxies – that would be too
naïve – but from another reality, another level?
Those persons only appear in accordance with a
definite archetypal program.
Why do we have such images of apparent suffering?
From a quantum physical point of view, we begin to
see that the world of matter cannot be constructed

from certainty. There is none in the material world.
heisenberg’s principle of uncertainty rules the world
of matter. This means that in trying to deal with the
real world, there will always be in our minds such
things as doubt and uncertainty and even unclarity
as to what is really the past and really the present.
These cannot be defined perfectly.
When there is uncertainty there is also a mecha-
nism that arises which we all know; we call it fear.
Fear is, as I see it, the process of identifying with
matter. When you identify with matter, the process
of identifying is electronic. electrons repel each
other not only due to their like charges, but also
to their intrinsic quantum property called spin.
according to the Pauli Exclusion principle (PeP)
they will not enter the same quantum state. 
This tends to produce isolated structures and
allows atoms to appear with different properties.
In a sense, the PeP is responsible for the appear-
ance of secular structures or the emergence of
identity – the separation of self behavior from the
not-self behavior. This tends to build within our
own nature feelings of doubt, uncertainty and
inferiority (adler wrote about the inferiority com-
plex). all of these reflections are attempts to build a
science of life. But there is a peril in all of this.
The more we scientize life, the more we try to find
causal reasons for everything, the more fearful it
becomes. The more afraid we become. In the Russian
film The Scorpion’s Garden I saw in saint Petersburg,
the director Oleg Kovalov, using a clever overlap and
juxtaposition of historical documentary footage of
Russian life in the fifties and sixties together with a love
story of a Russian soldier and woman, showed how the
dreams and aspiration of the political system overlapped
into the almost simple lives of the protagonists. scenes of
violence and mistrust in the big picture filtered into the
story at every level. When the soldier becomes ill after
eating a meal at his fiancée’s home, he fears that he has
been poisoned by an enemy of the state as his command-
ing officers tell him. The KGB is everywhere looking over
his shoulder as he walks the streets, or so it seems. The
film depicts very well the idea of the mass consciousness
and the dream of this mass as distinct but yet overlapping
with the life of the individuals that make up that mass.
There are scenes in insane asylums where the inmates
appear to see this overlap and when asked about this they
respond in what at first seems to be nonsense, but when
heard carefully is just that: they are sensitive to the mass
dream and their own individual dream. 
We become afraid because people tell us what is real
and what is not real. But we sense an inner conflict
with what people tell us. We feel fear because we
know that the viewpoint of, say, a political system is
not consistent with our own view. The communist
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party is not the answer to the world. The capitalist
system is not the answer for the world’s problems.
Going to war is not the answer to the world. We
know these things from some deeper voice inside of
ourselves. What happens is that fearful images enter
our minds, and we don’t realize this. But if you have
fearful images, they tend to come into reality: whatever
you can imagine begins to appear as if we called them
into existence.
We are creating these images as realities because the
universe is ambivalent and paradoxical. It doesn’t care
what you produce. It doesn’t say to you that you can’t
do this and you can do that. It is like a mother that
loves all of her children: the ugly ones, the beautiful
ones, the starving ones and the rich fatted ones, she
doesn’t care. It says whatever you create as imagery, so
will it be. Why? Because at the core of the universe, at
its most fundamental level, it is not solid stuff. It is not
hard reality. It is capable of forming reality into what-
ever our images produce.
all political and social systems are produced this way.
They are all magnifications of this basic misunder-
standing of the nature of this hidden aspect of reality.
If people could comprehend the imaginal element in
all matter then what they envision would eventually
come to pass. however, it may or may not come to
pass at this instant, but it begins to manifest at the
level of dreams.
In a way Freud was right. dreams are wish fulfilling,
but the level of the wish is not transparent. at the
worst level, you cannot meet another person with-
out projecting onto this person the fears and antici-
pations of your past conditioning. all of our
images attach themselves to us and determine for
us the way we see the world. We project these
images out there. even if you are not my image, if
I treat you like my image eventually you begin to
fight against my image, or you begin to capitulate
and become my image. Relationships begin to
form like this. People fall in love with what they
imagine about each other and not with what
each person brings to the relationship.
We live in myths, we live in trances, and we live
in illusions that are hard to break free of. Medi-
tation and perhaps Buddhist thought helps us
to see what is really there because it helps us to
free ourselves from our own imaginations. These
spiritual teachings are designed to help us break
free from any kinds of images: golden summers
or wet cold icy winters, good or bad.
It is a dreaming universe. But if there is a great
spirit dreaming all of this into existence, do I, the
writer of this, believe in hIM or heR?
Let’s say that the question of belief for me is at my
present understanding the question: am I able to

create within my life a sense of the presence of God?
To believe something without any sense of presence
of what one believes is little more than a brain-
washing. It is like a child being told what he can
and can’t think or believe.
Is there a personal God? Is this God primordial,
the origin of all existing things? does one mean
by this God a personal image like an old man
with a white beard, or a primitive tribal picture
from early Christianity or pagan religions? Or
does one think of an impersonal image like the
Chinese Tao or the cosmic order? Or is God a
mysterious primordial person who gives powers
to some and gives rules of behavior which aren’t
to be broken? The question is: does God have a
personality?
Rather than say I believe this, I would rather say
that there is a basic mystery that is very deep. I
know this mystery from my own experience of
life when I am open enough to see it. If I am not
open to see it, I go into fear and I won’t see any-
thing, I’ll be in illusion. But when I am open to
it, I sense this presence.

S E N S I N G T H E P R E S E N C E

O F T H E C R E A T O R

One day I had a particular strong impression of this
Presence. I had taken Lsd (this was back in the mid
seventies). I was in a beautiful area, the coastline of
northern California. It is wonderful place. It was a
perfect earth-day. Under the Lsd I walked out into the
sun and felt it beaming. I saw the sky glowing bril-
liantly blue. The clouds were faultlessly white. The
ocean below me rushed onto the rocks. It was a bril-
liant Turner painting! But it was in full, live colors, and
it had sounds that filled my brain and it had smells of
salt air and the green grass sparkled in the sunlight and
I smelled the freshness of the grass as if I were growing
with it. I looked at this all very carefully. Then suddenly
I began to realize that it wasn’t real, it was all an illusion.
a great feat of art. It was like a painting or sculpture. It
was clear to me that not one blade of grass was out of
place. not one wave of the ocean below was wasted in
its spillage over the rocks. not one shade of light of the
ever-changing blueness of the sky was random. It was
perfect and it was ordered, and it was clearly a creation
of a great artist or a great dreamer.
at this moment I realized that the world I saw was no
longer compelling me to see it as immediately given
and out there but as something that was painstakingly
created. I felt not the presence of the overwhelming
art scene I was immersed in, but the overwhelming
sense of the artist. It was as if the artist had spoken
to me. It was as if God had taken me by the hand
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and said “so you really want to see? You really want
me to take you beyond the illusion?” Then every-
thing I was experiencing had tremendous meaning.
everything was significant. I was seeing into the arti-
fact of the world and seeing it as an illusion, a cre-
ation and not as random nature.
I wasn’t looking at this as if forces had created this
blindly, nor had mechanics created it nor had blind
nature created it. a clearly organized intelligent, feeling
sensing like-myself, anthropomorphic being had created
it. In that sense I felt the presence of God. In my normal
life, I only feel this presence at rare times. I feel it with cer-
tain people who come into my life. We will be together
and we will feel some kind of connecting energy, some
kind or resonance, some kind of knowing, when I can’t
know this person, but there is a deep sense of this. When
this happens to me I begin to feel this again. It is more a
question of awareness rather than blind belief. My greatest
joy of being alive is when I have that awareness. Then
the fear is gone, the hole in my chest is healed. no
sense of loss or abandonment, everything is peaceful. I
try to kindle that with everyone I meet. It is not
always possible. I seek it out in whatever form it will
take. I can’t predict what form it will take. I found
that it does arise in many different parts of the world
for many different reasons spontaneously. I can only
take it that “I” am the creator of the universe, even
if that is only a dream.                                         8

———————

1 This quote was captured by Robert anton Wilson
(deceased) who was a friend of mine and nick’s, in his book:
Wilson, Robert anton. Quantum Psychology (Phoenix, aZ:
new Falcon Publications, 1990:69).

2 Wolf, F. a, The Dreaming Universe: A mind-expanding
journey into the realm where psyche and physics meet (new York:
simon and schuster, 1994, Reprint, Touchstone, 1995).

3 R. Bouso, “The holographic Principle” in Reviews of Mod-
ern Physics, 74(3): 825-874. see also http://xxx.lanl.gov/pdf/hep-
th/0203101.pdf. 

4 M. Moyer, “Is space digital?” in Scientific American,
306(2): 30-37.

5 I don’t remember where I got this quote. I believe it
was from an interview he had with Michael Toms in the
radio show New Dimensions Radio.

6 This quote is well known and is a part of the poem
that Chuang Tzu wrote concerning his dream of the but-
terfly. again, I don’t remember where I got it from. Possibly
Chuang Tsu, Inner Chapters (Trans. Jane english and Gia-
Fu Feng, new York: vintage Books, 1974: 45).
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n ManY PaRTs OF ThIs WORLd, We MaKe GReaT eFFORTs

to create peace through political efforts. In many
cases, this is a necessary intervention that saves
many lives and can be extremely successful for at

least a temporary period of time. as many sages
throughout history have suggested, however, true
peace can only come about when there is peace
inside the hearts of the individuals involved. The
purpose of the present article is to explore this
inspiring notion. 
as we live our lives, we embark on a beautiful
journey. This journey involves a difficult but
necessary descent and an eye-opening ascent
upon the ladder of consciousness.

The separation from unity is the descent
of the angels upon the ladder of consciousness.

The return to unity is the ascent 
of the angels upon the ladder.

The descent is good.
But the unity that comes is expressed diversity

But in diversity there would be no concept of separation.
G a R R e T T d U T T O n

Let us start where we all start, the beginning of
our lives. as infants and young children, we
need 100% of our emotions to be accepted and
held with loving presence by our caretakers. as
the well-known psychologist, Carl Rogers, claims,
in an ideal world, we would all be raised in an
environment of unconditional positive regard, an
environment in which we are accepted and loved
for whom we really are1. although this need is
often overlooked, it is almost as important as our
need for oxygen.

If we are to teach real peace in this world, and if we
are to carry on a real war against war, we shall

have to begin with the children.
M O h a n d a s G h a n d I

as we grow up, the more our emotions are
accepted and held with a loving presence by
our caretakers, the more we feel that our emo-
tions are valued and worth respecting. The more
our emotions are accepted and held with a lov-
ing presence, the more we believe in ourselves
to accept and hold our own emotions. This cor-
responds to the general experience of high self-
esteem. It makes us believe that, “I am good
enough to be loved and accepted as I am (with
all of the emotions that I experience).” The higher
our self-esteem, the more we develop courage to
face not only all of our emotions but also the chal-
lenges that might make us experience these emo-
tions in the future. This is the true meaning of “self-
confidence”. We never doubt that consistent sense
of belonging that helps us maintain our emotional
security.

It never hurts to think too highly of a person;
often they become ennobled and act better because of it.

n e L s O n M a n d e L a

T H E D E S C E N T

To show what good came from my experience 
I have to tell of things that were not so good.

d a n T e a L I G h I e R I

Realistically, however, maintaining a loving presence
with our infants and young children regardless of what
emotion they may be experiencing is easier said than
done. In fact, it is not possible to have 100% of our
emotions accepted and held with loving presence by
our caretakers all of the time simply because caretakers
are human and it is human to be anxious, fearful, and
insecure. as we may know from our own experiences,
when we are anxious, fearful, or insecure, maintaining
a loving presence for others is often pushed down to
the bottom of our list of priorities. even though this
happens to all of us, there are still individual differ-
ences in how much our emotions are accepted and
held with loving presence by our caretakers. as a
general rule, the less our emotions are accepted and

T H E D E S C E N T A N D A S C E N T
U PON TH E L ADD E R O F CON S C I OUN E S S

T O R U S A T O

I
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held with a loving presence by our caretakers, the
more we feel that our emotions are not worth
respecting and valuing. When we feel that our emo-
tions are not worth respecting and valuing, we believe
that we are not worth respecting and valuing. This is
the essence of low self-esteem. We believe that, “I am
not good enough to be loved and accepted as I am
(with all of my emotions).” The lower our self-esteem,
the less we believe in ourselves to face difficult emo-
tions. Moreover, the less we believe in ourselves to face
difficult emotions, the less we believe in ourselves to
face the challenges that might make us experience those
difficult emotions in the future. 

Most of the shadows of this life are caused
by standing in one’s own sunshine.

R a L P h Wa L d O e M e R s O n

as we are human, we inevitably experience difficult
emotions. Because of our experiences with our caretak-
ers discussed above, some of these difficult emotions
are desperately avoided, denied or repressed. Unfortu-
nately, these attempts are met with limited success.
even with our best efforts, these emotions creep out
of our subconscious minds as our shadow side des-
perately looking for other people to accept and hold
these difficult emotions with a loving presence. Our
shadow side often appears to people who are very
close to us such as parents, romantic partners, sib-
lings, and our own children. If these emotions
from our shadow side are not accepted by those
people very close to us, they may surface in our other
less intimate relationships such as with friends, peo-
ple at work, and often may extend to political, cul-
tural, and religious groups and leaders. Because
we feel that these emotions need to be accepted
and held by someone, our shadow side does
whatever it takes to accomplish this mission. If
our emotions are not accepted and held by these
people, they will often become our enemy. We
separate ourselves from them, blame them, and
in some cases, act aggressively against them.
The more this happens, the more we lose con-
tact with the fundamental truth that we all
belong to each other.

The biggest disease today is not leprosy or tuberculosis
but rather the feeling of not belonging.

M O T h e R T h e R e s a

This creation of an enemy is essentially a pro-
jection of making ourselves the enemy by vic-
timizing or blaming and punishing ourselves. We
cannot trust ourselves to accept and hold these
emotions so we blame ourselves. deep down in
our subconscious mind, we believe “I am not good
enough.” Because admitting to this is painful, when

we find that we cannot trust others to accept and
hold our emotions, we blame and victimize others
as a temporary escape from the unpleasantness of
feeling “I am the not good enough.” We turn our
belief of “I am not good enough” into “You are
not good enough.” Perhaps it is not an overstate-
ment to claim that this is the basis of all hostility,
aggression and violence in life.

The worst thing about fear
is what it does to you when you try to hide it.

n I C h O L a s C h R I s T O P h e R

as alluded to earlier, none of us have 100% of
our childhood emotions accepted and held
with loving presence by our caretakers. This is
why Carl Rogers states that none of us are
raised in a perfect environment of uncondition-
al positive regard². Therefore, understandably,
all of our caretakers have developed a shadow
side to some extent. as mentioned previously,
this shadow side surfaces in many of our rela-
tionships including our relationships with our
own children. In the moments where this shad-
ow side of us dominates our personality, we can-
not accept and hold the emotions of our children
with a loving presence. Because we are often des-
perate to have our own emotions accepted and
held with a loving presence by others in these
moments, we cannot maintain a loving presence for
others. This, unfortunately and inevitably, leads to
the development of the shadow side in our own
children. Therefore, to some extent, we all develop a
shadow side believing that, “some of my emotions
are not worth respecting and valuing and therefore
some parts of me are not worth respecting and valu-
ing” and “some parts of me are not good enough to be
loved and accepted.” In some very unfortunate cases,
our shadow side may be so strong that we believe that
“all of my emotions are not worth respecting and valu-
ing and therefore I am not worth respecting and valu-
ing” and “I am not good enough to be loved and
accepted as I am.”

The greatest burden a child must bear is the
unlived life of the parents.

C a R L J U n G

T H E A S C E N T

even though all of us have developed a shadow side,
there is no need to despair. In fact, there is still an
immense amount of hope. We can unlearn these
beliefs that are subconsciously dwelling in our shad-
ow side. To do this we must learn to trust ourselves
to accept and hold our own emotions with a loving
presence. We must do this with our past repressed
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emotional experiences and any emotions that arise
in the moment and uncover the beliefs that are
associated with these emotions buried deep in our
subconscious minds (e.g., “I am not good enough to
be loved and accepted as I am”). Once these beliefs
are brought up to the conscious level of our minds,
we begin the process that is sometimes referred to as
“reparenting.” We learn to accept and hold our own
emotions with a loving presence much like we wished
our own parents would have when we were younger.

Perhaps all the dragons in our lives are princesses who are
only waiting to see us act just once, with beauty and courage.
Perhaps everything that frightens us is, in its deepest essence,

something helpless that needs our love.
R a I n e R M a R I a R I L K e

There are many therapeutic mindfulness practices that
are focused on this process of “reparenting.” even
though a thorough explanation of these practices is
beyond the scope of this article, the important element
of this process involves a shift in identity. We stop
identifying with our ego, a separate individual self that
needs to be protected, and we begin to identify with
the spaciousness that holds our emotions with a lov-
ing presence. When we identify with the spaciousness
that holds our emotions with a loving presence, we
relate to our emotions in an entirely new and liber-
ating way. Instead of being overridden by our emo-
tions, we now have a choice of how to relate to it.
We realize that we are not our emotions. We are
the spaciousness that holds our emotions as they
come and go. We can choose to run away from our
emotions or we can choose to stay with them by
holding them with a kind of loving presence that
is often experienced by a caring mother holding
her crying infant. as we sit quietly holding our
emotions with a loving presence, we soon dis-
cover that each emotion will arrive, stay, and
then leave after it has fully lived its life inside of
us. Just like an infant who is lovingly held by
his or her mother will eventually feel comforted
and stop crying, every emotion passes as long as
we allow it to come in and move through.

Develop a mind that is vast like space, where
experiences both pleasant and unpleasant can appear
and disappear without conflict, struggle or harm.

Rest in a mind like vast sky.
M A J J H IM A N I K AYA , Buddhist scripture

Theoretically, this is what happens in the process.
experientially, however, most people will require
substantial support and guidance from an experi-
enced spiritual teacher, healer, or therapist to help
him or her through this process (interested readers
may benefit from reading some of the books listed
at the end of this article). By “reparenting” ourselves,

we develop the capacity to accept and hold our own
emotions. This is truly what it means to become
independent, responsible, and empowered as a
human being. This is what it means to truly “own”
our lives, and become an adult. In many cultures, the
rites of passage into adulthood were initially intend-
ed to function as catalysts in this unfolding process
of consciousness. Through this process, we learn
that we do not need to rely on others to accept
and hold our emotions. We learn to trust our-
selves to accept and hold any emotion that arises.
as our consciousness unfolds in this process, we
learn that, “difficult emotions are a part of the
human experience and all of these experiences
(not just the pleasant ones) are worthy of love,
care, and respect.” When this understanding
finally sinks into the depths of our conscious-
ness, we truly begin to believe that, “Regardless
of what emotions I experience, regardless of what
others say or do, I am always worthy of being
loved and accepted as I am.” 

The curious paradox is that when I accept myself
just as I am, then I can change.

C a R L R O G e R s

although being able to accept and hold 100% of
our emotions on our own would be ideal, this is
much easier said than done. In childhood, we need
100% of our emotions to be accepted and held by
others (mostly parents and other caretakers). Ideally
in adulthood, it would be nice to have the capacity
to accept and hold 100% of our emotions on our
own. Realistically, however, it might be more pru-
dent to aspire to accept and hold at least 75% of our
emotions on our own. Unless we can reach a state of
complete ego-transcendence, we might still need oth-
ers to accept and hold some of our emotions. In many
ways, this is perhaps the emotional function of family,
friends, and community.

I will come to you, my friend, when I no longer need you.
Then you will find a palace, not an almshouse.

h e n R Y d av I d T h O R e a U

Being able to accept and hold our emotions with a lov-
ing presence is of vital importance not only to ourselves
but also to the world around us. This is because the
more we can accept and hold our own emotions with a
loving presence, the more we can stay fully present with
others by accepting and holding other people’s emo-
tions with a loving presence. The spaciousness that
holds our own emotions with a loving presence is the
very spaciousness that allows us to hold other people’s
emotions with a loving presence. as suggested earlier,
this type of spaciousness is the key ingredient for rais-
ing children who can trust themselves to accept and
hold their own emotions with a loving presence.
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Because of this, children who are raised in this type
of spaciousness by their caretakers are more likely
to have the natural confidence to accept and hold
the emotions of others with a loving presence. When
we reside in this spaciousness, we are at one with the
true spirit of love and peace. This is perhaps why the
more inner peace we experience, the more outer peace
we can create. 

The moment you see how important it is to love
yourself, you will stop making others suffer.
S AM YUK THA N I K AYA , Buddhist scripture

In addition, this type of loving presence with others is
essential not only in human relationships but also between
us humans and the many forces of nature that surround
us. awakening to this reality is not only a prerequisite to
mending the rifts between many of the political, religious,
and cultural groups that we see today but also to healing
this planet. When we identify with the spaciousness that
holds our emotions with a loving presence, we also devel-
op the capacity to stay lovingly present and compassion-
ate with all forces of nature. The day we can be of service
with this kind of loving presence and compassion
toward all that exists may be the day we will have truly
mastered the art of peacemaking.

Work is love made visible.
K h a L I L G I B R a n

I thank you sincerely for allowing me to share my
thoughts with you. I wish you all a wonderful

journey descending and ascending upon
this challenging but beautiful

ladder of
consciousness.

May we awaken to see our own shadow side...
May we unlearn our fears of not being

accepted and held with a loving presence...
May we awaken to our own true nature,

the spaciousness that holds all with a sacred
loving presence...

May we learn to stay present with both
ourselves and others and so that we can find

true peace and compassion...
. . .  n a M a s T e . . .

8

———————

1 Rogers 1959, A theory of therapy: 224.

2 Ibid.: 226.
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B A C K G R O U N D

e LIve In a TIMe OF seeMInGLY UnPReCedenTed

peril. In recent decades the challenges we
face appear to have taken on greater and
greater proportions, and present them-

selves with a complexity that forces us to think and
act globally as a species, something we seem utterly
unable to do. While the best of our global institu-
tions make valiant attempts to articulate the issues
and organize solutions, such as the millennial devel-
opment goals1, it seems that our best attempts fall
far short of being sufficient to address these chal-
lenges. Global problems such as climate change,
infectious disease, war, poverty, financial instability,
cyber warfare, and environmental decline occupy
some of our greatest minds, yet still we cannot
provide even the basic necessities of life for one
billion of our population, while some leading
scientists point an imminent, irreversible col-
lapse of environmental systems on a planetary
level2 that threatens the very continuation of the
human species. While these conditions become
clearer and clearer each day, our leaders and insti-
tutions seemed blinded by narrowness of vision
and mired in political gridlock and self-interest,
while the populace seems largely anesthetized
from concern by popular media and culture.
While this predicament is our greatest challenge
as a species, it also seems to represent an unprece-
dented opportunity. There is something profoundly
hopeful about this situation. In each of these per-
ceptions lies equally an intuition of resolution and
transcendence. awaking to an evolutionary under-
standing of matter, life, mind and spirit3 we can see
ourselves as part of a great timeless story4 and recognize

this moment as an evolutionary turning point,
and opportunity to individually and collectively
transcend the patterns that have manifested
these challenges and bring about a new con-
sciousness that not only moves beyond these
great problems, but brings about a more beauti-
ful and equitable future for all. at a concrete
level, we see unparalleled growth of technologi-
cal solutions, inter-connectedness, new organi-
zational forms, and spiritual understanding. We
actually have the raw material of what we need,
it seems (even if we are not yet realizing those
solutions.) even more so, we have the potential
to remake ourselves anew and in the process to
sanctify existence. 
These extremes of perspective, of cataclysmic break-
down and human transcendence, are evocative but
ultimately unsatisfying and distracting. The human
experience has always been one of cataclysm and
transcendence. as our consciousness and complexity
expands5 at each stage of development, we have faced
what has seemed like threats of annihilation at times.
While the extinction of a tribe or nation may not seem
as cataclysmic as our present day threats, from the per-
spective of the people facing them, they may have been
just as ominous. While at this time we seemed to have
run out of rope (or planet), there is a hubris in this per-
spective that does not acknowledge the limits of our
knowledge that repeatedly reveals itself to us in hind-
sight. The question is perhaps not how bad or good is it.
The more important question we face might be how can
we move forward with and toward the greatest wholeness?
how to we presence our action and awareness such that it
serves the higher future that calls us6? This paper explores
the ethical potentials of the challenges we face today, in
light of our understanding of the evolutionary develop-
ment of consciousness, explored elsewhere in this issue,
and examines ethical principles founded on the essential
conditions of the cosmos - evolution and non-duality.

E V O L V I N G U N I V E R S E ,
E V O L V I N G M I N D

In this issue, O’Fallon describes a spectrum of evolu-
tion of consciousness that includes human develop-
ment and spans the great domains of concrete, subtle,
causal and non-dual worlds7. This spectrum includes

E V O L U T I O N A R Y E T H I C S
G E O F F F I T C H
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and builds on the developmental stage models point-
ed to by Wilber8 and the many theorists his integral
framework references and integrates. While each theo-
ry of development typically explores a given line, cog-
nitive development, and then self or identity develop-
ment, tend to lead other lines of development. since
the stage of self development determines who one takes
one’s self to be and what one takes the world to be, we
can say that these stages are constructive, in that they
describe structures that construct, or co-create the worlds
in which one believes one to exist. (This perspective also
arises as developmental theories transcend and include
social constructivist and later, construct-aware perspec-
tives9). Thus, theories of self-development describe devel-
opmental stages, but they also indicate that a develop-
mental stage makes possible a particular worldview, which
would be foundational to a theory.

E V O L V I N G E T H I C A L S E N S E

Given this understanding, it is important to consider
that any ethical sense itself can be seen as arising devel-
opmentally. Most famously, Kohlberg10 built on
Piaget’s theory of cognitive development to describe
six stages of moral development. These six stages
consist of two pre-conventional stages, which are
ego-centric and oriented towards the direct result of
action for the self; two conventional stages, which
are socio-centric where the social norms and expec-
tations guide actions; and two post-conventional,
in which actions are guided by one’s own ethical
principles, which may differ from those of society.
Kohlberg’s original six levels spanned a developmen-
tal spectrum up through what O’Fallon11 has called
the subtle stages, those not yet including transper-
sonal perspectives.
Kohlberg and Power did, however, speculate
about a seventh stage12, which arises out of a
mystical understanding and is seen as one sees
one’s self in relationship to the unity and to the
cosmos. Kohlberg refers to this new perspective
as an ethical stance that is “cosmic” or “infi-
nite” and points out that it moves beyond, but
includes earlier principled perspectives orient-
ing toward justice, but becomes grounded in
agape, or a universal embracing love. 
Wilber13 has also suggested that beyond the post-
conventional territory, lies the ethical principles
that reflect an expanding scope of care, arising out
of an expanding scope of awareness, with a post-
post-conventional stage evoking a concern for all
humans. This includes a bodhisattvic stage com-
prising care for all sentient beings, and a non-dual
stage spanning concern for all of manifestation.
Wilber suggests a “basic moral intuition” which calls

for care for the greatest depth for the greatest span.
Both Kohlberg and Wilber acknowledge in post-
post-conventional moral stages, one might refer to
principles, but action is not so easily determined –
there are no rules, per se, which is reflected in
Wilber’s use of the term “intuition.”
as we develop, our ethical understanding evolves,
touching greater and greater scopes of care, and
ultimately has us meet the dualistic mind at its
core, calling us to an ethics that does not divide,
that is whole. as such, we must admit it is a
kind of fool’s errand to construct such an ethics
in distinctions, but something we can’t fully
escape. a deeper, more cosmic ethical intuition
begins to step into the territory where words
fail and where paradox is only an elusive scent
of a deeper unity. how might we consider
ethics, from an assumption of prior unity14,
from the perspective of the whole?

E V O L U T I O N A R Y F O U N D A T I O N S

We can at this time look to how certain founda-
tional, universal conditions inform how an evo-
lutionary ethical sense unfolds, and how we may
now clarify ethical principles that span the spec-
trum of humanity.
First, that there is, as we have seen, a developmen-
tal spectrum that points to great worlds or tiers of
being, part of what Wilber called the “great chain of
being”15. This territory of existence, through which
evolution expresses itself is expressed as majors tiers
of manifestation: gross, subtle, causal, non-dual.
second, there appears to be a foundational energy or
condition of the cosmos, which is the impulse to evolve
towards higher forms, ultimately to unconditioned Unity,
God, spirit itself. This has been described as the force of
eros (as seen from the many reaching for realization)
and agape (as seen from spirit, coaxing manifestation
towards realization of its true condition, as spirit).
Third, that sprit, the ultimate, unconditioned reality is
both the goal of evolutionary cosmos, and the already,
always existing condition of the Cosmos as it is. Reality
exists as the paradoxical relative and absolute nature of
existence, which is both two and not two. 
Fourth, awareness is the foundation of this growing
evolutionary process.

A W A R E N E S S A N D A C T I O N

ethical action is action towards the good, enacting
“for the good of” and arises out of awareness of what
is and a sense of what the best expression of the
good is in the moment. as we evolve, one can only
act in the context of what one sees, so all ethical
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action is constrained by our conception of self and
world. For example, at an egocentric level we are
aware of the self and its needs, and act for the good of
the self. From a later perspective, this may not be seen
as “ethical” but surely is from the egocentric self. as
one then becomes aware of one’s concrete collective an
ethics arising out of social norms takes place. as we
progress in our evolution to subtle levels, we become
first aware of choice, and consciousness of ethics as a
process arises, and we begin to choose ethical princi-
ples to guide our actions. When we become aware of
awareness itself at the causal level, the construction of
ethics arises, along with eventually a value and care of
the universal whole. 
all along the chain of evolution, the scope of our ethics
is our sphere of concern (with which we identify), which
arises as some portion of what we are aware of. This fun-
damental lever of awareness first brings forth the condi-
tions of consciousness and then the conditions of the
heart, the field of care. Finally, action manifests as the
conditions of the body – the gross, subtle or causal
body. This arc of agape, the descent of higher knowing
into intention and action, forms the manifestation of
free ethical choice, and is founded on awareness.
ethical choice also arises in the tension of the non-
dual nature of reality, ultimately expressed as the rel-
ative and absolute dimensions of truth, but also in
every kind of polarity formed in consciousness and
form. everything thing is continually challenged
by this paradox of the impulse towards spirit and
the intuition of the always already present reality
of spirit. as the self contracts from this reality, it
gives birth to infinitely many dualities, each of
which carry this tension. each of these dualities
holds and expresses the tension of manifest real-
ity’s unresolved realization of the two/not two
nature of existence. 
This confrontation with the two / two not nature
of our predicament informs the evolutionary
process, which takes shape in its vertical dimen-
sion through eros, as a process of transcending
and including, of the repeated attempt to bring
two together as one. This is the great dialectical
process that is ultimately revealed as one side of the
coin. The agape side of this coin, the embrace,
takes up residence as the ever-present reality of
unconditioned spirit in the embrace of all, which
takes up form in evolutionary process as the involu-
tionary descent of spirit, the holding and embrace
of all that is contained within conditional aware-
ness. It is in its root condition all that is contained
in and arising out of unconditioned awareness, the
ground of the embrace of agape, felt in each indi-
vidual as eros the impulse to transcend and agape,
the impulse embrace, include.

E V O L U T I O N A R Y

E T H I C A L I N T U I T I O N S

In short, the cosmos is evolving through concrete,
subtle, causal and non-dual worlds; the arc of this
evolution is the energy of eros and agape, or Love;
reality is both two and not two, paradoxically
moving towards spirit itself and is always already
spirit itself, the absolute unconditioned Ground
of Being. Further, ethical awareness arises as our
developing field of consciousness and within that
our field of care, part of which we are aware, and
our sense of the wholeness of what otherwise
appears as dualities. ethical action evolves out of
a sense of what is good, and as the arc between
our ascending awareness and our descending,
embodied action and presence.
From this more universal perspective of ethics,
we can consider some intuitions that may inform
our actions: 
~  Consciously and deliberately engage in indi-
vidual and collective development, in its full
complexity and richness.
~  Practice more deeply into our embodiment,
commit to and engage in courageous action,
compassion and understanding, as an embodied
vehicle, an expression of the already present spirit,
as we best sense it.
~  Recognize the process and dynamics of evolu-
tionary ethics arises in the context of the contrac-
tion from the two/not-two, the dualistic mind, and
is already arising as that conflict, therefore consider
paradoxical dualities, some very subtle, in all life and
action (and seek to transcend this condition.)

R E F L E C T I O N S O N P R A C T I C E

E X P A N D I N G S C O P E O F C A R E

Our understanding of the evolution of consciousness
reveals a profound spectrum of development that unfolds
greater and greater spans of awareness and care. We as
human beings see our field of vision and love expand
from self, to family, nation, society, and other subtle
collectives. We may expand beyond this to care for all
of humanity, all living things, the earth, or beyond
that to all of evolving existence itself. The first intu-
ition of a cosmic, evolutionary ethics is that it is not a
static process, but an unfolding horizon, and as such
always insufficient, always opening, and vast unfold-
ing and revealing field of love. We can consciously,
deliberately open to that openness, and imagine
together greater spheres of care in which we all
reside, and to accept that greater embodied realiza-
tion of those spheres of awareness takes time to
unfold as our evolutionary process. 
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E T H I C A L D U A L I T I E S ,  E T H I C A L N O N - D U A L I T Y

Practice an ethical awareness and action that continu-
ally and paradoxically is at once two/not-two, founda-
tionally
~  two not two of eros and agape (reaching, connect-
ing, transcending developing towards spirit itself as the
radiant illumination, embrace, compassion, support as
sacred incarnate);
~  two not two conditioned reality and Unconditioned
spirit (the inevitable evolutionary/involutionary arc
towards the Unconditioned whole, as the irrelevance of
evolution, the unnecessary movement, the always already
source Condition, ground, emptiness);
~  interior/exterior – individual/collective or three/not-
three of ethics, Beauty, and Truth (Perichoresis, inter-
penetrating oneness of aesthetic, ethical, philosophi-
cal/heart, body, mind facets of unity).
an evolutionary ethics must eventually situate itself in
a oneness that reaches into the foundations of develop-
ment, into the core of the dualistic mind. These fun-
damental dualities that form our ethical intuition can
first be recognized, then interwoven, then fundamen-
tally transcended. To do so, liberates their full poten-
tial by relieving the inherent conflict they pose in
the dualistic mind. 
There arises, as we face the potentials of this moment, a
strong impulse to bring about change. Beyond address-
ing the problems we see, this evolutionary ontological
restlessness is always calling us to greater wholeness.
With the birth of rational consciousness, the
enlightenment brought about the notion of scien-
tific progress. now, as we are aware of larger sys-
temic contexts, some have noted we are now
becoming aware of evolution itself and as such can
engage with it as conscious participants16. This
impulse expresses one of the two great forces of
the cosmos identified by Wilber, the force of
eros17, which is complemented by agape, the
reaching embrace, the gentle pull of the divine
on all manifest form towards greater wholeness. 
While this involutionary/evolutionary dance moves
toward “source and suchness of the entire dis-
play”18 it is also, already that everpresent ground,
already the display of spirit itself. at some point
in its development (marked by what O’Fallon
refers to as our transition into the causal stages19)
one becomes aware of awareness, one recognizes
one’s ever-present ground of Being, and eventually
the prior condition of consciousness as the expres-
sion of all form. But this recognition reveals not the
fruition of evolution, but its great paradox, and our
next ethical polarity. That is, the entire Kosmic
dance is moving towards the realization of spirit,
while always already being spirit itself.

We are then faced with a seeming dilemma. as spir-
it, we both reach for greater depth and embrace
greater span. We both are evolving towards greater
wholeness, to Wholeness itself, while always already
being that Wholeness in every moment. These
dilemmas, or polarities, held in contradiction lead
us withhold our fuller expression, and are para-
doxically the unfolding towards our further
expression itself.
how do we transcend these dualities? The great
traditions have pointed to foundational duali-
ties, facets of unity, and their unification in a
relative expression, and transcendence in an
absolute sense. several theorists have noted that
a perspective on a polarity can evolve from more
polarized to more integrated forms20,21. O’Fallon
notes that one can first see just one side of the
polarity, then a choice (either/or), then co-exis-
tence (both/and), then interpenetration. Ulti-
mately as we integrate polarities in an embodied
way, we have an opportunity to transcend them
in a superordinate perspective. an elegant expres-
sion that spans the developmental spectrum is
Kesler’s Integral Polarity Practice22.
What foundational polarities might we consider
in the context of our evolutionary ethical action?
We consider several here:

E R O S & A G A P E

While each part reaches for transcendence, bringing
together through the force of Love as eros, into
greater and greater wholes, we simultaneously embrace
each part as Love as agape. This simultaneous union
of masculine and feminine as one gesture, two faces of
Love is the expression of our ethical sense. 

A B S O L U T E & R E L A T I V E

We may see development in terms of evolving levels of
maturity or growth, yes this is not the whole truth. We
may alternatively hold an understanding that things are
unconditionally, innately perfect as they are. situated in
the perspective of the innate divinity of existence, we
naturally and spontaneously offer unconditional, undis-
criminating respect for all. On the other hand, seeing
through the perspective of evolutionary development,
we see that there is an earlier and a later, a more or less
mature or evolved condition. This polarity is an expres-
sion of the underlying condition of reality as both a
play of manifestation, returning to spirit, and the already,
always condition of reality as spirit – both evolving
and perfect.
O N E /  M A N Y - W H O L E

It is possible, as we engage in our own development,
that our concern with development may actually
paradoxically contribute not only to the transcen-
dence of the ego, but the calcification of the ego. By
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codifying the way we can transcend and become
more enlightened, the ego may latch onto the model
and inflate itself with spiritual pride or spiritual
materialism. While this may be exacerbated by the
developmental model, this issue is recognized by
other spiritual traditions as an essential concern with
growth that transcends ego23. similarly, in any evolu-
tionary context, any self-aware part can be uncon-
scious to the many or the whole, and become lost to
what Ferrer identified as intra-subjective reductionism
and subtle Cartesianism24, perpetuating the isolation of
these experiences to the domain of the personal and sub-
jective, and seeing them in terms of “subjects” having
“experiences”. This dilemma can be seen through the
duality of individual and collective, or one and many,
which gives way to one occasion, in which no one or
whole can be seen as solely causative, responsible, or
rewarded.

S E L F /  N O - S E L F

next, we consider that the assumptions arising out of a
concept of permanent self, may be reinforced by a
developmental model based on them. The simple act
of the Zen student turning over his soup bowl at the
end of the meal symbolizes impermanence, and ulti-
mately the impermanent nature of self. In this simple
act, we remember that this may be our last meal. We
avoid reinforcing the illusion of the permanent
nature of the self, by letting go of any condition we
ascribe to it. We don’t assume one is an individual
living a life and that one can look forward to many
such bowls of soup in the future and all that implies.
In terms of practice, we don’t seek to acquire, to
build up concepts of self in practice and dharma –
ultimately practice is seen paradoxically and the
realization of pure practice is non-practice (Brown
&Thurman, 2006).
What does this suggest about developmental
work? We might consider that without this
understanding, the interplay between develop-
mental approaches and an underlying concept of
the self as permanent (and therefore developing),
may contribute to the bolstering of that sense
of self, as much as its transcendence. as much
as this is leading to enlightenment, it is also most
surely leading to death. Faced with this knowl-
edge, we see that the structures we pay attention
to will at the very least completely transcend our
individuality and that what we take to be our-
selves and will be gone in a few short years. even
the larger evolutionary trajectory of the universe
or Kosmos as we understand it, faces the same
fate and arises as the same ground. Fully realized,
this will do a great deal to temper the excessive
importance we place in our models of develop-
ment and our selves.

E T H I C S /  B E A U T Y /  T R U T H

as Wilber has pointed out the dualities of individ-
ual and collective, interior and exterior, reveal the
great three – Truth, Beauty and Goodness, which
suggest that this whole topic of ethics is just one
aspect revealed through the perspective of Good-
ness. Of the many ways to consider ethical action
in light of and as its negations, we consider this
Perichoresis, or interpenetrating dance, of what
aurobindo called the aesthetic, ethical and
philosophical mind.

S U M M A R Y

how might the union of these fundamental
polarities express themselves at the emerging
grooves of in the Kosmic field of evolution
(while being already, fully, exhaustively real?) We
can understand our actions to bring about the
next expression of our world, as fully, and utterly
and expression of an embracing Love, that reaches,
includes and sanctifies every thing as it is. We can
realize our impulse towards higher, fuller expres-
sions as the One, already-perfect ground Condi-
tion of all. In doing so, we fully liberate both spec-
trums of these polarities – an unconstrained, radi-
cal responsibility for manifest form expressed fully,
wildly without reservation towards a brighter fulfil-
ment of light and love, while also realizing and
reflecting the utter perfection of all forms, and the
consequent emptiness of the dance, the divine Irrel-
evance of evolution – a limitless respect and compas-
sion free of any entanglements, owned by no one and
no thing.
evolution, it seems, is inevitable. It seems that regardless
of what we do, the cosmos is sliding toward enlighten-
ment. as we awaken to this realization and become aware
of awareness, the great cause and effect, we are inspired to
become, ultimately required by our self-recognized nature,
to be conscious participants in the process. as we do that,
we need to understand the deeper non-dual nature of this
cosmic restlessness, lest we become further divided against
ourselves. Ultimately, the cosmos is one and as such can-
not be divided. Our efforts to transform, without this
understanding, will ultimately collapse on the weight of
their own contradictions. To transform our condition, we
must fall utterly and irrevocably in love with it, every part
of it, as we say goodbye to every part of it in every
moment. even as we lean towards this deeper unity, we
can become aware of and embrace the concrete, subtle
and causal polarities that are surface reflections this divi-
sion of mind. In doing so, we practice (inevitably and
unnecessarily) the movement of transcendence, heal
divisions, encounter the underlying ground of being,
and become as one.
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In doing so, in every moment and in whatever way
we can, we are laying cosmic grooves that become
new evolutionary forms. These involutionary givens,
as Wilber calls them25, eros/agape, the ineffable
ground of ever-present spirit form the ground move-
ments of our being, and as we become aware of our
own awareness, we become conscious dancers of this
dance. as we do this, we lay the ground of expressions
of these forms: new evolutionary individual and collec-
tive patterns, new expressions of the stages of our devel-
opment, new emergent forms of consciousness. We are
as sheldrake postulated, creating morphogenetic fields or
deep cosmic habits, which form the foundation of a new
world, a new evolutionary moment26.                           8
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OR MILLennIa, We hUMans have IMaGIned a

world of peace and caring. sometimes
we’ve imagined this world in an afterlife.
But more and more in the last centuries

we’ve imagined it here on earth. now, with
global warming, nuclear weapons proliferation,
terrorism, escalating poverty, and continuing
human rights abuses, there’s a new urgency to
realizing our common wish for a sane, humane
world. 
a hopeful sign is that many people are becom-
ing conscious of this urgency, recognizing that
we stand at a crossroads of either breakdown or
breakthrough. But fundamental change has been
retarded by periodic regressions to more inequity,
violence, oppression, and exploitation. 
Many people still believe that human nature is
innately flawed. Old religious stories about original

sin persist, and new secular ones about selfish
genes, our primate nature, or millennia-old evo-
lutionary imperatives tell us that, as much as we
would like it to be otherwise, our biology dooms
us to violence and inequity.
These assumptions help maintain oppressive
and dysfunctional systems. They ignore that we
humans have enormous capacities for conscious-
ness and caring. They also ignore the fact that
human behavior is not only driven by biological
factors but by cultural factors – and that cultures
can and do change.
To move forward, we must answer three basic
questions: What kinds of cultures support or
inhibit the expression of our human capacities for
caring, consciousness, and creativity? alternately,
what kinds of cultures support our capacities for
cruelty, insensitivity, and destructiveness? and what
can help us create the conditions for our positive
capacities to develop and flourish?
This has been the focus of my research and writing.
I will discuss some of my findings and recommen-
dations in this article.

B I O L O G Y A N D C U L T U R E

The common argument about whether biology or cul-
ture shapes human behavior ignores that human behavior
– indeed, the development of the brain itself – is shaped
by the interaction of biology and culture. Which genetic
potentials are or are not expressed is heavily influenced
by our experiences. and our experiences are in turn
heavily influenced by the kinds of cultures we grow up
in – as mediated by families, education, religion, poli-
tics, and economics. 
Cultures vary from time to time and place to place.
Indeed, even matters still often considered universals
are different in different cultures.
This is illustrated by cultural differences in what are con-
sidered appropriate roles for men and women. For
instance, in some parts of africa, women are expected to
carry heavy loads of fuel and water for miles. In sharp
contrast, the victorian ideal was that of a weak, helpless
“femininity.” The ideal for “masculinity” also varies,
ranging from the hopi view that men should be peace-
ful and nonaggressive to the “macho” ideal that equates
being a “real man” with violence and domination.

B R E A K D OW N O R B R E A K T H R O U G H .
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The cultural norms for childcare also vary enor-
mously. They range from habitual violence and
strict controls, such as the swaddling that immobi-
lizes infants and the beatings epitomized by adages
such as “spare the rod and spoil the child,” to the
nonviolent, gentle, and responsive methods recom-
mended by child development studies today.
I am starting with these two examples because, as I
will develop, how a culture constructs gender and
childhood are key to understanding the interaction of
biology and culture. But we can’t see this through the
lenses of conventional cultural categories.

A N E W C O N C E P T U A L F R A M E W O R K F O R C U LT U R E

as Robert Ornstein (1990) writes in The Psychology of
Consciousness, every society’s language provides cate-
gories that mould consciousness, and these categories
play a major role in how we view the world – and how
we live in it. For example, as long as people believed
that feudalism or monarchies were the only possibili-
ties, no other systems could be imagined. 
Categories such as democracy, capitalism, socialism,
and communism expanded the scope of our think-
ing. But none of these or other conventional social
categories describe the totality of a culture. Reli-
gious/secular and eastern/Western only describe
ideological and geographic differences. Right/left
and liberal/conservative only describe political ori-
entations. Industrial, pre-industrial, and post-
industrial describe levels of technological devel-
opment. Capitalism and communism describe
different economic systems. democratic/author-
itarian describe political systems in which there
are, or are not, elections. 
none of them tell us what configuration of

beliefs and institutions – from the family, edu-
cation, and religion to politics and economics
– support the expression of our capacities for
caring, creativity, and consciousness, and with
this, relations based on mutual respect, account-
ability, and caring. 
studying human societies cross-culturally and
historically with this basic question in mind, I
developed a new system of social classification.
One distinguishing feature of this system is that
it pays special attention to the primary human
relations: the formative childhood relations and
the relations between the male and female halves
of humanity that are essential for human survival
and development. Using a multidisciplinary
approach, I saw two basic social configurations.
since there were no names to describe them, I
called them the partnership model and the domina-
tion model (eisler 1987, 1995, 2000, 2002, 2007). 

The PaRTneRshIP MOdeL and The dOMInaTIOn MOdeL

The domination and partnership models describe
the core configuration of two contrasting ways of
structuring institutions, beliefs, and relations that
underlie cultures that are in other respects very
different.
hitler’s Germany (a technologically advanced,
Western, rightist society), stalin’s UssR (a secu-
lar leftist society), Khomeini’s Iran (an eastern
religious society), and Idi amin’s Uganda (a
tribalist society) were some of the most brutally
violent and repressive societies of the twentieth
century. There are obvious differences between
them. But they all share the core configuration
of the domination model. They are all charac-
terized by top-down rankings in the family
and state or tribe maintained through physical,
psychological, and economic control; the rigid
ranking of the male half of humanity over the
female half; and a high degree of culturally
accepted abuse and violence – from child-and-
wife-beating to chronic warfare.
The partnership model has a very different core

configuration: a democratic and egalitarian struc-
ture in both the family and the state or tribe;
equal partnership between women and men; and
a low degree of built-in violence because it’s not
needed to maintain rigid rankings of domination.
Cultures with this configuration can be tribal, such
as the Teduray of the Philippines and the Mouso of
China, agrarian such as the Minangkabau of sumatra,
or industrial and post-industrial, like sweden, norway
and Finland. These are not ideal societies. But their beliefs
and institutions support respect for human rights in
families and the family of nations.
nordic nations are democratic cultures where there
aren’t huge gaps between haves and have-nots and a
generally high living standard for all. They encourage
gender equity in families and society. They pioneered
the first peace studies programs, have laws prohibiting
physical punishment of children, and have a strong men’s
movement disentangling “masculinity” from domination
and violence. 
In these societies, women play important leadership
roles, constituting approximately 40 percent of legisla-
tures. as the status of women is higher, stereotypically
feminine traits and activities such as nurturance, non-
violence, and caregiving are considered appropriate for
men as well as women. These traits and activities are
supported by fiscal policies such as funding for uni-
versal health care, elder care, child care allowances,
and paid parental leave The nordic nations are lead-
ers in environmental protection. and these nations
are regularly at the top of the Un national quality of
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life charts – way ahead of nations that still orient
closely to the domination model.

T H E P A T T E R N S O F P R E H I S T O R Y A N D H I S T O R Y

The tension between the domination and the part-
nership model reveals hidden patterns in our past and
present. This tension goes way back into prehistory,
shaping the course of cultural evolution and the possi-
bilities for our future. 
Based on data indicating that human cultural organiza-
tion did not follow a single linear course, as assumed by
many conventional accounts, the cultural transforma-
tion theory I introduced in The Chalice and The Blade
(eisler, 1987) proposes that from the beginning cultures
took a variety of paths – some orienting primarily to
the domination model and others orienting more to
the partnership model. This multilinear theory of cul-
tural evolution (eisler, 2004) is more congruent with a
basic tenet of darwinian and neo-darwinian thinking:
behaviour will adapt to a given environment within
the limits of the organism’s flexibility.
For most species, adaptation is largely unconscious.
While unconscious motivations also shape human
behaviours, and hence human cultures, to the extent
that our behaviours are conscious and intentional,
adaptation can be influenced by human creativity.
Moreover, we humans are not just reactive. We can
also be proactive. so for us adaptation to different
environments is not the whole story. We also have
the capacity for conscious choice.
Certainly environmental factors seem to be impli-
cated in the very different cultures of our two
closest primate relatives: the bonobos and the
common chimpanzees. Until recent human
incursions, the bonobos’s forest habitat provided
an abundant food supply. This more hospitable
environment undoubtedly contributed to the
fact that the bonobos’s social organization is
much more partnership-oriented than that of
the chimpanzees: it is less rigidly top-down; it
is not male dominated; and it has a low degree
of violence. 
Likewise, archeological and mythical data sug-
gest that partnership-oriented cultures devel-
oped in the more hospitable areas of the globe
where the earliest agrarian cultures emerged.
These data also suggest that domination-oriented
cultures developed in the more arid, inhospitable
areas where nomadic herding cultures emerged
(eisler, 1987, 1995; Gimbutas, 1982; Jiayin, 1995;
Mellaart, 1967; Platon, 1966).
That domination or partnership cultures are likely
to arise in different environments is further supported
by cross-cultural data. To investigate the origins of

male dominance, sanday (1981) examined data from
156 societies distributed relatively equally among the
six major world regions, spanning the period
between 1750 BC and the late 1960s. she found that
societies in more fertile areas were more likely to be
sexually egalitarian, whereas societies in less hos-
pitable environments were more likely to be male
dominated. she also found that “sexually equal
societies are less likely to be faced with periods of
famine than sexually unequal societies” and that
warfare was another source of stress found in
male-dominant societies. That is, domination-
oriented cultures are more likely to be found in
environments where the necessities of life are
hard to come by, whereas more partnership-ori-
ented cultures are more likely to be seen where
life is not so harsh.
however, none of this is to say that the natural
environment is the sole determining factor for
the kind of culture we live in. as particular family
structures, religions, education, art, law, economics,
politics, and other institutional forms develop,
they together become contributing elements of
the human environment. as this occurs, a whole
new set of dynamics comes into play.
Once cultural patterns become established, they
acquire a life of their own. Cultures, like other living
systems, seek to retain their basic patterns. In looking
at cultural evolution, we therefore have to take into
account principles of systems self-organization that
maintain particular cultural pattern (eisler, 2004).
nonetheless, even the most entrenched systemic pat-
terns can be altered during periods of disequilibrium.
We therefore also have to take into account principles
of discontinuity when systems disequilibrium makes
possible foundational change (Prigogine and stengers,
1984; Gould, 1980).
In The Chalice and The Blade (eisler, 1987) and other
publications (eisler, 1995, 2000, 2004, 2007), I detail evi-
dence indicating that during a chaotic time in prehistory
a shift from a partnership to a dominator direction in
the more fertile areas of the globe radically altered the
course of civilization (see, e.g., nash, 1978; Childe, 1958;
Gimbutas, 1982; Platon, 1966; Min, 1995). 
I also detail evidence showing a periodic movement
over recorded history toward the partnership model
countered by fierce resistance and periodic regressions.
and I present evidence that in our time of mounting
systems disequilibrium, the momentum toward part-
nership has been accelerating – offering the possibility
of another fundamental cultural shift: this time from
domination to partnership. 
If we look at the last three hundred years from this
perspective, we see one organized social movement
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after another challenging traditions of domination.
In the 18th century, the “rights of man” movement
challenged the “divinely ordained right” of kings to
rule over their “subjects.” In the 19th century, the
feminist movement challenged the “divinely ordained
right” of men to rule over the women and children in
the “castles” of their homes. In the 20th and 21th cen-
turies, the civil rights, women’s rights, indigenous
rights, peace, social and economic justice, and environ-
mental movements continued and broadened the chal-
lenge to entrenched traditions of domination. 
all these movements were driven by deep human needs
and motivations for caring and equity. Yet they were also
fiercely resisted. and their gains have periodically been
pushed back by regressions to the domination model.
To better understand this resistance and regression, my
research moved into new areas. as I will discuss next,
this includes a new analysis of how the interaction of
culture and biology affects the human brain. 

C H A N G I N G S O C I E T Y A N D T H E B R A I N

I am now proposing that to prevent regressions and
accelerate the shift to more equitable, peaceful, and
sustainable world cultures, we have to look at how the
experiences characteristic of domination or partner-
ship cultural environments interact with our brains.
specifically, I am proposing that to better under-
stand and effectively change chronic violence, injus-
tice, and oppression, we have to move beyond the
idea that these are inevitable results of our evolu-
tionary heritage, and look at how the differences
between the partnership model and the domina-
tion model not only influence beliefs and behav-
iours but impact nothing less than the neuro-
chemistry of our brains. 
The human brain is remarkably flexible in youth
and even in adulthood – so much so that it has
been called a work in process. This flexibility
allows us to learn and innovate but also has its
drawbacks. If we grow up in domination cul-
tural environments, we tend to develop a brain
neurochemistry that is adaptive to these envi-
ronments.
Indeed, in rigid domination settings people do
not usually survive very long if they fail to obey
orders from above. They will be burned at the
stake, stoned to death, shot, or at best impris-
oned. Under such conditions, harsh parenting
styles can be said to be adaptive, as they teach
children to submit to those in control. But this
adaptation requires that the human capacity for
empathy and caring be dampened, even sup-
pressed, because it would interfere with these stress-
ful styles of parenting. That is not to say parents

who do this don’t love their children, but their love
becomes conflated with coercion, as is appropriate
in social systems where relations are ultimately
backed up by fear and force.
scientists have found that traumatic or chronic
stress is associated with high levels of the hor-
mone cortisol and the neurotransmitter norepi-
nephrine. scientists have also found that these
chemicals are in turn associated with problems
of impulse regulation and propensity to vio-
lence. Conversely, free circulation of the neu-
rotransmitters dopamine and serotonin, the
hormones oxytocin and vasopressin, and other
substances involved in bonding and empathy,
is associated with the less stressful, nonviolent,
caring experiences. These would be more char-
acteristic of the partnership model (eisler &
Levine, 2002). Though there may be individual
variations to any pattern, the key point is that
there are central tendencies produced by different
socialization processes.
Babies are born with a need for empathic love,
validation, and stimulation. Yet to maintain a
domination culture, children must be taught to
conform to top-down control. Patterns of chil-
drearing are carried over into peer groups where
even children not exposed to dominator parenting
are socialized for dominator relations. and if mass
socialization – religious or secular – presents these
kinds of relations as normal, moral, and even fun,
as many films, Tv, and video games do, these pat-
terns are further reinforced. 
such socialization can get in the way of meeting our
most basic emotional needs, including love and caring,
and also in the way of the inherent flexibility of the human
brain, and potential for innovation, and risk-taking. Mon-
tuori, Combs, and Richards (2004) identify “openness to
experience” (rather than suppression or repression) and
five other “core creative traits” which make awareness,
questioning, and innovation more likely in an individual
and, also, when possessed by groups of individuals, can
further the ground-up evolution of healthy creative sys-
tems. These are: Independence of Judgment, Tolerance for
ambiguity, From Polarization to Complex Thinking,
androgyny, and Complexity of Outlook. each of these
would be vastly more at home in a partnership than dom-
ination cultural context. In fact, they could be a great
threat to the stability of the latter.

D O M I N A T I O N A N D P A R T N E R S H I P

C U L T U R A L E N V I R O N M E N T S

Because the socialization required to impose and main-
tain relations of domination and submission is chroni-
cally stressful, people may develop neural and bio-
chemical patterns that trigger fight-or-flight and/or
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dissociation responses that aren’t appropriate for the
circumstances (e.g., solomon & siegel, 2003). When
these patterns develop, they can constrict our capacity
for independent thought and action, and lead to more
abuse and conflict. 
economic conditions characteristic of dominator sys-
tems also contribute to chronic stress. Those on bottom
are most affected, but even those on top are affected by
the domination system’s self-perpetuating patterns of
economic scarcity due to misdistribution of resources,
lack of funding for health and education, diversion of
resources into weaponry, and destruction of resources
through environmental despoliation, war, and other
forms of violence, all of which is stressful and creates a
general sense of insecurity and fear (eisler, 2007). 
studies also show that hierarchies of domination in them-
selves are a source of stress. This was dramatically shown by
the “Whitehall studies” of Marmot and his colleagues
(1978) of the British civil service. Results showed that
physical health, mental health, and even lifespans, cor-
related significantly with an individual’s position in
the civil service hierarchy: those higher up in the hier-
archy were healthier and lived longer than those fur-
ther down. These people were not poor. Yet these rel-
atively well-off civil servants suffered disproportion-
ately from stress-related problems – problems that
the Whitehall study found derived from the domi-
nation hierarchy itself. and, as the Whitehall stud-
ies show, sooner or later this stress can lead to
heart attacks, diabetes, depression, alcoholism, res-
piratory illness, or cancer.
By contrast, people in partnership-oriented com-
panies, where workers have more autonomy and
power to make decisions, report less stress and
more job satisfaction. a more caring ethos, which
manifests itself in supportive employee benefits –
from good health care plans and parental leave to
profit sharing and time off to engage in communi-
ty service. This contributes to good health and
longevity, and more highly motivated workers
(eisler, 2002, 2007). The brain effects would sup-
port greater flexibility, creativity, ability to work
in teams, and other capacities that make for
greater productivity and satisfaction.
The socioeconomic gradient too is far less steep
in partnership-oriented cultures. even in the
more partnership-oriented nordic nations such as
sweden, norway, and Finland there are statistical
differences in health between higher and lower
socioeconomic levels. But the average lifespan is 80
years. That these longer life spans are not due to
genetics is shown by the fact that in the mid 19th
century both adult and child death rates in these
nations were very high. nor are environmental con-
ditions in these nations particularly conducive to

health. The longer nordic life spans are the more
remarkable because of these nations’ location in cold
northern areas where winter days have long hours of
darkness, known to lead to depression, health prob-
lems, and suicide. Yet despite this, the more caring
policies of these nations generated a highly compe-
tent and educated workforce and social conditions
that help people live longer. not only that, the
nordic nations of Finland, norway, sweden, den-
mark, and Iceland regularly rank at the top not
only of the Un Quality of Life Indexes but also of
the World economic Forum’s Global Competi-
tiveness ratings (Trivers, 1975; United Nations
Human Development Reports; World Economic
Forum Global Competitiveness Rankings).
Of course, partnership-oriented cultures are not
stress-free. and even in the strictest domination
cultural environments, some people maintain a
countering independence and choose to relate in
partnership ways. But to the extent that a signifi-
cant part of the population is affected, negative pat-
terns are perpetuated from generation to generation. 
Based on what we are learning from neuroscience,
we can predict that many people living in dominator
environments may develop habitual neurochemical
patterns of fight-or-flight or dissociation to adapt to
the constant stress inherent in rigid rankings backed
up by fear and force. We can also predict that most
people accustomed to accept human rights violations
in their day-to-day relations are not likely to create
institutions where human rights are respected. nor
are they likely to build the “culture of peace” envi-
sioned by the United nations, where children will be
safe, loved, and supported in the full development of
their human potentials. 
Thus dominator environments tend to keep humanity
stuck at a less advanced level of evolution, driven by
deficiency rather than growth and actualization needs,
interfering with the full development of qualities that
make us fully human including, consciousness, creativity,
empathy, and love (e.g., Maslow, 1968, 1971).

U S I N G O U R C R E A T I V I T Y T O C H A N G E T H E W O R L D

Like a vast engine of many parts, personal and cultural
change is an interactive process. as our consciousness
expands and we make changes in our personal attitudes,
behaviours, and relationships, we empower ourselves as
well as others to work for cultural change (eisler, 2002).
If we make more room in our lives, and the lives of
others, and in our immediate environments, for core
creative traits such as independence of judgment,
openness, tolerance for ambiguity, androgyny and
valuing of complexity, it will affect all around us. If
we are more conscious and aware, we can sense the
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potential for “bifurcation,” for when things can go
one way or the other, personally and culturally, dur-
ing periods of disequilibrium (Loye, 2004; Montuori,
Combs & Richards, 2004). and if we recognize the
pivotal importance of empathy and caring in support-
ing our capacities for consciousness, creativity, and
love, all this can build on itself. 
The positive news is that a growing number of people
today are leaving behind traditions of domination and
moving toward partnership (eisler, 2004). But social poli-
cies have lagged way behind these changes in most world
regions. Indeed, countering the powerful modern grass-
roots movement toward partnership, the last decades of
the 20th century and the first decades of the 21st have been
times of regression to the domination model.
a major problem is that there are critical areas of lack of
consciousness. While regressions to domination always
include a return to an authoritarian, male-dominated,
punitive family, sadly, many groups working for democ-
racy and equality still view “women’s rights” and “chil-
dren’s rights” as secondary, rather than an integral part
of the picture. 
hence, we have lacked the solid foundations on which
a better world can rest. The partnership and domina-
tion models provide important information for con-
structing more solid foundations. Unlike earlier social
categories, this system of classification recognizes the
central importance in moulding attitudes and behav-
iours of the primary human relations. 
It is in the formative childhood relations and the
relations between the male and female halves of
humanity that people first learn respect for human
rights or acceptance of human rights violations as
normal, inevitable, even moral. These relations
also teach important lessons about violence.
When children experience violence, or observe
violence against their mothers, they learn it’s
acceptable to use force to impose one’s will on
others. If children grow up in families where
females serve and males are served – and, as is
the case in many world regions, where females
get less food and healthcare – they learn to
accept economic injustice in all spheres of life.
not only that, as noted earlier, the brain’s neural
pathways are largely laid after birth – and early
experiences are key to whether neural patterns of
flight-or-flight that perpetuate both intimate and
international violence become habitual.
Many directions for potential change are detailed
in eisler (1995, 2004, 2007, 2012). I will end this
article with two that I have initiated through the
organization I direct, the Center for Partnership
studies (http://www.partnershipway.org/).
One lever for fundamental change is ending entrenched
traditions of intimate violence – the violence against

women and children that is the most prevalent
human rights violation in the world, with yearly
casualties far higher than the much more publi-
cized violence from accidents, wars, and terrorism.
This is why with nobel Peace Laureate Betty
Williams I co-founded the spiritual alliance to
stop Intimate violence (saIv – www.saiv.net), an
international initiative of the Center for Partner-
ship studies to bring a strong – tragically still
missing – moral voice to end violence against
women and children. This will also help free
males from the prison of dominator gender
stereotypes of strength, denial of feelings, and
other constriction of their humanity as the price
for “real masculinity.”
a second critical lever is changing the economic
rules of the game to give visibility and value to
the most foundational human work: the work
of caring and caregiving still stereotypically
considered “women’s work.” We need economic
inventions that truly value this work, ranging
from new measures of productivity that, unlike
GdP, include the enormous economic contribu-
tion of the life-supporting activities performed
in families, to economic inventions such as paid
parental leave and social pensions for caregivers
that give real support to this socially and economi-
cally essential work. Only as caring is given more
value and visibility can we realistically expect the
more caring policies so urgently needed in our
world today (eisler, 2007).
as the awareness of the inadequacies of GdP spreads, a
growing number of people are working on alternative
measures of economic health. however, as documented
in The State of Society: Measuring Economic Success and
Human Well-Being (de Leon and Boris, 2010) the report I
commissioned through the Center for Partnership studies
from the Urban Institute, so strong is our heritage of
devaluing women and anything stereotypically associated
with them, that even these new indicators fail to give vis-
ibility and adequate value to the the work of caring for
people, starting in early childhood. nor do they take into
account studies showing that one of the most powerful
predictors of both quality of life and national economic
success is the status of women (eisler, Loye, and nor-
gaard, 1995; hausmann et al, 2010)
This is why the Center for Partnership studies has
launched its Caring economy Campaign (CeC). One
of its primary goals is the development and adoption of
new social Wealth indicators that provide the empirical
evidence showing that the most cost-effective invest-
ment a society can make is in the care work that
brain science shows is essential for full human
capacity development. We are proposing the these
social Wealth indicators be incorporated in the
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forthcoming Key national Indicator system for the
United states as essential in identifying the drivers
needed to develop the “high quality human capital”
economists agree is the most important capital as we
shift from a manufacturing to a knowledge/service
economy worldwide. The CeC also offers an on-line
Caring economy leadership training program and is
bringing together a coalition of local, national, and
international organizations to inform policy makers
and the public of the need for, and benefits of, a caring
economy. The CeC website (www.caringeconomy.org)
features blog postings, fact sheets, videos, and resources
of allied organizations and individuals working to create
a more caring and prosperous economy because chang-
ing how we think about and structure economic systems
is a key lever for change.
Other levers for change include education for partner-
ship rather than dominator parenting, mass media that
model caring and sensitivity rather than violence and
insensitivity, and curricula for schools and universities
that point to the key importance in the evolution of
human nature of traits, motivations, and behaviours
such as empathy and caring stereotypically viewed as
“soft” or feminine – whether they reside in women or
men (eisler, 2000).
We humans are the most creative life forms on our
planet – amazing beings that can change not only our
environments but ourselves. With a growing con-
sciousness of who we are, who we can be, and what
is needed for a more sustainable, equitable, and
peaceful global culture, we can use our enormous
creativity to construct foundations for truly civi-
lized cultures. as co-creators of our future, we can
build cultures in synch with the direction of evolu-
tion toward the consciousness, caring, and creativ-
ity that are the true hallmarks of being human. 8

* Portions of this article are adapted from Riane Eisler’s new
book in progress.
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ex. Is TheRe anYThInG eLse ThaT sO GRaBs

our rapt attention, incessantly pursues us,
occupies our daydreams, fantasies, and
yearnings? The kabbalists state the obvi-

ous: God is trying to get our attention. now I
am not talking about the God who sends good
people to burn in hell because they slipped up
on one of his impossible demands. nor even
the Grandfather in heaven who hands out
chocolate to do-gooders. Forget that God. The
God you don’t believe in doesn’t exist. Rather,
the God that exists for us is the personal erotic
life force that courses through reality. The God
we believe in is the vitality of eros. The God we
believe in is the force for healing and transforma-
tion in the world. The God who knows our
name1. That is the God who so clearly calls out to
us that sex is the answer.
When religion splits us off from our sexuality, we
correctly intuit that something is deeply askew.

But sex is not a panacea. sex is not a drug that
will soothe away the lurking feeling of ennui that
this cannot be all there is. Good orgasms will not
a good life make. Rather, sex is the answer as a
model and not as the sum total of eros. sex, if we
will but listen, is a great master of the spirit –
better than any guru, psychologist, rabbi, or
priest. sex can teach us how to reclaim the erotic
in every aspect and element of our lives.

T H A T I S T H E E S S E N C E O F

H E B R E W T A N T R A ,
T H E K A B B A L I S T I C S E C R E T

O F T H E C H E R U B S

The core of hebrew tantrism was the cherubic
mysteries which taught that the sexual was more
than a force to be merely controlled or merely
indulged. Rather, the sexual in all of its intense
pleasure is the model for all spiritual wisdom. The
goal of spiritual living is to become a lover and to
engage all of life erotically. sex is our most important
guide, offering glimmerings of guidance that pave the
way to illumination. Illumination, in hebrew called
Zohar, is achieved when one lives erotically in every
facet of being2. The cherubic mysteries – which we will
unpack for the first time in two thousand years3 – teach
you how. It is this tantric system that was the hidden
core of the mysteries in solomon’s Temple.
The Temple in Jerusalem was the centre of the mystery
cult which taught that erotic living was the core goal of
the life of the spirit and that this erotic life was modelled
but not exhausted by the sexual. We know that eros is
very different from sex, but we also know that sexual sym-
bolism was central in the Jerusalem Temple4. The most
striking of these symbols were the sexually entwined
cherubs perched atop the ark of the covenant in the holy
of holies. Why should this be so if the Temple is the seat
of eros, and eros we know is something very different
from sex? Why wouldn’t the Temple use some other
image of eros? Wouldn’t a statue of a runner who has
become the wind or a painter engrossed in her colours
be a more fitting figure to perch atop the ark? If eros
and love are more than sex, then why does the Temple
insist on using a blatantly sexual image?
The answer is simple yet elegant and powerful. sex
and eros are different, but essentially related. The
relation is that sex models the erotic. That is to say,

T H E F U T U R E O F T H E H O L Y :
F R O M S E X T O E R O S

M A R C G A F N I

S
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within the sexual itself are the most important
hints of eros. It is from the nature of the sexual that
we learn what it means to live erotically.
When sex becomes virtually the only arena in which
we experience erotic fulfilment, then the shechina is
in exile. The exile of the shechina is the exile of the
erotic into the sexual. The redemption of the shechina
is therefore the re-expansion of eros from the narrow
confines of the sexual back into the broad expanse of
living. The goal of life is to live erotically in all facets of
being. There are four faces of eros hinted at in these
mysteries5, which when taken together, form the essence
of the shechina experience. Being on the Inside, fullness
of presence, yearning, and interconnectivity. These are
all shechina qualities, qualities of erotic living.
Being on the inside means not on the inside of your sex-
ual partner, for that is limited to the masculine sexual
experience; rather, it is about being on the inside of the
experience itself. Yearning is of the essence of the sexual.
so much so that it is often thought by poets and psy-
chologists to be more pleasurable and intense than the
fulfilment itself. Interconnectivity is nowhere more
clearly manifested than in the sexual drive. We are
born with an urge to merge. Finally, it is in the sexual
where – in its ideal expression – we are most fully
present to each other. every gesture, fragrance, sigh,
and whisper ripples through us as we listen deeply
to the erotic instructions that well up from the
depth of our soul’s body.
all four of the primary faces of eros are modelled
in the sexual; however, and this is the key, they
are not exhausted by the sexual. It would be a
great tragedy of the spirit if the only place where
we experienced full presence, interiority, yearn-
ing and primal interconnectivity, were in the
sexual. That would be to confine eros to the
narrow confines of the bedroom, when it needs
to soar through our kitchens, our offices, our
carpools, our classrooms!

H E B R E W T A N T R A

hebrew tantra is a term coined by a cluster of
different people in the last thirty years. Myself,
Kabbalah scholar Moshe Idel, and hebrew
scholar Raphael Pattai have all used the term
independently. each person is referring in a dif-
ferent way to the sexual symbolism which lies at
the core of the holy of holies – the secret of
the Cherubs 6.
What I mean by hebrew tantra is ancient hebrew
wisdom rooted in the esoteric mysteries of solomon’s
Temple. These teachings understood implicitly that
the sexual models the erotic. They viewed the sexual
act itself as a great sacred mystery reflecting all the

deepest truths of the spirit. Most of these teachings
are hidden. One of the methods of concealment is
the fact that the teachings are scattered across vast
amounts of ancient material with no obvious way
of tracing the ideas. The second method of con-
cealment is the embedding of the mysteries in the
internal symbolism of the Kabbalah, a code inac-
cessible to the unversed.
Yet, in all quests after the mysteries, the first
source is never textual; it is rather the soul itself.
In the words of Job, which take on dual mean-
ing in this context, “Through my flesh I vision
God.” I was convinced from an early age that
religion had lost what I believed must have been
its original erotic vitality. I knew that the sexual
somehow held the mystery of return to this
much larger-than-sexual eros. Moreover, I was
convinced that paganism stripped of its non-eth-
ical practice had much to offer us in the renewal
of the old religion for our postmodern souls.
Contrary to classical religion and much of psy-
chology, hebrew tantra insists that sex is integral-
ly related to love and eros. There is no disconnect.
not because it is always nice if you love the person
you are sleeping with. But far more powerfully, and
this is the secret of the Cherubs, because the sexual
is the ultimate model for eros and love. 
Thirteenth century hebrew mystic Isaac of acco said
it most boldly, “Whoever has not desired a woman is
like an ass and even less than an ass, for it is from the
sexual one understands divine service7.” sex stands as
the ultimate symbol, both signifying and actually
modelling the erotic experience in all areas of life. The
goal of life is to live erotically in all facets of being, and
sex is the model par excellence for erotic living.

S E X I S T H E A N S W E R

Freud’s understandings, which have so coloured our own
unconscious view of the word, are the precise opposite of
the secret of the cherubs. For Freud everything is a
metaphor for sex. For the kabbalists, sex is a metaphor for
everything. Freud was interested in reduction, in bringing
everything down. he lived in an era still in rebellion
against 1700 years of Church domination, crippling sci-
ence, freedom and beauty. as a result, he, like most of
the intelligentsia of his age, automatically rejected spirit
as a serious force. so, Freud reduced everything in the
world to sex.
The mystical project, however, is not about reduction; it
rather seeks to raise up all the scattered sparks of light
and return them to their source8. To the kabbalist, all
the processes in the world, including sex, are erotic at
their core. For the kabbalists, sex points to the erotic.
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This opens an even deeper distinction between Freud
and the Kabbalah. For Freud, sex was a human release
valve that allowed for the release of tension and
therefore assured more effective functioning. For the
kabbalist, effective spiritual living was not facilitated
by releasing tension, but by holding eros. a perfect
world for Freud would be one in which everything was
de-sexualized; then sex itself could perform its natural
biological release valve function without creating neu-
rosis and complexes. For the kabbalist, the ideal world
would be one in which the sexual modelling of the erotic
was made conscious with the resultant eroticizing of all
of reality.

E X I L E D I N T O T H E S E X U A L

now let’s go back to our lost ark and its cherubs situated
in the inner sanctum of the Temple. The ark in particular
and the Temple in general are the mythic symbols of the
shechina – that is, of the erotic experience9. That is pre-
cisely what the mystery texts mean when they say the
shechina dwells between the cherubs atop the ark. The
fall of the Temple is thus not a mere historical event. In
myth, the fall of the Temple is the fall of eros. This
experience is called by the kabbalistic masters the exile
of the Shechina10.
Open your hearts and minds to hear the next sen-
tence. The exile of the shechina means no less than
the exile of the erotic. But where did it go? To where
was eros exiled? The answer is that the exile of the
shechina is the exile of the erotic into the sexual.
That is to say, when the only place we access the
core qualities of eros is in the sexual, then eros, or
the shechina, is in exile11. When the only time I
feel like I am on the inside is in great sex, then
the shechina is in exile. When intense desire is a
feeling I touch only before exploding in orgasm,
then my life is poor indeed. The shechina is
exiled. eros has fallen.
however, we cannot live in a non-erotic world.
so, unconsciously we seek compensation. We
look to get our erotic fix in the sexual. But this
doesn’t work either. For when you de-eroticize
the entire world except sex, then the sexual col-
lapses as well. You see, we all have erotic needs.
These needs require attention in all of life, but
if we ignore them in all of life, then we demand
that the sexual fill all of our erotic needs. and
so sexuality shrugs, collapsing under the weight
of an impossible demand.

E X I L E W I T H I N A N E X I L E

In the language of the kabbalists, we are now in
an exile within an exile 12. The first exile of the

shechina is the exile of the erotic into the sexual.
The second is the exile of the erotic within the
sexual itself. The erotic is exiled to a very limited
domain within the sexual: transgressive or illicit
sexuality which breaks your own boundaries.
We have gotten to the point where we cannot
even find the erotic in most of the arenas of the
sexual. In order to touch that intense desire which
brings us to a place deep in the infinity of the
moment – on the inside of the inside – many
people need a sexuality which breaks the bound-
aries of their own authentic story. We either
downgrade or upgrade sex. The result of the first
is adultery, degrading forms of pornography, and
all varieties of sexual abuse. The second express-
es itself in the search for sex in the form of the
ideal true love. It is, of course, so ideal that is
inaccessible, leaving us forever fantasizing about
the perfect lover or reading endless varieties of
the same sexy romance novel. We are desperately
searching for eros in all the wrong places.
The yearning for a rebuilt Temple is not an artist
or carpenter’s fantasy. It is rather the dream of a
world in which raw eros, today exiled to illicit sexu-
ality, will be accessed in the context of committed
relationships. The goal is to move beyond the need
for stolen waters. To be able to access the full power
and passion of the sensual within the context of your
own highest story, where your own waters are satisfy-
ing and sweet13. 

H A R L O T S A N D P R E T E N D I N G

One of most famous images of the shechina in exile
laced throughout the Zohar is the prostitute14. The
problem with prostitution is not primarily an ethical
problem. ethical prostitutes can have far more moral
decency then the ostensible pillars of the community.
Images of the wise and good harlots abound in litera-
ture. From Rahab the harlot who marries Joshua in the
Bible, to Mary Magdalene, to the Best Little Whore-
house in Texas.
The problem with prostitution is the depersonalizing of
sex. eros is about the inside and face. The prostitute is
faceless and nameless. emotionally, the client is always
on the outside. There is no intimacy. Ultimately, this
erotic failure becomes an ethical failure. The person
goes to the prostitute because he is lonely. he is eros
starved and not sex starved, knowing the only place
he can get an erotic fix is in sex. The shechina, the
erotic, is exiled in the sexual. all too often – through
no fault of the prostitute – he feels emptier after sex
than he did before. he will usually ejaculate, but he
will rarely achieve fulfilment.
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The highest paid courtesan, of course, is the one
who heals the split between sex and eros; for at least
that evening, she is not only sexual available, but also
fully engaged, present, and loving. Generally, however,
the eros is not real, as it is simply impossible to be
truly available and present to so many people, day
after day. so, the best-case scenario is an unspoken
agreement. she will pretend, and he will pretend, and
the pretence will be sufficient for that is all there is. sex
and eros are split. The shechina is in exile.

T H E T A N T R I C P I L G R I M S

Three times a year, pilgrims would gather in Jerusalem
from all over the land of Israel. These gatherings were
called the holidays of vision (Chag HaReiya). One can
well imagine that on these holidays the adept among the
pilgrims practiced visualizations, chanting, meditations,
and a host of other spiritual techniques. These mysteries
were passed from the Temple initiates in Jerusalem to the
Greco-egyptian community of alexandria. They were
disseminated by solomon to all of the surrounding cul-
tures. Indeed, two great nineteenth century mystical
masters, Mordechai Lainer of Ishbitz and his teacher
simchan Bunim of Pshischa, already hint at a system-
atic program of spiritual teaching partially rooted in
Goddess mysteries, initiated by solomon and his
wives15. Just so that we make clear what we are saying
here, Mircea eliade already notes that there are pro-
found parallels between Indian yogic tantra of both
the hindu and Buddhist variety and Western mys-
tery traditions from hermetic, Gnostic, early
Christian, and Greco-alexandrian sources. What
eliade fails to note is that these traditions had
their probable source to a greater or lesser degree
in the mystery cults of solomon’s Temple. The
mystery of the cherubs are, then, not a hebrew
version of Indian tantra. Quite the opposite –
they are the likely source of the Indian yogic tra-
ditions as well as much of the great Western
mystery tradition.
so our return to hebrew tantra is a return to a
fountain from which all these great wisdoms
sprang16. There are, however, two enormous dif-
ferences between hebrew and hindu tantra in
their classical sources. In much of hindu tantra,
it is the avoidance of sexual release which allows
the adept to re-channel the sexual energy inward
and upward instead of outward. In hebrew tantra,
it is the natural flow of sexual expression, includ-
ing release, which models the lover’s path in all
arenas of living.
second, in hindu tantra, the sense of the sources
is that the partner is almost a sacred object. she is a

symbol of the feminine principle, but in her being
the symbol, she is fully depersonalized – a kind of
nameless yogini who is a necessary aid in the spiritual
tantric journey of the male adept.
In hebrew tantra, the partner is both a shechina
incarnation and fully personalized at the same
time17. The sexual, existential fulfilment and plea-
sure of one’s partner is the primary ethical and
erotic obligation of the hebrew adept. The spir-
itual tantric journey is only sacred within that
highly personalized intimate context.
Moreover, in the hebrew tantric path, the part-
ners must share a committed relationship beyond
the sexual. naturally then, there is no danger of
splitting sex from eros in all facets of life. In the
hindu tantric model, there was no committed
relationship between the man and woman. For
the hebrew mystic, this all is the exile of the
shechina. Classic hindu tantra (not its Western
offshoots) limited eros to the realm of spiritualized
sex, effectively divorcing it from all other facets of
living. sex became a limited spiritual activity which
did not spill over into day-to-day partnership and
commitment of the rest of life.

C O S M I C L O V E A F F A I R

a young man walks in on Master Baruch and his
wife in the midst of a heated argument. startled, he
quickly turns away. Baruch responds with a wink,
“You don’t understand. You have just witnessed a dis-
cussion between God and the shechina.” 
To really touch at what the ancient mystics meant
when they so deeply linked the sexual, the erotic, and
the sacred, we need to go one final step further. We
mentioned earlier that the holy of holies is understood
as the marriage bed, while the ark and its tablets alter-
nately represent the male and female sexual organs. Well,
whose marriage bed is it anyways? and to whom does all
this sexual anatomy belong? To human beings or God,
whatever that might mean? 
The texts intentionally blur the lines on this issue, for
the point is that human beings and God actually share
the same bed. That is to say, the Cherubs are the sym-
bol of the great marriage between the divine masculine
and divine feminine17. Between shakti and shiva in
hindu myth, between Kudshah Brik hu and shechi-
na in the kabbalistic storehouse of symbolism. Kudsha
Brik hu is the masculine divine energy, and shechina
the feminine divine energy. When the shechina
dwells “between the cherubs,” the divine masculine
and feminine meet in erotic union. 
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But here is the major new teaching of the mystics.
That union is not only modelled by – but actually
initiated by – the human sexual merging.
When the relationship is real, when there is commit-
ment and mutuality and love, then human sexual union
not only models the erotic in all facets of life, it partici-
pates and affects union in the universe. It becomes an
agent for healing and oneness even and especially, within
God. It is in this regard that the great lover and mystic
akiva says that when man and woman join in sacred
union, then “the shechina dwells between them18.”
This, of course, is precisely the same phrase the biblical
myth text uses to describe the shechina which “dwells
between the cherubs.” Between the cherubs and between
the human lovers is the same place! For the mystics,
then, those cherubs symbolize the masculine and femi-
nine, both in the human and in the divine realm. simply
put, at the apex of sexuality, humankind touches, par-
ticipates in, and heals divinity. This is the potential for
world healing implicit in the sexual, which models the
erotic and the holy. 

A K I V A –  M Y S T I C A N D L O V E R
19

In the kabbalistic tradition, akiva is the penultimate
lover20. he is a poor shepherd who lived and walked
in Israel only a few years after the death of Jesus.
he witnessed the destruction of the Temple and
understood deeply that the Temple was the axis of
eros, and that eros is the essential force of attrac-
tion – the clasp upon the beaded necklace that
holds the whole world together. 
akiva, however, initially learns of eros not from
books or old wise masters. his life journey begins
as a simple shepherd who passes his time in the
fields, playing his flute for his God and his sheep.
he is beheld late one afternoon by Rachel, the
beautiful daughter of Kalba savua, patriarch of
Jerusalem’s wealthiest aristocratic family. she
sees him and she knows. Great love and passion
is kindled. They marry against the fierce objec-
tions of her family. For marrying a simpleton
she is disowned. But with love and eros as their
spiritual masters, akiva makes his way to the
academy and emerges twelve years later as the
greatest spiritual master the hebrew tradition
has ever known.
To all his disciples, he makes clear: My true
teacher is Rachel. not just because, as is usually
understood, she urges him to study for many
years away from home in the academy, but because
the love and eros they had between them were the
greatest teachers of the spirit he ever had. Indeed,
the kabbalists understand Rachel to refer both to

the real woman who loved akiva and to a metaphor
for the Goddess, for the shechina. so when the
Temple falls, akiva needs to make people under-
stand that for all of its magnificence and even holi-
ness, in the end, it is but a symbol of something
more: It is the symbol of eros. 

A T E A C H I N G F R O M A K I V A :

T H E F I R E B E T W E E N T H E M

To that end, akiva teaches the people two great
teachings which are really one. First, he points
to the hebrew words for man and woman – I-Y-
sh (שיא) and I-sh-a They are made up of .((השא)
two sets of letters. The first set of common let-
ters – I-sh – appears in both man and woman.
These two letters together, comprised of the
hebrew aleph (I) (א) and shin (sh) (ש) letters,
form the word eish, fire Fire represents sex .(שא)
and passion. The Y (י) and a (ה), which appear
respectively in the hebrew man and woman
words, are in hebrew Yud and Hei – הי . These
are the letters of the name of God.
שיא = man
השא = woman
שא = fire
הי = Yah, the name of God
When man and woman come together in sacred
union, God is a third partner in their intercourse.
They participate not only in the potential creation of
new life below in the visible world, but also create new
life above, in the divine21. They not only fulfil them-
selves in eros, but they fulfil God. “The shechina
dwells between them.” akiva is suggesting no less than
that the shechina which dwells between the cherubs in
the Temple, now dwells between man and woman in
sexual union. sexual Union in the kabbalistic tradition is
the great mystical act that heals all the worlds above and
below. The Zohar in a typical passage writes:
They should prepare themselves to be of one desire and one intent
so that when they join they become one in body and soul; they
become one in soul by aligning their wills in cleaving; when they
unite in sexual union they become one in body and soul […] It is
then that God dwells between them in unified oneness.

eros, we now begin to understand, is the primal desire
from which the word springs into being. God’s eros
created the world. Our lack of eros could destroy the
world. Love or die. The mystics of every religion –
those who lived on the inside – understand that this
is not mere metaphor. every act of union causes and
participates in divine union. The human being par-
ticipates in the divine love affair, even as God partic-
ipates in the human love affair. For beneath the veil
of illusion, all really is one 21! 
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S O N G O F S O N G S ,  H O L Y O F

H O L I E S

akiva had a second teaching which takes us one step
farther on the path of eros and love. akiva participat-
ed in a great debate with the other sages over whether
to include the song of songs in the biblical cannon of
sacred books. It is written as a dialogue between two
lovers. “Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth
[…] his fruit is sweet to my mouth […] his thrust is
upon me in love” The man responds, “Your lips are like
the thread of scarlet […] Your breasts are like two roes
[…] Your closed garden, your secret fountain […]”
The song of songs appears to be a sexual love song, per-
haps to be sung in ancient taverns and beer halls. What
place could it have in the sacred writ? To this argument
of the sages, akiva has a two-fold response. First, he
says, know that all of the song of songs is a mashal, an
allegory. second, know that while all the books are holy,
the song of songs is the holy of holies.
One way to read the text, and a way that it is usually
read, is that akiva is saying two distinct things. First,
he says do not be afraid of the content of this book; it
is not about sexuality. The sexual is but an allegory
for the spiritual love between the human being and
God. second, know that this great spiritual love is
central to the religious endeavour. This book, there-
fore, is not only holy, but the holy of holies.
That reading is but the cloak which allows akiva to
hide his truly radical esoteric doctrine. This doctrine
is no less than the secret of the Cherubs – the spring
of enlightenment from which we have been sipping
this entire chapter. When akiva says that the song
of songs is a mashal, he means not an allegory but a
model. That is to say, the sexual story of the lovers
in the song of songs is a model for the erotic. The
erotic is identical with the sacred itself. This is
akiva’s intent when he cries out with such passion
and pathos that “the song of songs is the holy of
holies!” This is not a casual metaphor affirming
the importance of the book. It rather contains
akiva’s deepest mystical intention. The holy of
holies in the Temple destroyed just a few years
earlier was, for akiva and the people, the personi-
fication of eros. The cherubs reminded the people
that the sexual was the window to the sacred. The
secret of the sexually intertwined cherubs atop the
ark was not that sex is the erotic and the holy, but
that sex models the erotic and the holy.
The power of this idea does not fall with the
destruction of the Temple. The fall of the Temple,
insists akiva, must not be the fall of eros. For
every moment that engages life erotically, the Tem-
ple is rebuilt. Moreover, akiva reminds a people
who have just been disempowered politically that in

the end political power structures are but illusion.
The human being is powerful because he/she – by
living erotically – participates and creates the divine
union because human consciousness and action
are the touchstone.

E R O S E X P A N D E D

erotic fulfilment is reached when I have expanded
the realm of eros beyond the sexual to embrace
all of my existence. Indeed, the root of the san-
skrit word tantra – tan – means expansion. True
tantric energy expands into all realms of life.
This expansion is the goal of kabbalistic tantra.
The Zohar weaves this esoteric teaching into a
seemingly innocent passage. The original quote is
so striking that I decided to leave it virtually intact.
Read it slowly, almost as a tantric meditation.
“Every person must find himself in Sexual Union (of
male and female) […] for in that way the Shechina
never parts from him. And if you will say, one who trav-
els (and is separated from his partner and therefore sepa-
rated from sexual union) does not the Shechina depart
from him? Come and see – before a person begins his
journey, he should organize his prayer – from a place
where he is in sexual union – in order to draw the Shechi-
na down on him before he sets out on his path […] Once
he has learned the order of prayer – and the Shechina
dwells on him through his sexual union, he should set out on
his way – for the Shechina can now remain with him […]
in the city or in the field […]. 

“As long as he is on the way, he needs to be mindful of his path
in order that the higher union, the Shechina not part from
him. Even when he is not in sexual union […] this higher
union does not leave. When he arrives home he should rejoice
(be sexual) with his partner […] for she is the one through
whom he accessed the higher union with the Shechina 22.”

This passage, part of the cherub mystery tradition,
makes the merging with the shechina dependent on
sexual union. Clearly, then, they are not the same
thing. The goal is “higher union with the shechina.”
The higher union takes place when one has been able
to move beyond the bedroom to transpose the sexual to
his/her broader world. To greet the divine at every
doorstep, every crossroad, in every sparrow along the
way. after returning from the way, he is instructed to
again be sexual with his partner in order to re-cast his
life once more in the model of the sexual. In this way,
sex leads him to shechina. 
It is in the move through the sexual to the erotic that
we achieve the ultimate goal of the spirit: higher
union with the shechina, erotic fulfillment in every
arena of living. 8
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——————

1 “he counts the number of the stars, and calls them all by 
name” (Psalms 147) – so, too, when Israel went down to egypt,
he counted them. and since they were compared to stars, he
called all their names, as it says, “and these are the names of the
children of Israel” (exodus 1:1) (Midrash Rabba exodus, 1:3). 
“and how do we know that below, too, he calls them by name? as
it says, ‘see, God has called by name, Betzalel the son of Uri the son
of hur of the tribe of Judah’ (exodus 21:2, 35:30)(Midrash Rabba exo-
dus 48:1). The source for man being called by his name is none other
than Betzalel, the architect of the sanctuary.

2 The Baal shem Tov taught: “There is nothing large or small that
is separate from him, for he is to be found in all possible realities.
The complete human being is therefore able to effect higher unities
(yihudim) even in his physical reality, whether that be food, drink,
sex, business, or mundane conversations with his friends […] This is
what is meant by the biblical verse “Know him in all your ways”
(Proverbs chapter 3) as is written, “and the man knew eve his wife”
(Genesis 4:1) – [the word know] means union and erotic coupling
(zivvug) (Baal Shem Tov al Hatorah, quoted from Toldot Yaakov
Yitzhak, Bereshit 189).
One of the greatest practitioners and adherents of this teaching was
Rabbi Yitzhak Yehuda Yehiel safrin of Komarno. he repeats this
over and over again in his somewhat inaccessible writings. Quoting
the Maggid of Mezeretch, he says: “Concerning this, our holy
master, the pure light, our teacher dov Ber, said that this is the
meaning of what is called in the Zohar “she wears kishutin delo
havu – jewelry that never was” (Zohar vol. 2 95a). The mitzvoth
are called “jewelry that was,” but when a person unifies the
things of this world and thus adorns the shechina, this is called
“jewelry that never was” […] for even in the lowest level there
is (erotic) unity and embracing” (Ketem Ofir on the first verse
of esther).

3 see especially the book Mystery of Love (2003) and The
Erotic and the Holy (2006) audio series.

4 not only in the case of the cherubs was there sexual
symbolism in the Temple. The poles of the ark were said to
have protruded from behind the veil that concealed the holy
of holies into the sanctuary. The Talmud says that they
looked like the two nipples of a woman’s breasts to someone
who saw them from the sanctuary (tractate Yoma 54a).

5 see Chapter 2 of Mystery of Love (2003) or “Interiors,
Face, and Reconstruction of eros” in essay form at www.mar-
cgafni.com.

6 The first hint at another more profound if esoteric
reading of the sources alluding however vaguely to sexuali-
ty as an erotic model came when I was 22 and studying a
text of Tzadok the priest cited in a work by Gedalia schor,
which enigmatically alluded to the secret of the cherubs
and cited the key talmudic texts. eliyahu dessler in his
Michtav MeEliyahu makes scattered veiled references in the
same direction. In the academic world, Raphael Pattai’s 1947
book on the Temple also contained important hints. also
helpful was an excellent short monograph of saul Liberman’s
on the esoteric mystery of the song of songs to which I was
referred by daniel abrams. similarly helpful was Pattai’s later
work Hebrew Goddesses as well as the work that Pattai was
greatly influenced by, The White Goddess by Robert Graves.
Two other monographs (Ohad ezrahi’s “shnei Keruvim” heb.

1997 and Moshe eisen’s “Ye shall be as Gods, Conceptions of the
Yetzer hara,” 1992) cite some of the scholarship on the Cherubs
(ezrahi) and give extensive primary sources material (eisen).
The same is true of a number of articles by Moshe Idel, most
important among them being his article “sexual Praxis in Kab-
balah.” The limitation of all the important work cited here is
that while they note that there is a mystery and that it is con-
nected to sex, eros, and the temple, they do not examine the
nature of eros and generally do not distinguish between it
and sexual vitality. similarly, they do not suggest sex as a
model for eros, nor do they unpack specific paths of eros.

7 Rabbi Isaac of acco is quoted by R. elijah de vidah
at the end of Shar Dalet of Shaar HaAhava in his master
work Reishit Hohmah.

8 In Luriannic myth, these are the 288 sparks of light
that remained in the shattered vessels of the Kings after
they died and are waiting for redemption. The sparks are
numbered 288, based on a reading of the biblical verse in
Genesis 1:2: “and the spirit of God hovered (merahefet)
over the water.” The hebrew word merahefet is broken
down into rafah met – i.e. the “dead 288.” These sparks are
redeemed by means of the “arousal of the feminine waters”
(this is the water from the biblical verse) that “cause anew a
higher Coupling, and through the light that is created as a
result of that zivvug, these Kings will be fixed” (Sha’ar Hahaq-
damot, drush Ka’asher Ala, Etz Hayim, Sha’ar Hatiqqun, chap-
ter one). This process, according to R. Isaac Luria, is the secret
meaning of the “revival of the dead” (Etz Hayim Sha’ar Rafah,
chapter one). although this process is ‘built-in” as part of the
Luriannic Tiqqun stage of development, as a result of the sin of
adam, which caused creation to fall to a level lower than what
was originally intended. It has become the work of the tzadiq to
raise these sparks up. The degree of his success is dependant on
the magnitude of the mitzvah he performs or the intensity of the
prayer he prays (Etz Hayim, Sha’ar M”N uM’D, eleventh discourse,
seventh principle). The Baal shem Tov and the hasidic movement
in general placed greater emphasis on the fact that one raises up the
sparks in all forms of encounter with the material world. Baal Shem
Tov al Hatorah, Ki Tisa 29, where the Baal shem Tov is quoted
explicitly on the subject of the 288 sparks.

9 In the Zohar, note is taken of the fact that the biblical verse in
Joshua 3:11 refers to the “ark of the covenant, the Master of the all
the earth.” The verse is commonly read as meaning “the ark of the
covenant of the Master of all the earth.” however, as the Zohar notes,
the word “of” is missing, implying that in a sense, the ark is the Mas-
ter. The Zohar therefore derives that when the Torah speaks of the
ark, it is referring to the shechina, Whose divine name is Adonai
(master). It is called the ark of the covenant, brit – the sfira of yesod,
since this life-bestowing sfira fills it with prolific abundance. The
erotic imagery is clear. as such, it is an animate source of life, as it
says in the Tosefta that appears in Zohar vol. 2, p. 13a: “In it [in the
ark], one holy source is hidden, which is constantly flowing into it,
and filling it. It (the source) is called the God of hosts, blessed be
he forever and in all worlds.” see also Midrash Hane’elam Eiha: 92c,
where it is written: “ […] From the ark of the Torah, food would
go out to all the world, and light and blessings for all.”

10. The original idea of the exile of the shechina emerges when
the people are exiled from Israel to Babylon. In its original formu-
lation, it indicates that the divine presence moved with the peo-
ple wherever they were exiled (see for example Midrash Rabba on
Lamentations Chapter 34). The home, the study hall, and the
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communal worship center all became places where the shechina
– eros – dwelled. at the same time, the exile of the shechina
indicates a fallen state. The shechina is not in its natural home.
The people are not in their place – in their story.
This is both a geographic and existential reality – the former and
the latter emphasized in different ways in various strains of rab-
binic and kabalistic thought. 
I am, of course, not claiming that this reading exhausts the idea of
exile of the shechina; I am rather – in the tradition of all creative
thought – weaving together a number of different kabbalistic strains
of thought into the fabric of a larger vision.

11 The idea that the exile of the shechina is the exile of the erotic
into the sexual is possibly best expressed in the Raya Mehimna and
Tiqunei Zohar literature. Based on the biblical verse “and a maidser-
vant that inherits her mistress” (Proverbs 30:23), the shechina in exile
is said to be the state in which the maidservant has inherited her
place. The “maidservant” includes a range of possibilities (see Raya
Mehimna, Zohar vol. 2 117b, where it says explicitly that “not all
shechinas are the same”), from the lack of fullness that resulted from
Moses’ passing and the ensuing leadership of Joshua (Tiqunei Zohar
14b), to the most commonly defined “maidservant” state – that of
the “evil one” (often identified with Lilith) – who invariably takes
the shechina’s place because of some sort of sexual sin (e.g. Raya
Mehimna, Zohar vol. 3, 226a, Tiqunei Zohar 24b). she is called
menstrually unclean, heathen, and a prostitute – all expressions of
what we have called “fallen sex.” When she is not in union with
her true lover, when all of her fullness is not being loved – when
eros is exiled into the sexual – she is replaced by/becomes “maid-
servant”(this may have implications for feminism) (see Tiqunei
Zohar 132b, and Raya Mehimna Zohar vol. 3, 222a). In some
sources, it is only her clothes that have become “blackened”
(Raya Mehimna Zohar vol. 3 279b). although shechina and
maidservant are two expressions of the one Feminine, some-
times she is depicted as hiding herself in Metatron, so as to be
protected from the evil maidservant, and she is then called
Mitatron (Metatron with a yod) (Tiqunei Zohar 15a) – a
description with immense theological-psychological implica-
tions. In passing, we should also mention a wildly radical
twist that this kabbalistic school adds to this teaching – the
fact that the maidservant is mishna (secondary) to the
shechina. For the author(s) of Raya Mehimna and Tiqunei
Zohar, the maidservant-mishna represents the bothersome,
dialectical, Tree of Consciousness of Good and evil, pilpul
tradition of the Oral Torah, as opposed to shechina as
Kabbalah, the place of true intimacy, the Tree of Life, the
secrets of the Torah. although this is not the context to
present and analyze this idea in all its fullness, the curious
may want to look at Tiqunei Zohar 22b, 27b, 43b, and
147a, for starters. 

12 see above, note 11, where we showed how the
shechina in exile is herself in an additional exile, that of
the “maidservant.” I would only add here that the Tiqunei
Zohar presents another unusual idea – that Kudsha Brih
Hu, the divine masculine himself, when he is not unified
with shechina – i.e. during the time of exile – is “exiled
within the exile” into Metatron (who, in Heihalot texts, is
referred to as YHVH Haqatan). To quote: “and when he is
below, in Metatron, without his shechina, he changes. This
led elisha-aher to say, ‘Could there be two Powers?’ This is
why it says “do not replace Me with him” (comment in trac-
tate sanhedrin 38b on exodus 23:21), for My name is within

him. For Metatron is second (shani) to the King” (Tiqunei
Zohar 15a). during the time of exile, the shechina Who is the
mistress/lover of Metatron may be helpful, if Israel merits. But
if they do not, then she becomes evil desire, unclean menstru-
al blood. exile within exile (Zohar vol. 1, 27b). This section
of the Zohar is actually not part of the Zohar (from 22a-29a).
Its content (including this piece) is characteristic of the
Tiqunim-Raya Mehimna style). 

13 “drink the water of your own cistern, and running
water of your own well. so will your spring be prolific out-
side, and streams of water will flow in the streets. They will
be yours alone, and strangers will have no place in your
intimacy. Your source will be blessed, and rejoice in the
wife of your youth” (Proverbs 5:15-18).

14 Of course in a literal reading of the Zoharic literature
the shechina and the harlot are separate figures. a deeper
reading, however, collapses them into one complex person-
ae. see, for, example, Tiqunei Zohar 24b: “The maidservant
enters the place of her mistress. she is unclean, a servant, a
heathen, a harlot, and she defiles the place where the
shechina would rest.” see also above, notes 11 and 12.

15 R. simha Bunim of Pshischa in Kol Simha, quoted in
Kol Mevaser on I Kings 11:6: “King solomon desired to heal
evil, that is, that evil be integrated in good. This is why he
married foreign women – in order to rectify them and to
introduce everything into holiness, just as it will be in the
future, at the time of the Messiah. since it was not yet the time
of the Great Fixing, solomon was incapable of completing this
work. R. Mordechai Lainer, Mei Shiloah, on I Kings 11:1: “For
all the strength of the nations of the world can be found in their
women, especially in their princesses. For this reason, he married
princesses, in order to subjugate their energies to the sacred.”
These are not isolated passages, but part of a broader strain of
thought that runs through Pshischa and Ishbitz. I expand signifi-
cantly on this strain of thought in my doctoral thesis. This school
picks up on earlier strains in exoteric and esoteric hebrew literature,
which read solomon’s wives as part of a broader proto-feminist mys-
tical project initiated by solomon and opposed by the prophets. In
this reading, the prophetic opposition is tactical, not essential; they
argue that solomon was before his time. There were not yet vessels to
hold the full erotic power of shechina consciousness.
This reading is in response to modern writers who accuse the prophets

of slaying the goddess. I significantly expand on this topic in Radical
Kabbalah: The Enlightenment Teaching of Unique Self, Non-Dual
Humanism and the Wisdom of Solomon – The Great Teaching of Ethics
and Eros from Mordechai Lainer of Izbica (Integral Publishers, 2012).

16 It is beyond the scope of this work to fully document the histor-
ical path of hebrew tantra. suffice it to say that on a scholarly level
eliade already provides the alexandrian link between Indian tantra
and the Western mysteries which took root roughly contemporane-
ously to the end of the second Temple period. The links between the
Israelite community and their alexandrian bothers and sisters are
well known, documented in Philo, the Talmud, and numerous other
sources. alexandria is the center of the western mystery traditions,
which eliade links with Indian Tantrism. It requires no great leap to
infer an internal esoteric Temple tradition linking the first and sec-
ond Temples. Indeed, it would make no sense if there were not
such a tradition. The Talmud clearly assumes such a tradition. so
the link between solomon and the alexandrian communities of
the second Temple, which were a hub of the spiritual mystery tra-
ditions that eliade sees as possible sources for Indian Tantrism, is
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then clearly apparent. I should add that although all of this is
true, it is not the source of my surmise. My intuition about the
relationship between the traditions comes from a deep place of
knowing which is supported by research but moves beyond the
important but narrow reach of scholarship.

17 The Baal Haleshem says explicitly that the cherubs are 
Ze’ir Anpin and Nukva (Sha’arei Haleshem, section 1:17; section 2:2).
he cites Raya Mehimna (Zohar vol. 3, 255b), where a beautiful anal-
ogy is made between sitting in the sukkah (literally – protection)
and being under the protective wingspread of the two cherubs., who
are respectively Yhvh (tiferet, the divine masculine) and adnY (mal-
hut, the divine feminine). When these two are in perfect erotic
union, we intermingle the letters of their name, creating a new name
– YahdvnhY. The numerical value (gematria) of these two names
together, that is, of this ideal zivvug, is 91 – the gematria of sukkah!

18 Tractate sotah, 17a.
19 Tractate nedarim, 50a.
20 It is not within the scope of the present essay to discuss the kab-

balistic, particularly the Luriannic, traditions concerning the soul of
Rabbi akiva, which took on entirely mythic proportions. It is certain-
ly deserving of a work of its own. I would like, however, to mention
only in passing, a couple aspects of these traditions that bear directly
on our discussion. The fact that akiva was considered to be a ben
gerim, i.e. a descendent of converts, was seen as a sign that since his
soul had roots deep in the qlippot, he was capable of elevating them.
In addition, his name contains the letters a’q’v’, creating the word
eqev, heel, which is reminiscent of ‘iqvata demeshiha, the heels of
the Messiah, which refers to the lowest, but concluding, therefore
the most critical, soul-elements. In fact, in Sha’ar Ma’amarei Rash-
bi (on Zohar Shir Hashirim), this extraordinary quality of his soul
is linked to solomon, the fullness of the moon, the Temple,
bina, and Yom Kippur. he is therefore a principle propagator of
the fullness of eros. add to this the even more bizarre tradition
that he was a reincarnation of Zimri, who had intercourse with
Kozbi at the door of the Sanctuary! (see Gilgilei Neshamot of R.
Menahem azarya of Fano, the letter kaf for Kozbi). What
image could be more appropriate for our discussion?
But this goes even deeper. akiva is one of the Ten Martyrs,
who were murdered by the Romans because of their refusal
to abandon their religion. In the Luriannic corpus, they died
so as to rectify the sin of Joseph’s ten brothers, who sold him
into slavery. (In the Ten Martyrs myth, this is the rationale
of the Roman governor for putting them to death, as the
Torah says that if a man kidnaps a man and sells him, he
must be put to death (exodus 21:16). however, it is more
profound and even disturbing than that. The role of the
“Ten Martyrs” in Luriannic myth was to restore erotic
union that was violated – either because the shechina took
part in the selling of Joseph, or for the sake of sparks who
were so deeply embedded in the qlipot that they could not
be redeemed. The souls of the ten martyrs became mayim
nukvin for the cosmic zivvug that is accomplished through
the kavanot of the shma – that is, feminine waters to awaken
the erotic cosmic union. This is the Luriannic interpretation
of “his (R. akiva’s) soul went out as he said ehad” (Berahot
61b) – One, the last word of the shma. For by his martyr’s
lover’s death, he restored erotic oneness. This is one of the
teachings we have from R. Isaac Luria himself. (see Sha’ar Hag-
ilgulim from Chapter 35 on, Liqutei Hashas on tractate Berahot
(one of the places where R. Isaac Luria himself is quoted),
Sha’ar Maamarei Rashbi on Zohar Shir Hashirim, etc.).

21 In the kabbalistic tradition, sacred union creates “new
souls” “Rav Metivta said: ’and sara was barren, she had no
children’ – ‘If it says that sarai is barren, then I know that she
did not have children. Why must the verse say ‘she had no
children?’ But Rav Metivta said: she did not give birth to
children, but she gave birth to souls. By the clinging of the
passion of those two righteous ones [abraham and sarah],
they gave birth to the souls of converts the entire time that
they were in haran, just as the righteous do in the Garden
of eden” (Zohar vol. 3, 168a). This became a major goal of
the tzaddikim in Luriannic teachings, connected with the
Zoharic tradition of the “light that was sown for/by the
tzaddik” (Zohar vol. 2, 165b, and Sha’ar Maamarei Rashbi,
the commentary on Idra Rabba, Sha’ar Maamarei Razal al
Baba Kama, and Sha’ar Hagilgulim, introduction: 15). The
fact that tzaddik is identified with the sfira of yesod (tzad-
diq yesod olam – Proverbs 10:25) makes him the perfect
candidate for this task.

22 Zohar vol. 1, 49b.

a b
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seeker, is in a unique predicament. For
those of us looking toward the future who
long to develop at the level of conscious-

ness, it is often difficult to find a spiritual path or
practice that makes deep sense. It’s difficult to find
a spiritual path that has a truly contemporary ori-
entation – one that doesn’t compel us to embrace
ancient belief structures that may no longer be
relevant to our time. This is the great challenge of
spiritual development today, but it could not be
more thrilling, because it is so pregnant with
creative potential. It is up to us to create a new
context for our individual and collective spiritu-
al development, one that is appropriate for our
twenty-first-century circumstances. It is up to
us to create a new enlightenment.
This is the challenge to which I have dedicated
more than two decades of my life as a spiritual
teacher.  and in the process, I have discovered a
new source of emotional, psychological, and
spiritual liberation that exists within anyone’s
reach who has the eyes to recognize it and the
heart to desire it. It is not the old, traditional
enlightenment, the transcendental destination
of timeless Being that the Buddha and mystics
throughout the ages have described as the ulti-
mate prize and final goal of all spiritual striving.
It’s not the awakening to the self absolute that
Krishna revealed to arjuna in the Bhagavad Gita,
India’s ancient Bible for all aspiring seekers of spiri-
tual liberation. It’s also not the “power of now,” the
most popular expression of the Old enlightenment

in our own time. no, it is an entirely different
and new domain of the self that I’m pointing to
as the font of our liberation. It’s one that most
people have not discovered yet. 
It took me many years of deep introspection,
dialogue with luminaries from all traditions, and
committed work with thousands of spiritual
seekers around the world to begin to understand
what this new enlightenment is all about, why it
is so different from what has come before, and
why I believe it holds the key not only to our per-
sonal development but to our cultural evolution.
In the pages that follow, I will share with you the
journey I took from the Old enlightenment to the
new enlightenment, and endeavor to transmit the
power and promise of this extraordinary potential
that is now within our reach.

Q U E S T I O N I N G T R A N S C E N D E N C E

I became a spiritual teacher in 1986, after a powerful
awakening irrevocably transformed my life. My own
teacher came from the advaita vedanta tradition, and
it was the timeless simplicity of this ancient teaching
that catalyzed my awakening. The essence of this real-
ization was simple: everything Is as it is. It was a classic
satori or enlightenment experience – seeing through the
illusion of time, directly into timelessness; awakening to
the eternal now, the mystical, absolute, nondual, non-
relative Ground of Being. My teacher taught me, as he’d
been taught by his own teacher, the great saint Ramana
Maharshi, that what I was looking for was already pre-
sent as the very ground of my own awareness.
That ground, the deepest dimension of who we all are,
always already exists prior to time and the creative
process. That is why mystics throughout the ages have
told us that there is nowhere to go and nothing to do
except to realize ThaT. after my own awakening to this
timeless truth, initially, I taught others in the same way
that I had been taught. For the first few years of my
teaching career, my spontaneous response to those
who came to me was simply this: Realize and surren-
der. Realize that mystery that cannot be understood by
the mind, and surrender to that and that alone. Realize
that you were never born. Surrender to the fact that you
were never unfree. Realize there was never a problem
and never back down from that realization. Surrender

TH E E VO LU T I ON O F E N L I GH T E NMEN T
A N D R E W C O H E N
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to that and that alone. I was convinced beyond doubt,
by my own experience, that there was nowhere to go,
nothing to do, and no one to be or become. In fact,
at the time I was so sure about this view that I seri-
ously questioned the authenticity of any teaching of
enlightenment that implied that awakening took time
and that there was anything in the future to become
other than who we already always are.
This traditional eastern approach to enlightenment is
what the mystics have taught for thousands of years.
The goal it points to is essentially transcendence – a radi-
cal release or escape from time, mind, and world that is
found when one awakens to the timeless, formless
domain of Being. For traditionalists, this other-worldly
emphasis on transcendence as the goal of enlightenment
hasn’t changed since the Buddha preached the dharma in
ancient India 2500 years ago or since adi shankara wrote
his Crest Jewel of Discrimination in the eighth century.
and for us postmodernists, it also hasn’t changed since
the glory days of the 1960s when harvard psychologist-
turned-psychedelic rebel Richard alpert, aka Ram das,
published his ground-breaking spiritual manifesto and
call-to-arms Be Here Now! almost forty years later,
spiritual bestsellers are proclaiming the same message:
Transcend the mind and time. Rest in the “now,” in
the infinity of the present moment, because the self
alone is real. all else is a temporary illusion. 
From this perspective of radical transcendence, the
world and all of manifestation is a mere “play” of
consciousness, or lila as it’s called in vedanta. What
happens here is not ultimately real. Only the absolute,
unchanging, timeless, formless, unmanifest Ground
is real. Therefore, nothing needs to change in this
manifest world, and true freedom is found in
escaping from it altogether. Why entertain an illu-
sion? Why try and improve that which is not real
in the first place? But for me, this perspective
soon became problematic. I observed that many
who came to me in those early years found them-
selves plunged into the same miraculous state of
liberated consciousness that I had discovered, but
the effect of this powerful experience was not the
same. In most individuals, it seemed, awakening
to the bliss of Being did not automatically lead to
radical transformation. and to me, it always
seemed obvious that the power and significance
of that which is absolute is given validation only
through our ability to stand for and embody its
glory as ourselves – through action, through
choice, through the way we live in the world of
time and form. 
as I began to engage more deeply with those
around me, I discovered that the state of the indi-
vidual’s soul – their capacity for integrity, authenticity,
and higher conscience – always played a critical role

in determining how ready they were to embody to
their own deepest realization. so I began to put
more and more of my attention on the all-impor-
tant question: how can we cultivate the ability and
readiness to express the beauty, perfection, and
wholeness discovered in spiritual revelation? This
was the beginning of a radical divergence from
the path and perspective my teacher had taught –
a divergence that would eventually lead to the
dissolution of our relationship. To put it simply,
my teaching was becoming more and more
about the transformation of the world; his was
about liberation from it.
The differences in the way we were seeing were
based upon how we were defining what enlight-
enment meant. In the traditional eastern meta-
physical perspective, the world isn’t real, it’s only
an ephemeral appearance, an illusion, a mere
insubstantial, transient dream in the mind of
God. I felt differently. I was convinced that the
world was definitely real and an inherent and
important part of what the transcendent God-
head always is. For millennia, this has been an
ongoing metaphysical argument for sages, seers,
and philosophers. and it is a significant one. If
the world isn’t real, and the mind isn’t real, then
nothing needs to be done about the way things are
out there, or the way things are in here. But if the
world is real and it becomes apparent to us that in
fact it needs improving, then that means that there is
real work to be done. This work was what my life
was now devoted to. I was wholeheartedly committed
to bringing the power of enlightened awareness into the
world through rational action, through moral being,
and through engaging with the process of time in the
most deliberate and creative way.
I have always been convinced that enlightenment has to
make sense, and that the experience of higher nondual
states should not be used as an all-purpose justification
to sweep relative distinctions under the carpet when they
are inconvenient. In those early years of my teaching
career, it gradually dawned on me that I was going to
have to figure out for myself how to translate the pro-
found awakening I had experienced into a form that
would make deep sense to the world I was living and
working in. I knew that the questions I needed to
answer in order to find my way forward were important
beyond just my own experience. They were questions
about new ways to interpret the meaning and purpose
of enlightenment as it travelled from its roots in the
traditional east to its new home in the postmodern
West. The answers I was looking for were answers
that others were also looking for. so, as I was in the
process of asking the important questions to further
my own development, I attempted to include as
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many other interested souls as I could. This is why I
eventually founded the magazine What Is Enlighten-
ment? (later renamed EnlightenNext Magazine) in 1992,
as a vehicle for this important inquiry. But I could
never have predicted where it all would lead. 

A M O R A L I M P E R A T I V E

In my own experience, the profound discovery of con-
sciousness or spirit has never been separate from the
awakening of what appeared to be a moral imperative.
What does that mean? It means that not only do we dis-
cover that at the level of consciousness, we are not sepa-
rate from who and what God is, but simultaneously that
which God is – that absolute principle – seems without
words to scream to our body and mind and soul that we
have to do something to make the world a better place.
This discovery of a moral imperative is not uncommon
as an inherent part of mystical awakening.
at first the profound revelation of nonduality, and the
immediacy of pure consciousness, is an experience of
unconditional freedom from the tyranny of the mind
and the prison of time. But in a mature seeker that
inner freedom soon transforms into an obligation. It is
an obligation to bear witness – an obligation to stand
strong and true, fearless and confident as a witness to
the absolute truth that Consciousness, spirit, or God
is the ground of all Being and the source of all that
is. That obligation of bearing witness commands
the realizer, in all of his or her imperfection, to be
the exemplar of the inherent goodness, purity, or
unselfconscious innocence and inherent perfection
of spirit’s true face. and moral being is that face. 
Back when I was struggling to make sense out of
my own experience, my differences with my
teacher, and the many contradictions of the east-
meets-West spiritual marketplace, these were the
kinds of issues I was wrestling with. I was con-
vinced that the expression of spiritual illumina-
tion in the world has to be the manifestation of a
higher moral conscience and context, otherwise it
lacks purpose. If spiritual enlightenment is only
the attainment of a higher state – no matter how
high, subtle, or rarefied it may be – if the riddle
of existence has been solved and yet, as a human
being, the enlightened one remains an un-inte-
grated, narcissistic, and even self-destructive indi-
vidual, then what’s the point? God reveals his or
her glory through the power of an awakened heart
shining through the eyes, mind, and body of the
enlightened self. Our faith in him or her or It is in
many ways dependent on the goodness not merely
of spiritual states but of our humanity. 
It became increasingly clear to me that enlighten-
ment for its own sake was ultimately meaningless.

But enlightenment for the sake of the sacralisation of
the world was inherently purposeful and bestowed
infinite meaning to the human experience. Because
my roots are in the eastern enlightenment, I have
always steadfastly upheld the traditional perspec-
tive of vedanta and Buddhism – that conscious-
ness is the ground of all being. But my interpreta-
tion of that realization, I discovered, had more in
common with the perspective of mystical Judaism
or Mahayana Buddhism – paths that call on us
to live the religious life in order to transform the
world by being the vehicle through which the
living light of that immortal spirit would enter
into it. From this perspective, the profound
awakening to Consciousness as the infinite and
empty ground of Being is not an end in itself.
The whole point of spiritual awakening is to
understand this simple truth at a soul level, and
once it is understood, to courageously live it out
loud with all of one’s heart.
as the years passed, this new emphasis emerged
more and more powerfully in my teaching. I
found myself imploring those around me not
only to awaken to their true self as timeless Being,
but to dare to respond to the urgent call to express
that liberation in the world of Becoming. The
awakening passion I was feeling was a passion for
much more than enlightenment in the traditional
sense. The spiritual energy that was running through
my veins was calling me to a new expression of
enlightenment – one that was free from the time-
worn shackles of the great mythic traditions, shackles
that inevitably get revealed as they clash with the val-
ues of modernity and post modernity. It was an
enlightenment that by its very nature could never be
content with the way things were in the past, no mat-
ter how glorious that past may have been. It was an
enlightenment that would also never be content with
how things are in the present moment, even at those
rare instances when everything seems like it couldn’t be
more perfect. It was an enlightenment that was defined
by a ceaseless and ecstatic reaching forth towards an as
yet unborn and unmanifest potential. a constant stretching
towards a future perfection that would always lie just
beyond one’s fingertips. My inner eye and heart were
focused on the freedom of that mysterious place between
the immediacy of the present moment and the endless
thrill of the possible. 

A W A K E N I N G T O E V O L U T I O N

The process I went through coming to these conclu-
sions was a long, slow, and deliberate one. The mul-
tidimensional complexity of human nature and the
way our spiritual worldviews evolve over time is a
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bigger and more complex matter than it may initially
appear. and this is because our culturally inherited
perspectives have a big influence on the way we see
just about everything, including spirit itself. It took
me some years to realize that the differences between
my own emerging teaching and the tradition I had
come from were really about the evolution of culturally
inherited values and perspectives, more than anything
else. how we define the highest truths and interpret
their significance is always dependent upon the actual
conditions and circumstances of our lives. This is why
the world and circumstances we’re living in today require
a radical rethinking of those perennial truths and what
they really mean for us here and now. 
slowly but surely, in my quest to redefine enlighten-
ment, I began to connect it to the most important emer-
gent narrative of recent cultural history: the discovery of
evolution. seeing our presence in this world from the
vantage point of a fourteen-billion-year process power-
fully recontextualizes the spiritual impulse in a thrilling,
rational, and deeply meaningful framework. In this
context, we realize that awakening to timeless Being,
the perennial goal of the eastern enlightenment, is
only half of the picture – half of the totality of reality.
The other half of the picture is the world of Becom-
ing – the universal creative impulse, that explosion-
in-motion that is the entire 14-billion-year evolution-
ary process that we are all part of. If enlightenment
is the discovery of what Is, then it must embrace the
ultimate nature of all things – seen and unseen,
known and unknown. and I think the most truly
all-embracing and inclusive definition of reality
includes both Being and Becoming.
Being is that timeless void out of which the cos-
mos was born, the empty ground from which
everything arises and to which everything ulti-
mately returns. Becoming is the something that
emerged out of nothing and is still emerging in
this moment. Becoming is eros, the evolution-
ary impulse, the first cause, that original spark
of light and energy that created the entire uni-
verse. and I realized that it was that very same
creative spark that was now awakening in my
own heart and mind, as a sense of ecstatic
urgency to evolve. This is why I began to reen-
vision the very goal of the spiritual path, seeing
the purpose of enlightenment as not merely to
transcend the world, as I had been taught, but
to transform the world, through becoming an
agent of evolution itself. enlightenment was not
the end of the path, but merely the beginning.
In the east, they believed that enlightenment was
a final endpoint, a monumental attainment that
marks the end of becoming for the individual.
someone who is enlightened has liberated himself
or herself from identification with anything that

exists in time. and this conclusion makes sense
when you consider the cultural context in which it
emerged. In ancient India, they had not yet dis-
covered evolution. Like most of the world at that
time, they had not yet discerned that time had a
beginning and moved in a straight line from the
past to the present to the future. They believed
that time, like life and death, was a repetitive
process that was constantly going through the
same cycle and would for eternity. as a matter
of fact, many hindus in modern day India still
prefer to see our cosmic origins through the
lens of their ancient vedic science, rather than
accepting the findings of Western science and
modern cosmology. and if reality is seen through
this particular cultural lens, it would make sense
that one would soon grow weary of the eternal
tedium of cyclical existence and hunger for a
final release. That’s why the traditions say that the
individual who is “fully enlightened,” who has
gone all the way, is that rare one who had finally
achieved emancipation from the endless repeti-
tion of birth and death on the wheel of endless
becoming.
It’s important to remember that up until very recently
in human history, we didn’t know that we are all
part of a developmental process that had a begin-
ning in time and that is going somewhere. Many of us
tend to forget that it was only in the twentieth century
that we came upon what is known as “deep time” –
the incomprehensible span of fourteen billion years
since the universe burst into being. When we apply
the perspective of evolution to the nature of enlighten-
ment, it changes everything. 
From the perspective of the eternal timeless ground, the
traditional teachers are right. The highest spiritual truth
is that nothing ever happened, you and I were never
born, and the Big Bang never occurred. That’s enlighten-
ment, that’s liberation, that’s samadhi, that’s satori. But
from the perspective of evolution, the entire picture
changes in the most dramatic way possible. Modern sci-
ence and cosmology have clearly revealed that time does-
n’t move in predictable cycles that ultimately keep return-
ing to the same point, but in fact is a linear process that is
going somewhere. Fourteen billion years of development
have produced all of manifestation – the entire known
universe and everything that’s contained within it, includ-
ing its greatest mystery, the capacity for consciousness
itself. The arrow of time is a creative process and that
capacity for creativity and novelty is the most miraculous
part of the whole dramatic unfolding – from the Big
Bang to the present moment. This is not just another
repetition of an endless cycle. This hasn’t all hap-
pened before and where we are going is not predes-
tined. What an amazing adventure! What an exciting
time to be alive.
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and the most exciting part of this realization is that
we discover, if we look deeply into our own experi-
ence, that our own emerging desire for spiritual free-
dom is not separate from the impulse that is driving
the entire process. I call this the evolutionary Impulse.
When we awaken to this impulse, we discover some-
thing miraculous: that that dynamic and ever-evolving
creative principle is none other than our own authen-
tic self. This is the new source of spiritual liberation in
the teaching I have come to call evolutionary enlight-
enment. It’s not just about awakening to timeless being
– it’s about awakening to eternal, ecstatic Becoming.
evolutionary enlightenment calls on us to awaken to
both the timeless peace of Being and the relentless pas-
sion of the evolutionary Impulse. 

D I S C O V E R I N G

O U R C O S M I C P U R P O S E

One of the most important messages these days that I
consistently endeavour to transmit to my audiences and
to my students all over the world is a palpable sense of
urgency and purposefulness that wakes us up at the
deepest level of our being when we discover this evo-
lutionary Impulse or authentic self. It is a direct and
powerful experience, based upon the spiritual revela-
tion that we are indeed all part of a cosmic process
that started with the Big Bang and has been unfold-
ing for fourteen billion years – from energy to light
to matter to consciousness to self-reflective aware-
ness. as we awaken to this vast perspective, an
overwhelming and profound truth becomes clear:
At this point in evolution, that process is dependent
upon us. The next step will not simply emerge by
itself – it must be consciously created by human
beings who have awakened to the impulse that is
driving the process. The evolutionary process des-
perately needs our conscious and committed partici-
pation – this has become the defining theme and
ultimate purpose of evolutionary enlighten-
ment over the last ten years. 
In this profound awakening to our cosmic des-
tiny, we not only find meaning, purpose, direc-
tion, and context, but something even more sig-
nificant happens. The trajectory of our lives is
abruptly plucked away from the tiny world of the
personal ego. now we find ourselves in a com-
pletely different universe, a domain where the
fears and desires of the separate self are always seen
as being secondary to something higher, deeper,
sacred, and inherently meaningful. 
When something so much deeper and higher than
ourselves comes into our everyday awareness, we
simply don’t have time for the ego’s petty fears and

concerns any more. We discover that we are respon-
sible for something infinitely greater. We find our-
selves connected to a superhuman passion and cre-
ative power that is coming from the source itself.
and we become so consumed by its ecstatic nature,
by its dynamism and inherent, explosive freedom,
that all of the ego’s self-concern, and all of the lim-
iting ideas of our cultural conditioning just seem
to be irrelevant. something more important has
entered into the very centre of our being, and
our heart has become enamoured with that. In
this way, our personal salvation and liberation
becomes simply a spontaneous by-product of
our passionate care and sense of responsibility
for the evolutionary process itself.
In evolutionary enlightenment, this is the para-
doxical way that transcendence of the ego – which
has always been a traditional goal of enlightenment
– is achieved. ego is full of narcissistic self-impor-
tance, but it never wants to take on the burden of
this kind of awe-inspiring responsibility, because in
so doing the individual becomes bound by an
absolute moral obligation. awakening to the evolu-
tionary Impulse or authentic self implicates the
individual in the most profound and dramatic way.
It says, “The universe is depending on YOU.” and
this is exactly why it has the power to completely
unseat the ego in a way that I don’t think anything
else can. The ego loses its freedom to act merely in its
own self-interest, but not, as in more traditional paths,
through seeing its personal insignificance. Ironically, it
is transcended through seeing quite the opposite: our
cosmic significance. The solution to the exaggerated
sense of self-importance that afflicts most of us is not to
feel less important, but to discover just how important
we really are. There is no greater challenge to narcissism
than awakening to cosmic conscience: to the fact that it
is up to us to create the future. and I can’t think of a more
pertinent spiritual revelation or transformative message
for any seeker, but especially for us narcissistic, self-con-
cerned postmoderns, than this one. after all, how else
could we ever truly liberate ourselves from the all-con-
suming distraction of our own culturally-conditioned
egotism and selfishness than by the overpowering recog-
nition that without our personal cooperation and partic-
ipation, that which is highest will not be able to enter
into this world? 

E N L I G H T E N M E N T

B E Y O N D T H E I N D I V I D U A L

evolutionary enlightenment, as it developed and came into
focus in my own awareness, revealed itself to have a sig-
nificantly different philosophical framework, perspective,
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and purpose than traditional enlightenment. and as I
worked with students around the world to bring this
new enlightenment into being, it also revealed itself to
have a completely different expression. To put it simply,
traditional enlightenment has always pointed to an
individual attainment. evolutionary enlightenment, I
discovered, was about a collective emergence – a shared
experience and expression of higher consciousness. 
This new “intersubjective” expression of enlightenment
initially emerged quite unexpectedly among my students.
It became obvious to me that at times the space between
them was charged with the light of awakened conscious-
ness. I was stunned as I witnessed how enlightenment
comes alive and becomes manifest in a uniquely creative
and inherently meaningful way beyond the individual. In
shared higher states, beyond the personal ego, a new world
comes into being. a new world that was is compelling that
it eventually made sense out of all the questions I had
been struggling with. as I saw this extraordinary phe-
nomenon emerge, it seemed to be clearly where the
future lay for those of us who were desperate to create
something new. That’s when the sky seemed to open up
and all things became possible here on earth. This
became a fundamental theme in the continuing emer-
gence of the new enlightenment: Coming together with
others in a higher state of enlightened awareness beyond
the personal ego.
especially for those of us who grew up in the alienat-
ed age of the individual, there is something so
incredibly life-affirming about the kind of joy and
fellowship that emerges when many human beings,
inspired by spiritual values and a higher sense of
purpose, come together. The spiritually enlight-
ened and awakened life – if it’s to have any real
impact on the world – is about creating and shar-
ing higher values with other human beings. any
individual can experience liberating insight and
clarifying revelation in the privacy of their own
subjective interior. But when insight and revela-
tion are being experienced as part of a shared
higher state, something truly sacred begins to
occur. The potential of a new, more enlightened
world emerges here and now. and then, when it
is not only seen but also acted upon, that which
was only an unmanifest potential suddenly
becomes a powerful manifest reality. We see and
feel the world change before our very eyes in the
most real way imaginable. and when we have the
repeated experience of sharing higher states and
truly new perspectives with others, an inner earth-
quake is catalyzed – one that gradually uproots
and brings light to the smaller perspectives and less
enlightened positions and ways of seeing that we
were unknowingly and unconsciously adhering to
prior to discovering a higher view.

What I am now teaching is in fact a cultural shift in
the way that we think about the meaning and pur-
pose of spiritual experience. any kind of cultural
movement for change, from political to spiritual, is
always based upon the sharing of higher states,
perspectives, and worldviews with like-minded
individuals. and in an enlightenment context,
there is an added dimension. In this case, the
direct experience of the ground of Being, of the
awakening to consciousness itself, is the very
basis for that transformation. Because of that,
one is entering into a new order of relatedness
and shared cultural transformation – a “higher
We” that is potent and empowered with the
euphoria of spiritual energy and the unique con-
viction that comes only from experiencing a
confrontation with the sacred.
When enlightenment emerges beyond the indi-
vidual, self, culture, and cosmos literally begin
to evolve before our very eyes. That means that
the world we occupy and cocreate begins to
transform as we do. The old model of enlighten-
ment was one in which the individual trans-
formed but the world remained the same. In the
new model, the point is no longer merely the
transformation of the individual; it’s the evolution
of self, culture, and cosmos through the individual.
When several or many take that all-important leap
beyond ego at the same time, that’s when the new
enlightenment tangibly enters into the creative process.
That’s when our greatest potential – to consciously
evolve together – actually becomes manifest in the real
world, here and now.                                                 8
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The universe evolves in consciousness of itself and causes itself
to be. We are just this blessed consciousness, nothing more and
nothing less. We are the light inside light that fuses into the
atoms of our bodies; we are the fire that whirls across the
stellar deeps and dances all things into being.

d av I d Z I n d e L L 1

E V O L U T I O N

he COsMOs aBIdes In ITs OWn FULLness, YeT

paradoxically strives toward ever greater
abundance. during each living moment all
things are complete as they are, exactly as

they must be, while paradoxically striving toward
greater efflorescence. This is the universe in
which we live, and in which we participate as
citizens and creators. The truth of these facts
rings through the sacred stories told in many
cultures and many eras. It is found in the books
of great philosophers, and in the notebooks and
on the computer screens of modern scientists. 
When researchers look closely they find evolu-
tion’s footprints everywhere. In the words of
Ukrainian geneticist Theodosius Grygorovych
dobzhansky, “nothing in biology makes sense
except in the light of evolution.” But evolution
is also essential to any modern understanding of
geology, astronomy, cosmology, and all the sci-
ences that take a long view of the natural uni-
verse. What is new is that more and more peo-
ple today are looking to their own inner evolu-
tion as well, an evolution of consciousness; and
what this might mean for our potential futures as
individuals and as a species. We experience the call
of evolution as a yearning to embrace and embody
within ourselves that spark of creative energy the

early Greeks called Eros, the firstborn spark of
love and creativity. It is this spark that ignites
the human spirit in many forms that in turn
reflect differing worlds of experience, or life-
worlds, in which we humans live. These differ
according to our individual circumstances, includ-
ing the culture in which we live, our personal
beliefs, and our own individual life experiences
and maturity.
One important strand in all this is the form, or
“structure,” of consciousness through which each
person experiences his or her lifeworld. a helpful
way to understand these structures is in terms of
a discovery made nearly a century ago by the
european cultural historian Jean Gebser. Looking
deeply into history he found that different periods
or epochs have been characterized by different
“structures of consciousness” that can be recognized
by of how people in them grasped the basic facts of
their existence. Questions such as “What is my role in
life?”, “Why is there so much suffering?”, and “What
is the meaning of death?”, are held differently according
to the structure in which they are asked. 
Through an intensive study of art, philosophy, science,
and literature, as these played out through history,
Gebser identified four basic structures that unfolded in
rough historical order 2. These are magical, mythic,
mental, and a newly emerging integral structure of con-
sciousness. each represents a complete lifeworld to
those who inhabit it. With this in mind, let us take a
brief tour through these structures, keeping our eyes
open for evidence of spiritually informed ideas and
beliefs about evolution and enlightenment.

T H E M A G I C A L S T R U C T U R E

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S :
C O Y O T E C R E A T E S T H E W O R L D

Many of the most colorful stories of eros are found in
the magical tales of creation recited in tribal commu-
nities throughout the world. These tales often depict
the primeval kosmos as filled with water, a lake or a
sea, out of the depths of which an original numinous
being brings up soil and creates the first dry land.
Often this being is a trickster. For instance Maui,
the powerful hawaiian trickster, fishes up islands
from the bottom of the sea, pulling then together

C O Y O T E E N L I G H T E N M E N T
A S TORY O F E VO LU T I ON A RY S P I R I T UA L I T Y

A L L A N C O M B S
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to form Polynesia. according to many native ameri-
can tales Old Man Coyote created the world. In a
version told by the Crow Indians, Coyote sends a
duck diving down into the waters to come up with a
beakful of mud, which he spreads around to make the
dry land3. anansi, the devilish West african spider
trickster, is likewise said to have created the world.
There are many stories of anansi’s escapades, perhaps as
many as the adventures of Coyote.
One can’t help but wonder why so many creation stories
involve tricksters. What is it about these universal but
impish creatures that create worlds and then make so
many unexpected things happen in them? It seems that
the essential role of all tricksters is to stir things up, pro-
duce confusion, and make sure the status quo doesn’t last
forever. In this the trickster is perhaps the first and purest
form of an elemental creative impulse, a first spiritual
incandescence, unbounded and undomesticated. For
traditional peoples living in primary cultures the trick-
ster seems equivalent to the primal fireball of creation
for a modern scientific mind: the beginning and source
of everything. Perhaps it is not surprising, then, that
tricksters play so many other roles as well. For exam-
ple, they may act as go-betweens for humans and
gods. hermes, the highly developed Greek trickster,
was known as the “messenger of the gods,” the master
of thresholds and transitions, and the “friendliest of
gods to man4” , it is he who guides the souls of the
dying on their journey to the underworld. he
appears in both the Iliad and Odyssey to lead the
hero Odysseus and old King Priam across danger-
ous thresholds. as an expression of the magical
structure of consciousness the trickster assumes
many roles and performs many tasks.

T H E M Y T H I C S T R U C T U R E O F

C O N S C I O U S N E S S :

F R O M I N A N N A T O J E H O V A H

The mythic structure of consciousness was first
associated with the rise of agriculture, and with it
a shift away from the nomadic societies of the
early (Paleolithic) stone age to larger farming
(neolithic) communities. This occurred roughly
twelve thousand years ago in the Middle east,
but soon afterward in China and India as well.
agriculture is a cyclic business, planting seeds in
the spring, tending crops during the summer
growing season, harvesting and storing the fall
grain in preparation for winter. Perhaps it is not
surprising that the earliest mythic forms of spiritu-
ality emphasized seasons and cycles. even today fes-
tival days such as Christmas and easter echo these
seasonal transitions. In fact, mythic consciousness
gave birth to many of the world’s major religions. It

is associated with great gods and goddesses rather
then the local spirits and deities of magical con-
sciousness. Perhaps the earliest among these was the
nearly universal earth goddess, signifying fertility
and symbolized by the creative darkness of the
night and the moon. embodiments of the great
earth goddess were still widely worshiped during
antiquity in forms such as the sumerian Ishtar
(Inanna) and the egyptian Isis. In fact, the wor-
ship of Isis continued right down into the Chris-
tian era as a contender with Christianity during
the latter’s early days.
Long before Christianity, however, came the
rise of the great sky gods such as the egyptian
Ra, symbolized by the sun and the hawk, Greek
Zeus, associated with lightning and the eagle, as
well as the hebrew Jehovah5, and in the ameri-
cas the aztec “feathered-serpent” Quetzalcoatl.
even today many major religions embrace sto-
ries of creation as the acts of such great gods.
While providing guidance and meaning to the
lives of large numbers of people, mythic spirituality
in the form of organized religions has often put
narrow constraints on expressions of eros. There
are many reasons for this clampdown, including
the invention of writing in the ancient world, thus
allowing the preservation of specific and privileged
doctrines over long periods of time, as well as the
establishment of priesthoods with fixed powers derived
from such doctrines. Beyond this, the doctrines of
traditional organized religions offer a degree of psy-
chological security, e.g, the belief in a caring God
and afterlife.
nevertheless, a spiritual energy that lies behind the
surface of organized religion occasionally erupts into
the lives of passionate individuals. some of these have
become prophets, some saints, and some have been
persecuted or even put to death for their unmanageable
behavior. examples of such individuals in the Christian
tradition include Meister eckhart, hildegard of Bingen,
and more recently Teilhard de Chardin, as well as the
Matthew Fox and the late Thomas Berry. Teilhard de
Chardin and Thomas Berry both made the evolution
central to spirituality. I will have more to say about them
soon, but for the moment let us note that all except
Thomas Berry were persecuted to some degree by the
church. Late in his life, when asked over dinner where
his own enemies were to be found, Thomas Berry
replied dryly, “They are all dead!”
In summary, however, evolution has a hard time of it
in mythic religion. Myths are about eternal truths and
eternal beings, and leave little room for the transfor-
mative expressions of eros. as Roberto Calasso points
out in his wonderful reflections on Greek mythology6,
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the Gods are not like humans, they are not living
beings, but perfect eternal forms that do not evolve
or change through time. 

M E N T A L C O N S C I O U S N E S S :
G O D T H E M A T H E M A T I C I A N

since its first appearance near the beginning of recorded
history the reach of the mental structure of consciousness
has transformed the entire world. 
The mental structure became clearly apparent for the
first time in the Greek pre-socratic philosophers who
downplayed the importance of the gods, or rejected
them outright, and instead sought answers to questions
about life and the universe in logic and empirical obser-
vation. Many Greek philosophers such as Pythagoras
and Plato viewed nature in terms of mathematics. In
fact it is sometimes said, with more than a little justifi-
cation, that Pythagoras had the greatest influence on
later Western science of anyone in history, much of
which today is highly mathematical.
Through the roughly 1000 years of antiquity, when
Greek and Roman culture dominated the Mediter-
ranean and similar high civilizations flourished in India
and China, rational thought became an important
aspect of disciplines such as mathematics, engineering,
and medicine, while older mythic and even magical
influences continued to have a strong sway in cults,
mystery schools, and major religions as well. With
the fall of the Roman empire in the West during
fifth century ad, most of europe slipped back into
mythic and even magical consciousness, while the
eastern Roman empire retained significant ratio-
nal elements for another half millennium. In fact,
the arab-Islamic empire continued to be a highly
literary and scientific culture through most of the
Western dark ages.
during the Renaissance in the West, however,
the mental rational consciousness made a spec-
tacular comeback, and even more so during the
Age of Enlightenment shortly to follow. The 17th
and 18th century intellectuals of the Enlighten-
ment looked optimistically toward a future social
and scientific order created by reason and free
thought. some of the important figures of this
period included René descartes, Isaac newton,
voltaire, Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Jeffer-
son. The dominant religious orientation of these
visionaries was a form of deism, according to
which the universe was created in the beginning
by a distant God, and continues on according to
natural laws such as described in newton’s equa-
tions. This yielded a kind of bone-dry spirituality
in which God was essentially no more than a prin-
ciple of logic. The kind of rational theology that

grew out of this dry ground is seen in spinoza and
Kant’s cerebral constructions of the cosmos. In its
final and bleakest form it turns into existential theol-
ogy, and finally into the absurd. The latter unhappy
state of affairs offers one the choice each morning
of having a cup of coffee or committing suicide,
thus putting an end to a pointless life.

T H E M E N T A L D I S C O V E R Y O F E V O L U T I O N

despite the long history of the mental structure
of consciousness, evolution as we think of it
today did not enter the world of intellectual, or
spiritual, discourse until early in the 19th century.
among the first to conceptualize the cosmos in a
way that emphasized an inherent forward trans-
formation were the German “Idealist”7 philoso-
phers such as Johann Gottlieb Fichte, Friedrich
Wilhelm Joseph schelling, and Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich hegel, all of whom proposed an his-
torical progression that reflects an increasingly
intimate relationship between human experience
and some form of God or divine spirit. hegel
was the most influential of these, and continues
so in philosophical thought even today. neverthe-
less, it was perhaps schelling who was the most
explicit about the idea. as early as 1809 he wrote,
“God is Life, and not merely Being. all life has a
destiny, and is subject to suffering and to becoming.
To this, then, God has of his own free will subjected
himself […]”8 here we might add hegel’s reflection,
“That the history of the world, with all the changing
scenes which its annals present, is this process of devel-
opment and the realization of spirit. spirit is indeed
never at rest but always engaged in moving forward9.”
Thus, the German Idealists pictured the cosmos, includ-
ing life, and especially human life, as the very embodi-
ment of the divine, or in hegel’s terms, the Absolute
Spirit. For hegel the cosmos was the absolute spirit in
the great act of actualizing itself through the forward
movement of history.
There had been earlier religious and philosophical sys-
tems that stressed the embrace of the manifest world by
divine spirit. ancient Roman stoicism, for instance,
viewed the entire universe as a divine living body with all
parts interconnected. Late in the Italian Renaissance the
priest and mathematician Giordano Bruno believed God
to be immanent in the material universe. But neither
considered the cosmos to be in any kind of systematic
forward progression. Likewise, the hindu idea of Brah-
man as infinite spirit does not evolve or change, but is
eternal in its presence.
It is worth noting, however, that while the German Ideal-
ists grasped a powerful integral intuition, informed by
both the intellect and the mythic imagination, it is also
true that they leaned strongly toward a mental-rational
expression of it. hegel, for example, considered the
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deep structure of reality to be the intimate expression
of God’s thought, a strongly mental view in keeping
with the highly rational european enlightenment tradi-
tion from which he came. nevertheless, these philoso-
phers produced a clear and powerful vision of a divine
ground of being that (or who) acts both through and
within the manifest world, gradually manifesting not
only through the cosmos at large, but through history
and the human drama. These great thinkers planted the
seeds that would reach a new level of fruition in the
thought and lives of the 20th and 21st century spiritual
visionaries to whom we will soon turn.

D A R W I N ,  N A T U R A L S E L E C T I O N ,  A N D

“ T H E M O D E R N S Y N T H E S I S ”

It was Charles darwin and his scientific contemporaries
in the mid-19th century, who catapulted evolution as a
biological fact into the spotlight of science, philosophy,
and religion. This story is widely known. a point of
importance to our present account, however, is the fact
that darwin’s theory of evolution was remarkably influ-
ential because he proposed a convincing mechanistic
explanation for the origin of new species10. This was the
process of “natural selection,” meaning that out of the
variation seen between individuals in each generation
of any species, those most well adapted, that is, best
able to reproduce, would be the most likely to carry
their offspring on into the next generation. now, the
important point here is that neither darwin nor his
contemporaries had any idea of how variation itself
comes about. darwin sometimes appealed to the
Lamarckian notion, now long rejected by most sci-
entists, that members of each generation benefited
from the experiences of their predecessors. For
instance, a giraffe that learns to stretch upward to
eat the desirable leaves at the tops of trees might
pass on a longer neck to its descendants, and per-
haps also an urge to stretch upward to reach
leaves in the tree tops.
all this may seem a bit aside from our present
story, but it is important to understand that in
evolutionary thought during the late 19th century,
as well as the early decades of the 20th century,
there was no widely accepted mechanism to
explain variation within each generation. Thus,
there was no generally accepted process by which
evolution could move forward through changes
of form. sri aurobindo made this point some-
what sardonically when in 1915 he noted the fol-
lowing rough translation of an ancient scripture.
One looks on it and sees a miracle, another speaks of it as
a miracle, as a miracle another hears of it, but what it is,
for all the hearing, none knoweth11. 

some might still agree with this appraisal, but for
most scientists the answer came late in the first half
of the 20th century with the discovery of random
mutations in the Mendelian genetic code. The lat-
ter provided the long sought mechanism for varia-
tion, and thus the basis for the principle of the
“selection of the fittest.” The incorporation of
genetics into the theory of natural selection cre-
ated “the modern synthesis,” leading directly to
the ideas of modern biological theorists such as
stephen Jay Gould and Richard dawkins. The
title of the latter’s book, The Blind Watchmaker12,
explains his view of evolution completely: it is a
fabric of accidents13. 
evolutionary theories of many kinds had become
common by the beginning of the 21st century.
Indeed, there is hardly any aspect of the world
as we understand it today that does not bear
witness to some form of evolution. For example,
by the mid-1970s most cosmologists had aban-
doned the steady-state theory of the universe,
worked out by Fred hoyle in 1948, in favour of
the Big Bang model that understands the cosmos
as a vast expanding system of galaxies, gas clouds,
dark matter, and dark energy, all moving through
time and space on a grand evolutionary journey.
Cosmologist eric Chaisson14 , for example, divides
the 14 billion year history of the cosmos into seven
epochs, each with its own evolutionary story 15. These
include the big bang and the early universe of energy
and particles, the creation and evolution of galaxies,
stellar evolution, planetary evolution, the origins of
the complex chemicals that make life possible, the evo-
lution of life itself from primitive cells to entire bodies
and brains, and finally social evolution during the his-
tory of humankind.
This brief history of the development of darwinian evo-
lutionary theory is important for our own story of evo-
lutionary spirituality because it illustrates the fact that
until well into the 20th century the question of what pushes
biological evolution was still very much an unsolved mys-
tery. Combine this with the belief, common in those days
that evolution moves in an overall upward direction,
toward increasingly intelligent and conscious forms of
life, and we see that ideas of various forms of spiritual, or
at least subtle, influences might easily be thought to pro-
vide a guiding hand.
The great spiritual evolutionaries of the turn of the cen-
tury such as sri aurobindo, henri Bergson, and Teil-
hard de Chardin, who actually did his major work on
evolution in the 1930s, as well as popular figures such
as Madam Blavatsky, all appealed to guiding influ-
ences that lie beyond matter itself. even today most
spiritual evolutionaries, including scientists in many
fields, believe there to be more to the picture than
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random mutations and selection of the fittest. as the
British economist e.F. schumacher observed, just
because you see a man picking up coins from street
doesn’t mean he makes his living that way16. But with
the development of “the modern synthesis” along
with the trend toward reductionistic materialism that
dominated much of the 20th century, it is only recently
that the scientific community is again questioning
whether the whole story of evolution can be attributed
to accidental physical processes.

E V O L U T I O N A R Y S P I R I T U A L I T Y

A N D T H E I N T E G R A L E M B R A C E

S R I A U R O B I N D O ’ S I N T E G R A L Y O G A

now, let us return to the final decades of the 19th century
when darwin’s theory was resonating in the minds of
everyone who was thinking seriously about human
nature. even the most rational men and women were
grappling with the disturbing notion that our forebears
were, if not actually apes or monkeys, then at least
some from of prehuman primates17. One troublesome
side of all this was the question of the human soul.
Those who entertained occult or metaphysical beliefs
had to ask whether the soul, or whatever aspect of
human nature survives bodily death, is also subject to
evolution. Many of the foremost intellectual figures
of the victorian age grappled with this question18, 
and it is still a matter quit open for discussion.
evolution, however, is a big idea, and for those
willing to embrace it completely it presents a new
vision of the cosmos and all life within it. One of
the first great minds to harvest this vision in a
spiritual way was aurobindo Ghose, later known
as sri aurobindo. Raised and educated in victo-
rian england as was common for the male heirs
of upwardly mobile Indian families, he attended
Cambridge University. But he moved to India,
his homeland, in 1893 rather then pursuing a
career in the British Foreign service. soon after-
ward he experienced the first of several spiritual
awakenings that would eventually determine the
direction of his life. during those early decades
of the 20th century aurobindo developed a type
of “integral yoga” that conceptualized individual
spiritual transformation in evolutionary terms.
This was not a darwinian approach though, but
rather a reconceptualization of traditional stages
of yogic development. What made it “integral”
was that it did not aim to release the spirit from
matter into some higher state of transcendence,
but to integrate and spiritualize the entire mind
and body on all levels. In plain english, it aimed
to bring divine energies down into the mind and
even the material body, transforming them into a

spiritual nature. Thus, it seeks to integrate mind,
body, and spirit in a holistic or integral life unity.
aurobindo’s yoga is also “integral” in the sense that
one carries it into the world of everyday life. In
this way it is practiced even while going about
one’s daily activities. In the early days aurobindo
actually practiced it as a walking meditation, and
continued his discipline even while working as a
writer and editor for the controversial newspa-
per Bande Mataram.
The actual practice of integral yoga is strongly
mental in orientation, well known for activat-
ing the mind before enlivening the emotions
and the body itself. In this sense it is said to be
the opposite of traditional forms of yoga, most
of which begin by energizing the lower chakras
and only after considerable practice and disci-
pline reach the higher centres of consciousness
and the intellect.

J E A N G E B S E R ’ S I N T E G R A L C O N S C I O U S N E S S

Though not himself a spiritual teacher, Jean Geb-
ser’s ideas have influenced many spiritual thinkers,
including Ken Wilber who based much of his
own thinking on Gebser’s structures of conscious-
ness. Indeed, this chapter is organized in terms of
these structures. For this reason it will be useful to
introduce his concept of integral consciousness here,
even before moving on to some of the spiritual evo-
lutionaries of the late 20th and early 21st century.
Gebser’s notion of integral consciousness recognizes
that all the earlier structures of consciousness still live
in each of us, and in his view it is the integration of
these into a single flow of experience that gives us
integral consciousness. This, plus a certain value-added
quality in the form of a kind of subtle illumination that
Gebser termed the Light of the Origin19, increasingly lost
through history since the distant magical era.
In principle, full-blown integral consciousness enjoys
the spark of magic that enlivened the earliest experi-
ences of humankind. It is this spark, still alive in us
today, that gives us music, romantic love, dancing, and
all those activities and states that collapse the distance
separating us from one another. Integral consciousness
also incorporates the mythic, with its flair for the imag-
ination, for language, and for stories and art. Concern-
ing the mental structure, little more need be said about
it here, but let us note that it is needed to ground
magic and mythical aspects of our experience, keeping
them in touch with reality. In plain english, common
sense is sometimes needed to manage the excesses of
the other structures. nevertheless, Gebser had great
respect for mythic consciousness and the magical
structure as well, as these together lend depth, delight,
and meaning to our lives. Without them the world
is dreary and meaningless. 
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It is worth noting that the full-blown integral experi-
ence is not unlike certain Zen mystical states. Gebser
himself wrote to the great Zen scholar d.T. suzuki
after several days of what he took to be a period of inte-
gral consciousness. The latter wrote back that he had
experienced an episode of genuine satori. a number of
spiritual figures from the past seem to have experienced
integral consciousness as well. For instance, Gebser iden-
tified the Rhineland mystics hildegard of Bingen and
Meister eckhart. Based on my own reading I would also
include the pre-Renaissance neo-Platonist, nicholas of
Cusa, and many eastern spiritual luminaries such as sankara
and nāgārjuna. Gebser actually celebrated sri aurobindo
as an example of the rise of integral consciousness in our
own time. I would add henri Bergson, Teilhard de
Chardin, Thomas Berry, Ken Wilber, and andrew Cohen,
of whom I will have more to say shortly20.
Interestingly, Gebser did not characterize his own ideas in
evolutionary terms. his principle objection to doing so
seemed to be that he did not want to be associated with
the idea that everything has been getting better and bet-
ter through history while the ancient past was primitive
and rude21; an idea common in his day. nor did he find
the prospect of social darwinism attractive22. as noted
above, he felt that humankind has drifted further and
further form the light of the Origin since the early
magical phase of consciousness. and he considered the
present rule of the rational mind the most bleak and
alienated of all. My own view on all this is that Geb-
ser was a modern neo-Platonist who used the term
Origin in lieu of the old neo-platonic term the One.
Consistent with this he seemed to consider each
structure already enfolded in the Origin, waiting as
it were for the right moment to open out into the
world. as we know, however, there are many
potential uses of the world “evolution,” and Geb-
ser’s objections seemed mostly pointed at the tra-
ditional darwinian version.
Gebser was both optimistic and pessimistic about
the future. he felt that a new age of integral
consciousness was beginning to emerge, and
could be seen especially in the art, poetry, music,
philosophy, and even the science of the turn of
the 20th century. But he also believed it might
take as long as several centuries to develop on a
broad scale23. In the meantime he predicted
considerable strife, and was not entirely confi-
dent of the outcome.
now let us return to evolutionary spirituality.

E V O L U T I O N A R Y S P I R I T U A L I T Y C O M E S

O F A G E

While aurobindo used evolutionary language
consistent with his era, he did not actually invest
in the wild creative aspect of evolution as we know
it today. It is difficult to say who first caught hold

of this essence in a spiritual way, but several promi-
nent philosophers, scientists, and theologians seem
to have gotten onto the idea over the past century
and a quarter, and there are many more who are
less well known. To my mind a minimum list
includes henry Bergson, Teilhard de Chardin,
Thomas Berry, Matthew Fox, Ken Wilber, and
andrew Cohen; with outriders including alfred
north Whitehead, stuart Kauffman, and ervin
Laszlo. I would also include many if not most
process theologians such as Charles hartshorne
and arthur Peacocke. To review the contribu-
tions of each of these would take up volumes.
But let’s not get the cart before the horse.
sri aurobindo originally wrote his monumental
Synthesis of Yoga in serial form between 1914
and 1921 for the monthly periodical Arya. at
that time the air was thick with discussions about
the meaning and implications of evolution. already
in 1910 the French philosopher henri Bergson
had published an influential work titled Creative
Evolution in which he presented a complete world-
view ranging from cosmic to human evolution.
he was later to develop a deeply thoughtful analy-
sis of human consciousness based on memory and
time. In all of his work Bergson stressed process
over structure. he was enormously popular in both
France and the Us. and his Creative Evolution was
translated into more than twenty languages. his lectures
filled auditoriums to overflowing. Of him, William
James wrote:
Oh, my Bergson, you are a magician, and your book is a mar-
vel, a real wonder [...] But, unlike the works of genius of the
Transcendentalist movement (which are so obscurely and
abominably and inaccessibly written), a pure classic in point of
form [...] such a flavor of persistent euphony, as of a rich river
that never foamed or ran thin, but steadily and firmly proceeded
with its banks full to the brim24.

Bergson’s philosophy addressed the nature of conscious-
ness, the roots of human freedom and morality, as well as
many other topics, but none more central or important
to his thought than his deep vision of a cosmos in which
consciousness engages with matter in an onflowing evolu-
tionary movement. Interestingly, many of these ideas
were echoed by the south african statesman and philoso-
pher Jan smuts in his own 1926 book, Holism and Evolu-
tion. smuts argued for the creation of wholes out of sepa-
rate evolving elements as a fundamental rule of evolu-
tion. he often spoke of “[...] the tendency in nature to
form wholes that are greater than the sum of the parts
through creative evolution25[…].”This emphasis on
process and creativity in all forms of evolution aligned
well with Bergson’s earlier thinking.
Perhaps the most profound philosophical system
concerning process and evolution, along with Berg-
son’s own, comes from alfred north Whitehead, a
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leading British logician and mathematician who
came to the Us in 1924 to become known for his
metaphysical “process philosophy.” Because of White-
head’s considerable influence process philosophy is
often thought of today as an american school of
thought. Like Bergson, Whitehead did not espouse a
particular religions orientation, though both were
deeply interested in religious issues. Whitehead came
form a anglican Christian family and retained an interest
in theology, while Bergson’s family was Jewish, though
he was not a practicing Jew. Others developed White-
head’s philosophy into the continuing field of process
theology in the Us.
Following the First World War much of the deep and
reflective thinking that characterized the fin de siècle and
the early years of the 20th century gave way to a spartan
empiricism that spread through virtually all intellectual
disciplines. By mid-century logical positivism with its
linguistic requirement of flat empirical reductionism
dominated almost the entire academic landscape. One
of my own students referred to this era, somewhat
humorously, as a “reign of terror” for those interested in
consciousness and depth psychology. In perhaps a
more thoughtful mood the Trappist monk, poet, and
theologian, Thomas Merton, in 1968 wrote of logical
positivism, “since we cannot really say anything
about anything, let us be content to talk about the
way in which we say nothing.”
nevertheless, a few voices were trying to say some-
thing during the middle of the 20th century. One of
these was that of the Jesuit priest, Pierre Teilhard de
Chardin. Perhaps more than anyone else it was he
who kept the flame of evolutionary spirituality
alive during the repressive years of positivism.
nevertheless, his first book, The Phenomenon of
Man was banned from publication, not by the
positivists, ironically, but by the Catholic Church,
only to be published by a personal friend after his
death in 1955. It soon became a source of inspira-
tion for many people who were desperate for a
spiritual vision that incorporated evolution in a
scientifically honest way without compromising
spiritual depth26.
It comes as no surprise that Teilhard de Chardin
had been influenced by henry Bergson. as a
young man he became very interested in evolu-
tion, and is often thought of as an anthropologist
as well as a theologian. his writing had a rigorous
scientific edge to it, and with few exceptions stuck
to well-established scientific facts and principles. It
was, indeed, this rigor that led to his wide influ-
ence among scientists themselves. In my own view,
no one ever got as much spiritual and philosophical
mileage out of straight-on scientific facts as did Teil-
hard de Chardin, making virtually no appeals to
weird quantum effects, action at a distance, and the

like, in my own opinion often overused by popular
science writers today27.
Teilhard de Chardin argued that evolution moves for-
ward by the influence of consciousness itself, pro-
ducing increasingly rich and complex physical
structures that in turn support increasingly rich
and complex mental and emotional structures.
Bergson had argued for a subtle élan vital, or vital
force, acting from outside the material organism.
Teilhard de Chardin, on the other hand, spoke of
radial energy, which influences physical events
but requires little force itself. he observed, for
instance, that the shape of one snowflake requires
no more energy than that of another. Chemical
reactions that lie at the basis of structural devel-
opment make many “choices” that can be signif-
icantly influenced by the slightest leverage form
consciousness in its urge toward greater evolu-
tionary complexity.
Teilhard de Chardin suggested the evolutionary
life of the spirit is pointed toward a state of ultimate
unification he called the Omega Point. Though
most critics so not accept this idea, it is worth not-
ing that it suggests a mental-mythic image of a
future state of something like human enlighten-
ment. The relationship between the Omega Point
and God was not made clear in Teilhard de Chardin’s
work, but it is the nevertheless a vision of a unity
state of spiritual illumination.

T H O M A S B E R R Y

The spirit of evolutionary spirituality seems to have
passed like a spark from Teilhard de Chardin to
Thomas Berry, also a Catholic priest as well as a histo-
rian of religion, who during the latter decades of the
20th century became passionately interested in the spiri-
tual dimensions of the cosmos, of the ecology of the
earth, and of all living creatures28. It is clear from his
heartfelt visionary speech and writing on these matters
that he often spoke from the integral structure of con-
sciousness. Berry, in fact had been deeply influenced by
Teilhard de Chardin, and for many years served as the
President of the american Teilhard association. Indeed,
Teilhard de Chardin’s own self-reflection about evolution
sees to fit Thomas Berry as well.
That magic word ‘evolution’ […] haunted my thoughts like a
tune: which was to me like unsatisfied hunger, like a promise
held out to me, like a summons to be answered29.

Berry took great joy in the experience of wild nature,
and so it is not surprising that he was deeply troubled
by the deteriorating condition of the natural world, the
destruction of its ecological balance, and along with
this the declining quality of so much human and ani-
mal life. For him, the failure to adequately address
these issues grows straight out of a failure to appreci-
ate, connect with, and live a balanced life in the nat-
ural world. he believed that to make the adjustments
that are called for we need more than patchwork
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technological fixes and new environmental regula-
tions. We need a fundamental realignment of what it
means to be human. We need nothing less than to
“reinvent our species.
For Thomas Berry, the earth, its wildernesses, and the
wild animals that are our travelling companions on this
little world, comprise our natural community. Beyond
and embracing the planet earth is the cosmos itself, or
as Berry would sometimes say, the “universe.” The latter
is the place of beginning for all exploration. The universe
is, “[…] the only self-referential reality in the phenome-
nal world. It is the only text without context. everything
else has to be seen in the context of the universe30.”
Berry was positive about the potential future for “the
human” (his often-used phrase) because, he said, we have
the resources of “ultimate powers of the universe” within
our own spirit and grasp. They always stand ready to aid
us. We need only become “sensitized to the spontaneities”
that lie waiting within our own being; within our own
wild human nature. 
Berry was a Passionist Catholic priest, a historian, and a
scholar, and so he did not speak of enlightenment as
such. But it is clear that his many references to the
spontaneities of our nature, and our innate place in
the wildness of nature, amount to a deeply mystical
worldview. In his own words:
The universe is so immediate to us, is such an intimate pres-
ence, that it escapes our notice, yet whatever authenticity
exists in our cultural creations is derived from these spon-
taneities within us, spontaneities that come from an abyss
of energy and a capacity for intelligible order of which we
have only the faintest glimmer in our consciousness
awareness31. 
and
Wildness we might consider as the root of the authentic
spontaneities of any being. It is that wellspring of cre-
ativity whence comes the instinctive activates that
enable all living beings to obtain their food, to find
shelter, to bring forth their young: to sing and dance
and fly through the air and swim through the depths of
the sea. This is the same inner tendency that evokes the
insight of the poet, the skill of the artist and the power
of the shaman32. 
Berry might almost be said to have been a con-
temporary shaman, a wild man of the 20th century,
who through his ecstatic joy in the natural world,
though poetry, and through a deep spiritual appre-
ciation of the universe, embodies the very quali-
ties needed to save this anguished world.

E V O L U T I O N A R Y S P I R I T U A L I T Y

I N T H E

M U L T I - P E R S P E C T I V A L E R A

In 2006, with the publication of Integral Spirituality,
Ken Wilber33 brought explicitly to spirituality, and

also to philosophy, what Picasso and Braque had
brought to art in the first decade of the 20th century
through cubism, and heisenberg had brought to
physics in 1927 in the form of the uncertainty princi-
ple, and Bohr in 1928 with the particle-wave duality;
namely a multi-perspectival understanding of
reality. This is exactly what Gebser had antici-
pated when he recognized the emergence, about
that time, of the first glimmerings of integral
consciousness. 
Wilber’s multi-perspectivalism opened new dimen-
sions to our understanding of human conscious-
ness and, combined with Gebser’s notion that
integral consciousness includes all previous
structures of consciousness in a healthy synthe-
sis, provided the right context for a new spiritu-
ality, one untethered by excessive rational con-
structions of the mental or the conservative
emotional currents of the mythic. Few contem-
porary spiritual pioneers have taken full advan-
tage of the space created by this new multi-per-
spectival worldview. andrew Cohen, who is a
personal friend and follower of Wilber’s thought,
seems most notable in this regard.
In some important ways Cohen’s approach to evolu-
tionary spirituality is reminiscent of that of sri
aurobindo, written down nearly a century ago. Like
aurobindo, Cohen emphasizes the importance of two
major stages of spiritual work, or “yoga” as aurobindo
would have called it. The first prepares the practitioner
for the second and more profound of the two. For
aurobindo, the first was the Integral Yoga itself, with the
goal of creating a divine transformation of mind, body,
and spirit, catalyzed by a decent of divine energy or shakti.
The second stage, or “supramental yoga,” comes only
after this work is complete. It strives to actually draw
down transcendent energies and knowledge (gnosis) rooted
above in the divine and never shrouded in matter. Ulti-
mately this work creates a path and a way for a larger trans-
formation of life in this world. The details of this process
have never been entirely clear, at least to my mind, but sri
aurobindo and The Mother, his partner in yoga, often
spoke of their work as struggling to open a channel for the
decent of divine transformative energies into the world.
Cohen likewise proposes two stages of transformational
work. The fist, which he identifies as common to most
spiritual practices, involves the development of objectivi-
ty towards one’s own thoughts, feelings, and emotions34.
along with this he emphasizes the importance of cleans-
ing the mind of the ego, including especially the pas-
sions, so that at least at times, such as sitting in medita-
tion, one experiences a sense of complete emptiness,
and with it a clear openness and freedom. In other
words, the first stage of the work, and an important
one, requires a stepping back from the passions of
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everyday life and settling into an easy clarity of the
mind and spirit. at this point the real work may begin,
which is to open and tune one’s consciousness to the
original spark of eros that is the evolutionary impulse
which lies hidden within the human spirit and which
undergirds the creative evolutionary flow of the entire
cosmos. here we are reminded most vividly of Thomas
Berry’s “spontaneities within us, spontaneities that come
from an abyss of energy and a capacity for intelligible
order of which we have only the faintest glimmer in our
consciousness awareness35. ”
Thus in evolutionary enlightenment, the practice of
assuming no relationship to the content of conscious-
ness not only aligns one with the inherent freedom of the
empty ground of being, but more important, makes space
for the limitless creative potential of the evolutionary
impulse to reveal itself. It forges the emotional conviction
that real change is possible, and generates a renewed
faith in the capacity to evolve36.
This is the beginning of the true evolutionary spiritual
life. exactly how the evolutionary impulse will play out
in one’s own life is impossible to predict. however it
speaks, it must be understood as a kind of destiny, a call-
ing, that one is prepared to accept and follow only if
one has a clean slate, without personal agendas to over-
write the pure creative impulse. There is not a predes-
tined pathway for this evolution, as it is the original
creative urge itself. One can only prepare to act on it
by cleansing and dedicating oneself to the evolution-
ary impulse, to eros itself. 
Unlike sri aurobindo and the Mother’s yoga, this
path does not carry a mythic resonance, but is a
natural development in a contemporary multi-per-
spectival understanding of the cosmos. It does not
posit gods or goddesses; it does not direct growth
into ancient and well-established pathways. It
does not yearn, in albert Camus’s words, with an
irrational “nostalgia” for a lost unity, for absolutes,
for a definite order and meaning37. It is the very
living edge of eros itself, expressed and playing
through the human spirit. 8

——————
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T H E E X P E R I E N C E

O F H O L O S E N T I E N C E

OsT PeOPLe, MOsT OF The TIMe, exPeRIenCe

the world as a succession of unrelated
things… parts of a vast machine that when
completely known and put together, will, in
some indeterminate future, finally explain

how reality works. This is the old paradigm, but
it is also the paradigm most of the world is still
stuck in, and probably will be for the foreseeable
future.
But there is a new paradigm of perception that is
developing, a holographic paradigm of percep-
tion that accompanies some forms of enlighten-
ment. In this paradigm things are not seen as
separate and separated parts of a vast machine,
but instead are seen holographically, as samples
of the big picture or pattern. Perhaps the per-
ception lacks detail in many areas, like a blurry
photograph or a line drawing that suggests
more than it specifies, but still it is a complete
rendition of the whole. 
The roots of this holographic perception go back
thousands of years to the ancient sages of the reli-
gious traditions and the shamans of the tribal cul-
tures of the world. But it is only relatively recently,
that holograms have entered western consciousness
as a technology and popular metaphor for reality,
including brain and body function, and even ‘para-
normal’ phenomena1. The idea of holographic per-
ception borrows this metaphor to suggest that

human beings are naturally endowed with the
capacity to perceive wholeness, and that their
subjective experience of perception can grow in
this direction. Borrowing from the science as
well, holographic perception could be described
as a kind of ‘seeing through’ the functions of the
brain that convert frequency patterns into a 3-
dimensional world.
a more accurate word for holographic percep-
tion would be holosentience. Holosentience is
holographic awareness. Possessed of it, we are
aware of every no-thing, not as isolated words or
images, but as systems – systems within systems
making bigger and bigger systems. The whole sys-
tem is, of course, well beyond human understand-
ing. It is an asymptote, more and more closely
approached, but never quite reached.
Just as a hologram is an interference pattern between
two beams of laser light, holosentience is an inter-
ference pattern between the reference laser conscious-
ness of the enlightened individual, and the implicit
consciousness of that which is being perceived. (Laser
consciousness is my term for the condition of coher-
ence that arises when all internal conflicts are resolved,
and the “photons” of the mind, like the electrons in a
magnet, come into polar alignment.)

F R O M O N E N E S S P E R C E I V E D T O O N E N E S S P E R C E I V I N G

during the 1990s I spent much time answering the
question, “What is duality?” The answer and a book’s
worth of exploration around the answer was, “duality
is Oneness perceived2.” The act of perceiving divides
the fabric of consciousness into two parts, into ‘ducca’
or twoness. and our many ways of measuring three
dimensional reality can all be seen as relative to a point
of perception, one that divides the world into hotter
and colder, greater and lesser, faster and slower, etc.
But even as I was understanding nonduality from this
perspective, I was being offered a set of experiences that
were to take me into a new way of seeing, a holosen-
tient perception. In dealing with my incessant aller-
gies, I first was treated and then became a practitioner
of the nambudripad allergy elimination Technique
(naeT). as I came to manage my allergies, it became
clear that I was evolving the technique into a power-
ful modality in my own field of psychotherapy, a
letting go of egoic contractions through the power

CL E AR ING TO HOLO S ENT I ENCE
AND L E V E L I I E N L I GH T E NMEN T

J E F F R E Y E I S E N
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of intention3 (part of the body of work I now call
Psychonoetics4).
Clearing through intention is an evolved capacity. It
is a process of clearing duality from Oneness. It is
also a practice of living simultaneously in nonduality
and duality, and in integrating these two aspects into
One. From this place, perception is no longer either dual
or nondual, but both, that is – holosentient. Holosen-
tience, then, is Oneness perceiving duality, but not getting
caught in it.
Because clearing through intention eventually confers
relative freedom from egoic contractions, integrates dual-
ity and nonduality, and creates a sustainable state of
enlightenment and holosentience, I often refer to this
wholeness as Level II enlightenment. all of evolutionary
history can be seen as antecedent to this process, where
the human brain is able to clean up what is not working
in human evolution, and actually shift direction.

T H E E X P E R I E N C E O F L E V E L I I E N L I G H T E N M E N T

What is the experience of Level II enlightenment?
some of what follows is well known from different
enlightenment traditions, but it is the wholeness it
points to that reveals the subtle shift. I am going to
begin my answer with the experience that began to
shift my own paradigm of perception and thinking.
When I was younger, I was very involved in the
martial arts, particularly the internal martial arts of
aikido and Tai Chi Chuan. I remember my aikido
instructor telling me that the three components of
Ki are weight underside (a sense of heaviness or
profound relaxation), the unbendable elbow (i.e.,
gotten by projecting your mind, through your
arm, into the distance), and sinking your mind
into the one point (located at the midpoint
between the crest of your hips, about 2 inches
behind your naval). however, and this is really
the ‘one point,’ when we have one of them, we
have them all; whereas if we lack one of them,
we lack them all!
at the time I didn’t understand this. I was still
caught in the old paradigm way of perceiving
things as separate. But many years later, this has
come to make perfect sense. I see these three sepa-
rate things are not separate at all; they are different
aspects of the same no-thing, that underlying reality
that the act of perception divides into things.
This same principle applies to the many facets of
enlightenment. They appear or are variously called
understanding, awakening, openness, nonduality,
empty or still Mind, the Ground of Being, One-
ness, unity consciousness, God, Christ conscious-
ness, love, the list goes on and on. The point, how-
ever, is that enlightenment itself is a ‘no-thing’, a
unity, to which all of these facets and terms are just

pointers. What is more, just like Ki, if we have one,
we have them all; whereas, if we lack one, we lack
them all. Level II enlightenment, then, entails a
holographic experience; it entails abiding in the
perceptual paradigm of holosentience.
That said, however, just as there are three aspects
of Ki deemed to be essential, I am going to pre-
sent three aspects of enlightenment that I deem
to be essential. They are: 1) seeing through the
illusion of separate identity, 2) still Mind, and 3)
the figure-ground reversal. and just as in Ki,
when we have one of them, we have all of
them, and when we lack one of them, we lack
all of them. The three separate things are not
separate at all; they are different aspects of the
same no-thing, that underlying reality that the
act of perception divides into things.
But I would like to make an addition to these
three pointers, one actually closely related to
aikido, Tai Chi Chuan, Qigong or any of the
other inner energy practices. and that is the pos-
itive or negative direction of our internal energy,
whether we call it Ki, Chi, life force or any other
name. I call it flowing versus grasping. This too is
an aspect of Level II enlightenment.

T H E M A N Y F A C E T S

O F L E V E L I I E N L I G H T E N M E N T

S E E I N G THROUGH TH E I L LU S I O N O F S E PA R AT E I D E N T I T Y

The illusion of being a separate entity is perhaps the
most imprisoning of all illusions. It builds upon
associations of the underlying illusions that we are
our bodies, our appearance, our gender, our emo-
tions, our thoughts, our beliefs, our socioeconomic
class, or even our personal history. all of the available
evidence supports the experience of separation, the
belief that we are, in fact, completely separated from
one another. however, as many of us know, this belief
is mistaken. In nondual reality we are separate centres
of the One, i.e., separated in body, but connected in
consciousness.
Because the experience of separate identity is supported
by all the evidence of sensory experience, we will never, as
long as we are embodied, fully feel connected. We will
always have a lingering experience of ourselves as sepa-
rate beings. This is unavoidable, however, and this is the
point – we do not have to let perception go into con-
ception. We can feel that we are separate without
believing it. We can have all the sensory perceptions
and the accompanying emotions without assuming the
belief and without letting the belief rule our actions.
We have to transcend the belief while still abiding in
the illusion. In fact, leaving the illusion intact is not
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only unavoidable, it is necessary, because the experience
of separation is essential to surviving in ordinary reality.

TRANSCENDING THE IN-SELF AND THE OUT-SELF DIST INCTION

Following the thread of separate identity, leads us to
a subset of the illusion of separation, and that is the
in-self and the out-self distinction. self-other or in-
group out-group separations are as old as life itself. Pri-
mates have them, birds have them, lizards have them,
bacterial colonies have them, perhaps even plants can be
said to have them. and, of course, you and I have them.
The in-group is treated one way, with acceptance, con-
sideration and love. The out-group is treated another
way; it is defended against, battled, even preyed upon
and eaten. It is said that the only way that humanity is
ever going to be fully unified is if it is attacked by aliens
from outer space. Barring that unlikely circumstance, all
of these distinctions between the in-group and the out-
group persist, although changing from one moment to
the next as circumstances change. Thus, families consti-
tute an in-group, but siblings fight, one constituting an
out-group to the other. sport teams constitute an in-
group, one competing against the other; but during
practice all sorts of individual rivalries arise. nations are
all out-groups to one another, except when alliances of
nations become in-groups. however, within nations
and alliances, competition is always present, political,
religious, moral, economic, individual and so on.
What does this have to do with transcending the
illusion of the individual separated self? all of these
changing distinctions within distinctions are just
extensions of the illusion of the separate self; thus,
the in-group out-group distinction is better termed
the in-self out-self distinction.Within the illusion of
the separate self, the boundaries of the ‘self ’ are
flexible, always contracting and expanding as cir-
cumstances change.
When we transcend the illusion of the separated
self, we morph into the extended self and then
into the One self. The in-self and the out-self
distinction is erased, and instead, there is the
one, expanded Self that encompasses all of creation.
Of course, there always remains a vestigial in-
self and out-self, but it is shallow, uncompelling
and easily transcended and dispensed with.

F R O M S T I L L M I N D -  T O S T I L L M I N D

This brings us to still Mind. Unless we are in
still Mind, all of these distinctions of self and
other continue to be present for us. It is as simple
as this. every facet of enlightenment – unity,
truth, awakening, God consciousness, nonduality,
cosmic consciousness, etc., everything that we
have ever experienced as enlightened or even heard
about – arises with our entrance into still Mind
and subsides again when we leave it. still Mind is
the main portal to universal consciousness.

We become our small, individual selves through
mental activity, whether conscious or unconscious,
intentional or unintentional, it doesn’t matter. When
we start thinking, intending, believing, denying,
attaching, remembering, perceiving, etc., we do it
as an ego. as such we start contracting, and what
we contract into is a separated self; whereas when
we re-enter still Mind, we return to unity, the
unity of universal consciousness. as I said, it’s as
simple as this.
Still Mind has to become the ground of our being.
It is relatively easy to get into still Mind. In fact,
many forms of meditation will do it; it is another
story entirely to stay there. The ego, with its
present and past life load of reactions, tempta-
tions, distractions, emotional upsets and other
contractions usually jars us out of still Mind as
soon as we return to ordinary life. The conversa-
tion between nonduality and duality that can
direct human evolution depends on still Mind.

T H E F I G U R E –  G R O U N D R E V E R S A L

Clearly, we must become aware of the state in
which we rest and out of which we operate5. Where
do we rest? do we rest in our ego, or do we rest in
the Ground of Being itself, Oneness, universal con-
sciousness, self or whatever you want to call it?
Resting in Oneness and perceiving from it, is one of
the hallmarks of enlightenment as traditionally taught
and transmitted. however, for most people, even some
who consider themselves enlightened, the ground of
their being is still their ego. Oneness, like God, is a fig-
ure on that ground, just an idea, to be grasped at, or at
best experienced occasionally and always as a thing
outside of themselves, perhaps to be remembered and
cherished, but never realized as essential identity6.
so we can ask ourselves, is Oneness an idea, a figure on
the ground of my ego, or is Oneness the ground of my
being, with all of the varied contents of the ego, figures
upon it?
how do we achieve this figure-ground shift? There are
many ways. We can get there by going to still Mind. We
can get there by transcending the illusion of separate
identity. Or we can get there by gradually letting go of the
contents of our egos until we begin to shift - and then
stabilizing in that shift, which is an essential aspect of
Level II enlightenment. We can get there through these
ways and many more. But like the three essential aspects
of Ki, the many aspects of Level II enlightenment form
a holographic experience; when we have one of them,
we have them all; when we lack any one of them, we
lack them all. 

F R O M G R A S P I N G T O F L O W I N G

Lest my choice of three essential features leads any-
one to see Level II enlightenment as merely a mental
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state, I want to point out an energetic/feeling aspect
as well, an enduring quality of positive energy. have
you ever observed that some people, no matter what
the circumstances, seem to be always radiating their
energy outwards, as if flowing from some inexhaustible
inner source, while others seem to be always needy,
sucking your energy and channelling it into an unfill-
able hole? still others are simply collapsed, dead inside,
their energy neither flowing nor grasping - just stagnant.
also, have you ever noticed how in the flowing mode
people are radiant, with shining eyes, and we are relaxed
and at ease in their presence? By contrast, people in the
grasping mode seem overbright; they are always on, overea-
ger, even voracious, as if they are wanting something from
you, or sucking the love out of you – which, of course,
they are. and people who are collapsed, their energy stat-
ic, they look – well – lifeless, grey! 
What we are seeing is variation in a polarity or direction
of energy, from positive to negative, from flowing out
to reversing and going inwards. There is also an aspect
of strength or velocity in either direction as well, while
the zero point between the flowing-grasping switch is
the stagnant energy of people who have just given up!
Most people are habitually in one mode or the other,
although many of us also switch from one mode to the
other frequently, as our outer circumstances and/or
our inner state changes. some of us who are sensitive
to energy can see the “light” change as people
undergo these switches.
This is an important witnessing-observation skill to
cultivate because the ego is immensely flexible in its
capacity for self-deception. human beings can take
all and any pointers to enlightenment, and con-
vince themselves that they are pretty much there.
however, the proof is in the pudding. Unless, our
energy is ‘flowing’, we are hiding aspects of our
ego from ourselves under the guise of mental
conclusions or emotional qualities. There is more
to say about substituting excessive positive emo-
tion for ‘flow’, but hopefully I have already point-
ed toward the precision of Being that is Level
II enlightenment.

A P P R O A C H I N G L E V E L I I

E N L I G H T E N M E N T T H R O U G H

I N T E N T I O N A L C L E A R I N G

The observations above are pointers to a
holosentient pattern. In this pattern we see the
overall tendency of the mind to construct cate-
gories about everything, including self and God,
and then to operate out of those categories (aka,
egoic conclusions). We see then that still Mind is
a portal to a different process. “how does still
Mind relate to egoic conclusions?” we might ask
of the whole pattern.

The answer is the practice of intentional clearing,
the essential process of Psychonoetics, and the
path of letting go that I have been both developing
and living into for the last twenty years or so.
Working from still Mind, even from the witnessing
which approximates still Mind, it is possible to
let go of egoic contractions7, and thus gradually
let go of our tendencies toward separateness.
Intentional clearing, then, becomes a portal to a
stable, holosentient, Level II enlightenment.
It is a fundamental tenet of Psychonoetics that,
just as we created our egoic patterns of con-
traction, we can uncreate them.

H O W D O W E R E L E A S E A N D C L E A R E G O I C

C O N T R A C T I O N S ?

We release egoic contractions from still Mind,
through the power of our intention, so that we
eventually become whole, not whole again, but
whole for the first time in our present lives.
Recognizing egoic contractions and clearing
them is a skill set that has to be acquired. There
are two, related ways to see the contractions that
take us out of the right place. One is the witness
meditation; the other is monitoring. In the wit-
ness meditation we go to still Mind, and from
there witness our memories, emotions, reactions,
and what have you. When we have mastered the
witness so that it becomes second nature, we can
start monitoring. In monitoring, witnessing has
become automatic, a way of life. We just sense when
we’re not in the right place. 
We may also use some signposts that indicate when we
are in an egoic contraction. Things don’t go well! Our
positive flow of energy becomes negative, we feel dis-
turbed and arguments sometimes erupt. Being alert to
these and similar conditions can begin to move us
toward witnessing them in meditation or monitoring
them in ordinary states; in both instances we are building
our ability to step outside of the contraction and see it.
Once we have become aware of a contracted place in
ourselves, the next step is to identify the causes of the
contraction… precisely. This precise identification is a
necessary preamble to effective clearing with intention.
Whether in self therapy or in a session with a Psycho-
noetic facilitator, specificity is needed to facilitate per-
manent clearing.
To precisely identify contractions, I use autokinesiology
(muscle testing myself ), but others use traditional psy-
chotherapy, or develop their own precision techniques.
My core practice has been to address the contraction
directly, and then to muscle test for contraction eti-
ologies, such as present and past life memories,
attachments, emotions, beliefs, false identities, being
stuck in time, and many more. 
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Once a contraction has been noticed and identi-
fied, clearing it is as simple as intending to do so.
By forming the intention, and perhaps articulating
it, either out loud or in the mind, the clearing takes
place. again, we can either do it ourselves, or in a
session with a Psychonoetics facilitator.
But, we can only clear if we can access still Mind. still
Mind is the portal to Oneness, and only from still
Mind and Oneness can we effectively let go of what
we’re holding. If we are lost in our “thoughts”, we can-
not do anything. We simply don’t have a place to stand,
and without that we have no leverage.
Archimedes said, “Give me a long enough lever and a
place to stand, and I will move the earth!” 
Still Mind is the place to stand!
But there is a bit of a balancing act to the process. If we
cannot still our minds, we can’t clear. On the other
hand, if we’re only in still Mind, contractions can disap-
pear, then reappear when we fall out of it. On the face
of it, this is an insoluble double-bind. however, in reality
it’s not so much of a problem as it seems. One gradually
progresses towards the ability to be present in still
Mind while holding the contraction in view. The witness
meditation is extremely useful in this regard. 
In a way clearing is like anything else we do, walking
or picking up a pencil. We just intend it, and it hap-
pens. The most difficult and essential part is not
clearing; it is resting in the place of still Mind, that
universal consciousness from which our intention is
potentiated. Though all of the various “spiritual”
paths are more or less effective in attaining and
holding still Mind, the addition of intentional
clearing to any and all of them will accelerate our
spiritual evolution to warp speed. This is the
essence of Level II enlightenment.
And the important thing is not how we clear, but
that we clear.

H O L O S E N T I E N C E…
A N E W W A Y O F T H I N K I N G

F O R A N E W C U L T U R E

There is something that happens when we have
cleared ‘enough’ and spend more and more of
our daily lives in Oneness, responding appropri-
ately to what comes up, focusing where focus-
ing is needed, doing when doing is needed, and
then, when everything that needs to be done is
done, returning to Oneness. There is no longer
any need to be constantly in a meditative state.
There is no longer any need to maintain the con-
ditions that sustain you in peace and harmony.
You return to the state naturally, just as when the
wind stops, the water calms. This is living in nondu-
ality and duality simultaneously, and living there cre-
ates the holosentient place from which we become

aware not of things, but of patterns of things, pat-
terns fractally arranged to make up an infinite and
ultimately unknowable cosmic pattern.
There is one more aspect of Level II enlighten-
ment and the holosentience that comes with it,
one that I would like to emphasize. It is perhaps
the most important aspect of all. holosentience
greatly enhances our ability to recognize truth. I
don’t mean factual truth; I mean real truth, the
truth of what people are, the truth in statements
and theories of reality including, of course, the
truth in enlightenment itself. In other words, we
come to recognize the truth that underlies all
illusion. When we are holosentient the world
becomes transparent, and we understand what-
ever we look at more or less effortlessly.
Recently, for example, I turned to look at the
socioeconomic system that imprisons us in a
particular kind of illusion. That, in turn, led
me to the problem of how to refocus corporate
consciousness in a way that would shift global
consciousness. after a few days of considering
the problem, I arrived at the following insight:

Redefining profit (as whole system profit)
The problem is not that corporations operate for
a profit; it is that the present economic system, not
reality, defines this profit. another way of saying
this is that the corporation makes the profit, not
humanity and the global ecology […] at this time in
history, a corporation can destroy an ecosystem,
pollute a river and impoverish an indigenous cul-
ture, but if it makes a monetary profit, if it costs less
to destroy part of the world than the earnings such
destruction engenders, the corporation is deemed
profitable — and the investors realize a comfortable
return on their investments […] That is not a prof-
itable corporation but a subsidized one, one that, in
whole systems terms, operates at a substantial loss. By
whom is it subsidized? By the countries that house it,
by the ecosystem of the globe, by you and I, and by
every person that walks or will walk the earth.
It is clear that we have to build accountability and
responsibility into the corporate mind. But the question
is how to do this? I believe the most realistic answer
starts with redefining profitability itself, in other words
making it profitable for the corporation to contribute
to the humansphere and unprofitable for it to consume
without at least recycling and restoring. The only way
to do this is to make corporations accountable for the real
costs of their doing business 8.

With the complexity of global survival before us, how
can we possibly know what any action will put into
motion? It seems imperative to shift into holosentience,
in order to access right choices now. and intentional
clearing as a daily practice, like brushing our teeth, is
sorely needed to facilitate that shift.
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U N I V E R S I T A S …  T H E J O U R N E Y T O WA R D S O N E N E S S

One final, holosentient thought… What we most
need now is for the new shoots of holistic awareness
that are appearing everywhere to coalesce into an
educational system conceived in the spirit of Univer-
sitas, i.e., going towards the One, rather than the con-
ventional universities which separate fields of knowl-
edge into smaller and smaller specialties. We don’t only
need it at the university level; in fact, by the time stu-
dents begin their university education, it is too late. We
need it at the high school level, elementary school and
perhaps, even preschool levels. In order to shift toward a
holosentient society, we need to create learning contexts
for holosentient youths, and for that we need holosen-
tient parents, teachers, facilitators and learning systems.
holosentience can be seen as the hallmark of quantum
physics, ecology, permaculture, holistic medicine and all
of the other visions of pattern, interconnection and
unity that characterize the cutting edge of the new cul-
ture. Furthermore, it serves as a marker for the cognitive
and intuitive processes that characterize individuals and
groups reaching to find new solutions to old problems,
solutions that benefit the whole system and unify that
which was previously thought to be separate. To move
our young people forward toward holosentience and
the Level II enlightenment on which it rests, is the
next step toward transforming the global culture.   8

——————

1 Pribram 1977, Languages of the Brain; 2007, The Holo-
graphic Brain. Bohm 1980, Wholeness and the Implicate Order.
Wilber 1982, Holographic Paradigm. Talbot 1991, 2011, The
Holographic Universe.

2 eisen 2003, Oneness Perceived.
3 eisen 2006, Playing 20 Questions with God.
4 www.psychonoetics.com .
5 eisen 2011, Where do you rest? 
6 This is perhaps the edge of the enlightenment

process for many on the spiritual path today. It is testimo-
ny to the creative power of the mind, that even enlight-
ened experiences can be co-opted and become egoic spiri-
tual identities, a final barrier to attaining the new habit of
resting in Oneness as the Ground of Being.

7 ‘egoic contractions’ are all of those memories,
beliefs, attachments, and intentions that focus our con-
sciousness into partial awareness. 

8 eisen 2011, The Omnius Manifesto.
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

ruTh, love, joy, beAuTy, meAning, And virTuAlly

everything else that really matters in life exists
only in consciousness and is fundamentally sub-
jective. And yet, science, as the dominant knowl-

edge system of our proud and powerful global civiliza-
tion is surprisingly poor in its understanding of con-
sciousness and has failed to develop effective methods
to study the subjective domain. As a result education,
economics, and many other aspects of our collective
life are based on serious misconceptions about human
nature and goad us on to live in total disregard of
the beautiful planet on which we live.
The first half of this
essay compares the
mainstream physical-
ist concept of con-
sciousness with two
more comprehensive
ways of conceptualis-
ing consciousness that
have their origin in
the indian tradition.
The second half dis-
cusses the avenues
these two indian the-
ories offer for the
development of the
rigorous system of
subjective knowledge our society so desperately
needs.
for this miniature overview of consciousness and
knowledge i base myself on the work of Sri
Aurobindo, who distinguishes in our ordinary wak-
ing consciousness four different types of knowledge.
of these four, science has perfected only one, the

sense-based knowledge of the world around us,
and our present civilization is built entirely on
the objective knowledge it provides. in our
public life we ignore the other three – knowl-
edge by identity, experiential knowledge, and
introspection   and we look down on their inher-
ent subjectivity.
in this essay i offer a short description of how
the indian tradition has managed to perfect the
three types of inner knowledge, and suggest
that they are needed to ensure a safe and fulfill-
ing future for humanity.

T H R E E C O N C E P T S

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

There is very little consensus in the field of Con-
sciousness Studies. it looks as if every major author
in the field has his very own, unique idea of what
consciousness actually is. if one takes the academi-
cally somewhat dangerous step of ignoring the fine
details, it appears that one could group these differ-
ent conceptualisations of consciousness fruitfully into
three major clusters, physicalism, purity, and integrality1

(figure 1).
This simple division
into three major con-
ceptual clusters may
not do justice to all
the subtle arguments
with which the many
disputants in the field
differentiate their posi-
tions from each other,
but it may help to
clarify the basic lay of
the land. There is no
claim that the often
finely nuanced posi-

tions of individual authors will always fit exactly under
one of these three labels. The only suggestion made is
that most theories would find a fairly well-defined place
somewhere in the conceptual space created by these
three positions. 
ph y s i c a l i s m . The first of the three, “physicalism”,
is hardly found in the indian tradition, but might

CONSC IOU SNE S S ,  KNOWLEDGE AND
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well claim to be mainstream in the field of Con-
sciousness Studies. it holds that the world is basi-
cally physical, and that consciousness emerges out of
the complexity of the neuro-physiological processes
that take place in the brain. Consciousness, in this
scheme, is thus an exceedingly rare exception in an
otherwise unconscious universe: it is limited to humans,
plus, at most, some other animal species and perhaps,
in the long run, robots. As it is fully dependent on a
working brain it is moreover intrinsically a quality or
faculty of one individual. As the physical world is sup-
posed to be causally closed, and as consciousness in this
view is only a subjective phenomenon, most people in
this camp hold that consciousness must be without
causal effectiveness: in the language of Consciousness
Studies, consciousness is considered to be epiphenomenal.
p U r E co n s c i o U s n E s s . The second position, “pure con-
sciousness”, could be considered mainstream in con-
temporary indian philosophy. it seems to have arisen
from a yogic experience in which one separates from
one’s consciousness all content and movement; or to
say it differently, in which one relocates the border
between one’s observing self and observed nature fur-
ther and further inwards till all movements of the
mind are on the side of nature, that is, on the out-
side of one’s self. What is left on the side of the self is
then a “pure” consciousness, without content, struc-
ture or movement. different schools have given
this state of pure consciousness (or of pure being)
different names – for example śuddha, pure, and
kaivalya, sole or absolute – and conceive it in
slightly different ways. According to Saṁkhya
this is the consciousness of the puru..sa. According
to vedānta this is the consciousness of the pure
witness, sāk.sī, though here it is sometimes argued
that ultimately even the little, formless “identity”
of the still incarnate and time-bound sāk.sī has
to be dropped in favour of the immutable,
transcendent atman. in buddhism, the doc-
trine of anatta (non-self) denies the very need
for a carrier, a “self ”: the pure consciousness
just flows.
There are two points in which the pure con-
sciousness view is similar to the physicalist
position. The first is that both see conscious-
ness only as a completely passive awareness.
The second is that they both see all mental
processes as part of nature, which they concep-
tualise as in itself mechanical and unconscious.
but here is where the similarity ends: in most
other aspects the pure consciousness view is an
almost exact mirror-image of the physicalist posi-
tion2. While physicalists see matter as the original,
and often even as the only “really real reality”,

adherents to the pure consciousness view see a
silent transcendent consciousness as the original,
and often even as the only “really real reality”.
While the physicalists acknowledge conscious-
ness at most as the product of individual physical
brains, Advaita (non-dual) adherents of pure con-
sciousness see the entire manifestation at most as
an imposition (adhyasa, adhyāropa) on the pure
consciousness of brahman. interestingly, there
are similar degrees of exclusivity in both views:
in the physicalist camp there are some (like
Patricia Churchland)3 who claim that conscious-
ness consists of nothing but physical processes,
while there are others (e.g. john r. Searle)4 who
acknowledge that consciousness is something
more, even though they still see that “more” as
only epiphenomenal. Similarly in the pure con-
sciousness camp, there are some (the māyāvādins)
who claim that the manifestation is entirely
unreal, while there are others who acknowledge
that the manifestation is ultimately part of brah-
man, and thus in essence real, even though in
appearance illusionary (S.K. ramachandra rao).
various shades of the pure consciousness view
were influential in early buddhism, and later,
during the classical period, it became the domi-
nant view in the Sa˙mkhya and Advaita vedānta
schools of indian philosophy. in modern times too,
the idea of pure consciousness has received a lot of
attention, perhaps mainly under buddhist influ-
ence. This is understandable because it is a fascinat-
ing concept, and, though its possibility has been disput-
ed on theoretical grounds (see the discussion between
Katz (1978) and forman (1990)), experientially it seems
to be a genuine human possibility. it is, however, not
the only way of looking at consciousness in the indian
tradition, and for various reasons not even the most
significant. 
i n t E g r a l i t y. The third major view of consciousness
is the integral perspective, and we find it as early as the
.rg Veda, the earliest Upani.sads, and the Tantric agamas
(scriptures). it holds that Brahman, the absolute, ulti-
mate origin of everything in existence, is of the nature
of saccidānanda (an indissoluble oneness of absolute
existence, consciousness, bliss). Amongst these three
aspects, consciousness is often stressed, and the word
Brahman itself is then translated as consciousness in
the specific sense of the original, absolute conscious-
ness of the divine. A famous passage describing the
idea that ultimately everything down here is a mani-
festation of Brahman, comes from the mu .n.daka
Upani.sad (1.7-9). it states5: 
as the spider puts out and gathers in, as herbs spring up upon
the earth, as hair of head and body grow from a living man,
so here all is born from the immutable.
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in the next śloka it describes in more abstract terms
the whole process of evolution, right from inani-
mate matter to the highest spiritual realisation: 
Brahman grows by his energy at work, and then from him is
matter born, and out of matter life, and mind, and truth, and
the [inner] worlds, and in works6 immortality.

finally, in the last line of this section, it confirms once
more that all that exists is made out of the (self-)knowl-
edge of the divine: 
he who is the omniscient, the all-wise, he whose energy is all made
of knowledge, from him is born this that is Brahman here, this
name and Form and matter [translation by Sri Aurobindo7].

The key characteristic of the integral view of conscious-
ness is thus that it holds that consciousness is not only
individual or transcendent, but also pervasive through-
out the manifestation, and that it is not only passive but
also dynamic: not only cit but also cit-śakti (conscious-
ness-force). This view of consciousness shares thus with
the physicalist view a deep respect for the physical man-
ifestation, but it agrees with the pure consciousness
view that consciousness is not only an individual affair,
but also, and even primarily, a self-existent transcen-
dent and cosmic reality. it differs, however, from both
other views in that it holds that consciousness is
dynamic as well as passive and silent. 

A H I S T O R I C A L C O N T E X T F O R

T H E I N T E G R A L A N D P U R E C O N C E P T S

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

As already hinted at, there is a historical aspect to
the relation between the integral and the pure
conceptualizations of consciousness in the indi-
an tradition. over time there seems to have
taken place a shift from the more general, integral
concept of consciousness that we find in the  .rg
Veda and early Upani.sads to the narrower “pure”
concept of the darśanas (schools of philosophical
thought)8. According to Aurobindo, the ancient,
more comprehensive ideal of Truth, light and
immortality, which is so trenchantly described
in the B.rhadārañyaka (3.2.13), is gradually over-
shadowed by a sense of vairāgya (dissatisfaction
with life). māyā, which in the .rg Veda is still the
power of the divine mother that measures out
the worlds, takes on the meaning of illusion,
mithyā. The ancient ideal of freedom (mukti),
which originally has the specific sense of liberation
from ignorance, begins to be understood as libera-
tion from life in general (“not to be reborn”). The
via negativa, the neti, neti (neither this, nor that)
appears to win from the so ham (i’m That).
And yet, especially outside the confines of profes-
sional philosophy, both sides remain alive. The
purna stotra (hymn of integrality) remains one of

the most recited prayers. The Bhagavad gīta, in
whose synthetic view the impersonal dualism of
the Saṁkhya is accepted as a useful method within
an overall framework that is simultaneously non-
dual and theistic, remains one of the most influ-
ential classical texts. Kaśmir Śaivism with its life-
affirming integrality of Śiva-Śakti was never
fully eclipsed by Śaṅkara’s otherworldly Advaita
vedānta. Though presently less well-known, its
influence is visible throughout india. The indian
culture as a whole follows the practitioners of
yoga9 and continues to look at differences within
a wider context of unity.

A C O M M O N G R O U N D ,  W I T H

I M P O R T A N T E X T E N S I O N S

There are two metaphors for consciousness that
are commonly found throughout the indian
tradition as well as in contemporary Conscious-
ness Studies. The first is that of consciousness as
a light in which the world is seen, and the sec-
ond is that of consciousness as a stage on which
the world-play is enacted. A third, and perhaps
more profound way of approaching the question
of what consciousness is, can be found in the Kena
Upani.sads, which begins by asking who or what it
is that knows in the knowing, that sees in the seeing,
and that hears in the hearing. The early Upani.sads to
which the Kena belongs, assume the existence of a cos-
mic consciousness in their enquiries, and the answer of
the Kena is accordingly nothing less than brahman,
who could be described as the (impersonal) Self of the
universe who created all out of its own consciousness.
by giving this answer, the Kena affirms one of the most
fundamental assertions of the vedic tradition, namely
that our individual conscious being is ultimately one
with the conscious being of the universe. 
The differences and the similarities with modern views
of consciousness now become clear. in the ordinary wak-
ing state of ordinary unenlightened humans, conscious-
ness is at the centre of our experiencing, phenomenal
existence. To use nagel’s cute phrase10, consciousness is
that which ensures that “it is something like” to be what-
ever we happen to be, whether that is nagel’s bat, a
modern human, or the vedic brahman. in other words,
consciousness is that power which actually “sees” or is
aware of the images that are produced by the mind
(buddhi). According to the physicalist and pure con-
sciousness positions, this power is a passive witness,
whether with, or without a (permanent) individualised
centre. What the indian tradition adds to the scientific
mainstream view is that consciousness exists also on a
cosmic & transcendent scale. The integral view adds
then to both that the imaging has also a dynamic
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aspect. in other words consciousness (or at least the
Self as carrier of the consciousness11) sanctions, sup-
ports and ultimately rules the world of name and
form it is engaged with: it is not only its witness but
also its īśvara, or lord.

C O N S C I O U S N E S S ,  S E L F ,
A N D T H E P U R S U I T O F

R I G O R O U S S U B J E C T I V I T Y

The relevance of these rather abstract conceptions of con-
sciousness may not be immediately clear, but a little
reflection shows that adherence to one or the other makes
a huge difference, not only for our individual understand-
ing and well-being but potentially even for our survival as
a species. The area in which this is perhaps the easiest to
see is the meaning and aim of life. in the physicalist view
there is no place for a soul or eternal self and the universe
is seen as empty of consciousness, driven by mechanical
laws and chance. in such a scheme the individual may be
wired to strive for enjoyment and survival of the species,
but as long as consciousness is epiphenomenal, the
whole idea of meaning remains an illusion.
in the pure consciousness tradition there are two
concepts of self: in the astika (orthodox) schools the
individual self is one with the silent, transcendent
self of the supreme. in the buddhist tradition there
is no self at all. either way there is no immediately
obvious aim to life other than realising that silence.
in the indian tradition one often encounters the
three aims of dharma (righteousness), artha (mate-
rial ends), and kāma (fulfilment of desires), to
which later mok.sa (freedom of the self from all
these pursuits) got added. When pure con-
sciousness is postulated as the ultimate reality of
both the individual and the cosmos, then the

first three can only be accepted as a concession to
our collective ignorance and only the last makes
intrinsic sense.
in the integral view the situation is different. When
the entire cosmos is a still evolving manifestation
of the divine consciousness, then the imperfec-
tion and suffering we now see need not be
inevitable characteristics of creation. There arises
then at least the possibility of a perfect, divine
manifestation in the future (Aurobindo, 1990),
and with that the ideal of aligning oneself with
that development.

C O N S C I O U S N E S S ,  S E L F ,  A N D

T H E F U T U R E O F P S Y C H O L O G Y

The second area where these three conceptions
of consciousness have a profound influence on
the future of humanity, is epistemology. The
physicalist view led in psychology to the almost
universal adoption of behaviourism. in its early
days, behaviourism was fixated on animal studies
and it generated a theory of cognition based on
experiments with rats, which were motivated by
carefully orchestrated levels of starvation to learn
arbitrary behaviour in exchange for secondary
incentives. This utterly inhuman theory of learning
was thoughtlessly transferred to education, where it
created a system of education in which children
learn to do whatever the system asks from them, in
exchange for praise and grades. The result has sad-
dled our planet with several generations of humans
incapable of looking inside and willing to do virtually
anything in exchange for immediate financial gain12.
The indian concepts of consciousness open up entirely
different possibilities. if consciousness is in its origin
and principle independent of the brain and the mental
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SCoPe only individual primary reality all-pervasive 
only a tiny part of the transcendent & transcendent, 
manifestation individual, individual, &

not in cosmos cosmic

relATionShiP WiTh World consciousness emerges from physical world, an imposition physical world a manifestation
physical processes on consciousness of consciousness

ProPerTieS epiphenomenal no content; no structure; passive and active;
no action silent and dynamic;

witness and king

Aim of life not clear: liberation (mukti) divine manifestation
survival? enjoyment?

ePiSTemology all knowledge is constructed; only knowledge of the divine inner knowledge (inclusive 
only objective knowledge can can be perfected; all other intuition) can be perfected
be perfected knowledge is imperfect as well as (or better than)

& irrelevant objective knowledge;
it is needed for transformation

TAble 1 ~ An overview of the three major conceptualisations of consciousness. [Author].



activities taking place in it, it should be possible to
withdraw it from those activities and watch them
with a perfectly detached objectivity. if the integral
view holds, then it should also be possible to utilise the
powers of consciousness for well-being, inner growth
and transformation of human nature. And finally, the
indian theories of consciousness stem from idealist
philosophies and imply the possibility of developing a
faculty of true intuition13.
The indian tradition claims that all these things are
indeed possible, and the incomparable treasures of psy-
chological knowledge the indian civilization has devel-
oped over the ages seem to provide a powerful testimony
in support of the validity of this claim. in the second
part of this essay i will provide some detail on the “rig-
orous subjectivity”, which would be required to explore
these possibilities further14.

F O U R T Y P E S O F K N O W L E D G E

Sri Aurobindo makes in one chapter of the life Divine15

a distinction between four different types of knowledge
that all occur in our surface awareness.
1 ~ The first, and original one, is hardly used in ordi-
nary life, and almost forgotten in modern philosophy
of science, even though the case for its existence is
easy to make16. Sri Aurobindo calls it “knowledge by
identity”, and it is the knowledge inherent in being.
All we know of it in our naïve, surface awareness, is
the simple fact of our own existence. besides this, it
is supposed to be the ultimate origin of the intu-
itive knowledge we have about the fundamental
rules of logic and reasoning. in the indian tradi-
tion it is called the dynamic truth-consciousness,
.rta cit, which makes things what they are.
2  ~ The second type is “knowledge by intimate
direct contact”. it comes to the fore in direct, pre-
reflexive experiential knowing, as in our aware-
ness of our own thinking or feeling.
3  ~ The third is used in introspection, where
one looks at oneself in a semi-objective fashion.
Sri Aurobindo calls it “separative direct knowl-
edge”: separative because one distances one’s
self from what one observes, and direct because
it does not need the outer, physical senses.
The difference between the second and the third
type is that in the second type one says, “What a
great day”, while in the third type one says, “i
seem to be happy today!” in other words, in the
second type, one knows one is happy without any
need for reflection, while in the third, one looks at
oneself as if one looks at another person and one
notices and comments on what one sees going on
inside.
4  ~ The fourth is our ordinary sense-based knowl-
edge of the physical world, fully “separative and

indirect”: here one experiences oneself as entirely
separate from what one observes, and one knows
indirectly, by means of the physical senses.
for our ordinary, surface life, the division may not
be so interesting, as these four modes of knowing
generally occur together, but for the development
of psychology the distinction between them is
crucial. The reason for this is that science has
mastered type four, “objective knowledge” and it
has done so with stunning success, but it has
failed completely to move ahead with the other
three. early attempts to use type three in intro-
spection failed, as it turned out to be too diffi-
cult to make introspection reliable. As far as
type two is used (in therapy and skill-training) it
is limited to its most simple and superficial man-
ifestations. of type one, we have only used one
derivation successfully, and that is mathematics
and the basic intuitive insight that underlies
much of scientific development. yet it is type
three, type two, and a more complete version of
type one, that we need if we want to get some
grasp on what happens inside ourselves as con-
scious human beings. That such inner knowledge
is needed may not need much argument, for all
serious problems humanity is presently facing, are
ultimately psychological.

P E R F E C T I N G S R I A U R O B I N D O ’ S

F O U R T Y P E S O F K N O W L E D G E

These four types of knowledge are in our unregener-
ate common nature far from perfect, but they can be
perfected.
~  SePArATive indireCT KnoWledge. The expert mode of
the fourth type of knowledge is science, and moderni-
ty is making stunning progress in this area. As separa-
tive indirect knowledge is the sense-based knowledge of
the world outside of us, it is eminently suitable for
studying the physical world, but it is not the best way
to study psychological phenomena.
~  SePArATive direCT KnoWledge. in the third type, main-
stream psychology failed badly because the introspec-
tion-based schools tried to improve introspection with-
out standing back far enough: the observing conscious-
ness did not stand back from the processes it tried to
study but remained involved in them. in other words,
in ordinary introspection one part of the mind watches
other parts of the mind, and as a result the problems of
bias, vested interest, and infinite regress remain unre-
solved. The indian solution is more radical. it suggests
withdrawing the consciousness entirely from its involve-
ment in mental processes and watching what happens
in one’s mind from a completely detached “witness”
consciousness. The details of this process are obviously
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complex, both theoretically and practically, and they
deserve more extensive treatment than can be given
here but there is one easy to notice difference between
the two approaches to self-observation that deserves
to be mentioned: in ordinary introspection, there is
almost always a part of the mind that provides a run-
ning commentary, judging, approving, disapproving,
comparing, associating, what not. in detached self-
observation, there is nothing of the sort; there is only a
completely silent, non-judgmental, completely relaxed
yet sharply focused attention. it is, as the old texts say,
the difference between a windswept, muddy stream, in
which one can see nothing, and a silent, crystal clear
pond, in which one cannot only see the reflection of the
individual leaves of the trees on the other side, but also
the pebbles on the bottom. 
~  KnoWledge by inTimATe direCT ConTACT. interestingly,
this detached observation seems to allow not only thor-
ough knowledge of type three, unbiased access to one’s
own mind, but also, through type two, to what happens
in others and even in things. The logic behind this is
that consciousness is ultimately one and that the world
is not only interconnected in the outer physical world,
but even more so inwardly, on the more subtle inner
planes of thoughts and feelings. in our ordinary wak-
ing state our consciousness is entirely wrapped up in
the working of our own nervous system, but once it
is freed from there, it can in principle contact any-
thing it concentrates upon. This opens a door to the
whole complex world of parapsychological phe-
nomena, which present day Western science has to
label “anomalous” because they do not fit in its far
too narrow physicalist world view. if we accept
the indian consciousness-based means of devel-
oping psychological knowledge, an enormous
world of “paranormal” psychological capacities
and powers might open up to us. 
~  KnoWledge by idenTiTy. in principle a further
inner clarity should also open up a way to devel-
op the first type of knowledge, knowledge by
identity, which should enable a much more
extensive use of intuition. The idea behind this
even bolder claim is that the world is a manifes-
tation of consciousness; that the original con-
sciousness that manifested the world out of itself
did so according to fundamental real-ideas and
that as we free our consciousness from its involve-
ment in the small creature we think we are, it can
identify itself instead with that original, creative
consciousness and thus know everything the way
the divine knows it, from the inside. We can leave
most of this safely for a remote future, though one
could look at the stunning progress humanity has
made in recent years in the physical sciences as a
sudden influx of knowledge of this first type into
our collective mind. 

T H E F O U R K N O W L E D G E R E A L M S

once we recognize how much the naive and
expert modes of these four types of knowledge
differ from each other, it becomes clear that there
are actually eight clearly distinct forms of knowing
that give access to eight different aspects of reality.
for psychology it is practical to order these eight
methods of knowing on a trajectory that reaches
from the purely physical outer reality (studied
by objective science) to the deepest innermost
self (studied by yoga). doing so, we can then
group the aspects of reality which these eight
methods of knowing allow us to explore into
four distinct “knowledge realms”: objective knowl-
edge; subjective knowledge; inner knowledge and
self-knowledge. only the first two, objective knowl-
edge and subjective knowledge, can be accessed
with some confidence in the ordinary waking con-
sciousness. normally only an extremely limited,
vague and often confused sense of the deeper
realms of inner knowledge and self-knowledge can
be obtained while one is in the ordinary waking
consciousness. for a complete understanding of
human nature a detailed and accurate knowledge
of these realms is however essential, and getting
access to them tends to require considerable “inner
work”. in the indian tradition this inner work is
often referred to as yoga and in this text we use the
word yoga in this broad and general sense (without
implying in any way that that it would not be possi-
ble to explore these two realms through other meth-
ods). TAble 2 (following page) presents an overview of
the four knowledge realms that are needed for a com-
plete psychological understanding. it shows how the
naive and expert modes of Sri Aurobindo’s four knowl-
edge types work themselves out into eight forms of
knowing that can be used to explore eight different
aspects of reality.
The four “knowledge realms” in TAble 2 can then be
described as follows:
~  objeCTive KnoWledge. This is the knowledge we have
of the physical and socio-economic world around us. it is
sense-based and (supposed to be) guided by reason and
“common sense”. There are two varieties of it. The naive
variety is simply whatever ordinary people know about
the world outside of themselves. The expert variety is
science. These two don’t differ in principle, but they
differ considerably in their actual processes and results.
Science is more rigorous, specialised and cumulative;
the senses are extended by instruments that have been
constructed with the help of knowledge of this same
type; the reason is extended in the form of mathematics.
modernity is the scene of an almost incredible collec-
tive growth of this type of knowledge.
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~  SubjeCTive KnoWledge. Subjective knowledge is the
knowledge we have of what is happening inside our-
selves. The word “subjective” has nowadays largely
negative connotations, and i use it here only for the
naive variety of what we know about our own nature
and our own self-existence. Within the realm of sub-
jective knowledge one can distinguish three types: a)
introspection which is a naive attempt at being “objec-
tive” about oneself (knowledge of type three); b)
experiential knowledge which deals with processes
we intimately identify with (knowledge of type
two); c) a basic awareness of our own self-existence.
All three are limited in scope and “subjective knowl-
edge” has access only to a very small part of all
that happens inside ourselves.
~  inner KnoWledge. This consists of the sophisti-
cated, expert variety of the first two types of
knowledge of which subjective knowledge uses the
naive variety. expert knowledge of Sri Aurobindo’s
type three is the pure, detached witness con-
sciousness that allows genuinely “objective” knowl-
edge of whatever happens in one’s own inner
nature. The expert variety of type two, knowl-
edge by intimate direct contact, allows one’s con-
sciousness to touch directly the consciousness in
others and even in things so that one can know
these by an intimate, unmediated direct contact.
~  Self-KnoWledge. This is the expert variety of
knowledge by identity (type one) and it leads us
directly to who we are in the very essence of our
being. The little of real self-knowledge that reaches
our surface consciousness may never attain to that
level of perfection, but according to the indian tra-
dition this type of knowledge is in itself intrinsically

true and perfect: it is the secret origin of whatev-
er there is of real truth in all other types of knowl-
edge. As there is ultimately only one Self, a perfect
knowledge of oneself is also supposed to make per-
fect knowledge of everything else possible17.
As mentioned before, the realms of objective and
subjective knowledge (as defined here) are the only
ones that can be accessed fully in the ordinary wak-
ing consciousness (or oWC). because we have made
such tremendous progress with the expert variety of
objective knowledge (at least in the physical domain),
we tend to rely on it almost exclusively for our public
affairs. only where this type of knowledge can clearly
not provide the answers, for example on issues that
demand a value judgment, we respect subjective knowl-
edge. The mainstream culture tends to doubt and dis-
trust all forms of inner knowledge and what we have
here called “self-knowledge”, deriding them as “essen-
tialist”. The reason for this seems to be that the little we
know about these inner realms tends to be encrusted in
religious rituals and dogmas and in all kind of non-self-
critical experiments and beliefs at the margin of the
global civilization. As a result of all this, the little we
know from here impresses the scientific mind as an
intractable mixture of partial truths and total confusion
that should perhaps be tolerated in people’s private lives,
but that has no place in public life or the hallowed halls
of science. To get high quality inner knowledge and
self-knowledge, full inner control over a whole range of
different types of consciousness and a considerable
amount of inner discipline are required, and for this
the West has no established method. mystics and
other exceptional individuals have of course managed
this in all times and cultures, but it is the indian tra-
dition that has specialised in it, and in the process it
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(acc. to Sri Aurobindo)

objeCTive KnoWledge separative, indirect knowledge (4) naive A. ordinary, sense-based
knowing physical world

expert b. objective science

SubjeCTive KnoWledge separative
direct knowledge (3) naive C. introspection outer nature

knowledge by
intimate, direct contact (2) naive d. superficial experience

knowledge by identity (1) naive e. superficial awareness of surface self
own existence

inner KnoWledge separative, direct knowledge (3) expert f. witness consciousness 
(sāk.sibhāva), puru.sa-based inner nature 
self-observation

knowledge by intimate, expert g. consciousness directly
direct contact (2) touching other consciousness

Self-KnoWledge knowledge by identity (1) expert h. gnosis, truth-consciousness, true Self, real-ideas
intuition

TAble 2 ~ The four knowledge realms needed in psychology. [Author].
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has developed an enormous amount of detailed know-
how. i contend that a serious practice of some form of
jñāna-yoga (yoga of knowledge) is likely to offer one
of the most efficient ways to develop a more compre-
hensive psychological understanding.

C O N C L U S I O N

According to Sri Aurobindo’s synthesis of the various
schools of yoga found in the indian tradition, the most
effective and comprehensive way towards freedom, hap-
piness and deeper psychological knowledge needs two
elements: the first is relocating the centre of one’s con-
sciousness by lifting it out of its entanglement in the
activities of the ego, and by moving it into some more
eternal, equal, immutable state. The second part is
changing one’s nature, by looking at it as an instrument
for the soul to do its work in the world. There is a tenden-
cy to start with the second part, and one generally has to
do a bit of it to enable the first step, but it is safer and
easier to concentrate first on the first step, as the second
is only fully possible once a sufficient level of detach-
ment and inner freedom has been achieved. interest-
ingly this gradual finding of one’s own highest Self
tends to go together with an increasing familiarity,
knowledge of and love for others and even for what-
ever one wants to call the Self of the universe. Con-
necting one’s own consciousness with the highest
consciousness one can conceive is then not only the
most direct way to personal happiness and social
transformation, but also the most powerful method
to increase our individual and collective psycho-
logical knowledge and mastery.                          8

———————

1 The basic idea of this division into three major posi-
tions is derived from chapter ii to iv of Sri Aurobindo’s the
life Divine, in which he differentiates between the “mate-
rialist denial” and the “refusal of the Ascetic” and then
advocates an older, more integral approach. for an earlier
version of this schema, see Cornelissen 2007, conscious-
ness. in this earlier version the “purity” vector was called
“spirituality”. given the increasingly widespread tendency
to understand spirituality in an integral, life-affirming
sense, a change of terminology appeared to be asked for.

2 Cornelissen 2008, the ongoing Evolution of con-
sciousness in sri aurobindo’s cosmo-psychology.

3 Churchland 1983, consciousness: the transmutation of
a concept.

4 Searle 2006, minding the Brain.
5 yathorṇanābhiḥ sṛjate gṛhṇate ca yathā pṛthivyām

oṣadhayaḥ sambhavanti/
yathā sataḥ puruṣāt kešalomāni tathākṣarāt sambhavatīha viš-
vam// 7.
tapasā cīyate brahma tato ‘nnam abhijāyate/
annāt prāṇo manaḥ satyaṃ lokāḥ karmasu cāmṛtam// 8.
yaḥ sarvajñaḥ sarvavid yasya jñānamayaṃ tapaḥ/

tasmād etad brahma nāma rūpam annaṃ ca jāyate// 9.

6 The word used here, karma means works, but was at the
time primarily used for the rituals of the .rg Veda, which have
as their inner, symbolic meaning, the surrender of the human
to the divine, and the invitation of the divine into the
human, in other words what we would now call spiritual
practice, or yoga.

7 Sri Aurobindo 2002, Kena and other Upanishads: 132.
8 for a more detailed description of, and argument for

the historicity of this shift, one may consult Sri Aurobindo’s
the life Divine, and his commentaries on the isha Upani.sad.

9 in the West, and even in urban india, the word
“yoga” is now widely understood as indicating an effective
technique to achieve physical fitness and mental relax-
ation. This is a caricature of what it meant originally. The
Sanskrit word “yoga” means yoke, and it is used mainly for
the path that leads towards re-union with the divine and
the unalloyed delight, immortality and true knowledge
this is known to give.

10 nagel 1979, mortal Questions: 176.
11 if one translates puru.sa as self rather than as con-

sciousness, one can hold to the pure concept of conscious-
ness and yet admit the dynamic power of the self who is
then not only the anumanta (witness) as described in
saṁkhya and some “pure” schools of advaita Vedānta, but
also the īśvara (lord) described in the gīta and other more
integral scriptures.

12 for a more detailed exposition of the argument, see
Cornelissen 2012, are schools injurious to health?

13 mainstream psychology takes it for granted that all
knowledge has to be constructed. Accordingly, it explains
intuition as “expert knowledge”: the outcome of a mental
process that is too complex to be presented in its entirety to
the surface consciousness. The idea is that in this case the
underlying processes take place subconsciously, while at the end
only an “executive summary” is presented to the conscious mind.
As the outcome is high quality and pops up as if it comes ready-
made out of nowhere, it then looks like intuition. from an indian
psychology standpoint, this phenomenon does exist, but should
be called pseudo-intuition. for a more extensive explanation of the
reasons why genuine intuition might also exist, see Cornelissen
2011, What is Knowledge?

14 The second part of this essay is based on presentations made
at the indian institute of Technology, Kanpur, in 2008, and at the
Centre for indian Psychology, jain university, bangalore, in 2011.

15 Sri Aurobindo makes this distinction between four types of
knowledge in “Knowledge by identity and Separative Knowledge”,
chapter Xvi of the second volume of the life Divine: 543–572. for a
further elucidation of their relevance to psychology one could consult
Cornelissen 2011, What is Knowledge?

16 Cornelissen 2011, What is Knowledge?
17 This is the yasmin vijñāte sarvam sarvamidam vijñātam, the

highest source of knowledge, knowing which everything here is
known (Śā.n.dilya Upani.sad, 2.2).
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veryWhere We Turn SCienTiSTS Are finding

that systems we had previously thought were
separate are actually interconnected. Chaos
theory has demonstrated that nature is

awash with patterns of fractal iteration and holo-
graphic inclusion. bell’s theorem reveals a uni-
verse that is instantaneously aware of itself across
vast distances. Weaving together findings from
quantum physics, post-darwinian biology, cos-
mology, and consciousness research, erwin las-
zlo has written compellingly about the A-field,
the superimplicate order behind our explicate
world, a domain where nonlocality and supercon-
ductivity is the norm (1999, 2003, 2004). Though
quantum entanglement was originally thought
to be restricted to the sub-atomic realm, we are
now finding evidence that its effects “scale up”
into the macroscopic world (brooks). Clearly,
interconnectivity is a major theme of the new
paradigm.
And yet when we turn to the practical art of
teaching, it is as though we still live in a newton-
ian universe of separate selves and isolated minds.
The revolution of connectivity has not yet trans-
formed our pedagogical models or changed how
we engage our students in the classroom. but the
interconnected universe shows itself here too if we

allow ourselves to see it. if we open to the deep-
er textures of our lived experience with our stu-
dents, we discover that underneath the obvious
truth of our separate and distinct minds lies a
less obvious but equally important truth – that our
minds mix and mingle in a subtle web of influ-
ences, that they move in sync with one another
forming larger wholes, and that in our depths
we are never isolated from one another.
After thirty years of having my teaching trans-
formed by these dynamics, i wrote the living
classroom: teaching and collective consciousness.
While it draws on scientific research, it is primarily
a story of experiential discovery. it offers a sketch of
how i think we will teach in the new paradigm. 

E A R L Y S P A R K S

O F S Y N C H R O N I C I T Y

it was an ordinary day at the university where i
teach in the department of philosophy and religious
studies in ohio. The lecture was finished and the
room was emptying when a student came up to me
and said, “you know, it’s funny that you used the
example you did in class today, because that’s exactly
what happened to me this week.” Then he described
his recent experience and it was, indeed, a perfect
match to what i had said in class.
i had been searching for an example to illustrate a par-
ticular concept i was trying to convey. Quickly running
through the possibilities in my mind, my stream of con-
sciousness had paused, and out of the stillness an exam-
ple i had never used before suddenly rose to my aware-
ness. “Try this,” it said. i used it and it had worked. The
students got the point and the lecture continued. but
what had been a randomly chosen example for other
students in the room cut closer to the bone for this par-
ticular student. When he heard his life experience com-
ing back to him in my words, it grabbed his attention.
it was as if he had been extended a personal invitation
to get more deeply involved in the course, and he did.
The first time this happened, i brushed it off as mere
coincidence, as good academics are trained to do. in
the reigning materialist paradigm, we are taught that
our minds are fundamentally separate and discrete
entities, one mind per brain. Any suspected overlap or
bleed-through between minds is said to be impossible

T E ACH ING IN THE NEW PARAD IGM
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– an illusion, a fiction of our imagination. When you
think of all the life experiences tucked inside our stu-
dents, surely we’re going to bump into some of them
once in a while. if you lecture to a hundred people
week after week, sooner or later you’re bound to hit a
few bull’s-eyes even with your eyes closed. do the math
and it looks less significant than it feels.
And yet this “coincidence” happened again a few months
later, and again after that. in the following years, it
became a not uncommon occurrence in my classroom,
happening often enough that i couldn’t dismiss it. my
students were finding bits and pieces of their recent life
experience, or the experience of a close family member,
showing up in my lectures. Without my intending it,
without my even being aware when it was happening, my
consciousness seemed to be tapping into some kind of
information field that held their life experience. The fit
between life and lecture was so precise and repeated itself
so frequently that eventually i was convinced that some-
thing more than chance had to be operating here. but
how and why was this happening? both as a philosopher
studying in consciousness and as an educator, i had to
understand what was driving these events.

R E S O N A N C E I N T H E C L A S S R O O M

one evening, for example, i was teaching a night
course on eastern religions. There were about thir-
ty students in the room. in the middle of my lec-
ture, i found myself taking a little unexpected
detour in which i told a story about a Zen master
who had had an accurate precognitive perception
of his impending death, similar to the accounts
Sushila blackman later published in her book
graceful Exits. i had never talked about this
subject in this particular lecture before. it was
just a little aside, something dropped in to add
some anecdotal interest to the discussion we
were having about the capacities of the mind
from an eastern perspective.
After class, a silver-haired elderly lady came up
to talk with me. She was not part of our usual
group but had been brought to class that evening
by a friend who was worried about her. her hus-
band had died three months before, and her
friend thought she was languishing at home and
needed to get out of the house. in the conversa-
tion that followed, she told me this story.
her husband had been a used car salesman in
good health. Shortly before his unexpected death,
he had cleared out most of the cars from his lot
without any explanation and gotten all his finan-
cial papers in order. A few days later, he and his wife
were watching Tv when he put down his newspaper
and, in a way that was quite out of character for him,

turned to his wife and said, “darling, i just want
you to know that if i died tomorrow, you’ve made
my entire life worthwhile.” A week later, he died
in his sleep.
What she wanted to know was whether i thought
her husband might have been unconsciously
aware that he was going to die, like the person i
had described in my lecture. i said that it sounded
like a possibility, and this thought was comforting
to her. This led to a longer conversation in which
she described the challenges and opportunities
his passing had created for her. After touching her
grief, she began to talk about how overprotective
he had been and how she was now being given
the chance to develop herself in ways that his
well-intentioned care had always prevented. in
the middle of the conversation, she suddenly
decided to come back to college. She did so
and thrived here for several years, eventually
bringing two generations of her family back to
school with her.
When these things first started happening in my
courses, i was in the early stages of my career and
the early stages of my spiritual practice, and here
the plot thickens. To make a very long story short,
as my spiritual practice deepened through the years,
these synchronicities became more frequent in my
classes. it was as though by entering more deeply
into conscious communion with the underlying fab-
ric of life, the threads of that fabric were being acti-
vated around me in the physical world. The experi-
ence of greater depth seemed to be triggering experi-
ences of greater breadth, as though depth and breadth
were two different dimensions of a seamless whole.
not only were these synchronistic resonances becom-
ing more frequent, they were also targeting increasingly
sensitive areas in my students’ lives. it was as though a
radar had been activated that was operating below the
threshold of my awareness, a radar that zeroed in on
some part of their life that was hurting or constricted.
Sometimes it touched a question they had been holding
for years or triggered an insight they had been searching
for, something they needed to find before they could
take the next step in their development. Sometimes it
lanced a private pain that had been festering inside them.
in this mysterious communion that opened between us,
it was as if my students’ souls were slipping messages to
me, giving me hints on how i might reach them –
telling me where they were hiding, where they were
hurting, and, most importantly, what ideas they need-
ed to take the next step in their lives.
As the years passed and the process deepened, my
students also began to have unusually deep experi-
ences around some of the concepts i was presenting
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in class. it was as though they were being activated
by more than just verbal ideas, as though they were
being touched by the actual experience of these reali-
ties that now lived in me to some degree because of
my spiritual practice.
As a professor of religious studies, i have taught more
sections of “introduction to World religions” than i
care to remember; it’s a staple in our department. my
approach to this course has been deeply influenced by
huston Smith and the “perennial tradition” – ideas so
essential they keep showing up in multiple cultures
throughout history, like perennial flowers that reemerge
each spring. When students hear the perennial truths of
the world’s spiritual traditions simply spoken, when they
are reminded of things long ago forgotten but always pre-
sent at the edge of their awareness, there is sometimes a
spark of recognition that can explode into a flame. This
flame is contagious and sometimes stimulates sympathetic
resonances with other students in the room. Students
may collectively feel their energy shift to higher centers
of awareness, though they may not understand what is
happening at the time. Symptoms of chakra-opening
and kundalini-type arousal may begin to manifest.
energy runs, hearts open, and insights arise.
These can be very powerful experiences for students.
one sophomore described such an experience in an
essay she wrote at the end of a course. it happened to
her on the day i was describing the buddhist under-
standing of the relationship of individual mind to
non-dual consciousness. To convey this point, i
sometimes develop the analogy of a tree, contrast-
ing leaf-consciousness (the personal mind) with
tree-consciousness (non-dual consciousness). in
this exercise, i ask the students to imagine that
the leaves of a tree are individually aware but not
yet conscious of the tree they are part of, until
the moment of breakthrough. it’s a powerful
exercise that i save until i think the class is ready
to absorb its full import. on this particular day,
this young woman experienced the following:
the thing that hit me the hardest of all that we talked
about in class was tree-consciousness and leaf-conscious-
ness. it was what brought everything together for me.
What made me understand everyone’s interdependence
and stopped me from living in fear. i was so moved that
it took everything that i had not to cry in class, not from
sadness but from being hit by a life-altering realization.
it made an emotion rise in me that i had never felt before
and i wasn’t really sure how to react to it (2008: 27-28).

Another student, a woman in her mid-thirties,
summarized a similar experience in a different class
in the following way:
sitting in class, i felt like i was inside one of those glass ball
snow scenes that folks use as paperweights. shake the ball
and mass confusion begins with flakes of fake snow swirling

all around... i couldn‘t hear the lecture. my mind struggled
to focus and stay with your words, but i was missing it.
later... at home... alone. it would all return to me, the lec-
ture... mostly feelings. tears. recognition. Understanding
after i let it simmer for a while. realization that if i didn‘t
grab at it, it would be there waiting, this knowledge. these
tiny bright spots of revelatory insight. i‘d journal. i‘d cry.
sometimes light and gentle, warm feel-good crying. some-
times sobs, wracking and exhausting. i thoUght i Was losing

my minD a FEW timEs …
the result? i‘m becoming who i was long ago. the field
by-passed my intellect and went directly to my heart to pry
it open.... i now know what i had deeply buried in me for
years, and the gift of the pick and shovel for the ongoing
process comes from being in the energy of the folks in our
classroom. it didn’t come from me alone (2008: 28).

i want to emphasize that it wasn’t my intention to
trigger such deep existential reactions among my
students. in fact, fearing that they were out of
place in a university setting, i often tried to damp
them down, but i found that this was impossible
without damaging the teaching process itself.
Whenever my students and i would gather and
simply cover the day’s assignment, these events
would spontaneously occur without my consciously
intending them. it was as though fire was lighting
fire. When we would simply focus on the task of
sharing understanding, these resonances of living expe-
rience would spring up unpredictably – not always
but often – drawing the students into heightened
states of awareness.

T H E C H A L L E N G E S

O F S E L F - T R A N S F O R M A T I O N

most of the students who were touched by these
dynamics experienced them as uplifting, even exhilarating
“Aha!” moments. for some students, however, the
process presented them with difficult personal chal-
lenges. As the spiritual literature makes clear, purifica-
tion is the companion of liberation. before we can real-
ize the greater being that we are, we must confront and
release whatever is holding us back from realizing this
potential – some habit of thought, some emotional
constriction. When some of my students were activated
by what i believe is a life-enhancing process, their sys-
tems began a process of spontaneous detoxification –
shedding of old patterns, old ways of thinking and
feeling. i do not believe this would have happened to
them if they had not been ready for it at a deeper
level, even inviting it. They entered this transforma-
tional process because they were ripe for it.
These cathartic activations became particularly pro-
nounced during a period of several years when i was
undergoing a series of powerful transformative expe-
riences in my personal practice that were breaking
me down at very deep levels. The details of these
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experiences are not important here and are described
in my book Dark night, Early Dawn.
many spiritual traditions describe a phase of inner work
that involves dissolving the boundary between self and
other. They describe a membrane that marks the bound-
ary between one’s individual mind-field and surrounding
fields of awareness. on the near side of this membrane,
the world appears to be composed of separate beings, each
with their seemingly private existence. on the far side of
the membrane, the world appears as an integrated whole, a
continuum of energy that is unfathomably complex and
extravagantly beautiful. hence, this boundary membrane is
often described as the domain of death and rebirth, death
to the prison of the private self and rebirth into a larger
order of wholeness that underlies and saturates life’s diver-
sity. When a practitioner is transitioning through this ter-
ritory, standing at the interface of these two paradoxically
compatible realities, powerful synchronicities with sur-
rounding persons sometimes manifest. 
As my inner work came to focus on this boundary,
triggering the purifications that typically accompany
this transition, some of my students began to simulta-
neously undergo particularly difficult challenges in
their lives. most of my students did not enter these
waters, of course, and passed through my courses
untouched by these dynamics, but some did enter
them. Those who did so sometimes felt themselves
coming to a breaking point in their lives or a
moment of supreme risk-taking. it was as though
they and i were being drawn together through a
collective death-rebirth vortex, a vortex that was
breaking all of us down in different ways, uproot-
ing deeply buried pains, and crushing restrictive
barriers in our lives. 
Some students chose to end bad marriages or to
heal wounded ones. others left careers they had
outgrown but were still holding onto. (Thirty per-
cent of the students at my university are older,
non-traditional students.) Some began to con-
front their addictions and others to re-approach
persons from whom they had been estranged
for many years. one woman in her mid-forties
hints at the profound disruption of her inner
and outer worlds that occurred during this peri-
od when she began to spontaneously recover
painful memories of child abuse, in a bud-
dhism course of all places:
During and after having been in your classes, my internal
world became increasingly chaotic as demons from painful
psychological gestalts began to emerge, and eventually color-
ing my external world too, challenging everything i thought
i was and dissolving familiar reference points [...]. as i
struggled to break through powerful gestalts of pain, you
spoke to and nourished my soul, making it possible for me to
move more deeply into my spiritual journey (2008: 32).

obviously the phenomena i’m describing raise
important pedagogical and ethical issues. As my stu-
dents came to me with these reports and i saw how
deeply they were being affected by this mysterious
alchemy that had opened between us, i was more
than a little shaken myself. neither of us had
solicited this connection, yet here it was. did i
need to protect them from what was happening?
obviously this was not what they had consciously
signed up for when they had signed up for my
course. how does one ensure informed consent
when the dynamics are so involuntary and beyond
the pale of current academic discussion?
While the activation some of my students expe-
rienced during this period was quite powerful,
there were no casualties and many positive
breakthroughs. on the rare occasion when a stu-
dent’s self-transformation became particularly
turbulent, i referred him or her to a gifted thera-
pist in the area with whom they could process
what was emerging in a safe setting. 

T H E E C O L O G Y

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

While these kinds of responses might be expected
in certain types of courses, such as a counseling
course, this is not the case for the kind of courses i
was teaching. it was not the content of the course
that seemed to be driving these effects but some-
thing deeper. i believe it was the interaction of our
subtle life energy underneath the exchange of words and
ideas. What was triggering these effects was not what
i was doing but what i had become. because of the
intense practice i was doing at the time, my energy
was running differently. or to put it more carefully,
the field of energy of which “i” am a part was flowing
more strongly.
The experiences my students were having appear to
demonstrate a simple principle: clarified states of conscious-
ness are contagious. my efforts to realize deeper states of
awareness seem cause my person to begin acting as a kind
of lightning rod triggering sparks of a similar awakening
among those students who were receptive to this influ-
ence. like ripples spreading across water, this is an utterly
natural effect. When one person begins to throw off layers
of egoic conditioning and to awaken to clearer, more
inclusive states of awareness, surrounding persons will be
affected. This is due to the nature of consciousness itself.
our spiritual ecology simply does not permit private
awakening. The ecology of consciousness is an inherently
collective ecology.
Though this suggestion is still regarded as heretical in
most academic circles given the dictates of the Carte-
sian-newtonian paradigm, it raises fewer eyebrows
in spiritual communities, which have long known
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that persons undergoing deep transformation affect
those around them in subtle ways. Satprem, for
example, discusses this phenomenon in his biography
of Sri Aurobindo (1993) where he writes:
[…] sri aurobindo and the mother would realize that trans-
formation is not just an individual problem but one involving
the earth and that no individual transformation is possible (or
at least complete) without some degree of collective transforma-
tion […] it should be noted that each time sri aurobindo and
the mother had some experience indicating a new progress in the
transformation, the disciples, without their even knowing any-
thing about it, experienced in their consciousness a period of
increased difficulties or even revolts and illnesses, as if everything
were grating. now we begin to understand how things work (291).

Similarly, scholar-practitioner mike Sayama mentions
this phenomenon in his book, samadhi (1986). in his
discussion of the dynamics of ch’i, Sayama quotes the
japanese healer Kaneko Shoseki who observes:
apart from the normal communication between men through
language and action there is another quite different sort of mutu-
al influence. it is that of the rhythm of the original strength
which permeates all human beings and nature. through it
every individual thing […] is connected with every other. if
then one who is further removed from the working of the pri-
mordial Force is close to one who lives more in accord with it,
the rhythm of the primordial Force will certainly be transmit-
ted from the one to the other. the latter without knowing it
exerts a good influence on the other (80-81).

L E A R N I N G F I E L D S

A N D G R O U P M I N D S

in addition to the experiences listed above, there
were other anomalies taking place in my class-
room that pushed me to look beyond these indi-
vidual resonances to the collective dynamics of
the class as a whole.
Perhaps the most important observation that
pushed me toward a collective reading of these
events was the sheer magnitude of the forces
that seemed to be involved. Too many people’s
lives were being too deeply affected for me to
conceptualize what was taking place solely in
terms of resonance with my individual energy.
if my person was in some way a catalyst for
these experiences to surface among my students,
what was actually surfacing was something larger
than i alone could be generating. As i made the
shift to thinking of this larger “something” in
terms of a collective field of consciousness, a variety
of conceptual and experiential pieces began to
fall into place.
Students were becoming more porous not only to
me but also to each other. They sometimes showed
up in each other’s dreams in significant ways. Syn-
chronicities were increasing between them, and life-
expanding coincidences were becoming common in

my courses. As one male student who returned to
college after a twenty-year absence reported to me:
Each quarter seemed to bring new and unexpected changes
and synchronicities. i entered into a web of personal rela-
tionships and meetings with people that profoundly influ-
enced my life. i was “finding” individuals whose circum-
stances were eerily similar to my own; people who knew
friends of mine from obscure places in the world; people
who seemed to be reading the same books at the same
times and having experiences that were transforming them
in the same shattering yet exhilarating ways (2008: 44).

A female student sent me the following descrip-
tion of the connectivity she had experienced
with other students in several courses.
all of us who have been in your classes feel a deep con-
nection to one another. We don’t know what it is. We
only know that it is there. all that i know is that i have
felt something binding us all together. i remember things
going on around me in class with the other students. We
were sensitive to each other’s thoughts and feelings […] i
always wondered if you knew what was going on because
you never said a thing in class! (2008: 44).

Sometimes insights surfaced in the room that
seemed to come not from me or from any indi-
vidual student but rather from the strength of
our combined collective awareness. This is a very
subtle but distinctive experience. 
Sometimes when i am simply doing my job cover-
ing the day‘s assignment, it‘s as if the floor suddenly
falls away. The atmosphere in the room becomes
supercharged, and everyone seems to congeal into a
unified state. my mind becomes unusually spacious
and clear, and my students‘ eyes tell me that they have
moved into a particularly receptive state. our hearts
seem to merge, and from this open field of compassion
comes a slow stream of thoughts that i, as spokesperson
for the group, unfold and work with.
in these transient moments of heightened awareness, i
sometimes have the acute sensation that there is only
one mind present in the room. it’s as if the walls that
usually separate us have become gossamer curtains.
individual persons melt into a softly glowing field of
energy, and this unified energy thinks and feels and
hungers to speak. because this field incorporates the life
experience of everyone present, of course we sometimes
find the details of our separate histories surfacing spon-
taneously in it. because it embodies our private hopes
and fears, of course we are sometimes deeply touched
by what comes out of it.
And then there was the strange way that my students
began to periodically “jump forward” in their learning
en masse. i found that periodically i had to adjust my
course material because the students seemed to have
taken a quantum step forward in their receptivity to
the ideas being presented. After years of using a
carefully designed roadmap to achieve a specific
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intellectual outcome, a new crop of students would
signal me that they were already weeks ahead of me
in the syllabus. it was as if they had found a shortcut
to certain conclusions and no longer needed to be
taken the long way around.
of course, many factors may have contributed to this
development, including general shifts in cultural insight,
self-selecting student populations, and improved peda-
gogical delivery. but after watching this cycle repeat
itself numerous times through the years, i’m convinced
that there was more going on than just this. These shifts
take place too suddenly and too frequently for them to
be fully accounted for by these explanations.
Slowly i began to recognize that there was a meta-learn-
ing taking place behind the scenes, a pattern of collec-
tive learning that ran deeper than the learning of indi-
vidual students. i began to hypothesize that there were
learning fields growing around my courses, fields of con-
sciousness that registered the learning taking place
semester after semester, fields of influence that were
making it easier for subsequent generations of students
to learn the same material.
readers familiar with rupert Sheldrake’s pioneering
work on morphic fields will recognize his influence
here (1981, 1988, 1991). Sheldrake helped me make
sense of these phenomena by allowing me to see
them as symptoms of a collective mind growing
stronger over time. his work gave me permission to
take the radical step of recognizing that not just
individual persons with complex nervous systems
have minds, groups also have minds. my experience
with my students year after year pushed me to
take his revolutionary hypothesis concerning the
species mind one step further. even transient
groups can manifest a kind of group conscious-
ness under certain conditions. from my perspec-
tive, these conditions are: 1) collective intention
focused in an emotionally engaging group pro-
ject; 2) a project of sustained duration, and 3)
repetition of the project in approximately the
same form many times1.
if consciousness is a field and fields are by nature
porous, the learning of one individual cannot
be isolated from the learning of others nearby.
recognizing the field-like nature of mind makes
it easier to understand how minds might link
together, even “phase lock” with other minds to
form larger operational wholes. This tendency to
synchronize with nearby systems is not unique to
consciousness but is characteristic of nature as a
whole. As Steven Strogatz says in his book, sync,
“for reasons we don’t yet understand, the tendency
to synchronize is one of the most pervasive drives
in the universe, extending from atoms to animals,
from people to planets.”

To teach consciously in a world where minds are
separate at one level and yet “entangled” at another
calls for a more intentional pedagogy than envi-
sioned in the atomistic newtonian paradigm. The
paradigm emerging today emphasizes the inherent
connectivity of life and the powerful tendency of
nature to synchronize its many parts into larger
wholes (bloom, Kaufmann, radin). Accordingly,
the pedagogy that will accompany this paradigm
will recognize the innate connectivity of con-
sciousness and the contagious quality of states of
awareness. in the living classroom, i outline the
strategies i developed over many years to work
constructively with these natural forces. 

I N T E R C O N N E C T I V I T Y

A N D I N D I V I D U A L I T Y

in closing, i want to emphasize that the collec-
tive dynamics of consciousness i’ve been point-
ing to here do not cancel or negate the individu-
ality that we rightly prize so highly in the West.
While a growing body of research suggests that
our actions and intentions affect each other in
hidden ways, within this matrix of connectivity
individuality is not suffocated but is paradoxically
liberated into deeper forms of self-expression. The
self that consciously participates in the larger flows
of life and the transparency of being becomes more
than the self who did not do so. experientially open-
ing to the collective fields that surround us melts the
boundaries of the private ego, bringing about the
“death of self” spoken of in the spiritual literature, but
as the ego dies a deeper form of individuality is being
birthed – not an isolated individuality but one that
thrives in this subtle give and take, an individuality
with expanded responsibilities and a longer time hori-
zon. in the end, i think we will see that expanding the
breadth of our conscious participation in the surround-
ing matrix of life is actually bringing forward a new
depth of personal presence in history.                          8

———————

1 See bache, 2008: § 2. When i say that a group has a “group
mind,” i don’t mean to suggest that it has a centre of prehension or
agency that controls its many members in ways comparable to how
“i” control the limbs of my body. nor am i suggesting that it is
self-aware in the same way or to the same degree that we are self-
aware. As a field of influence, a group mind does not usurp the
freedoms, rights, or responsibilities of the individual minds that
compose it. The challenge here is to envision forms of integral
intelligence that augment and complement the individual
human abilities we rightly value so highly.
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For sport, joy and sustainability,
michael D. austin integrates
information from seemingly
disparate fields into useful

thought and action. austin is an
environmental journalist via Blue

planet almanac, mentors executives,
key managers and individuals with

practical grintuition trainings, edits a modest web page on non-
local consciousness (http://www.facebook.com/nonlocalaware-
ness) and does business development and technology with Warn-
er Bros. animation characters and athletes, benefitting nonprof-
its (http://www.theUnstoppableEarlcampbell.org). this year
austin rekindled his personal inquiries about the chumash
Western gate. he read religious studies and environmental
studies in University of california, attended rosalyn
Bruyere’s healing light center, and was an interpreter for
the United states’ seventh sister city program. Website:
http://practicalgrintuition.com; email: mike.austin@practi-
calgrintuition.com.

if you would divine the future, study the past.
C o n f u C i u S

A s  A b o v e…

e live by The

grace of our
planet. billions
of people like

you and me are examples
in awareness of their own
microcosm, in their own
environments. it is our
collective voices, expressed
in our daily choices which
change the world or make
it the same. in the aggre-
gation of our collective
experience we will find
our salvation in sustain-
ability by our own hands.
i have watched the world
a long time, and it is clear
the only things which will 

save us from our destructive choices are compas-
sion, self-love and sense.
yet, it is forever impossible to take the man out of
earth, or earth out of the man. We are together,
joyfully embedded. The two are beautifully insep-
arable and intertwined, and can by nature never
grow apart. Two hundred thousand years ago we
arose from earth, as an integrated part of it.
Twenty five thousand years from now, we will
still be part of earth’s systems.
Sustainability and development could be best dis-
tilled to an approach in policy and life similar to
that suggested by Tenzin gyatso, the 14th dalai
lama. he would say that most of our challenges
in sustainability can be solved through compas-
sionate, living connected to earth, and that most of
us spend too much time between our ears, instead
of living in connection to the world. of course, to
be successful in consciousness or development, one’s
personal experiences must be accessible and shared.
Community is formed through shared stories.
“What story do you chose to live by?” is a question
writer Catherine Ann jones would ask. how about
your own experience of earth – of gaia? What are
your experiences like, and what do you want? in addi-
tion to your role in shaping environmental, social or

financial policies, are you
a loving householder, are
you spectacular at calcu-
lus, do you find magic
when a soccer pro spins
the ball on his index fin-
ger? do you raise what
you eat, or paint art that
makes tears well up in
collectors’ eyes?
What is framed in your
windows to earth? Who
do you see? What do you
eat and drink? do you
pay real attention to the
signs the earth provides
in support of its life? each
individual must answer
these questions for him-
self. our joys in survival
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are also a direct result of the skills our successful
ancestors practiced hundreds of thousands of years
ago, as when they came home from a successful hunt,
or when they gathered wild edibles.
lately our kind are constantly pushing the limits of our
experience as well as earth’s capacities. in daily life, sci-
ence or sport, our living sometimes carries an adrenalin
rush from that same heritage. People love feeling vibrantly
alive, and we sometimes crave greater risks which make
the feeling stronger. As anti-environmental as it seems at
first glance, as an experience in consciousness and adrena-
lin i have many times loved piloting a street performance
car at triple-digit speeds on racetracks. An unparalleled,
peaceful stillness of mind arises from your focus. more
than once at triple-digit speeds i felt a huge sense of my
surroundings, and my field felt like a sphere 90 meters in
diameter, reaching deep into the earth. Safely back in the
paddock, you can slice your sense of expansive exhilara-
tion with a knife and serve pieces to your friends! Such an
experience is a direct result of our heritage in the wild,
and our place on earth.
With 50 years’ environmental perspective in a broadly-
experienced north American body, i also hosted blue
Planet Almanac talk radio1. Through my show, i had
the fresh honour and pleasure to interview widely-
regarded, earth-conscious experts from different
countries and diverse fields, discussing sustainability
with them in a subtext of consciousness. i regularly
asked them what sustainability meant in human
development. in addition, i delivered separate,
spoken environmental news segments. one global
fact learned from blue Planet Almanac is there
has been little change in our kind’s march of
environmental dominionism during the past four
years, or even 50 years. To be sure, there have
been notable pauses on our path. yet, most of us
still prefer to separate ourselves from a daily
experience and appreciation of a natural earth.
our shared stories remain at arm’s length from
our deep heritage. most of us prefer subdued
pastoral scenes or cities instead of Thoreau’s
preservation of the world through wildness.
but our lives remain the choices made manifest
by our values. We still endanger all of agriculture
on the planet. in 2011, i interviewed master bee-
keeper Tom Theobald, who was credited with
taking the uS to task about falsified testing of
neonicotinoid pesticides2. bayer Ag still makes
them, and we still buy and use them although
they are clearly implicated in bee colony collapse
disorder. Suppressing our connections to the
earth, people in any country still try to suppress
other’s wills. in the united States, the planetary,
unseen consequences of the 2010 “Citizens united”

decision by the uS Supreme Court3 are only now
being understood and challenged4. The Citizens
united decision allows uS corporations many of
the same rights as individuals and also allows
unlimited, hidden spending by corporations in
national elections. it is simple to figure the down-
stream consequences of such a corporate grip on
policies in sustainability or development. “Cor-
porate virtual states” as i have seen Stephan A.
Schwartz refer to them5,6 now encircle the globe,
hidden beneath the onion-layers of public rela-
tions divisions. virtual, corporate policies are
often beyond the sight or regulatory reach of a
nation’s people.
how will it be possible for sane stewardship of
earth’s lives and systems, while we cannot even
honour in compassion our own kind? The uS
government is now enacting new and chilling
laws regarding the same personal freedoms,
which 245 years ago its founders declared to be
inalienable rights. one such law, passed in April
2012, allows unwarranted strip searches of any uS
citizen7. other new laws allow acts against uS cit-
izens like their assassination, indefinite detention,
the use of secret evidence against them in secret
courts, as well as the commonly discussed invasive
surveillance of individuals8. united States govern-
ment agents are now routinely given immunity
from prosecution for their war crimes. All of this
came from the member nation of the organization
for economic Cooperation and development, whose
infant mortality rate ranks 31st out of its 34 members.
in 1960 the uS was 12th in rank9.
in a common American sense of the world “develop-
ment,” it refers to real estate, and that has not changed
in decades. This old-school connotation means that the
highest and best use of land is its profitable commercial
development. in any country such a policy obliterates
natural ecosystems by laying down tarmac and build-
ings. but while there are still somnambulists, many of
us have instead seen what is happening here and in the
other countries. What is new under the Sun for every-
one on earth, including increasing numbers of forward-
looking Americans, is the realization that our kind have
created environmental situations which are straightfor-
ward in origin, but which have unpleasant solutions.
from a nation with a history of using a disproportion-
ate quantity of the world’s resources while having just
4% of its people10 you would imagine most uS citizen’s
definition of the concepts of development, sustainability
and consciousness are self-serving. yet, in all industri-
alized nations, all of us love resource-intensive tablet
computers, smart phones, electricity and fossil fuels.
even i use them. every group of five nation aspiring
to the group of eight wants its own technologically-
intensive style of living. Among other, developing
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nations who dream of “higher standards of living”,
nature is often held at arms-length. from this approach
will still be paid inescapable environmental costs by
every living thing.
What is new in the past few years is that larger num-
bers of us are now thinking and feeling from the real-
ization that we could have interconnected futures. That
would seem to be a natural evolution of our conscious-
ness. in this context you have likely heard of the “gaia
theory.” it is the scientific notion recently credited to
technologist james lovelock11, that the earth’s myriad
ecosystems contain homeostatic mechanisms that main-
tain our planet’s stability. lovelock is careful to mention
he does not think earth does this consciously. by his pen,
there are five books with “gaia” in their titles. in the book
section of Amazon on-line shopping site, 4,186 results
were returned in searching for that same word.
lovelock’s gaia theory, or the related, popular feeling of
“gaia consciousness12” are very similar but infinitely
valuable tools to our kind. Attitudes of interconnection
help us realize that our actions are not isolated, so we
can imagine the downstream effects of how we live.
many aboriginal traditions feel and believe that earth’s
systems are conscious. We became a clever species with
superior imagination and power. Thus, observing or
imagining our experiences from 15,000 meters above
the earth is useful and many good thinkers and feel-
ers do that. you get a beautiful picture of the trillions
of lights in the preponderance of areas we inhabit.
you realize we now cover earth.
yet, some of us have realized the time for proving
our power and dominion over the earth is cen-
turies past. now is instead a time of awareness of
our long moment as a species integrated with its
home. in this spirit, the long now foundation
was co-founded by Stewart brand, and “...was
established in 1996 to creatively foster long-term
thinking and responsibility in the framework of the
next 10,000 years.13” brand was creator and editor
of the Whole earth Catalog.
We are social, tribal animals – groups of an
organism that find it tricky to act upon or intel-
lectualize about the impact of our kind beyond
our own noses. our early nature had clear and
proven survival values in our distant pasts. even-
tually, our perspective from above leads us to the
realization that gaia is also an individual percep-
tion, based in one’s own experiences and stories.
Thus the view at 1.7 meters, inside your eyes, can
be equally enlightening. individuals of our kind
must hear someone else’s grasp of what we are
doing – another person’s experience – to have an
understanding of our own conscious experiences
and appreciation of them. it is in our nature as
individuals and tribal members, and we must share
stories to create the value of communities.

We are part of the earth, embedded in its systems
just as is any stone, tree, bird, elephant or cheetah
you could ever choose as an example. here are
some stories and scenes from my view. As i write
this after awakening on a bright sunny, windy,
southern California morning, it is clear to me
that the best way for our kind to sustain ourselves
in joy is to acknowledge gaia’s past. We must
recognize who we are and our place here, while
at the same time standing and walking in our
joys connected to the earth. having seen the
past and future, the evidence that there is no
other good choice is as clear as an untouched
alpine lake at 3,600 meters.
but my opinion about gaia has only one-7 bil-
lionth the impact of how we do things together.
And when you consider the effects of synergy,
our collective visions and actions will either sink
or carry us. We usually have choices, and often
get only what we accept. of course, we are in
different bodies for many good reasons, like
neighbouring trees in a beautiful, still and scented
forest. but our shared visions and futures can be
remarkably complementary when we choose togeth-
er. To see earth most clearly, what it is and where
it is bound, you have to cultivate your joy in the
natural world, in your seen and unseen connections
to it. if you want to preserve earth and your friends
in other countries, there is nothing more complex to
be done than that and make your voice count. earth
must be held sacred for us to prosper.
no magical power will descend in spheres of light
from the sky and solve our environmental problems
with science, consciousness or development. Will a
belief and faith in some higher power help? Perhaps.
yet, although i stand in downward causation, i would
also place my faith in a planet of compassionate atheists
who would not control everything and instead work
within the boundaries of a gaian awareness.
We are still struggling to realize that science will not
solve everything, because it is only an expression of our
values. Science is just a method with its means applied
through our wishes, not a god of truth to be worshipped.
most of the brilliantly conceived environmental science
we have done in the last 200 years has not amounted to a
handful of magical beans. otherwise, the myriad changes
we have made to the earth would have already been
solved. There will always be important exceptions, such
as when we reduced the problems we caused with chlo-
rofluorocarbons and ozone. but most of our scientistic
values and efforts have tipped us toward the money of
franken-science, or red herrings such as gmos and flu-
orescent mammals. We have often made choices which
fail, and we still spend time and money wondering
how we can colonize the moon or other planets,
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while problems mount earthside. our values and
actions are what solve problems, not priestly scientists.
in spite of all the games we play with ourselves and
each other, we do understand what is going on and
what our options are. We have choices and we enjoy
exercising them. We are conscious of them as we take
our risks to feel alive. many of us would say that choices
are one of the biggest reasons we show up here. And you?
each of us sees slightly different choices for ourselves. by
nature, synergistic effects always ensue, which in turn
magnify into manifold futures we make on our little plan-
et. our choices, futures and pasts eventually become
about the time we have to spend doing or ignoring them. 

We shall never cease from exploration / and the end of all
our exploring / Will be to arrive where we started /

and know the place for the first time.
T. S .  e l i o T

T I M E A N D C O N S C I O U S N E S S

one feature of a gaian consciousness – one connected to
earth – is that you realize time must be factored into
your awareness. Time has been a natural experience of
our consciousness on earth and in gaia. do we have
time to change our-
selves so we can be
a part of planetary
change? Can we
make time to man-
age our own power?
These days you don’t
need a scientist, politi-
cian or talk radio
host to answer that
for you.
Time is often called
the action of con-
sciousness upon itself.
yet, is it not curious
that an altered or ele-
vated state of mind
makes us feel as if
time does not exist? many who appreciate earth
feel an inexplicable, timeless, mysterious and
mystical connection to it. Time and space are
thus vital to our understanding of how we change
gaia, and how it changes us. my personal expe-
rience of time and space inspire in me awe and
respect. our kind can see and feel past the
boundaries of our skins, forward into the future
or backward, from where we came. i am but one
of millions who feel this and you can find us on
every continent.
if the robin’s nest in the birch tree outside your
window is not something that interests you, then

you will be absent the concept that it is in your
sphere of influence, or you in theirs. it would as if
the robin’s nest or birch tree were an illusion.
you would feel as if observers like rachel Carson
never existed or affect you. but in fifty years i
have already witnessed uncomfortable changes
as they happen. We are a species with much
more power over time and space than we usually
suspect. over time, what will humankind actu-
ally do in gaia? Will we do only the life-affirm-
ing, compassionate acts, as would suggest a
researcher in consciousness14?
As a vastly powerful group of conscious organ-
isms making daily choices, it is romantic to imag-
ine we will preserve the planet intact for millennia
to come. for those paying attention, that is not a
sure thing. it is going to be a close shave. Phoning
us from brazil during government policy meet-
ings, renowned biologist Thomas lovejoy iii,
remarked on blue Planet Almanac radio that he
expected we could lose 1/4 to 1/3 of all species on
earth from anthropogenic change15. Some scientists
quote larger percentages. Texas farmer and environ-

mental author, eric
herm, remarked
that corporate agri-
culture has reduced
the nutritional value
of our food by 30%
to 70% in the past 50
years16. We have
heard many facts
and predictions such
as these.
So, then, what time
are we willing to
spend learning and
working on com-
passionate environ-
mental considera-
tions? in figure 2 is

a simple snapshot of what self-actualized Americans are
willing to read: from the same website, Amazon.com,
where i searched the word “gaia” in books, i also
searched the other words shown in the table. The num-
bers in the table show the search results for each word.
in a world with key challenges in sustainability, which
include water, food, air, climate change and peace,
you can see what people are willing to pay to learn
about. Sustainability and compassion are literally at
the bottom of our list of interests. Science and busi-
ness are at the top. Would you think that searches of
your own nation’s favoured book site would yield
similar results?
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Will you act about, or react to this? Could you create
a figurative, symbiotic virus containing your positive
choices, which over time infects those with whom you
come in contact? you can either surrender your future
to visions like those in the hopi prophecies, or grasp
each moment and change your small part of the future.
no matter who claims to predict the future, none of us
are omniscient. however, as a group, as a tribe of ani-
mals with reflective consciousness– we appreciate exactly
what is happening, sometimes even before it comes to
our conscious awareness. roger d. nelson’s remarkable
global Consciousness Project verifies that17. What will
you choose today? What is in your grasp and power?
how can you make your voice and actions heard?

… S o  B e l o w
As the wind blows blissfully outside, i am writing these
examples in the hopeful possibility of our joyful
futures together. it is impossible to take mankind out
of gaia, or gaia out of the man. you can appreciate
that from 15,000 meters above the earth, but, now
flash down to 1.7 meters, at eye level. let us acknowl-
edge our individual and smaller tribal experiences.
our daily choices are made as individuals, and last-
ing change starts there. in this, it would be helpful
to share my perspective and stories; i affect what
you do, as you affect me. i will write to you now as
if i were sitting with you.
These days i am often seen in a blazer, tie and
slacks. yet, as a child, i loved earth rhythms because
they felt “right” and i knew no other context for
my most mystical experiences of life. i still feel
intimately connected to gaia – frequently, beauti-
fully, timelessly and inexplicably. i feel and see
consciousness and reflections of gaian awareness
in animals, plants and even stones found in the
natural world. Words fail in such descriptions, as
they might fall short in describing subatomic
quantum theories. my direct experience of gaia
succeeds. but a famous outdoorsman like Ansel
Adams, earth advocate like Wendell berry,
activist like Petra Kelly, or American lakota
indian medicine man like Archie fire lame
deer i will  never be. in lakota parlance many
earth-lovers would call me a wasi’chu – someone
who takes the fat.
So i do not feel special or like the only one who
feels this way. indeed, it is more the opposite, i feel
mysteriously and vastly connected to all who have
been among us. i even have a fondness for the idea
of genetic memory associated with jung’s collective
unconscious, wherein you have access to what is in
the past, present or future. in such a moment you are
less connected to your own, individual mind, but can

also appreciate your place in our kind’s shared expe-
riences. And, none of our experiences will change
our 200,000-year history on this tiny planet.
for most of that time, many if not most of us lived
within earth rhythms. oftentimes we feared we
had no other choices, but it is equally true that
our many forebears celebrated and revered the
mysteriously beautiful processes of nature. over
the millennia, we have grown bolder and less con-
nected. now, many of us think we are beyond
and above our first nature. of course, that is
impossible.
here is an example of a seemingly ineffable,
beautiful and mysterious, but utilitarian fact
about gaia. Approximately 32 years before james
Spottiswoode discovered the local Sidereal Time
effect18 and geomagnetic effect on parapsycho-
logical experiments, in childhood i occasionally
noticed there was a curious, daily 90-minute
period. Particularly in the summer as i would go
walk-about in my town, my intuition during
those times was especially acute. i could not
explain it and as a child never discussed it with
anyone. but i still used it. The daily location of
this time period seemed to move with the seasons,
so it never occurred to me that it was a repeatable
phenomenon. now, i understand that is because
Sidereal days are about four minutes shorter than
Solar days. i was sensing both Sidereal time and
earth-local geomagnetisms.
Today, i appreciate Spottiswoode’s discovery to mean
this: 30 minutes either side of 13:50 hours Sidereal time,
while the earth’s magnetic fields and solar winds are
calm, he showed that experiments or actions based in
intuition stood an astronomically higher chance of suc-
cess. Schwartz discusses this in his 2007 survey book of
research in consciousness, opening to the infinite19. This
phenomenon means our intuition is often stronger and
more accurate at those times. Such an experience has big
implications and use. Through consistent intuitions and
experience, through time and space, i have discovered that
our consciousness never stopped at the boundaries of our
skins, and never will. no one knows exactly how this hap-
pens. but i can tell you why: i am embedded in gaia, as
are you. We grew up here, and it makes perfect sense that
we would have capabilities most of us have forgotten.
These days i keep a sidereal clock on my desktop com-
puter, my smart phone and my tablet computer. These
are means to remind the suburban me that i live in a
skin, on a tiny planet – the only one known of its kind
– in an even thinner envelope of life.
i grew up like anyone else in a middle-class southern
California neighbourhood. Around the age of five, i
discovered the transcendent effects of southern Califor-
nia’s adiabatic santana winds on my mood. Santana
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winds sometimes gave me sniffles from allergies, but
without fail they also made me see and feel across
town, or halfway around the earth. forty years ago,
most reputable, occidental psychologists would have
told my parents i was crazy in the coconut. These days
there is more of a tendency in popular books and
among educated souls to honour such an experience.
There is at least one nonfiction book which discusses a
possible mechanism how the Santanas affect people,
the ion Effect, by Soyka and edmonds20. now, you will
instead find police and fire battalion captains who
would verify, sotto voce, that Santanas
change people’s moods.
Wind still has this enlivening effect
on me, and this morning as i write i
find the cold northers irresistibly,
joyful and exciting! They are quite
powerful and compel me to get up and
go walkabout out of doors. Thoreau
wrote about the sound of wind in the
trees, “the Earth is our ship, and this
is the sound of the wind in her rigging
as we sail.”
on childhood vacations, my fam-
ily often did tent camping in Cal-
ifornia’s Sierra nevada. At seven i
caught my first, wild rainbow
trout in dorst Creek, in the united
States’ Sequoia national forest. i reeled it in although
i was scared of its newness and tiny, sharp teeth.
but there were also times when i understood
things, via perceptions which few adults wanted to
acknowledge or discuss. When i was around 10, i
remember “talking” with our much older 16 year-
old neighbour, gary. he was sometimes scary
because he often wore a frown, was twice my size
and moved very fast – and jerkily – without
fluid motion. but there seemed to be a kind
quality about him because of the compassion
provided to him by his social experience. To
most everyone, adults and children alike, his
speech was unintelligible as he was an rh child.
i remember his mother’s quiet surprise that i
was able to understand him. That experience is
just one among hundreds of millions other
people’s, and such examples are available to any
of us as part of our gaian heritage. our abilities
and mysterious embedment in gaia can begin a
humbling process that there are forces vastly
greater than oneself.
in little league baseball, i batted over .300 and was
average at fielding. our coach would station me in
right field so the busier left field would be better
covered. but, regularly i caught and brought home
lizards, butterflies, moths, grasshoppers, beetles and
an occasional snake or field mouse. i met them in

the many beautiful avocado, lemon and citrus
groves in our foothills, in addition to riverbeds and
chaparral. by 11 years of age i knew most local ani-
mals and plants by name. Sometimes i captured
my guests with a slip-noose from the supple tip of
fresh, wild oat grass, an invasive species common
by my home. my guests visited the terrarium in
my room, and were later released.
At age 13, my insect collection for secondary
school biology contained a broad range of exam-
ples. The usual locusts, moths, a butterfly and a

stinkbug were present. but the two daz-
zling prizes were a beautiful, astonishing
virgin Tiger moth, and a fluorescent,
emerald green tortoise beetle from South
America. my maternal grandfather col-
lected four such leaf beetles in 1917 as a
merchant seaman, from Argentina or
brazil. This leaf beetle’s scientific names
are polychalca punctatissima or Desmonota
variolosa, and they are sometimes made
into jewellery.

Surrounded by chaparral, fluores-
cent moonlight and gravestones,
at 13 i shared my first kiss with a
“much older” girl of 15, in the tiny
cemetery of Álamos, Sonora, mex-
ico. At around 15 my father made

an open-air, outdoors cage, which housed my Amer-
ican Kestrel, clad in jesses. After we got driver’s
licenses, two of my favourite friends and i went to a
barn owl’s nest and i brought home an eyass. one of
those friends became a field biologist and painter, the
other a teacher in secondary schools.
before mobile phones and with medical assistance at
least two hours’ drive away, at age 17 i held a wild mojave
sidewinder, entranced by his nature. later, etched on my
awareness was the sight of my biologist-to-be friend
crouched - with his camera covering his face – only 90
cm from another, coiled-to-strike, softly rattling, wild
sidewinder. my friend’s church-going Catholic mother
was also a closet psychic, who had an experimentally ver-
ified knack in predicting the fall of cards from behind a
leaden screen. She once quietly acknowledged to me
her son’s ability to calm animals. it was in contexts like
these that i grew up, with a soft realization i am a
smart creature fuelled by instinct, like any other ani-
mal embedded in an ecosystem. i depend upon the
earth for my livelihood and joys.
in my 20s i began meditating using methods from
Asian traditions, learning better how to calm myself.
many of the experiences Patañjali described in the
third book (Vibhuti pada) of the yoga sutras began
occurring for me. it was because of meditation, fif-
teen years before i ever met them or knew who they
would be, i saw my wife-to-be and son-to-be. i
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knew their complexions, builds, hair colour and saw
my son’s eyes. i knew where my wife had grown up
and that ours would be a quickly-paced, very chal-
lenging and often productive relationship. At first
these suspensions of time and space scared me and i
did not believe they were plausible, let alone possible.
of course, i am not the only one with experiences sim-
ilar to those. Any shaman or spiritual teacher would say
there are many of us, as would Chumash teacher Kote
lotah. it was from the podium of the international
remote viewing organization’s 2007 conference, that
Stephan A. Schwartz spoke this in his extemporaneous
keynote address:
“[...] there are over 2,000 studies about nonlocal perturbation, in the
form of what’s called ‘therapeutic
intent research’ – that is, con-
sciousness of one person affecting
the well-being of another. and
there are a similar number of
studies involving things like
ganzfeld, which is a sort of first
cousin of remote viewing, remote
viewing (itself ), the creativity
research, the near death studies
research. so there’s a large body of
material. We actually do know a
few things about this… there are
a few things about which most
researchers who do this work at a
very rigorous level do agree with.
the first thing that i think most
researchers in this area would
agree with is that there is incontrovertible evidence for the
acquisition of information which could not be explained by
normal sensory intake. another thing that we agree on, is
that there is... some aspect of consciousness exists outside of
time-space [...] the problem, of course, for those people
who are critics, is that precognition ought not to exist at
all, particularly precognition which extends out in time21.”

because we have suppressed our skills, heritage
and histories, we regularly forget who we are and
where we came from. When you suppress what
you feel and see, you make yourself sick in body
and soul. it is vital to remember our heritage
through stories, and that we all share capacities
and skills that can just as easily be acknowledged
and honoured. Thereafter, conscious choice fre-
quently evolves into supra-consciousness, where-
by we feel connections with all things on earth,
alive or inanimate. it would make sense there at
least a hundred million earthlings, more than
1.4% of us, who believe consciousness extends far
beyond the boundary of our skins, and that it was
never limited to the local space between our ears.
one of the ancient, indian variations on this idea
might be the aphorism, “What is here is elsewhere.
What is not here is nowhere.” And for those of us
who do not subscribe to that, many others of us are

fond of popularized scientific theories like edward
norton lorenz’ 1969 “butterfly effect,” a construct
of chaos theory wherein a tiny change in a nonlin-
ear system is theorized to have a later, massively
greater effect at different time. The popular alter-
native rock band, muse, even have a 2004 song
titled, “butterflies and hurricanes.”

L O C A L I Z E D H I S T O R I E S

A N D T I M E S

We are at least our consciousness of our place on
earth, and certainly nothing less. We are not
our experiences, but more our understanding of

them, as would say richard
mcCann22, whose mother
was taken by the yorkshire
ripper.
The fact is that our world
does have a past, present
and future. We live in our
sense of it, and our moment
has worn thin. People claim
any feeling or reason to
justify whatever they want.
no one is going to make
anyone do otherwise simply
because someone, some
environmental ngo, or some
national government asks
them. on your own, when

you feel like it, you must decide for yourself to live the
way you find most honourable and joyful. repeated
millions of times across earth in past decades in region-
al land and population developments, our history is
crystal clear from examples worldwide. let us stand back
by looking through one person’s examples of this.
There is a small semi-rural municipality 60 miles north-
west of los Angeles, Santa Paula, CA. When european
settlers first arrived in this region where i grew up, they
often remarked about the vast, beautiful, tall fields of yel-
low-flowered white mustard. Pedro font, a member of
juan bautista de Anza’s 1776 expedition noted a massive
herd of now locally extinct Pronghorn when they arrived:
“[…] there was a fairly large village whose indians had fish,

because it is near the sea; and on the river there were many geese,
ducks, cranes, and other fowl. We saw in the plain a very large
drove of antelopes which, as soon as they saw us, fled like the wind,
looking like a cloud skimming along the earth23.”
it is surmised that a now-extinct American cheetah could
have been the Pronghorn’s main predator, although
occasional Puma sightings are these days mentioned in
the Pronghorn’s former range. The vast fields of wild
mustard have since been replaced by a town, industri-
alized agriculture, housing developments, a small air-
field and mostly-unobtrusive oil wells. The massive 
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and recently subsumed uSd 8 billion (annual revenue)
petroleum company, unocal, was founded in Santa
Paula. Santa Paula, California’s principal commerce
around 1970 was in citrus, avocados and the daily auto-
mobile commuting of its 14,000 residents to nearby
municipalities. its commerce is roughly the same today.
Twelve miles away lay the fertile, alluvial farming plains
of oxnard, which fed much of America for many years.
more and more housing developments now cover
oxnard’s once fertile land.
industrialized agriculture
has depleted oxnard’s soil,
putting back into it only
three among hundreds of
vital nutrients.
Wherever you grew up or
now live, there are parallel
natural and social histories
that will share many ele-
ments of the thumbnail
sketches in time you just
read. human kind multi-
plies or prospers by nature,
tries to turn nature to its
own liking, and promotes
massive ecological changes
which can only be repaired
with diligent, reverential
attention. There is no way
to sugar coat this. We are
a ubiquitous, destructive,
acquisitive and sometimes
violent species and those
traits run throughout our
family. We can also be so
tender we are inspired to
compassion and acts of surprising kindness or
understanding.
Are there still ways we can peacefully coexist
with the natural world, with gaia? yes. We have
choices. People’s individual and collective val-
ues, expressed in their beliefs and daily lives, are
what move them to action or indifference. Who
we are is actually straightforward and simple.
regardless of our spiritual beliefs, we are still
animals with souls. most of us crave that which
engenders the strongest feeling of being alive.
All of us are built for ecstasy and seek it daily, as
would any other creature. many of us try to bal-
ance that craving with our self-actualization, by
having families, careers or little adventures.
but, would you say it is likely that no culture,
people or coalition of governments will have an
easy time stopping japan from decimating wild
whale and dolphin populations? or, can we bring

selfish America or explosive China to the bargain-
ing table about anthropogenic climate change?
recently, a friend who visited China for two
weeks said she saw the Sun only once. Constant
smog blocked it. Can the rising powers of brazil
be convinced that massive hydroelectric projects
are not worth the tradeoff against worldwide
carbon-sink capacity? The japanese could stop
japan. Americans can opt to be compassionate

and connected. brazilians
can halt hydroelectric pro-
jects any time they choose.
but they first have to be
conscious of those things,
and want them. They
have to be connected to
their earth. They have to
feel like they want that
and take action.
in the early 1980’s i inter-
viewed respected lakota
Sioux medicine man,
Archie fire lame deer,
for my university’s news-
paper. he said that a “roll-
back” of north American
and world attitudes was
imminent. he meant there
would be a new apprecia-
tion of consciousness about
how our kind had formerly
gotten along with earth,
and said the change had
been brewing for a long
time. he spoke confi-
dently, as if such a change

was inevitable, and as if it would be sooner, rather than
later. Thirty years on, it looks like what he had seen was
true. in the moments i listened to him, i had no clear
conception of our future. i only knew our general direc-
tion. in my happier moments, i then decided it was still
possible to have areas of earth which were pristine and
remained outside our influence. Time and history sug-
gest the actualization of my hope is not clear.

A W A K E N I N G S

in north America, in recent years it is frequently said by
self-actualized sorts that humankind is undergoing an
awakening. lots of people aspire to greater consciousness
in environmental, social and developmental matters.
They visit their local metaphysical bookstore, or gravi-
tate toward other students of their favourite teacher in
consciousness for camaraderie. from the perspective of
30 years, there have never been more schools for per-
sonal development or consciousness in the uS, nor 
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fig. 5 ~  Santa Paula Creek, Santa Paula, CA.
A tributary to the Santa Clara river. [Author].



more boulevard or telephone psychics. famous
teachers from the prior generation have already
ordained their own students, many of whom have
emerged as household names for goodness, at scales
environmentalists or social progressives would only
hope to achieve. barbara brennan and deepak Chopra
come to mind. nASA atmospheric physicist brennan
was a long-ago student of rosalyn bruyere’s mystery
school. endocrinologist and professor Chopra was one
of mahesh Presad varma’s (aka maharishi mahesh yogi)
right arm operations people in founding the American
Association of Ayurvedic medicine, and the maharishi
Ayurveda health Center for Stress management and
behavioural medicine.
These days it is often easier to openly acknowledge an
important aspect of our
consciousness, our intu-
ition, than thirty years
ago. in the uS, it seems
every third parent of a
sensitive child dubs them
an “indigo.” And indeed, it
seems that more children
of sensitivity are being
born. Among friends,
anecdotes about their
child’s precognition or
clairvoyance are not
uncommon. it is in our
nature to have subtle per-
ceptions and skills our
kind has developed over
200,000 years of practice.
for example, a multilingual Parisian expat friend,
Tania frank-Stappard, attends informal classes in
consciousness, and will pass along what she has
learned to her children. if you live in europe and
have watched uS produced feature films dubbed
in german or french have probably heard her
voice. regular evidence of social behaviours in
consciousness is reflected in American activities
across the internet and around the world.
but it can easily be shown from the air there
seem to be tendencies for humankind to remain
somnambulistic about our true reach and roles.
for all of our global reach, part of our coping
strategy as individuals is to have a remarkable
talent in diminishing or ignoring the conse-
quences of what we do. it is how we are built and
how we have survived. our modern world is built
upon massive repetition found nowhere else in
nature. We are a species which has preferred the
often false security of monocultures.
one can see, for example, hundreds of kilometres of
smoke filling the sky from the burning of millions of

acres of rainforest, exacerbating climate change. We
still vaporize rainforests into monoculture palm
plantations, which are then transmuted into con-
sumer products, like snack foods and cosmetics
which are sold worldwide. The true scale of the
2010 gulf of mexico oil tragedy was measured very
accurately with satellite images from a nonprofit,
SkyTruth, before the uS government or bP would
ever admit to the disaster’s real scope.
There are environmental organizations like rain-
forest Action network which strive to give our
activities a conscience. yet, most “conscious”
north Americans, and many of us in other
countries, have never heard that climate change
is being gleefully sold to us in our biscuits and

shampoos. We have
developed our daily
mouse trails and will-
ingly forgotten our
gaian, planetary begin-
nings and endings.
most conscious Ameri-
cans would be unable
to identify the name or
mission of the united
nations environment
Programme, or to have
heard that their favourite
european retailer in
America, iKeA, was in
march 2009 uniCef’s
largest corporate part-
ner in their history24.

our values and actions are given form, and embodied
by our consciousness. We have the option to change,
and we need to. our time is best spent by embracing
who we are and living here instead of trying to escape
our nature. regardless of who or where you are in our
life, our consciousness of environmental concerns show
in our daily actions of making a sustainable future possi-
ble for our children or family. We could be a wealthy
media magnate, or a researcher in nonlocal conscious-
ness, or a single, working parent of three school-aged
children, or our roof could be a cardboard box beneath
an expressway, or a Sky-clad jain monk on the ganges.
virtually all of us understand what is happening around
us in our own way, and that our effects as a species on
our home go far beyond that which is visible. We could
ask anyone on the street about environmental concerns,
and they will have at least some idea of what is going
on. many of us have deep understandings.
We can cite a list of problems we have created. most
of us now agree that many of our environmental
choices were shortsighted. farmer, policy expert, author
and environmentalist lester r. brown believes that
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civilization will only be saved if we, “[…] move at
wartime speed25.” it was for that reason there have
been many times when some of us were inclined to be
activists. Activism has a place in the pantheon of desir-
able human behaviours. Sometimes people are shocked
into action with violent figures, sobering facts or sad-
dening images because they literally did not know what
was happening. in their early stages, activisms often
involve subtle coercion. Coercion leads to feelings that
you would like to change your mind and do something
else. After the initial shock wears down, true change
comes only from feeling like we have “our own” choice
available to us. Coercion and shock have limited utility.
otherwise the philosophy in garrett hardin’s the tragedy
of the commons would have become much more popular.
True sustainability is instead based in conscious choice.
The only reasonable solutions in sustainability involve
individual choices, repeated on individual scales, billions
of times each day. Sustainability comes down to con-
sciousness of our embedment in living systems. What
will we choose? how will our voice be heard through
our daily actions, and with whom will we share our
knowledge and stories? The more we live and learn,
the more we find that we are inextricably entwined
with gaia. individual, daily choices will, expressed in
the consciousness that we are part of something vastly
bigger than ourselves, will save our home.              8

———————
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nization; a quantum-holographic theory of communication in
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tion processing in goal-directed collectives; studies of the psy-
chophysiological basis of nonlocal intuition; and a quantum-
holographic theory of non-local communication – including
intuition and non-local agency. his applied research has
included: developing an empirically-based model of expert
mastery in professional practice; improving statistical methods
to detect gender and ethnic test bias; conducting a nation-
wide study of test stress, emotional management, and acade-
mic performance among Us high school students, among
other projects. his current research interests include: labora-
tory experiments using electrophysiological measures of
autonomic system activity to detect non-local intuition in
entrepreneurs; studying the bio-emotional field effects of
nonlocal interaction within social groups; studying the
energy spectra of vocal interactions to identify a holo-
graphically encoded signature of member affiliation in
secret social groups; and a pilot study of human-cetacean
communication using electrophysiological measurement
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Structure: A Study of love and Power, Wholeness and
Transformation (paragon, 1987; toExcel.com, 1998), and
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ly Director of the institute for Whole social science, and
also chief scientist and Director of research, center for
advanced research (cFar), neuron Dynamics, llc,
appleton, Wi, and northland, new Zealand. Email:
wholesocialscience@gmail.com; ray.bradley@neurondy-
namics.com .

philosophy enunciates the world in images of words. it
must arise in the heart in order to mediate the world,
since, as corban says, it is that subtle organ which per-
ceives the correspondences between subtleties of conscious-
ness and the levels of being. this intelligence takes place by
means of images which are a third possibility between mind

and the world. Each image coordinates within itself
qualities of consciousness and qualities of world, speak-
ing in one and the same image of the interpenetration
of consciousness and world, but always only as image
which is primary to what it coordinates.

j A m e S h i l l m A n ,
the thought of the heart and the soul of the World.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

onloCAl inTerACTion belongS To A ClASS

of consciousness phenomena that has
eluded the light of scientific under-
standing and has long remained an

enigma. included in this class are intriguing yet
perplexing phenomena such as intuition, eSP,
clairvoyance, remote viewing, mind-matter/mind-
living systems effects, and other forms of nonlocal
consciousness phenomena often referred to as psi.
Although there can be little scientific doubt about
the existence of these phenomena (radin, 1997a),
explaining how – the mechanisms and processes by
which – such space/time-defying interaction occurs
has not been possible until relatively recently.
Three scientific developments have opened the door
to rational explanation. The first is the discovery of
the holography – specifically, the principle of distrib-
uted organization by which information about an
object is spectrally encoded throughout a field of
potential energy by the radiating oscillations of energy
waveforms. The second is the discovery of quantum
entanglement or nonlocality – that everything in the
universe at the subatomic level is interconnected and
nonseparable. The third is the discovery of quantum
coherence – that subatomic emissions from macro-scale
objects are not random but exhibit coherence at the
quantum level, reflective of an object’s material organi-
zation and event history.
Coupling these developments in physics with recent psy-
chophysiological evidence, on the involvement of posi-
tive emotions – love, in its broader sense – in nonlocal
interactions, provides the key to the door of scientific
understanding. indeed, as edgar mitchell points out:
it is likely that most, if not all, subtle, ephemeral and unex-
plained phenomena associated with subjective experience
are connected, directly or indirectly, with the phenome-
non of nonlocality. […] nonlocality and the nonlocal

N O N L O C A L I T Y ,  C O N S C I O U S N E S S ,
A N D T H E E Y E O F L O V E

R A Y M O N D T R E V O R B R A D L E Y

N
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quantum hologram provide the only testable mechanism
discovered to date which offers a possible solution to the host
of enigmatic observations and data associated with conscious-
ness and such consciousness phenomena. (mitchell, 2000: 299;
my italics).

in presenting the quantum holographic theory1 of
nonlocal interaction that follows, space limitations
permit only the briefest overview of the large body of
scientific evidence. 

N O N L O C A L I N T U I T I O N

the concise oxford Dictionary (1964: 639) defines intu-
ition as “immediate apprehension by the mind without
reasoning, immediate apprehension by a sense, and
immediate insight.” Such intuitive experience is quite
unlike that of normal cognitive awareness, in which the
mind’s contents are updated incrementally, as the sequences
of sensory experience unfold (mcCraty et al., 2004a).
While the dominant perspective on intuition is a cog-
nitive approach – that intuition is largely the result of
past experience (e.g., Agor, 1984; myers, 2002; mitchell
et al., 2007; Simon, 1987), there is, however, persuasive
evidence for another informational basis for intuitive
perception. This is the tacit information about remote or
future events, encoded in the incoming wave fields of
energy radiating from nonlocal objects, perceived and
processed by the body’s psychophysiological systems.
Such instances of “nonlocal intuition” (la Pira &
gillin, 2006) involve communication of information
from a nonlocal source that appears to defy the
physical laws of causality and the constraints of
space and time. even so, nonlocality – the inherent
“entanglement” or interconnectedness of every-
thing in the universe at the quantum level – has
been empirically verified, and is now a widely
accepted scientific fact in physics (Aspect et al.,
1982; Tittel et al., 1998). This physical property of
universal interconnectedness is a key element for
resolving the enigma of such nonlocal con-
sciousness in the quantum-holographic theory
presented in summary here2.

E A R L Y R E S E A R C H

nonlocal communication is a phenomenon
that has been consistently documented in rigor-
ous scientific experiments for more than a cen-
tury (see radin, 1997a). The key finding of this
research is that individuals are able to accurately
perceive information from a distant source or a
future event, and that this result cannot be explained
by researcher/methods artifacts or chance. more-
over, on the basis of results from meta-analyses on
the hundreds of studies, involving millions of trials,
conducted on three distinct categories of nonlocal

communication – person-to-person, place-to-person,
and future-to-person information communication –
radin (1997a) concludes that the likelihood that an
intuitive effect is true, exceeds the certainty of measure-
ment in experiments verifying quantum mechanics –
the most accurate scientific description of reality. To
put this in perspective, the odds against chance
for the veracity of quantum mechanics are esti-
mated by physicists to be 1015 to 1 (see Penrose,
1989, or nadeau & Kafatos, 1999).

R E C E N T S T U D I E S –  E M O T I O N S A N D T H E

H E A R T ’ S I N V O L V E M E N T

using rigorous experimental protocols and elec-
trophysiological instrumentation, researchers
have consistently found that the human auto-
nomic nervous system (AnS) unconsciously
responds to randomly selected future emotional
stimuli (e.g., blasband, 2000; Spottiswoode &
may, 2003; may, Paulinyi, & vassy, 2005). in
experiments using randomly selected emotionally
arousing or calming photographs, radin (1997a,
1997b) found significantly greater change in elec-
trodermal activity around 5 seconds before a future
emotional picture than before a future calm pic-
ture. These results have since been replicated (bem,
2011; bierman, 2000; bierman & radin, 1997; bier-
man & Scholte, 2002; radin, 2004), and a follow-up
study, using functional magnetic resonance imag-
ing (fmri), found brain activation in regions near the
amygdala (involved in the processing of strong emo-
tions, such as fear and rage) before emotional pictures
were shown, but not before the calm pictures (bier-
man & Scholte, 2002).
Augmenting radin’s protocol with measures of brain
response (eeg) and heart rhythm activity (eCg), a
recent study found that not only did both the brain
and heart receive the pre-stimulus information some 4-5
seconds before a future emotional picture was randomly
selected, but also that the heart responded about 1.5 sec-
onds before the brain (mcCraty, Atkinson, & bradley,
2004a & 2004b; see figure 1). Corroborating evidence of
the heart’s involvement comes from two new studies –
one involving random presentation of “pleasant” and
“unpleasant” acoustical stimuli, (Tressoldi et al. 2009);
the other from an investment experiment on repeat
(successful) entrepreneurs, which also found a 5-6 sec-
ond pre-stimulus result for skin conductance measures
(bradley et al, 2010). in a separate experiment on a
sample of non-entrepreneurs who had been practicing
positive emotion self-regulation techniques involving
the activation of love (appreciation and gratitude) for
a decade or more, bradley et al. (2010) found that the
beat-to-beat heart rate measure in the pre-stimulus
period predicted the computer-generated random
outcome by as much as 12 to 14 seconds.
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fig. 1 ~ Temporal dynamics of heart and brain
pre-stimulus responses.

This overlay plot shows the mean event-related potential (erP) at fP2

and heart rate deceleration curves for the female subgroup (n = 15) in
condition 1 during the pre-stimulus period. (The “0” time point
denotes stimulus onset.) The heart rate deceleration curve for the
emotional trials diverged from that of the calm trials (sharp down-
ward shift) about 4.8 seconds prior to the stimulus (arrow 1), while
the emotional trial erP showed a sharp positive shift about 3.5 sec-
onds prior to the stimulus (arrow 2). This positive shift in the erP

indicates when the brain “knew” the nature of the future stimulus.
The time difference between these two events suggests that the
heart received the intuitive information about 1.3 seconds before
the brain. (© mcCraty et al., 2004b; reproduced with permission).

The consistent finding from the electrophysiolog-
ical experiments is that the body typically responds
to a future emotionally arousing stimulus four to
seven seconds prior to experiencing the stimulus.
This is well before the long-known half-second
or so anticipatory pre-cortical priming of the
brain that occurs prior to perception of a nor-
mal stimulus (Pribram, 1991).
A final piece of evidence of nonlocal intuition
– only this time at the collective level – comes
from the output of the global Consciousness
Project’s (gCP) world-wide network of random
number generators (rngs)3 in the hours before
the terrorist attacks on the united States on
September 11, 2001. initiated by roger nelson in
1998, the gCP investigates the correlation between
global events of mass consciousness and periods
of non-random order generated by the rngs
(nelson, 2002). independent statistical analyses
of the rng output in the hours before the terrorist
attacks took place, suggest that there was implicit
global foreknowledge of the imminent terrorist
attacks some ‘three to four hours before’ the first

plane crashed into the north tower of the World
Trade Center at 8:45 a.m. (nelson, 2002; radin, 2002;
see figure 2). This nonrandom pattern of rng out-
put (p = 0.0005, for September 11 versus p < 0.05
for all other days in September) could not be
explained by artifacts such as electrical distur-
bances or high levels of mobile phone use4.

fig. 2 ~ Cumulative deviation of variance across
eggS (rngS) for each second on September 11, 2001.

Times of the separate events in the terrorist attacks are
marked with rectangles on the zero line. The curve labeled
“Pseudo data” shows a control calculation using a pseudo-
random clone data set for each day (from nelson, 2002, figure

3; reproduced with permission).

The important conclusion from the evidence is
that intuitive foresight is related to the degree of
emotional significance of an event to the percipient.
Also, that instead of evidence of a new so-called
“sixth sense” or subtle nonlocal information pathway
directly into the brain (bernstein, 2005), the research
shows that known, familiar physiological structures
are involved (brain, heart, and AnS), and that the
body appears to process intuitive information in the
same way it processes ordinary sensory input (mcCraty
et al., 2004b).

A Q U A N T U M - H O L O G R A P H I C

T H E O R Y O F N O N L O C A L

I N T U I T I O N5

To develop an understanding of nonlocal intuition, i
draw on three key scientific developments. The first is
the discovery of the hologram – specifically, the principle
of distributed organization by which information about
the organization and properties of a whole (an object or
event) is spectrally encoded throughout a field of poten-
tial energy to all points and locations by the radiating
oscillations of energy waveforms (gabor, 1948). The
theory that follows utilizes the principles of a special
kind of holography – quantum holography, discussed
momentarily. 
The second is the empirical discovery of quantum
entanglement or nonlocality – that everything in the
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universe at the subatomic level is interconnected
and nonseparable (Aspect et al., 1982; Tittel et al.,
1998). The third is the discovery of quantum coher-
ence – that subatomic emissions from macro-scale
objects are not random but exhibit coherence at the
quantum level, reflective of an object’s material orga-
nization and event history (Schempp, 1992). Coupling
these developments in physics with the psychophysio-
logical evidence on the involvement of mental atten-
tion and positive emotions – love – in nonlocal interac-
tion provides a key to the door of scientific under-
standing. i am using the notion of “love” in the broader
sense – of a healthy narcissism that enables the individual
to focus attention on other objects than the self (Piaget,
1983). As we will see, the experience of positive emo-
tions, like love and appreciation, generates a sine wave-
like pattern of heart rhythm activity – wave field of
coherent bio-emotional energy – that radiates outward
from the body in all directions.

H O L O G R A P H I C T H E O R Y 6

The appeal of holographic theory (gabor, 1948) is the
explanatory power of its principle of distributed orga-
nization as the information-communication mecha-
nism for nonlocal interaction. because it is possible
to retrieve information about the object as a whole
from any point or location within the field, holo-
graphic theory, with its basis in the linear mathe-
matics of the fourier transform function, has been
postulated to provide a reversible physical mecha-
nism by which intuitive information can be encod-
ed, transmitted, received, decoded, and perceived
(e.g., bohm, 1980; laszlo, 2003; mitchell, 2000;
Tiller, 1999, 2004).
Creating a hologram requires two sets of waves
– a set of object waves and a set of reference
waves. The object wave is directed towards the
object. it encodes intensity changes and phase-
shifts reflecting the features of the object as the
wave interacts with the object, and is then
emitted away from the object in all directions7.
When a reference wave is directed back towards
the emitted object wave, it interacts with the
object wave and creates an interference pattern
that records the phase-shifts of the object wave
relative to the reference wave. in short, it is the
interference pattern that encodes the phase-shift
information from which a 3-dimensional image – a
holograph – of the object can be reconstituted in
space-time, via a fourier transform function (gabor,
1948). figure 3 presents a simple demonstration of
the holographic effect with a slide projector.

FIG. 3 ~ illustration of a holographic effect
using a slide projector.

The normal setup for a slide projector a) is shown first, with the
image of a slide projected by the light emitted from the light bulb
through (and focused by) the lens onto the screen. in b) the lens is
removed, so that the light passing through the slide appears on the
screen as “white” light; no features or image of the slide are visible.
but, holding a magnifying glass and/or one or more pairs of reading
glasses, an image of the whole slide can be retrieved for each lens, at
the appropriate focal length, from anywhere within the cone field of
the “white” light. Covering most (~90-95%) of the magnifying glass lens
with a sheet of paper c), the slide’s image can still be retrieved from
any position in the light cone field; the image’s features are fuzzy, due
to a loss of resolution. yet the object as a whole is still discernable from
the smaller amount of light energy passing through the tiny portion of
the magnifying glass’ lens not covered by the sheet of paper. in d), the
images from multiple objects (in this case a stack four different slides
~1” apart) are simultaneously enfolded into the light field of energy,
and a clear image of all of the features of each object as a whole is
retrievable from any position in the “empty” field of white light by
holding one or more magnifying glasses at the appropriate focal
length. finally, e) depicts the same holographic effect with two slide
projectors. When the light fields from two projectors, passing
through different slides (a stack of two slides in the top projector
and one slide in the other), are simultaneously projected, so that
their light fields overlap as they travel to the screen, a clear image
of the features of the object depicted in each of the slides is
retrievable from any position in the overlapping light cones. by
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holding a lens (magnifying glass or reading glasses) at the appropri-
ate focal length, the images of all objects in the slides can be
retrieved – either separately, using a single lens, or simultaneously,
with multiple lens at the appropriate focal length (from bradley, 2010;

© 2009, r.T. bradley & r.j. nixon; reproduced with permission).

Q U A N T U M - H O L O G R A P H Y

Quantum holography is based on gabor’s (1946) ener-
gy-based unit of information, the logon, which he
defines as the minimum uncertainty with which a signal
can be encoded as a pattern of energy oscillations across a
waveband of frequencies (see figure 4A), as in the encoding
and transmission of vocal utterances for telephonic com-
munication. he called this unit a logon or a quantum of
information – hence the term quantum holography (see
Pribram, 1991, § 2). in mathematical terms, the logon is a
sinusoidal module variably constrained by space-time
coordinates – essentially a space–time-constrained holo-
gram (see Pribram, 1991, and bradley, 2002).
gabor’s concept of information – the encoding of infor-
mation in energy oscillations at any frequency – is a gen-
eral concept that applies to energetic information com-
munication at both the 4-dimensional macro-scale
world and the micro-scale of quantum reality. logons
are not discrete units of information, but overlap and
occur as a modularized series of space–time-con-
strained sinusoids in which the data in each module
are spectrally enfolded, to some degree, into the data
of adjoining logons (see figure 4b). This overlap has a
significant implication for information communica-
tion from the future, in that each logon, in gabor’s
words, contains an “overlap [with] the future”
(gabor, 1946: 437; my addition and italics). This
means, in effect, that each unit of information, by
virtue of its spectral enfoldment with adjoining
units, contains information about the future order
energetically encoded into the unit that succeeds
it (bradley, 1998; bradley & Pribram, 1998).

fig. 4 ~ gabor’s elementary unit of
energetic information – the logon.

figure 4A depicts an idealized graphical representation of a
hilbert Space showing a logon – an elementary unit of
energetic information – in terms of gabor’s (1946) (energy)
frequency and space/time limits of measurement. figure 4b

shows a representation of the overlap among a modular-
ized series of logons (© bradley & Pribram, 1998; repro-
duced with permission.)

e X P l A i n i n g n o n l o C A l i n T u i T i o n

from the micro-scale of the quantum domain
to the macro-scale of the 4-dimensional world,
all objects and entities in the universe are ener-
gized in a constant state of oscillation at differ-
ent energy frequencies. The energetic oscillations
from all objects generate energy wave fields that
radiate outward and interact. As a wave field of any
kind interacts with a physical or biological object, a
part of the wave is reflected from the object’s surface
and part of the wave’s energy is absorbed, causing the
object to become energized and emit another wave
outward back towards the source of the initial wave
(marcer, 2004). based on the derivation of macro-
scale images from the application of quantum holog-
raphy in fmri studies, it is now known that the return-
ing wave inevitably contains nonlocal quantum-level
information about the object’s internal organization
and microscopic features, along with its external and
macroscopic features (Schempp, 1992). moreover, the
complete event history of the object’s movement in time
through its 3-dimensional environment is carried by a
quantum hologram (mitchell, 2000). Taken altogether,
this produces a holographic process in which micro-
scale nonlocal quantum-level information about the
object’s organization and history is energetically encod-
ed and communicated back to the macro-scale source of
the initial wave.
The interaction between these two wave fields generates
an interference pattern in which, at the moment of con-
junction of the object and reference waves – the instant
the interference pattern is created – both waves are spa-
tially and temporally coherent. As a holograph, the inter-
ference pattern spectrally encodes phase-dependent
information about the object’s internal and external
organization and its event history (Schempp, 1992;
mitchell, 2000). To decode the information, a refer-
ence wave is required, and marcer (1998) has estab-
lished “that ‘any waves’ reverberating through the uni-
verse remain coherent with the waves at the source, and
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are thus sufficient to serve as the reference to decode the
holographic information of any quantum hologram
emanating from remote locations” (mitchell, 2000: 302;
emphasis added).
At the quantum level, the area of intersection in the
interference pattern is a quantum hologram containing
quantum-level information reflecting this macro-scale
process. because the area of intersection involves an inter-
action between wave fronts, in which the radiation of
energy in one wave front is modularized by the constraint
of the wave front of radiating energy in the other, it is
equivalent to gabor’s quantum – or elementary unit – of
energetic information, the logon (~ ½ cycle) (Pribram, pri-
vate communication). This means that the quantum holo-
gram is essentially a logon, or a gaussian-constrained
hologram, in Pribram’s (1991) terms. And since, by virtue
of the overlap among logons, each logon contains spectral-
ly enfolded information about the future (gabor, 1946),
then each quantum hologram also contains quantum-
level information about the future organization of the
macro-scale object with which it is associated. 

A T T U N E M E N T B Y E N E R G E T I C R E S O N A N C E

marcer (1995) has shown that
perception requires both an
incoming wave field of sensory
information about the object
and an outgoing wave field of
attentional energy, and that a
relationship of “phase-conju-
gate-adaptive-resonance” (PCAr)

must exist between the two
wave fields in order to per-
ceive an object in the macro-
scale 4-dimensional world8.
Thus PCAr is a process in which
the incoming and outgoing
wave fields are phase-con-
joined by the percipient’s act
of attention, in that s/he tunes
into and maintains “vibratory
resonance” with the object’s
energetic oscillations at the
quantum level (marcer, 1995).
When two interpenetrating
wave fields are radiating synchronized oscilla-
tions at the same energy frequency, the conjunc-
tion of individual waves creates a spatially and
temporally coherent channel of interaction con-
necting the object source points of the two wave
fields (see figure 5). This channel is essentially a
logon pathway for optimal information communi-
cation, and it is also generated in systems involving
multiple objects with synchronized oscillations at
the same energy frequency, such as socially coherent

groups (bradley, 2010b). however, this does not hold
for interaction between wave fields radiating energy
oscillations at varying frequencies; in such cases effec-
tive communication is impeded by spatial and/or
temporal incoherence in the pattern of interpene-
tration between the wave fields. but when wave
fields at different energy frequencies are attuned
and oscillate in harmonic resonance, a coherent
channel of communication emerges from the
radiation of synchronized oscillations across the
wave fields (see bradley, 2007, figure 8). This pro-
vides for a logon pathway of information com-
munication across different scales of organization:
from the quantum level micro-scale domain, to
the 4-dimensional macro-scale world, and vice a
versa. Since the overlap among logons means
information about future order is spectrally
enfolded, this creates an information processing
mechanism by which foresight of the future is
contained in the logon or nonlocal quantum
hologram at hand.

fig. 5 ~ bio-emotional energy fields
and communication channels.

This figure shows how a channel of coherent interaction – phase
coherence – is generated between two persons (top left; Person #1, P1,
and Person #2, P2; P2 could also be an object) when their interpenetrat-
ing bio-emotional wave fields are radiating oscillations at a common
resonant energy frequency. This also holds for larger systems com-
posed of wave fields oscillating at the same frequency (top right);
where the two wave fields from each pair of individuals interpene-
trate coherent channels of interaction are created for each dyadic
relation in the system. however, this does not occur for wave fields
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radiating energy oscillations at different non-harmonic frequencies
(bottom); effective communication is impeded by an incoherent
pattern of interpenetration between the two wave fields (© 2010,
bradley, gillin, & Tomasino; reproduced with permission).

P A S S I O N A T E A T T E N T I O N A N D

T H E H E A R T ’ S R O L E

As noted, the act of conscious perception requires both
an incoming wave field of sensory information about
the object and an outgoing wave field of attentional
energy. The body’s psychophysiological systems generate
numerous fields of energy, at various frequencies, that
radiate outwards from the body as wave fields in all
directions (becker & Selden, 1985). of these, the heart
generates the most powerful, rhythmic electromagnetic
field (mcCraty et al., 2009). not only does a massive
deceleration in the heart’s pattern of rhythmic activity
occur at the moment of mental attention, which would
generate a great change recorded in the outgoing wave
field, but it is also known that nonlocal perception is
related to the percipient’s degree of emotional arousal
generated by an object. it is the individual’s passion or
“rapt attention,” as radin (1997a) calls it – the biological
energy activated in the individual’s emotional connec-
tion to the object of interest – that generates the out-
going attentional wave directed to the object. And
since it is well established that the heart’s energetic
pattern of activity reflects feelings and emotional
experience (Tiller et al., 1996)9, it is likely that the
heart is instrumental in generating the outgoing
wave of attentional energy directed to the object.
The calming of extraneous thoughts and adoption
of positive emotional interest involved in the act of
“paying attention to” distant locales or nonlocal
objects establishes a relationship of PCAr with the
quantum level of an object at the distant location.
it is well documented that attention is significantly
enhanced when a focused, self-generated positive
emotional state is sustained (friedrickson, 2002;
isen, 1999). maintenance of a positive emotional
state induces a shift to a coherent order in the
heart’s beat-to-beat pattern of rhythmic activity –
a global state of increased synchronization and har-
mony in psychophysiological processes, referred to
as psychophysiological coherence; a negative emo-
tional state like anger or frustration, produce an
incoherent order of erratic, irregular waveforms
(discussed at lenght in mcCraty et al., 2009; see fig-
ure 2, mcCraty and deyhle, in this issue). While
the interpenetration between the outgoing coher-
ent wave fields generated in the state of psy-
chophysiological coherence and the incoming wave
fields of quantum coherence from external objects
and events creates a oscillatory channel of energetic
resonance for information communication, such

communication is impeded when the body’s psy-
chophysiological systems are in a state of incoherence.
To the degree that a coherent relationship of ener-
getic resonance between the object and the per-
cipient is maintained – that the object’s quantum
wave field and the attentional wave field of the
percipient are attuned, locked in a resonant feed-
back loop – the individual’s psychophysiological
system (the brain, the heart, and the body as a
whole) can receive and process nonlocal infor-
mation as quantum holograms. 
one pathway of virtually instantaneous nonlocal
information communication is at the quantum
level through quantum coherence. Another path-
way for information communication at hyper-
speeds appears likely when a third emergent wave
field is generated by the interaction between
incoming and outgoing wave fields at the same
frequency, or by harmonic resonance when wave
fields of different frequencies interact, as described
elsewhere (bradley, 2006 or 2007). given that the
heart receives information about future events
before the brain (mcCraty, Atkinson, & bradley,
2004b), it plays a significant role in the body’s sens-
ing and processing of the quantum holograms of
nonlocal objects and events. moreover, it is likely
that the pre-stimulus heart-generated change in affer-
ent neural signals mcCraty et al. (2004b) observed is
actually a signal to the brain about the incoming
quantum-holographically encoded information about
the intuitive event. once received, such quantum-holo-
graphic information about distant objects is decoded
and converted by the brain, through a reverse fourier
transform process, into mental imagery, feelings, and
other sensations as described by Pribram (1991).

N O N L O C A L A G E N C Y

A secondary aim of the theory is to extend the account to
include nonlocal agency – the degree to which an indi-
vidual’s passionate intentional focus on a nonlocal object
may influence its actualization into reality (bradley &
Tomasino, 2011). i begin with a brief review of the evi-
dence on the effect of mental/emotional intention on
physical systems and living systems. 

E V I D E N C E O F I N T E N T I O N – M A T T E R E F F E C T S

The idea that the mind can affect the physical universe
is a fundamental postulate of quantum theory: namely,
that the observer’s act of measuring the state of the
quantum system causes the wave function of uncer-
tainty (all possible states of the quantum system) to
collapse to the certainty of the observed outcome.
While there have been mixed results from three pre-
vious studies on this question (see radin, 1997a), an
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important recent, rigorous study – using a counter-
balanced design, comparing “experienced medita-
tors” with “non-meditators” and a control group (n =
137) over 250 sessions in six experiments – has found
compelling evidence: specifically, that focused mental
attention by “experienced meditators” on the behav-
iour of sub-atomic particles (photons) emitted by a
double-slit optical apparatus was significantly correlated
(p = 6 x 10-6) “in predicted ways with perturbations in the
double-slit interference pattern” (radin, et al., 2012: 157).
if these results are replicated, this finding will be of
monumental import.
There is also a large body of additional experimental evi-
dence. This includes meta-analyses of hundreds of “con-
ceptually identical”10 dice tossing and random number
generator (rng) experiments conducted by radin and
colleagues (radin & ferrari, 1991; nelson & radin, 1987,
1990; radin & nelson, 1989), and an analysis of the entire
database of 1,262 rng experiments conducted at Prince-
ton university’s PeAr lab (nelson et al., 1991), which all
found a small (~1.00% overall success margin), statistically
significant result, with odds against chance
>19 to 1. moreover, there is also evidence of a
collective effect – of a “coherent attention or
emotional response” to events of global
import (such as the 2000 olympic games
opening Ceremony) – on the behaviour of
a worldwide network of rngs, in a recent
study of some 236 global events conducted
by the global Consciousness Project (com-
bined overall significance, p < 3 × 10-6) (ban-
cel & nelson, 2008: 1, my italics).

E V I D E N C E O F I N T E N T I O N – L I V I N G

S Y S T E M E F F E C T S

There is a solid body experimental evidence
documenting the effects of focused
mental/emotional intention on living sys-
tems – including 56/131 studies with positive
results on enzymes, cells, dnA, bacteria, plants,
animals, and humans (overall odds against chance
success rate, >112 to 1) (radin, 1997a). most experi-
ments have been on the effects of nonlocal inten-
tion/emotion on the human autonomic nervous
system of remote percipients (e.g., braud, 1981;
braud & Schlitz, 1989, 1991). While a 5% success
rate would be expected by chance, 57% of the
experiments produced independent significant
effects (combined odds against chance, 114 to 1). in
an interesting subset of studies involving over 400
trials, braud and Schlitz (1991) found that a remote
“sender” could stimulate unconscious fluctuations
in emotion (measured by electrodermal activity) in a
“receiver” purely by thinking to “arouse” or “calm” that
person, on a random schedule. moreover, a related

body of experiments, spanning more than eighty years
– so-called “staring” studies – have consistently found
nonlocal effects on a “receiver’s” awareness being
“watched” by a “sender” in a remote location
(radin, 1997a). Also, the institute of heartmath
has documented measurable effects of heart-
focused, positive emotional intention upon the
behaviour of physical and biological systems –
water, dnA, and human cells – in vitro (mcCraty
& Tomasino, 2003; rein & mcCraty, 1994). final-
ly, there is the sensitivity to nonlocal events and
interactions rupert Sheldrake (1999) documents
for animals – including dogs “knowing” when
their owners decide to come home, and interest-
ing electrophysiological evidence – involving
measures of heart rate variability – of a nonlocal
interaction effect between animals and humans,
including that between people and their pets –
dogs and horses, and wild animals, such as dol-
phins and whales (see figure 6).

fig. 6 ~ examples of bio-emotional interaction between
humans and Animals.

figure 6A shows real-time electrophysiological measures of heart rate
variability (hrv), recorded in a boy (josh) and his dog (mabel), in
which the boy’s act of intentionally feeling “love” for his dog (middle
segment) shows entrainment of their respective patterns of heart
rhythm activity – a shift to coherent, synchronized waveforms. figure

6B shows real-time hrv recordings between a woman (ellen) and her
horse (Tonopah), during which ellen made an intentional psy-
chophysiological shift to state of “love” by using a heartmath heart-
based technique for sustaining a positive emotional focus (“heart
lock-in®”). Clearly apparent is the synchronization of the horse’s pat-
tern of heart rhythm activity to ellen’s coherent state. figure 6c
shows “before” and “after” real-time hrv recordings for a woman
swimming with Spinner dolphins in the ocean off the island of
hawaii. The “before” recording was taken in a neutral baseline rest-
ing state before interaction with the dolphins. The “after” record-
ing was made immediately upon leaving the water after swimming
with a pod of dolphins for an hour or more. The effect of the
human–dolphin interaction experience, which most dolphin
swimmers report as arousing a strong positive emotional
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response in them – “love,” “awe,” “gratitude,” “joy,” “serenity,”
“oneness,” “flow,” etc. – can be clearly seen; Tomasino and I
recorded a similar response of people swimming with Hump-
back Whales, in Tonga. FIGURE 6A and 6B were recorded by and
are reproduced here with permission of the Institute of Heart-
Math, © 2006; FIGURE 6C was recorded by Dana Tomasino
using HeartMath’s emWave® heart rhythm monitor and feed-
back system © 2008, and is reproduced with permission.

Overall, there is persuasive experi-
mental evidence showing that
focused intentional emotional energy
from a nonlocal source has a subtle
but measurable effect on the behav-
iour of physical and biological sys-
tems, including human psychophys-
iological systems. These effects are
not due to chance, nor flaws or
limitations with measurement and
experimental or analysis (Radin,
1997a: 144-145; Nelson et al., 1984,
1991; Schmidt et al., 1986). 

E X P L A I N I N G N O N L O C A L

A G E N C Y

The same multi-level psychophysi-
ological and quantum-holographic
processes of attunement and ener-
getic resonance not only provide a
channel for nonlocal intuition, but
are also the means by which pas-
sionate intention may affect objects
and events distant in space/time
(Bradley & Tomasino, 2011). It is
postulated that the individual’s
mental intention is quantum-holo-
graphically encoded into the power-
ful heart-based wave field of bio-
emotional energy radiating from the
percipient to the nonlocal object.
As for intuition, it is the individ-
ual’s passion – the biological energy
activated in the individual’s emo-
tional connection to the object of
interest – that is propelling the
outgoing wave field of intentional
bio-emotional energy, and driving
the nonlocal effects. 
I begin with the assumption that a
thought or an intention is a dis-
tinct pattern of electrical activity
in the brain, and that, as an infor-
mational unit it is energetically
encoded as a quantum-hologram.
The act of attention involves the
generation of an outgoing wave
field of bio-emotional energy from
an individual directed towards the

object of interest. And, insofar as this act includes an
intentional disposition (e.g., a preference, a desire, a
goal, or a plan), this intention is recorded as implicit
information spectrally encoded as a quantum-holo-
gram in the outgoing wave field. The more passion
(emotional arousal) with which the intention is held,
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the greater the activation of the individual’s bio-emo-
tional energy, and, hence, the stronger the recording
of the quantum-hologram of intention in the out-
going wave field. 
As the outgoing wave field interacts with the oscillat-
ing nonlocal object, the impact of each wave front
reflects a part of the wave back from the object’s surface
towards the individual. however, part of the wave’s
energy is actually absorbed via the vibratory oscillations
of the object. Since the record of the individual’s inten-
tion is spectrally encoded and distributed throughout
the entire outgoing wave field, the part that is absorbed
by the object actually contains a quantum hologram of
the individual’s intention. Thus, as energetically encoded
information, the quantum hologram of the individual’s
passionate intention can influence, via energetic reso-
nance, the future potential of the object’s material orga-
nization and behaviour. And insofar as the outgoing
wave field is organized as a harmonic series, the quan-
tum hologram of intention is transmitted to the quan-
tum level of the object, by harmonic resonance with the
coherent wave field of quantum emissions from the
object. here, as energetically encoded information, the
quantum hologram of intention can effect a subtle but
significant change in the quantum organization of the
object, thereby implicitly in-forming – literally, giving
shape to – (bohm & hiley, 1993) the object’s future
macro-scale organization and behaviour.
elsewhere (bradley, 2007; bradley & Tomasino, 2011),
i have described how the field effects of attentional or
intentional bio-emotional energy are amplified, and
thus be significantly stronger, when a group’s mem-
bers are socio-emotionally attuned to one another
in a coherent group.

T H E E Y E O F T H E I

given that positive emotions are involved in co-
creating – with the nonlocal object – the ener-
getic channel for incoming and outgoing nonlo-
cal information transmissions, and that a quan-
tum holographic approach, like that used here,
continues to be efficacious in explaining nonlo-
cal consciousness phenomena, i want to con-
clude by relating these ideas to the “big love”
that is “all seeing” and “all knowing.”
big love is self-less, nonjudgmental and all-
embracing, and, because it accepts all, big love
is objective. long known across the eons of
human experience, big love provides the path-
way to “truth” in virtually all human endeavours
– whether in matters spiritual or moral, intellectu-
al or scientific, aesthetic, or in the “right action” of
an individual’s behaviour, or in the “peak perfor-
mance” of social ensembles and groups.

viewed in the terms of the quantum-holographic
account presented here, big love radiates outwards
as a field of highly coherent bio-emotional energy.
operating as a quantum-holographic information
processing system, the conjunction of big love’s
outgoing field of coherent energy with the incom-
ing energy fields radiating from all objects and
events creates a continuous series of interference
patterns, which contain energetically-encoded
information about the objects. like the coherent
light of a laser, the coherent energy of big love
acts as a reference beam, decoding a continuous
succession of images – quantum holographs – of
the internal and external order of objects, and
their event history. Thus the lens of the “eye” of
big love optimizes perception, awareness, and
consciousness. it provides the informational
channel to the re-presentations of reality by
which deep insight, profound understanding, and
intuitive foreknowledge in-forms the “i” of the
self, thus enabling the ‘highest’ levels of human
consciousness and worldly action (bradley &
Tomasino, forthcoming).     8
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1 There is not room to review three other recent theories of
nonlocal interaction (mitchell, 2000; rauscher & Targ, 2001; Tiller,
2004); for a discussion, see bradley (2006 & 2007a). 

2 See: bradley (2006, 2007, 2010, 2011), bradley & Tomasino (2011),
and bradley (et al., 2010), for the original works on this question. 

3 The rngs are hardware circuits that use inherent electronic
noise to generate truly random bits. each rng is attached to a per-
sonal computer which continuously collects 200 random bits per sec-
ond and transmits packets of data from 50 rng sites across the world
over the internet to a central server in Princeton, new jersey, uS, for
data archiving (see bancel & nelson, 2008). 

4 See Scargle (2002) and may & Spootiswoode (2002) for a differ-
ent interpretation.

5 This section draws heavily from bradley (2006, 2007, 2010,
2011) and bradley & Tomasino (2011).

6 This draws heavily from bradley and Pribram (1998) and
bradley (2002).

7 it should be noted that because photographs record the intensi-
ty changes and not the phase-shifts of the light waves bouncing off
the object, only a 2-dimensional image of the object can be recorded.

8 “marcer (1995) has proposed that […] resonance requires a
virtual path mathematically equal but opposite to the incoming
sensory information about the object. further, that it is the
incoming space/time information (visual, acoustic, etc.), which
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decodes the information of the quantum hologram and establishes
the condition of pcar [phase-conjugate-adaptive-resonance] so
that accurate three dimensional perception is possible” (mitchell,
2000: 297).

9 The research shows that information about a person’s emotio
nal state is communicated both throughout the body and out into
the external environment via the heart’s pattern of activity. The
rhythmic patterns of beat-to-beat heart activity change significantly
as we experience different emotions. in turn, these changes in the
heart’s beating patterns create corresponding changes in the struc-
ture spectra of the electromagnetic field radiated by the heart (see
the review of research in mcCraty et al., 2009).

10 The early studies (1935-1987) were dice tossing experiments,
whereas, since the 1990s researchers have conducted experiments on
the effect of mental/emotional intention on rng output. 
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science cannot solve the ultimate mystery of nature…
because in the last analysis we ourselves are part of the

mystery we are trying to solve….
When you change the way you look at things,

the things you look at change.
m A X P l A n C K

1 ~  S O M E K E Y C O N C E P T S

O F A N E W O N T O L O G Y

he ideAS ProPoSed here Are bASed on A neW

paradigm (or at least a less mainstream para-
digm), explained in earlier work1. As a basis
for formulating a new paradigm for under-

standing complex systems in general, and man-
agement in particular, as well as to develop an
adequate research model, we first summarize
some fundamental concepts, often developed in
other sciences than those of economy, manage-
ment or social sciences, but equally applicable
in complex social systems. 
~  The approach developed and proposed here is
inscribed in the holistic paradigm. holism2 is
seen as an eternal dynamic interaction between
four “spheres”: the mechanical (external) and
individual sphere; the mechanical (external) col-
lective sphere; the internal collective sphere
(common values), the internal individual sphere
(emotions and consciousness). Clearly, in reduc-
tionist and rational approaches, the external indi-
vidual sphere receives all the attention. “Classi-
cal” ecologic scientific movements are especially
interested in the collective, but always external,
sphere. more recent scientific interests attempt to
go beyond that, by including more values and
emotions (slowly introducing the concept of con-
sciousness). in this sense, holism is evidently founded
on a constructivist approach. 

~  The proposed ontology fits clearly the reality of
the sciences of complexity3 as the study of dynamic
non-linear systems. in particular, it takes into
account two important aspects: the constructive
role of time, as expressed in the principle of the
irreversibility of time in complex processes; and
the behaviour far from equilibrium. This princi-
ple illustrates why in complex systems it is not
possible to extrapolate the future from the past.
Complex systems are extremely sensitive to the
initial conditions. minimal changes in these con-
ditions can have major influences on the further
development of the process. finally, Prigogine
identifies the most productive state of a (complex)
system as one that is far away from equilibrium:
“order at the edge of chaos”.
~  Artificial life research has pioneered a complex
adaptive systems approach (CAS) called agent based
simulations. This approach simulates the interac-
tion between different agents and, consequently,
simulates emergent behaviour in those kinds of sys-
tems. An agent is a mini software program. each
agent has characteristics. it is necessary to define the
field of action (the limits of the system) and to identify
a minimum of interaction rules (and exchange rules).
Then, it is necessary to make the system iterate and
simulate the dynamic interaction of those agents. The
agents meet each other, interact, exchange (and so
learn) and, step by step, form a global behaviour with
qualities that emerge from the interaction itself.
~  synchronicity, appears in all the sciences and the tech-
niques in which simultaneity plays a role. it is necessary
to take into account that this is not to speak about a
causal coherence (from cause to effect), but about coinci-
dence (as occurring together in time). This has to be con-
sidered as potentially useful, even if we cannot explain
the more profound cause of the simultaneity. We must
remember that we always speak of a synchronicity if the
events concerned happen in the same period of time.
The relationships therefore, become a-causal.
~  The implication of these observations is that the
phenomenon of “entanglement” (non locality), includ-
ing a real activity at a distance, is not simply episte-
mological. it is, in effect, ontological by nature4 and
can be called “a quantum interpretation”.

~  The subject of “implicit order5” is broached as
something like a ground underneath time, a totality,

C O N S C I O U S N E S S A N D C O H E R E N C E
I N COR PO R AT E S U CC E S S *
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from which each movement is projected in explicit
order. for everything seen, there is something in
implicit order at the origin of this projection. if
there are a lot of repetitions of an event, then behind
it, there is a built constant component. A sort of
(fixed) link is born. via this process, the forms from
the past can continue to live in the present. This is
what is understood by morphogenetic fields, created
by morphogenetic resonance.
~  Ayurveda considers the human being as a self-orga-
nizing system composed of a lot of simple elements
which are, when taken independently, very stupid, but
which together form a formidable distributed intelligence.
in parallel, a company can be considered as a network of
simple elements which each know what they must know
to be able to form correct networks with others.
~  The ontological nature of this quantum structure
forces us to look again at our approach to organizations
and its management, and on a wider scale at our eco-
nomic theory. the understanding of management must
therefore be based on the “carrying along” of quantum
structures, synchronicity, morphogenetic fields and indi-
vidual space for self organization.

2 ~  C O N S C I O U S N E S S :  T H E F I F T H

F L O O R ( D I M E N S I O N )  I N T H E

H O U S E O F K N O W I N G ( W H A T I S

T H E “ H A R D ”  P R O B L E M ? )

Key to our research endeavors is the role that con-
sciousness plays in organizations6. Two major
schools of thoughts on consciousness have been
identified7. The first school, is based on the idea
that the brain is a coder/decoder (neuronal actions)
and hence, the hard problem of consciousness
study is to understand how the brain deals with
issues like feeling, colour, senses, etc. This school
studies brain operations and considers the
problem of consciousness residing in the physi-
cal world.
The second school attempts to understand the
“first person” perspective. it tries to explore
how things feel, and it accepts that one’s “inter-
nal movie” has colour, music and feelings.
Accordingly, consciousness cannot be reduced
to a fixed space-time environment. Thus, the
study of consciousness cannot be conducted via
classical “third person” research tools.
The first school8 accepts that being conscious is
activating the winning combination of neurons
(as opposed to being not conscious). They refer
to the theatre metaphor developed in the vedan-
tic scriptures and Plato’s ideas. Consciousness is
what is in the bright spotlight. The thalamus is
the machinery. 

Then9 the hard problem consists of understanding
how qualia (that what explains the redness of red for
instance) are generated by the brain. Conscious-
ness10 is all about how the brain is doing the coding.
Scientific progress is limited though, since we do
not really know how information is coded in the
brain11. Consequently, the brain builds a model
and there is a difference between inner and outer
(dualism, hence). but even the first school has
some out of the box thoughts. According to
them, there is more than just wave theory in
sound. heath of a coffee cup is something like
mean molecular kinetic energy, but it is not just
correlated. There is something like neural corre-
lation, or probably better interconnectedness.
Sensations are energies and this “energy” inter-
pretation of consciousness, in fact, open doors
for a non (causal) model understanding.
behaviourists will eventually suggest to get rid
of qualia all together but they are opponents of
the brain activity school12. Subjective experience
is hard to understand; it is a point of view, a
reflective capacity. People are having powerful
seductive intuitions that are just wrong. from a
third person perspective, you sneak up consciousness
from the outside, not from the inside. for them,
mystery stuff and dualism is hopeless. behaviourists
categorize the phenomenology of consciousness and
explain it. 
The second school13 defines consciousness as the Tech-
nicolor phenomenology “what it is like”. They talk
about phenomenological consciousness, on the one
hand, and access consciousness on the other hand. The
latter form is suppressed, the unconsciousness, images,
vivid states. but they admit that studying the phenome-
nological consciousness alters that same consciousness.
This creates issues around research methods used. Some
researchers14 are widely known for their attempts to
understand consciousness from a first person perspective.
how do things feel? Consciousness for them is subjective
data. The hard problem according to them is understand-
ing subjective experience. The processes in the brain are
not the feeling itself. descartes, with his cogito ergo sum,
has in a way defined consciousness: the mind (this over-
whelming energy and power) creates consciousness; and
not the ratio. The connection between brain processes
and conscious experience is according to them certainly
not causal. Consciousness cannot be reduced (to a fixed
time space concept), but it is a fundamental feature of
the world. Consciousness is a non-physical thing inter-
acting with the physical world. it gives life meaning
and it gives life the interesting locus of value. This
interpretation of consciousness finds an ontological
home in quantum mechanics. 
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Consciousness is fundamental to the universal part
of our reality15, like mass, or charge. it is just there. if
qualia would exist, they would exist at the lowest level
of existence. At the Planck level where space-time is
not smooth anymore but quantized. At this funda-
mental level, qualia are embedded as patterns in this
fundamental granularity of space-time geometry that
makes up the universe. our minds do non-algorithmic
things anyway16. They have another logic (a particular
collapse of the wave function). it is a type of quantum
computing in the brain, according to some this quan-
tum computing takes place in microtubules (a protein
structure). Consciousness is quantum processing. you
chose what you order in a restaurant as a collapse of a
wave function (of those dishes you like). Quantum
coherence and entanglement may be essential features of
life. The more we are in contact with the subconscious
world of enlightenment, the happier we can be. 
in fact, this second school of thought suggests that con-
sciousness is a new kind of dimension, a first person
sensation that cannot be understood with classical third
person research under the newtonian paradigm. Third
person research is genuinely research that is based on
reductionism, measurement, inside-outside understand-
ing of reality and rationality. Third person research
takes typically place in a three dimensional reality.
but scientists, in particular quantum mechanics, sug-
gest a quantum reality17 based on non-locality, syn-
chronicity and entanglement. This is a world of
waves, being a multitude of possibilities until mea-
surement (or observation) collapses the wave into
a particle: a particular state created by observa-
tion18. it is the observer (you and me) that seem
to create at each moment again, out of the different
possibly states, the one that is chosen. in a piece of
music, out of the different possible sounds, we
select the one we like most. from the different
possible sensations the colour red can give, we
chose that one that we like most for that given
situation.
These schools give meaning to what happens
beyond the Wall of Planck, the smallest possibly
value in nature, this discovery is mathematical.
This exploration suggests the existence of a fifth
dimension, that could be a fourth dimension of
space, expressed in imaginary (complex) time.
beyond the Wall of Planck, time and space
would come together. This would be the world in
which things “are” (time and space independent).
This state, being a fifth dimension, could be a
state of consciousness. This definition of con-
sciousness would perfectly fit the definition that
some old traditions (like Ayurveda) give. All under-
standing is constructed on a number of levels of
understanding. in classical sciences, these different

levels are: mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology,
and psychology. in noetic sciences19 those levels are:
fractal algebra, energy physics, vibrational chemistry
(both based on quantum mechanics), noetic biology
(interconnected cells), energy psychology (percep-
tions and energy fields). in an ancient wisdom tra-
dition like Ayurveda those levels are: matter form,
ether and astral body, energy level, desire, capacity
to think (conceptualization), intelligence and
intuition, and finally Consciousness, as the high-
est state of being, the highest floor of knowing,
the ultimate being.
in this definition of consciousness, indeed, third
person research will not be able to clarify what
consciousness is, let alone how it would influ-
ence corporate behaviour, happiness, etc. This
understanding of consciousness would mean that
within the classical three dimensional newtonian
world, things cannot have a consciousness. At the
same time, consciousness cannot be newtonian. 
if we would like to research consciousness as
defined here, we will either have to use first per-
son research methods, possibly still to be devel-
oped or use a measurable proxy for consciousness
with the adapted research methods to deal with
this proxy. This proxy could be “coherence”, as
defined further. The research method would be a
combination of research on both personal and cor-
porate level. on a personal level, we could use the
concept of heart coherence measurement using, for
instance, the tool developed by hearthmath20. We
develop this concept of coherence further in the next
section. on the corporate level, we could be surveying
managers with a systemic research tool using artificial
neural networks for the analysis. 

3 ~ C O H E R E N C E A S P R O X Y

F O R C O N S C I O U S N E S S

most of the scientific research known on consciousness
and conscious states of mind, link consciousness with
coherence (on brain and/or body level). The study con-
ducted on a buddhist monks meditating on generating
compassionate love tended to exhibit increased coher-
ence21. Another study of Zen monks found that the
more advanced monks tended to have coherent heart
rythms, while novices did not. A study of long-term
buddhist practitioners, lutz et al.22 report an increase
in gamma band oscilation and long-distance phase syn-
chrony when the practitioners generated a state of
“unconditional loving-kindness and compassion”, sug-
gesting that the increased gamma band oscillation
reflects a change in the quality of moment-to-moment
awareness. The characteristic patterns of baseline
activity of this group were found to be different
from a control group23. 
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Coherence on a body level seems to be a reasonable
proxy for consciousness as it is a concept measurable
within a classical paradigm. Coherence is seen as an
optimal psychophysiological state: a dynamic systems
view of the interrelations between psychological, cog-
nitive and emotional systems and neural communica-
tion networks in the human organism24.
The feelings we experience as “negative” are indicative
of body states in which “life processes struggle for bal-
ance and can even be chaotically out of control”25. by
contrast, the feelings we experience as “positive” actually
reflect body states in which “the regulation of life
processes becomes efficient, or even optimal, free-flow-
ing and easy”26. research27 has shown that positive emo-
tions and attitudes, beyond the fact that it makes us feel
pleasant, have a number of objective, interrelated bene-
fits for physiological, psychological and social function-
ing. Coherence is a particular quality that emerges from
the relations among the parts of a system or from the
relations among multiple systems. The latter is particu-
larly what we would measure in the organisational
analysis using neural networks.
The most common definition of coherence is “the
quality of being logically, integrated, consistent and
intelligible”28, as in a coherent argument. A related
meaning is “a logical, orderly and aesthetically con-
sistent relationship of parts”. if we refer to people’s
thought (or speech) as coherent we say that the
parts seem to fit together. They are not uttering
meaningless nonsense, or presenting ideas that
don’t make sense as a whole29. Coherence, hence,
refers to wholeness and a global order; out of the
interaction of elements, a whole emerges. Coher-
ence includes the idea of local freedom and glob-
al cohesion30. interestingly, in physics, the con-
cept of coherence is also used to describe the
interaction or coupling among different oscillat-
ing systems in which synchronization is the key
idea in this concept. This definition of coherence
perfectly fits our quantum ontological frame
descried earlier.
The heartmath institute has developed a theo-
retical framework and tool to visualize coher-
ence inside the human brain/body system. Psy-
chophysiology (central to their development) is
concerned with the interrelations among the
physiological, cognitive, and emotional systems
and human behaviour. it is now evident that
every thought, attitude, and emotion has a physi-
ological consequence. in more specific terms,
they examine the natural fluctuations in heart
rate, known as heart rate variability (hrv). hrv is a
product of the dynamic interplay of many of the
body’s systems. Short-term (bet-to-beat) changes in
heart rate are largely generated and amplified by the
interaction between the heart and the brain.

4 ~ S O M E P R A C T I C A L

I M P L I C A T I O N S

Some authors have compared organisations to
neural networks31. maturana and varela (1984)
have observed that a biological colony reacts as a
group, very much like a neural network (our
brain) reacts. When a group is confronted with
a problem, in parallel, different members of the
group will be consulted who, in term, then
consult other members. just as the brain has a
learning capacity, biological colonies (compa-
nies) also show learning behaviour. Conscious-
ness is the outcome of a learning process of
interacting “agents” (employees). Connectionist
systems (like neural networks are) are based on
the assumptions that knowledge and eventually
consciousness is built dynamically. understanding
organisations as an interacting living network
of individuals, out of which certain qualities
(like consciousness) emerge, creates the neces-
sary framework for studying emergent processes
in companies (like consciousness or coherence)
using artificial neural networks32.
The link with the wider systems thinking approach
of any research design – or organisational design for
that matter – and, in particular, the systems qualities
of neural networks can be summarised and under-
stood as follows. Complex living systems, such as
human beings, are composed of numerous intercon-
nected, dynamic networks of biological structures and
processes. The application of systems thinking in the
life sciences has given rise to the understanding that the
function of the human organism as an integrated whole
is determined by the multi-level interactions of all the
elements of the psychophysiological system. The ele-
ments influence one another in a network way, rather
than through hierarchical or cause-to-effect relationships.
Abundant evidence indicates that proper coordination
and synchronization – i.e. coherent organization – among
the different networks of any biological activity is critical
for the emergence of higher-order functions.
The operationalisation of a “first person” research concept
as consciousness – or, according to some other authors, a
fifth dimension research concept as consciousness – needs
to be developed further.                                                8

* the contribution of Erna oldenboom needs to be recognised.
a more research oriented version of this contribution is under
preparation under co-authorship.

———————

1 baets and oldenboom, 2009.
2 in the sense used here, it draws from Ken Wilber’s theories

(Ken Wilber, 2000).
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hy on eArTh Would Anyone engAged in

martial arts (a deeply embodied practice),
be interested in the insights of philoso-
phy (an “airy” mental practice)? And why

would anyone in leadership, management, or
business be interested in either philosophy or
martial arts?
Well one good reason would be to explore how a
philosophy of embodiment could help hone one’s
“mental game” and improve performance whether
on the mat or in the rest of life. process metaphysics
is just that – a philosophy of embodiment that
can be applied in life, on the mat, on the street,
in the home, or in the office.
A little over a year ago, i began collaborating
with an international martial arts coach and
successful entrepreneur, rodney King, founder
of Crazy monkey defense, to develop pro-
grammes for leaders and managers in any walk
of life or business that involves stressful chal-
lenges. and what doesn’t these days? besides training
clients in fifteen countries across the world, rodney
works with special forces and law-enforcement to
help them operate at peak performance in highly
stressful circumstances. We both believe that blending
profound philosophical insights with the embod-
ied practice of martial arts can be adapted for any

individual or group who needs to perform opti-
mally in challenging situations. This article is a
result of that collaboration. While it focuses on
enhancing performance in martial arts, the
principles are universal and can be applied to any
project that requires deep access to embodied
intelligence.
Process philosophy grew out of the work of
Alfred north Whitehead in the 20th century –
particularly his major work process and reality.
one of the most revolutionary ideas in White-
head’s philosophy is that reality is made of “events”
not things. process, not substance, is fundamental.
The science of quantum physics has discovered
this, too.
Whitehead presented another revolutionary idea:
body and mind are related in the same way as
past and present. And just as you never have a pre-
sent without a past, you never have a mind with-
out a body – or vice versa. in other words, every
body comes ready-made with a mind, with its own
innate, natural intelligence.
While Whitehead never practiced a martial art, his
philosophy is one of the most effective ways for
understanding the dynamics of martial arts mastery as
the cultivation and practice of embodied intelligence.
Without getting bogged down in the details of his philos-
ophy and his unusual use of language, martial artists can
benefit from a basic understanding of how Whitehead’s
key insights illuminate the process of embodied mastery.
So, to become a “process martial artist,” it will help to
become familiar with two of Whitehead’s core ideas.
let’s begin with “actual occasions.” The main point to
get here is that according to Whitehead, reality is not
made up of static little objects (whether atoms or mole-
cules). it is made up of actions. everything that really
exists, according to Whitehead, is an actual occasion. in
other words, whatever actually exists is always a moment
in an ongoing process – where each momentary “now”
almost immediately becomes the past, and is replaced
by a new moment of now. This is the universal process
that creates everything in the world, and it’s made up
of these “actual occasions.”
The next major, and revolutionary, idea from White-
head is that every actual occasion is a moment of

EMBOD I ED MA ST ERY U S I NG PH I LO S PHY
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experience. in other words, reality is not just a ran-
dom process, it comes with consciousness or intelli-
gence already built in, right from the start. Think of
it this way: Every process has a purpose.
everything that actually exists has choice. This is true
whether the actual entity is you as a human being, a
martial artist, or one of the cells or molecules in your
body. At every moment, every actual occasion – every
sentient being – has a choice among a range of possibil-
ities. And every choice is always guided by some aim or
purpose. ultimately, the aim is to maximize the experi-
ence of satisfaction (joy or happiness). That’s what
every body wants.
but within that general aim, every individual has many
other subordinate “strategic aims,” intended to take us
step by step toward a moment of satisfaction. even
though we are not always conscious of our aims, they are
always present nevertheless. most of the time, most of
our aims are unconscious, below the threshold of con-
scious awareness. for example, since every cell in your
body has its own aims and choices, these form a major
portion of your embodied unconscious. you may not
be aware of it, but your body teems with its own nat-
ural intelligence. Part of the training of an effective
martial artist involves practices that help him or her
become more aware of this natural embodied intelli-
gence. every choice we make has an impact that car-
ries over to future moments. every choice that you
make as a human being affects other people and
the world around you. not only that, it also affects
the cells of your body. likewise, the choices made
by your cells influence the choices you, as a
human organism, make.
Process martial arts, then, is a way 1) to become
aware of the two-way dialogue between the
choices made by your body’s cells and the choices
you make as a whole organism; 2) to master the
“dance” between the aims and choices of your
cells and your aims; and 3) to engage in a larger
“dance” or “dialogue” between you and your
environment, which includes other people with
their own, often competing, aims – e.g., an
opponent or adversary. 

A I M S S H A P E W H O W E A R E

okay, so what is your aim or purpose – how
does it come about? how does any actual occa-
sion (e.g., a human being like you) form an
aim? from Whitehead’s philosophy, we can
identify three kinds, or levels, of aims:
1 ~ evoluTionAry Aim – The “initial aim” comes
from the universe itself. everything we do is influ-
enced by the overall intentions of all other sentient

beings making their choices according to their own
aims. individuals and species succeed in evolution
when they align their individual aims with the
greater collective evolutionary aim. 
2 ~ SoCiAl Aim – every actual occasion (e.g., you)
is influenced by all of the societies to which it
belongs. As a martial artist, this means that your
personal aim is influenced or conditioned by all
of the groups to which you belong (family,
community, country, etc.) and, in particular,
by the shared aims of the group of people you
practice with. The unified aim of the group
empowers each of its practitioners.
3 ~ PerSonAl Aim – even though our aims and
choices are greatly influenced by the larger social
and evolutionary aims, each of us always has the
ability to make our own choices, guided by our
own personal aims. our choices do make a differ-
ence. each personal choice works like a “trim-
tab” (a small rudder attached to the larger rudder
of a ship, which helps to fine-tune the move-
ments of the ship). likewise, each personal choice
is small, but it can have disproportionate effects
over time. The key phrase here is “over time.”

I M P O R T A N C E O F P R A C T I C E

We have little say in how the larger evolutionary
and social aims are formed. We more or less simply
inherit them from the environment and our social
groups through a kind of “osmosis.” despite their all-
pervasive influence, however, we are not completely
at the mercy of those “external” aims.
The key to successful performance in life, as on the
mat, is cultivation of our personal aim. yes, at every
moment, we always start by inheriting all the previous
aims that have shaped our personality (including the
evolutionary and social aims, as well as our own past
choices) – but we always have a “say” in how those aims
are shaped as we pass them on. We are always responsible
for the choices we make. And those choices affect not
only the development of our own personality but also
influence the aims and actions of other individuals.
Choice is guided by aim, and every aim is based on what
we value. in order for our personal aims to make a dif-
ference and to achieve what we value (whether this is to
become satisfied with our skill and ability to perform
effective self-defense or to grow as integrated human
beings), we have to find a way to carve a channel
through the surrounding social and evolutionary aims.
We do this by exercising choices – over and over –
aligned with our personal aims, thereby shaping the
development of our future personality. only through
repeated practice can we amplify the power of personal
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choice to burrow through and make a difference in
the wider context of society and the wider ever-
changing environment.

E L E M E N T S O F M A S T E R Y

iniTiAl Aim. Practice starts with an initial intention or
aim (inherited from our personal, social, and evolu-
tionary past). however (except in rare cases), a single
momentary decision is not likely to make a long-term
change in our personal effectiveness.
As Aristotle famously said: “one swallow does not a sum-
mer make […] similarly one day or brief time of happiness
does not make a person entirely happy.” it takes multiple
repetitions of focused choices to counteract the immense
momentum or inertia of our inherited, habitual past.
rePeATed PrACTiCe. Therefore, to counteract the surg-
ing tide of old habits, we need to reinforce new skills
or habits by making the same choice over and over –
e.g., to master a move in martial art. repetition and
practice lead to greater and greater power and results.
often, we also have to make a choice over and over
again before it changes our mental attitude.
mAinTAining mASTery. even after long periods of
repeated practice, and mastery has been achieved,
we still need to constantly maintain our standard of
mastery through continued recreation of the origi-
nal intention backed up with repeated further
practice.
grouP effeCT. When a personal aim is practiced
with a group of colleagues sharing the same aim,
the collective power of the “social aim” amplifies
the effect of the personal aim. Practicing togeth-
er, therefore, is far more effective than practic-
ing alone.
P r e S e n T C h o i C e S o l i d i f i e S (o r C h A n g e S)
PAST hAbiTS. every habit is the result of con-
stantly repeated previous choices. if we want to
change a habit, therefore, we need to frequently
make alternative choices. mastery in any field
(business, the arts, sports, or martial arts) involves
repeatedly making conscious choices in the pre-
sent moment, over and over – either to change
an old habit or to reinforce a desired attitude or
action. in time, with practice, intention pene-
trates deep into unconscious memories stored in
the body and leads to the development of a new
automatic skill. 
Another key element of mastery is cultivating
expanded awareness. This is so important to devel-
oping an effective “mental game,” we’ll look at it
in more detail.

E X P A N D E D A W A R E N E S S

As we all know, things are not always what they
seem. much of philosophy is about distinguishing
between “appearance” and “reality.” likewise,
effective performance, whether in life or on the
mat, also involves paying attention to the differ-
ence between how things seem and what is really
happening. The more we pay attention, the
more we expand our awareness. And expanded
awareness increases options for more choices.
To get a little technical for a moment, Whitehead
talked of appearance as “presentational immediacy”
(whatever our senses detect in the immediate,
present moment) and reality as “causal efficacy”
– all past actions that cause actual effects in the
present. Appearance, then, is the immediate sur-
face of things perceived by the senses; whereas
reality involves the full history of prior actual
events that have led up to (“caused”) the present
moment.
by paying closer attention to how the world appears,
we can penetrate beyond the surface appearances
and see, or feel, deeper into the actual reality of
the surrounding world – including what’s happen-
ing our own bodies. beyond normal conscious
awareness, our bodies are constantly picking up
energy and information from other bodies in our
environment. every body is causally affecting every
other body. your body registers the effects of what’s hap-
pening in your environment – including the bodies of
other people. in other words, you literally feel the pres-
ence and pressure of the world around you. This uni-
versal interconnectedness-through-feeling is the funda-
mental nature of reality. 
of course, most of the time, most of this deep embodied
feeling is unconscious. Therefore, to penetrate beneath
surface appearances involves cultivating the ability to
feel, or intuit, the feelings and intentions of other beings
in the environment. Paying attention to the unconscious
intelligence of your own body is an effective way to
enhance expanded awareness. doing so requires mental
discipline and focus. 
This “mental game” involves learning to simultaneously
pay attention to what we feel in our bodies (“causal
efficacy”) and to whatever presents itself to our senses
in the immediate, present environment (“presentation-
al immediacy”). With this expanded awareness, we
can choose to take actions that either align with and
enhance our body’s unconscious, automatic responses
or that inhibit or override them. in this way, we can
choose to amplify our body’s natural intelligence or
interrupt a habitual way of acting that doesn’t serve
our current aim or purpose.
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E X P A N D E D E M B O D I M E N T

viewing reality through the lens of process philoso-
phy can be beneficial for all of us because it offers a
radically different way of understanding and experi-
encing ourselves as embodied intelligent beings. We
readjust our relationships between one another as
individuals and with the wider world in which we are
always embodied and embedded.
however, process philosophy is particularly valuable
for people who use their bodies as vehicles for self-
expression (e.g., athletes and dancers). The most dra-
matic shift in awareness involves what we could call
“expanded embodiment” or, following some indigenous
traditions, “the long body.”
one of the most important new ideas from process phi-
losophy is the realization that our bodies do not end at
the surface of our skin. As Taoist philosopher Alan
Watts said: “We are not skin-encapsulated egos.”
According to process metaphysics, our bodies are
formed, moment-by-moment, from the never-ending
influx of past events (prior “actual occasions”) into the
here and now. in fact, right now as you read this, the
entire history of the universe is flowing into the partic-
ular point in space and time that is your body. The
specific way the universe converges on this point cre-
ates “you” as an individual. even though every body
literally contains the entire history of the universe,
each of us is unique because no two points in space-
time are ever identical. everybody has a unique
perspective. And this individual perspective is just
that – a perspective. That’s why the world shows up
differently for each of us. your perspective is dif-
ferent from mine, and everybody else’s. each of us
sees the world through our own unique window.
All we ever perceive with our bodily senses is a lim-
ited slice of reality – an appearance (Whitehead’s
“presentational immediacy”).
nevertheless, the entire universe is present in
our bodies – in fact, it is each body – as past
reality flows into and converges on the “here and
now” that is each of us as an individual. This is
the process Whitehead calls “causal efficacy.” it’s
the transmission of energy and information
from the past into the present, and that’s what
accounts for the phenomenon of memory and,
indeed, for the fact that every moment is con-
nected to its own past.
however, this continuity is not merely the trans-
mission of energy through time. every body lit-
erally feels the pressure of the past flowing into
the present. What is energy from one perspective
(the objective past flowing into the present) is
experience from the opposite perspective (the sub-
jective present feeling the impact of the past, right

now). We literally feel the feelings of other bodies.
indeed, that’s what energy is: it’s the transmission of
experience in a process where one body feels the
feelings, or experiences the experiences, of the other
bodies around it. our bodies, then, are antennas
that “tune into” the experiences of others.
because every body is composed of the entire
past universe, in particular states of conscious-
ness we can expand our body’s awareness to
encompass everything around us. of course,
this requires developing a special, paradoxical,
quality of focused attention and expanded
awareness beyond our normal mental states. 
A successful process martial artist, for exam-
ple, develops an awareness that his or her body
literally incorporates the other bodies around
it. by feeling the feelings of other bodies, he
has access to the aims and intentions of his
opponents, and knows, unconsciously in his
own body, what they intend to do in the next
moment. The practitioner who more skillfully
and deeply feels the embodied feelings of her
opponents has a decisive advantage, and is more
empowered to take charge of the situation.

E M B O D I E D I N T E L L I G E N C E

All prior events transmit their effects (energy) into
the present (“causal efficacy”). This pressure of the
past on the present is also the transmission of embod-
ied experience (from one actual occasion to the next).
Since this happens at the level of cells and molecules
– which, of course are so tiny, they don’t have any
sense organs, such as eyes, ears, or noses – the transmis-
sion of experience is extra-sensory or telepathic (no sen-
sory information is involved). deeper awareness of the
transmission of energy/experience at the cellular level is
what most folks call “feeling” or “intuition,” and it gives
the martial artist a greater ability to literally feel the
opponent, and thus to anticipate his or her next moves.
consciousness penetrates deeper into the body, allowing
the martial artist to more effectively express his/her embod-
ied intelligence.
An alert and aware process master makes use of both
modes of embodied intelligence. one, by paying sharp
attention to appearance (“presentational immediacy”),
he is aware of the other through the windows of his
senses; and, two, by paying closer attention to his own
embodied feelings, he experiences the experiences of the
other (“causal efficacy”). he expands his body, and so
gains direct access to the experiences, aims, and inten-
tions of the other bodies around him (because they
are now part of his extended body). A process master,
then, knows what his opponents aim to do in the
next moment, even before they do.
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embodied intelligence, therefore, can enter the
practitioner’s conscious awareness in two ways: as
perceptions (e.g., images of the opponent’s actions);
or as a felt bodily sense (without sense perception) of
what the opponent will do next.
by paying closer attention to subtle clues of her body
(noticing how her energy and experience shift in con-
cert with her opponent’s – as one body feels what the
other feels), the process martial artist both expands her
present awareness (presentational immediacy) and gains
deeper access to the unconscious embodied intelligence of
the “expanded body” that includes self and other (causal
efficacy). in short, unconscious intuition enters more and
more into conscious awareness. 
This dialogue between consciousness in the present and
embodied intelligence flowing in from the past gives the
process master a greater range of options for choice and
action, accompanied by an expanded awareness of the wider
circumstances, leading to appropriate choices for action.
remember, though, your opponent is also doing his
best to achieve his aims, too. Whether he is aware of it
or not, he is also feeling your feelings, and this influ-
ences his actions. you are both engaged in a dance – an
exchange of experiences and energy.

P R O C E S S M A S T E R Y

Process mastery, then, depends as much on psycho-
logical qualities as on physical prowess or skill. That’s
why attitude is crucial in effective performance.
from the process perspective, “attitude” depends
on our aims, which incline us to view and take in
the world in a particular way. for example, if our
personal aim is dominated by self protection, that
can lead us to respond to the world with fear –
thus distorting its appearance and making intelli-
gent choice less possible. or, if our aim is domi-
nated by aggression, we may see opponents where
we could be seeing possible allies. 
To aim at process mastery an attitude of openness
to what is, which leads to a greater awareness of
what is possible. True mastery in martial arts
involves overcoming fear and aggression to achieve
a kind of open, flexible response to incoming expe-
riences. This open attitude is cultivated by aiming
not at self-defense or victory, but rather at feeling
the situation as deeply as possible, and responding
naturally to the dynamism of what is.
Cultivate an attitude of open flexibility, and you
will be less likely to inspire anger or fear in your
opponent – thus opening up possibilities for the
transmutation of conflict into cooperation.       8
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reviouSly in 2008, The SPAndA foundATion

published a special issue on Development
and consciousness. in that issue russell
connected the problems of society to our

need to wake up to our true identity as sat-chit-
ananda1, as experienced by saints and mystics.
momo envisioned that humankind is already
moving into a further state of consciousness
characterized by enduring unity2. And lazslo
identified the evolution of consciousness from
the ego-bound to the transpersonal form “could
produce greater empathy among people”, even
“subtle contact with other parts of the cosmos3”.
As lazslo observed, various models depict our
evolutionary potential for higher states of conscious-
ness. in this article, we focus on a vedic model of
individual and collective consciousness that mahar-
ishi mahesh yogi brought out as a Consciousness-
based approach to the elimination of poverty.

T H E L E G A C Y O F

M A H A R I S H I M A H E S H Y O G I

This paper presents selected principles from the
analysis of maharishi mahesh yogi’s thought in
the dissertation of the first author4. maharishi is
known for being the founder of the Transcen-
dental meditation®5 technique, which has been
the subject of extensive research in physiology,
psychology, and sociology6. maharishi also
brought out theoretical writings about govern-
ment, economics, management, education, health,
and defense based on traditional vedic knowl-
edge7. he revived and espoused practical pro-
grams from the vedic tradition, including the
Tm-Sidhi program, Sthapatya veda, Ayur veda,
ghandharva veda, and jyotish. The system of
theory and practice contributed by maharishi dur-
ing his lifetime has become known as maharishi
vedic Science (mvS)8.
maharishi drew connections between the cosmolog-
ical views of his vedic tradition and modern theoret-
ical physics. modern science conceives of a unified
field underlying the ever-evolving order of the physi-
cal universe9. vedic Science is a tradition of knowledge
based on direct experience of a similarly conceived
fundamental unity, “experienced as an eternal continu-
um underlying all existence” in “a completely unified,
unbounded and simple state of awareness, called pure
consciousness10.” in maharishi’s analysis, the subjective
experience of this state of Transcendental Consciousness
enlivens in the mind the creative and dynamic qualities
of nature’s intelligence for practical success. develop-
ment of individual and collective consciousness enhances
alertness, creativity, and support of nature (good for-
tune) and these are the means to imaginatively conceive
of and effectively execute on opportunities for progressing
toward holistic well-being and fulfillment. Wealth comes
from creativity. because human creativity is potentially
unlimited, so also the creation of abundance and fulfill-
ment is potentially without limit11. 

T H E P R I N C I P L E O F F U L L N E S S

A verse from the upanishads, an aspect of vedic liter-
ature, identifies infinite consciousness as the non-
material source of the material world, and suggests
how consciousness can be the source of humanity’s
power to eliminate poverty.
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That is full; this is full. from fullness, fullness comes out.
Taking fullness from fullness, what remains is fullness.

The verse expresses the insight of the vedic seer that
inner fullness is the inexhaustible source of creativity.
The created world (that) is a manifestation of the full-
ness of consciousness (this)12. This insight is not just a
philosophical stance; it is a personal realization in the
life of the seer13. The seer enjoys a higher state of con-
sciousness in which he knows his own inner being to be
this fullness, and furthermore he apprehends the world
around him in terms of that same fulfilling absolute
quality. The verse depicts the fulfillment of develop-
ment economics as the state of enlightenment in which
all aspects of inner and outer life are enjoyed as being
absolutely full. in such a state, the notion of poverty
– of lack, need, deficiency, deprivation, and suffering –
is eliminated. This realization is captured in another
verse from the upanishads, which translates as “i
am totality14”.

elimination of poverty means enjoying inner fullness as
well as outer fullness.

maharishi stated, “if the field of economics is lim-
ited to creation of material abundance alone, it
would appear to defeat its own purpose15”. A per-
son may have material affluence but lack perma-
nent inner peace and happiness. So, “To bring
about this permanent contentment is the final
aim of economics. Therefore, it appears the field
of economics should not be restricted to materi-
al production and consumption alone, but
should be extended to bring about the means of
greatest happiness of a permanent nature in
everyone’s life16.”
development of consciousness contributes to
economic development by providing experience
of growing inner fulfillment as well as unfolding
increasing potential for achieving outer success.
“from fullness, fullness comes out” encompasses
both the realization of inner fulfillment in Tran-
scendental Consciousness and the creation of bal-
anced sustainable livelihood from the enlivenment
of inner consciousness. mvS explains that “under-
utilization of human resources, failure to make
full use of the infinite creative potential of human

consciousness, causes all economic problems, such
as poverty and low productivity17 .” on the other
hand, 
The most precious possession of a nation is the human
brain, a cosmic computer that can produce anything
through proper programming. Proper programming
of brain functioning is available through the Tech-
nology of the unified field. With the millions of
cosmic computers available in the brains of their
people, and with the availability of the Technology
of the unified field, there is no reason why any
nation should ever suffer from scarcity18.

The term unified field is used in mvS to draw
a connection between the understanding and
experience of Transcendental Consciousness
and an underlying unity of force and matter
fields theorized by modern physics. What is
referred to here as the Technology of the uni-
fied field is the Transcendental meditation and
Tm-Sidhi programs. The Tm program enables
the mind to transcend active thinking and expe-
rience the quiet fullness of a “state of inner wake-
fulness with no object of thought or perception,
just pure consciousness aware of its own unbounded
nature19.” The Transcendental meditation (Tm)
technique is said to make the experience of Tran-
scendental Consciousness accessible through an
effortless practice that is “independent of all mat-
ters of belief and affiliation20.” The Tm-Sidhi pro-
gram, an advanced meditation practices based on
the yoga Sutras of Patanjali, is said to enliven the
unified field in the conscious mind and make the
total potential of natural law and its infinite orga-
nizing power available in practical life. one aspect of
the Tm-Sidhi program is called yogic flying, an expe-
rience which stabilizes the unboundedness of Tran-
scendental Consciousness throughout the performance
of dynamic activity. 
The Tm technique has been taught in a consistent man-
ner around the world and thus has lent itself to scientific
study of both of the effects on mind and body during
meditation and on the enduring effects outside of medita-
tion as the result of repeated practice21. for the purposes
of this article on consciousness and poverty elimination,
findings such as increased creativity, reduced anxiety, and
growth of ego development are interpreted as providing
empirical support for the vedic Principle of fullness. 
here are some highlights from the extensive research
on this meditation technique. during the practice of
the Tm technique there are reductions in heart rate
and oxygen consumption, and increased electroen-
cephalographic (eeg) coherence indicative of a state
of profound restful alertness, distinct from eyes-
closed relaxation or sleep22. The profound relax-
ation gained during the practice is said to dissolve
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the stress in the mind and the body. The Tm tech-
nique has been associated with improvements such
as reduced health insurance utilization23,24, improve-
ments in ego development and moral reasoning25,
creativity26, fluid intelligence, constructive thinking,
and reaction time27,28. Statistical meta-analyses have
found the Transcendental meditation technique to be
more effective than other forms of meditation and
relaxation in reducing anxiety29, improving psychologi-
cal health and maturity as measured by the growth of
self-actualization30, and reducing tobacco, alcohol, and
drug use31. These aspects of positive psychological
growth enable improved performance and achievement
as well. There has been research associating the Tm
technique to business success32 and some preliminary
tests of a Consciousness-based approach to poverty
reduction in South Africa33. more connections of this
Principle of fullness and of Tm practice to economic
development in conditions of poverty can be explored
through further research.

T H E P R I N C I P L E O F

S U P P O R T O F N A T U R E

The relationship of inner development of conscious-
ness to outward success is further illuminated by
another key vedic verse in maharishi’s exposition.
The verse is: 

for those who are established in the singularity of fully
awake, self-referral consciousness, the infinite organiz-
ing power of natural law becomes the charioteer of
their action34.

This verse expresses the vedic Principle of Sup-
port of nature. Support of nature is defined as
the phenomenon in which one experiences that
desires are more easily fulfilled and success
more easily achieved when one is enjoying a
state of consciousness that is settled and yet
wide awake. This is in essence a transpersonal
theory of management in which the agency of
nature or natural law is instrumental in orches-
trating fortunate results.
The book maharishi University of management:
Wholeness on the move elaborates on the theory
that success in management rests primarily on
harmonizing the individual with the managing
intelligence of natural law. natural law is here
defined as “that infinite organizing power which
sustains existence and promotes the evolution of
everything in the universe, automatically maintain-
ing the well-coordinated relationship of everything

with everything else35.” maharishi called for educa-
tion to cultivate higher individual consciousness that
“maintains the managing intelligence of the manag-
er in alliance with this supreme managing intelli-
gence of the universe36” so that it is ultimately pos-
sible to attain “administration as automatic, prob-
lem-free, ever-progressive, and ever-evolutionary
as the administration of the universe through
natural law37.” in his view, the explicit aim of
education is enlightenment, where enlighten-
ment is defined as “the natural ability to think
and act in accordance with natural law38.”
it is interestingly to look into the theoretical
understanding of how the individual mind can
engage the managing intelligence of nature. in
mvS, self-referral means consciousness conscious
of itself. existence is pervaded by self-referral
consciousness; it is the medium in which all
aspects of creation are connected to each other.
Self-referral consciousness is also an experiential
reality when the conscious mind transcends
thought in meditation and is conscious only of its
own unbounded existence. in this state, called
yoga or union in the vedic tradition, an intimate
connection is established between the individual
mind and the self-referral intelligence that pervades
nature and is the home of all the laws of nature. As
that linkage becomes established, the individual
mind gains the support of the whole environment to
respond favorably to the intentions of the mind. in
this way, Support of nature enhances empowerment
and productivity, which directly impacts economic

growth to remove poverty.
maharishi pointed out a related verse from the vedic
literature that conveys the notion that outer material
success is supported by inner spiritual development. 

Success comes from sattwa (purity) – pure, self-referral con-
sciousness – which being the source of everything contains
within itself all that is needed for the fulfillment of any desire39.

maharishi provided another translation of this vedic
proverb: “The action of great men gains success through
sattwa – purity of consciousness – and not from the
(external, or intellectually conceived, or physically orga-
nized) means of action40.” maharishi refers to higher
states of consciousness as a permanent state of sattwic
consciousness41. An individual that has attained sattwic
consciousness has attained a state of permanent self-
sufficiency. maharishi stated, “The reality is that the
means gather around sattwic intelligence – natural
law favours sattwic consciousness – and whatever
is required comes42.”
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maharishi further explained that inadequate educa-
tion results in “violation” of natural law. violation of
natural law refers to behaviour that predominantly
affects the individual and his environment in a
destructive versus constructive way. Without being
educated to spontaneously think and act in accord with
natural law, man unwittingly violates natural law and
suffers in consequence43. maharishi explained: “As soon
as we violate natural law we are set right, and all the
pains, all problems, all failure, all misery, result from this
one fact – violation of natural law44.” by the principle “as
you sow, so shall you reap,” individual action affects an
equal and opposite reaction, termed Karma:
that action and reaction are equal is a scientific established truth.
you react to someone in a certain way and he, in turn, will react
to you in a similar way. if he does not react to you, then nature
will bring to you a similar type of reaction. if you hurt someone,
even if he himself does not react, other agencies of nature will
bring the reaction of your behavior to you. it is a law of nature
that as you sow, so you reap. in whatever way one wants the sur-
roundings to react to him, his behavior toward the surroundings
must be in accordance with that45.

The Technology of the unified field contributes to the
elimination of poverty and suffering in society by train-
ing the mind to function in accord with all the laws of
nature. maharishi explains that through this training:
We get ourselves out of that unfortunate situation which
brings to us all kinds of difficulties, sicknesses, and suffering in
life. all these negative values result from not knowing how to
be spontaneously orderly and evolutionary, not knowing how
to think and act according to the laws of nature46.

T H E P R I N C I P L E O F C O H E R E N C E

maharishi vedic Science argues that as the indi-
viduals in a nation gain more purity through the
regular experience of pure consciousness and the
development of higher states of consciousness,
then the collective consciousness of firms, com-
munities, and the nation becomes more inte-
grated, coherent, and invincible. The relation-
ship between coherence of consciousness and
collective destiny is brought out in a vedic verse:

in the vicinity of yogic influence – unifying influence,
integrating influence, coherent and harmonious influ-
ence – conflicting tendencies do not arise47.

The problems of society – violence, poverty, dis-
ease, and disasters – are in inverse relationship to
the degree of coherence in the collective con-
sciousness. And the development of individual
and collective consciousness leads to reduction of
poverty and other societal problems. The following

paragraphs explain further the theory from mvS
about the primacy of collective consciousness in
national development, and evidence of the pro-
found impact of coherence creating groups utiliz-
ing technologies of consciousness to influence
public affairs. 
Certainly the integrity and effectiveness of gov-
ernment institutions is a factor in eliminating
poverty. According to mvS, the functioning of
government is a reflection of national conscious-
ness. maharishi’s absolute theory of government
states, “government is the pure and innocent
mirror of the nation, faithfully reflecting what-
ever is presented to it48.” The judgments and
decisions of government leaders, whether just or
corrupt, are directed by the collective conscious-
ness of their constituents. maharishi stated:
“Although the members of every government
have their own individuality and their own opin-
ions of the nation’s needs, while engaged in the
process of governing, their actions are determined
by factors beyond their personal lives – by the col-
lective destiny of the nation49.”
in order to improve the performance of govern-
ment and to eliminate negative trends in society,
maharishi advocated coherence creating groups
practicing the Transcendental meditation and
Tm-Sidhi programs together in a group. Coherent
collective consciousness establishes a foundation for
effective administration by a government, free from
corruption and criminality; and this can be achieved
by creating an indomitable influence of coherence in
national consciousness through a sufficient number
of yogic flyers50. mvS predicts that when such groups
are of sufficient size, they can produce measurable
changes in the harmony and orderliness of a nation,
region, or the whole world. With the increase of col-
lective consciousness, the nation, government, and
institutions will perform action in alignment with nat-
ural law, bringing the support of nature to the nation.
Such a rise in coherent, integrated collective conscious-
ness will increase positive trends such as peace and
prosperity and decrease negative trends such as conflict
and poverty throughout the nation.
The theory that large coherence creating groups prac-
ticing the Tm -Sidhi program can measurably influence
the national economy and other indicators of quality
of collective life has been tested by statistical analy-
ses51,52. Prospective social experiments have been con-
ducted to test the theoretical proposition that a small
proportion of the members of society, through group
practice of the Transcendental meditation and Tm -
Sidhi Program, including yogic flying, could mea-
surably reduce negative indicators and increase pos-
itive indicators of quality of life in society. notable
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studies have included an experiment to test the
impact of these procedures in the context of politi-
cal violence in the middle east53 and a demonstra-
tion project to reduce urban crime in Washington,
dC54. Such evidence supports the Principle of Coher-
ence, which posits that the development of collective
consciousness underlies positive societal developments
toward elimination of poverty.

C O N C L U S I O N

The present article has contributed to the theme of devel-
opment and consciousness, about which other authors
have also shed light, by focusing on three principles from
our analysis of maharish mahesh yogi’s thought: 
1. The Principle of fullness highlighted experience of
inner fulfillment in Transcendental Consciousness and
creation of balanced sustainable livelihood from the
enlivenment of inner alertness and creativity. 
2. The Principle of Support of nature argued that good
fortune is attracted by purity of life, whereas problems
result from thinking and action which are out of har-
mony with natural law. fulfillment of desires can
become more and more effective and effortless through
cultivating the ability to perform from the ground of
Transcendental Consciousness, which mvS equates
with the unified field of natural law.
3. The Principle of Coherence introduced the con-
cept of collective consciousness as the prime mover
of the government and the measurable effects of
coherence creating groups on indicators of societal
well-being.
The persistence of poverty for so many in the
world calls for consideration of new understand-
ings about the cause of poverty and the funda-
mental means of its removal. in maharishi view,
the foundation for removing poverty is the
development of higher consciousness capable of
spontaneously thinking and behaving in accord
with natural law:
Basing the economy of the nation on the level of currency
regulation or distribution of wealth, hanging on the
either communist or capitalist ideals of economy or to
any other system of economy – all these are too superficial
to achieve fulfilling economy. With the unified field
based [consciousness-Based] system of economic excel-
lence, people will work less and accomplish more. there
will be greater efficiency, more production, and more
national productivity through increased creativity and
proficiency in that style of functioning which is the func-
tioning of nature55. 8
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b r A h A m m A S l oW ’ S fA m o u S h i e r A rC h y o f

needs defines “self-actualization” as a state
sought by all human beings once we have
satisfied the more basic needs of survival,
sexual gratification and belonging. Carl

rogers, one of the founders of humanistic psy-
chology, defines it as man’s tendency to actual-
ize himself, to become his potentialities. As we
humans continue to evolve toward self-actual-
ization there will be a concurrent need for our
organizations to follow suit. 
in the 1980s, in his seminal book the global
Brain, british futurist Peter russell pointed out
the coming “Age of Consciousness” – an era
when reaching our full potentiality as human
beings is much more the focus of our collective
energies than at present – largely survival, con-
flict and consumption. As this emerging focus
becomes more widely recognized and people
continue on their individual paths toward self-
actualization, the enterprises, institutions and
companies where they come together to work
will be changing dramatically. if they don’t, the
fate of these organizations is simple: they will die
because people who are becoming self-actualized
won’t want to work in them. organizations that

wish to attract more enlightened workers will
need to transform their cultures and work envi-
ronments so that they are more conscious,
purging themselves of the existing dysfunction
so prevalent in today’s work environments. i
call this “the conscious organization.”

W H A T I S T H E C O N S C I O U S

O R G A N I Z A T I O N ?

The Conscious organization is not an end state
where every worker is “certified” self-actualized or
enlightened, where each and every element of the
company, division, bureau, agency or institution is
spotlessly cleaned of any residual dysfunction. The
Conscious organization is one that is continually
examining itself, committed to becoming as self-
aware and responsible as it can at any given time in
its life. it purposely creates a very low tolerance for
dysfunction. it possesses the collective will to be vigi-
lant about unresolved issues that might fester under
the surface of awareness or otherwise go unnoticed
like they might in most organizations today.
most of our existing organizations, including our cor-
porations, endure some degree of bureaucracy –
where the focus is more on the internal pathologies of
their workers and less on the needs of their customers.
most organizations have developed a tolerance for cer-
tain shadows or dark behaviours that detract from them
being as effective and vital as enterprises and work-
places. They have become resigned to this less-than-
fully-functional state as “the best they can do under the
circumstances,” a condition that gives rise to mediocrity
and low morale.
Conscious organizations, or anyone involved with them,
will more quickly recognize an unwanted quality, proce-
dure, practice or other element of its culture because it
has built-in vigilance for that which is not conscious.
This vigilance is explicitly part of its culture. once rec-
ognized, a rallying cry goes out and the organization’s
resources are marshalled toward “cleaning up” that area
and making it more conscious. This could be compared
to how the human body’s immune system responds to
an infection or any invading toxic agent.
So what do i mean by “conscious” in this context?
becoming conscious is becoming aware of something
then acting responsibly in light of the new awareness.

T H E C O N S C I O U S O R G A N I Z A T I O N :
WORK P L AC E F O R TH E S E L F - AC T UA L I Z E D

J O H N R E N E S C H
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it is not synonymous with awareness alone; it involves
both. To paraphrase a japanese proverb, awareness
without action is a waste of time. Knowing some-
thing is wrong or can be improved upon without
doing anything about it can also be painful. 
Pinning down an exact definition of this ineffable
human characteristic may be impossible, but let’s see
how the dots show up so we can agree on a general
common understanding. let’s start with dictionaries.
here is merriam-Webster’s definition: 

a: the quality or state of being aware especially of
something within oneself; 
b: the state or fact of being conscious of an external
object, state, or fact; 
c: awareness; especially : concern for some social or
political cause.

The international Dictionary of psychology defines it
thusly:

Consciousness: the having of perceptions, thoughts
and feelings; awareness. The term is impossible to
define except in terms that are unintelligible with-
out a grasp of what consciousness means […]
nothing worth reading has been written about it.

Behavioural Brain sciences journal states:
Consciousness is like the Trinity; if it is explained
so that you understand it, it hasn’t been explained
correctly.” 

Sigmund freud writes, “What is meant by con-
sciousness we need not discuss – it is beyond all
doubt.” 
T.S. eliot has something to say too: “Consciousness,
we shall find, is reducible to relations between
objects, and objects we shall find to be reducible
to relations between different states of conscious-
ness; and neither point of view is more nearly
ultimate than the other.” 
Why is consciousness needed today? Why should
we work at creating organizational cultures that
are more conscious? Two thoughts expressed by
20th Century visionaries. The late vaclav havel,
first President of the Czech republic and nobel
laureate, writes: “Without a global revolution in
the sphere of human consciousness, nothing will
change for the better in the sphere of our being
as humans, and the catastrophe toward which
this world is headed – be it ecological, social,
demographic or a general breakdown - will be
unavoidable.”
time magazine’s man of the Century, Albert ein-
stein, writes: “A human being is part of the whole,
called by us ‘universe,’ a part limited in time and
space. he experiences himself, his thoughts and
feelings as something separated from the rest – a

kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This
delusion is a kind of prison for us, restricting us to
our personal desire and to affection for a few per-
sons nearest to us. our task must be to free our-
selves from this prison by widening our circle of
compassion to embrace all living creatures and
the whole of nature in its beauty.”
futurist russell says this: “The biggest hurdle
to defining consciousness is the word itself. A
noun is inappropriate. Consciousness does not
exist as a ‘thing’. it is not a ‘thing’ to be known,
but knowing itself.” 

B E C O M I N G A W A R E

becoming aware involves one’s state of mind.
it invites self-exploration and self-examina-
tion. it means waking up to all that is going
on around you, not just the matters that have
your regular attention but everything in your
environment. it means not only being aware of
the immediate task but the larger purpose it
serves, the effects it has on the organization and
the world, i.e., the larger context. it means hav-
ing some sense of the meaning for what you are
doing and how it contributes to the whole.
gaining higher levels of awareness is largely a per-
sonal undertaking but corporate professional devel-
opment programs have added resources for this kind
of work in recent years. many corporate leaders have
committed themselves to paths of perpetual develop-
ment and lifetime learning as a means of sustaining
self-examination in pursuit of self-actualization.
A high state of awareness includes the absence of
denial of any kind. it means “having your lights on” at
all times and remaining fully awake while you are at
work. This awareness allows you to notice things that
do not serve the overall functionality and effectiveness
of the organization. These things can include collusions
of various kinds where someone is allowed to get by
with some behaviour that diminishes from the organi-
zation’s purpose or goes against its best interests in any
way. Condoning these behaviours is similar to how
codependents enable their families in remaining dys-
functional. These tolerated behaviours could include
cheating, dishonesty of any kind, gossip, whining and
complaining about something but doing nothing to
change it, tolerating incompetence and tardiness, dis-
crimination or a myriad of other behaviours. 
These collusions can also include attitudes that divide
people, such as racism, sexism, rankism or any other
ism’s that separate people and diffuse the output of
human endeavour. They can also include attitudes
within the corporate culture that place the internal
needs and wants of management and employees
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ahead of the customers’ needs which fosters deeper
bureaucracy and lower efficacy. 
Avoidance or denial of anything “dark” or “bad” elim-
inates any chance of becoming aware – individually or
organizationally. Tendencies for this collective avoidance
are quite prevalent in many of today’s corporations. 

G E T T I N G I N T O A C T I O N

once awareness about any dysfunction is present it’s
time to do something – to begin correcting. it’s time to
responsibly act.
What does “responsibly act” mean? it means engaging in
a process of discovery and responding as if you’ve seen
something for the very first time. response is a root of
“responsibility” or the ability to respond. reacting prema-
turely, like rushing to action as soon as the “bad” behav-
iour is discovered, is often not really responsible. respon-
sibility includes thought, choice, comparison to one’s values,
and gaining consensus among the parties. being “able to
respond” with full awareness is not accomplished by
merely reacting to an undesired condition.
examples of less-responsible reactions might include
the immediate firing of a salesperson when it is learned
that he or she misinformed a potential customer,
learning a “lie” had been told, or hiring a diversity
consultant as soon as some prejudice is discovered, or
issuing a righteously indignant memo to all staff that
the “bad” behaviour “will not be tolerated.” 
These reactions may be coming from a place of pro-
tecting an image – either an individual’s or the orga-
nization’s. Take time to ask: Where does this unwant-
ed behaviour have its roots? What about the organi-
zation’s culture yielded this result? This approach
examines the system for the root cause or source,
not simply the symptom or the actor/player. A
systemic approach to correction will likely yield
lasting results rather than band aid quick fixes.
use the situation to learn and grow, not only for
the people involved, but for the organization.

N E W M E A S U R E S O F P E R F O R M A N C E

Consciousness does not only play a part in becom-
ing aware of “problems;” it can also create new
awareness about matters previously off the routine
“radar screen.” making things better often involves
looking at entirely new topics, things that can
improve the organizational culture, reputation, prod-
uct performance and customer service, not just “fix”
the problems.
for instance, a Conscious organization might period-
ically re-examine its purpose – why it exists, why it

offers its product or service, what its core values and
priorities are. This can be difficult work since we all
tend to become emotionally attached to things when
they are close to our hearts or minds or wallets.
An organization which holds honesty (both factu-
al and emotional honesty) and integrity high on
its list of core ideals might want to look beyond
the mere “misinformation” given by the salesper-
son in the earlier example and search for where
and how this happened. it might question
whether or not it was an isolated incident or a
symptom of a larger more insidious “virus” in
the core body of the company. is a flawed sys-
tem behind the dysfunctions?
once the process of becoming more conscious
has begun and intentional action has been
implemented, the organization’s values and core
ideologies need to be re-examined in light of this
new consciousness. These core ideals might
change constantly as the organization continues
to become more and more conscious. Since peo-
ple and organizations can only strive for total
consciousness, the process of becoming more and
more conscious is integrated into the “way of life”
for the organization; this is part of what a Con-
scious organization is – a group of people who are
constantly examining their own individual and col-
lective consciousness. 

C R E A T I N G A C O N S C I O U S

C O R P O R A T E C U L T U R E

i know from personal experience that a commitment to
becoming conscious on a personal level is a lifelong
adventure. it means constant vigilance, impeccable dis-
cernment, and an ongoing willingness to continuously
examine one’s life, one’s values, and one’s relationship to
oneself, others, and the world. it allows for falling short of
these ideals from time to time; this is part of being human
after all. honest attempts to keep these shortfalls to a mini-
mum, however, make for a sound underpinning for a con-
scious organizational culture.
Since an organization is a collection of individuals who have
come together for some common purpose, a natural con-
clusion would be that an organizational commitment to
being conscious requires the same continuous exploration
and re-examination that is needed for personal conscious-
ness. A core ideal of a company wishing to be a Con-
scious organization needs to include this commitment
to continuous self-examination throughout its life.
Since the Conscious organization is the opposite of a dys-
functional one, its commitment to explore any “shadows”
that come to light is totally contrary to the less-healthy
company that often serves as a refuge for co-dependent
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behaviours, underperformers and marginally competent
people. As many mental health professionals will tell
you, a primary co-dependent behaviour is keeping secrets
and avoiding whistle-blowing on any matters that the
“conspiracy” wants to hide.
one way to cure a dysfunctional system – be it a family
or an organization – is an intervention by people who
will no longer buy into the “conspiracy of silence” or
who have felt enough pain and can’t stand it anymore.
Such interventions are usually aimed at a person or a
number of people within the group. They often resem-
ble a sort of tough-love “ambush” since the targets for
the intervention would probably avoid it if they were
aware of what was planned.
in contrast, people in a Conscious organization culture are
open to learning about any unwanted patterns and breaking
through any barriers they may have. Similar to when a per-
son committed to a path of self-actualization invites friends
to provide constructive feedback that will allow him or her
to grow, the corporate culture of the Conscious organiza-
tion includes this permission, both explicitly and implicitly.
having a trusting and healthy relationship with co-workers
and the organization’s mission is of paramount importance,
far more important than an individual’s need to maintain
their image, the illusion of control, or remain in denial
about something that violates their core values.
in stark contrast to traditional ambush-like interven-
tions which may happen in extremely dysfunctional
organizations, people in Conscious organizations
welcome someone revealing any behaviour, policies
or practices which do not serve the group’s greater
consciousness and functionality.
The Conscious organization is one where the lights
are always ready to shine wherever darkness is
found. it is a fit for people who are striving to be
more conscious themselves and are seeking work
environments that support and stimulate their
individual growth as conscious beings. every-
body in the Conscious organization knows the
discovery process and the enlightenment that
accompanies it is valuable and takes responsibility
for calling attention to it.
The resulting organizational culture invites and
welcomes competence, interdependence, open-
ness, honesty, team play, ethical behaviour, self-
examination, functionality, and peak perfor-
mance. People attracted to work in such an orga-
nization will be those who are interested in or
already committed to self-actualization. imagine
the power and effectiveness a workforce like this
can offer the world!                                             8
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the ideals of art, of science are lighted
by reflections from the infinite.

l o u i S P A S T e u r

he ComPleXiTieS of our humAn liveS And

existence seem to be growing exponential-
ly. The european union is rumoured to be
on the brink of disintegration and eco-

nomic insolvency, AidS and malaria are rampant
in Africa, drug cartels notoriously corrupt much
of Central and South America, japan is recover-
ing from a huge earthquake, tsunami and nuclear
meltdown, and a small group of powerful elite in
the uS and internationally, are co-opting natural
resources worldwide for personal gain, without
seeming care for the whole of life or our future.
our global mind is fragmented by infinite bits of
information, scattered and moving in all direc-
tions, while our survival as a species faces grow-
ing threats from climate change and numerous
variations of our own toxic waste. When we
zoom in to the micro level we see that 2.8 billion
people live on less than uSd 2 per day, many starv-
ing and in slums1. Children walk miles to get a
small jug of dirty drinking water for their family
each day, while babies die for lack of basic medica-
tion, and young children are forced to quit school
to care for their families, or kidnapped and forced to
work as soldiers or prostitutes. When we open our

eyes, we see injustice, pain and suffering that is so
overwhelming and widespread, that we often
shut down our awareness and go about our lives.
many of us feel powerless or lack the skills to do
anything to abate our own predicament, let
alone to contribute or influence change on a
large scale.
At the same time, with an accelerating force,
some are waking up to the possibility of global
transformation and our responsibility individu-
ally and collectively to transform suffering into
vital planetary wellbeing. Some of us have the
combination of inner and outer resources to have
our own needs met. Some of us have found our
way into various degrees of influence with some
particular constituency, knowledge and skill. We see
the interwoven structures and patterns of human
society that keep repeating themselves through
our collective assumptions, habits and mispercep-
tion. And we see that the only way to create a bet-
ter world for humanity is for all of us to wake up
together and contribute our various ideas, skills and
perspectives with an agreement to work together for
the common good of all beings, not just ourselves or
our tribe, village or nation whether that be a religion,
a culture or any particular segment of life. Through
technology, we are coming together across cultures,
discussing the issues and imagining a world in which
all are fed, educated, healthy and loved. As we join
with one another we encounter inspiration, reinforce-
ment, strength and hope.  We open to a deeper creativ-
ity and wisdom that seems to be accessible through a
collectively sourced awareness, where we find syner-
getic solutions, synchronized relationships, and a deep,
enlivening evolutionary flow. Collectively, our con-
sciousness is waking up, and we feel ourselves intricate-
ly linked with everything on the planet. dropping our
exclusive identity with our own individual self, we see,
feel and sense the same one, shining and expressing
through all of existence and we see that we are looking
at aspects of that same Self all over the planet.  Since
you are another expression of that same Self, i ache
when you are suffering. from this locus of seeing
and feeling the truth of our being, we are moved to
love and to evolve ourselves in such a way that we
begin to see how our own and the world’s suffering
can be resolved. 

L O V E ,  C O N S C I O U S E V O L U T I O N
AND OUR EMERGENT COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

V E N I T A L .  R A M I R E Z
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in the following pages, i will describe how our con-
sciousness seems to evolve through stages that allow
us to see these possibilities more clearly. i will describe
how the movement of love expands naturally as a
necessary outpouring of energy at later levels of devel-
opment. We’ll look at collective intelligence and col-
lective presence as ways to synergize and mobilize our
desire for wholeness on the planet. And i will offer a
few pointers to ideas, individuals and organizations
who already have begun moving in this direction.

T H E E V O L U T I O N

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

first what is consciousness? Philosopher, Ken Wilber has
identified a dozen schools of consciousness theory and
research from the fields of science, psychology, cultural
anthropology, systems theory and others2. he proposes
that each of these perspectives on consciousness carries
an element of truth, and that a variety of exterior and
interior perspectives, combined with individual and col-
lective perspectives, all of which co-exist and co-evolve
in our experience of reality, are the minimum
degree of sophistication that we need in
order to secure anything resembling
a genuinely integral theory of con-
sciousness. Though brain science
can follow the neuropathways in
the brain and identify the mecha-
nisms and processes from a con-
crete measurable perspective, it can-
not identify, explain or measure the
content of our consciousness.  in our
conscious awareness and subtle imaginations
there are infinite variations of inner and outer
worlds at play – visions, dreams and inspirations
that reveal themselves in our subtle awareness,
and sometimes through our intention, become
manifest in concrete life. Along with our biolog-
ical and relational urges and instincts, our level
of consciousness drives us. Through the power
of our consciousness, we influence our experi-
ence and outcomes of life. The more aware we
are of our own consciousness, the greater influ-
ence we have over our interior and exterior
experience. furthermore, our consciousness is
influenced by our culture, our history and the
systems at play around the world. We are shaped
and influenced by family patterns, religious beliefs,
language, gender roles, race relations, media and
political rhetoric.  As a species we have fallen into
unconscious patterns that have played themselves
out for thousands of years. We separate ourselves
by race and nation on the one hand while transna-
tional corporations, the global economy, political
networks and the world wide web have overridden

those barriers to create something that transcends
them. our outdated mental models, perceptions
and relational patterns become assumptions that
we don’t even think to question.  And while they
may have been useful for someone long ago, or
even earlier in this lifetime, many of these assump-
tions are now blinding us to possibilities for
greater health and liberated transformation as a
species. various individuals seem to be aware of
these collective constructs, but in order to create
large scale global change, we will need to shift
our consciousness as a whole species. how
might we do this?

H O W M I G H T W E B E G I N T O

T R A N S F O R M O U R

C O N S C I O U S N E S S ?

in order for us to transform our outdated, indi-
vidual and collective systems and structures, we
must acknowledge that our awareness is embed-
ded in these structures and then step outside of

them as much as possible so we can identify
where we are, where we are going and

what next steps we can take to facili-
tate our movement into greater
wholeness and health as a species.
over the last fifty years researchers
have begun mapping out very
specific ways in which human con-

sciousness develops and evolves3,4,5,6,7.
Susanne Cook-greuter in particular,

found distinct patterns and traits that
occur as individual humans evolve into post-

conventional stages of ego development. building on
jane loevinger’s research, she identified two additional
advanced stages of development for a total of nine
stages, four of which identify characteristics of evolved
consciousness beyond the conventional, mainstream
mind8. Combining Cook-greuter’s findings with Wilber’s
AQAl Theory9, Terri o’fallon currently is identifying
additional refinements and details on the latest stages of
human consciousness. The results of this research are
providing a roadmap for humanity to follow in evolving
our individual and collective consciousness10. The
research also validates collective values and ethics that
seem to be common to all humans, not just to a partic-
ular segment of society, values such as truthfulness,
altruism, wholeness, compassion, and even conscious-
ness itself. And the research shows that we can evolve
all of these characteristics into the widest and deepest
embrace possible.  if we aim to influence the evolu-
tion of consciousness and transform society on any
level or in any field, we will benefit by familiarizing
our selves and our whole species with these stages of
development. With awareness of how we develop,
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we can identify processes for transforming human
consciousness individually and collectively.

A G E N E R A L O V E R V I E W O F H O W

C O N S C I O U S N E S S D E V E L O P S

Consciousness can be described as awareness, aware of
the self-organizing and evolving nature of all of exis-
tence. Through our consciousness we are aware of our
inner and outer worlds.  As our consciousness expands
our worlds expand. We might say our consciousness
can be seen as that which beholds the emergence of
concrete life, of subtle worlds, and of our own existence
as consciousness11,12,13. from the time we are born,
through elementary school and even sometimes into
high school and beyond, we tend to relate to the world
in very concrete ways. our awareness mostly revolves
around our needs for food, touch, our possessions, our
parents and friends, our home, nature and other aspects
of the concrete world.  even our imagination is filled
with concrete objects. An individual and whole cul-
tures can develop into mature stages of concrete aware-
ness that can be healthy in their context but remain
limited in terms of affecting the world on a large
scale or even recognizing the nuances that become
available when awareness opens up into the next
four stages of consciousness that comprise the sub-
tle perspectives of human awareness14. Collectively,
on average, we humans are reaching later stages of
consciousness in our lifetimes than our ancestors.
And with the advent of the internet, we seem
poised for a significant acceleration.
As we move to later stages, from concrete based
awareness to more subtle forms of awareness, we
now have both concrete and subtle awareness
available to us. research shows that the majority
of adult humans likely perceive the world and
reality from three of these subtle stages of
awareness, expert, Achiever and individualist15.
When we begin to see the world from the first
of these more subtle perspectives, we begin to
realize we have an interior self and that we
have the ability to have some influence on our
outer results based on our own attitudes (inte-
rior intention). We begin to see that we can
deliberately influence how others perceive and
respond to us, because we have some control
over our own self-expression in the world. At
this stage we can learn from our past experience,
imagine and calculate potential outcomes and
consequences up to about six months in advance.
Currently, in democratic societies, most of us
reach this first subtle stage in our later adoles-
cence.  because we are new to this ability to direct
our own fate, we tend to value the opinion of

experts. often we believe that there is one particu-
lar right way to operate or that there is not much
room for deviation. A large percentage of the
adult population (about 36.5%) reside at this stage
and many remain at this stage (expert) for their
whole lives, affiliating with a particular belief sys-
tem through which their perspective is reflected
and kept in place.
At the next stage, our consciousness grows into
a capacity for creating a plan five years into the
future. We see more shades of gray and priori-
tize ideas. many people leave traditional reli-
gions at this point as their awareness grows to
include greater diversity. This group (Achiever)
is motivated to achieve and can become quite
successful in conventional society, however,
they are still motivated primarily by their own
needs and the needs associated with their specif-
ic view of who belongs in their circle of respon-
sibility and care, whether family, community or
nation. The majority of people in power around
the world are at this level of consciousness. Thus
many of our systems and structures, worldwide,
result from strategies and visions implemented by
individuals who can see only five years into the
future and cannot see how the results of their actions
will affect the whole of society, inter-systemically.
They cannot yet understand the importance of con-
text, nor can they see the relationships between com-
plex systems, globally, generations into the future.
The next stage of development, still in the subtle tier,
is the first group considered to be post-conventional.
of these subtle levels of ego-development or con-
sciousness, a person can see a generation or two into
the future and begin to take multiple perspectives on a
situation. The individual realizes that an outcome is
very dependent on interior and exterior contexts such as
a person’s self-concept, their temperament, their circum-
stances, their culture, their family history, the resources
provided by their society or surroundings. The 1960’s saw
a significant upsurge in this segment of the population
which is now estimated to be at 11% and growing. At
this stage people value authenticity and begin to see
from the perspectives of others in a new way. This new
ability to shift their perspective and stand in the context
or circumstances as someone else in a completely differ-
ent situation, opens the heart and mind to a level of
consciousness, in which one begins to advocate for
those who lack the power to do so.
At the latest stage of these subtle perspectives (Strate-
gist), a person’s awareness of time and space opens up
in such a way that they begin to see how these con-
texts around the world in the exterior and interior of
consciousness can be prioritized. They begin to see
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solutions on a larger scale for humanity. They see
how various systems are interdependent and there-
fore must be influenced simultaneously. for example,
they might identify three bodies of work from three
different disciplines, or several thought leaders in vari-
ous fields and then champion all three as an important
combination of voices to lead us into a better future.
The ability to see further into the future and to hold a
number of contexts or lines of thinking simultaneously,
often make them exceptional leaders and managers,
especially when they can translate their expanded and
innovative vision into steps that individuals at earlier
stages can digest and follow. The individuals at this stage
are estimated at around 5% of the population and grow-
ing rapidly, due to technology’s support in the cross pol-
lination of ideas, information and contexts.

T H E C A U S A L L E V E L S

O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

Terri o’fallon postulates that the next four levels of
human development arise in what she calls the causal
tier16. The research on these levels is emergent. in
addition to the thousands of sentence completion
tests underlying this research17, my colleagues geoff
fitch, Terri o’fallon and i have observed over 100
individuals in our transformative leadership program,
generating transformative change, for a minimum
of nine months and some up to six years who have
taken these assessments. As a result we have had the
opportunity to view in-person, embodied expres-
sions of these later levels of consciousness. here
is what we are finding.
There is a profound letting go of knowing the truth
of anything concrete or subtle at these later stages.
in the first causal level of consciousness (Construct
Aware) we begin to see how language constructs
our beliefs about reality and how language is a
construct of our human mind.  We see how, col-
lectively, we have assembled all of our human-made
concrete and subtle systems throughout time and
space (historically/globally). And we see how our
belief systems perpetuate our consensual reality. At
this level of consciousness, we see that all of our
ways of seeing and thinking, our systems and per-
spectives are constructs. This time can be alternately
disconcerting, devoid of any substantial meaning
and/or incredibly liberating. because this level of
awareness (and beyond) is so rare, there is little vali-
dation or reflection for the sanity of this perspective
in conventional society. often these individuals feel
alone and unable to locate the previous version of
their self. They begin to be aware of their awareness,
and can watch themselves and everyone else playing
constructed roles in constructed environments in
which everyone unconsciously participates in certain

ways of dressing, thinking, seeing and behaving
throughout whole systems, throughout human his-
tory and into the future.  Through this awareness of
constructs, they locate a self not based on any of
these concrete and subtle systems, a self that is
empty of constructs and yet stabilized in the
empty/formless ground of being. often they dis-
mantle interior and exterior life and float for a
while on these shores of freedom, sometimes with
cynicism, angst and despair; sometime with a
sense of all concrete and subtle reality evaporat-
ing even as it arises in the mind; and sometimes
with a spacious realization that all that matters is
love. judgment begins to fall away since all
meaning is seen as constructed and empty. Pro-
found acceptance takes the place of judgment.
After several years of acclimating to this unfa-
miliar field of awareness, at some point the
individual becomes motivated to prioritize
these constructs, and this new ability to priori-
tize marks the beginning of a new stage of con-
sciousness called Transpersonal awareness18. in
this next stage, with the awareness that every-
thing in their mind is a construct, the individual
realizes that he or she can combine a number of
systems, fields of knowledge or areas of seemingly
unconnected disciplines into a new original whole
creation. for example, a person might combine
ideas from medicine, martial arts, integral theory,
somatic psychology and education to design and
implement structures that transform the health care
system.  individuals at this level of development can
begin to see humanity’s future and connection with
all of life and want to make a contribution that can
affect as many people as possible with the least amount
of effort. often their systems and ways of thinking are
more complex than most people can grasp. And their
hearts have grown as a result of their growing sense of
the relative relationships between all things19. Towards
the end of this level of consciousness the individual
begins to feel a sense of peaceful emptiness pervading
all of reality. in spiritual practices such as meditation,
this experience of emptiness is a profound temporary
state, however when an individual reaches this level or
stage of consciousness after having stabilized for a period
of time through all of the previously described stages, it
is no longer a temporary state, but a permanent, every-
day, walking around experience20. in the midst of all of
the chaos of life, there is infinite stillness.
The last two stages of the causal tier of consciousness
occur when an individual sees that even these more
complex frames of reference are still limiting in
terms of the ability to affect humanity for good.
They open up to an even more subtle felt sense or
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direct experience that they and everything else are
truly made of the same stuff. This oneness is felt
throughout the body-mind and stabilized as a per-
manent, ever-present direct experience.  At this place
the experience is that you and i (and everything) are
literally made of the same energy and the same con-
sciousness, or one ever-present source of all, and there-
fore, your suffering is my suffering; your joy is my joy. in
these latest researched stages, individuals are
no longer acting only on behalf of their
own individual life, nor human life
in general. The personal self
recedes as background to the
good of the all, meaning all of
creation.
At the latest level of the causal
tier (illumined), the individual
can see subtle emanations of light
that exist prior to subtle images or
concrete formations. They see a web of
super subtle emanations out of which the con-
crete and subtle worlds arise, structures
that reinforce one another and that if
altered, could alter the entire trajec-
tory of humanity’s future.  And
they begin to prioritize these
super subtle structures in ways
that can help humanity transform
‘all at once’. At the first level of this
tier, a person began to see that all
personal and social belief systems are
constructs. At this latest stage of the tier, a per-
son sees how the flows of energetic intention and
relationships in the super subtle field create and re-
create our present and future in the moment.
from this perspective, a new clarity arises about
how not only current systems but also collective
intentions can and must be altered simultaneous-
ly at the concrete, subtle and causal levels of reali-
ty in order to affect change as broadly, deeply and
rapidly as possible. This seeing and a desire to act
are motivated by the ability to feel and sense into
the suffering of all beings who are none other
than the one same Self.

L O V E A S T H E S U P R E M E

U N I F Y I N G P R I N C I P L E O F L I F E

When the emptiness is permanent and all perva-
sive and the self recedes into the background,
space/time dissolves and through this emptiness no
individual thing is seen to have any permanence
except the emptiness or stillness itself, and a felt
sense and continuous subtle “seeing” of the revela-
tion of form through awareness which includes all
individuality, all collectivity, and all of the interior

and exterior of existence as both individual parts
and one seamless, infinite, timeless whole, perme-
ating the emptiness. This profound realization and
permanent continuous all pervasive ever-present
synthesis of emptiness and form results as a felt
experience of free-flowing, conscious, unpremed-
itated warmth, an all pervasive loving beholding,
a movement of love or infinite embrace with no

object and with every object, through a gener-
ous and natural flow in service to all of

life, to relieve suffering and cultivate
health and happiness for every

being and everything seen and
unseen. The “individual self” is
experienced as a part of the
seamless whole arising in all at
once relationship to all else and

yet without separation. There is
an interpenetration of opposites

such that all paradox is resolved in this
and every moment.  from this level of con-

sciousness we are everyone and everything
not as our small individual human self,

but as the all-pervasive benevolent,
all-seeing Self. Again, this is a deep,
intuitive seeing and feeling of
the whole and an intuitive know-
ing of how all is created sustained
and destroyed in relationship to

everything else, between which
ultimately there is no separation. it

is from this place that we align with
forces beyond us, in fact the force that creates,

sustains and destroys all of life.  dr. martin luther
King, jr. said, “When i speak of love, i am speaking of
the force which all the great religions have seen as the
supreme unifying principle of life21.” orland bishop
says, “if [we] are to become equal to anything we have
to stand above the social realm and be equal to the
laws that makes human beings exist. equal to the
forces that make existence possible; not equal to social
and political status22.”

O U R N E X T

E V O L U T I O N A R Y M O V E M E N T

love is the single most powerful unifying force that we
fundamentally share. from a baby’s merging, dependence
and nascient love for it’s mother, to a love of concrete
possessions and people as one’s reflective identity, to a
love for ideas, ones dreams and devotions, to a realiza-
tion that all is one in a seamless unending whole, we
love. love is a movement, whether towards ones self or
towards others. Along with survival, love may be one
of our deepest collective impulses. We could say that
all of form is an act of love, while all of stillness or
emptiness is the awareness or consciousness out of
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For this view tells us that
history is indeed going somewhere-it is

going, not toward a final judgment, but
toward ultimate Wholeness. and further, this

Wholeness is not only the nature of all natures,
but also the consummate and ultimate potential

of human consciousness itself.

K e n W i l b e r

Essentially what
we see in human evolution is that

as the self identity boundary expands then
the love itself that we can feel for human
beings expands with that boundary. 
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which love springs. The notion of love is elegantly
simple enough to speak to anyone and yet funda-
mental to all of existence itself.  And one of the keys
is to realize that the experience and understanding of
love evolves. When we understand the evolution of
love and consciousness, we can see more clearly how to
give voice to a common vision that will unite us.  here
is an example.
in the year 2000 the earth Charter Commis-
sion published a framework of global
ethical principles, the earth Char-
ter23, which has been endorsed by
over 4,500 organizations, includ-
ing many governments and
international organizations.
The earth Charter comprises
sixteen principles in the follow-
ing categories: 1) respect and
Care for the Community of life; 2)
ecological integrity; 3) Social and eco-
nomic justice, and 4) democracy, non-vio-
lence and Peace. one of the legitimizing
features of the earth Charter is that it
involved the most inclusive and
participatory processes ever asso-
ciated with the creation of an
international declaration. from
1997-2000 the draft document was
translated into various languages,
circulated widely and received input
from scientists, international lawyers and
religious leaders. The earth Charter is an excellent
example of a widely supported vision for humanity
created through collective collaborative intelli-
gence globally. because it addresses concrete, sub-
tle and even causal ethical concerns, it is relevant
to human beings throughout the developmental
spectrum. The principles address the concrete
needs of all human life, such as access to potable
water, food security, uncontaminated soil and
shelter. other principles address our more subtle
needs such as the guarantee of human rights and
fundamental freedoms including the opportunity
to realize one’s full potential. And still others
begin to point toward causal awareness: “recog-
nize that peace is the wholeness created by right
relationships with oneself, other persons, other
cultures, other life, earth, and the larger whole of
which all are a part.” The earth Charter tran-
scends nation, language, religion, and culture. it
is an excellent example of what can result when
love and universal care for all beings is accessed
and addressed via love’s movement through our
collective intelligence.

W H A T I S

C O L L E C T I V E I N T E L L I G E N C E ?

over the last several decades and especially over
the last few years, many individuals, organiza-
tions and communities are exploring the territory
of collective intelligence, collective commons
and global citizens movements24. With the help
of the internet, networks are emerging along

with systems, processes and methodologies
for optimizing collective resources

and intelligence. Through these
global, collaborative initiatives,

new paradigms are rising rapidly
that ultimately will replace
those that no longer work for
everyone. 

Since Pierre levy first coined
the term, “collective intelligence”

in 1994, researchers at miT, uClA,
and The university of brussels, to

name a few, have begun identifying necessary
elements and whole processes through

which collective intelligence arises
and contributes to greater synergy,
productivity and aggregate solu-
tions. in particular, francis hey-
lighen at the university of brus-
sels, has drawn inspiration from a

wide range of ideas in a trans-disci-
plinary approach to his research on

the emergence and evolution of complex
intelligent organization. he says, “This phenome-

non, where a group of initially independent agents
develop a collective approach to the tackling of some
shared problem that is more powerful than the approach
any of them might have developed individually, may be
called collective intelligence25.”
When we open to this collective intelligence from a
deeply sourced causal consciousness and the widest
impulse to love, we realize that together, we have within
us the power and ability to transform our reality faster
than we thought possible.  few people foresaw the mag-
nitude and widespread solidarity between individuals
trans-nationally that became visible in 2011 inspired by
The Arab Spring and which also became known world-
wide as The occupy movement. This was a powerful,
grass-roots movement created by people across genera-
tions, languages, nations, professions and across all
educational, socio-economic and developmental lev-
els. individual leaders with particular strengths from
various disciplines emerged to offer their knowledge
and experience in one moment and became a partici-
pant in the next through a spontaneously, self-orga-
nizing collective force for justice. There seemed to
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We must realize that when
basic needs have been met, human

development is primarily about being more,
not having more. We have the knowledge and

technology to provide for all and to reduce our
impacts on the environment. our environmental,

economic, political, social, and spiritual
challenges are interconnected, and together

we can forge inclusive solutions. 
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We need a new global vision
that is once legitimate inspiring

and rigorous to seize the public imagination
as well as broaden the political base

for change.
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be a transpersonal collective consciousness moving
its way through global civil society that had and con-
tinues to have a will of its own, a movement toward
truth, universal care and justice on a large scale.
in 2007, Paul hawken, estimated that there are at mini-
mum 130,000 individuals and organizations involved in
social and environmental justice initiatives worldwide26.
That number continues to grow. The collective intelli-
gence that is available through these individuals and
groups is formidable. Among these are a subset of indi-
viduals, groups and organizations who are deliberate and
intentional in experimenting with sourcing and cultivat-
ing awakened collective presence, which is a causal expres-
sion of collective intelligence. one of these organizations
is The Presencing institute. Another is The Widening
Circle. And another example is Pacific integral’s generat-
ing transformative change, our global causal leadership
program. Through our leadership intensives we invite
extraordinary individuals to open to the source of causal
awareness through which deep truth and creativity arises.
over nine months, we cultivate the field of collective
awareness and collaborative presence through which
love reveals itself in service to the relief of suffering and
the growth of greater happiness and wholeness in the
world. We teach the fundamentals of development,
awareness, presence, embodiment, relationship,
ethics, causal leadership, systems thinking, authentic
communication, emergent facilitation and design,
and global consciousness, all in service to a trans-
formed future. Through the release of sole identifica-
tion with our personal desires, we encounter a syner-
getic, collaborative arising of collective passions,
resources, skills, knowledge and experience in ser-
vice to the whole. The path of service becomes
clear and together, through our shared move-
ment, sourced out of love and consciousness, we
see what is ours to do. ironically, in service to
the whole, each individual feels more alive, more
full, valued and satisfied through release into
something larger than their personal self. from
the vast spacious, creative ground of being, col-
lective resources emerge into a unified collabora-
tive process in response to the current moment
and particular situation. Creative initiatives and
solutions spontaneously arise in answer to the call
for wholeness, whether local or global. The capac-
ity to hold, grow and transmit this awareness
seems stable over the long term27. individuals who
have experienced this process have gone into the-
world to further their work and grow their own
networks of conscious collaborators. And our own
global network of these causal leaders is growing. it
is through these experiences with extraordinary
human beings in our programs, that we are inspired

and convinced that collectively humanity has the
capacity to love, grow and serve in ways that trans-
form our future.

O N E O F T H E M O S T

I M P O R T A N T T H I N G S W E C A N

D O I S T O F I N D E A C H O T H E R

As mentioned, there are organizations that are
gaining momentum in their ability to attract and
grow global networks of conscious leaders.
Through these networks, we are finding each
other and we are growing in magnitude and
power. As we connect across nations and cultures,
we will unite horizontally based on our level of
consciousness and area of expertise, and vertically
based on our region or sphere of influence.
Through collaborative, collective intelligence, we
can begin to allow our diverse gifts to combine in
ways that result in innovative solutions that resolve
our most pressing problems. one of the most
simple and profound commitments we can make
is to universal care or love. There is a fundamental
truthfulness to kindness and generosity that takes a
form of letting go of control and possession, and a
trust that there is enough, that provision will come.
ironically, when we let go of me and mine, love
pours forth in all directions.
Through this evolved level of conscious awareness,
we become open to the collective, creative intelli-
gence flowing through everyone and everything. We
begin to see and feel through the minds and hearts of
others everywhere.
And suddenly our minds and worlds expand to include
information we had never received previously.  new
information, knowledge, innovation and experience
rush in from all directions. our consciousness expands
from the concrete to the subtle to the causal. We feel
more, sense more, receive more, with more compassion,
care and inclusive of all that exists. We open our senses
and our awareness to the source of all and suddenly we
have access to vast resources of creativity and unlimited
potential through one another’s unique contribution
whether through individuals, cultures, nations or across
sectors and disciplines. We discover that everything
and everyone can serve the whole and in serving the
whole, each becomes more valuable as a one of a kind
unique individual part.

C O N C L U S I O N

The evolution of life through love and consciousness
seems to be at play through the past, present and
future of existence. in the last 50 years, researchers
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such as Piaget, Kohlberg, gilligan, Kegan, loevinger,
Cook greuter, o’fallon and others, have mapped
the evolution of our individual development as
human beings from early childhood through to the
most advanced stages of human consciousness as we
know it.  These results are showing consistency across
cultures and they are revealing common patterns in the
evolution of our human values, thought processes,
methods of prioritization and meaning making.
When we see that love and consciousness evolve, then
we can intervene to grow ourselves in ways that benefit
individuals and collectives, worldwide. We can see
the value of both interior and exterior per-
spectives and we can take the past,
present and future of all species into
account in our collective decision
making processes. We feel com-
pelled to respond on the largest
scale that we can. We collectively
open our minds, our hearts and
release our selves to love. Through
love, we are called into the movement
to transform our global civilization for future
generations. When we are moved by this unifying
principle of love, we look around the planet, find
where our gifts meet the world’s needs and we are
compelled to offer all that we are in service to that
which pervades all. realizing that we cannot do it
alone, we find one another, pool our strengths,
minds and resources, and open to the causal
ground through which limitless creativity arises in
response to our current situation. The force of
love finds its way through our collaborative causal
consciousness and as we open to this source of
power and insight, we can finally begin to clear a
path towards solving many of our most complex
problems as a species, together.                        8
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

or mAny PeoPle, The ChAngeS ThAT Are oCCurring

in today’s world are frightening and destabiliz-
ing. As a result, there is a rising call for new
skills and capacities to help leaders in many

walks of life to manage the challenges and com-
plexities. under the right circumstances, pro-
found challenges can be a call to growth and
transformation. insights from both science and
spirituality suggest that deep disruptions in our
personal and social worlds can trigger positive
shifts in people’s worldviews and the organiza-
tions they support. Such shifts may lead to major
changes in how people understand who they are,
what has meaning and purpose in their lives,
and how their actions inform the evolving
world. under the right set of conditions, these
transformations can be cultivated with con-
scious intention and purpose. As noted by econ-
omists r. eisler and Corral: “for the first time in
recorded history, awareness is emerging globally
that we need fundamental systematic change to
solve the world’s complex environmental and
social problems1.” 
for several decades, research has been done at
the institute of noetic Sciences to empirically
investigate the process of worldview transforma-
tions. A multi-disciplinary team of scientists has
systematically explored the dynamics of transfor-
mation, including the identification of catalysts for
worldview shifts, the elements of transformational

practices shared across diverse spiritual and psy-
chological traditions, and the outcomes and
consequences of conscious worldview transfor-
mations for individuals and social institutions2.
The work has been applied in the context of
science3, business4, education5 and healthcare6.
The program of research included scenario
building, narrative analyses of transformational
experiences, detailed focus groups conducted
with change specialists from various spiritual
and professional disciplines, structured inter-
views with 60 teachers of worldview transforma-
tion, on-line surveys with 1000’s of self-selected
respondents, longitudinal research on various
transformative practices, and the development
and evaluation of a “worldview literacy” curricu-
lum for children and adults7. results of these stud-
ies suggest that transformative practices increase
personal and social awareness, cultural competence,
innovation, resilience, collaborative inquiry, collec-
tive problem solving, and prosocial behaviours such
as compassion and empathy.
findings from this research program led to a non-lin-
ear developmental model of worldview transforma-
tion8, which predicts that the root of change lies in
each individual’s direct, subjective, noetic experiences. As
physician and transformative educator, rachel remen,
noted in a research interview: “A transformation in
[worldview] affects a kind of double vision in people.
They see more than one reality at the same time, which
gives a depth to both their experience and to their
response to the experience9.” With personal awareness of
a broader worldview, people can expand their under-
standing of self, others, and their place in the broader
universe. in the process, they report core changes in
their personal identify, social relationships, and work
experiences. 
The purpose of this article is to apply the components
of this worldview transformation model to noetic lead-
ership as a transformative practice. The goal is to help
catalyze positive transformations in today’s global envi-
ronment and in the meaning and purpose that people
experience in their life and work. eight tools have
been identified from the research that can be applied
to leadership at all levels of personal and organiza-
tional influence and activity. The key to noetic lead-
ership is a shift from the focus on external sources of
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information and authority to the development of
each person’s inner strengths, capacities and wisdom.

T R A N S F O R M A T I V E T O O L S

F O R N O E T I C L E A D E R S H I P

1 ~ WorldvieW liTerACy. A fundamental tool for
transformative leadership is an awareness of how
worldviews shape human experiences and collective
enterprises. Worldviews are the lenses of perception
through which people know and relate to self and other.
They inform people’s assumptions, values, and beliefs10.
While powerfully important, worldviews are largely
buried deep below the threshold of conscious awareness,
functioning on a kind of autopilot that informs every
action and reaction of human experience. 
Worldviews are shaped by many things, including
upbringing, culture, education, biology, and environ-
ment11. Worldviews also direct people’s actions and
behaviours, both individually and in society. They are
expressed through different ways of knowing and
being in the world, including subjective, first personal
experiences such as feelings and self-reflections, inter-
subjective or shared cultural meanings, and objective
means of communicating through scientific, social,
political and economic exchange. A transformative
leader has the capacity to hold these various dimen-
sions - experiencing and integrating multiple ways
of knowing and being12.
Worldviews are not static. Through the course of
each individual’s human development, different
perspectives morph in small and large ways; the
priorities people hold as teenagers are typically
transformed as they grow and mature. in addi-
tion, people report profound personal experi-
ences that completely shift their worldview,
including their core sense of self and other –
expanding their basic understanding of reality.
As noted by psychologist frances vaughn during
a research interview: “Transformation […] is not
simply a change in your point of view, but
rather a whole different perspective of what’s
possible13.” by bringing awareness and knowing
to the exploration of worldviews, positive trans-
formations can be learned and actively applied
in everyday practice – both as individuals and
organizations. of course, this requires funda-
mental shifts in the way individuals and groups
experience and relate to themselves and others.
There are many doors that lead to an opening to
worldview transformations.
2 ~ noeTiC eXPerienCeS. There are many cata-
lysts for worldview transformation. At their core,
they appear to involve a noetic experience, some
direct personal encounter with a deeper truth than

they previously understood. William james, the late
19th century philosopher defined noetic as “states of
insight, unplumbed by the discursive intellect, all
inarticulate though they remain. And yet, they
carry with them a curious sense of authority14.”
These internal sources of authority are often
described as a move from feelings of separation
from the world to some deep interconnection
with all of life. Such experiences may be triggered
by positive, life-affirming openings, often thought
of as epiphanies or breakthroughs. They may
come from many small insights that lead ulti-
mately to a shift in worldview. They may also
be the result of a painful or disruptive experi-
ence; something that upsets the steady state of
everyday experience. in the case of profound
turmoil, the discomfort of staying the same
may become harder than the choice to make
fundamental shifts. noetic transformation is
not just a subtle adjustment. “life as usual” is
no longer a viable option. 
3 ~ Self-refleCTion. People can become very
entrenched in their view of the world. We often
see what we expect to see and discard anything
that refutes our core beliefs and values. An impor-
tant aspect of worldview transformation is the
ability for people to question their assumptions.
developing skills for self-reflection and self-inquiry
can open important gateways into the noetic realm.
meditation, centring prayer, time in nature, work-
ing in the garden, art, each can offer opportunities
to still the mind and quiet the body. optical illu-
sions, puzzles, and creativity exercises can also help
one to experience things from another point of view
and examine their core assumptions about what is true
or false. As the world becomes increasingly diverse and
multi-cultural, people have the opportunity to practice
“cross-cultural juxtaposition,” seeing the world through
another cultural perspective15. Such noetic practices can
be done alone or in groups.
reflecting on the nature of worldviews and appreciating
the differences across worldviews can lead to greater flexi-
bility, cultural appreciation, and openness to change. even
under stressful situations, people make better choices and
are more effective when they can learn to centre their
emotional life, calibrate their inner guidance system,
and trust the leader within them. noetic leaders may
learn to heed the call to action with courage to move
forward into unfamiliar territory. even bottoming out,
approached with reflection and curiosity, can be an
opportunity to find new inspiration and to embrace a
broader range of possibilities. following an intuition,
trusting one’s hunch, making a leap of faith, going
with a gut feeling, are not new concepts to successful
leaders. That inner compass can help guide people
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and the organizations they lead down the path to
personal and collective well-being.
4 ~ TrAnSformATive PrACTiCe. As noted by entrepre-
neur and author, Chip Conley: “business principles are
only as good as the practices that back them up16.”
While transformative experiences can catalyze transfor-
mation, it helps if they can be developed through
repeated practice in order to create new and sustainable
habits. Consciously engaging in noetic leadership can
become a transformative practice with the right condi-
tions – leading to expanded insights, growth, and wisdom.
research in contemporary neuroscience shows that human
brains lay down neural pathways based on repetitive expe-
riences. historically it was thought that brains are not
capable of change as we move into adulthood. The old
adage, “you can’t teach an old dog new tricks” has domi-
nated scientific assumptions about adult learning for
years. it is now believed that outdated behaviours which
limit personal growth and development need not contin-
ue as people move forward in their lives. under the right
circumstances, most people are capable of learning and
changing for the better. recent discoveries in neuroplas-
ticity, for example, reveal that adult brains can develop
throughout life in response to new experiences and
stimuli. like children, the adult brain has the capacity
to grow new neurons, repair damaged areas, and work
in ways that lead to new patterns of thought and
behaviour. more interesting yet, the brain can under-
go physical changes simply through pure mental
activity. mentally rehearsing an athletic event, a
musical composition, the creation of new computer
software, or a new marketing campaign impacts
the brain in much the same way that actually
doing the activity can do17. it is the case that peo-
ple are hard-wired to transform and their mental
life can have measurable impacts on their external
actions and deeds.
The lesson from these data is that people, under
the right conditions, have the capacity to make
fundamental shifts in what they know and how
they know it. encouraging both personal and pro-
fessional development, individuals and organiza-
tions can build new habits, invite new standards
of excellence, identify new thresholds for break-
through, and create new pathways to the future.
5 ~ holding PoSiTive imAgeS. Today we are
well into an era of information, globalization and
quantum interconnections. The dominator image
of man over nature has begun to lose its focus18.

holding a positive image for humanity begins to
balance masculine with feminine, cooperation with
competition, and love with individualism. rather
than seeing global engagement as a zero-sum game,
where one person wins at the expense of another

person’s loss, a new model of leadership is emerging
that replaces short-term gains with an interconnected
set of potential life affirming outcomes. 
in an effort to understand the dynamics of trans-
formation, Willis harman and a team of futurists
created a foundational report that set the stage
for noetic leadership. in this report, they fore-
shadowed the paradigm shift that is underway
today. in their words:
images of humankind that are dominant in a
culture are of fundamental importance because
they underlie the ways in which the society
shapes its institutions, educates its young, and
goes about whatever it perceives its business to
be. Changes in these images are of particular
concern at the present time because our indus-
trial society may be on the threshold of a trans-
formation as profound as that which came to
europe when the medieval Age gave way to the
rise of science and the industrial revolution19.
Today we are poised between different world-
views and ways of engaging reality. holding a
pragmatic image of positive transformation, and
directing individual and collective practices toward
a positive future, can allow people to live into
new possibilities. noetic leadership can help iden-
tify and develop appropriate new guiding images
that may quickly become an essential part of the
emerging zeitgeist. 

6 ~ i n d i v i d u A l A n d C o l l e C T i o n i n T e n T i o n S.
intention is the determination to act in a certain way
or to direct our will toward a particular goal or out-
come. it is fundamental to any transformative prac-
tice. At an individual level, each person has the choice
to engage in transformative practices and to invite
their own growth and development. Through noetic
experiences, people can find openings to transforma-
tion, but with intention they can build a practice that
leads to new patterns of thought and behaviour. inten-
tion is not only about individual goals but also about
holding intentions for the greater good. group inten-
tion setting can help each person to see their place in a
larger story and to hold one another accountable for
achieving their personal and collective goals. intentions
can be directed toward self, others, and the greater
good of all. in the course of noetic leadership, they can
be held as psychological, biological, social, cultural
and ultimately, transpersonal intentions.
7 ~ TrAining ATTenTion. Another key to transforma-
tive practices is the focus on where we place our
attention. An important tool for training attention is
shifting perspective so that the observer may look at
the world with fresh eyes and new possibilities.
What people see – and what they miss – often lies
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below the threshold of conscious awareness. Cogni-
tive psychologists talk about “inattentional blind-
ness.” in controlled experiments, it has been demon-
strated that where we place our attention impacts
our capacity to see things that are not part of our
focused awareness. likewise, if the change is gradual,
we may miss subtle and not so subtle aspects of a situ-
ation based on the cognitive tendency to identify pat-
terns we already recognize and anticipate. As innova-
tion specialist, Tina Seelig writes: “We become skilled
at predicting what we will experience, and then we
experience the things we predict20.”
Attention training can increase an individual’s aware-
ness of what they are not aware of in their everyday
activities. it also helps people to notice unexpected
opportunities. by maintaining a 360-degree perspective
when anticipating trends and types of change in today’s
world, one may become more flexible and adaptive.
Paying attention to the perspectives of others can
expand and deepen problem solving options and cre-
ative breakthroughs. A noetic leader also helps others
to develop their leadership capacities. As part of the
transformational practice, listening for the leadership
of others is vital to shifting the paradigm.
in the midst of deep disruptions, resilience becomes a
key transition-informing principle. moving one’s
attention to the natural cycles of growth and disso-
lution, a noetic leader can observe the social and
physical ecologies that make resilience more likely
to occur. resilience research is grounded in what
futurists call panarchy theory. At the core of this
theory is an adaptive cycle, which shapes the
responses of individuals, institutions and ecosys-
tems to crises. reaching a stage of vulnerability
can lead to positive transformations21.
8 ~ embrACing Surrender. finally, a powerful
tool of transformative leadership comes in the
letting go of rigid expectations. based on the
transformation research, it is clear that transfor-
mation involves recognizing those aspects of life
that can change and those that cannot. learn-
ing from mistakes, taking the hit as the gift, can
build confidence in one’s leadership abilities.
risk and courage are important dynamics, but so
is trust. As my colleagues and i have reported in
our book, living Deeply: “Transformative prac-
tices are more than just learning new habits or
skills – and they don’t always work in the linear,
goal-oriented fashion we’re accustomed to in our
secular, physical lives. Transformative practices, in
many ways, appear to work indirectly – by creating
the best conditions for the natural processes of growth
and awakening to take place.”

C O N C L U S I O N S

Can our civilization live into a new and more sus-
tainable worldview? The answer will be based on
whether a critical mass of leaders from every walk
of life can find the vision, hear the call, develop
sustainable practices, find support, and embrace
the trust that is needed to take appropriate actions
that may help craft a new image for our global
community. The threat of disaster, without an
image of better possible outcomes, can lead peo-
ple to shut down and deny the problem or its
positive resolution. The barriers to positive trans-
formation are real and problematic. but history is
a good indicator that humans are a resilient
species, filled with creative insight and the poten-
tial for life-enhancing breakthroughs. in the face
of the current global crises, an expanded sense of
perspective, grounded in pragmatic hope, will
lead to personal and collective empowerment.
Creating fresh images that mark a new beginning,
expressed in shared intention, expanded atten-
tion, and collective action, can help birth a new
paradigm for humanity. 
noetic leadership comes when individuals find
the hero within themselves. by harnessing one’s
inner capacities through transformative practices, it
is possible to cultivate the resilience that is needed
to navigate the challenges of the outer world. out of
catastrophe can come the renewal of our global
social and economic system, our environment, and of
civilization. moving away from reactivity, fear, and
panic, and toward emotional balance and positive
collective actions, allows noetic leaders to apply the
time-tested tools of transformation for sustaining indi-
vidual and organizational well-being.                       8
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eAderS, ThAnK you for ThiS oPPorTuniTy To

speak to you and your synapses. The fol-
lowing discussion is an inquiry regarding
what is concurrently a casual and yet, if

we are honest with ourselves, pressing matter:
extinction. The human species has a say as to
whether or not it will become extinct. This is an
invitation to explore an option our species may
have, and i say indeed has, now. i derive a great
deal of my thinking from, and have developed a
great deal of my work and research within, tra-
ditional fields of scholarship and inquiry2 here,
in the material that follows, i build on, reach
beyond, the present bounds of those modes of
knowing to a natural next step.
how infinitesimal we are relative to galactic and
cosmic proportions. Against this backdrop of
immensity, of infinite dimensions of infinite macro
and micro proportions, we as a species are per-
haps inconsequential, as is our survival. Perhaps.
however, it is my contention that we can have a
greater say in the outcome of our evolution and
existence than we generally allow ourselves (or are
allowed) to believe. i will comment on the matter
of my parenthetical note “or are allowed” as i develop
the discussion in this article.

even where we are stymied by grand phases and
natural and unnatural shifts in our physical envi-
ronment, even where the keenest of scientific
and technologic advances are not advancing
rapidly enough to protect or control our physical
environment (our biological niche), even where
our physical evolution is not rapid enough to
prepare us for every (possibly) necessary adapta-
tion, we do have the choice to effectively adapt.
in fact, we stand at the threshold of what i
choose to describe as a most magnificent evolu-

TionAry oPPorTuniTy. We can consciously expand
our species into dimensions beyond just the
physical plane. There are physical and non-physi-
cal niches we can define and move into, come and
go from at will. Such expansion is a matter of
what i will describe herein as our, any, SPeCieS’ evo-

luTionAry righT. it is incumbent upon those of us
being drawn to this form of thinking in our times,
and throughout our times, to develop methods of
signaling our species regarding what we know. We
can bring a critical mass of our species to see this
truly magnificent, even revolutionary, evolutionary
opportunity i discuss herein – to see this expansion as
an evolutionary necessity. note that no profound shift
in daily life is required. rather this calls for a shift in
awareness of what controls our minds and how our
minds control us.
note also that we humans are at times resistant to shift-
ing the direction of our behaviours and perceptions, even
when our survival may be at stake. This is not unlike
the behaviour of those humans who have become drug
addicted. There are indeed functions at work within our
brains that render us vulnerable to minor and major,
and positive and negative, addictions. This addiction
function works on so many levels. We all are under its
spell at all times, whether or not we see this.
Applying this understanding to the discussion herein, we
may observe that we humans carry a natural tendency to
grow virtually even perhaps absolutely addicted to our pre-
sent or dominant perception of our reality and its seem-
ing limitations. This tendency must be addressed. To
this point, note that, among the fields in which i have
done extensive work is the field of human behaviour,
with one of the areas of my work being the social, psy-
chological, and biological (including neuropsycholog-
ical) nature of addiction to substances, behaviours,
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states of mind, beliefs, and entire realities. i draw
upon my research in this and other fields (including
that of how the human brain learns) to expand the
matters of this article. i also note that detecting and
superseding the true nature and purpose of this addic-
tion function our brains are programmed to have is
central to my purpose herein3.
i am talking about detecting and breaking through the
shackles of our programming, the programming work-
ing every moment within our brains and their synaps-
es, our programming to accept as a given that we are
only physical dimension beings, that we are restricted
to the physical dimension except where a god or a drug
has given us permission to access (or to feel we access)
other dimensions. i am talking about what i describe as
our synaptic rights4. These rights include:
~  our rights to develop synapses that would allow us to
see and know more about our realities;
~  our rights to form the synapses we choose to form
when we choose to form these;
~  our rights to use our synapses the way we choose to
use these;
~  our rights to consciously control the movements
of electronic and other transmissions across our
synapses;
~  our rights to further empower our synapses and
our consciousness-es.

R E - T H I N K I N G S U R V I V A L

We appear to sense that the survival of the human
species is to a great extent in our hands, or better
stated, in our minds. This is primarily evident in
the emergence of environmental ecology sciences
and movements. in the 1970s, one the most
important mentors in my life, gregory bateson,
set forth his riveting and even revolutionary col-
lection of essays, steps to an Ecology of mind 5.
in this interdisciplinary collection of essays,
bateson demonstrates a discourse intended to
stimulate thinking outside the normal path-
ways, what i found to be and still find to be
some of the most liberating conceptual shift
practices available to us. ultimately, the meta-
lesson i formed from this is that the environ-
mental ecology movement was and is essential,
and that this thinking can and must reach above
and beyond the physical plane to the place where
our consciousness-es live – best described for
now as our minds. 
environmental ecology as a field contributes greatly
to our respect for our physical environment and is a
central movement along the lines of survival. yet,
there is clearly more to the survival of our species.

expansions of the reaches, capabilities, dimensions,
and dominions of the human mind and conscious-
ness are indeed within our grasp. even the notion
of expansion begs further exploration now, a highly
conscious, intelligently purposeful, exploration.
on the frontiers of ourselves, we have the option
to choose to be conscious and aware of our pres-
ences and our choices. All fields of human
endeavour, including but not limited to spiritual-
ity, physics, linguistics, neurobiology, genetics,
psychology, sociology, anthropology, the arts, and
so on, must step forward to make conscious evo-
lution, even conscious adaptation, of the human
consciousness very high on the agenda. Species
definition of itself as an inter-dimensional life
form is essential now. To address this notion, let
us begin by understanding our place in the
physical plane, the only place we are apparently
programmed to believe we can live in without
divine (or psychedelic perhaps) intervention (or
the illusion of this).
The notion that we can of our own free wills
develop various niches to move into for the sake
of survival is not clear to us in large part as a
result of ancient teachings dictating to us that
such travel has to be under control of something
higher than ourselves. ultimately this is true, how-
ever at least some of what is higher is our own higher
consciousness-es. yet, we have been programmed to
barely tap the power of our own minds.
The physical plane is a great school. or perhaps this
world is better described as a bicycle with training
wheels on it. indeed, if paying attention, we see we
always have the opportunity to become ever more aware.
every moment is a learning opportunity on some indi-
vidual, societal and or species level: sensory, cognitive,
psychological, social, even cellular and neural levels, and
so on. in fact, we are designed to learn, as individuals and
as populations, (and to learn to learn6) about our envi-
ronments and situations in order to survive.
Among the many things we can and do learn is to move
our “selves” through time and space, navigating the
events, conditions, and transitions our species is experi-
encing and perhaps also those our species senses are com-
ing, including minor and major, predictable, and also less
predictable, passages and challenges. We are continuously
reading the signals and signs of what is taking place, and
of what is coming, and of how we can prepare. We are
consciously and subconsciously (and also what i call
meta-consciously) perceiving and or registering these
signs as flows of information in the air, the atmosphere,
the actual and virtual environment – and in our bodies,
our minds, our consciousnesses.
just as we individuals have sensory mechanisms, such
as the most obvious, the five senses, our species and
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even our ecosystems do as well. just as the individual
organism is designed to perceive (to perceive some
things and not others), species, even and ecosystems,
are designed to absorb information as well. We indi-
viduals (and species and ecosystems) who live in this
physical plane are also designed to wall out too much
data to avoid confusing, disorienting, dangerous over-
load. but is this the only purpose of our walling-out
function? i contend that it is not, that we are pro-
grammed not to see (perceive) a significant amount of
not only noise but also valuable information. let me
develop this programming issue later in this article. As
for now, i refer readers to the view of William blake in
his poem, the marriage of heaven and hell7, that “if the
doors of perception were cleansed every thing would
appear to man as it is, infinite. for man has closed him-
self up, till he sees all things through narrow chinks of
his cavern.” i believe blake was joining many other
thinkers (Aldous huxley 8 and we might also say even
Plato and descartes for example) who were and are
pressing us to recognize that our limits (and our percep-
tions of these limits) are not absolute.
instinct tells us a great deal. We know, where not con-
sciously, then sub and un- consciously, where we are,
and where we can be, in time and space, and also
outside of it. however, we generally wall out “too
much” knowing as part of our functional processing
to recognize information perceived as necessary for
immediate living and survival. We engage in this
walling out, in numerous ways, every moment.
Thus, while we are always what i describe as “meta-
consciously hyper-aware,” we are programmed to
barely realize this. We are kept, by our brains,
from consciously knowing.
on a deep collective species level, our survival
instinct functions are meta-consciously mapping,
tracking, reading, changes around us, move-
ments through cycles and transitions. much of
this species mapping and tracking is indeed
done below the conscious level our brains are
working on, and much of it never floats into
consciousness. We tend to fully see or perceive
only that which we are able or ready to con-
sciously perceive. Some current theory even
suggests that if particular neural pathways are
not stimulated to develop in early childhood,
then these may not develop as thoroughly or
readily later in life. A simple example of this
ready to learn, plastic, state of the brain of the
young child is language acquisition. Children
immersed in several languages at early ages tend
to acquire these languages with greater ease than
do adults even when the adults are learning via
total immersion. young children’s minds absorb
like sponges. What is also true yet blocked from

our fully knowing is that adults do this as well.
however, by the time we reach adulthood, the
brain has assumed greater dominance over, control
over, what it allows in and blocks out.
What do we do with any information overload a
flooding of our conscious minds with massive data
might cause? We need not fret, as we are pro-
grammed to ignore this data. We have mecha-
nisms allowing us to block out, to in effect dispose
of, data that threatens to confuse or disable our
circuits. To wit, the human brain does a house-
keeping-like neuronal shedding at several times
during its development. This shedding purposely
disables cells and connections within the brain
that the brain does not believe (or perceive) it
needs. We are programmed to do this shedding,
automatically. We do not even feel ourselves
doing so. This is all taken care of for us, via our
own programming. Who else’s programming
might this be? This must be our own…

A R C H A I C B I O L O G I C A L

H U M A N B R A I N

let’s look more closely at this brain full of program-
mable synaptic chains that we carry in our heads,
this thing that controls us. our brains have stored
within them the capacity to perceive information on
other levels and in other dimensions of reality. how-
ever, we have stored the capacity to automatically
block from the conscious level information we do not
“need to know” on this conscious basis. yet, we do have
the capacity to train ourselves to choose to pull other-
wise sub and un- conscious awareness-es into our con-
sciousness. for example, one who stares at a field full of
faces in a room full of strangers, or at a hill full of wild-
flowers on a hill full of wild vegetation, sees only the
crowd or the field. but once the names of the strangers
or of the plants are known, then one sees a room with
specific people in it, and a hill full of specific wildflowers.
Among the functions of the human brain, likely the domi-
nant function, is the executive control function which
organizes use of, response to, and the hierarchical classify-
ing, prioritization, and storing of, incoming information.
for the most part, our executive control function is some-
thing we are not paying attention to, and are not aware
of. While studying or even cramming for an exam may
move a person in the direction of bringing vague aware-
ness of the executive control function into conscious-
ness, this awareness itself is elusive. We are not yet able
to watch consciously our executive control mechanisms
at work. These mechanisms are designed to be sub and
un conscious level functions, to operate under our
radar. This is a good thing, we assume. After all, con-
trol over this complex function should be done by
higher powers, such as our higher consciousnesses…
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over the years, i have conducted a series of qualita-
tive studies of children who were taught to be con-
scious of their thinking processes. of the twenty chil-
dren i taught about metacognition9 when they were
ages three to eight, twenty years later, the majority of
them use this term today, and are fully aware of what it
means to “think about thinking,” to be aware of one’s
brain processing. in fact, several have insisted that their
schooling and even life success so far, in young adult-
hood, relate to their heightened awareness of their
thought processes. 
The implications of our taking truly full control of our
own cognition(s) are many. first and foremost among all
implications is that this would be a profound leap10 in
our evolution, one we would have consciously brought
about. Concurrently however would be the tremendous
burden this could place on our antiquated biological
brains, at least upon the biological neural pathways we
are presently using to be at least somewhat conscious.
Also concurrently, we would be freeing ourselves from
the invisible control of our programming, and of our
programming to be programmable. Were it actually
possible to take full control of our cognitions and con-
sciousness-es, our brains would no longer be residing
inside us, with us serving as their hosts, while they
were invisibly controlling all we know and see and
do. instead we would consciously have control over
all we know and see and do.
let’s return to the matter of survival. indeed, we are
on a long journey of evolution, our evolution. We
can own this journey, take charge of, take increas-
ing control of this journey, of our evolution itself.
moreover, we do see, more and more, that we are
doing this evolving together, that we evolve as a
species. This is therefore about all of us. We are a
species; our species itself is a life form. We are
both our individual and all of our collective con-
sciousness-es. As the species that we are, we are
part of one life form, this human life form. As a
species, we can decide what it is we do need to
know to survive. We can even decide what it is
that we mean by survival.
our understanding of our survival is based on
the present need to know. We need to know on
multiple levels, and our brains are equipped to
do so. on some level we all know that the
human mind – and its consciousness – can now,
and must now, evolve itself far far more rapidly
than does the human biology. This means that
the human brain itself may need to ever more
consciously perceive the situation, the reality, and
to evolve itself far more rapidly than does human
biology, including the human brain. 
it is the human brain that calls our attention, or likely
prefers not to call our attention to our situation at

this time. it is the human brain that reveals, upon
close examination, our programming, programming
that holds us to a near standstill relative to the
speed at which we have a right to evolve. i do say
“right” here, as i maintain that we have been
designed with, implanted with, blocks to knowing
this. This is not a discussion regarding whether
what controls or directs us arises at the biological
level or at the cosmic or even divine level. i leave
that discussion to another setting.
These blocks to knowing function via implant-
ed addictions to less than fully perceived reali-
ties. i will return to this matter after the follow-
ing discussion of the human brain. Could the
human brain be limited, blocked, antiquated?
is it archaic? or are the seeds of our greater
potential embedded in our brains? Are we simply
carriers of the brain’s (or some higher level’s)
executive control programming which limits us,
which addicts us to beliefs we have in the reali-
ties we think we inhabit? Who are we today? or
who do we think we are today? do we have a
right to know? Who and what decides this?
let’s dig in deeper here. The frontal area of the
human brain contains the neurons that regulate
emotions as well as “executive” functioning, or atten-
tion, abstract reasoning, organization, mental flexi-
bility, planning, self-monitoring, and the capacity to
use external clues to govern behaviour. The pre-
frontal cortex in the human brain is 120 percent larger
than that of other living organisms (presumably) giving
the human animal “higher intellectual functions” than
any other mammal (or other animal). 
yet our bodies and brains continue to function, in so
many ways, according to hunting and gathering needs
appropriate thousands of years and longer ago. Processes
formerly necessary for our safety, well being and sur-
vival, may now serve to keep us enslaved, less than fully
actuated, and unaware of what inhabits us via the brain’s
executive control function, and frequently even dysfunc-
tional, even ill. Take for example these basic and age old
brain functions: 
a) pleasure centers in the brain which attract us to, and
compel us to continue particular survival-like behav-
iours such as consuming food or compounds we intake
as if they were food (alcohol, drugs); 
b) pleasure centers and hormonal activation mecha-
nisms in the brain which attract us to, and compel us
to mate with other humans in order to reproduce, or to
act as if we are reproducing; 
c) activating, energizing centers in the brain that
trigger readiness and even impulse responses to
events such as danger, in which we prepare readily
to fight or take flight.
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These are ancient mechanisms that our brains are pro-
grammed to activate whenever triggered. We are fortu-
nate that these mechanisms work even to this day. We
eat, reproduce, stop at red lights without thinking,
and so on. We are successful ancient organisms devel-
oping and surviving into these times. yet, many of our
brain functions are outdated and less than functional
for us in our world today. but what if we can raise the
bar on our brains, break through the limits embedded
in our brains and programming? What if we can free
ourselves of the boundaries of our old programmings?
Can we truly break free? What would this look like?
We can. We can indeed start to grow new mental capabil-
ities in a critical mass if not all of our species’ members.
We have the knowledge and the tools to enhance the
awareness of our species. We can begin by understanding
that we are literally designed to fall prey to programming
that holds us captive in this form, in this dimension, in
this lifespan. We can see that we are not only creatures of
habit, but slaves to habits, guaranteed (as slaves to our
own programming) not to see what is really taking place
as per our species11. We can begin by recognizing that
we are implanted with the means of being, always
being, addicted to our patterned states. let me provide
a few examples of the programming functions of our
brains, and of the ways these functions invisibly domi-
nate, control (and perhaps even shackle) us.

P A R A D O X I C A L A D D I C T I O N

T O P A T T E R N E D S T A T E S

We are creatures designed to self pattern, auto-pro-
gram, acquiesce to a hierarchical need to know
structure which allows us to allow ourselves to
only know so much, to not recognize how very
vast we are, what infinite consciousness-es we
have. We obediently form patterns, becoming
positively, even negatively, addicted to our pat-
terns of behaviour, perception and belief.
indeed we are too frequently prone to develop
dangerous addictions. Then we resist the change
of pattern-breaking, even when the pattern we
resist breaking is dangerous, life-threatening,
counter-survival. We obediently allow the pattern
we need to break to move into its own survival
mode, to dominate us – our brains and our drive
for overall survival – for its own sake even when
this pattern is a dangerous addiction. There is a
paradox in this resistance to the death of our
problem patterns: stay addicted and the pattern
addiction lives on, but stay addicted and you,
your physical body, may die. The deep, genetically
ordained drive within virtually every genetically
coded living organism on earth to become addict-
ed to patterns themselves – to even desire being

patterned, dominates. normalcy – no matter how
troubled the normal pattern is – becomes the addict-
ed state. A sense of normalcy (no matter how trou-
bled that normalcy might be) is craved – and so is
the patterned state of mind itself. We are designed
to be this way.
living with the drive to be patterned, to always be
patterning, we cannot avoid the deeply experi-
enced conflict embedded within us, yes within all
of us. on the one hand, this genetically ordained
coding function is a survival-oriented tendency,
reinforced by pathways we have inherited via our
genes. As the human mind falls behind the speed
of change in our physical environment, its func-
tion runs awry. for example, the pleasure path-
way, and the pleasure as pain relief pathway, are
virtually one in the same. The flight or fight
function is another good example of an essential
program that can run haywire. Clearly, it is essen-
tial that we respond to life threatening situations
automatically and rapidly, without taking the time
to think, (such as when moving out of the way of
a falling object or warding off a predator). however,
many assaults and even murders are committed on
impulse, in instances when this fight reflex or related
functions run awry.
moreover, it is quite convenient that certain neces-
sary behaviours are matters of genetic coding and
therefore basic reflex, and that other necessary behav-
iours can become habitual via repetitive reinforcement
learning during life. Again, we must ask, how many
people would stop their cars at red lights on time if
they had to take the time to figure out from scratch
every time what the red lights signify and how to stop
the car? it is very good that we program ourselves to do
some things automatically. on the other hand, however,
we frequently fail to see that there is surely a down-side
to this automatic programming capability of ours. 

E X P L I C I T A N D I M P L I C I T A D D I C T I O N S

Seeing how rampant and commanding these traps can
be, we must take heed. We must also see how very obvi-
ous explicit problem addictions have become. And then
we must admit to the less visible addictions driving
them. We have to see the down-side of implicit – deep
level – patterning. in recent times, humans have become
increasingly conscious of the problem of addiction to
destructive and dangerous patterns, such as compul-
sive overeating, drug using, drinking, and so on, and
this is a good advance in our awareness of what i call
explicit additions – the more obvious, more visible
addictions.
This awareness can lead us to dig deeper and begin
to see the more hidden patterns, what i call the
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implicit addictions driving the explicit addictions,
and ultimately our deepest programming, what i
describe as source programming, and core program-
ming. This is the programming driving us, and our
species: to believe in, to accept, to perceive without
questioning, physical limits and the physical dimen-
sion as the only locus of our individual and species
existence. We are programmed to do this: programmed
via random accident, or purposeful design, or some
form of implant, or a higher order we are not entirely
able to have access to? We have to ask.
We have learned how explicit addictions tend to follow
rather basic patterns, and appear almost cyclic. This is
where we see the common trigger-urge-response pattern.
(note that this standard addiction pattern does contain
an escape route, a new response option, however we fre-
quently are blocked from fully seeing this.) These explicit
addiction – trigger-urge-addicted response – behaviours
tend to be more readily recognized than do the other more
hidden implicit addictions, such as the very obscure but
very powerful core addictions we have to our ways of
life and realities. yet explicit addictions are, basically,
only symptoms of implicit addictions to deeper behav-
ioural, emotional, cognitive, perceptual, and energetic
patterns. So the basic addiction cycle, the basic addic-
tive pattern, is merely the surface cycle pattern, the
surface or explicit addiction.

H I D D E N I M P L I C I T P A T T E R N I N G

i have explained above that behind all surface,
explicit, addictions are less visible, less obvious,
implicit and even core pattern addictions. A warn-
ing: implicit pattern addiction, even when life-
threatening or quality of life degenerating, does
not always signal its presence through explicit
addictions. implicit addictions are very difficult
to detect let alone name. Still, implicit pattern-
ing can make its presence known in a variety of
ways we may or may not connect with it. We
may find that hitherto unrecognized yet poor
work habits, poor eating habits, poor emotion-
al habits, poor posture habits, poor sleep
habits, poor routing of internal energy habits,
eventually catch up to us – whether or not we
have first or ever realized these exist. our exec-
utive control functions have blocked our know-
ing. now, if we choose to look very closely, we
may also find ourselves increasingly aware of the
executive control functions that live within our
brains. do these functions truly belong to us? Are
we truly in control of them? Can we be? Could
something this controlling have been planted deep
within us? did we do this to ourselves? did we
evolve this mechanism that can now control us
without our realizing it is?

The catch up i refer to above can be a health alarm
going off, or a family life deteriorating, or perhaps
an explicit addiction emerging in the self or in the
co-addicted persons or in the children as the result
of underlying implicit patterning, or all of these at
once and more. A sad and quite common exam-
ple of the surfacing of implicit pattern addiction
can be found in the instance of two long term
silently raging and seriously depressed parents
raising a child. The child may eventually become
the identified patient in the family, the one with
the explicit addiction. Perhaps this child devel-
ops a severe eating disorder, or maybe a self cut-
ting (self mutilation) pattern addiction, or per-
haps this child becomes dually addicted to
alcohol and methamphetamine. This child is
the identified addict, as this child has formed
an explicit addition while the parents’ pattern
addictions are less obvious, more implicit. And
there are far far deeper patterns at work here.
We are all highly programmable beings.

U N D E R L Y I N G S O U R C E

P A T T E R N I N G T O B E

A D D I C T E D T O A R E A L I T Y

even deeper than the hidden energetic and subtle
emotional patterns of implicit addictions is the
core addiction, underlying source pattern program-
ming. This drives all other patterning including that
of implicit and explicit addictions whether these are
positive or negative addictions, positive or negative –
good or bad – behaviour and perception patterns.
The relationship of the underlying source patterning
program to implicit and explicit addiction is ubiquitous
yet largely hidden. it is here, at the deep level of the
underlying source patterning program, that we again see
the addict, and he or she is us.
We are all wired to form habits and addictions. The
problem is, we are also all wired to form addictions to
behaviours and perceptions our brains tell us to be addict-
ed to. The Self falls prey to the underlying coding or
wiring to be addicted to patterns and to be addicted to
being addicted to patterns. Therefore, when we want to
break an addiction, we have to rewire the Self. We have
to reach the Self and assist the Self in overriding its
explicit and implicit problem pattern addictions, and
in overriding or at least setting straight its underlying
addiction to the addicted state itself.

A D D I C T I O N T O W H A T I S N O T

R E A L L Y O U R R E A L I T Y

We indeed have planted deep within us the coding
to function obediently as creatures of habits – of
habit patterns – to inherit habits via our genes and
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via modeling from our parents and families and cul-
tures, and also to develop habit patterns on our own
while living our lives. As this coding function was
purposefully developed or implanted within us, in
our genes, to ensure that we function as life forms, we
are built to utilize this coding function every moment
of our lives. it is this function which makes it possible
for us to perceive (and even to define for ourselves) a
reality as a given, to tell ourselves we know where we
are in time and space. it is this coding function that
makes it possible for us to define our reality in every
way in order to live “within” it – and in order to live.
And yes, part of living within a given reality successfully is
buying into that reality entirely, or almost entirely.
Although quite subtle, the tendency is to form an addic-
tion to reality itself, (or to what is perceived as reality
itself ), to survive. in fact, organisms such as ourselves
develop beneficial adaptations to the environment – to
reality – that increase the likelihood of our survival. We
also change the environment where we can, sometimes
increasing the likelihood of our survival, sometimes
increasing the likelihood of our present-time survival
but unfortunately failing to do the same for the long
run. What a gamble changing our environment in the
now with no regard for long term consequences is!
We have been doing this adaptation to the environ-
ment throughout our evolution. And we have been
passing on the adaptations to our environments we
have developed via our genes (as well as via our cul-
tures and traditions). So while the brain’s reward
system reinforces important behaviours today, in
the now – eating, drinking, sleeping, mating – this
survival oriented functioning itself has been passed
on to us through time and we pass this on to
future generations. however – and this is a big
however here – all this is predicated on the success-
ful passing on of an adherence to a reality in
which these functions work and continue to be
survival-oriented. While this is a rather lofty con-
cept, it can be brought right down to earth with
the simple example of hunting prey for dinner.
in the modern so-called “developed” world, we
rarely have to directly hunt and kill prey for din-
ner. in fact, were we to engage in this activity in
our neighbourhoods and cities today, we might
find ourselves mistakenly applying this drive to
household pets and zoo animals. health concerns,
anger and havoc could emerge. fortunately, we
have adapted this drive to hunt and kill our prey
for dinner to our modern environment and now
control and even suppress this drive. 
by contrast, we have other drives that we need to
continue today, such as the drives to sleep and to
mate. fortunately we still mate, although popula-
tion and corresponding scientific pressures may be

changing mating and related sexual behaviours. let’s
take the behaviour of sleep as a yet more general
example. We need to sleep. fortunately we are
coded to need sleep, to feel the need for sleep, and
to sleep when tired. Where there may be a point in
the development of the species where sleep or as
much sleep is not required, this new adaptation
will require internal genetic coding (or external
medical interventions) to ensure that whatever
metabolic and behavioural changes are needed
are made.

A T T E N T I O N A L B I A S

P R O G R A M M I N G

We have to take a moment to think of cows out
to pasture. When the dinner bell rings, the cows
proceed, as if having been ordered, like four
legged automatons, in line over hills, even along
dangerously narrow and steep pathways, to din-
ner. (The cows are programmed to respond to
the dinner bell, the food has reinforced this pro-
gram or pattern. more than this, the cows are pat-
tern addicted to the trigger, the dinner bell itself.)
how readily programmed living organisms can be,
even have to be. We all have wired into ourselves
our own dinner bells.
numerous behavioural studies point to an abnor-
mality in the allocating of attention to what are
called drug cues (reminders or triggers of various
forms) in drug addicted persons. basically, more
attention is paid to details related to the addiction
than to other details. Attention is more rapidly, more
firmly, and with more holding power, captured by
items associated with an addicted person’s substance or
activity of choice. Studies show that, when a drug
addicted person is presented with two visual stimuli or
“cues” (also called “targets”), one on each side of a screen,
one a drug related stimulus, the other a nondrug (or neu-
tral) stimulus, the person who is addicted to the drug will
stay focused on the addiction related images. Addicted per-
sons will respond more quickly to the first type of target or
cue, the one related to the drug addiction. 
And then in later showings of pictures, this time with
neutral pictures on both sides of the screen, these same
persons will then respond to whatever is now in the
location of the side which had once pictured the drug
addiction-related item. findings are telling us that in
drug addicted persons, attention is captured and then
held by drug-related stimuli over other nondrug relat-
ed stimuli, and even by memory of location of drug
related stimuli over nondrug related stimuli. Atten-
tion is automatically drawn back to – attention auto-
matically seeks and favors – the source or location of
the drug related stimulus. The brain – or its problem
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pattern addiction that is – has programmed the brain
to seek and place priority on triggers for its addic-
tion, frequently to the exclusion of other cues or
information. now, call our perception of reality the
drug and see how programmed we are to only pay
attention to that which supports our addiction to this
drug. information that would tell us we are far more
expansive life forms is blocked out by our brains’ exec-
utive control mechanisms.
Another type of experiment looking at attention in gen-
eral finds drug addiction-related bias again, this time in
a modified version of what is known as a Stroop Task.
The original Stroop Task presents words (including color
names) displayed in different ink (or screen) colors. Sub-
jects are tested for their speed in naming the color of the
letterings. When a word is printed in green ink, the cor-
rect response will be green. now, when a word is the
word for a specific color, such as red, but is printed in
the color of another color ink, such as green, subjects
tend to be slower in naming the ink color. Clearly, for
color words that do not match the ink they are at nam-
ing, the brain requires more time to know the color of
the ink the word is written in; while, for neutral, non-
color words, the color of the ink is correctly named
more quickly. And again for color words written in a
congruent font color, the color of the ink is correctly
and rapidly named most of the time. 
This is what is known as the Stroop effect, which
occurs where attention devoted to reading the
word (or signal) interferes with attention devoted
to naming the word’s (or signal’s) ink color. When
this task is modified to test for the possibility of
drug addiction-related attentional bias, similar
results are acquired. here, drug-related words are
presented to drug addicted persons in varying
ink colors, and neutral words are also presented
in varying ink colors, with the results indicating
that drug-related words demand more atten-
tional resources than do neutral words. in other
words, the ink color of more neutral words is
named more rapidly than the ink color of drug
related words because the drug-addicted brain
places more attention on drug-related words them-
selves rather than on their colour12. our brains
control what we pay attention to, even what we
know to exist. our brains define the limits of
our realities.
in drug-addicted persons, we see that words
and images associated with drug use have a
heightened capacity to capture and hold atten-
tion, and that such stimuli interfere with atten-
tion to other things in their environment. This
heightened attention toward drug-related stimuli
occurs in a wide variety of addictions including
addictions to: cannabis, cocaine, opiates, tobacco,

alcohol, caffeine, food, gambling, sex, relation-
ships, love, violence, and even shopping-spending.
We find that our brains grow addicted not only to
what addicts us, but to all pathways supporting
that addiction. neural pathways that would offer
alternative realities begin to be shed, to die out. 
now, imagine that this is the case for the largest
most invisible of all our reality addictions. imag-
ine this and see, detect, this to be the case. We
are slaves to our programming to be attentionally
biased. We are held captive to our physical plane
limitations by programming locking us in. Who
has the key? if we do not have the key, can we
develop, or evolve this key? yes.

D E G R A D E D D E C I S I O N

M A K I N G F U N C T I O N I N G

At the heart of most of our behaviours is the
moment of deciding: the go/no-go, do/do-not-
do, yes/no, proceed/stop. This most primary,
and at the same time ultimate, moment in our
behaviours is The momenT – the decision-making
moment. This momenT is actually a chain of
moments, as any one decision is actually a chain
of decisions, many of which are so subtle we are
not conscious of them. most behaviour, when bro-
ken into small steps, increments, actually involve
long chains of conscious, subconscious and uncon-
scious decision-making processes.
one analysis of the process of selecting responses is
called the go/no-go model. in go/no-go testing, differ-
ent types of cues that indicate to the subject whether
to respond or to refrain from responding to the cue
are presented. drug addicted individuals have difficulty
avoiding responses to pictures or stimuli related to their
addictions. in laboratory go/no-go studies, addicted
persons demonstrate greater inability to refrain from
responding – greater inhibitory impairment – when
presented with drug-related cues. And we are all pro-
grammed with such inhibitory impairments.
A decision-making task commonly used to study addicted
person’s thinking is the so-called delay discounting task.
This type of task requires subjects to decide between a
reward (such as a sum of money) being available sooner
and a larger reward (such as a larger sum of money)
being available at a later time. Addicted persons tend to
choose the smaller, more immediate addiction-related
rewards more often, despite their relatively small size
and thereby diminished reward amount. The delay
which is part of the delayed but larger reward dimin-
ishes the perceived value of the delayed but larger
reward in the now. This is called delay discounting
and it has been reported for a variety of addictive
disorders, including addiction to nicotine, alcohol,
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amphetamines, cocaine, opiates, gambling, shop-
ping, sex. While this tendency for problem pattern
addicts to more steeply or more frequently discount
delayed monetary rewards is quite consistent, it also
appears that delayed rewards consisting of the drug of
choice are discounted even more severely by drug
addicts. for example, heroin-addicted persons who are
participating in risky needle-sharing behaviours show
greater delay discounting of both heroin and monetary
rewards. The drug of choice with a cleaner needle later
does not register as valuable as the drug of choice now
with no insurance of clean needle. And, it is also seen
that money later is not as valuable as money, albeit less
money, now to buy the drug now.
Whether or not addicted to heroin, or any substance, it
is becoming increasingly clear that we all carry within us
mechanisms for overvaluing immediate rewards (what
may seem to be rewards) over delayed rewards. This
very mechanism primes us to continue problem addicted
behaviour in the now in the face of its negative conse-
quences later. hence when we say that addiction is the
continued use or behaviour in the face of adverse con-
sequences, we are frequently saying that addiction
noW is the continued use or behaviour noW in the face
of ConCeiveAble adverse consequences lATer, whether
that lATer be a moment, an hour, a day, a week, a
month, a year, or several years later. The reality of
later recedes as the problem pattern dominates one’s
reality. We are all programmed this way.

A C T I O N S E L E C T I N G

A N D I N H I B I T I N G

The brain plays a major role, in fact virtually the
only role, in both selecting and inhibiting our
actions. The brain makes our decisions about our
actions for us. our biocomputer brain is always
working, always serving either us – or our posi-
tive and negative addictions to realities. in that
our brain is responsible for the programming
that addicts us, (for example that addicts us to
drugs and to nondrug activities), we have to
wonder at what point the brain becomes invested
in our selecting addiction-fueling behaviour over
addiction-breaking behaviour. (in my years of
working with problem addicted persons, i have
come to recognize the matter of investment in
addiction as central, as this is investment in a,
our, reality. We invest our attention and we direct
our behaviour to support our addiction to what
we believe is real).
A great deal of evidence regarding the role of the
brain’s frontal areas in action selection and in com-
plex decision making comes to us from neuroimag-
ing data. Among the findings is the understanding

that the brain’s right hemisphere’s frontal lobe is
involved in our efforts to prevent or deter what of
our behaviours we may want (or may think we
want) to prevent or deter. Another area of the
brain, the fronto-median cortex, plays a role in vol-
untary response inhibition. other studies point to
the importance of dopamine in regulating dis-
counting behaviour. how amazing it is that the
brain employs biological, biochemical mecha-
nisms to make the right (and wrong) decisions
about addiction in the face of present and future
consequences. We have to wonder, how much is
the failure of our response inhibition function
actually voluntary and conscious, and how
much of this is subconscious and out of our
conscious control? What can we do to convince
our mental main frames, our brains, to bring
these decisions back into conscious control?
Who is in charge here, our troubled patterns or
our SelveS? 
Who should be in charge here, the pattern addic-
tion or the Self? The answer may be obvious – the
Self – unless you speak for the problem pattern, the
problem reality, which has taken control of the Self.

R A I S I N G T H E B A R

O N O U R O W N E V O L U T I O N :
F R E E I N G O U R S E L V E S

Are we actually prisoners of programming from
which there is no exit? no. our very own neuroplas-
ticity offers a path. neuroplasticity (aka: brain plastici-
ty, cortical plasticity or cortical re-mapping) refers to
changes that occur in the organization of the brain as a
result of experience. According to the theory of neuro-
plasticity, thinking, learning, and acting actually change
both the brain’s physical structure (anatomy) and func-
tional organization (physiology) thoroughly. in fact, neu-
roscientists are presently engaged in a re-thinking of what
are described as critical period studies which for a long
time have been seen as demonstrating the immutability –
unchangeable nature – of the brain after development
concludes at the end of childhood. new findings on neu-
roplasticity are revealing the mutability – changeability –
of both structural and functional aspects. This is substan-
tial paradigm shift, and one of the most important dis-
coveries of the past 100 plus years. This means we can
have a say in the evolution of our brains.
enhanced brain development is a path. Autopsies of
persons who have developed great talent in specific
areas frequently show a great deal of development
(more capillaries and more neural connections) in
the areas of the brain related to that area of talent.
Put together what we are witnessing regarding neu-
roplasticity and enhanced brain development, and
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doors open. the brain-mind has room to grow…
and a way to grow. the brain is still evolving! and we
can have a say in the sort of evolution the brain under-
goes. We can take conscious control of the evolution of
our brain’s frontal lobes, most significantly of our execu-
tive control functions. now we can evolve our executive
control mechanisms rather than have these evolve – or
not evolve – us further.

B R E A K I N G O U T O F T H E

D O M I N A N C E O F T H E O L D B R A I N

breaking the dominance of the old brain involves
establishing new neural pathways, new capacities for
perception and expansion. This can be the essential lib-
eration of the intelligence/consciousness of humanity
from its biological limitations. first we have to see the
problem of hemispheric (or brain section) dominance
over perception. how do we break free? Simple tools
can release us.
We can do a lot to raise the capability of our brains…
to evolve what the brains can access of the conscious-
ness ConSCiouSly. This is not about magic or unscien-
tific conclusions, this is about taking what we know
scientifically and pulling it all together to really see
the doors that are opening for our species. We are
seeing and even proving that the human brain can
do a great deal more than it presently does, which is
already quite a bit. for example, we can think
about, move our concentrations and our percep-
tions, in essence ourselves, to various planes of
reality. We Are AlreAdy leArning To move in And ouT

of The ConfineS of ThiS dimenSion… As individuals,
we can elevate the individual organism matrix.
We can consciously see the perceptions and
webs, realities, we weave and rework them. And,
as a species, we can elevate the population or
species matrix. And, even as an ecosystem, we
can elevate the ecosystem matrix.

G A I N I N G E X T R A

D I M E N S I O N A L M E N T A L

C A P A C I T I E S A N D C A P A B I L I T I E S

deep within our synapses, we can enhance our
capabilities to move to and from this reality, this
dimension, this perception. extra dimensional
capabilities can be learned, acquired and via criti-
cal mass effect shared with the tribe of humanity.
These capabilities include: a) understanding some
will object; b) knowing the brain is ours to evolve;
c) a new level of learning; d) metaphoric transfer;
e) enhanced navigation capabilities: navigation out,
navigation when out, navigation back in, among
other things13.

We must understand that some will object to this
perspective, however this is about seeing ourselves
and our minds as inTerdimenSionAlly mobile. This is
also about understanding that this inter dimensional
mobility is quite natural and is our birthright.

E M B R A C I N G E T E R N I T Y :
O U R B I R T H R I G H T

We tend to think that much of what we do not
see is inaccessible to us, and that there are
mysteries we are not armed to solve. We have
somehow become accommodated to a notion
that ease of transition and movement in and
out of the physical plane, by physical death or
other means, is not readily available to us at all
times. Somewhere deep in the messages we
have historically been provided is the concept
that the KeyS to the matrix-shifting we need to
be able to do consciously (to transit minor and
major changes and deaths effectively) are “mys-
teries.” yet, the KeyS are everywhere around us
and within us. And, being able to spot these
KeyS is our birthright. The only mystery may be
suppression of this information and the historical
treating of this information as something very
special to which only a few are entitled.

T h e  l i f e  f o r C e  d o e S  n o T  d i e .

T h e  h i g h e r  P e r S o n A  n e e d  n o T  d i e .

T h e  C o n S C i o u S n e S S  C A n  l i v e  o n .

T h e  h u m A n  C o n S C i o u S n e S S  C A n  h Av e  A  S A y

i n  i T S  e v o l u T i o n .

T h e  l i f e  f o r C e  d o e S  n o T  d i e .

y o u  d o  n o T  d i e .

T h e  S P e C i e S  d o e S  n o T  d i e .

i n T e r d i m e n S i o n A l  m o b i l i T y,

h e n C e  S u r v i vA l ,

i S  o u r  b i r T h r i g h T.

Whether we choose to merge with the collective or to re-
individuate remains for us to decide. What i mean here
is that i contend that this can be our decision, that once
we gain conscious control of our evolution into other
dimensions and realms, we can navigate these realms,
even define these realms for ourselves. it is time to break
free of the programming holding us captive. To set our-
selves free. This is the adaptation that will empower us
to survive: to move back and forth from various dimen-
sions, bringing our consciousness-es who will be liber-
ated from the dominance of our archaic brains. We can
then evolve the brains we need for the next steps. We
can move beyond the limitations of physical evolution
and development of ourselves and our minds. We can
then exercise our species’ rights to inter-dimensional
mobility. our niches await us.                               8
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1 Text excerpted reprinted with permission from the book:
metaxis and survival: Keys to adapting human consciousness to be
released by August 2012. (www.netaterra.com ).

2 See: 1) browne-miller, A. 2012. metaxis and survival: Keys to
adapting human consciousness; 2) browne-miller, A. 2009. interna-
tional collection on addictions ; 3) browne-miller, A. 2009. rewiring
your self to Break addictions and habits: overcoming problem pat-
terns; 4) deAngelis, A. 2008. transition and survival technologies; 5)
deAngelis, A. 2008. Embracing Eternity: thE liFE ForcE DoEs not DiE:

6) See also books listed at Angelabrowne-miller.com and
http://www.metaterra.com/consciousnessbooks/personalandplane-
tary.html and http://www.metaterra.com/novelsbytitle.html

3 further discussed in browne-miller, A. 2012, op. cit., and
browne-miller, A. 2009. rewiring your self to Break addictions and
habits. See also browne-miller, A. (ed.). 2010. international collection
on addiction: Volume two: psychobiological profiles. http://www.ange-
labrowne-miller.com/booklist/collectiononaddictions.html .

4 See discussion re synaptic activity in last chapters of browne-
miller, A. 1995. Working dazed.

5 bateson, g. (1972). steps to an Ecology of mind: collected Essays
in anthropology, psychiatry, Evolution, and Epistemology.

6 one of my greatest mentors, gregory bateson, was the origi-
nal proponent of “learning to learn” as noted in his seminal book,
steps to an Ecology of mind.

7 blake, William. 1870. the marriage of heave and hell. Sever-
al original versions are said to exist and can be found in collec-
tions. Presumed to have been composed beginning in or around
1789, when the author was 32. This poem was blake’s first full-
scale attempt to present his own philosophy.

8 note that it was 1949 when huxley wrote to george
orwell, author of 1984, congratulating him on “how fine and
how profoundly important the book is“. in his letter to
orwell, he predicted: “Within the next generation i believe
that the world’s leaders will discover that infant conditioning
and narco-hypnosis are more efficient, as instruments of gov-
ernment, than clubs and prisons, and that the lust for power
can be just as completely satisfied by suggesting people into
loving their servitude as by flogging them and kicking them
into obedience.” See huxley (1969). letters of aldous huxley.

9 browne-miller, A. raising thinking children and teens.
10 deAngelis, A. transition and survival technologies.
11 op. cit. browne-miller, A.
12 other tests of attentional bias reveal much the same,

that greater attention to, attentional bias toward, drug relat-
ed stimuli is common among persons addicted to the drug
that a particular stimulus addresses or suggests in some way.
other sets of tests for attentional bias include change blind-
ness tasks, in which participants detect slight changes
between two rapidly alternating pictures or visual scenes.
drug addicted persons more readily detect drug-addiction-
related changes in a pictured scene than do those who are
not drug addicted. And yet another test for attentional bias
is the attentional blink test, which is used to study responses
to stimuli and also addiction-related attentional abnormali-
ties. A stream of visual stimuli is rapidly presented, with
instructions to detect two specified stimuli within the stream.
The first and second targets or cues are separated by a certain
amount of time, such as a separation of between 200-400 mil-
liseconds. Subjects are generally more likely to miss the second
target because attentional resources are already allocated to pro-
cessing the first. And this is the “attentional blink.” When the
first stimulus is an addiction-related stimulus, addicted persons

demonstrate a longer and more extended attentional blink.
however, when the second stimulus is an addiction-related
stimulus, an addict’s first attentional blink is reduced.

13 browne-miller, A. 2012. metaxis and survival. deAngelis,
A. 2008. transition and survival technologies.
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n The lAST ThirTy yeArS i hAve been on A journey

that i describe as going into the labyrinth of
modern finance – an image that for me has sev-
eral nuances or resonances. firstly, it always

reminds me of octavio Paz’s labyrinth of solitude, a
book whose allusion to the loneliness of the individ-
ual in a rational society made a big impression on me
in my heady days as a twenty year-old in berkeley
1968. Paz wrote: ‘Solitude is the profoundest fact of
the human condition. man is the only being who
knows he is alone, and the only one who seeks out
another. his nature – if that word can be used in
reference to man, who has ‘invented’ himself by
saying ‘no’ to nature – consists in his longing to
realize himself in another. man is nostalgia and a
search for communion. Therefore, when he is
aware of himself he is aware of his lack of another,
that is, of his solitude1.’
Secondly, the labyrinth is an image of the brain,
within whose convolutions we fancy that our con-
sciousness has its seat and that there our thoughts
have their origin, rather than – as i aver – their
reflection. This is especially so as regards economic
life when understood not as the allocation of scarce
resources but as the expression of what lives in our
will life, in our unconscious motives and prompt-
ings. it is here, too, that we find the source of social
concern, concern for others not only oneself, but

concern also for the well-being of the economy
as such.
but the labyrinth also reminds me of Theseus,
the King of Athens’s son who set out to vanquish
the minotaur in his cave-maze. Thanks to Ari-
adne’s thread – a metaphor for feminine insight?
– Theseus, the male thinker, was able to confront
and overcome the minotaur, then make his way
back out of the cave and home2. but what was
the minotaur – the bull-headed man – other than
a picture of human will untrained, undisciplined,
uncoordinated, uncohered? This has long been the
human challenge. even Christianity predicates
itself on this: “nevertheless, let Thy will be done.”
fourthly, the labyrinth refers to modern economic
life – a convoluted affair to say the least – in
which free will is championed without its neces-
sary counterpart: freely undertaken responsibility.
for what is free trade in its untoward expression
except uncohered will life, people doing what they
will and deeming those actions thereby normal? it is
the ultimate ‘triumph’ of positivism to proclaim that
the old consciousness whereby physical deeds are
constrained by and obeisant to moral injunctions has
been superseded by the idea that whatsoever we can
do physically gives us our moral code.
As valeria mosini so persuasively and eloquently argues,
“[it is important that positivist economics] be supple-
mented with moral and social considerations so as to
reflect the interest of the whole community3.” To which
she adds that “will, combined with hope, can provide a
powerful propeller potentially capable of unravelling [the
neoliberal] paradigm […]4”.
much as positivism has reality in human history, for we
cannot become truly human if we remain bound by an
atavistic understanding of life, it is not the end of the
story. The next stage, and our future for a long time to
come, entails acting neither out of moral edicts issued
ex cathedra nor out of what one can get away with. in
fact, social conscience arises between the two. just as a
seed unfolds downwards as root and upwards as shoot
and has as it were to live between finity and infinity, so
do human beings find their true place between free-
dom and responsibility, between self-centred anarchy
and respect for one another.
but the labyrinth is also a metaphor for central banking
– that is, for understanding money societally. not as

THE L AB YR INTH OF F I N ANCE
CON S C I OU S N E S S A ND MON E Y

C H R I S T O P H E R H O U G H T O N B U D D
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something private only, but as something we share.
like air and light. just as we breathe one another’s air
and depend on the daily rising of a sun that we all
‘own’ in common, so we use (or, less prosaically,
enjoy) one another’s money, goods and talents, while
depending on universal price stability.

D E E D S F I R S T /  I D E A S S E C O N D

in economic life ideas follow deeds. The last thing is
new ideas. The first thing is to act intent on a new para-
digm. The explanation of it, whatever explanation one
is attracted to, comes after. i do not ascribe my life-long
involvement in economics to what i find around me,
but to an inner insistence – idealistic and quixotic may
be, but nevertheless sustaining – that we can and there-
fore must understand and do things in economics dif-
ferently. meaning less self-centredly. 
in regard to economic matters it is relatively easy to
change or at least talk about new ideas, but this can and
for the most part is done without affecting the will. The
habits remain unaffected. The reverse is a more inter-
esting possibility: that people first change their habits
then see what ideas they come up with. for those
would make them primary, antecedent to action, the
question is how do ideas about economic life create
the will forces that a person needs in order to act
differently? in my experience, by simply acting in a
right way. The ideas then follow.
even newton was aware that explanations follow
insights. As british economist john maynard Keynes
said of him in 1946: “There is the story of how he
informed halley of one of his most fundamental
discoveries of planetary motion. ‘yes,’ replied halley,
‘but how do you know that? have you proved it?’
newton was taken aback – ‘Why, i’ve known it
for years’, he replied. ‘if you’ll give me a few
days, i’ll certainly find you a proof of it’ – as in
due course he did5.” in short, one knows out of
one’s will before one knows in one’s head. This is
especially the case when it comes to economics.
indeed, that is the problem with modern eco-
nomics – it thinks it can first have an idea fol-
lowed by an action.
but the problem goes even deeper. The episte-
mology and resulting ontology of modern eco-
nomic life acts – hundred- monkey fashion –
directly to block the will life of humanity as a
whole. Conversely, if we would just get ourselves
on track through what we do rather than what
we say, the effect would be like the sun suddenly
shining on a dull, dreary day. People would realise
something that they are otherwise unable to realise,
even if they want to.

As the peripatetic philosophers of olden times might
have said, beware ideas had when sitting down, not
moving. or as Americans might say today: walk
your talk.

T H E B R A I N A S B O X

This is a difficult path to identify, let alone keep
to – especially for those free spirits who believe
their freedom comes without responsibility and
who accept no outer constraints whatsoever. As
deep liberationists of finance, the john galts of
this world, they forget or are unaware that, as
C. Wright mills once put it, the ‘cherished val-
ues’ of freedom and reason belong together6,
and so become enamoured of Ayn rand’s
incessant attack on collectivism and her belief
that true social order results from atomised
individualism.
modern economic understanding is trapped in
the brain – which we believe to be the origin
not the reflector of consciousness, even though
we constantly call on ourselves to ‘think outside
the box’. yet what is that box if not the brain – a
metaphor, if ever there was one, for the out-dated,
no longer valid, imprisoned light of the past, but
not the source of tomorrow’s true enlightenment,
by which measure the enlightenment of the 18th
century will be a poor pale cousin. indeed, the
event that modern economics so earnestly celebrates
might be better described as an Endarkenment – as the
light of ancient times going out, becoming shrouded
by rationalism.
only it is not rationalism – at least not when it comes
to economics. rationalism implies and entails consis-
tency, yet where is the consistency in overthrowing the
gods of savages and replacing them with the deism of
‘the market’? Where is the consistency in insisting on
what the physical senses alone provide as evidence of
reality, yet predicating an entire economic philosophy on
a hand that no senses can perceive? Where is the consis-
tency in resting finance on free market principles (namely,
the freedom to risk one’s capital as one will) then expect-
ing any losses on failed bets to be refunded by ‘the tax-
payer’, a term as disingenuous as the rationale it repre-
sents. for where in the entire universe would taxpayers
line up to refund the losses of gamblers as they leave
their casino?

D O U B L E - E N T R Y B O O K K E E P I N G

The only one way to get beyond our private, physical
brain boxes is double-entry bookkeeping – a tech-
nique which one may not know of, or not under-
stand, but which exists nonetheless. And not because
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it has been described. it is simply there. fortunately,
it also has an archetypal nature, meaning that it exists
independently of statements from gods on high and
independently of merely physical human action. more-
over, it is a technique representative of a deep human
truth, namely, there is never a debit without a credit.
That is, one can always see the counterpart of one’s
actions, one’s will life. on the one side one’s motives and
on the other the effects of what one does. 
every transaction has a debit side and a credit side. The
transaction itself however is neither. So it is in human
economic action. by the very way we live economically
(which for most of us today means financially or mone-
tarily) we live between our intentions and our effects.
Through debit and credit we can see our will life; now before,
now after. for it can never be seen at the moment of
acting. just as the eye cannot see itself.
This is why human beings become discrepant to reality
and to their true selves. Why they can think what can-
not be done and do what cannot be imagined. And why
they do what they know ‘should not’ be done. but this
is also the purpose of money – to separate ourselves
from externally provided mores, on the one hand, and
to prevent us falling into mendacity on the other.
This is the deeper purpose of double-entry book-
keeping – to allow us to avoid (more realistically,
overcome) mendacity. not to delude ourselves on
the journey towards freedom. As Shakespeare put it
in the cautionary remark he placed in the mouth of
Polonius in hamlet: 
neither a borrower nor a lender be;
For loan oft loses both itself and friend,
and borrowing dulls the edge of husbandry.
this above all: to thine own self be true,
and it must follow, as the night the day,
thou canst not then be false to any man7.

Why did Shakespeare get Polonius to say that?
because of the age he lived in, because of the deep
change in consciousnesses that then took place,
whereby what had previously been given to
human beings from outside had now to be found
in an individual’s conscience. This great reversal
of the logic of ancient morality, this huge trust on
the part of history in human beings’ ability to be
moral out of themselves. hence the renaissance,
the beginning of the birth of wisdom from within
human beings, requiring them to discover univer-
sality within their newfound individualism.
in art we see this in the appearance of perspec-
tive. in money the same phenomenon appears as
double-entry bookkeeping – the ability to look
out at the world and in on oneself from the world’s
point of view. no wonder that more perceptive
economists see the distance of their craft from the
methods of luca Pacioli – the monk most associated

with double-entry bookkeeping – as a measure of its
viability and justification.
Arjo Klamer and deirdre mcCloskey, for example,
some time back stated that, “in view of its impor-
tance in their work economists could be expected
to have an interest in accounting. once they did.
but now they don’t. for all practical purposes the
accounting metaphor in economic discourse is
dead and its reputation buried with it. having
been participants in the shunning of accountants,
we economists are now […] impelled to ask what
would happen if the accounting metaphor were
to be revived.”
first economists would have to change their
thinking about the history of economics. The
shunning of accounting is plain in all the histories.
Almost none discusses the interaction between
economics and accounting. joseph Schumpeter’s
history of Economic analysis8, the most compre-
hensive and exhaustive, contains only three refer-
ences to accounting. A reference to fra luca
Pacioli and the idea of double-entry bookkeeping
was deleted by Schumpeter but then reinstated by
his wife, who edited the unfinished manuscript
after his death9.”
more recently, Alan Sangster and giovanna Scataglini
wrote: “Pacioli’s pedagogic mission as revealed in his
treatise [is] to encourage learning through engage-
ment; to educate, not just in techniques but, also, in
the related issues without which the mechanics, while
perfectly executed, are performed oblivious to the
world in which they are used [...] Pacioli not only
taught his students to comprehend the language of dou-
ble entry bookkeeping and prepare the entries by which
it is composed, he explained why it was important to do
so and did so by setting his teaching in a business context
to which they could all relate10.”

M U L T I - P E R S P E C T I V E

/  A S O C I A L B R A I N

but double-entry bookkeeping has been around for over
500 years. now what happens? now nothing can happen
except and until everyone uses it. There is no further
technique to develop. no need for triple bottom line
accounting or ethical auditing. What is possible is that
the technique becomes used universally, not only by
experts (accountants, etc.) and not merely as an adjunct
to business. double-entry bookkeeping is a means for
becoming aware of one’s will life, of what lives in one’s
will, what one intends to do. This, of course, has to
come to free expression, hence ‘free will’. but the
question then becomes how to cohere the ‘free’ will
of the one human being with the equally free will of
all other human beings. 
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At this point, the metaphor is no longer the labyrinth,
but many perspectives in the one picture – a fine
example being Chagall’s 1911 painting i and the Vil-
lage. This is the only possible step after the appear-
ance of perspective. just so, the only possible equiva-
lent in the realm of money is universal use of double-
entry bookkeeping. When individuals, organisations,
governments and companies sit together and look at
one another’s accounts in order to see what the true
price should or could be, or where capital is best need-
ed (and then allocated by magnanimous transfer not by
penalising bonds), then we will have an image of eco-
nomic conduct appropriate to today’s world economy,
today’s one-world village.
Then consciousness will change, not out of ideas but out
of awareness of one’s deeds. Admittedly, this is a subtle,
hardly discernible difference, but it is not a splitting of
hairs or an exercise in semantics. Then, too, we will see –
already in modern economic life – that a new will exists,
a new paradigm is struggling to express itself.
it is hampered only by our belief that ideas are the ori-
gin of economic reality, when in fact they follow on.
Children are not now sent up chimneys because the
law prevents it. The law prevails because people would
no longer wish to send a child up a chimney than be
sent up there themselves. just as ideas follow deeds in
the economic realm, so laws clothe intent and
enshrine spiritual values but do not beget them.
modern understanding of economic life sits mid-
way between an old way of being that is no longer
valid, but hangs on, and a new future that has yet
to gain traction. between blood relationships that
connect one’s awareness to one’s blood family,
and free yet responsible deeds that link one to the
entire human family, but not via the blood.
humanity’s shrinking into self and self-interest
is an inevitable stage and part of history. of
itself, however, it is not a place that can sustain
the human being. As the light from the ancients
goes out, so does the light of tomorrow need to
come on, albeit with a moment in between,
otherwise we will simply exchange our slaveries.
That moment ought not to last long, however,
nor should we linger lightlessly for too long.

U N I T E D B Y I N D I V I D U A L I T Y

All ancient cultures envisage humanity ultimately
as a whole, as did the beatles when they sang, ‘i
am you and you are me and we are all together’! but
so did marx in his own way. And it is to this ulti-
mately that ‘the wisdom of the market’ also alludes.
To think of the other in economic life, not just one-
self – and even better to think on behalf of the econ-
omy as such as something living not mechanised – is

to link oneself to a distantly united humanity. bet-
ter put, it is to be an emissary from that future
world. Coming through the threatening darkness
of finance today can be seen the suffusing light of
that distant time.
The wonder of double-entry bookkeeping is that
no god ordains it and no human being can pos-
sess it. it is simply there, but it is so at the most
atomised moment in human evolution – when
one is alone with one’s net worth, thinking of it
as an asset when in fact it is a liability (the asset of
everyone else, in other words!). At that moment,
and in a time when spiritual evolution takes
place through economic evolution, the only ori-
entation available to the modern mind is dou-
ble-entry bookkeeping, precisely because it has
both moral and earthly reality yet belongs to
neither realm.
double-entry bookkeeping serves as the very
means by which we can escape our individual
brains and create together a kind of shared or
social brain. Still not a brain in which ideas origi-
nate, but one in which we can see our collective
will reflected. We are not made any less individual
because of this. on the contrary, it enables us to
understand the central paradox of our modern eco-
nomic lives, namely, that individuals, as the very
word suggests, cannot be divided.                         8

———————
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M I C H A E L D .  A U S T I N
D R E A M I N G E A R T H

We live by the grace of our planet. rough lenses
including Gaian consciousness, recent laws and local or
personal sketches in economics and natural history, the
author explores how consciousness and development
have interacted from a personal level to a scalable, plan-
etary one. Humankind’s most effective actions in sus-
tainability, consciousness and development could be dis-
tilled into compassionate living, connected to Earth in
all our policies.
Billions of people are examples in awareness of their
own microcosm, each in their own environment. But,
to be successful in consciousness or development, one’s
personal experiences must be made accessible and
shared. is is because humankind’s collective voice,
expressed in individual, daily choices will change the
world or make it the same. In the aggregation of our
individual experiences and compassion we’d find our
salvation in sustainability by our own hands.  | [181-195].

C H R I S T O P H E R B A C H E
T E A C H I N G T H E N E W P A R A D I G M

is article examines the collective-mind phenomenon
in the context of classroom. While not negating the
power of the individual mind, the article seeks to illumi-
nate the growing body of research that suggests that our
actions and intentions affect each other is still not com-
pletely understood ways. Contrary to traditional, top-
down classroom approach where the teacher was active
instructor and the student relatively passive learner, the
author offers a new model. Citing his own experiences,
as well as research by others, he explores the interconnec-
tivity of people’s minds, particularly those in a learning
environment. 
ere is a nascent understanding of how collective fields
of consciousness work in groups and the discovery of a
true collective intelligence – “synchronicity”. is con-
cept involves the simultaneous transformation of both
teacher and student, set off by the energy transferred
back and forth. e concept of group consciousness
revolves around the idea that groups share a “collective
mind”. is group mind comes about when there is
communal intention focused in an emotionally engaging
group project, project of sustained duration, and repeti-
tion of the project. In this environment the class is a
transformational journey that the entire group embarks on
together; the teacher learns from students, students learn
from one another, as well as the conventional learning
provided by teacher. | [173-179].

W A L T E R B A E T S
C O N S C I O U S N E S S A N D C O H E R E N C E

I N C O R P O R A T E S U C C E S S

Conventional rubrics for succeeding in the business world
have placed emphasis on the external individual sphere.
is article prescribes a more integrative approach for
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understanding intricate systems, corporate environments
in particular. 
e author piggybacks onto the body of research that
relates biological function and synchronicity with the
way that humans act in groups. is research contributes
to an understanding of organizations in order to decon-
struct the processes such as consciousness or coherence
using artificial neural networks.
Complex living systems, such as human beings, are com-
prised of diverse connected, networks of biological struc-
tures and processes. e author attempts to construct a
framework by which corporations are understood by
similar means.
e author issues a call for further research using a “first per-
son” approach to investigate the way that system elements
influence one another by way of their network, as opposed
to hierarchical or cause and effect relations.  | [207-212].

R A Y M O N D T R E V O R B R A D L E Y
N O N L O C A L I T Y ,  C O N S C I O U S N E S S ,

A N D T H E E Y E O F L O V E

A large body of experimental evidence has documented
the nonlocal nature of consciousness – intuitive knowl-
edge of remote or future events, and the effects of mind
on matter and on living systems – as a scientific fact.
Recent studies, using electrophysiological measures of
autonomic nervous system activity, have shown that such
nonlocal interaction is related to the degree of emotional
significance of the remote/future event. Moreover, there is
also solid experimental evidence that intentionally focused
bio-emotional energy can have a subtle but significant –
scientifically measurable – effect on nonlocal objects and
events. Drawing on these findings and the principles of
quantum holography, a speculative theory of nonlocal
consciousness is presented. e theory describes how
love, as passionate attention, enables the individual to
intuit nonlocal information, and, as passionate intention,
empowers them to have some influence on the actualiza-
tion of a nonlocal event of interest. Interacting with the
incoming energy fields radiating from all objects and
events, the outgoing energy field of love, which is coher-
ent, operates like a holographic lens – the “eye,” in-forming
(giving shape to) the intuitive perceptions and actions by
which the conscious self operates as a willful, creative
agent. It is the individual’s bio-emotional resonance – via
love – to a domain of energetically encoded quantum-
holographic information, beyond space and time, which
provides access to the order of implicit potentials in the
universe. In short, love’s attunement to this energetic
domain of consciousness is the means by which fore-
knowledge of nonlocal events can be intuitively accessed
and, to some degree, intentionally affected.  | [193-205].

A N G E L A B R O W N E - M I L L E R
S U R V I V A L I N S T R U C T I O N S :  C O N S C I O U S L Y

ADAPTING AND ENHANCING HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS

e survival of the human species is to a great extent in
our hands, or better stated, in our minds. Expansions of
the reaches, capabilities, dimensions, and dominions of
the human mind and consciousness are indeed within our
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grasp. Even the notion of expansion begs further explo-
ration now, a highly conscious, intelligently purposeful,
exploration. On the frontiers of ourselves, we have the
option to choose to be conscious and aware of our pres-
ences and our options. All fields of human endeavour,
including but not limited to spirituality, linguistics, neu-
roscience, genetics, physics, psychology, sociology,
anthropology, the arts, and so on, must step forward to
make conscious evolution, even conscious adaptation, of
the human consciousness very high on the agenda.
Species survival may depend on this. Species definition as
an inter-dimensional life form is essential.  | [247-257].

A N D R E W C O H E N
T H E E V O L U T I O N O F E N L I G H T E N M E N T

Teachings of Spiritual Enlightenment traditionally point
seekers to discover the infinite, timeless Ground of Being,
also called Emptiness in Buddhism. In this discovery, one
experiences liberation from or transcendence of the world
of time and form. I had a classic experience of this kind of
awakening in 1986, but soon found that a traditional
approach such as the one I had been taught was inadequate
to meet the needs of the contemporary seekers who were
coming to me and the Western cultural milieu of our time.
rough many years of contemplation, conversation, and
inquiry, I discovered a new source of spiritual enlighten-
ment – not the formless domain beyond time, but the
energetic impulse that is driving the entire life-process
forward in time. I call this the Evolutionary Impulse.
Based on this discovery, I have formulated a new spiritual
approach, which I call Evolutionary Enlightenment,
which marries traditional Eastern wisdom with a contem-
porary Western understanding of evolution.  | [141-146].

A L L A N C O M B S
C O Y O T E E N L I G H T E N M E N T .  A S T O R Y
O F E V O L U T I O N A R Y S P I R I T U A L I T Y

Here is a story of evolutionary spirituality. It is a story that
has been told in many ways throughout human history,
and in many cultural settings. e forms it takes always
reflect the ways the world is experienced by the teller and
the listeners, in other words, the form of consciousness in
which they are bathed. Modern accounts of evolution and
spirituality emerge from mental consciousness, which
dominates our own age. Earlier forms of consciousness, for
example steeped in magic and myth, created their own
stories of spirituality and transformation. e future holds
possibilities of still other forms of experience, and with
them different forms of spirituality and transformation.
ese are hinted at in contemporary trends seen in art,
literature, science, and spirituality itself.  | [147-156].

M A T T H I J S C O R N E L I S S E N
C O N S C I O U S N E S S ,  K N O W L E D G E A N D T H E F U T U R E

O F H U M A N I T Y :  A M I N I A T U R E O V E R V I E W
B A S E D O N T H E W O R K O F S R I A U R O B I N D O

Humanity is rapidly moving in a direction that seems to
take it dangerously close to collective madness and self-
destruction. One of the reasons, or at least one of the
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major symptoms of the present difficulty is that the
dominant knowledge system of our proud and powerful
global civilization has a far too limited understanding of
consciousness and the role it plays in the creation. 
In this essay I will delineate three archetypal ways of con-
ceptualising consciousness, and eight ways of knowing
reality, whose understanding might help us to find a way
out of our present imbroglio.  | [163-171].

C H R I S T I A N D E Q U I N C E Y
E M B O D I E D M A S T E R Y :  U S I N G P H I L O S O P H Y

T O I M P R O V E P E R F O R M A N C E I N T H E
M A R T I A L A R T O F E V E R Y D A Y L I F E

is article delves into the way in which physicality can
instruct our internal mental state and performance, with
the concept of process metaphysics. is is the philosophy
of embodiment that can be applied anywhere in life.
Process martial arts is a way in which to become aware of
the exchange between the choices your body makes at a cel-
lular level and the choices you make as a whole organism; to
master the interchange between the choices of your cells
and those choices of you as a collective organism, and to
engage in a more comprehensive dialogue between you
and your surroundings, including those entities with dif-
ferent, and perhaps competing, goals.
Process mastery is dependent on both physical and mental
facility. Attitude is of critical importance because of the
manner that it influences the way in which we view the
world and thus, the way that we respond to stimuli in
either positive or negative ways. A requirement in the pur-
suit of process mastery is to engage with the world in an
open, positive way as this allows for an individual to
become aware of the array of possibilities available in life.
Mastery in martial arts is conducive to bypassing fear and
aggression and achieving a positive, receptive frame of
mind to external stimuli. By becoming more receptive to
your opponent you gain the opportunity to transpose the
conflict into a more sympathetic, collaborative encounter.
| [213-217].

J E F F R E Y E I S E N
C L E A R I N G T O H O L O S E N T I E N C E
A N D L E V E L I I E N L I G H T E N M E N T

In these transitional times, we often hear Einstein’s quote
that no problem can be solved from the same consciousness
that created it, and by that, we are admonished to change
our consciousness. But what exactly is being asked of us,
and how does it work? From my long-standing perspective
on the central role of perception in creating form in duality,
it becomes clear that perception itself must shift. In this
paper, I introduce two vital aspects of the required shift in
perception: 1) the advent of intentional clearing. In this we
clear from the nondual realm in order to relax and dissolve
egoic contractions; 2) the resultant emergence of a holosen-
tient perception, the ability to perceive ‘in the round’, a
kind of holographic awareness of whole systems. Together,
these aspects point to an underlying process of increasing
awareness that goes beyond the consciousness that created
the present global situation, even beyond much of what we
read about enlightenment. My holosentient perception is



that by using intentional clearing toward the capacity to
perceive holosentiently, we are learning to integrate nondu-
ality and duality, and thus, developing our full potential as
human Beings.  | [157-162].

R I A N E E I S L E R
B R E A K D O W N O R B R E A K T H R O U G H :  C U L T U R E ,
C O N S C I O U S N E S S A N D H U M A N D E V E L O P M E N T

We stand at a crossroads between a violent, fractured
and unequal world and a sane humane one. People’s
belief systems can help to propagate such cruel and
unjust universe, such as the belief in original sin or belief
that man’s biology is inherently selfish or animalistic in
nature. ese ways of thinking fail to acknowledge the
deep caring and consciousness so common in human
nature. In order to bring the focus back to humanity’s
capacity, the author proposes three questions: What kind
of cultures support or inhibit the expression of human
capacities for caring consciousness and creativity? What
kinds of cultures support our capacities for cruelty, insen-
sitivity and destructiveness? And what can help us create
the conditions for positive capacities to develop and flourish?
e author developed a new system of social classification
that pays particular attention to primary human relations,
meaning the childhood relations and relations between
male and female portions of humanity that are crucial to
development and survival of the species. Dividing these
into a partnership model and domination model, she decon-
structs these paradigms influence on society at large. Vio-
lent and repressive societies stem from the domination
model: characterized by hierarchical rankings in families,
state or tribe, exercised through physical, psychological
and economic means; the dominance of men over
women and culturally accepted predominance of abuse
and violence. e partnership model contrasts sharply: an
egalitarian structure in both the family and state or tribe;
equality between the sexes; and a hold a disapprobation
of violence. ese nations who skew to the partnership
model consistently have better quality-of-life metrics than
those who follow the domination model.
is relationship between these two models can be traced
back throughout evolution of mankind, indeed can even
be witnessed in the animal kingdom. More hospitable
circumstances lend themselves to the partnership model,
hardscrabble or precarious circumstances usually precipi-
tate the domination cultures.
e author concludes by recommending we look at how
the two models of societal domination or partnership
interact with our own minds. Doing so will help to pre-
vent regression and build on the momentum towards a
world full of more partnership type societies and thus a
more peaceful, just and sustainable world.  | [123-130].

G E O F F F I T C H
E V O L U T I O N A R Y E T H I C S

Several theorists have described a spectrum of evolution
of consciousness that includes human development and
spans the great domains of concrete, subtle, causal and
non-dual worlds, as well as an evolutionary, non-dual
understanding of the cosmos. Foundational conditions
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of the cosmos itself reinforce a developmental view of
ethics and suggest several principles for ethical awareness
and action, given an evolutionary perspective. ese prin-
ciples include the impulse towards greater individual and
collective development; the loving embrace of what is
existent; and paradoxical understanding and transcen-
dence of dualities inherent in development. is paper
explores the ethical potentials of the challenges we face
today, in light of our understanding of the evolutionary
development of consciousness, and examines ethical prin-
ciples founded on the essential conditions of the cosmos
– evolution and non-duality.  | [117-122].

M A R C G A F N I
T H E F U T U R E O F T H E H O L Y:  F R O M S E X T O E R O S

is article unpacks the relationship between the sacred,
the erotic and the sexual. Emergent from the Kabbalistic
tradition the essay asserts the virtual identity between eros
and holiness, while discerning significantly between the
sexual and the erotic. Eros is understood to express itself in
four major facets. e four faces of eros are interiority, full-
ness of presence, yearning, and wholeness or the intercon-
nectivity of being. e sexual is not alienated from eros but
it is also not identical with eros. Rather, and this is the core
thesis of the essay, the sexual – in its ideal form – models
the erotic. More precisely the sexual models the erotic but it
does not exhaust the erotic. e qualities of eros are
accessed and modelled more easily and elegantly by sex in
its idealized form. However, the goal of life is to live eroti-
cally not merely in the sexual, but in every facet of being.
e limiting of erotic life to the merely sexual is under-
stood to be the exile of the Shekinah, the Hebrew mystical
term for the feminine presence of the divine. e full
incarnation of eros in every dimension of life is an expres-
sion of “Temple Consciousness”.  | [131-139].

A S H O K G A N G A D E A N
S P I R I T U A L T R A N S F O R M A T I O N A S T H E

A W A K E N I N G O F G L O B A L C O N S C I O U S N E S S .
A D I M E N S I O N A L S H I F T I N T H E

T E C H N O L O G Y O F T H E M I N D

e author posits that there are times in the course of his-
tory in which humanity undergoes comprehensive and
profound transformations and that one such shift is occur-
ring at the moment, a “tipping point”. In order to cope
and deal with the radical changes inherent to such a shift,
people must adapt through altering their consciousness.
e key to this adaptation is, in the author’s words, an
“access code” to an “enchanted universe”, whereby one
attains consciousness that reality is a holistic field of infor-
mation and dynamic connectivity. is global conscious-
ness will realize certain things, one of the most important
is what is referred to here as “collective global wisdom”,
that humankind shares in the creation of reality and the
universe, through their interpretive abilities. Gangadean
believes this world-shaping – or the way our internal
worldview and narrative have the power to change out-
ward reality – is the highest human art. 
e essay concludes that through the technology of nat-
ural reason lies the direction for the future choices that
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need to be made in the wake of the current global trans-
formation.  | [29-35].

A M I T G O S W A M I
I N N E R C R E A T I V I T Y :  A N E W P A R A D I G M
F O R A D U L T S P I R I T U A L D E V E L O P M E N T

Quantum physics has given us a new scientific worldview
based on the primacy of consciousness. One of the out-
standing aspects of this worldview is that it includes both
spirituality and materiality and in this way gives us a
framework for discussing adult spiritual development
that is the subject of this article.  | [17-28].

S T A N I S L A V G R O F
2 0 1 2 A N D H U M A N D E S T I N Y :  E N D O F T H E
W O R L D O R C O N S C I O U S N E S S R E V O L U T I O N ?

Stanislav Grof challenges the current interpretation of the
Mayan calendar as predicting the end of the material
world on December 12, 2012, arguing for a different per-
spective on the Mayan prophecy. As this date draws closer,
it gathers more attention from the media and entertain-
ment world, all morbidly reflecting on the anticipated
doomsday. Many other cultural and religious traditions
contained similar prophecies about the end of a great cycle,
seemingly lending credence to the ancient prediction. Grof
suggests a more positive explanation of the Mayan prophecy,
that instead of destruction and annihilation of the world,
it refers to an existential death and rebirth of humanity;
the psycho-spiritual transformation of the current world
order into something new and better. 
Ultimately, we are entirely responsible for which version
of the prophecy comes to pass. Grof concludes that we
are facing a definitive crisis, if we continue on our current
destructive path, we as a humanity is unlikely to survive.
But there is hope, if enough people undergo a process of
deep spiritual transformation, and reach a level of con-
sciousness deserving of the name bestowed upon our
species: Homo sapiens.  | [1-12].

G A I L H O C H C H K A
E N G A G I N G T H E P L A Y O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

I N S U S T A I N A B L E D E V E L O P M E N T

Drawing on experiences in sustainable international devel-
opment, it is suggested that global wellbeing involves the
development of consciousness, as it arises in self, behaviour,
culture and systems, from a place of deep presence in one’s
own awareness. With an integral approach to international
development, as written about by Ken Wilber and practiced
by numerous individuals and organizations involved in
international development, integral practitioners bring a
particular understanding of consciousness into the practice
of development. is includes laying emergent ground both
the transformations in consciousness as well as fostering
greater health in existing expressions of consciousness, all
the while engaging practices that support a quality of pres-
ence or wakefulness in one’s own awareness. An example is
given of how consciousness is engaged in development,
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from the perspective of Integral approach, in a leadership for
sustainable development project in West Africa.  | [75-82].

C H R I S T O P H E R H O U G H T O N B U D D
T H E L A B Y R I N T H O F F I N A N C E .
C O N S C I O U S N E S S A N D M O N E Y

e author seeks to untangle the maze of modern finance.
e image of the labyrinth is symbolic of central banking
and used as a way to understand money in a social way. It
helps to understand that money is not simply a solely pri-
vate matter, but a social, shared common good. Just as we
share the air and water, we reciprocally use and enjoy one
another’s money, goods and talent. Dr Houghton Budd
calls for the incorporation of “double-entry bookkeeping”
into modern finance. is is a more holistic means of
accounting, meaning there is never a debit without a credit,
with every transaction there is consideration of one’s
motives on the other, the effects of what one does. us
we live economically between our intentions and our
effects. Double-entry bookkeeping represents a way in
which we leave our individual brains behind and forge
together a “shared” or “social” brain, where our collective
will prevail.  | [259-262].

E R V I N L A S Z L O
T W O W A Y S O F K N O W I N G T H E W O R L D :

D I S C O V E R I N G T H E R E A L I T Y O F
N O N - S E N S O R Y P E R C E P T I O N

Historically humans have been seen as seen as interpreting
the world solely through their neuroaxonal network, or
more colloquially, their senses. Professor Laszlo argues
against limiting human experience to sensory experience
as new evidence appears to support that there are actually
systems in which our brains synthesize data from the out-
side world: the macro-level neuroaxonal networks and the
sub-neural quantum-level networks. e latter derives
from direct-intuitive nonlocal perception that recognizes
more subtle effects that usually operate under the radar of
our conscious awareness. 
Entering altered states of consciousness, such as through
prayer or meditation, allows for individuals to experience
the world in different, more comprehensive ways. Too
often, these alternate experiences are derided as imaginary
and disregarded. However, researchers found that a group
of individuals achieved both greater internal synchronici-
ty (between left and right brain hemispheres) as well as
inter-personal synchronicity through meditation. ese
effects were found even though the test subjects were
comparatively “walled off” in terms of their senses. It
seems as though the way we think of human perception
needs to be revisited.  | [37-39].

R O B E R T A U G U S T U S M A S T E R S
T H E A N A T O M Y O F I N T U I T I O N :

T H E E V E R Y D A Y T R A N S M I S S I O N O F
N O N - C O N C E P T U A L K N O W I N G N E S S

Intuition is a trait native to all humans, what we do with it,
however, varies greatly from person to person. For some-
thing so universal it is often ignored or written off as a



non-rational, almost imaginary phenomenon. is article
describes intuition, underlining its importance and the
need to cultivate an awareness of it. 
e author sees intuition as a neutral phenomenon; it is
neither “good” nor “bad”, though the resulting actions
may be ascribed with those adjectives. If we do not hear or
perceive our intuition, it is not because it’s not there, but
rather, we are not being open to it. Ironically, for many
people being able to interpret and understand intuition is
not intuitive. 
However, it is possible to make oneself more receptive to
intuition by gathering relevant material, quieting one’s mind
and freeing oneself and listening deeply in order to recognize
the sometime barely perceptible knock of intuition.
e author underscores that intuition is not a singularly per-
sonal experience; it can also be a shared experience that links
a group together. Like a bolt of lightning, an immediate cur-
rent that flows through everyone, intuition has the ability to
unite separate beings with a deep bond. It is an occurrence
that deserves our deepest reverence and attention.  | [13-16].

R O L L I N M A C R A T Y
~  A N N E T T E D E Y H L E

C O H E R E N C E A S A C A T A L Y S T F O R P E R S O N A L,
S O C I A L A N D G L O B A L H E A L T H,  A N D T H E R O L E

O F T H E G L O B A L C O H E R E N C E I N I T I A T I V E

Complex living systems, including human beings, are
composed of numerous dynamic, interconnected net-
works of biological structures and processes. Coherence
implies order, structure, harmony, and alignment within
and amongst systems – whether in atoms, organisms,
social groups, planets, or galaxies. us, every whole has a
relationship with and is a part of a greater whole, which is
again part of something greater. In this context, nothing
can be considered as separate, alone, or lacking relation-
ships. Aspects of coherence are reflected in physiology
and can be objectively measured. e concepts of coher-
ence can also be applied at the social level, and by increas-
ing our personal coherence the benefits are not only
reflected in improved personal health and happiness but
may also affect and be reflected in a global field environ-
ment through which all living systems are interconnected.
All across the planet, increasing numbers of people and
groups are practicing heart-based living, meditation, and
prayer that support positive change and creative solutions
for manifesting a better world. e Global Coherence
Initiative (GCI) is a science based, co-creative project to
unite people in heart-focused care and intention. It is
working in concert with other initiatives to realize the
increased effectiveness of collective alignment. Every cell
in our body is bathed in an external and internal environ-
ment of fluctuating invisible magnetic forces that affect
numerous physiological rhythms in humans and global
behaviour. e most likely mechanism for explaining how
solar and geomagnetic influences affect human health and
behaviour is a coupling between the human nervous sys-
tem, heart and brain with and Schumann resonances
which occur in the earth-ionosphere resonant cavity and
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other resonant geomagnetic frequencies. We are not only
synchronized with solar and geomagnetic activity, but dis-
ruptions in these fields can create adverse effects on
human health and behaviour. In order to conduct this
research a global network of 12 to 14 ultrasensitive magnetic
field detectors specifically designed to measure the earth’s
magnetic resonances is being installed strategically around
the planet. It is postulated that as increasing number of
people add coherent energy to the global field, it helps
strengthen and stabilize mutually beneficial feedback loops
among human beings and with the earth’s energetic fields.
Furthermore, one of GCI’s goals is to test the hypothesis
that large numbers of people when in a heart-coherent
state and are holding a shared intention, can encode infor-
mation on the earth energetic and geomagnetic field,
which can act as a carrier wave for biologically patterned
and relevant information.  | [83-95].

S A H L A N M O M O
T H E M E S O T E R I C L E A P

e author identifies and defines the mesoteric state of
consciousness between the exoteric and the essoteric planes
as the dimension in which both the individual and
humankind as a whole are shifting. It is not an altered
state of consciousness, but the real ‘human’ collective
dimension that links spirit to matter on the tensorium
within consciousness and is characterized by the ever
‘present’ devoid of space and time. While the global crises
is grinding into pieces the last phase of the current civi-
lization, the merging of spirit and matter in the mesoteric
consciousness is giving rise to a new collective culture and
forging unprecedented development models consonant
with a nonprofit society in which the rewarding aware-
ness of being helpful in co-creating the common good is
the real priceless profit.  | [V-XII].

R O G E R D .  N E L S O N
G L O B A L C O N S C I O U S N E S S .  E V I D E N C E

F O R A N E M E R G E N T N O O S P H E R E

A long term, continuing experiment called the Global
Consciousness Project (GCP) looks for non-random structure
in synchronized random data streams generated during
major events. A global network of random number gener-
ators (RNGs) records parallel sequences of random data at
65 sites around the world, and a rigorous experiment tests
the hypothesis that the data will deviate from expectation
during “global events” defined as transitory episodes of
widespread mental and emotional response to great cele-
brations and tragedies. e ongoing replication experi-
ment measures correlations across the network during the
designated events, and the result from more than 400 formal
hypothesis tests over the past 14 years departs substantially
from expectation, with odds of more than 100 billion to
one against the null hypothesis. Controls exclude conven-
tional physical explanations or experimental error, and the
experimental design constrains interpretation. e results
suggest that some aspect of human consciousness is
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involved as a source of the effects. e subtle structuring
of random data indicates an effect of coherent human
attention and emotion in the physical world, and it points
to a creative quality of consciousness that can change the
future from what it might have been.  | [41-49].

T E R R I J .  O ’ F A L L O N
D E V E L O P M E N T A N D C O N S C I O U S N E S S :

G R O W I N G U P I S W A K I N G U P

Developmental stages have been a prominent area of
research in the past fifty years, particularly beginning with
child development. is has been extended into the adult
realm with a number of authors and researchers focusing
on developmental stages throughout the life span and
there has been considerable documentation of the trajectory
of development. In contrast, is interest in the apprehen-
sions of states, which people have experimented with for
generations. Sages and spiritual teachers have focused on
supporting people’s development through state training
and separate research has been conducted on states. It has
been speculated that those who have higher states would
also be later in their development, but research has not
bourn this out. is article investigates the intersection
between developmental stages and apprehensions through
state experiences and how they inform and support each
other. It supports this investigation with current, relevant
research, which suggests that growing up developmentally
relies on waking up through states and waking up also
relies on growing up through the stages.  | [97-103].

T E R R Y P A T T E N
I N T E G R A L S P I R I T U A L P R A C T I C E :  B E C O M I N G

T H E O N E S W E H A V E B E E N W A I T I N G F O R

For millennia, human beings have engaged in spiritual
practices to grow, develop, awaken, expand, and realize
their highest potentials. Now in the 21st century, some-
thing new is emerging – the widespread understanding
among people in developed countries that maturation is
a lifelong journey – that “all of life is a school”. e culti-
vation of higher maturity and “supernormal” potentials is
a form of rational spirituality – one that is informed by
our rich global inheritance of spiritual understandings and
techniques, as well as recent psychological, neurological,
scientific and technological advances. As practitioners in
the information age, we are in a unique position to draw
on the full array of wisdom and knowledge available, and
to forge a new, more holistic and global praxis of the art
of being human. Moreover, the multiple, interpenetrating
crises of our time – which are not only social and sys-
temic, but also cultural and spiritual in origin – require
us to re-imagine our approach to personal development,
awakening, and social responsibility. We are called to
more effectively “be and do” the change we wish to see in
the world. An “integral spiritual practice” is one way of
describing such an engaged, holistic, global evolutionary
way of life that can enable individuals and cultures to
more rapidly matriculate through the lessons of “the
school of life” in the 21st century.  | [51-57].
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V E N I T A L .  R A M I R E Z
L O V E ,  C O N S C I O U S N E S S &  E V O L U T I O N

As a species, most of us live unaware of the fact that we
collectively collude about many sets of assumptions that
keep destructive aspects of human life in place, preventing
a more rapid evolution of human consciousness and well-
being. But what if we decided willingly to suspend our
beliefs and assumptions? What if we opened, listened to
and received a deeper wisdom through the collective intel-
ligence of every one on earth? How might these vast
resources inform one another and create unimagined solu-
tions, visions and possibilities? How might we find a way
to serve everyone and everything on the planet in a way
that is fair, loving and generous? What if we were to
decide we are ready for a massive transformation in our
consciousness and thus in our quality of life now and in
the future? In this paper, I will draw from current research
on the latest known stages of human development, from
eight years of experiments in an innovative transformative
leadership programme, and twenty-five years of direct
experience with individuals in psychotherapy. From these
and other sources, I will identify perspectives and process-
es that could accelerate an evolved future for humanity
and for all of life.  | [231-239].

J O H N R E N E S H
T H E C O N S C I O U S O R G A N I Z A T I O N :

W O R K P L A C E S F O R T H E S E L F - A C T U A L I Z E D

In this essay, the author describes an organizational model
he is been advocating for more than a decade – the “con-
scious organization.” Given human’s evolution toward
self-actualization, our institutions needs to evolve as well
or face extinction. At the present time in history, nearly
all societal problems and challenges are rooted in systemic
dysfunction, locked in place by organizational cultures
based on outmoded assumptions, beliefs and habits. e
authors discusses what he means by conscious, why it is
being called for now and how organizations will look
when they commit themselves to having a conscious cul-
ture, where light is shined on any shadowy behaviour or
dysfunction by workers who are enthused and passionate
about working in environments that foster more con-
scious behaviour, more fulfilling work and more effective
enterprises.  | [227-230].

T O R U S A T O
T H E D E S C E N T A N D A S C E N T U P O N
T H E L A D D E R O F C O N S C I O U S N E S S

is article explores how the journey of life may involve a
challenging but necessary descent into darkness and a grad-
ual ascent into a wakeful bliss that is often perceived as the
descent and ascent upon the ladder of consciousness. In the
first part of the journey, the descent, we gradually lose sight
of the fact that the very thing we are longing for is the very
thing that is longing. In other words, we begin believing
that the space that accepts and holds all of our emotions
with loving presence only exists in the outside world and
not inside of us. In the second part of the journey, the



ascent, we begin awakening to the fact that this space
that can accept and hold all of our emotions with loving
presence is not something that can only be found in
others who have a deep capacity to love. Rather, it is the
very essence of who we are and the very essence of every
being in the universe. Once we make this all-important
realization, we cannot help but live our lives with a deep
reverence for all beings knowing that we all belong to
each other.  | [113-116].

M A R I L Y N S C H I L T Z
E M E R G I N G W O R L D V I E W S :  T O O L S O F

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N F O R N O E T I C L E A D E R S H I P

As the global community seeks to manage myriad chal-
lenges and complexities of today’s social and economic
climate, there is a call for new skills and capacities.
Research on worldview transformation suggests that peo-
ple can engage in practices that support life-enhancing
changes in the face of stress and challenge. e purpose of
this article is to apply the worldview transformation
model to noetic leadership as a transformative practice.
e goal is to help catalyze positive individual and collec-
tive transformations in today’s increasingly global and
interconnected society and to provide new resources for
leadership. Such noetic leadership tools include: world-
view literacy, noetic experiences, self-reflection skills,
engagement in transformative practices, holding positive
images for the future, setting individual and collective
intentions, developing attention-training capacities, and
recognizing the value of surrender in the face of change.
While there are many barriers to worldview transforma-
tions, history is a good indicator that humans are a resilient
species. Harnessing creative insight offers the potential for
breakthroughs to a new future for humanity.  | [241-245].

D A N A T O M A S I N O
H E A R T I N T E L L I G E N C E A N D E M O T I O N A L

E V O L U T I O N :  A N E X T S T E P I N
C O N S C I O U S N E S S D E V E L O P M E N T

e evolution of human civilization to this point has
seen impressive advances in the development of tools
and technologies that enable us to interact effectively
with our external world. However, as a whole, our rela-
tionship with our internal emotional experience has
remained comparatively immature. is next crucial
phase of humanity’s evolution will invite a shift in focus
inward – to the development of new internal strategies
by which we can learn to effectively regulate, modulate,
and direct the vast and largely untapped resource that is
our emotional energy. To build this new relationship
with our emotional experience will require a source of
intelligence beyond the familiar but limited awareness of
the mind. Heart intelligence embraces an integrated
awareness that includes input from the body, mind,
emotions as well as nonlocal intuitive information from
a field of energy beyond the bounds of space-time. It is
postulated that the heart serves as a conduit to the spirit
or soul and that it can transduce information from this
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larger aspect of our being, making it accessible to con-
scious awareness. Practices that engage the heart by acti-
vating states sourced in Love, at the individual level and
in group and community settings, can facilitate the
awakening and development of heart intelligence and
thereby open the door to new possibilities of self-aware-
ness and emotional mastery. e collective maturation of
our ability to intentionally track, focus, direct, and mod-
ulate our emotional energy will naturally facilitate the
development of humanity’s intuitive and co-creative
capacities. is heart-directed evolution of consciousness
will transform our relationship to ourselves, our fellow
beings, and our Planet, leading to greater levels of self-
responsibility, cooperation, compassion, connectedness,
and Love.  | 57-64].

P A U L V O N W A R D
W O R L D V I E W S A N D E V O L U T I O N
O F H U M A N C O N S C I O U S N E S S

Humans now face multiple existential, global threats of
their own making. e greatest obstacle to an effective glob-
al response is the lack of a working consensus on strategy.
With incompatible teleological worldviews, the human
community is re-tribalizing into different realities. Looking
at the circumstances with different assumptions about how
the universe works, religious, political, and cultural leaders
cannot even agree on the problem, much less solutions. e
gap between materialism and theism makes agreement on
any fundamental issue impossible. Insights into the mental
and emotional power of worldviews now offer a new strategy
to build a more universal worldview as a basis for better
world communication and cooperation.  | [65-73].

P E T E R G A R E T H W A L L A C E
~  D E N N I S P .  H E A T O N

A C O N S C I O U S N E S S - B A S E D A P P R O A C H
T O E L I M I N A T I N G P O V E R T Y

His Holiness Maharishi Mahesh Yogi promulgated a sys-
tem of theory and practices to achieve sustainable eco-
nomic development from the foundational platform of
human consciousness. ree principles of this Conscious-
ness-based approach are presented and each principle is
illuminated by corresponding verses from the traditional
Vedic literature. First, the Principle of Fullness presents
the concept that the inner dimension of Transcendental
Consciousness is the source of the material world and that
experience of this dimension can be systematically culti-
vated to enhance creativity, effective performance, and
holistic achievement. Next, the Principle of Support of
Nature explains that when thinking and behaviour are
more connected to the totality of Natural Law, available in
Transcendental Consciousness, fewer mistakes are created,
the environment becomes supportive for easier achieve-
ment of success, and life is freer from problems. Finally,
the Principle of Coherence explains how the progress of
society is related to the field effects of evolving collective
consciousness.  | [219-225].
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F R E D A L A N W O L F
H O W T O I D E N T I F Y W I T H T H E
C R E A T O R O F T H E U N I V E R S E

e author attempts to reconcile the supposed gap
between the inner “dream world” and outer “objective”
reality. He is interested in the overlap between matter and
mind, envisioning the act of creation as a symbiotic rela-
tionship where what we do affects how we do it and how
we do things affect what we do.
Wolf views our quotidian experience of reality to be a
gross oversimplification of the fullness of its nature. is is
a function of the limitations of our senses as well as current
ignorance of physics. Quantum physics and relativity have
indicated that much of reality is hidden and mysterious, a
fact which would be readily apparent if we could experi-
ence quantum reality. e article proposes that the core
of the universe is not composed of hard reality, but is
instead a dreaming universe.
e latest physics relates that reality is not what we think,
but rather made of possibilities that appear to be solid
matter. What we see as “reality” is simply a matter of rela-
tive consciousness. e fields of physics and spirituality,
often viewed as being at odds, are in fact pointing in the
same direction: “It is all a dream”.  | [105-111]. 8
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It is not certain that
everything is uncertain.

PASCAL, Pensée.
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s p a n d a t h i r t y - 3 n a r r a t i o n s  t o  d i s c l o s e
the state of the art in consciousness studies.

from spiritual transformation to dimensional shift,
from heart intelligence to emotional evolution,

from collective intelligence to the environment,
f r o m  f i n a n c e t o  n o n - s e n s o r y  p e r c e p t i o n ,
from inner  creativ ity to  self -real izat ion ,

f r o m  g l o b a l h e a l t h t o  d e v e l o p m e n t ,
f r o m  c o h e r e n c e t o  t h e  “ e y e ”  o f  l o v e ,

f r o m  g o v e r n a n c e t o  m a r t i a l  a r t s ,
l o v e ,  g r i e f ,  c u l t u r e ,  a n d  p o v e r t y ,

h o l o s e n t i e n c e ,  e r o t i c i s m a n d  e v o l u t i o n ,
a d a p t a t i o n ,  k n o w l e d g e a n d  c o n s c i o u s n e s s ,

the creator of the universe,
the  noosphere and

t h e  m e s o t e r i c  l e a p

are some of the visions unveiled in
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